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FOREWORD

This volume represents what has been achieved during the five-day
meeting of Color 77, the 3rd Congress of the International Colour
Association, and will provide an excellent bird's-eye view of the most
important problems confronting color scientists, technologists, and
educators at present. However, what is represented herein does not tell
the whole story of the 3rd Congress of the AIC. A distinguishing
feature of this Congress was that plenty of time was devoted to discussion. Every morning the speakers and session chairmen of the day took
their breakfast together. Whenever two to four papers were presented,
there was a discussion period of 20 minutes. Every day, after the sessions
were over, all the speakers and session chairmen were scheduled to
attend the discussion session again, reviewing the achievements of that
day. Invited lectures were given in the General Hall, but presentations
in the specialist sessions were in parallel, three at the same time. Hence,
the post-session discussion time gave one the good opportunity of
knowing what had been discussed in the other sessions which one had
not attended . It is a pity that this volume could not include what had
been achieved during these discussions. As is always the case, the
Proceedings of a Congress will never substitute for the whole gains
that can be obtained through one's own physical presence. The next
Congress, the 4th, will be held in Berlin in 1981, and it is my hope that
as many as possible from as many countries as possible will come to
participate in it.
At the closing session, Dr Wyszecki, the Program Chairman who
chaired all the discussion sessions at the end of the day, gave a survey
report which is included as Paper D14. According to his report,
whereas topics under the categories of color appearance, chromatic
adaptation, colorimetry, color technology, and instruments were weil
covered in this Congress, there should have been more papers concerning the physiological aspects of color perception and the problems of
color in design and in fine art. This is partially due to the historical
circumstances of the AIC, especially in the process of its birth, as can
be seen in the first invited lecture given by Mr G Tonnquist of Sweden.
However, history is a thing to be created by all who are concerned.
In order to be a comprehensive and self-contained organization of color
science, it will be most desirable for the AIC to have at its meetings
contributions from various approaches and angles. Color is the final
V
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result of three processes: physical, physiological, and psychological, and
color is involved in various aspects of human life and society.
Finally, on behalf of the Executive Committee of the AIC, I would
like to thank all persons whose endeavors have led this Congress to
success: General Chairman, Dr Roland E Derby J r; Financial Chairman, Mr S Leonard Davidson ; Program Chairman, Dr Gunter
Wyszecki; and Arrangements Chairman, Dr Fred W Billmeyer Jr.
Also, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the President of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Mr George M Low, who made it
possible for us to use the excellent facilities and to enjoy the beautiful
environment of RPI, and who kindly presented a most interesting talk
about space science at the Banquet.
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PREFACE

The 3rd Congress of the International Colour Association, AIC Color 77,
was held on the campus of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, 10-15 July 1977. All sessions were held in Rensselaer's
Communications Center Building. The Congress was attended by 255
Participants, 53 Accompanying Persons, 16 Students, and 27 Exhibitors.
The dormitory and food service facilities of the Institute were utilized
by the majority of those attending.
The eight invited papers, whose full texts are included in this volume,
and the 91 contributed papers, whose extended abstracts are included,
were presented by the authors with the exceptions noted in the
Contents. Before the reading of his invited paper by Dr R W G Hunt, a
moment of silence was observed in honor of Dr Paul Kowaliski, who
died in March 1977.
An exhibition of color-measuring instruments and related equipment
and books was on display under the sponsorship of the Manufacturers
Council on Color and Appearance, with arrangements by Charles G
and Marta Leete.
Social events at Color 77 included an opening reception, an open
house at The Rensselaer Color Measurement Laboratory, a night of
ballet at the Saratoga Performing Arts Center, an afternoon and
evening of boating on Lake George, and a banquet. After the banquet
the 1975 and 1977 Judd-AIC Award Medals were presented (see pages
1--9), and Rensselaer's President, George M Low, former Deputy
Director of NASA, gave an illustrated talk on 'Manned Exploration of
Space'. An Accompanying Person's program was arranged by Annette
M Billmeyer. The weather smiled on the Congress.
The success of AIC Color 77 depended in !arge measure on extensive
and expert assistance from the following groups at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, to whom the Organizing Committee is deeply grateful:
The Division of Continuing Studies, with Professor G Marvin Clark,
Mr Richard J Teich, and Professor Lauriston P Winsor; the Division
of Housing and Food Services, with Mr Jon Mueller and Mr Thomas
Yurkewecz; the Division of lnstructional Media, with Mr William J
Ryan; and their associated staffs.

Roland E Derby Jr
Fred W Billmeyer Jr
S Leonard Davidson
Gunter Wyszecki
IX
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1975 DEANE B JUDD-AIC AWARD
The first Deane B Judd-AIC Award is hereby conferred upon Miss
Dorothy Nickerson in recognition of her wide-ranging contributions to
the science and technology of color. In particular, Miss Nickerson's
work in areas of psychophysical studies of color spacing, methods for
specifying small color differences and tolerances, development of
methodology and instrumentation for color measurement, studies of
inter-relations among systems of color specification, research and
development of light sources for visual evaluation of color and appearance, methods for assessing color-rendering properties of light sources,
application of the Munsell Color System to a variety of practical
problems in education, commerce and industry, and the organization
and direction of many successful cooperative research undertakings are
among the contributions of this distinguished color worker which are
noted here for recognition by the Association Internationale de la
Couleur. Her professional career spans more than fifty years and is
marked by over one hundred publications dealing with many aspects of
the application of science to the solution of problems faced by practitioners of color technology. A guiding principle of Miss Nickerson
has been the attempt to understand the complexities of color perception
and to apply that knowledge to the formulation of practical methods for
dealing with important problems in commerce and industry. Her
success in these endeavors, together with her unfailing encouragement
of other color workers, has earned her the profound respect of colleagues
and associates throughout the international color community. The
Executive Committee of the Association Internationale de la Couleur is
therefore pleased to hoi10r Miss Dorothy Nickerson with the 1975
Deane B Judd-AIC Award .

Executive Committee, AIC

MISS DOROTHY NICKERSON: RECIPIENT OF THE
1975 DEANE B JUDD-AIC AWARD
Many of the major developments in color science and technology that
have taken place during the twentieth century have included Miss
Nickerson as author, organizer, or participant. Because of her prolific
and valuable contributions to color science and technology, the AIC has
chosen to honor Miss Nickerson with the 1975 Deane B Judd-AIC
Award. It is particularly appropriate that this first award be made to
Dorothy Nickerson, for no other color scientist has worked as long and
as closely with the late Dr Judd. From 1925 until his death in 1972, the
names 'Judd and Nickerson' were linked in a series of professional
collaborations that covered virtually the entire basis of color technology
as we know it today.
Miss Nickerson attended Boston University in 1919 and The Johns
Hopkins University in 1923. She continued her education in a variety of
summer-school and university extensions at Harvard University,
University of Wisconsin, George Washington University, and the
Graduate School of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Studying such subjects as psychology, physics, German, mathematics
and advanced statistics, her aim was always to select courses that would
provide a background for expanding her ability in the then-young
science of color. She was in a unique position to explore possibilities for
applying theory to practice, for she worked in collaboration with
Irwin G Priest, Deane B Judd, and other scientists at the United States
National Bureau of Standards while, at the same time, earning her
living in the practice of color technology.
In 1921 Miss Nickerson joined the Munsell Color Company where
she worked in the fledgling research laboratory and eventually became
Assistant Manager. Her valuable 'histories' of the Munsell Color
Company and the Munsell Color Foundation (which she helped to
create in 1942) provide us with fascinating rearling about the early days
of color technology. Her association with Munsell did not end with her
leaving the Munsell Color Company, however. Not only did she
continue to work in close cooperation with Munsell, but she has also
been a Trustee of the Munsell Color Foundation since 1942 and, from
1973 to 1975, was its President.
In 1927 Miss Nickerson was offered a post at the United States
Department of Agriculture, the beginning of a tcnure that Iasted until
her retirement from active service in 1964. At the Department of
Agriculture, she organized and conducted research which laid the
foundation for many phases of color technology as it is practiced today.
2
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When she began in 1927 there were no international Standards for
colorimetry and no Standards for illuminating and viewing conditions;
the first photoelectric spectrophotometer was just being developed;
color-difference specification did not exist; color rendering was a
matter of individual preference; the language of color names was
casual albeit colorful; and, in general, most of what we now take for
granted in color science and technology simply did not exist. Miss
Nickerson and her contemporaries had their life's work truly cutout for
them.
In 193 I when the Commission Internationale de l' Eclairage made its
first recommendations for the practice of colorimetry, Miss Nickerson
began immediately to apply those methods to color technology. One of
the principal applications was to derive conversion charts for the
Munsell Color System to facilitate its use with instrumental methods of
measurement. Her Stimulation of this work in her own and other
laboratories eventually led to the dassie 1940 and 1943 issues of the
Journal of the Optical Society of America in which complete quantitative
descriptions of the Munsell System appear together with the OSA
Committee on the Spacing of Munsell Colors' smoothed representation
of that color space in CIE coordinates. Working with Carl Foss,
Walter Granville, and others, she also provided similar information for
the Ostwald and other color-order systems. Her interest in perceptual
ordering of color space continued with her activities of over 25 years in
the OSA's Committee on Uniform Color Scales and in the development
of ordered Standards for many special purposes in agriculture, textiles,
horticulture, and education.
Dorothy's work on the specification of small color differences began
in the carly 1930s with arequest from the Silk Committee of the American Society for Testing Materials to derive a method for expressing
degree of fading of colored materials according to a single index. That
formulation led eventually to the 1976 CIE L*a*b* transformation and
expression of color differences. Dorothy's work with Richard Hunter,
based on earlier work with Carl Keuffel, produced a self-standardizing
electronic· instrument for classifying quality grades of cotton. Ever
conscious of the practical needs of color technologists, she designed one
of the first modern-day color-measuring instruments that 'spoke' the
same meta-language as the user, rather than requiring color technologists to adapt to the technical language of formal colorimetry. This
concern with translating the mathematical statements of colorimetry
into common language, and thereby promoting widespread use of
colorimetry, also motivated Dorothy to participate in the development of
the ISCC-NBS Dictionary of Color Names which makes it possible for
to convert common color names to corresponding areas of
numerical CIE specification. That and related undertakings, combined

4
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with collections of various representative material standards, open the
door to widespread use of colorimetry in all areas of art, science, a nd
industry.
Her interest in lighting for color evaluation, beginning with studies
for lighting cotton-classing rooms, has done much tobring about the use
of standardized illumination throughout the world. Methods of specifying color-rendering properties of such illumination, first by the Illuminating Engineering Society in America and subsequently through
international CIE and ISO recommendations, owes much to Dorothy's
industry and promotion.
A !arge measure of Dorothy's impact on modern color technology
stems from her continuing selfless cooperation with many people who
have had problems to solve. Her main interest has always been in helping
others to solve color problems. The Iist of people whom she has encouraged, and projects to which she has lent her unstinting aid, is much
too long to cite here. But her enthusiasm and her practical suggestions
for finding solutions to pressing problems have endeared her to those of
us who have come to know this side of Dorothy's character. That warm
enthusiasm combined with careful planning and skill for organization
extends to personal activities as weil, as any who have enjoyed sightseeing excursions with her will attest.
In short, Miss Dorothy Nickerson is one of those rare persons who
excel in whatever they do. Her personal contributions to color are
numerous-one only has to peruse the Iiterature of color for the past 50
years to sense the part her work plays in the development of modern
color technology. Her cooperation and collaboration with others and her
untiring promotion of color as an applied science have contributed most
significantly to the widespread utility of color science and technology as
we know it today. It is therefore very fitting that the Association
Internationale de Ia Couleur should choose to honor Dorothy Nickerson
with its first Deane B Judd-AIC Award. I am sure that this selection
would have pleased Deane Judd as much as it pleases the rest of
Dorothy's friends throughout the international color community.
C J Bartleson

1977 DEANE B JUDD-AIC AWARD
The second Deane B Judd-AIC Award is hereby conferred on William
David Wright in recognition of his extensive contributions to the
science and technology of colour. In particular, Professor Wright's
work on colour matehing to provide a basis for colorimetry, his extensive investigations on fundamental properties of colour vision, including
spectral luminous-efficiency curves, extra-foveal colour perception,
discrimination of satnration, hue, and chromaticity, the effects of
adaptation to variations in both illumination level and colour, and the
characteristics of colour deficiency, including his dassie study of
tritanopia, are among the contributions of this distinguished colour
worker that are noted here for recognition by the Association Internationale de Ia Couleur. His professional career in colour has extended
for over fifty years, and, in addition to his many papers describing
original research, he has written five books on colour and allied topics.
His contributions to colour standardization through national and international organizations, and his outstanding role in colour-science
education by means of his publications, lectures, and courses on colour,
and the inspiration he has given to research students many of whom are
now working in colour science with distinction, have earned him the
admiration and gratitude of colleagues and associates throughout the
international colour community. The Executive Committee of the
Association Internationale de Ia Couleur is therefore pleased to honour
Professor William David Wright with the 1977 Deane B Judd-AIC
Award.

Executive Committee, AIC
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WILLIAM DAVID WRIGHT: RECIPIENT OF THE
1977 DEANE B JUDD-AIC AWARD
For his most valuable contributions to colour science and technology
over many years and covering many different topics, the AIC has
chosen to honour Professor W D Wright with the 1977 Deane B JuddAIC Award. lt is very fitting that this second award should be made to
Professor Wright, because throughout most of his career he was closely
associated with the late Dr Judd, whom he knew both as a friend and as
a fellow scientist.
David Wright received his Associateship in Optical Engineering and
his Bachelor of Science degree in physics at Imperial College, London
University, and intended originally to seek a career in the optical
industry in Britain. However, at that time ( 1926) the optical industry
was suffering from a severe depression, and other events intervened. At
an Optical Convention held at Imperial College, John Guild read a
paper that resulted in Sir J ohn Parsons making funds available from the
Medical Research Council (MRC) for research on colour to be clone at
Imperial College under L C Martin. 'Although I was not at all interested in doing colour work', Wright recalled years later, 'when the MRC
grant became available, it was offered to me and I was glad to take it up.'
So from this somewhat casual beginning, there grew the major emphasis
of Wright's career.
Imperial College was certainly an apt place for Wright's work on
colour: his first task, indeed, was to re-examine the colour-patch
apparatus used there by Abney, and then to build his own colorimeter.
The design and construction of this latter instrument gave Wright
scope for showing his optical prowess, and this he certainly did. His
instrument incorporated several novel features, and, tagether with a
more rugged version built on the same principles in 1939, has provided
a research tool of most unusual longevity, being still in use today so
years later. It is interesting to recall that to obtain the prisms needed for
hisoriginal instrument, Wright sawed through an existing !arger prism
using a hack-saw with a copper wire as a blade, a feat that took no less
than two and a half days of very hard work !
With the colorimeter built, Wright, the young research student, was
naturally anxious to press on and complete the measurement of the
2° spectral coefficient curves that was his research topic. He intended,
as is customary, to determine the units to be used for measuring the
amounts of the red, green and blue light, by establishing a match on a
standard white. But the national standardizing Iabaratory providing the
calibrated lamp needed for this purpose kept him waiting, so he used two
6
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monochromatic colours to establish the units instead. This procedure
turned out to be of great value in detecting differences in observers'
ocular pigmentation, and has been used subsequently by other workers.
Wright measured the spectral coefficient curves for ten observers, for
which he was subsequently awarded the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
by London University.
From I929 to I930 Wright spent the year working on television with
the Westinghouse Company in Pittsburgh, USA, but colorimetry had
begun to cast its spei!, because much of his evenings were spent in
transforming the results of his colour-matching work so that Guild (who
had measured seven observers) was subsequently able to show that the
two sets of data werein excellent agreement. lt was this agreement that
encouraged Guild to propose that the CIE adopt the data (together with
that already standardized by the CIE in I924 for the relative luminances
of the equi-energy spectral colours) in order to define what we now
refer to as the CIE I 93 I Standard Colorimetric Observer. The high
quality of these colour-matching investigations by Guild and Wright is
attested by the fact that in an age when rapid change seems to be the
rule and not the exception, there is still no sign of abandoning the I93 I
Observer after forty-six years! lndeed, the investigation conducted by
Stiles at the National Physical Laboratory in I955 showed that the only
serious discrepancy between his new data on ten different observers and
the I93 I Observer was attributable to the CIE I924 data on relative
spectralluminances and not tothe Guild and W right colour-matching data.
Wright came back to England in I930, and, after a year's work on
television with Electrical and Musical lndustries Ltd at Hayes, he
returned to Imperial College in I93 I to become a lecturer in the
Technical Optics Section of the Physics Department, and was present at
the CIE meeting held in London and Cambridge in I93 1. lt was at this
meeting that the X Y Z coordinate system, with the X and Z reference
stimuli having zero luminance, was adopted, following suggestions made
by Judd in the previous year. Wright was not one of the architects of
this coordinate system and he has commented that 'it is hard to understand, but it is a rather clever device and really rather convenient.
Probably one of the biggest criticisms of the choice of Coordinates is that
they did not Iead to a chromaticity chart with a more uniform distribution of discriminable colours across the chart. But the necessary discrimination studies had not been carried out in I93 1.' lt is interesting to
observe that the evaluation of colour differences is still a hot subject for
debate today!
From I930 onwards Wright was assiduously garnering a rich harvest
of results from his colorimeter: relative spectral luminous-efficiency
curves for different field sizes, field positions, and Ievels of luminance;
colour-matching data for foveal and extra-foveal viewing; discrimina-
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tion data for saturation, hue, and ehromatieity, under different eonditions of adaptation; and haploseopie matehing to investigate the effeet of
adaptation to white and eoloured light at various luminanees and for
various lengths of time. (Many of these phenomena were investigated
for protan and deutan, as well as for normal observers.) These researehes
were reported in a steady stream of papers (including reports of the
MRC, who eontinued to support his work), eaeh with a stimulating
diseussion of the implieation of the results on our general understanding
of eolour vision. This phase of Wright's eareer eulminated in the
publieation in 1946 of his Researches on Normal and Defective Colour
Vision, whieh is a veritable Pandora's box of data and deduetions.
During this period he reeeived the degree of Doetor of Seienee from
London University; he was a eonsultant to Eleetrieal and Musical
Industries Ltd (1931 to 1939); and he had two other books published,
The Perception of Light in 1938 and The Measurement of Colour in 1944
(with subsequent editions in 1958, 1964, and 1969, whieh resulted in it
beeoming a standard work on the subjeet). His dassie work on tritanopie vision in 1951 arose from his eharaeteristie enthusiasm in helping in
the preparation of an article on eolour-defeetive vision in a popular
magazine of those times.
In 1951 Wright was appointed Professor and Head of the Teehnieal
Opties Seetion at Imperial College, and a new phase of his eareer
began: greater administrative responsibilities precluded the lengthy
sessions of observation on the eolorimeter that had until then been his
praetiee. But the amount of experimental work on the eolorimeter,
hitherto the provinee of Wright hirnself and a few eollaborators, far
from deereasing, proeeeded apaee, as a steady stream of researeh
students eame under his expert guidanee, and gave eolour seienee a rieh
legaey: Bireh-Cox, Boshoff, Bunkall, Clarke, Cruz, Edwards, Gibson,
Gilbert, Gindy, Hargroves, Hough, Hunt, Ishak, Kishto, Lord, MeCree,
Moreland, Nasser, Nelson, Owen, Padgham, Palmer, Pitt, Pointer,
Regan, Robertson, Ruddoek, Sanders, Smart, Speneer, Trezona, Voke,
Walters, Wassall, and Wassef, are amongst those who eome in this
eategory.
This researeh supervision was aeeompanied by a host of other
aetivities including Direetor of Undergraduate Studies in the Imperial
College Physies Department (I960-1968), Vice-President of the
Physieal Soeiety (1948-1950), Seeretary of the International Commission for Opties (1953-1966), Chairman of the Physieal Soeiety Optieal
Group (1956-1959), and aetivities on CIE and other eommittees too
numerous to detail. He also wrote two further books, Photometry and the
Eye in 1950 and The Rays Are Not Coloured in 1967. This latter work
eonsists of written versions of a selection from the numerous leetures
that Wright gave during these years, including that given on the oeea-
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sion of receiving the first Newton Medal of The Colour Group (Great
Britain) in 1963 (from which the book takes its title), the Ambrose
Fleming Lecture to the Television Society in 1966, the first EdridgeGreen Lecture to the Royal College of Surgeons in 1957, and the Thomas
Young Oration to the Physical Society in 1951.
A career of such dimensions might conjure up a picture of a man far
too busy to have time for people. Such a picture could not be further
from the truth. At any function for which Wright had some responsibility, you could be sure that he would have given much careful
thought to the personal needs of those attending. This was much in
evidence at the courses on the Fundamental Principles of Colour
Reproduction which he and I gave over a period of ten years at Imperial
College. Provision of adequate cloakroom facilities, ensuring that
coffee and tea were available when required, explaining where to go for
lunch, and a host of other details were all carefully worked out and
explained. And his interest in individual people is just as great. I first
met Wright in 1943 when he was still collecting data for his Researches
book. I had just graduated, and as I had a few weeks with nothing to do
prior to my assignment on war work, he invited me to assist him in
recording some of his observations on his colorimeter. It was to my
great pleasure and encouragement, that, novice as I was, part of our
sessions actually involved Wright recording my observations! This
incident typifies Wright's skill in establishing good relations with
people, an ability that has played nosmall part in his achievements for
colour science.
A man might be weil satisfied with such attainments, but at least one
more has tobe added, one that perhaps has meant more to Wright than
the others. The bleak war year of 1940 in Britain would seem in
retrospect to be the most unlikely time to sow a seed that would grow to
international significance but it was in this year that, largely under
Wright's influence, the Physical Society Colour Group was formed.
Thirty-seven years later, not only is that body still flourishing as the
British forum for colour science, but by 1967 a sufficient number of
other countries had formed similar bodies, so that the International
Colour Association (AIC) came into being to provide Iiaison between
them. lt was therefore very appropriate that having been founder
Chairman of the British Colour Group from 1940 to 1943, and its
Secretary from 1944 to 1948, Wright became the first President of the
International Colour Association from 1967 to 1969, and organizer of
its 2nd International Congress at York in 1973. Receipt of the 1977
Deane B Judd-AIC Award is thus a most fitting crown to place upon
David Wright's career.

R WGHunt

INVITED LECTURES

THE EARL Y HISTORY OF THE
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DE LA COULEUR (AIC)
GUNNAR TONNQUIST
Research Institute of National Defence, Stockholrn, Sweden

Summary. At the second congress of the AIC in York, I973• an Ad
Hoc Committee was elected for the purpose of recording the early
history of the AIC. The members of that committee were Professor
M Richter (Chairman), Mr C J Bartleson and Mr G Tonnquist. The
text of this report has been compiled principally from the notes and
files of Mr Tonnquist, collected during the period I963-I973· The
manuscript has been carefully checked by Mr Bartleson, who made
several valuable improvements and addenda, especially concerning the
later work of the Executive Committee. This represents the final report
of the Ad Hoc Committee.
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1.

Introduction

The purpose of the report is to set forth a history of the AI C from its
inception to 1976. In doing so, it is necessary to place the formal
organization of the AIC in the perspective of colour activities around
the world and particularly in Europe, during the period following
recovery from the 2nd World War. Accordingly, this account will begin
with a discussion of certain precursor activities to the formation of the
AIC.

2. 1957-1962
In 1957 the French Centre d'lnformation de Ia Couleur (CIC) started
organizing yearly journies internationales de Ia couleur. By 1959 the
French organization sought cooperation with its Belgian counterpart
(Centre d'lnformation de Ia Couleur Belgique) for a meeting in Brussels,
immediately following the XIVth Congress of the CIE (Commission
Internationale de I' Eclairage). Although about fifteen countries were
represented at this event, there was a strong Franco-Belgian predominance among the contributions.
After that it became a rule that the journies were organized in France
every second year, andin one of its neighbour countries in the intervening year. Thus the journies of 1961 were organized in Düsseldorf,
shortly after the Maxwell Centenary Symposium in London, with
much more of an international character and with many good papers.
Proceedings of that meeting (International Colour Meeting-Düsseldorf) were published in 1962 by Musterschmidt-Verlag, Göttingen
(see table 111).
At the journies at Evian in 1962 there were informal suggestions to
organize international cooperation more formally primarily within
Europe. The 1963 journies, which were held in Florence and Padova in
Italy, were criticized in some quarters for a paucity of good papers and
for not being fully international in character. Blame for the situation
was, in part, laid on the fact that the journies were held about one month
before the !arge XVth Congress of the CIE in Vienna and few people
could afford to go to both meetings.
At this time, Switzerland was approached with a request to take part
in the organization of the next journies. The answer was that they would
gladly undertake this, but only on two conditions intended to establish a
high Ievel of quality and maximum international character for the
colour meetings. These conditions were: (i) The conference was to be
organized on a fully international basis without specific relation to or
interference from the CIC in Paris. (ii) The conference should not be
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held until 1965, as the affiuence of new information obviously was not
thought to justify a yearly colour meeting.

3· Vienna, June 1963
Thus was the situation when a great nurober of people interested in
colour gathered in Vienna in June 1963 for the XVth Congress of the
CIE. The Swiss delegates informed their colleagues from other countries about the French proposals and their own reactions to them. This
resulted in an informal meeting at the Hofburg on 21 June 1963 with
Professor Yves LeGrand, the President of the CIC, in the chair. The
meeting was attended by people from various national colour organizations in Europe and by individuals from countries where such organizations did not yet exist; Sweden, for example, was represented by
Dr Folke Lindgren from the Royal Academy of Engineering Seiences
and Mr Gunnar Tonnquist from the Research Institute of National
Defence, both representing the Interim Committee of the Swedish
Colour Group as weil as the Academy's Working Committee for photometry and colorimetry.
Two items were thoroughly discussed: (i) the French proposal of a
European Colour Council intended to provide a European equivalent
to the Inter-Society Color Council (ISCC) in the USA; and (ii) the
Swiss request of an 'internationalization' of the colour meetings.
It was agreed that international colour meetings ought not to be held
more often than every second year. It was, therefore, decided to concentrate on a meeting in Switzerland in 1965. Furthermore, the suggestion
of the Swiss that this meeting be arranged by an international 'Action
Committee' consisting of delegates of national organizations within each
country was adopted. Professor Manfred Richter (of the Federal
Republic of Germany) undertook to convene the Action Committee for
a conference in Strasbourg from 30 September to 1 October 1963.
A unanimous decision was also taken at the Hofburg meeting in
Vienna to postpone the formation of a new colour organization until the
meeting in Switzerland. At that time the question would then be discussed on a fully international basis, and not confined to Europe alone.
This decision laid the groundwork for future organization of an international colour organization to embrace all countries of the world and
not only those of Europe.

4· Strasbourg, September 1963
According to the plans laid out in Vienna, the Action Committee met in
Strasbourg at the end of September 1963 for a two-day meeting.
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The Iist of participants is as follows (asterisks denote the officially
appointed members of the committee):

Country
Belgium

]'l[ame

France

Professor Y LeGrand•

Federal
Republic of
Germany
Great Britain
Italy
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland

lng R Arzens•

Monsieur M Deribere
Professor M Richter•
Dr E A Hecker
Dr F Quack

Organization
Centre d'Information de Ia
Couleur, Brussels
Centre d'Information de la
Couleur, Paris
Centre d'Eclairagisme, Paris
Fachnormenausschuss Farbe,
Berlin

Musterschmidt-Verlag,
Göttingen
Dr R W G Hunt•
The Colour Group, London
Professor V Ronchi•
Istituto Nationale di Ottica,
Florence
Professor J J Wittenberg• Nederlandse Vereniging voor
Kleurenstudie (NVVK)
Lab G Tonnquist•
Svenska Färggruppen,
(Interim Committee),
Stockholm
Professor H König
Bureau Federal des Poids et
Mesures, Berne
H Schindler
Schweizerische Beleuchtungskommission, Berne
Dr K Mieseher
Institut für Farbenmetrik,
Basle
Dr E Ganz•
CIBA AG, Basle

The following persons, who also had been reported as representatives
of their countries, were prevented from coming to Strasbourg:
Austria

Dr F Rotter•

Denmark

Dr B Buchmann•

Canada

Dr G Wyszecki•

Japan

Dr L Mori•

Bundesamt für Eich- und
Vermessungswesen, Vienna
Lysteknisk Selskab,
Copenhagen
National Research Council,
Ottawa
Japan Color Science
Association, Tokyo

The Inter-Society Color Council in the USA was also to appoint a
delegate at its forthcoming meeting in October. (This delegate was later
reported tobe Mr RE Pike•, Philadelphia. The Action Committee was
also later expanded to include Dr L Plaza•, lnstituto de Optica Daza
de Valdes, Madrid .)
The Action Committee elected the following officers: Chairman
Professor Y LeGrand; Vice-chairman Dr E Ganz; and Secretary
Professor M Richter. Professor König for the Swiss Organizing Committee of the 1965 meeting reported that the only possible accommoda-
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tion for the meeting would be the Kongresshaus in Lucerne, from I to 4
June I965.
The committee discussed the theme of the meeting. An important
decision was that the Lucerne and future meetings should avoid
intruding on the domain of the CIE. Therefore, the colour meetings
ought to emphasize applications of colour technology and colorimetry.
Miescher, Hunt, Wittenberg and Tonnquist suggested that problems
related to 'colour appearance' ought alsotobe given adequate attention.
With these objectives in mind, Hunt expressed the distinction between
such proposed colour meetings and the CIE as: 'The CIE system of
colorimetry only teils whether two colours can be expected to Iook alike,
but it doesn't tel! how they Iook.' Thus, the emphasis of the new colour
congresses was to be an extension of the technology provided by the
CIE rather than to be, in any way, in competition with CIE activities.
The discussion ended in the following programme being formulated:
'Colour from a scientific and practical viewpoint' . A Programme
Committee was appointed to deal with papers-contributions and to
arrange a programme of a high standard of quality. Professor König
was named Chairmanofthis committee, nicknamed les pauvres diables.
The committee also included Professors LeGrand, Judd, Richter,
Ronchi and Wright as its other members.
The official languages of the Lucerne meeting were decided to be
English, French and German. Exceptions might be made to permit a
speaker to use another language, provided that the manuscript was
submitted in an official language. Previous experience with simultaneous translation indicated that it was probably not worth its considerable cost.
It was argued by Mr Tonnquist that a system of parallel sessions
tended to isolate the participants into a division of several groups,
which would likely follow the traditional scheme of colorimetrists,
physiologists, artists and designers. Instead, it would be desirable to
improve the understanding among those groups and enhance communications through a number of programme features of a mutually informative character. The generat opinion in Strasbourg was, however, that
such efforts were difficult and of questionable utility and that parallel
sessions in Lucerne ought to be used.
The second main item on the agenda of the meeting in Strasbourg
was to discuss the forming of an International Colour Organization. It
was laid on the officers of the committee to prepare such an organization
through written correspondence with various national organizations so
that a new 'International Commission on Colour' could be formally
established at a meeting of delegates on 3 I May I965 and be announced
at the opening of the meeting in Lucerne.
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5· Luceme, June 1g65
The Swiss Organization Committee carried out their task with great
success. The only thing they forgot to order was fine weather. This
meeting was weil attended with many papers presented. The proceedings (International Colour Meeting-Luzern) were published in two
volumes in 1966 by Musterschmidt-Verlag, Göttingen.
However, the decisions taken in Strasbourg on the subject of a new
organization were not completed before the Lucerne meeting. At its
opening the situation was still as confused as it had been in 1963.
During an informal session at the beginning of the meeting, French and
Belgian participants proposed the creation of an international activity
attached to the French Centre d'Information de Ia Couleur in Paris.
However, this suggestion did not meet with acceptance and at last the
Action Committee was summoned to a formal session in the Kongresshaus on 3 June 1965. (Delegates and papers, see table III.)
The participants in this session were as follows:
Belgium:
Canada:
France:
Germany (BRD):
Great Britain:
ltaly:
Japan:
N etherlands:
Poland:
Spain:
Sweden:
Switzerland:
USA:

Biva
Wyszecki
LeGrand
Deribere
Lutier
Richter
Crawford
Wilson
MariaArtom
lnamura
Friele
Wittenberg
Urbanowizc
Plaza
Tonnquist
Ganz
König
Rubeli
Judd
Pike

Dr Ganz now made a proposal for establishing the objectives of an
'International Colour Council' (ICC):
(i) The ICC is an independent organization.
(ii) The scope of the ICC is to encourage and coordinate research in
colour vision in all its aspects (psychological, physiological, and physical), and to promote the applications of colour knowledge to the solu-
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tion of problems in science, art, and industry on an international
basis.
(iii) The ICC seeks to be a connecting link among national organizations of similar aims.
(iv) The ICC also seeks to cooperate with existing international organizations (such as CIE and ICO) as far as colour is concerned.
(v) A particular task of the ICC is the promotion of international
colour meetings at suitable intervals. Their organization is entrusted to
national organizations alternately. The ICC may also stimulate special
symposia on an international or regional Ievel.
This proposal was accepted as a general guideline for the new organization. lt was agreed that !arge colour congresses were not to be held
more often than every four years : I 969, I 973 etc, thus alternating with
the CIE congresses.
The task of drafting the statutes was laid on a Statutes Committee
consisting of Dr Ganz and Mr Tonnquist. This draft was to be submitted to the Secretary of the Action Committee by I5 October I965.
Aftersubmission to potential members of the new body, a final version
was to be worked out.

6. The Statutes Committee

6.I . The first draft
The appointed committee met the same evening (3 June I965) in
Lucerne to sketch the main structure of the new organization and its
statutes. The following items were discussed: (a) the name of the
organization, (b) its purpose, (c) the kind of membership (national
colour groups representative of colour within the range of the ICC)
with the special cases when no or more than one colour organization may
exist in a country, (d) rules for voting and correspondence by delegates,
(e) quorum rules, (f) number of officers, etc. As for finances it was
agreed that subscriptions were to be kept to a strict minimum and
should only cover expenses of the officers of the future board. (In fact,
by the courtesy of the CIBA Company, during the period of I965-I973
the secretariat could be operated by Dr Ganz at no cost to the AIC.)
On the basis of this discussion in Lucerne a complete draft of statutes
(in German) was worked out by Dr Ganz assisted by the lawyers of his
company. After some correspondence within the Statutes Committee
resulting in small amendments, a first copy was sent to Professor
Richter on I6 September. By the end of October translations into
English and French were submitted to Professors Wright and LeGrand
for examination, and the distribution of all three versions to members of
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the Action Committee was completed on 20 December I965. Answers
were requested by 30 April Ig66.
On I I February Ig66 Professor Wright suggested some improvements in a Ietter to Dr Ganz. During October Mr Tonnquist also
brought a few preliminary copies to the USA and Canada where he
discussed them with Judd, Pike and Wyszecki. The reactions were
positive. A general remark was that only one member organization ought
to be accepted from each country, and that this organization must
represent colour interests of a very broad character.
In this first draft of the statutes the proposed name of the organization was 'Intercolor'. This was approved in most instances, but France
opposed, pointing out that 'Intercolor' already existed as a trade mark of
a hair colorant. They thought that it would, therefore, be illegal to use
this name for an international organization. During the firsthalf of Ig66
the draft was discussed and seven written replies were returned to the
committee (from France, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands,
Poland, Sweden and the USA).
The Swedish Colour Group (Svenska Färggruppen) was pleased with
'colour vision' being emphasized in the formulation of objectives but
wanted to delete the word 'coordinate (colour research)', as this was
felt to express a sort of activity which would require a more substantial
administrative body for the new organization. This change was also
made in the final version.
The Inter-Society Color Council of the USA gave a detailed answer
with a complete text together with a report from the Council's Ig66
annual meeting. The principal changes suggested were as follows:
(i) Only one organization from each country, and the most representative one, should be a member of the new international organization.
(ii) A flexibility in the four-year rule of Congress terms should be made.
(iii) Admission and expulsion of members and observers should be
voted upon by the Executive Committee.
(iv) A shortening of the rules for resolutions at meetings should be made.
(v) A strong objection was lodged against the suggested quotation of
fees according to UN rules. lnstead a maximum fee of $ 100 was suggested ($25 for observers).
All suggestions except the fourth were accepted in the final version.
The Colour Group (Great Britain) also submitted a complete text .
The substantial changes were the same as the first and fifth from the
ISCC, together with a request that expenses must be approved by a
unanimous resolution by all member associations.
The Polish Council of Industrial Design, in a Ietter from Dr Kwaznik,
had no objections but made reservations as regards the size of fees .
The Dutch Association for Colour Sturlies ( N ederlandse V ereniging
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voor Kleurenstudie), in their reply from Professor Wittenberg, made
some general remarks and suggestions, but also expressed the opinion
that the secretariat might be given a more permanent character. The
NVVK also had objections against the UN quotation of the fees, and
wanted stricter rules for a national organization to be regarded as
representative for its country.
For the German Fachnormenausschuss Farbe (FNF), Professor
Richter wrote that his committee approved of the foundation of an
international organization, but that they would stress the following
points in the statutes:

(i) A close cooperation with the CIE, the ICO (International Commission on Optics) and the FATIPEC (Federation d'Associations de Techniciens des lndustries des Peintures, Vernis Emaux et Encres d'Imprimerie
de l'Europe Continentale).
(ii) A clear definition of the distinction between objectives of those
organizations and those of the new international colour association.
(iii) Only one National Colour Council should hold membership for
each country.
(iv) No financial burdens should be placed on members, except the
ordinary member-fees, without a majority vote by the entire membership.
The German views led to the inclusion of an explicit statement that
the work of other bodies should not be duplicated .
The French reply from Centre d'Information de la Couleur (CIC) once
again declared the name 'Intercolor' impossible, but otherwise only
contained minor linguistic corrections.
For the Associazione Ottica Italiana a Ietter from Professor Ronchi was
recorded, where he expressed an intention to meet with Professor LeGrand
personally in Paris to discuss and communicate the ltalian views.
Summarizing all the responses, it was found that substantial agreement existed on all but one point. That was the matter of a name for the
organization. The French opposition to the proposed name 'Intercolor'
should be considered. Although lawyers claimed that the use of the
name as a trade mark could not prevent its use by a non-profit organization, the committee decided not to push the proposal any further but to
use only the neutral name of the 'International Colour Association'.
Thus was created the present name of the AI C (in F rench: Association
Internationale de Ia Couleur) .

6.2. The second draft
As the two most detailed comments were those from Great Britain and
the USA, it was decided first to bring the various versions in the
English language into agreement with each other, taking the other
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comments into due consideration. From this new English draft, French
and Germantranslations were tobe made. Professor Wright, who met
with Mr Tonnquist during a Vision Symposium in Stockholm in J une
1966, undertook the editing which was finished in August 1966.
For various reasons the second draft and its translations could not be
sent out until January 1967, now with a considerably extended Iist of
addressees. Answers were requested before 1 March 1967 with the
objective of convening an Organizing Meeting during the XVIth CIE
Congress to be held in Washington, June 1967. This time, a great
number of replies were submitted, some with suggestions for minor
improvements.
From Denmark, Dr Kornerup and Mr Fink-Jensen said that no
national organization existed in Denmark, but that they were interested
in observership.
From Norway, Dr Hisdal replied in a similar manner noting that a
Norwegian National Association would come into existence within the
not too distant future .
Dr Adam of the German Democratic Republic hoped for a colour
committee under the Kammer der Technik, and wanted meanwhile to
be an observer. The question regarding the form oftheGerman membership later on proved to be an intricate one.
Dr Ronchi of the Associazione Ottica ltaliana suggested inclusion of
educational problems in the objectives.
For The Colour Group (Great Britain) Dr Thornley wrote proposing
the deletion of the demand for non-interference with other international bodies. He also suggested rewording of the voting rules and was
the first one who wanted to fill in the empty space left in the text for the
number of delegates; simply by suggesting 'any number'. Finally, the
British raised the point that 'any proposal for a resolution or election
made at a meeting without prior notice may only be taken if agreed by
all those delegates present who are entitled to vote'. (This last point was
included in the final version with the extra condition-proposed by
Sweden-that the voting delegates must represent an absolute majority
of all member organizations.)
For 'The Color Science Association of Japan' (CSAJ) Dr Kanazawa
approved the second draft of the Statutes without objection.
Professor Winkler wrote for the Swiss Pro Colore, approving the
draft with the exception of article 8, where he wanted to keep a quota
rule for contributions for the benefit of small countries.
The Swedish Colour Group (Svenska Färggruppen) accepted the
draft with two suggested additions. First, that resolutions or elections at
a meeting must be announced beforehand. Second, that such decisions
may be taken only with a majority of all member associations voting in
favour of them. If this could not be achieved during the meeting, a
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final vote must be made in writing. This essentially duplicates the
British opinion and was basically accepted in the final version.
From Czechoslovakia Dr Monivek reported that a National Colour
Group was in the process of being established. This would then join the
international organization. lt was in this Ietter that 'AIC' was suggested
as the official abbreviation for the first time.
From Turkey Dr Togrol suggested that fees should be raised according to the size of each national association.
In Austria, where the proposal was handled by the Lichttechnische
Arbeitsgemeinschaft, Dr Rotter wanted more explicitly formulated
objectives for the new association but had no objections against the
draft as such.
There were probably other repiies as weil (which are unfortunately
not available at this time), but the foregoing will serve sufficiently weil to
illustrate that the international atmosphere was now conducive to the
idea of forming a common organization for colour.

7· Washington, June 1967
All necessary preparations were thus finished before the CIE session in
Washington, where the foundation had been planned to take place.
There was some hesitation, especially by Professor Richter, that such an
event should be arranged in apparently so close a connection with the
CIE. The risk of being too closely associated with the CIE and its
colorimetry work should be avoided. Any such connection might have
the consequence that other groups of colour researchers not represented
in Washington could feel themselves outside the AIC. Professor Richter
preferred a special meeting for the founding of the AIC to be held in
Strasbourg later in the same year.
However, eight officially appointed delegates were present in Washington. They were anxious to get the new organization started. The
criticism against the coordination in time with the CIE meeting was
dismissed by the argument that each national colour association
covered a broad field of colour and one could see no wrong in using the
opportunity to nominate delegates for this special purpose among those
who anyhow were present on the same spot at the same time. The
Chairman and the Secretary of the Action Committee called the delegates and interested observers to a meeting on the afternoon of 21
June 1967.
Dr Judd was now approached as representative of the host country
(USA) with the request to act asChairman for the meeting. Mr Norman
Macbeth undertook to draw up a document to be signed by the founding
delegates. At that moment a question of the spelling of colour (with or ·
without a 'u') was settled by Dr Judd who suggested the 'u' tobe put
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within brackets. Thus the original English name of the AI C became
'International Colo(u)r Association'. It remained so until I973• when
the American Vice-president of the AIC (Bartleson) proposed that the
brackets be dropperl and that the official abbreviation be based on the
French language version (AIC). The latter suggestion had also been
agreed during the Washington meeting.
According to the official notes of the meeting taken by Professor
Richter, 25 ladies and gentlernen from I5 countries gathered in the
Diplomat Room of the Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC, at 5.20
pm on 2 I J une I 967. Those present were recorded as follows:
M Artom
0 Brockmüller
H D Einhorn
T Fukuda
E Ganz
R W G Hunt
D B Judd
V E Kartachevskaia
J Krtil
Y LeGrand
G Lutier
N Macbeth
W Münch
J L Ouweltjes
L Plaza
M Richter
F Rotter
A Stenius
G Tonnquist
W D Wright
G Wyszecki

ltaly
Austria
South Africa
Japan
Switzerland
Great Britain
USA
USSR
Czechoslovakia
France
France
USA
Germany (BRD)
Netherlands
Spain
Germany (BRD)
Austria
Sweden
Sweden
Great Britain
Canada

Others present, who apparently did not sign the official lists of
attendance, were:
C Jerome
L Morren
T Nonaka
P Walraven

USA
Belgium
Japan
Netherlands

Dr Judd opened the meeting by explaining that 'he had been instructed by the Inter-Society Color Council to lead the way toward founding
the International Colo(u)r Association here and now' . Then Mr
Tonnquist reported the work of the Statutes Committee, especially the
comments on the second draft. After that, following a proposal by
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Professor LeGrand, a vote was taken among the authorized delegates
on the founding of the International Colo(u)r Association. The following were in favour:
Inter-Society Color Council, USA (Dr Judd)
Centre d'Information de la Couleur, France (Professor LeGrand)
The Colour Group, Great Britain (Dr Hunt)
Comite Espanol de Color, Spain (Dr Plaza)
Svenska Färggruppen, Sweden (Mr Tonnquist)
Pro Colore, Switzerland (Dr Ganz)
Color Science Association of Japan (Dr Fukuda)
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Kleurenstudie, Netherlands (Dr Ouweltjes)
Agairrst was:
Fachnormenausschuss Farbe, Germany (Professor Richter) (who had
no mandate to approve, pending discussions relating to the possibility
of forming a Joint Colour Association including both the Federal
Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic).
Those in favour signed the charter document prepared by Norman
Macbeth. As many attendants to the meeting were prevented from
signing because they duplicated the official delegate from their country
or because there were not yet in their respective countries such national
associations as could apply for membership, it was suggested that
another document should be signed by those who would demonstrate
their sympathy with the newly born association. This second document
was signed by:
Dr MariaArtom
Dr Brockmüller
DrEinhorn
Mme Kartachevskaia
Dr Krtil
Dr Münch
Professor Richter
Dr Rottcr
Dr Stenius
Professor Wright
Dr Wyszecki

Italy
Austria
South Africa
USSR
Czechoslovakia
Germany (BRD)
Germany (BRD)
Austria
Sweden
Great Britain
Canada

Since it was intended to hold the first congress together with the next
meeting of delegates in 1969, the first term for the Executive Committee
would be an abridged one, and it was therefore decided-following a
proposal by Professor LeGrand-to elect only three officers for that
period. Professor W D Wright was unanimously elected President
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whereupon Dr Judd handed over the Chairmanship to the new President.
Then followed the election of Vice-president. lt was then proposed to
elect the Vice-president from that country where the next congress was
to be held. Before the meeting, Dr Plaza had informally offered to
organize the 1969 Colour Congress in Spain, but as it became clear
during the CIE session that the CIE would meet in Barcelona in
1971, Dr Plaza withdrew his invitation. Another proposal had already
been made to ask Sweden to arrange the first congress, referring to
the interesting work on a new colour-order system that had been
reported in Lucerne in 1965 andin a special symposium in Stockholm
in 1966. After some deliberations with the other Swedish CIE
delegates-among them the retiring CIE President Mr FolckerMr Tonnquist as Chairman of the Swedish Colour Group accepted,
contingent upon official approval from his national organization.
Consequently, Mr Tonnquist was elected Vice-president.
The third committee member to be elected was the SecretaryTreasurer, where no other namewas proposed than that of Dr Ganz of
Switzerland. lt was also agreed that the seat of the organization should
be in Switzerland and that the annual subscription fee for 1968 and
1969 would be $2o for organizations and $5 for observers.
Before leaving Washington, Professor Richter handed over his notes
from the meeting to Mr Tonnquist to be typed. They were then sent to
Dr Judd and Professor LeGrand for translation into English and
French respectively. This was effected during the first days of August.
The work of the AIC had started.

8. Color 69 Stockholm, June 196g
The circle of the eight founder members was soon to be increased. The
firstnational organization to apply for membership after the Washington
meeting was the Associazione Ottica Italiana on 18 September 1967.
The application was immediately approved by the committee. In April
1968 the Norsk Farveforum of Norway became the tenth member.
Observers were accepted from Denmark, Turkey and Hungary.
While the Secretary-Treasurer handled the secretariat function, the
President and Vice-president devoted their time to the preparation of
Color 69, the first congress of the AIC. The Vice-president-as expected
-had some reluctancy to overcome before the small Swedish Colour
Group dared to accept the awesome responsibility of organizing the
first official Congress of the AIC. The main difficulties lay in obtaining
the necessary financial support and guarantees. Finally, through the
active cooperation of the Royal Academy of Engineering Sciences, an
Organizing Committee could be set up with Professor Erik lngelstam of
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the Institute for Optical Research as President and Professor Lennart
Holm, then Head of the Institute for Building Research (by 1969
appointed Director General of the National Board of Urban Planning
(Statens Planverk)), as Vice-president. With permission from the
Research Institute of National Defence, Mr Tonnquist became the
Secretary of the committee with substantial support from his institute in running the secretariat of Color 69. The Academy's accountant,
Mr Fred Löwengart, served as Treasurer and other members of the
committee were Mr Lennart Bäveryd of the Academy and Mr Ake
S:son Stenius of the Swedish Colour Group and the Swedish Wood
Research Institute. This committee succeeded in obtaining the necessary
grants from various research councils. A Papers Committee was nominated with Professor Wright as Chairman and Dr Walraven and Mr
Stenius as members.
Color 69 was held at the Technical University of Stockholm from
9 to 13 June I969. lt attracted 478 active congressists and 83 accompanying persons from 22 countries. About ISOpapers were given. Five
of them were invited Survey Lectures (by LeGrand, Härd, Theile, de
Valois and Wright) presented in plenary sessions. The other papers
were read and discussed in three parallel sessions. Even the weather
cooperated to make this an enjoyable and memorable inaugural Congress of the AIC.
The interim AIC Executive Committee had, since I967, performed
its business by correspondence, but met the day before the congress
informally with the Chairman of the Organizing Committee to make a
last check on the preparations for the two business meetings with the
official delegates, which were to be held on IO and I3 June. According
to the statutes, any member of a member organization and all observers
were entitled to attend the meetings and to take part in the discussions,
but only one delegate from each organization had the right to vote in
decisions.
At the meetings of I 969 three new members could be welcomed: the
Verbindungsausschuss FNF/AIC in the Federal Republic of Germany;
the 'Hungarian National Colour Committee'; and the Centre d'Information de la Couleur Belgique. The membership fees were nottobe changed
during the forthcoming four-year period.
Also at the business meetings, it was decided that the 2nd Congress
was to be held in York, Great Britain, in 1973, by invitation of The
Colour Group (Great Britain). There was a lively discussion on the
character of future congresses. Although some people were against any
limitation of contributions, there was strong support given to avoiding
parallel sessions, which necessarily would mean such a limitation, either
in the number of themes for each congress or in the number of papers
accepted, or in the time devoted to each paper. The survey papers were
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appreciated and more of them wanted in the future. More time for
discussions was considered desirable, not only on one specialized
paper at a time, but on a whole theme. It was also decided that an AIC
Symposium on 'Small Color Differences' wastobe held in Driebergen,
the Netherlands, during 1971 on the invitation of the Nederlandse
Vereniging voor Kleurenstudie.
Following a proposal made by an Election Committee with Mr A
Härd as chairman, the first full seven-member Executive Committee
was elected with Professor Yves LeGrand (France) as President and
Mr C J Bartleson (USA) as Vice-president. Dr E Ganz (Switzerland)
was re-elected as Secretary-Treasurer. N ew members were Professor
T Indow (Japan) and Professor M Richter (Federal German Republic).
Professor Wright (Great Britain) and Mr Tonnquist (Sweden) were
re-elected as past officers (see table II).
Proceedings of the Ist AIC Congress, Color 69, were published in two
volumes by Musterschmidt-Verlag, Göttingen, in 1970. They were
entitled: Tagungsbericht Internationale Farbtagung, Color 69, Stockholm .

9· Driebergen and Barcelona, September 1971
In accordance with the approval given at Stockholm in 1969, the Dutch
National Committee organized the first special AIC Symposium on the
topic of 'Small Color Differences'. The symposiumwas organized by a
committee consisting of Drs P I Walraven (Chairman), L F C Friele,
D van Norren, J L Ouweltjes and J J Vos. The symposiumwas held in
Driebergen from I to 3 September. It was subtitled Helmho/tz Centenary
in celebration of the Iooth Anniversary ofthat noted pioneer of colour
science. All member.; and officers of the AIC Executive Committee
(with the exception of the President) werein attendance. Although the
number of participants was intended to be about 30, it ended up with
about twice that figure. Around 25 papers were given and discussed,
and the proceedings were published in 1971 by the Institute for
Perception TNO, Soesterberg, in a very attractive volume entitled:
Colour Metrics.
Driebergen is situated near Utrecht, which permitted a visit to be
made to the Institute for Perception in Soesterberg.
The Driebergen symposium immediately preceded the XVIIth CIE
Congress in Barcelona, which gave an opportunity for the Executive
Committee to meet on 9 September 1971. All seven members were
present and two major items were discussed.
Professor Wright, who had undertaken to act as Organizing Secretary
for Colour 73 reported about the preparations for this meeting, which
wastobe held in York from 2 to 6 July 1973 at the University ofYork,
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where accommodation could also be provided in the halls of residence
on the University campus.
The committee approved the proposal of Professor Wright and
expressed its favour for an increase in the number of survey lectures.
The other main item discussed in Barcelona was an application for
metnbership from the 'International Group for Research on Colour
Vision Deficiencies' through Professor Verriest, Belgium. The committee was positive toward cooperation, but found it against the statutes
-and undesirable-to accept other ordinary members than national
organizations. A change in the statutes could not be made until the next
meeting of delegates in York 1973 . The decision taken in Barcelona was
that the Secretary should prepare a proposal to amend the statutes by
opening a new category of membership for 'Associate Members' m
addition to 'Ordinary Members' (i.e. the national organizations).
10. Colour 73 York, July 1973
The 2nd Congress of the AIC was held from 2 to 6 July at the modern
campus of the University of York, with the possibility for most of the
participants to use the students' dormitories as accommodation. Here,
again, the sun shone brilliantly on the English site of the Congress. The
meeting drew 431 active participants from 26 countries. A total of uo
papers were presented; among them nine Survey Lectures by invited
speakers. As compared with Color 69, more time was now devoted to
the survey papers, several of which were of an outstanding quality. A
new item in York was that each session of contributed papers was given
a commented summary at a later time during the congress, when a
general discussion of the theme of the session also took place.
During 1972 and 1973 the Executive Committee had welcomed two
new member organizations: Arbeitskreis Farbe der 'ÖVE-OIAV' in
Austria, and •he 'Canadian Society for Color', making the number of
members 15 (see table I). The Committee met on 2 July 1973 to prepare
the proposals to be submitted to the delegates' meeting. There was an
invitation from the ISCC to hold the 3rd Congress at the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY. There were also announcements
of forthcoming symposia: the 25th Anniversary of the FNF in Germany
1974, a possible Hering Centennial Meeting in Sweden in 1974 or
1975, and perhaps a meeting in Paris or Madrid in 1975 or later.
Mr Bartleson presented three motions which were forwarded to the
delegates with the request that three Ad Hoc Committees be appointed.
These were: (i) to compile and write a history of the AIC; (ii) to
provide recommendations for publication of the AIC proceedings; and
(iii) to recommend a method for nomination of officers and members of
the AIC Executive Committee for approval in 1977.
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Table I. Membership of the AIC in 1975.
Country
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Federal Republic of Germany
France
Great Britain
Hungary
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United States of America

Organization
Arbeitskreis Farbe der ÖVE-ÖIAV
Centre d'Information de Ia Couleur
Belgique
Canadian Society for Color in Art,
Industry, and Science
AI C-Verbindungsausschuss
Centre d'Information de Ia Couleur
The Colour Group (Great Britain)
Hungarian National Colour Committee
Associazione Ottica I taliana
Color Science Association of Japan
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Kleurenstudie
Norsk Farveforum
Comite Espaiiol de Color
Svenska Färggruppen
Pro Colore
Inter-Society Color Council

Associate Member: International Research Group on Co Jour Vision
Deficiencies.
With regard to the changing rates of monetary exchange it was
suggested that the annual contributions could be collected in Swiss
francs instead of in US dollars. The committee's proposal of a change
in the statutes had already been mailed to all member organizations.
The meeting of delegates on 3 and 5 July approved the suggestions
from the committee, including the revision of the statutes.
Professor Indow was elected the new President with Professor R W G
Hunt as Vice-president. Dr Ganz retired as Secretary-Treasurer and
was replaced by Dr A Brockes. Dr P L W alraven and Dr E Ganz were
elected members of the Executive Committee and Professor LeGrand
and Mr Bartleson were added to the new Executive Committee as past
President and Vice-president, respectively (see table II). Professor
Wright, Professor Richterand Mr Tonnquist retired.

Table II. The officers of the AIC 1967-1977·
Ojjicers
President
Vice-president
Secretary-Treasurer
Past President
Past Vice-president
Members

Terms of Office
1967-1969
W D Wright
G Tonnquist
E Ganz

1970-1973
Y LeGrand
C J Bartleson
E Ganz
W D Wright
G Tonnquist
T Indow
M Richter

1973-1977
T lndow
R W G Hunt
A Brockes
Y LeGrand
C J Bartleson
E Ganz
P L Walraven
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The suggested Ad Hoc Committees were elected for (a) history of
AIC, (b) publication of AIC proceedings, (c) nominations. Mrs Judd
affered to found an AIC medal in remembrance ofthe late Dr D B Judd.
As in Stockholm, a substantial part of the delegates' meeting was
devoted to a lively discussion of the programme of AIC congresses.
Obviously the changes made in York were appreciated, and many
participants encouraged a further development towards informative
survey lectures and general discussions of various themes, even if this
would be at the expense of the number of contributed papers that could
be accepted.
Table 111. The principal international colour meetings during the period
1961-1976.

Place and year
Düsseldorf 1961
Lucerne 1965
Stockholm 1969
Driebergen 1971
York 1973
Budapest 1976

Active
Accompanying
participants 0 l persons
Countries
338 (134)< 2 l 25
16
474 (355)
64
22
478 (368)
83
22
63 (55)
?
13
428 (296)
?
26
330 (158)
16

Proceedings
Papers (pages)
8o
725< 3 l
132
1155< 4 l
150
13o8<Sl
31
389< 6 l
116
s66< 7 l
89
64o< 8 J

0 l The figure within parentheses indicates the number of participants
coming from abroad. <2 l Due to the preceding Maxwell Centenary
Symposium, the number of participants from the United Kingdom and
the United States of America was unusually low. <3 l Internationale
Farbtagung 23-26 May in Düsseldorf. Musterschmidt, Göttingen 1964.
<4 l Internationale Farbtagung 1-4 June 1965 in Lucerne, Musterschmidt,
Göttingen 1966. csJ Color 6g-Proceedings (Stockholm 69), Musterschmidt, Göttingen 1970. <6 l Color Metrics-Proceedings of the Helmholz Memorial Symposium, AIC/Holland, Soesterberg 1972. <7 l Colour
73-Survey Lectures and Abstracts of Papers. Adam Hilger, London
1973. <8 l Proceedings of the AIC Color Dynamics Conference Budapest
1976. Ed OMKDK, Budapest.

11.

London 1975

The AIC Executive Committee again met in London during the time
of the XVIIIth Congress of the CIE (September 1975). A draft report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on AI C history was submitted and final
reports of the publications and nominations of the Ad Hoc Committees
were received. In addition, the Executive Committee approved an
announeerneut of the Deane B Judd-AIC Award. That announeerneut
states in part that:
'To recognize work of international importance in the fields of
color perception, color measurement, or color technology, a Deane B
Judd-AIC Award is announced. Funds have been provided by Mrs
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Deane B J udd to establish and administer this award in memory of her
late husband. This will be done through the Murrseil Color Foundation,
ofwhich Dr Judd was President 1942-1972. The present plan is for the
award to take the form of a gold medal to be awarded biennially to a
suitable candidate, the presentation to take place at a main Quadrennial
Congress of the Association Internationale de Ia Couleur or at a midterm AIC conference, or, when no mid-term AIC conference is held, at
some other suitable mid-term conference agreeable to the AIC Executive Committee.
'The award is established to recognize important work in color
science, with wide latitude given by the Selection Committee, asking
only that its choice be accompanied by a citation that clearly states the
merits or achievements of the person namP.d to receive this honor,
whether the choice be made for a single outstanding piece of work, for
an ongoing program that covers a wide range of coordina.ted studies, for
leadership in color science education, or for some other meritorious
service in the fi.eld of color science. The recipient of the medal may be of
any nationality.
'The award will be made on the recommendation of a special Award
Committee to consist of, or be appointed by, the AIC Executive
Committee .... '
Acting as the Awards Committee, the AI C Executive Committee
voted to bestow the first (1975) Deane B Judd- AIC Award upon Miss
Dorothy Nickerson, USA. Presentation of the award will be made at
the 1977 AIC Congress. At the same time, the 1977 award will be made
to Professor W D Wright (Great Britain) as voted by the Awards
Committee.
With the meeting in York, ten years had passed since the first efforts
to establish an International Colour Organization with regular congresses. In those ten years the AI C has been established and has
started its work in a promising way. When we meet at the next congress
in 1977, the AIC itsdf will have been in existence for ten years. Hopefully, thi.s report will serve to document the aspirations and struggles of
the international colour community during those formative years. We
now Iook forward to the future of international cooperation in the colour
community with the hope that, in years to come, new chapters of a rich
history of positive accomplishments by the AIC may be written.

TWO DECADES OF OPPONENT PROCESSES
LEO M HURVICH
Department of Psychology, 3815 Walnut Street, University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania 19104, USA

I.

Aspects of moclei for normal color vision

The title of this paper may seem presumptuous in the face of the fact
that Ewald Hering read his first series of papers on color vision entitled
Zur Lehre vom Lichtsinne before the Imperial Academy of Seiences in
Vienna in six sessions, the first one he!d on 8 June 1872 and the last on
15 May 1874. The papers were published separately as Academy
reports (Hering 1872, 1874a, b, c, d, 1875), and appeared as a single
publication in the year 1878 (Hering 1878)t. Why then only two
decades of opponent processes and not ten?
It is fair to say that Hering's views on a variety of topics, for example,
binocular vision, the structure of the liver, the psychophysical law
relating sensory and stimulus magnitudes, the modes of nervaus action,
and memory, all ran ahead of the accepted notions of his time, and the
force of the scientific establishment tended to resist his various heterodoxies. This was also true of his views of color coding, which is the key
issue of color theory (Hurvich 1969, Jameson 1972). The view of color
coding most acceptable to the scientific establishment was not Hering's
but rather Helmholtz's. Up to the 1950s the traditional Young-Helmholtz view had the overriding advantage of stimulus quantification
which served to buttress its acceptance as a physiological hypothesis for
how perceived color is coded (Hurvich and Jameson 1969).
I believe I am correct in saying that the contribution that Dorothea
Jameson and I made toward changing this state of affairs was first to
point out some of the difficulties that the Young- Helmholtz hypothesis
poses for issues specifically related to hue coding (Hurvich and Jameson
1951 ), but more importantly to measure quantitatively in psychophysical
experiments the spectral distributions of the opponent hue responses
(Jameson and Hurvich 1955). These measures provide for opponentt Our 1964 English translation of Hering's Outlines of a Theory of the
Light Sense is not a translation of his series of Academy Lectures of the
187os, as seems tobe widely believed. It is a translation of his Grundzüge
der Lehre vom Lichtsinne published by Springer in 1920 having first

appeared in three parts in 1905, 1907 and 191 I. (lt later appeared in
Graefe-Saemische's 1925 Handbook of Ophthalmology part I, eh 12.)
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colors theory the data base analogous to the color-mixture data for the
Young-Helmholtz theory. With the experimental data in hand, we were
then in a position to show how these measured functional relations for
the opponent responses enter into the determination of a substantial
body of data on normal and abnormal color vision, including color
matehing and discrimination, adaptation and contrast, and perceived
color constancies (Hurvich and Jameson 1955, Jameson and Hurvich
1955, 1956a, b, 1959, 1964). This series of quantitative studies, which
dates from the mid-195os, managed to put the opponent-process concept at least on a quantitative par with traditional three-color analyses,
but without having to slight the qualitative perceptual phenomena.
Delighted as we were with the way that the quantitative opponentcolors modelwas able to cope with a !arge body of hitherto fragmentary
data on various aspects of color vision, we did not, in the 195os, assume
that all of the interesting questions were answered, nor even that the
detailed assumptions we made in working out the model were necessarily the most plausible, Iet alone correct ones. The experimental data,
we were confident, were solid and reproducible. At the end of the twodecade period I am considering we come, most appropriately, to the
appearance of Dr Martha Romeskie's PhD Thesis clone at Brown
University (1976). In her thesis she presents chromatic response
functions measured with a hue cancellation technique for two observers
with normal color vision, and her data, together with our own, are
drawn in figure 1. It is, of course, gratifying to have such neat
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Figure I, Comparison of log relative chromatic sensitivity data
for two of Romeskie's (1976) normal observers
e) with the
data of Jameson and Hurvich (1955) (0 , 0 ). The sensitivity
maxima of each chromatic system are arbitrarily assigned the
same ordinate value (from Romeskie 1976).
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confirmatory data, the first replication of our experiment since our 1955
publication. I hasten to add that this replication was not Romeskie's
major interest. She was concerned primarily with determining the
chromatic opponent-response functions of anomalous trichromats, a
topic to which I shall come shortly.
The replicability of experimental data does not, of course, speak
either of the validity of their interpretation or of the justific<ttion of the
methodology for yielding data with the desired measurement properties. The generaiity and hence usefulness of color-mixture data depend
on the validity of Grassmann's laws. The generality and hence usefulness of opponent-response functions depend on understanding the
underlying regularities of opponent hue cancellation. We would not,
for example, have used the hue cancellation technique had we not
previously established, for our two observers, field sizes, stimulus
durations, and state of adaptation, that the spectral wavelengths that
elicit unique hue responses are invariant with changes in spectral
energy. For example, the spectral wavelength that elicits a blue
hue response that is neither a reddish blue nor a greenish blue can in
and of itself be considered a cancellation or equilibrium stimulus for the
red against green response system. It must continue tobe so at different
Ievels of energy if we are to assume valid measurement properties for an
experimental procedure that involves, for binary stimuli, changes in the
energy of one stimulus required for opponent hue cancellation of another.
In connection with issues such as these that are basic to psychophysical measurement theory I would like to draw your attention to two papers
by David Krantz on color measurement and color theory that have
recently appeared in the Journal of Mathematical Psychology. The first
paper, subtitled '1. Representation theorem for Grassmann structures'
(Krantz 1975a), presents a new exposition of the foundations of
trichromatic color measurement using modern mathematical concepts,
mainly those of linear algebra. One of the P-J.ain reasons Krantz offers
for presenting a re-exposition of this material is that a new perspective
is obtained on the inter-relation between color measurement and color
theories. This in turn makes it much easier to survey 'the plethora of
starting points for various extant color systems or theories, and to
formulate more clearly some of the main unresolved empirical problems
in color perception'. In his second paper subtitled 'II. Opponent-color
theory' Krantz (1975b) presents a new analysis of the foundations of
opponent-colors theory. His elegant formal approach Ieads him to
representation and uniqueness theorems for the opponent-colors
theory and this has led directly to the testing of equilibria colors for
linearity and additive properties. Equilibria colors are sets of lights that
are in yellow-blue and red-green equilibrium by cancellation.
In a series of experimental papers, Krantz, together with Larimer
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and Cicerone, have tested some of the properties of the opponent
systems (Larimer et al 1974, 1975, Cicerone et al 1975). Specifically,
they have addressed the questions of whether equilibrium colors show
closure under scalar multiplication, and whether equilibrium colors are
additive. With respect to the first question, they confirmed our earlier
finding that spectral unique blue, unique green, and unique yellow are
invariant with changes in luminance, hence these equilibrium colors do
show closure under scalar multiplication. Also, when lights that are
uniquely blue are combined with lights that are uniquely yellow, whatever their luminance ratios, the mixture light is also uniquely blue,
uniquely yellow, or achromatic. Hence these equilibrium colors are
also linearly additive. Since uniquely blue, yellow and achromatic
lights all leave the redfgreen opponent system in equilibrium, this
linear behavior implies that the redfgreen opponent system is linearly
related to the color mixture data and also that these responses are
linearly related to the quantum catches of the three cone receptors. A
similar conclusion cannot be drawn for the yellow/blue system. Here,
the equilibrium unique green behaves as it should for linearity, but the
unique red does not. Unique red, as we know, is not evoked by a single
spectrallight, but by a composite stimulus made up of a binary mixture
of short and long wavelengths. This composite stimulus is not found to
be invariant with luminance for any of the observers tested by Krantz
et al, nor are they additive equilibrium colors in combination with
unique green at all luminance ratios. To make the situation more
complicated, Wooten (1976) and Wooten and Ollove (1976) find that
there are !arge individual differences with respect to the dependence of
the composite unique red on luminance Ievel. Some of Wooten's
observers give data that depart little, if at all, from luminance invariance,
whereas others show !arge systematic variation. The first idea that
comes to mind in the face of individual differences of this sort is that the
chromatic aberration of the eye may be somehow confounding the data
since the problems arise for stimuli made up of a narrow band of shortwave light superimposed on a narrow band of long-wave light. An
achromatizing Jens is used bothin Krantz's laboratory andin Wooten's,
and neither investigator has reported any obvious difficulty with the
imaging properties of their optical systems, so the nonlinear behavior
may, indeed, have nothing to do with optical mixture artifacts caused by
individual differences in chromatic aberration. Unfortunately, though,
the existence of !arge individual differences with respect to this basic
property makes it difficult to ascertain in precisely what way the
yellow/blue opponent mechanism differs in its relation to receptor
activation from the redfgreen system whose properties seem to be so
straightforwardly linear.
Numerous other experiments in the Iiterature of the last two decades
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have also been concerned with issues of additivity in color vision
(Jameson 1972). Although these experiments have not been designed to
test properties of the opponent-color mechanisms, these mechanisms
have entered in the interpretation of the results. Thus, for example,
Guth's studies of non-additivity in threshold and supra-threshold
experiments (Guth et al 1968, Guth and Lodge 1973) and of nonlinearities involved in hue changes perceived in mixtures of monochromatic plus white lights have led him to describe a vector model of
opponent processes. Also, Boynton's (1973) analysis of 'luminance' as
measured by the minimum-border technique versus 'brightness' as
measured by a brightness-matching technique has led him to propose
that luminance is a linear function directly related to the whiteness
process whereas brightness involves both whiteness and opponent hue
responses. Sperling and Harwerth (1971) carefully avoid using the
phrase 'opponent process', but they too account for their luminosity
data by postulating subtractive interactions among cone outputs to
explain the humps and dips in the high-energy-level functions.
Given the two Ievels, at least, that must enter in the opponentprocess mechanism, that is, the receptor Ievel on the one hand and the
neural opponent Ievel on the other, it is not surprising that a considerable Iiterature has developed that is concerned with the way the
different Ievels enter in the problern of chromatic adaptation. At an
earlier time when only receptor activities and receptor desensitization
or bleaching were thought to be determinative for color sensitivities and
their changes with chromatic adaptation, the prevailing concept stemmed
from von Kries and is known as the von Kries Coefficient Law. In
essence, the coefficient law postulates that the Ievel of sensitivity of each
receptor type is reduced in proportion to the amount of energy in the
adapting light that it absorbs. This principle accounts for the persistence of metameric matches for different states of chromatic adaptation,
but it does not account for the interaction between adapting illuminant
and test stimulus energy or luminance Ievel.
Jameson and I have suggested that the phenomena of adaptation
require a 'two-process' interpretation (Jameson and Hurvich 1959,
1964, 1972). In addition to the multiplicative process of the coefficient
rule, we have proposed that there is also an incremental process. The
multiplicative sensitivity change is attributed to the cone receptor
Ievel and the incremental shift to the post-receptoral neural units or
systems in which the opponent, presumably color-coded neural
responses are detected. The details are in our Handbook of Sensory
Physiology vhapter (1972). The incremental changes at the opponentprocess Ievel are conceptualized as occurring within systems of a given
type. Thus, for example, adaptation to a unique blue stimulus is
anticipated to result in a decrement in blueness and increment in
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yellowness, either as a temporal rebound phenomenon or as a result of
opponent spatial interaction. This incremental process is not anticipated
to alter the activity in the red versus green opponent system, for which
unique blue is an equilibrium color, unless the receptor desensitization
is such that the spectral wavelengths required for unique hues or
equilibrium colors are themselves altered. These predictions have been
tested experimentally by Wooten (I 970 ), Cicerone et al (I 97 5) and
Eichengreen (I976) and they have not been confirmed. For the example
cited above, adaptation to unique blue does not change the blue spectral
locus but does change the locus for unique yellow. Findings such as this
one, tagether with results of tests for additive properties for different
states of adaptation have led to the suggestion that there may be an
interaction at the receptor Ievel among the different cone types (Cicerone et al I975), orthat there may be further adaptive changes at an
intermediate Ievel in the retina beyond the receptor outputs and before
the opponent hue stage, which is presumably first coded at the ganglion
celllevel (Eichengreen I976). A suggestion similar to the latter one has
also been made by Pugh who proposes two gain stages in series to
account for the non-additivities that he has found in tests of field
sensitivities of the Stiles n 1 mechanism ( I976). The details of these and
other relevant experiments are too numerous to cite here, but a fair
summary of our current understanding of chromatic adaptation is that
it is more complicated than either the von Kries law alone or the von
Kries multiplicative change at the receptors plus the opponent incremental change at the neural Ievel would imply.
Another issue concerned with both gain and adaptation at the opponent-process Ievel is the mechanism of the Bezold-Brücke hue shifts. It
has long been known that the non-unique hues, that is, binary hues,
such as yellow-reds, yellow-greens, blue-greens and blue-reds, undergo
marked changes in hue as the luminance of the fixed spectral light that
evokes them is changed. Yellows and blues are accentuated relative to
reds and greens as the luminance Ievel is increased and vice versa as the
Ievel is decreased. This is the weil known Bezold-Brücke phenomenon
(Purdy I93I) and the results of most matehing and hue scaling or
naming (Walraven I96I, Boynton and Gordon I965) experiments are in
agreement on these facts.
Our quantitative account of these luminance-dependent hue shifts
(Hurvich and Jameson I955, I958) was based on the theoretical assumption that both the threshold and gain of the opponent yellow against
blue response system differ from the threshold and gain of the red
versus green response system. W e assumed that the threshold of the
redfgreen system is lower than that of the yellowfblue one, but the gain
of this function is less steep than that of the yellowfblue response with
increase in luminance.
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It is also true that with prolonged viewing times, stimuli of fixed
wavelength composition and moderate luminance that are seen initially
as yellow-reds or yellow-greens become yellower in time and stimuli
seen initially as blue-reds and blue-greens become bluer. Since there is
a qualitative similarity between the luminance-dependent and timerlependent hue shifts, the possibility suggests itself that the luminancedependent shifts may in the last analysis arise because of differential
adaptation effects, particularly if the different systems are assumed to
have different time constants related to luminance Ievel. It would
follow that quantitative measures of the luminance-dependent hue
shifts will increase as the stimulus duration increases. Judd's (1951)
analysis of the Bezold-Brücke phenomenon implied this, and Boynton
and Gordon (1965) have stated it more explicitly.
To address the issue of whether the Bezold-Brücke hue shifts can be
attributed exclusively to differences in temporal characteristics between
the yellow/blue and redfgreen opponent hue-coding systems, Cohen
(1975) did a detailed quantitative comparison of hue-matching data for
a series of stimulus durations from 150 to 2000 ms. Spectral hue
shifts were found for all durations, and their magnitudes at any wavelength were constant for all durations in the range tested. Thus,
differences in gain were in evidence, but there was no evidence of
significant adaptation differences for stimulus exposures that did not
exceed two seconds in duration. We can conclude therefore that,
although the hue changes are qualitatively similar with respect to time
and luminance dependencies, the yellowfblue system differs from the
red/green one in both its gain characteristics and in the time course of
its decay with self-adaptation.
The direct magnitude scaling of a variety of sensory attributes has
been shown to be feasible and to give reproducible results (Stevens
1975). Prominent among these attributes is perceived brightness or
whiteness (Jameson and Hurvich 1959, Jameson 1970, Marks 1974). A
direct approach to the rate of rise or gain issue would therefore appear
to be one in which the perceived hue attributes are directly scaled as
magnitudes. One such attempt has been made by Yager and Taylor
(1970), but it is not obvious that a frontal assault, that is, magnitude
estimation of chromatic responses, is a meaningful one, since whiteness
also increases as luminance increases and tends increasingly to swamp
the perceived hue at very high luminance Ievels (Helmholtz 1924). In
any event, the results reported by Yager and Taylor do not agree with
those reported by Eichengreen (1971) who used magnitude scaling for
brightness and percentage scales for hue and saturation, and then
derived the separate response magnitudes for the different hue systems.
Interpretation of such scaling data clearly involves issues of measurement theory and methodology, and also questions of linearity and
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additivity within the opponent systems that I have already reported on
earlier in this paper.
Despite the Optical Society's definition of color as 'the non-spatial,
non-temporal properties of light', I have taken the liberty to discuss
temporal issues of color and I shall now compound my unorthodoxy by
discussing spatial ones, which brings me back to Hering.
Hering was an experimental biologist who worked in anatomy,
neurophysiology and perception. (The emphasis placed by most
seconda':"y sources on Hering as phenomenologist, for example by
Boring (1950), misses the boat by a wide margin.) His laboratory
published about two-dozen articles on neural response function and
muscular activity alone between 1876 and 1894 (Hering 1931). There
was a unifying motive in all of this work: it was to make sense of man
interacting with his environment (Hillebrand 1918). In his biological
and evolutionary approach there was a persistent theme, an emphasis on
homeostatic self-regulation, mediated by reciprocally interacting mechanisms of cellular activity continually at play, both temporally and
spatially. Not surprisingly we find that the first three sections of the
1874 Zur Lehre vom Lichtsinneare directed towards analy:::ing problems
of temporaland spatial interaction in _the visual system. They deal with
successive and simultaneaus light induction, and simultaneous and
successive light contrast, phenomena which were interpreted in the
homeostatic context and which therefore played a decisive role in
Hering's development of the opponent-process theory.
Our own quantitative treatment of the interaction aspects of the
opponent-process model began in 1959 in a paper given at the IVIC
symposium (Hurvich and Jameson 1960) and has continued throughout
the entire period under review. Our sequence of papers on contrast and
induction phenomena conceptualizes the retina and associated ne•\ral
cells as a tissue of functionally inter-related elements whose activities
interact spatially in a mutually antagonistic fashion (Hurvich and
Jameson, 1961, 1974a, Jameson and Hurvich; 1959, 196za, b, 1964,
1972, 1975, Jameson 1976). To describe the measured results of perceptual hue and brightness contrast experiments we have developed a
system of simultaneaus equations that incorporate opponent interactions
(Jameson and Hurvich 1964)t. These equations simply state, in more
precise form, that, say, redness activity generated by focal stimulation of
one retinal region produces opposite greenness activity in surrounding
or functionally related neural tissue, and vice versa; and similarly for
the yellow-blue and black-white neural processes. The strength of the
induced response is monotonically related to the strength of the directly
elicited activities in each of the mutually interacting areas and it is also
related to the spatial contiguity of the areas in question.
t For a variant of our 'molar' theory see Marsden (1969) .
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With this 'molar' model we have been able to get a better appreciation of the way the 'approximate brightness constancy' of seen objects
comes about. Calculations show, in agreement with experimental fact,
that for given changes in illumination in complex fields there is not only
brightness constancy for some objects but also brightness increases and
decreases as weil which depend on the reftectances of the particular
objects in the stimulus array or scene (Jameso!1 and Hurvich 1961b,
1964)·
Such a model of spatially opponent interactions can describe, for
example, the kind of cantrast effects that the contemporary artist
Victor Vasarely frequently exploits in his geometrical designs. Figure 2
shows one of his patterns with glowing diagonals. It will probably

2. Photograph of Vasarely tapestry similar to composition (Vasarely 1970). Photograph by L M Hurvich. © 1977 by
SPADEM, Paris.

Figure

come as no surprise to know that there is no luminance counterpart to
the bright diagonals. If we photometer this pattern (as shown in
figure Ja), each quadrant shows a decrease in luminance in step fashion
from center to perimeter. Along any perimetric strip there is no luminance variation (figure Ja). Jameson in her Shepard Lecture (1975) has
analysed the perceived brightness along any one strip using the molar
model of cantrast interaction and in each strip towards its corners we
note the predicted brightness increase (figure Jb). It is this physiologically determined heightening of lightness by cantrast that we see in
Vasarely's glowing diagonals or should I more appropriately say 'our
glowing diagonals'?
The physiological organization that underlies the spatially antagonistic interaction is revealed in the receptive field properties of retinal
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Figure 3· On the left (a) the decrease in measured luminance in
step fashion from center to perimeter is shown for one quadrant
of one of the squares in the Vasarely composition. On the right
(b) the predicted perceived brightness along each strip is shown
for the same quadrant. In each strip towards the corners the
'molar' model of interaction predicts a brightness increase
(Jameson 1975).

ganglion cells in the vertebrate eye (Kufßer 1953). The receptive field of
a retinal ganglion cell covers an area including many receptors and the
organization of the field is not uniform but gives rise to opposite
response characteristics in its center and periphery. If light Stimulation
in the center of the field excites the cell and causes it to fire nerve
impulses, stimulation in the peripheral region inhibits the discharge and
releases it only when the light is turned off. Without going into the
details of receptive field organization we can say in summary fashion
that the retina and associated visual pathways are made up of systems of
parallel, mutually opponent, equilibrium processes that account for
paired opponent hue coding, for paired opponent coding of black
versus white, and for spatial hue and brightness contrast (see below).
The use of the molar model to explain contrast involves empirical
constants to evaluate and 'predict' the data from experiments in which
different types and sizes of test patterns occur. In an effort to extend
the generality and power of the model while retaining the basic principle of reciprocal lateral interactions, we have in our recent treatment
moved to an approach that incorporates 'retinal grain size' into the
analysis. By introducing specific assumptions about properties of the
receptive fields, that is, their sizes, the relative proportians of excitatory
centers and inhibitory flanks, and the relative scaling factors of the
excitatory and inhibitory inputs, we can determine the net outputs for
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specific types of luminance targets (Hurvich and Jameson 1974a,
Jameson and Hurvich 1975). Again in her Shepard Lecture, Jameson
(I 97 5) has presented the results of analyses for the Vasarely type
pattern described above. These are shown in figure 4· Despite minor
differences as contrasted with the predictions made on the basis of the
molar model, the overall result is essentially the same.
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Figure 4· Brightness predictions along the strips of a single

quadrant of a square in the Vasarely composition. These predictions were made using the 'fine-grain' model. Two sizes of
receptive field were assumed in the calculations. The predictions
of the way brightness behaves are shown for a 5' receptive field
center on the left, and a 10' one on the right.

The greater power of the fine-grain model enables us now to provide
a physiological basis for a long known but little understood visual
effect which is the opposite of a contrast effect. This is the 'Bezoldspreading effect' or 'assimilation phenomenon' (Evans 1948).t Repetitive patterns of certain dimensions show a pulling together or blending of
the adjacent colors (figure 5). This is not optical mixture of the conventional pointillist sort. In the assimilation situation there is a blending of
the adjacent hues that form a pattern of, say, alternating stripes. Assimilation occurs, however, even when the grating pattern remains quite
distinct. The assimilation process is not simply averaging, but it is both
averaging and differencing at the same time. The physiological basis,
we believe, is in the non-uniformity of the retina, and we have consequently incorporated some known facts of receptive field organization
into our model. Receptive field sizes vary from periphery to fovea and
they also show considerable variation in any given retinal region.
Thus a system of visual cells that have broad receptive fields will in

t Colored illustrations of this effect are shown in plate XI opposite
p192 of the Evans book.
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Figure 5· Black and white photograph of colored pattern that
shows both contrastand assimilation (colored original by David
L Burke Design Corporation for Scott, Foresman Publishers).

effect pool the light from adjacent stripes and respond as if the light
were actually mixed on the retina, while at the same time another
system of cells that collect light over a smaller region of the retina
sharpens the contrast and provides the spatial resolution of the linear
pattern. The net result of calculations for physiological systems with
receptive fields of different sizes accords with this interpretation : there
is a blending ofhues and brightnesses (assimilation) but a maintenance of
spatial pattern resolution (Hurvich and Jameson 1974a, Jameson and
Hurvich 1975).
2.

Aspects of model for anomalous color vision

During the period of time we are considering in this paper, a substantial
amount of work has been carried out on problems of abnormal color
vision, some of it in the context of opponent-process models, much of it
concerned exclusively with receptor photopigments. We ourselves
proposed variants of the two-stage quantified opponent-color model to
account for the various types of color deficiency in 1955 and 1956
(Hurvich and Jameson 1955, Jameson and Hurvich 1956b). We were
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concerned with abnormalities in the photopigments, on the one hand,
and abnormalities in the chromatic response functions, on the other.
Let me touch first on the work concerned with abnormal receptor
functions. If the cone photopigments for the normal have been elusive
(MacNichol et al 1974) those for anomalous trichromats have been
more so. Attempts to specify these pigments can be divided into two
groups: experimental approaches and theoretical analyses of existing
data. Within the experimental group we have first the techniques that
failed to reveal even the existence of three cone photopigments in
anomalous trichromats. N either the techniques of retinal reflection
densitometry (Rushton 1965), nor increment thresholds measured
against intense colored 'bleaching' backgrounds (Wald 1966, Alpern
and Torii 1968a, b) revealed more than two spectrally selective cone
pigments in anomalous trichromats whose color-mixture data were
unquestionably three variable. Since these techniques gave results
identical to those for dichromats, results taken to 'prove' that dichromats have lost one of the cone pigments, if taken at face value, implied
that anomalous trichromasy is also based on only two cone photopigments. No one, of course, did take the anomalous data at face value,
and in general, the failure was attributed to Iack of adequate precision
or selectivity in the methods. Rushton concluded at one point that
either (i) the presumed third abnormal pigment is present in too small
amounts to be detected by densitometry even though there is enough to
give useful color information, or (ii) it is present in !arge amounts, but
differs so little from the normal pigment that is detected that the
densitometer does not discriminate between them (Rushton 1970).
Following this rather disturbing state of affairs, the search for what
Rushton called the 'mystery pigment' was taken up with renewed
vigor. Piantinada and Sperling (1973a, b) modified Wald's increment
threshold experiments by using multiple adapting backgrounds individually tailored for their anomalous subjects and reported evidence for
an abnormal protanomalous pigment that peaks at 555 nm, replacing
the normal one at 575 nm, and an abnormal deuteranomalous pigment
that peaks at 560 nm, replacing the normal one at 545 nm. Rushton
et al ( 1973) used a combination of what they call an 'exchange threshold
method' together with matehing data from their 'analytical anomaloscope' . They conclude that the abnormal protanomalous pigment
peaks at 550 nm rather than the normal Ionger wavelength and that the
abnormal deuteranomalous pigment peaks at 555 nm rather than the
normal 540 nm. The precise conclusions from these studies are not
identical, but there is a qualitative similarity; the abnormal photopigment in anomalous color vision is sut::h that the mid-spectral and
longer-wave sensitive cone pigments differ from each other less in
these eyes than they do in individuals with normal color vision. From
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their comparative studies of luminosity functions, Alpern and Torii
(1968a, b) also came to a similar conclusion about the anomalous cone
pigments in relation to the normal ones. In more recent work by
Alpern and Moeller (1976), which has included analysis of complete
color-mixture data from anomalous observers, a similar conclusion is
drawn but with a significant advance. Using Rushton's names 'chlorolabe' and 'erythrolabe' for the mid- and long-wave sensitive pigments,
they propose that the terms describe families of action spectra rather
than individual pigments, that the protanomalous individuals have two
different cone pigments both drawn from the chlorolabe family, that
deuteranomalous individuals have two different pigments both drawn
from the erythrolabe family, but that individuals within either anomalous dass may differ in the particular pigments from each family that
their cones contain, thus differing significantly from each other in their
color-matehing characteristics. This last aspect of their interpretation
includes a postulate like one of those that we made in the 195os, namely
that all anomalous individuals of a given type do not have precisely the
same set of cone receptor functions, but that their photopigments are
shifted by different degrees from the normal peaks (Jameson and
Hurvich 1956b, Hurvich and Jameson 1962, Hurvich 1972) thus
accounting for the spread of midpoints that are measured in the anomaloscope diagnostic color match for different protanomalous or different
deuteranomalous individuals. (I should point out that our original
analyses assumed that all these pigments were altered in the anomalies
but the reasons for that assumption are no Ionger compelling, and I
mention it only for historical accuracy.)
Although I cannot claim to have seen personally each of the vast
number of papers that have been published on color deficiencies in the
past twenty years, I believe that this recent work from Alpern's laboratory and our own theoretical analysis are the only exceptions to the
widely held belief that there is a single set of cone photopigments for
protanomaly and a single set for deuteranomaly. This assumption was
basic, for example, to the Ieast-squares solution that Pokorny et al
(1973) derived for the anomalous Rayleigh match data. Their solution
gave the protanomalous pigment peaking at 541 ·6 rather than the normal
560 nm, and the deuteranomalous one peaking at 554'6 rather than the
normal 534 nm. MacLeod and Hayhoe (1974) also did a mathematical
analysis of color-mixture data and concluded that both protanomalous
and deuteranomalous share the same abnormal pigment, which peaks
at 544 nm. This pigment is assumed to replace a normal 555' 5 nm
pigment in the protanomalous eye, and to replace a normal 534 nm
pigment in the deuteranomalous eye. If we and Alpern are correct in
concluding that there are significant individual differences within
anomalous classes in the action spectra of their visual pigments, it is
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not surprising that mathematical solutions for 'the' pigments should
yield different data for different populations of individuals.
In addition to the individual differences in average color-matehing
data from one anomalaus individual to the next, a major feature of
anomalaus color vision that has guided our own analyses is the failure of
deviant color matches to predict whether, and to what extent, color
weaknesses will or will not occur in tasks that measure color discrimination. Two different kinds of disorder seem to be potentially involved
(Hurvich and Jameson 1964a, Hurvich 1972).
In addition to their deviant color matches, different anomalaus
observers have color-matehing ranges that differ not only from the normal
but also from other anomalaus observers classified in the same category.
This fact is summarized in figure 6 where the midpoint matches of the

Figure 6. Rayleigh equation midpoint and range results for 248
normalandabnormal observers measured on the Nagel Anomaloscope. All measurements have been converted to comparative
scores. P represents protans, and D deutans.

Rayleigh equation as weil as the total acceptable matehing range of
each of 248 observers are shown. These data from our Iabaratory agree
with the data reported by many others (Willis and Farnsworth 1952,
Lakowski 1971). The midpoint and range variations appear to occur
more or less independently; thus individuals with the same midpoints
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for the Rayleigh equation have different equation ranges, and others
with comparable acceptance ranges for their color matches have very
different midpoint values. For our data the correlation between midpoint values and range size is in fact only o·o9t.
To account for the various degrees of color weakness implied by the
different range extents, in addition to the graded displacement rule we
included a second postulate, a graded reduction rule, that applies to the
postreceptoral neural responses. It says that in congenital anomalies, a
series of graded reductions from normal can occur in the overall neural
responsiveness of a paired chromatic response function, particularly
of the red-green function for protanomalous and deuteranomalous
observers.
With the use of these two postulates we were able to account quantitatively not only for the varieties of different midpoint matches and
range settings, but for luminosity, color perceptions, and discrimination
functions.
The first direct measures of chromatic opponent-response functions
for anomalous observers have now been made by Romeskie (1976)
using the cancellation technique for a small group of protanomalous

Wavelength, nm

Figure 7· Chromatic response functions (relative chromatic
sensitivity) of three protanomalous observers: 6. yellow; 0
blue; D red; V green (Romeskie 1976).

t This correlation excludes dichromats and near dichromats for whom
the range is limited by the measuring instrument.
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and deuteranomalous observers. The data for three protanomalous
observers are reproduced in figure 7 and for two deuteranomalous
observers in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Chromatic response functions (relative chromatic
sensitivity) of two deuteranomalous observers : 6 yellow; 0
blue; D red; \J green (Romeskie 1976).

The different observers manifest different degrees of red-green
'sensitivity', and as predicted decreased relative sensitivity of the redgreen system is correlated with increased acceptance ranges (i.e. poorer
discrimination) for the Rayleigh equation. Romeskie has provided a
solution for anomalaus receptor functions that would relate their
outputs to the measured chromatic responses (Romeskie 1976). She
found the best fits to her anomalaus cancellation data by assuming the
presence of a singleanomalaus pigment (Ä max = 535 nm) in combination
with the normal u and ß photopigmcnts for the three protanomalous
observers, and in combination with the normal a and y photopigments
for the two deuteranomalous observers. Tests of further sets of photopigments might have revealed individual differences necessary to
account for the different Rayleigh midpoint matches ot the different
anomalaus observers.
The experimental data themselves are important in that they provide
yet one more item of evidence that color anomalies will not be understood until it is recognized that different anomalaus individuals may

so
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differ not only in their photopigment characteristics but also in the
degree of efficiency of their opponent chromatic response systems.

3· Aspects of model and visual physiology
In centrast to the conventional view of neural function as a matter of
either activity or inactivity, Hering's unorthodox view of the behavior
of neural tissue was that there was a play of two opposite modes of
action. In the context of a psychophysical parallelism between 'body and
mind' Hering saw the facts of both temperature sensation and color
vision as providing direct read-outs of opposite kinds of events taking
place in the nervous system. In 1934 Selig Hecht, the eminent biophysicist, wrote that Hering's ideas about this bipolarity of response ' mean
nothing in the modern physiology of sense organs and of nerves'. By
1965, however, we find Hecht's prize student, George Wald, writing
' . . . the electrophysiological opponent-color responses . . . are undoubtedly of the highest interest and great physiological importance . .. ' .
What had happened in the interim? Fundamental discoveries and
developments in electrophysiology had given the opponent concept a
firm neurological footing.
In 1953 Gunnar Svaetichin first reported that he had observed
graded oc hyperpolarization potentials when recording from the retinas
of shallow water fish. In 1956 this was followed up by the equally
startling and unexpected report that some of these graded potentials
reversed their polarities as the spectrum was traversed from, say, short
to long wavelengths. Not only did Stimulation produce depolarization
(as expected ), but it could also produce hyperpolarization depending upon
the stimulus wavelengths used. Svaetichin's facts had revolutionary
implications as Grundfest (1958) pointed out, and many experts in
neurophysiology preferred initially to treat his data with skepticism,
even suggesting that the data arose because of electrical andfor biological
artifacts.
Svaetichin's findings were, however, quickly confirmed, and 'S'
potentials, named in his honor, have now been demonstrated to occur
in a wide variety of vertebrates (Gouras I 972) and their retinal source is
accepted as lying in the horizontal cells (Kaneko I 97 I).
Grundfest had also noted that if Svaetichin's facts were correct
electrophysiological theory had to be modified. And so it was. Electrophysiological theory had to come to terms with Hering's long-ignored
(or worse still, scornfully rejected) unorthodox viewst.

t Granit (I9SS) had established that on- and off-responses in the
vertebrate eye were manifestations of true physiological antagonism in
the neural processes. He described his findings as a 'belated vindication
of the essential truth of Hering's contention that there are two fundamen-
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Prior to Svaetichin's discovery of the graded retinal potential, evidence for on-, off- and on-off-discharges in the frog optic nerve fibers
had been reported by Hartline (1938), andin various mammals like cat
and guinea pig, by Granit (1947). Kuffier's work (1953) on the receptive
fields of cats had established also a spatial reciprocal antagonism in
ganglion cell firing between on- and off-responses. But it was only after
Svaetichin ( 1956) had demonstrated that individual cells in the fish
retina give graded nc potentials that reverse in polarity with change in
stimulus wavelength and his demonstration was confirmed and accepted
that electrophysiologists were alerted to the correlated phenomena of
spike discharge.
Since 1956 an extensive body of evidence has piled up that firmly
establishes the existence of spectrally opponent cells in a variety of
organisms and at different Ievels in the retinal-cortical neural chain
(MacNichol et al 1974). These cells show firing at light onset to short
wavelengths, and suppression of spontaneous activity during stimulation with off-discharges to long wavelengths (or vice versa). The records
are from single ganglion cells in the goldfish retina (Wagner et al 1960),
the carp retina (Witkowsky 1967), the macaque monkey (Gouras 1968),
the optic nerve fibers of the spider monkey (Hube! and Wiesel 1960) and
of the ground squirrel (Michael 1968), with similar results in cells of
the lateral geniculate nucleus where the optic nerve fibers terminate for
the macaque (De Valois 1965, 1970, Wiesel and Hube! 1966) and the
squirrel monkey (Jacobs 1963, Jacobs and De Valois 1965).
The neural tissue of the visual system of a variety of organisms has
now also been shown to have a spatially opponent organization at
various Ievels as weil as a spectrally opponent organization (Jacobs
1969). I have in fact 'jumped the gun' by referring to the receptive
field properties of the retinal ganglion cells as the physiological organization that underlies the spatial antagonisms in the vertebrate eye when
I discussed our psychophysical models of contrast and assimilation.
As the electrophysiological records pile up, and as more and more
electron microscopic sturlies give us increasingly detailed pictures of the
visual neuronal structures of many organisms (Shipley and Dowling
1971, Stell 1972, Szentagothai 1973, Sjöstrand 1976) we confront once
again the old questions : 'What is explanation?' 'What is understanding?' Will a 'knowledge of the spatial, chromatic, and adaptational
tal processes of opposite character in the retina' but he related his results
to the black-white contrast phenomena only. He did not Iook for opposite
neural processes in connection with selective responses to different
wavelengths. In analysing wavelength responses in the context of his
dominator/modulator theory he attached no special significance to the
nature of the discharge, that is, whether on or off.
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properties of each dass of nerve cell in the system ... as weil as knowledge of how they are all connected' (Daw 1973) give us the complete
picture? Will the exact wiring diagrams so eagerly pursued by electrophysiologists teil us all we want to know about color adaptation and the
constancies? I doubt it.
Analyses of the sort that De Valois has pursued seem more likely to
give us the kind of information we would like to have to understand the
workings of the color visual system. For one thing, De Valois and his
students have carefully studied the visual discriminative capacities of
the organisms on whom their electrophysiological work has been
carried out and they have been able to show a close parallelism between
the behavioral indices, of, say, wavelength and saturation discrimination and the measured electrophysiological indices analysed in specific
ways (De Valois et al 1974).
The importance of establishing correlations between quantitative
measures of behavior and quantitative physiological ·indices should not
be minimized. But it is equally important that we clearly appreciate
what is involved in establishing these correlations. The physiological
measures can be related to stimulus variables, but they must be 'interpreted' in some way to relate them to perception or behavior. How do
we assign them properties that are 'meaningful' in relation to behavior?
W e do it in terms of a conceptual framework, a conceptual framework
that is derived from the psychophysical data of human color vision and
their interpretation in terms of some theoretical model.
Consider the fundamental problern of cell classification. The research
of De Valois and his colleagues has demonstrated two basic types of
cell for the LGN of the macaque: (i) spectrally non-opponent cells;
and (ii) spectrally opponent cells. The former give the same type of
response throughout the spectrum (excitatory or inhibitory) and they
have been labeled White-Black cells (Wh- BI). Why? Because the spectral distributions of their responses are analogous to human spectral
luminosity functions which have been assumed to relate directly to the
whiteness (or blackness) perceptions of the organism (Hurvich and
Jameson 1955). The spectrally opponent cells on the other hand fire to
Stimulation by some wavelengths and cease firing when stimulated by
other wavelengths. These cells are interpreted as forming two groups
or systems: a red-green (RG) one and a yellow-blue one (YB). Within
each system there is a mirror-image organization so that there are
either red-excitatory and green-inhibitory cells or green-excitatory and
red-inhibitory ones. The same is true of the yellow-blue system. W!1at
determines the names of the opponent systems? The perceptual
responses of the experimenter. Thus red-excitatory, green-inhibitory
cells ( + R- G) cells are assigned these names because they fire maximally to a region of the spectrum that Iooks red to the experimenter and
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they inhibit maximally to a region of the spectrum that Iooks green to
the experimenter. Precisely the same principle is used to categorize the
cells labeled yellow versus blue.
Do the cell types fall readily into two separate groups? De Valois
(1973) has reported that the LGN cells ofthe macaque monkey 'peak at
virtually every spectral region and cross over from excitation to
inhibition at virtually every spectral region' and a somewhat arbitrary
criterion is used to sort the spectrally opponent cells properly into the
required opponent pairs. It is hard to believe that in the absence of the
psychophysical and perceptual data for humans, the way to sort the
different LGN cells would have been readily apparent, if at all.
The way the electrophysiological responses, once classified, are
treated quantitatively to account for discrimination data is also dependent on a conceptual framework. De Valois' derivation of saturation
discrimination from the averaged cellular responses is, for example,
directly analogous to the way that we have analysed the human Saturation data in terms of the human psychophysical chromatic and achromatic responsest. This is much more meaningful than the more typical
approach of neurophysiologists who tend to concentrate on analysing
the receptor inputs, labeled with inappropriate hue names, to chromatically opponent cells and letting it go at that (Gouras 1970, Hube!
and Wiesel 1968, Michael 1968). Inappropriate labeling aside, the
problern of which cone types feed into which opponent neural system is
still unresolved. The conflicting results of various experimenters who
have used selective chromatic adaptation (De Valois 1965, Wiesel and
Hube! 1966, Abramov 1968, Gouras 1968) are undoubtedly related to
the wide dispersions of both the measured cone absorption functions
(Marks et al 1964) and the measured electrical potentials.
In the context of the way receptor inputs feed into neural response
channels I would like to make a few parenthetical remarks about the
now much-heralded and supposed reconciliation between the Helmholtz and Hering theoretical positions (De Valois and De Valois 1975).
It is true that we have evidence for three different unimodal cone
spectral sensitivity functions which is consistent with the receptor
aspect of the Helmholtz theory. We also have evidence for spectrally
opponent neural responses which is consistent with Hering's theory of
opponent-color coding. For us this is resolution enough and we do not
have to pretend that Hering assigned the opponent processes to the
receptors in order to make the resolution more dramatic (Boynton 1975,
De Valois and De Valois 1975, LeGrand 1975). Wehave discussed this
erroneous attribution of Hering's opponent processes to photoreceptors
t In a more recent study, cellular responses to stimuli of different
purity have been recorded directly (De Valois and Marrocco 1973).
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along with the documentary evidence and there is no need to repeat it
here (Hurvich and Jameson 1964b).
Although the macaque and human color-vision systems are strikingly
similar (De Valois et al 1974) there continues to be an unresolved
discrepancy between the red-green chromatic response function measured psychophysically for humans and the RG electrophysiological
records of LGN activity for the macaque. The short-wave 'red' limb
of the red-green chromatic function is virtually never seen in the
macaque monkey.
In accordance with his physiological findings the theoretical models
that De Valois has proposed to show the way the three cones types
interact to form the LGN types do not include input from the shortwave a cones to the red-green system (De Valois 1970, De Valois and
De Valois 1975). The same is true of other two-stage modelsthat have
been proposed (Walraven and Bouman 1966, Guth et al1968, Guthand
Lodge 1973, Abramov 1968, Vos and Walraven 1970, Boynton 1972,
Walraven 1974). However, since the short-wave end of the spectrum
appears reddish-blue to normal observers, to account for its appearance
we have to assume either that the long-wave pigment has two active
absorption peaks, a major one in the 570 nm region and a secondary one
in the 440-450 nm region, for which there is no evidence, or that the
a photopigment triggers ' redness' neural excitatory events in the RG
system as weil as 'blueness' ones in the BY system. The latter is the
assumption we have marle in our own model (Hurvich and Jameson
1955)·
Whether cortical electrical records which are rather meager at the
moment will reveal a short-wave 'red' record cannot be predicted. The
failure to find one at the LGN Ievel remains an unresolved puzzle.
Other unresolved puzzles in connection with the opponent-process
concept at the electrophysiological Ievel relate to simultaneaus lateral
interaction. In monkeys there seem to be no pre-cortical cellular
responses that can be directly correlated with human contrast effects.
A double-opponent organization of the sort that Daw (1968) finds in
goldfish retina and which can act as a basis for color contrast has been
found in the monkey cortex (Hube! and Wiesel 1968, Michael 1973)
but their spatial organization is unlike the specialized receptive fields of
most cortical cells that respond best to lines or edges of particular
orientations. The evidence from human perceptual and psychophysical
sturlies provides the motive for pursuing these matters further .
What we can anticipate for the future is that the trend already developed in the psychophysical area toward examining properties of color
vision in relation to issues of spatial and temporal discrimination will
continuet. Models that incorporate spatio-temporal effects as measured
t See review articles by Sekular (1974) and Jacobs (1976) .
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in psychophysical experiments will serve to guide further exploration
and interpretation of cellular responses at the corticallevel that have up
to now been interpreted as hierarchal and parallel specialized detector
systems (Hube! and Wiesel 1968, 1974).

4· Summary
The opponent-process concept has been firmly established during the
last two decades as a result both of human psychophysical studies and
electrophysiological sturlies on a variety of lower organisms. Issues that
have received in-depth attention in recent years are concerned with
problems of additivity and linearity of the two-stage opponent-process
model.
In connection with anomalous color vision much attention has been
devoted to the analysis and derivation of anomalous pigments at the
receptor Ievel. One study that measured anomalous chromatic responses
supports the proposal that anomalous color vision must be analysed
as a two-factor abnormality, receptoral on the one hand, and neural on
the other.
Electrophysical studies include those that have concentrated on the
nature of inputs to chromatic opponent processes, the wiring diagram
approach, and others that concentrated on interpretation of cellular
responses in the context of overall opponent-process models of color
vision. It is anticipated that future electrophysiological work will follow
the psychophysical trend in examining interactions of color responses
with spatial and temporal variables.
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1.

Introduction

The term 'chromatic adaptation' comes to us from Greek and Latin
words; Latin adaptare meaning to adjust, and Greek X(!O{ta referring to
color. In the general sense we use the word 'adaptation' to describe a
process of favorable or useful adjustment by an organism to environmental conditions. Cannon (1939) called such compensatory processes,
by which any organism achieves a steady physiological state to counteract or normalize changes in external or internal conditions, a process of
'homeostasis'. This implies a tendency toward constancy, undoubtedly
an important factor in the survival of an organism amidst the weiter of
variable conditions imposed upon it. In a much more restricted sense,
physiologists have used the term 'adaptation' to describe sensory
processes involving the action of specific receptor systems to variations
in external Stimulation. Aubert (1865) was among the first to study such
changes in visual sensitivity with variations in light intensity, and he
applied the name 'adaptation' to that adjustment. At about the same
time Exner ( 1868), working in Helmholtz' s laboratory in Heidelberg,
undertook the study of chromatic adaptation, and similar work continued in other places during the close of the nineteenth century
(Aitken 1873, Burch 1898). We know from the !arge body of work that
has followed these early efforts that sensory visual systems operate to
provide the organism with basically two different kinds of information:
response to rapid changes and to temporally extended changes. Adaptation acts 'so as to transmit any rapid changes in the environment, but
... hides any long-maintained conditions' (Hecht 1934). When modified
by the term 'chromatic', this concept is usually taken to represent both
transient and steady-state activities and sensitivities of the visualresponse mechanism to stimulation or change as it influences the
perception of color.

t Some of the work which forms the basis of this report is the result of
research sponsored by the Trustees of the Illuminating Engineering
Research Institute under IERI Project No. 110-75 ·
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The purpose of this paper is to summarize what we presently know
about such chromatic adaptation. In the limited space available, that is
a virtually impossible task. Despite the fact that we cannot presently
describe the mechanism for chromatic adaptation, the amount of
experimental and theoretical information bearing on the subject is so
vast that it would fill an entire book even in cryptic summary form.
Accordingly, this review will perforce be incomplete. Furthermore, it
will be more incomplete in dealing with some aspects of the subject than
with others. Although the key to an understanding of the mechanism of
chromatic adaptation probably lies in the continuing work of physiologists, it is their efforts which will receive here the least of their due. The
reason is simply that a unifying structure of elucidation with which to
try to bring tagether the wealth of available physiological information
seems most remote at this time. While appropriate physiological and
anatomical informationwill be used throughout this review, it is mainly
organized along the lines of what has been called 'color theory' and of
consideration of experimental approaches to the study of chromatic
adaptation. Even here, the Iimitation of space demands that certain
components of that organizational structure be sketched rather more
Jightly than others. In doing so, it will be assumed that the reader is
generally familiar with the broad subjects of color and vision but not
necessarily conversant with the specialized areas of those fields that
relate to the definition of chromatic adaptation set forth above.
Studies of chromatic adaptation have usually been conducted with
one of two different objectives in mind. Some studies have been carried
out in attempts to analyze the physiological properties of the visual
mechanism. Other studies have attempted to elucidate psychophysical
relations or psychosensorial relations among the attributes of color
appearance according to exposure to illumination of different spectral
selectivities. The first objective is largely theoretical in purpose. It seeks
to increase our understanding of the mechanism of vision. The second
may be described as practical in the sense that it is directed toward the
establishment of useful engineering data. Results of applied studies of
chromatic adaptation are required to address a number of problems in
commerce and industry. Assessment of the color-rendering properties
of illumination systems, realistic transformations of color appearances
with changes in quality of illumination, and analysis of color-irnage
reproduction are among those problems that require a quantitative
knowledge of the manner in which color appearance varies with
chromatic adaptation. The principal concern of this paper will be to
review our knowledge of chromatic adaptation and the methodology of
its study in such a way as to determine where we presently (September
1976) stand with regard to the possibility of addressing such practical
problems.
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Physiological hasis

The initial step in the chain of reactions that comprises an adaptive
adjustment involves the photolabile pigments of the visual receptors
(e.g. Dartnall1972). Presumably, there are three such pigments associated with the cone receptors and a fourth for the rods. The action spectra
of these cone photopigments are not in each case simply linear transforms of the CIE standard observer's color-mixture functions (e.g.
Brindley 1970). Large changes in sensitivity may be brought about with
very little bleaching or structural rearrangement of the photopigments
(e.g. Granit and Therman 1938, Granit and Svaetichin 1939, Granit
1962, Rushton 1958, 1965c). In addition, rapid changes in adaptation
may occur in time periods that seem too brief to involve bleaching or
regeneration of photopigments (e.g. Crawford 1947, Baker 1953,
Bauman 1952, 1955, Boynton et al1954, Boynton 1958, Battersby and
Wagman 1959). Although the visual pigments may play an important
roJe in the initiation of adaptation, they apparently cannot be completely
responsible for adaptational variations in sensitivity. Changes in ionic
permeability and conductance in the outer segments of the receptors as
a reaction to absorption of photons ultimately give rise to neuroelectrical signals that are passed along through axons and synapses to
higher neural Ievels. At these higher Ievels within the retina, electrical
pulse-trains are found which vary "in polarization with wavelength of
light stimulation (e.g. Granit and Svaetichin 1939, MacNiehol and
Svaetichin 1958). One type of signal varies only in strength as wavelength is changed. Two other types show changes in strength and
polarity with wavelength, but their spectral shapes and the wavelengths
at which reversals of polarization occur arc different. The specific
characteristics of these coded chromatic response signals vary with
adaptation to illumination of different spectral selectivity. A !arge part
of the sensitivity adjustment of adaptation may take place within the
retina, then . However, not all adaptational adjustments can be attributed
to rearrangement of retinal response characteristics. Electrical activity
of the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalmus is very similar to that of
the ganglion cells, the last neuronal nuclei of the retina (Hube! and
Wiesel 1961, Wiesel and Hube! 1966, De Valois 1965), and opponent
chromatic response organization is also found in the striate cortex of the
occipital Iobes of the brain (Hube! and Wiesel 1959, 1962, 1968).
Electrophysiological measurements at the geniculate nucleus and
electroencephalographic measurements at the occipital cortex (Zubek
and Welch 1963) show adaptational effects. It has been demonstrated
that spectral sensitivities at these higher neural Ievels, both within the
retina and throughout more proximal stages, are not simply related to
receptor sensitivities (e.g. Barlow 1957, Rushton 1965d, Boynton and
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Whitten I970, Enroth-Cugell and Shapley I973, Dowling and Ripps
I972, Dowling et al I973• Hood and Hock I975)· In addition, a number
of experiments involving chromatic after-effects associated with spatial
and temporal characteristics of Stimulation and with efferent responses
such as eye movements appear to have their origins in the striate cortex
or at least higher Ievels than the retina (Kahler I962, Campbell et al
I966, Blakemore and Campbell I968, Gilinsky I968, McCollough I965).
In short, there is ample evidence to suggest a system in which
adaptational effects take place at a number of Ievels throughout the
entire visual mechanism. Nonlinearities and interactions abound
throughout the visual pathways. From this alone it is clear that a
quantitative description of the dynamics of chromatic adaptation may be
difficult to formulate . As with colorimetry in general, however, the
difficulties may be somewhat reduced if we consider only conditions of
equality. That is, it may be assumed that an invariance of equal neural
signals, however they may have arisen, represents a condition of equal
color response. With this simple but parochial assumption, it is possible to examine the question of chromatic adaptation from the Standpoint of theoretically equal response conditions. Such an examination
is what is called 'chromatic adaptation theory'.

3· Chromade adaptation theory
Ordinary color matehing that forms the basis of colorimetry may be
described as 'symmetric' matching. In such matching, two stimuli are
presented to the same or nearly the same portion of the retina( e) of one
or both of an observer's eyes at the same or very nearly the same time.
The conditions of the color match are said to be symmetric since all
spatial, temporal, physical, and physiological factors involved in the
match are the same. In colorimetry, such a symmetric match is conventionally represented as:

x = k[Je(J.),H(.I.)x(J.)d.l.] = k[Je(.I.)2H(.I.)x(.l.)d.l.]
Y

= k[Je(J.),H(J.)y(J.)d.l.] = k[Je(.l.hH(J.)y(J.)d.l.]

z=

k[Je(.l.) ,H(J.)z(J.)d.l.] = k[J e(.I.)2H(.I.)z(.l.)d.l.]

where A is the wavelength, H the irradiance, e
transmittance), x, y, z the spectral distribution
normalizing factor, I, 2 the samples, and X, Y, Z
values.
Using functional notation, equation (r) can be
represented as the identity:

(I)

the reftectance (or
coefficients, k the
are the tristimulus
more economically
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g 2 (X, Y, Z; A) =.g 2 (X, Y, Z; A)

g3(X, Y, Z; A)

= g3(X,

Y, Z; A)

(2)

where X, Y, Z represent a tristimulus specification, A refers to the
illuminant, and the identity of terms is quite obvious.
Stiles (I 96 I) has detailed the theoretical differences between the
symmetric case represented by equation (2) and the 'asymmetric' case
where an identity of terms does not exist for the conditions of a color
match. We may assume, for example, that by some means a color match
is obtained for stimuli that are imaged on the same, rod-free, foveal area
of the retina under two different conditions of illumination to which the
observer is adapted. Then the functional notation for such an asymmetric match (an asymmetry over illumination and consequent visual
sensitivities) may be written as:
g,(X, Y, Z; A)--..!:-g,(X', Y', Z'; A')
g 2 (X, Y, Z; A)--..!:-g 2 (X', Y', Z'; A')
g3(X, Y, Z; A)--..!:-g3(X', Y', Z'; A').

(3)

Equation (3) now represents an equality condition rather than an
identity. That is, a correspondence, r, exists in terms of the criterion
of matehing color appearance. Since the stimulus terms of equation (I)
((! and H) are not the same on both sides of the equation when adaptation is to two different illuminants, the tristimulus values and illuminant
terms of equation (3) are necessarily different. These differences are
indicated by the prime superscripts. Depending upon the factors
responsible for these asymmetries, the color match may or may not be
transitive in the same sense that a symmetric match is said to be
transitive according to what have been called the 'laws of color mixture'
(Grassmann I853, I854). That is, if stimulus I specified as X, Y, Z
under condition A matches stimulus 2 as X', Y', Z' under condition A'
and, further, if stimulus 2 (again, X', Y', Z' under A') also matches a
third stimulus specified as X", Y", Z" under condition A", then by
the equivalent of algebraic substitution we assume that X, Y, Z under
A will also match X", Y", Z" under A". Such substitutional relations
are what is meant by transitivity.
When two different stimuli, corresponding to two different adaptation
illuminants, are used to stimulate the same foveal area of the retina on
temporally distinct occasions (e.g. a match involving memory) then the
conditions that satisfy requirements for transitivity are the same as in
the symmetric case. However, if the asymmetry is compound in the
sense that, in addition to different illumination conditions, different
parts of the retina or different eyes are stimulated, then the A' term of
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equation (3) represents a plural set of parameters and there is no a

priori basis for assuming that transitivity of the match will obtain.
Whenever there are interactions between conditions A and A', the
match is not independent. This is a consequence of the fact that asymmetric sensitivity interactions require nonlinear rather than linear
transformations for conversion, thereby destroying the substitutional
characteristic referred to as transitivity (e.g. Wyszecki and Stiles 1967).
This may pose certain problems in interpreting data from chromatic
adaptation studies that involve presentation of stimuli to different parts
of the same eye or to different eyes of the same observer.
Two other 'laws' of (symmetric) color matehing may also influence
the ease of interpretation of data derived from asymmetric matches.
Theseare what have been referred to as 'additivity' and 'proportionality'.
In symmetric matehing what is meant by additivity is that if two
stimuli A 1 and B 1 provide a color match, and two other stimuli A 2 and
B 2 also match, then A 1 + A 2 will match B 1 + B 2, when the stimuli are
self-luminous and their irradiances are what is added. A corollary,
referred to as proportionality, states that for any positive factor, a, the
condition aA 1 will match aB 1 as lang as A 1 and B 1 match in color.
If additivity and proportionality hold for asymmetric color matches
as weil, then the two sets of tristimulus values denoting the asymmetric
match (X, Y, Z and X', Y', Z') between conditions A and A' will be
related by a linear transform matrix A:

Wyszecki ( 1954) has provided a graphical solution for equation (4)
that aids in visualizing its implications in terms of chromaticity relations. A similar graphical interpretation was also described by Bouma
and Kruithoff (1947). The relationships implied apply to any pair of
illuminants and, also, to any likely set of three invariant fundamental
primaries of which the CIE primaries are some linear transform. The
essential features of such a transformation as tr .lt indicated by equation
(4) are the assumptions of (i) linearity of the relation, and (ii) invariance
of a set of three fundamental primaries. The history of these two assumptions goes back in time about 100 years.

4· Von Kriestransformation
Helmholtz (1866) suggested that as a consequence of what he called
'fatiguing' of the 'nervaus substance' of the eye with prolonged exposure to spectrally selective illumination, there occurs a selective decrease
in the sensitivities of these substances. This concept was adopted a few
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years later when von Kries undertook to study the process of adaptation.
Apparently he first considered and then rejected the idea that chromatic
adaptation could be explained by the addition of 'after-image light' to
sensations (see Jameson and Hurvich 1972). He then went on to develop
a concept based on the 'fatigue' notion of Helmholtz, an activity which
culminated in what is probably the most celebrated hypothesis in the
field of chromatic adaptation (von Kries 1877, 1904, 1911). Von Kries'
crucial Statement, translated into English, reads: 'Different composed
stimuli, which Iook equal for the non-fatigued eye, will also Iook equal
for the somehow fatigued eye' (Terstiege 1972). In other words, the
equivalent of the metamer rule applies over adaptationally asymmetric
matches. Thus, metameric color matches are assumed to be independent of chromatic adaptation. This assumption has come to be known as
the 'persistence law'.
That 'law' implies that sensitivities of the adapted visual mechanism
are simply proportional to the sensitivities of the mechanism under some
different condition of adaptation. Thus, we have the relatio.n ship for
which von Kries is most weil known; what has come to be known as the
'von Kries coefficient law' :

s',

= k,s,

s'2=k2s2
s' 3 = k3s3

(S)

where s, may be considered the neutral (or rest-state) sensitivities and
s' , are their altered sensitivities brought about by exposure to spectrally
selective illumination. The coefficients, k ,, are taken to be inversely
proportional to the relative strengths of activation of s, by the spectral
power of the illumination.
Unfortunately, it has not often been noted that von Kries' statement
of this 'coefficient law' was far from dogmatic. In fact, he recognized
that: 'Only infrequently is it possible to subject the manifold phenomena
of life to simple and strict forms of mathematical treatment without
forcing the data or encountering contradiction .. .' (see MacAdam
1970 ). Recognizing this, von Kries went on to point out that: ' ... it has
often proved to be possible and useful to establish ... comparatively
simple mathematical formulas which, though they are probably not
applicable with absolute accuracy, nevertheless simulate to a certain
approximation a !arge nurober of phenomena. Such representations not
only offer preliminary orientation in a field that at first seems completely
incomprehensible, but they also direct research into a correct course .. .'
(MacAdam 1970). Starting with these premises and caveats, von Kries
drew upon the concepts of Newton and formulations of Grassmann as
weil as the speculations of Helmholtz to derive a quadratic expression
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for general transformation of sensitivity over variations in illumination.
He recognized that to preserve the integrity of the laws of color mixture
it was necessary that the solutions to these quadratic equations yield
only three real root pairs. In other words, there must be only three
invariant points : 'For if we set the condition that three definite points
of the color chart are to be invariable, and if we, for those points, fix the
effect of the adaptation as an apparent change of quantity by a coefficient,
thereby the whole system of adaptation-shifts is determined in such a
manner that no other points can remain unshifted' (MacAdam 1970).
He thus recognized that it would be a critical test of the hypothesis 'to
establish whether such invariable points can be found and, if so, what
can be found regarding their number, the constancy of their positions,
etc. This would offer a valuable criterion of the correctness of all the
concepts which are here taken as a starting basis' (MacAdam 1970).
After pointing out ways in which such tests could be effected, he
concluded that: 'we cannot but regret how difficult it is to draw from
the complicated phenomena conclusions on the organization of the
visual system. If some day it becomes possible [to do so] people will
perhaps recall with pitying smiles the efforts of previous decades which
undertook to seek an deunrstanding of the same phenomena by such
lengthy detours. But since the establishment of simple and comprehensive rules of color mixture has been possible which, though not
valid in absolute strictness, are very fruitful and of highest theoretical
significance, it cannot be considered hopeless to seek for a comprehensive rule for the modifications that are caused by adaptation' (MacAdam
1970). Seidom have scientists stated a problern so prophetically. In our
subsequent enthusiasm to show that von Kries was 'wrong' about his
coefficient 'law', we tend to overlook the fact that he proposed only an
approximation, a first-order effect, and at the same time, pointed out
how it could be verified or refuted.
We see, then, that from the beginning the validity of equations (4)
and (5) could be subjected to test by determining the number and stability of the underlying fundamental primaries. Theoretically it is possible
to deduce these fundamentals from asymmetric color matches of three
or more stimuli over variations in two or more conditions of chromatic
adaptation. In practice, most such experiments have used more than
the theoretical minimum of three stimuli in order to normalize the
influence of random experimental error on the determination of the
transformation matrix, A-u ·, of equation (4). It is not quite so common,
however, that more than two conditions of illumination have been used
in any one experiment.
A number of mathematical and statistical techniques have been used
to determine the transformation matrix from adaptationally asymmetric
color-matehing data. Wyszecki and Stiles (1967) have summarized the
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salient features of the method of transformation. But for the matrix to
be linear with three invariant, real roots, there are two basic conditions
that must hold true. These are: (i) validity of the metamer rule for
asymmetric matches, that is, the 'persistence law' must hold; and (ii) the
'proportionality law' must be true; if that is so then the 'additivity law'
will also be true.

5· Failure of the 'coefficient law'
Results of physiological experimentation provide information on the
validity of the persistence hypothesis. Basically, the question involves
whether or not there are three different sensitivities of the chromatic
mechanism of vision that are independent. A number of experiments have
verified the existence of three cone photopigments (e.g. Rushton 1963a,
b, c, 1965a, b, Rushton and Baker 1963, Rushton and Henry 1968, Naka
and Rushton 1966, Brown and Wald 1964, Marks et al 1964). The
question of independence has been examined in a number of ways. Wald
( 1964) has used psychophysical increment threshold techniques to
compare data with his previous photochemical selective bleaching
experiments (e.g. Wald 1937, Wald et al 1955) and has found a Iack
of independence, but his technique has involved very high Ievels
of adapting light, so high as to be weil within the range where,
even for symmetric color matching, metamerism has been found
to break down (Burch 1898, Wright 1936, Brindley 1953, Terstiege
1967). In addition, the interpretation of such increment thresholds
may be somewhat confounded by the fact that, apparently, detection
of a change occurs if the test flash exceeds the threshold of either
the chromatic or the achromatic response system (King-Smith and
Carden 1976). Accordingly, such data may not constitute a valid
refutation of the independence postulate. On the other hand, data
obtained with the Stiles-type increment threshold technique (e.g.
Stiles 1949, 1959, Boynton et al 1964), which involves analysis over a
broad range of adapting intensities, also shows a Iack of independence.
In addition, a psychophysical experiment involving mixing of conditioning or adapting fields (Boynton et al 1966) similarly Ieads to the
conclusion that there are interactions among the photopic visual
mechanisms involved in chromatic adaptation. Finally, we may note that
Dimmick and Wienke (1958) showed a breakdown of metamers with
only moderate variation in chromatic adaptation. Thus, the experimental
evidence at hand does not tend to support independence of three
sensitivity functions. Accordingly, the persistence rule does not appear
to be validated.
If that is true, we would not expect the proportionality rule to hold
over alllevels of adaptation either. However, if the persistence 'law' is
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nearly correct at some moderate Ievels of adapting intensities, then we
should not rule out the possibility that there may be a first-order
approximation to validity for proportionality as applied to asymmetric
color matching. There are, in fact, at least two kinds of experimental
evidence that may be brought to bear on this question. The first
involves a direct approach to measure proportionality over adaptationally asymmetric matches. The second, providing by far the greatest
body of data, is an indirect approach in which an attempt is made to
determine the fundamental sensitivities according to equation (4).
Hurvich and Jameson (1958) approached the problern directly.
Using a haploscopic asymmetric method (i.e. differential adaptation of
an observer's two eyes and subsequent interocular comparison of
stimuli), they produced color matches for six different stimuli over
adaptation illuminants of greatly different chromaticities. These
matches were far from the same chromaticities at different illuminances
as would be predicted by the proportionality rule. The discrepancies
were greatly level-dependent. Hunt ( 1949, 1950, 1952, 1953) has also
provided haploscopic matehing data in which the same kinds of
discrepancies may be seen over much smaller variations in adaptation.
From these experiments alone, it is clear that proportionality does not
hold for adaptationally asymmetric color matches when stimulation is
confined to the rod-free foveal areas of the retina at moderate to low
intensities of illumination.
The indirect evidence regarding proportionality comes from a
variety of experiments where attempts have been made to deduce the
fundamental sensitivity functions. Many experiments of this kind have
been conducted (e.g. Wright 1934, 1937, 1946, Noteboom 1935,
Helson 1938, Helson and Jeffers 1940, ]udd 1940, Walters 1942, Hunt
1950, 1952, 1953, 1958, Burnham et al 1952, 1957, Helson et al 1952,
Kellersohn 1955, Wassef 1958, 1959, 1965, Burnham 1959, MacAdam
1956, 1958, 1961, 1963, Wassef and Aziz 1960, Scheibner 1963, 1966,
Wagner 1969, Sobagaki et al 1974, 1975). But nearly all who have
attempted to solve for the transformation matrix have failed to avoid
complex roots, implying that either there are more than three fundamentals or that, if three in number, they are not independent. Some of
these experimenters have resorted to ulterior or ad hoc assumptions,
some have made arbitrary data adjustments, and others have imposed
restraints of various kinds in order to derive approximate solutions that
accord with the postulates of the linear von Kries transform. Alternatively, when the von Kries model has not been imposed, empirical
transformations have been more complex than the relations implied by
the linear model. In short, there is not a good basis in experimental
results for strict validation of the von Kries coefficient law. Despite this,
its use persists; perhaps because of the appealing simplicity of the model
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and the fact that it does, despite its shortcomings, provide a rough
approximation to the general trend of adaptation-induced color shifts.

6. Alternativemodels for transformation
There are several alternatives to the von Kries model which have been
proposed either directly or indirectly. These involve empirical nonlinear
transforms (e.g. Steffen 1955, MacAdam 1961, 1963), empiricallinear
transforms (Burnham et al 1957), nonlinear transforms based on
theoretical considerations (Hunt 1950, Takahama et al 1975), and
theoretically based multi-stage models (Jameson and Hurvich 1972,
Walraven 1976), tagether with a number of other proposals that are less
clearly defined.
The von Kries coefficient 'law' of equation (5) shows the modified
sensitivity to be a linear function of the original sensitivity up to a
proportionality constant. An alternative proposed by Steffen (1955)
suggested that the linear relation is instead between the logarithms of
sensitivity. In 1961 MacAdam (1961, 1963) suggested that power
functions of sensitivity were the appropriate terms for such a relation.
However, this was essentially the result of a 'curve-fitting' analysis
adopted in order to avoid the assumption of five or six fundamentals
(MacAdam 1956) or an unorthodox theory of color vision that would
deny the existence of metamers even for symmetric matches (MacAdam
1958), and appears to have been developed with only secondary considerations of theoretical tenets of color vision. Burnham et al ( 1957)
used a linear transform, based on an analysis by Brewer (1954), which
effectively introduced nonzero ordinate values in equation (5) . Again,
this Ieast-squares determination was intended only as an empirical
representation of their experimental data.
Hunt ( 1950) proposed a nonlinear relationship, later developed in
quantitative form by Takahama et al (1975), based on an assumption of
variable interaction among chromatic neural signals as a function of
Ievel of Stimulation. In his experiments, Hunt ( 1950, 1952, 1953, 1957)
noted a significant Ievel dependence of asymmetric haploscopic matches
over illuminants and he reasoned that such results could not be expected
from a simple linear model. As a possible explanation for such results he
proposed that while the cone receptors may each contain a single
photopigment there are more proximal interactions among receptor
chromatic signals that are most active at low Ievels of stimulation and
become inactive at high Ievels. The net result would be that effective
sensitivity is spectrally broad at low Ievels and narrow at high Ievels of
Stimulation. It is of interest that Sloan ( 1928) found such a change in the
photopic relative luminous efficiency function in her heterochromatic
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brightness-matching experiments, but it is uncertain whether these
results stemmed from effects of cone additivity or interactions of a
nonlinear level-dependent variety. In addition, it should be noted that
Hunt's hypothesized variation in effective spectral bandwidth of sensitivities is opposite in form to that which would be associated with
photopigment 'self-screening' (e.g. Brindley I970) where broadest
bandwidths should be found at high er Ievels of Stimulation. In any event,
the proposed nonlinear transform does account for observed discrepancies in multi-level asymmetric color-match data, although Takahama
et al (I975) found that predictions based on the model were not greatly
different from predictions of the Burnham et al (I 9 57) empirical linear
model when treating adaptation shifts from CIE Illuminants D 6 , to A
for stimulisuch as those used in the CIE Color-Rendering Method.
A model of what they have called a 'two-process interpretation' of
chromatic adaptation has been affered by Jameson and Hurvich (I972) .
This scheme involves an initial coefficient adjustment to three fundamental sensitivities, after the manner of von Kries, followed by an
additive adjustment to opponent chromatic responses. Simply stated,
the alteration of component sensitivities Ieads to a change in both the
shape and the baseline (or bias level) of the spectral opponent response
functions. These latter response increments are not the same for each of
the response functions which are assumed to have different 'gains' and
are probably nonlinear themselves (e.g. Larimer et al I975), a possibility
admitted by Hurvich and Jameson (I96o, I96I) and Jameson and Hurvich (I96I, I972). The proposed model may be seen to have a number of
degrees of freedom, then. It has not, however, been subjected to systematic quantitative study as yet in all of its features.
J Walraven (I976) suggests that the response additivity (the second
stage of the Jameson-Hurvich scheme) 'appears tobe of such a surprising simplicity that only a slightly modified version of the von Kries
coefficient law may ... suffice'. Walraven points out that the proportionality rule is in conftict with Kirschmann' s (I 89 I) third rule of color
contrast, which states that chromatic cantrast is maximum when
achromatic cantrast is minimum, and that account should be taken of
that part of the chromatic response which is common to a sample and
its surround before attenuation by a coefficient is applied . That is, the
remaining chromatic difference between a stimulus and its surround,
after having subtracted the chromatic and achromatic content which
they both have in common, may be transformed by a coefficient rule . It
is as if the test field is perceived as an increment on a background.
However, the experiment on which Walraven's proposal is based involved only test stimuli that were more intense than their surrounds, by
ratios of up to 4'29 times in retinal illuminance. Since the surround and
test field were displayed continuously, any assumption that the sur-
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round controlled adaptation may be open to question. In any event, we
await clarification of a quantitative model for chromatic adaptation based
on this work.
In one sense, the incremental response concept is somewhat analogous
to the idea of 'discounting the illumination' put forward by Helmholtz
(1925, 1962) in the last century; although Jameson and Hurvich (1972)
state that the incremental part of their model taken alone is no more
effective in describing chromatic adaptation than is the coefficient
portion considered by itself. The idea of discounting the illuminant has
been espoused by a nurober of vision workers (e.g. Judd 1940, Evans
1974) and with some variations by the Gestalt psychologists Gelb ( 1929),
Katz (1930, 1935), and Koffka (1935). Of these, Judd (1940, 1960 and
Graham and Brown 1965) appears tobe the only worker to have offered
a quantitative structure for prediction, and that is generally more
appropriate to what has been called color contrast or induction than to
the case of chromatic adaptation to illumination.
Helson (e.g. 1964) has developed an 'adaptation-level theory' which
accounts mainly for concepts that have variously been described under
the Iabels of 'color constancy' (e.g. Helmholtz 1866, Jaensch 1921,
Haack 1929), 'color Ievel' (Koffka 1932), 'color transformation' (Jaensch
and Müller 1919), and 'color conversion' (Helson 1943). Helson hypothesizes that some neutral point, which may be described by an algebraic
combination of the logarithms of stimulus attributes, exists in color
space for any condition of adaptation. That neutral point is referred to as
the 'adaptation Ievel' and all color perceptions arise as a result of
gradient relations of stimulirelative to the (explicit or implicit) stimulus
corresponding to that adaptation Ievel. Quantitative expressions for
these relations have been provided by Helson (1964).
The constancy of stimulus proportionality implied by such models or
hypotheses is also central to Land's ( 1964) 'retinex' theory of chromatic
perception which was developed from his work on color perception in
complex fields (Land 1959, 1962). Woolfson (1959) analyses Land's
results in terms of Helmholtz's concept of discounting the illuminant,
but others place a different interpretation on the results (e.g. Walls
196o, Judd 1960, Belsey 1964, Pearson et al 1969). Land and McCann
(1971) have adopted a stimulus-oriented view of the problem, later
developed more fully for chromatic perception by McCann and coworkers (McCann et al 1976), in which proportionality of stimulus
elements according to the 'red, green, and blue impressions' that form
the 'retinex' is computed from cascaded border ratios of reflectance or
transmittance. W e are told by McCann et al that they will ultimately
publish a comparison of predictions from Land's retinex model with
other theories of chromatic adaptation such as that of von Kries. A
complete understanding of their proposals in terms of quantitative
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Table I. Classification of psychophysical chromatic adaptation studies.
Simple fields
Method
Direct
scaling
Memory
matehing

Surface mode
Sobagaki (1974, 1975)
Pointer (1975)
Bartleson (1977)
Helson (1938, 1940, 1947,
1948, 1952, 1956)
Judd (1940)
Kruithof (1942, 1955)
Bartleson ( 1966)

Differential
retinal
Haploscopic Noteboom (1935)
Barr (1952)
Burnham (1957)
Hunt (1965)
Eastman (1972)

Aperture mode
Boynton (1956)
Rowe (1972)

Schön (1874)
Voeste ( 1898)
MacAdam (1956)
Wright (1934, 1937,
1946)
Walters (1942)
Hunt (1950, 1952,
1953. 1968)
Burnham (1952, 1959)
Fry (1955, 1958, 1964)
Jameson (1956, 1961)
Wassef (1959, 1960)
Scheibner (1963)
Richter (1974, 1976)
Terstiege (1967)
Wagner (1969)
Valberg (1974, 1975)

Complex fields
Profeeted
Luminous
images
images
Pearson (1969) Evans (1943)
Land (1962, 1964)
Belsey (1964)

"'

Refoction
images
Bartleson (1958)

Q
Bartleson (I 966)

'l
'l
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prediction of color appearance over variations in adapting illumination
awaits such further details.
There are, then, a number of alternatives to the von Kries linear
coefficient law for modeling the process of chromatic adaptation. There
are linear and nonlinear empirical approaches, physiological, response,
cognitive, and stimulus-oriented proposals all at hand. Some of these
are more satisfactory than others in providing unequivocal agreement
with presently known facts of physiology and ability to yield quantitative predictions. lt would seem that ultimately the appropriateness of
any model will be determined by its agreement with the physiological
facts of color vision when they are known with sufficient certainty.
Until that time, which may be some way off into the future, the test of
any model will be its ability to predict satisfactorily the results of
experiments conducted on the subject of chromatic adaptation. Since
this is the case, it would be weil to round out this review with a brief
Iook at the experimental methods used in such studies in order to
determine something of the reliability and consistency of those results
that are available for use as measuring sticks with which to evaluate
models or theories of chromatic adaptation.

7· Experimental methods
Probably because of the dual interest in color-vision theory and practical
application, chromatic adaptation has been studied rather extensively.
If we consider only the psychophysical experiments aimed at elucidation
of a transformation method, as opposed to those experiments which
have been primarily physiological in thrust, these various investigations
appear to fall into several classes or groups. Table I has been constructed in an attempt to illustrate this point. Principal experiments (identified by first author and date of publication) are rilost generally classed in
two ways: (i) according to the kind of stimulus presentation used ; and
(ii) in terms of the experimental method adopted for study. The form of
stimulus presentation is further subdivided according to two broad
categories of (a) simple fields and (b) complex fields. In turn, each of
these subdivisions is divided into a number of classes described by
modes of color appearance or complex-stimulus presentation modes.
The experimental methods are grouped according to four techniques of
gathering data: (a) direct scaling, (b) differential retinal conditioning and
comparison, (c) differential ocular conditioning and comparison (haploscopic matching), and (d) memory matching. Since a number of additional studies that do not lend themselves weil to this kind of categorization should be included here as weil, table II has been prepared to Iist a
number of publications that may perhaps be better described as general
or theoretical in nature.
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Table II. General, theoretical, and review publications on chromatic
adaptation.
I. General and theoretical

Balcon (1970)
Boynton et al (1965, 1966)
Brewer (1954)
Burnham (1959)
Gellhorn and Fabian (1926)
Helmholtz ( 1866)
Hering (r888)
Hunt (1968)
Ingling and Drum (1973)
Kellersohn (1955)
von Kries (1877, 1904, I9I r)
MacAdam (1949, 1955, 1961, 1963)
Münch and Schultz (1970)
Nickerson (1963)
Noddack and Jarczyk (1955)
Ouweltjes (1966)
Sanders (1955)
Scheibner (1966)
Speelman and Krauskopf (1963)
Stiles (1961)
Thomas et al (1961)
Tschermak (1941, 1952)
J Walraven (1975)
P Walraven et al (1966)
Wassef (1958)
Wright (1944, 1946)
Wyszecki (1954)
II. Reviews
Graham and Brown (1965)
Jameson and Hurvich (1972)
Terstiege (1972)
Wyszecki and Stiles (1967)

Still, in many cases of what have been arbitrarily classed here as
general or theoretical publications, experimental data (usually derived
from other works) are examined in some detail. Further evidence of the
arbitrary nature of any such system of classification may be taken from
the fact that almost all experimental reports delve into theory and some
include more than one experimental method. Nevertheless, I have tried
to group the works according to primary emphasis. I believe that this
undertaking is justified to .the extent that we may see rather easily where
most work has been done and, conversely, where little or no investigation has been carried out.
Table I reveals that some combinations of stimulus presentation and
experimental method have been used much more extensively than
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others. For example, it is immediately clear that the haploscopic technique suggested by Hering (1964, pp244-5, 256, 259) has found the
most frequent use. At least two nineteenth-century workers (Schön
1874, Voeste 1898) used the method which relies on adaptation of
different portians of the retina, but in recent years that method has been
used only once (MacAdam 1956). Memory matehing has been largely
confined to stimulus fields presented in the surface mode of appearance.
Only recently has direct ratio-scaling enjoyed much popularity. Very
little work has been done with complex stimulus fields and by far the
greatest effort seems to have gone into studies of simple, aperturemode, stimulus arrays addressed by the haploscopic method.
Detailed inspection of the references cited in tables I and II reveals,
in addition, that not very much work has gone into the study of chromatic adaptation effects involving systematic covariation of illuminant
quality with both luminance factor and illuminance. In many cases,
only single Ievels were used for each of these parameters. In a disconcertingly !arge number of cases variations in more than one factor have
been pooled, thereby confounding results and making interpretation
difficult. With the exception of some of the direct-scaling experiments,
almost all studies have been limited to an attempt to specify 'adaptational metamers'; that is, to provide tristimulus specifications of
stimuli that yield an asymmetric color match over adaptation to illuminant quality. Only one direct scaling experiment (Bartleson 1977) has
attempted to map color relations in at least three dimensions for a
plurality of attributes over covariation in illuminant quality, luminance
factor, and illuminance.
W e have, then, almost a plethora of data that paradoxically relate
largely to only a portion of the total problem. There is an abundance of
information regarding stimulus conditions for equality of color appearance over adaptation but very little that can be used to describe the way
color appearances themselves change when chromatic adaptation varies.
In order to gain some insight into the degree of consistency among
results from various experimental methods, three different approaches
will be considered briefly in the following paragraphs. These are what
have been Iabelied: (i) memory matching, (ii) haploscopic matching,
and (iii) direct scaling. Of the many examples of these methods, only a
few experiments will be referred to explicitly, but these have been
chosen to illustrate typical results obtained by careful attention to
methodological details.
An experiment that is usually described (albeit with somewhat
questionable accuracy) as 'memory matching' was conducted by Helson
et al (1952) . Those workers scaled 6o Munsell reflecting samples under
two different conditions of illumination (6700 and 2854 K). The scaling
method was essentially that of interval scaling. The scaling criterion is
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probably what has been the basis for referring to the experiment as one
of memory matching. The criteria involved remernbered intervals of
Munsell Hue, Value, and Chroma assimilated by the observers during
an extended training period. A group of nine observers was trained for a
period of 8 hours to recognize and correctly identify Munsell samples
according to the scale values tobe used in the experiment. The six 'best'
observers were used in the actual experiment. According to the authors:
'That memory played some part in the final estimates cannot be denied,
but a naive, phenomenological approach was encouraged during the
final observations' (Helson et al I952}. The stimuli were exposed I I at a
time in random arrangement against three different kinds of background
of unspecified extent; neutral of 3, 2 I, and 78 per cent reflectance. The
samples ranged in luminance factor from about o·o4 to o·72. Illuminances
of 785 lx (at 6700 K) and 6I3 lx (at 2854 K) were used. According to
the authors: 'The difference of about 28 per cent between the two types
of illumination being studied [was] not great enough to be responsible
for the color differences observed .. . previous studies have shown that
it takes changes in illumination Ievels of about IOO to I to cause appreciable shifts in hue under the conditions of this study (Helson and Jeffers
I940)' (Helson et al I952).
W e may summarize the results found by Helson et al by generalizing
that hue and saturation shifted by different amounts according to (a)
correlated color temperature, (b) illuminance, and (c) luminance factor.
These shifts were not weil predicted by a von Kries transformation
based on Judd's {I940) fundamental primaries. The most significant
shifts resulted from variation in color temperature and luminance factor
or background reflectance. They reported that: 'The differences in
color due to background [were] as great as those corresponding to the
change from daylight to incandescent filament illumination.'
The memory method poses certain experimental problems. Observers have a limited capacity for retaining information (Miller I956,
Bartleson and Woodbury I965) and substantial training periods, usually
Ionger than that used by Helson et al are required (Hanes I962, Indow
I974)· Also, whenever memory is involved, one must recognize the
possibility that distortion may occur through the memory trace.
Relatively short-term memory for colors has been shown to involve
systematic distortions (Newhall et al I957); for example, saturation
tends to increase in memory and lightness increases for light colors and
decreases for dark ones. When complex fields are involved, with the
accompanying possibility that stimuli may appear to be familiar objects
or their images, the process of 'memory color' may also introduce bias
(Bartleson I96o). Typical memory traces of the two processes, color
memory and memory color, have been compared (Bartleson I96I) and
it was found that non-monotonic hue shifts occur in memory colors in
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addition to the monotonic saturation and lightness Variations found with
color memory.
The haploscopic method does not rely substantially on memory.
Instead, it presents independent images to an observer's two eyes at the
same time in order that he may make an interocular comparison.
Hering (1920, 1964), Abney (Burnham et al1957), Hecht (1928), and
Schouten and Ornstein (1939) number among the workers to have used
this technique, but perhaps the most often cited experiments in which
haploscopic matehing was used are those of Wright (1934, 1937, 1946).
He pointed out that the critical assumption of the method relates to the
question of independence of the two ocular channels. That is, to what
extent does stimulation of one eye influence the appearance of stimuli
seen by the other eye? In Wright's experiments the extent of any such
interactions tended to have a much smaller effect on appearance than
that brought about by differences in adaptation. Because of this, it has
usually been assumed that the two eyes are essentially independent with
respect to sensitivities.
That an observer's two eyes are not completely independent has been
pointed out by a number of workers, however (e.g. Hecht 1928,
Tschermak 1952, Thomas et alx961 ). Some of these interdependencies
and ocular differences may be compensated. For example, differences in
inherent ocular sensitivities may be normalized by correction according
to data obtained in quasi-symmetric matches, haploscopic matches for
the same conditions of interocular adaptation (e.g. Hunt 1950, Burnham
et al 1952). When the natural pupil is used, data on consensual pupil
responses with interocular illumination disparities may be used for
correction (Bartleson 1968). But many of the differences and, particularly, the interactions between an observer's two eyes cannot be corrected. Physiological evidence shows that, at least with some animals, only
a portion of the cortical cells (Hube! and Wiesel 1962) and geniculate
axons (Jung 1961) are capable of responding to both monocular and
binocular stimulation, and such cells apparently provide binocular
summation and inhibition. In the realm of psychophysical results
there are threshold experiments concerned with brightness perception
that also support the presence of binocular interactions (e.g. Matin
1962). There is some evidence to suggest that sensitivity
occur (Paris and Prestrude 1975) which would intervene most seriously
when interocular images are of the super-imposed type (e.g. Richter
and Nicolaisen 1974, Valberg 1974, 1975) as distinguished from experimental situations where corresponding retinal areas are not directly
stimulated (e.g. Burnham et al 1952, 1957). In addition, chromatic
threshold interactions have been reported (Helms and Prehn 1958,
Helms and Raeuber 1958) and inhibition by binocularly presented
inducing fields .has been measured for suprathreshold conditions of
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Stimulation (Alpern and David 1959, Mackavey et al 1962, Thomas
1963, Fiorentini and Radici 1958). Bartleson (1966) has used a memorymatching technique to measure the change in perceived color of a
constant reference field with variations in retinal illuminances presented
to the opposed eye and found that reasonable constancy of appearance
obtains only over a range of interocular disparities of slightly less than
two log units; not much different from the figure of 100 to 1 found by
Helsan and Jeffers (1940). Valberg (1975) has also noted the limited
range of permissible interocular luminance disparity for constant
saturation in haploscopic matches.
These problems are recognized by most experimenters and some have
taken whatever steps may be possible to minimize interactions. Several
variations in methodology have been proposed. Using some preliminary
experiments (Barr et al 1952) as a point of departure, Eastman and
Brecher (1972) examined both adaptive and non-adaptive haploscopic
matches and, as a consequence of their findings, proposed an alternating
intermittent scheme for viewing sample and comparison fields. Similar
proposals were made in 1961 by a panel of the British National Illumination Committee (Hunt 1965) and were incorporated into a haploscopic colorimeter design by Hunt ( 1965). Care has generally been taken
to superimpose the test field over a maximally black area where alternation has not been used. In some cases uncontrolled alternation has been
used in a design which superimposes the entire field of one eye on a
black background during camparisans (Bartleson 1966, Breneman 1966).
But despite the problems of haploscopic matching, the bulk of adaptation studies have been conducted using such experimental methods.
The information derived from these experiments has contributed
significantly to our knowledge of the factors affecting color appearance.
Burnham et al ( 1952, 1957) did make corrections for interocular
sensitivity differences and they also minimized luminance disparity by
maintaining the same adapting luminances for both eyes. Earlier Hunt
(1950) had madesuch corrections in studying changes with chromatic
adaptation and has also used the method of haploscopic matehing to
examine adaptation-dependent changes in both small and !arge stimuli
(Hunt 1952, 1953) tagether with changes brought about by different
Ievels of both luminance factor (Hunt 1953) and illuminants (Hunt
1957, 1965).
These workers found that perceived hue, Saturation, and lightness of
test stimuli vary significantly with all three factors: illumination quality,
illuminance, and luminance factor. The importance of illuminance and
luminance factor, in addition to quality or spectral composition of
illumination, is reinforced by results of other experiments (Hurvich
and Jameson 1960, 1961, Jameson and Hurvich 1959, 1961, 1964,
Bartleson 1966, Bartleson and Breneman 1967a, b, Pitt and Winter 1974,
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Valberg 1975). It appears that these factors are virtually as important as
quality in determining color-appearance changes over adaptation. But,
unfortunately, they are the very factors that increase interocular disparities and thereby exacerbate the problems of haploscopic matching.
It is mainly to avoid the problems of haploscopic and memory
methods that some workers have recently turned to the method generally described as 'direct scaling'. That term encompasses several
different techniques for deriving scales of perceptual extent, in terms
either of intervals (distances or differences) or of magnitudes (ratios ). In
particular, some recent sturlies of chromatic adaptation have been
carried out by the method of magnitude estimation whereby observers
attempt to gauge the strength of their color perceptions by assigning
numbers in proportion to the magnitudes of those perceptions; a task
which may sound either impossible or ridiculous to those who have not
actually tried it. None the less, by relying on conspicuous natural or
inherent perceptual anchors such as unitary hues, the appearance of
white, what Evans ( 1974) has called 'zero gray content', etc, consistent
and surprisingly precise data have been generated by such experimental
approaches to the problem. It is worth noting that the haploscopic
method measures the change in stimulus necessary to maintain a
constant color appearance, the method known as 'magnitude production' accomplishes this same result, but the magnitude estimation
approach measures the change in color appearance of a constant stimulus as adaptation varies. Thus, haploscopic matehing and magnitude
estimation approach the problern from opposite directions. One of the
major appeals of this direct-scaling method is that observers may view
test fields normally, without encumbrances, using both eyes in equal
states of adaptation and with no recourse to memory of ulterior references. Since the same portians of the retinae are stimulated for each
adaptation condition, the implied color matches are at least theoretically
transitive. Of course, there are also problems associated with direct
scaling. In the main, these are general problems of psychological
scaling that affect precision in ways that may be evaluated and may
affect absolute accuracy in ways that are more difficult to assess. Although
a thorough discussion of these factors is beyond the scopc of this review,
they have been treated in detail elsewhere (e.g. Torgersan 1958,
Krantz 1972, Marks 1974, Stevens 1975). It is sufficient here to point
out that if observers are merely consistent in their scaling responses, the
data may be treated in such a way as to derive the same kinds of information as that obtained by other methods of studying chromatic
adaptation. Under the best conditions, considerably more information
may be obtained by direct scaling, since the method may be used to
measure color appearances and not merely conditions of equality of
color appearances.
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Three series of such experiments may be referred to here. The first
was carried out in Japan under the overall direction of Nayatani
(Nayatani et al I972, Sobagaki et al I974, I975)· The other two were
conducted in England (Pointer and Ensell I975, Bartleson I977)· They
differed in subtle but significant ways. The Nayatani experiments used
four sources of illumination ranging in correlated color temperature
from 2856 K to 20 ooo K, each at Iooo lx, and used reflecting paper
samples varying in both chromaticity and luminance factor. Pointerand
Ensell used CIE Illuminants D 6 s and A, bothat an illuminance such as
to provide I I o cd m- 2 luminance on a white-appearing surround with
test stimuli all at 55 cd m- 2 and independent of illumination. Bartleson
also used independent stimuli in experiments incorporating both magnitude production and estimation with a factorial design to study three
illumination conditions (CIE Illuminants D6s, D44, and A) each at
three illuminances (yielding I ooo, soo, and 200 cd m- 2 surrounds) and
at three luminance factors (o·o66, o·2o, and o·43 corresponding approximately to Munsell Values 3, 5, and 7). In each set of experiments,
these workers used different scaling paradigms and instructions to
observers.
An interesting result of all three experiments is that the data for
equal-appearing, or corresponding, colors is remarkably similar to data
obtained by experimenters utilizing both memory and haploscopic
methods. Figures I and 2 illustrate this point. In figure I, predictions
for chromaticities under CIE Illuminant A corresponding to various
Saturation Ievels of the four unitary hues and their four intermediates,
at a luminance factor of approximately o· so, are shown for each of the
direct-scaling experiments. In figure 2, chromaticities with respect to
CIE Illuminant A at three Ievels of Munsell Chroma for each of ten
Munsell Hue primaries and intermediates, at Value 5, are shown as
predicted by the work of Helsan et al (I952), Burnham et al (I957), and
Bartleson (I 977 ). It may be seen from these figures that the general
shapes of the Pointer-Ensell and Bartleson direct-scaling data are
similar and resemble the shape of the Burnham et al haploscopic data.
The shapes of the Sobagaki et al scaling data and the Helsan et al
'memory' data are, in turn, similar to one another.
It is curious that the illustrations of figures 1 and 2 imply two different
generic shapes. Probably only field-trials and continued experimentation will allow us to decide which shape is more appropriate to such
predictions; or, alternatively, whether there are uncontrolled factors
that may require such differences. However, it may be significant that
the Bardesan data, which address a nurober of Ievels of several factors
in order to provide reasonably complete maps of color space, are capable
of a surprisingly accurate reconstitution of the Munsell Color space
under CIE Illuminant D 65 • It would appear that there is a need for
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Figure I. Predictions of color appearances of surface-color
stirnuli under adaptation to CIE Illuminant A . Luminance
factors of test stimuli at approximately o·so. Data from Pointer
and Ensell (1975), a; from Sobagaki et al (1975), b; from
Bartleson (1977), c.

more such experiments in which the entire color solid is explored
rather than simply determining a series of asymmetric color matches for
single planes of the color space. In any event, it appears at the present
time that data such as those illustrated in figures 1 and z represent the
extent of variability or disagreement to be found among results of the
various kinds of chromatic adaptation sturlies intended to provide
engineering data for use in addressing practical problems.

8. Conclusions
Where, then, do we stand with regard to our insight into the process of
chromatic adaptation and our ability to provide useful predictions of
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Figure 2. Predictions of color appearances of Munsell samples
under adaptation to CIE Illuminant A. Munsell Value of
samples at s·o (luminance factors approximately o·z). Data from
Helson et al (1952), a; from Burnham et al (1957), b; from
Bartleson (1977), c.

color appearance over variations in chromatic adaptation? Wehaveseen
that the underlying physiological mechanisms are not yet obvious. Our
theoretical development of the subject has a long history but, as yet, we
cannot point to a successful model of the system. Probably the most
often used model is the oldest one-that of von Kries. That linear
transform theory is used by default, for example, in the present CIE
Color-Rendering Method in order to normalize small differences
among light sources, and for that purpose it may be quite adequate.
However, for !arge differences, or in considering 'absolute color render-
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ing' , we probably need a more realistic model. There are, in fact, a
number of other potential models available in various states of explicit
development. In order to choose among these or any new proposals, we
must have reliable experimental data. Here, we find that a number of
methods have been used and although the general characteristics of
their results are roughly similar, there are disconcerting differences
among them. Perhaps as Evans (1974) has suggested, we may not find
appropriate answers by pursuing further the relatively simplistic
asymmetric match or 'adaptational metamer' approach to experimentation. lt may be that the answers lie shrouded in a cloak of psychosensorial interactions that can best be understood by more complete
mapping of color space over all pertinent variations in adaptation
conditions. If so, then what would otherwise appear to be a plethora of
data turns out instead to be a paucity of available data.
These are questions that require careful study. In 1971 the CIE
Committee on Colorimetry constituted a subcommittee on chromatic
adaptation. That subcommittee is presently endeavoring to effect just
such a study. It is hoped that the relatively simple problern of adaptation transform for illuminants and signal lights at a single illuminance
may first be solved, and then the more difficult but more common
problems relating to the appearances of related colors under a variety of
illuminances can be addressed. It may be that the degree of precision
desired by illuminating engineers will simply not be possible to achieve.
But if that turns out to be the case, there is still the promise of a general
expression which may be of some help and hopefully may point the way
to more useful psychophysical and physiological experimentation. We
now stand much closer to a solution than in the days of von Kries, but
both a theoretical and a utilitarian understanding of the subject of
chromatic adaptation still eludes our grasp.
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1.

Introduction

For some time now I have, in idle moments, speculated on whether or
not cave men and warnen were troubled by problems of colour rendering.
lt is weil known that natural daylight is very variable both in quantity
and quality but I should imagine that it was not until fire was discovered
and firelight used as an illuminant that differences in colour rendering
were noticed. No doubt these changes were accepted as they could not
be altered, and in any case, the main emphasis was probably on procuring, preparing and eating food, and hunger is a good stimulus for
overlooking unusual appearances of foodstuffs.
As the centuries passed and civilization progressed, natural pigments
were discovered and used for the decoration of persans and objects, and
a very sophisticated state had been achieved by the times of the Greeks
and Romans. Greek philosophers theorized on the nature of colour and
light and Aristotle (1962) was certainly acquainted with the problern of
colour rendering for he states: 'There is an indescribable difference in
the appearance of the colours in woven or embroidered materials when
they are differently arranged; for instance purple is quite different on a
white or black background, and variations of light can make a similar
difference. So embroiderers say they often make mistakes in their
colours when they work by lamplight, picking out one colour in mistake
for another.' The Roman architect Vitruvius (1932) was also aware of
the effects of natural lighting on colours as he recommends that: 'Not
less should the picture galleries, the weaving rooms of the embroiderers,
the studios of painters have a north aspect, so that, in the steady light
the colours in their work may remain of unimpaired quality.' The
importance of skin tones was recognized at an early stage since OviJ
(1970) says, 'Consult daylight as to gems, and as to wool dyed in
purple, and consult it as to the face and figure'.

Early light sources
For many centuries the only artificial illuminants were those based on
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burning vegetable matter and, later on, vegetable and animal oils and
waxes. Thus some form of incandescence was the type of spectral power
distribution alternative to that of natural daylight, and these sources all
produced similar distortions in colour rendering. In the middle of the
eighteenth century coal gas was discovered but it was fifty years before
it came into general use for lighting purposes and another century passed
before the Welsbachgas mantle was invented.
In 1802 Davy produced the electric arc between carbon rods but it
was not until 1878-9 that the first carbon-filament lamps were invented
by Swan and Edison working independently in Great Britain and the
USA. These new light sources were basically a form of incandescence
but their colour temperatures were much higher than those of the
earlier oil and wax lamps and candles as is shown in table I. Figure 1
Table I. Correlated colour temperatures of light sources available in the
nineteenth century.
Approximate correlated
colour temperature (K)
Source
Oil-paraffin
1920-2055
Candle-paraffin
1925
sperm
1930
188o
Hefner lamp
Gasflame
1875-2160
Acetylene
2380
21 00
Electric lamp-carbon filament
tungsten filament
2400
Modern gas mantle (Welsbach)
2980
Magnesium ribbon
38oo
Carbon arc
sooo-5500
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99
shows the spectral power distributions for incandescent light at three
colour temperatures although the energy scales have been adjusted
arbitrarily in order to plot them on the same diagram. The curve for
2000 K represents the type of illumination which was produced by
candles and oillamps, that for 2700 K illustrates the incandescent lamps
which are used today in many domestic and social situations, and the
curve for 3200 K shows the emission for modern short-life tungstenhalogen lamps such as are now used in slide projectors, etc. These
curves are smooth and are obviously deficient in emission at the blue and
violet end of the spectrum.
The proliferation of the new light sources at the end of the nineteenth century coincided with the rapid expansion of the artificial
dyestuffs industry following the synthesis by Sir William Perkin of
aniline mauve in 1856. A vast new range of dyestuffs became available
and provided the possibility of using different combinations of dyes to
match a given sample. This in turn led to the occurrence of metameric
effects, some of the changes being very noticeable. One amusing case is
recorded by Patersen in 1896. He relates how an imitation Ieopard skin
changed its spots from a dull tawny brown hue under daylight to olive
green under gas, oil and electric lamps and he comments, 'This was a
very novel colour for such a species of animal'.

3· Early colour-rendering experiments
Problems of metamerism such as that described above caused Patersen
to make an extensive examination of a comprehensive range of colouring
matters, both artificial and natural, under nine different types of
illuminant which were then available. This work is very interesting as it
must be one of the first systematic subjective experiments on colour
rendering to be carried out.
The sources were classified into three groups according to their
similarity in effect to daylight. The 'good' group contained magnesium
light and the electric arc, Welsbach lights werein the 'fair' group and
the 'poor' group consisted of gas, oil and electric lamps and candles. All
the 'poor' and 'fair' illuminants had colour temperatures lower than
3000 K and so were deficient in blue and had an excess of orange and
red emission. Patersen gives very detailed results of the colour distortions
which he obtained but in general these are consistent with what one
would expect from incandescent sources with low colour temperatures.
The 'good' lamps, having correlated colour temperatures in the range
38oo-ssoo K, were somewhat deficient in blue emission compared with
daylight but, on the whole, gave acceptable results.
Patersen recognized the importance of using observers with normal
colour vision but he omits to say how he tested for abnormalities.
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Objective assessments of the illuminants were made using spectroscopic techniques but Paterson considered that: 'The spectroscopic
analysis of the lights emitted by the various illuminants no doubt
reveals the excess or deficiency of certain colour rays in their spectra,
but it would be very uncertain, and in many cases impossible, to
foretell how any particular colour would appear, when viewed under a
given illuminant, solely from the knowledge of the spectrum given by
that illuminant.' This statement, made eighty years ago, is still true
today especially now that lamps with unusual spectral power distributions are becoming readily available.

4· Modern light sources
Although gas-discharge tubes had been made as early as 1856, it was
not until the 1930s that various discharge lamps with widely differing
colour-rendering properties were produced in quantity. The highpressure mercury-discharge lamp, which emits light at the mercury
wavelengths, the main ones being 579·1, 577·0, 546·1, 435·8 and 404·7
nm (see figure 2), was introduced commercially about 1934 but its
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2.

Spectral power distribution of a high-pressure
mercury-vapour lamp.

colour rendering was so poor that its application was limited to areas
such as street lighting and industriallocations. In a low-pressure lamp
the mercury lines are infinitely narrow but increasing the operating
pressure within the arc tube causes the line emissions to broaden. The
deficiency of emission at the red end of the spectrum can be overcome
to some extent by the use of a red-emitting phosphor coated on the
inside of the outer bulb. Figure 3 gives the spectral power distribution
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Figure 3· Spectral power distribution of a colour-corrected
high-pressure mercury-vapour lamp .

for such a colour-corrected high-pressure mercury lamp, but this lamp
is also deficient in the blue-green part of the spectrum.
The most recent development in high-pressure lamps has been the
introduction of metal-halide and high-pressure sodium lamps. In
metal-halide lamps, iodides of various elements are introduced into the
mercury-arc tube so that when the discharge is struck, the iodides are
excited and emit light at wavelengths characteristic of the elements. In
some halide lamps there is also emission from the molecules which
gives bands so that the spectral distributions of these lamps are combinations of lines and bands. Combinations of different iodides ensure
that gaps in the emission of the mercury discharge can be filled. Figure

800
W• velenvth nm

Figure 4· Spectral power distribution of a phosphor-coated
metal-halide lamp.
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4 shows the spectral power distribution af a halide lamp with a phosphor coating to improve the red emission and these lamps are proving
to be acceptable for many situations where colour rendering is reasonably important.
High-pressure sodium lamps made their appearance some twelve
years ago and in these lamps the operating pressure inside the arc tube
is of such an order that the yellow sodium D lines are broadened to a
very considerable extent and self-absorption occurs at the D lines. The
spectral power distribution of a high-pressure sodium lamp is shown in
figure 5· Of course the blue emission from these lamps is very poor but
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Figure 5· Spectral power distribution of a high-pressure
sodium lamp.

the lamps are very useful for locations where colour rendering is not of
the first importance.
Fluorescent tubes first became available in the late 1930s and they
use phosphors to modify the colour of the basic low-pressure mercury
discharge. A considerable amount of time and effort was put into
research on fluorescent-lamp phosphors in the late 194os and 195os and
the proliferation of phosphors meant that a wide variety of lamps with
differing colours and colour rendering could be obtained. The discovery of the halophosphate series of phosphors meant that a 'white'
tube could be made using a single phosphor rather than a mixture of
phosphors, each of which emitted light over a fairly narrow spectral
region. The halophosphates are very efficient phosphors since their
emission is concentrated into the green and yellow parts of the spectrum
(see figure 6) where the eye is most sensitive. The red emission is very
low and many complaints of the poor red colour rendering of these
lamps have been received over the years. In an attempt to remedy this
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Figure 6. Spectral power distributions of three fluorescent
lamps: A, Cool White halophosphate; B, de Juxe Warm White;
C, Artificial Daylight.

red deficiency, de Juxe lamps were made using blends of phosphors to
produce the required colour and colour rendering, but inevitably their
Iumen outputs were not as high as those for corresponding halophosphate lamps. The curve for a de Juxe Warm White lamp with a correlated
colour temperature of 3000 K is shown in figure 6; the peak emission is
obviously at a Ionger wavelength than for the halophosphate and the
curve extends much further into the red. Also included on this figure is
the curve for a lamp which attempts to simulate CIE Standard Illuminant D 6 ,. One problern with ftuorescent lamps is the presence of the
mercury-discharge lines so that it is difficult to make a very close
imitation of a full radiator or natural daylight distribution.
There has been a great deal of activity during the last five years on
ftuorescent lamps following the discovery and development of phosphors emitting light in narrow spectral bands rather than over broad
bands as in conventional phosphors. This was an offshoot from the
phosphor development work for colour television. Figure 7 shows the
spectral distribution for one of the new generation of ftuorescent lamps
developed by Verstegen et al (1974-5) . Three phosphors are used and
as can be seen they emit light in very narrow bands and there are quite
considerable minima between the bands. These new phosphors are very
efficient and can be combined to give lamps with a wide range of
colours and colour rendering and Iumen outputs equivalent to those of
the halophosphates. Figure 8 shows the prime-colour lamp developed by
Thornton et al (1975) which is based on the same principle as Verstegen's but uses conventional phosphors for the green and blue parts of
the spectrum.
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Figure 8. Spectral power distribution of prime-colour lamp
(see Colour Measurement Committee of the Society of Dyers
and Colourists 1976).

These new lamps, which combine high Iumen efficacy with improved
colour rendering, are making quite an impact in lighting circles.
Opinions differ as to the superiority of the colour-rendering properties
of the new lamps compared with those of conventional ftuorescent
lamps. One certain thing, however, is that an objective method of
measurement must be capable of giving an accurate assessment of the
colour rendering of lamps whose spectral power distributions are not
smooth continua.
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5· Nature of colour rendering
Colour rendering is a subjective phenomenon and depends on the spectral qualities of the light source, the object being illuminated and the
visual mechanism. A significant change in the spectral properties of any
of the components of the systemwill modify the perceived colour.
I t is possible to measure and specify the spectral power distribution
of a source and the spectral reflectance of a surface colour and to
calculate or measure the effect of the illuminant on the surface colour.
A difficulty arises in trying to predict the chromaticity of the perceived
colour as this depends on the state of chromatic adaptation of the eye
and other factors connected with viewing an object which are described
by Hunter (1975) in his recent book on The Measurement of Appearance.
A further complication is that colour-rendering judgments involve
comparisons with some form of reference standard which may be real or
imaginary. The most usual comparison for members of the public
involves a memory or possibly a preference standard for the object being
bought. The days of the shopper being able to take goods being purchased to the doors of shops tÖ see the colours under daylight are numbered now that stores and supermarkets are so vast. However, most
non-technical people seem to consider that daylight is the natural
reference standard under which colours Iook 'correct' and they seem to
be unaware of the !arge changes in the colour of daylight which can
occur. Figure 9 shows the spectral power distributions of daylight at
three colour temperatures, namely 20 ooo K, 6500 K and 4500 K
representing blue sky, mean north (or south) sky and sky plus surrlight
respectively. These curves have been plotted from the recommendations
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Figure 9· Spectral power distributions of CIE daylight at
20 ooo K, 6soo K and 4500 K.
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of the CIE TC-1.3 Colorimetry Committee (1971) for standard daylight distributions which were based on measurements of daylight at a
number of locations in the western hemisphere. It is interesting to note
that the distributions are not smooth and at certain parts of the spectrum
there are very narrow absorption bands. However, these absorption
bands are not wide enough to have a harmful effect on the colour
rendering of daylight which, as mentioned previously, is considered
by most people to be the standard form of illumination.

6. Measurement of colour rendering
Direct comparison of the colour-rendering properties of two light
sources on a sample is rarely possible except in laboratories concerned
with colour judgments and lighting-manufacturers showrooms. lt is
therefore desirable to have an objective system which gives some
indication to a non-technical person of the comparative colour-rendering
effects of different light sources.
The need for this was recognized immediately after the second world
war when the lighting industry in Great Britain was in some confusion
regarding the sizes and colour properties of fluorescent lamps which
were available, since each manufacturer produced his own range of
tubes. This led to the publication in 1952 of BS 1853 Tubular fiuorescent
lamps for general lighting, but no colour clauses were included in this
document. The introduction of such clauses was made in the 1956
revision of the specification and this was followed in turn by the
International Electrotechnical Commission Publication 81 second
edition in 1961. Furtherrevisions have been made to these documents,
the latest versions being published in 1974, and future modifications to
the colour clauses are under discussion at the moment.
The introduction into specifications of colour-rendering requirements
was dependent on there being objective methods of assessment to
replace the subjective ones used previously such as that described by
Paterson ( 1896).

7· Eight-band system
The first attempt to assess colour rendering objectively was made by
Bouma in 1937. He decided to try to assess the spectral power distribution of the illuminant but realized that it would be almost impossible
to do so solely by inspection of the curve. Instead, he calculated the
luminance curve by multiplying the energy curve by V(A.) and then
integrated the luminance over the eight broad bands indicated in figure
10. The percentage luminance emitted in each band compared with the
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Figure xo. Spectral energy and luminance distribution curves,
eight- and six-band values for Natural fluorescent lamp.

total luminance was then calculated. This reduced the information
given by the curve to a series of eight numbers which were easier to
assess than the whole curve.
The systemwas adopted by the CIE in I948 and incorporated in the
British Standard (I956) and IEC {I96I) publications mentioned
previously. The purpose of the specifications was to ensure reproducibility of a product and interchangeability between manufacturers for
a given product name so a system of tolerances had to be devised for
these band values. The method adopted was to apply maxima to bands
where the values were high, namely bands 5 and 6, and to apply minima
to the low-value bands, namely I, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8.
The eight-band system had drawbacks however. Firstly, the band
divisions selected by Bouma were based on calculations on Sc (Bouma
I937) and arranged so that they did not coincide with any of the mercury
lines. The result was that the violet part of the spectrum was divided
into three very narrow bands with Iimits at 38o-420, 42o-44o and
44o-46o nm and there was very little luminance in these bands. Even a
fluorescent lamp with a correlated colour temperature of 6500 K only
emits about I %of its total luminance in the three bandstaken together.
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The second drawback was that it was difficult to interpret the band
values in an absolute sense and the only feasible method was to compare
them with those for a source of known colour rendering. Therefore the
system, while having uses in lamp specifications where maintenance of
the colour-rendering properties between batches of lamps of the same
colour is required, was really only of help to the experts in assessing the
colour-rendering effects of new lamps.
The method was removed from the edition of IEC Publication 8 I
published in I974 since this standard only covers high-efficacy lamps
which use halophosphate phosphors. These lamps have poor colour
rendering which cannot be altered to any great extent once a particular
phosphor has been selected for a particular colour of lamp. BS I853
still includes the method but only for two good-colour-rendering
lamps, namely, Colour Matching/Northlight and Natural which are
covered by the specification.

8. Six-band system
The drawbacks of the eight-band system prompted Crawford to conduct experiments to produce a better system based on six bands
(Crawford I963). Using a monochromator, he introduced a set of six
slits at the plane of the spectrum which was produced. The widths of
the slits could be altered and the intensity of the light passing through
each slit could be modified. The light was recombined and then illuminated a picture which was viewed by an observer. The amount of light
passing through a slit was reduced until the observer just noticed a
change in the colour of the picture and the process was repeated for the
other slits. The band Iimits were adjusted until approximately the same
amount of light (about I o %) could be removed from each band before
the observer detected a difference. This led to the band divisions shown
in figure IO where the first band covered nearly the same region of the
spectrum as the first three bands of the eight-band system taken
together. The band divisions of the six-band system are much better
than those of the eight-band method except possibly for band 4 which
covers the wavelength range 540-590 nm and includes a tremendous
hue change from bright green to orange yellow. Perhaps a seven-band
system would have been better!
Band values were obtained in a manner similar to that of the eightband method by calculating the percentage luminance for each band
compared with the total luminance. This system of band values is
included in BS 950, parts I and II, Artificial daylight for the assessment
of colour (I967) with a plus and minus tolerance applied to each band
but the method has not gained acceptance outside Great Britain.
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g. Crawford-NPL demerit number
Crawford extended his work to developing a colour-rendering index
based on the band values (Crawford 1963). In order to do this it was
first necessary to select a standard for comparison and he used the
method adopted by the CIE E-1.3.2 Colour Rendering Committee
which will be described later. The ratios of the luminances in the bands
of the test lamp to those of the appropriate reference standard were
obtained and the deviations of the ratios from unity were calculated. A
tolerance of 1o % was applied to each of the deviations and the excesses
of the deviations over the tolerances gave a measure of the departure of
the colour rendering of the test lamp from that of the Standard. The
effect of altering adjacent bands was also included in the final figure of
demerit.
This system was used in Great Britain in a specification for hospital
lighting based on subjective experiments carried out by the Medical
Research Council in 1965 but again it has not been adopted internationally. It has one great merit which is that an inspection of the band
ratios immediately reveals whether there is an excess or deficiency of
emission by the test lamp at any part of the spectrum. The great
disadvantages are that it takes no account of the reflection properties of
surfaces and that, as yet, there is no way of incorporating in the calculation the state of chromatic adaptation of the eye. It is for the latter
reason that it is necessary for the test lamp to have a correlated colour
temperature close to that of the reference standard.

10.

Test-colour method

At the same time as Crawford was carrying out his experiments, a
considerable amount of research was being done in the USA, The
Netherlands and Germany on an alternative method for assessing colour
rendering. This was based on the principle of assessing the magnitude
of the shift in chromaticity produced when a sample was irradiated in
turn by a test lamp and a reference standard. Ouweltjes (196o), Münch
(196o), Münch and Schultz (1963) and Nickerson (1958) U(led a considerable number of Munsell samples in their researches and they
finally concluded that eight samples would be sufficient to describe the
general colour-rendering properties of a lamp provided that the samples
gave adequate coverage to the whole gamut of surface colours available.
The results of these experiments were used by the CIE E-1.3.2
Colour Rendering Committee for developing a method of measuring
and specifying colour-rendering properties of light sources which was
published in 1965 as CIE Publication 13.
The samples chosen were eight Munsell samples of intermediate
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value and chroma and spaced approximately equally round the hue
circle. Difficulties arose regarding the selection of reference standards
because of the Iack of a recommended matheniatical correction for
chromatic adaptation. This meant that a series of reference Standards
was needed as each test lamp required a standard of approximately the
same colour temperature as the lamp. At colour temperatures lower than
4999 K it was decided to use a full radiator and for temperatures at and
above 5000 K, one of the daylight distributions recommended in
CIE Publication I5 {I97I). Only the reference standards below 3500 K
can be achieved practically so it is impossible to carry out subjective
comparisons with the standards for lamps whose correlated colour
temperatures are higher than 3500 K. Since the chromaticities of most
of the test lamps would probably not lie on the full-radiato r locus, a
simple correction for chromatic adaptation between the test lamp and
the reference standard was included in the calculation. This took the
form of a simple vector correction (see figure I I). The calculation of the
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Figure u. CIE 1960 UCS diagram showing corrections for the
chromaticity difference between a hypothetical test lamp and a
reference source. X-+-0 , vector correction used in CIE Publication I3, Istedition I963; X--· , von Kries correction used in
CIE Publication I3, znd edition, 1974.

chromaticity difference was done by means of the CIE 1964 colourdifference equation.
The chromaticity shift for each of the eight samples was determined
and averaged to produce the final General Colour Rendering Index, R •.
The index was scaled so that exact reproduction of the standard
yielded an index of IOO and R . foraWarm White lamp at 3000 K was
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so. A special index could be calculated for a single Munsell sample and
there were six supplementary Munsell samples, numbers 9-14, representing saturated red, yellow, green, blue, skin tones and green grass.
In 1974 the second edition of Publication 13 was published (CIE
1974) and this incorporated a number of modifications to the first
edition. The major change was the replacement of the simple vector
correction for chromatic adaptation by one based on the ideas of von
Kries (1970) (see figure 11). Indices calculated using this correction for
lamps which are some distance from the full-radiator locus are more in
agreement with subjective estimates of the colour rendering of the
lamps than are the indices calculated according to the first edition. The
other change was that the General Index is now obtained by averaging
the Special Indices for samples 1-8. In the first edition of Publication
13 ( 1965), the luminance factor was included in the calculation of the
Special Indices but omitted in that of the General Index. Averaging the
Special Indices to produce the General Index means that the luminance
factor is now included in all the indices. More emphasis is placed in the
document on the Special Indices and attention is drawn to the Iimitations of the system.
The method was adopted in a number of countries and has gradually
found its way into some lamp specifications (DIN 1976, ISO/DIS 1975)
and lighting codes (DIN 1972, NIIE 1966, CIE 1975). Acceptance in
Great Britain was not so enthusiastic as it was recognized that there
were some drawbacks to the method and the only specification to use it
so far is the Department of Health and Social Security Hospital Lighting Guide (DHSS 1976).
n. Advantagesand disadvantages ofthe test-colour method
The major technical advantage of the method is that it is based on the
principle of viewing coloured surfaces under different lamps which is
what happens in practice. A correction for chromatic adaptation can be
included and any extra sample, such as red meat or lettuce, can be used
to produce a special index for that sample provided that details of the
sample are specified.
The major advantage for non-technical people is that an estimate of
the colour rendering is given by a single number, but this is also the
greatest disadvantage since a Iot of information is compressed into a
single number. This comment applies to any method which produces a
single number. To a non-technical person, equality of indices implies
equality of fidelity of colour rendering. Such equality only occurs for
lamps of similar chromaticity if the index is between 95 and 100 since a
difference of 5 units in Ra seems to be a just-noticeable difference if the
spectral power distributions of the sources are similar. The further the
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index deviates from 100 the more likely it isthat two lamps which have
the same correlated colour temperature and R. will have different
colour-rendering properties. Even equality of a Special Index, R., does
not guarantee equality of colour rendering since the index does not
indicate the direction of the colour shift-it only indicates that there is
a difference from the standard . Another drawback is that it is essential
to quote the correlated colour temperature of the lamp as two lamps
with very different correlated colour temperatures and colour rendering
can have the same R., for example a high-efficacy 6soo K Daylight lamp
has an R. of 77 whereas de Juxe Warm White at 3000 K has an R. of 8o.
The accuracy of the method could be increased by improving the
chromatic adaptation correction, the colour-difference formula and the
uniformity of the chromaticity diagram. It would also be desirable to
include some indication of the directions of the colour shifts.
12.

Recent research work using the test-colour method

Publication of the CIE method stimulated a considerable amount of
research and the results of a number of major investigations have been
published in the last five years.
Subjective experiments
Development of the CIE Test Colour Method had depended primarily
on calculations using theoretical spectral power distributions. There
was an obvious need for experiments to determine the correlation between the colour-rendering indices and subjective estimates of colour
rendering.
The British TC-3.2 Committee carried out experiments (Halstead
et al 1971) using simultaneaus comparisons of lamps with similar
chromaticities (iri order to eliminate chromatic adaptation effects as far
as possible) but different colour-rendering properties. The lamps
irradiated the eight CIE Munsell samples and a number of observers
judged the differences in terms of a four-category scale. It was found
that a just-noticeable difference was equivalent to a difference of about
12-18 units of the special index, R ,, according to the particular sample.
Kambe and Mori (1971) performed a similar experiment and found
that about 7 urtits of the general index, R., was equivalent to the average just-noticeable difference for samples 1 to 8. However, their results
also showed that the degree of correlation between the visual score and
the special index varied according to the sample. More recently,
Maitreya (1975a) reported his experiment using a simultaneaus binocular-viewing technique and he obtained a difference of 5 units in R •
corresponding to the minimum observed colour difference. There is
obviously some discrepancy between the results of these experiments
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which presumably must be due to the different viewing techniques
which were used.
Eastman et al (1972-3) investigated a method of alternating timed
viewing to study colour shifts on Munsell samples produced by eleven
illuminants with very different chromaticities and colour rendering. The
authors contend that the measured shifts in colour are more in accordance with those experienced in actual situations where the observer is
thoroughly adapted to the visual conditions of the situation.
Colour-difference equation
The CIE test-colour method uses the CIE 1964 colour-difference
equation but there has been considerable discussion in the last few
years among colorimetrists regarding the satisfactoriness of this
equation. In 1967 the CIE E-1.3 Colorimetry Committee recommended
that some other formulae be studied. Maitreya (1975b) recently obtained some subjective estimates of the colour differences produced
when the CIE Munsell Test Colours Nos 1-14 were ·illuminated by
different fiuorescent lamps. He correlated the subjective scores with
measures of the colour differences calculated using five different
equations and concluded that the CIE 1964 colour-difference formula
was satisfactory. Although this equation was adequate cömpared with
the other equations used in Maitreya's experiment, it is hoped that the
new equations proposed by TC-1.3 in 1975 will produce improved
accuracy in the indices.

I2.2.

Accuracy of measurement of indices
In 1973 Moore and his co-workers (Moore et al 1973) reported the
results of an interchange of fiuorescent lamps between laboratories for
measurement. Three different colours were circulated and the uncertainties of measurement were 2 units in Ra and up to 5 units in R, for
samples 1-8.
I2 .J.

I2 ·4·

Chromatic adaptation
When the second edition of Publication 13 was issued and the new
indices calculated for standard lamps, it was noticed that the indices
increased for lamps with chromaticities on the purple side of the
reference locus and decreased for greenish colours when the von Kries
correction was used in place of the simple vector shift. This was studied
systematically by my colleagues and myself (Halstead et al 1973b,
Henderson and Halstead 1975) using sets of theoretical metameric
spectral power distributions. The results showed that
of the effect
was due to the type of adaptation correction but the geometry of the
chromaticity diagram played an important part, especially the restricted
area which exists between the spectrum and reference loci at lower
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colour temperatures (see figure 12 where the effect is shown for the
u, v chromaticity diagram).

K
Daylight
distributions

Full radiator

65

V·2

.•

u

Figure 12. CIE 1960 UCS diagram showing the restricted area
between the spectrum and reference loci at low colour temperatures.

r2.5. Optimized spectral power distributions
One of the main uses recently for the CIE Test Colour Method has
been in the optimization and application of the spectral power distributions for lamps and for designing illuminants to accord with specific
colour-rendering requirements (Nayatani et al 1970, 1971, Koedam
and Opstelten 1971, Walter 1971, Koedam et al 1971-2, Thornton
1971, Haft and Thornton 1972-3, Opstelten et al 1973, Soules and
Maier 1974, Mahr 1974, Iwama et al 1976, Ohta and Wyszecki 1976).
The general idea has been to maximize simultaneously the colourrendering indices and the luminous efficacies and this has led to the new
narrow-band fiuorescent lamps which are now available (V crstegen
et al 1974-5, Thornton et al 1975, Haft and Thornton 1972-3).
13. Other methods for the assessment of colour rendering
IJ.I. Dualindex
One of the drawbacks of thc CIE method is the difficulty of explaining
to people not familiar with colour technology the reason for using a
series of reference standards and of describing the standards chosen.
Many people still refer to natural daylight as the primary standard in
spite of its variability and they also appreciate the changes which
result from changing to incandescent light. It therefore seemed logical
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to develop a dual index using the CIE method but comparing the test
lamp with both D65 and S. (Halstead et al 1973a). However, lack of a
good correction for chromatic adaptation made the calculation rather
inaccurate. The method also had the commercial disadvantage that a
lamp of intermediate colour temperature, say 4000 K, but good colour
rendering had a dual index which was less than its CIE index!

Gamut area and colour discrimination
In 1967 Pracejus suggested that the area of the octagon formed by the
UCS coordinates ofthe eight CIE test colours was a possible measure of
the acceptability of the colour-rendering properties of a lamp (Pracejus
1967). He determined the areas for a number of lamps, and referred
them to the corresponding area for an equal energy source. These
ratios correlated reasonably weil with subjective estimates of acceptability of the lamps in question.
Thornton (1972) developed the idea that the 'gamut area' as
proposed by Pracejus was a function of the discriminating power of a
lamp and consequently was related to the colour rendering. He postulated that the !arger the area, the better the colour rendering.
It is certainly true that a lamp cannot have good colour rendering
without there being good discrimination between colours. However, it
is my opinion that the opposite statement is not true and that good
discrimination does not necessarily mean good colour rendering. It is
perfectly possible to distort the difference between two colours so that
maximum discrimination is obtained but this does not mean that the
colours are rendered well.
Therefore, I would suggest that good colour rendering would
involve not only an octagon which is as large as possible but one which is
regular in shape. The two areas on figure 13 are the same size but I
would postulate that lamp A would have better colour rendering than
lamp B. The critical question is how far one can shift a colour in a
given direction before the shift is classed as an unacceptable distortion.
The success of the gamut-area method also depends on the uniformity
of the chromaticity diagram, and the work of Henderson and Halstead
(1975) showcd that there appears tobe a bias in favour of the purple side
of the reference locus on the 1960 UCS diagram.
The relationship between colour discrimination and colour rendering
has recently been investigated by Boyce (1976) and Boyce and Simons
(1977). The experiments were carried out independently and
consisted of asking observers to perform the Munsell-Farnsworth
100-Hue Test under a number of different illuminants. The results
showed that the test could be done under any near-white form of illumination although the error scores were high for near-white lamps of poor
colour rendering such as high-pressure
Stefanacci ( 1975)
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Figure IJ. CIE 1960 UCS diagram showing the gamut area encompassed by the chromaticities of the eight CIE test samples
for sources A and B.

recently used the same test under low-pressure sodium light and the
observers were asked to sort the colour chips on the basis of the lightness
differences. The error scores quoted did not seem to be much worse
than the ones we obtained! The results from our experiments are being
analysed to see how the magnitudes and locations in the hue circle of the
peaks in the error scores correlate with the colour-rendering properties
of the lamps.
I].].

Colour preference

The question of distorting colours in certain directions Ieads to the
concept of colour preference. It has long been established in the colourreproduction industries that faithful colour reproduction is not usually
required and that preferred coloration is the aim of these industries. In
the field of lighting, Sanders ( 1959a) in 1957 devised a method of
assessing the colour-rendering properties of a light source by determining the ratio of the shift in chromaticity of a natural object from its
preferred colour to the size of the tolerance ellipse for the preferred
colour of the object. This system appeared to rank the lamps tested in a
logical order. In 1967 Judd devised a flattery index (Judd 1967) based
on the earlier work of Sanders (1959b), Newhall et al (1957), Buck and
Froelich (1948) and Bartleson (1960) on preferred or remernbered
colours for various natural objects. The calculation of the flattery index
was similar to that for the · CIE General Colour Rendering Index
except that the preferred colour for the sample was substituted for the
actual reference colour.
The term 'flattery index' is now called the 'preference index' due to
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moral objections by some people to the idea of fiattering colours. The
word 'fiattery' also has possible difficulties in connection with trades
description acts which exist in some countries.
As is perhaps to be expected since the fiattery index originated with
Judd, most of the work to date on colour preference has been performed
in the USA. Jerome in 1973 (1971-2, 1972-3) and Thornton (1974-5a)
conducted subjective experiments which corroborated the assignments
of the preferred colours devised by Judd.
Einhorn in 1975 suggested a preference index for skin tones under a
restricted range of lamp colours using a formulation based on the shift
of the u chromaticity coordinate only. This work underlines the importance of skin tones in colour rendering.
In Great Britain the feeling is that colour preference is only meaningful when applied to natural objects such as foodstuffs and skin tones.
The preferred lighting for one food, for example red meat, may be
quite different from that for green salads and it therefore seems of
little use to devise a general preference index although special preference
indices may be useful. Therefore subjective experiments are being
planned using everyday foods such as apples, oranges, etc, to see
whether or not there is a Consensus of opinion regarding preferred
colour and to see if it is affected by changes in the colour and colour
rendering of the illuminant.
I34· Colour rendering in colour reproduction
A survey of colour rendering would not be complete without considering some rather specialized aspects of lighting.
The first of these is the field of colour reproduction which is an
extremely complex subject and was described by Hunt at the 2nd AIC
Congress in 1973 (Hunt 1973). Many of the factors involved require
further investigation but these are outside the interests of people
concerned with colour rendering. However, there are a number of
stages in any colour-reproduction process where illuminants are used
and these are illustrated schematically in figure 14. Light sources are
necessary for the production of the original picture and in the case of
photography and printing, the reproduction is always viewed using an
illuminant. In the case of television, the picture produced on the
television receiver can be considered as the reproduction. Lamps may be
used at intermediate stages in photography and printing and it is
obvious that the colour properties of any of the lamps used anywhere in
the complete process will affect the final copy. It is thus reasonable for
study of these lamps to come within the work programme of the CIE
Colour Rendering Committee, and an International Subcommittee of
TC-3.2 on Illuminants for Colour Reproduction has been set up to
investigate the subject. A number of Warking Parties have just been
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Figure 14. Diagram of the stages in a generalized colourreproduction system.

established to consider colour photography, printing, television and
combined techniques but it will be some time before any of their
deliberations come to fruition.

IJ.s. Fluorescent samples
An aspect of lighting which would not appear at first glance to be of
importance in colour rendering is the uv emission of light sources.
However, the vast use of fiuorescent brighteners and dyestuffs, particularly in the textile and detergent industries, has made the presence of
uv of greater significance than previously. Lamps which are used in
situations where manufactured goods are displayed for sale require that
a certain amount of uv should be emitted otherwise the fiuorescent
materials will not be excited. ThiS is of particular importance where
white goods are displayed as unbrightened white materials tend to Iook
dingy and dirty.
Accordingly, the Colour Rendering Committee is studying the possibility of devising a special index similar to the colour-rendering index
but using a fiuorescent colour excited by the near uv region in place of
the Munsell sample. The method is considerably more complex than
the Test Colour Method and no decision has yet been taken on the
number of samples or the bands in the uv by which they should be
excited. The work of Ganz and Eitle (1970), Berger and Strocka
(1973, 1975) and Terstiege and Mallwitz (1975) on the nature of the
mechanism of fiuorescence and the requirements for fiuorescent
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samples is proving very helpful to the Committee and hopefully, it will
not be too long before definite proposals can be made.

IJ.6. Metamerism
In general-purpose lighting, one problern arises with lamps which have
gaps in their spectra and that is metamerism. Obviously the width of
the gap is a critical factor in determining the severity of the mismatch
which occurs when two samples which match under one illuminant are
irradiated by a second source. The work of the Colour Measurement
Committee of the Society of Dyers and Colourists (1976) has shown
that the !arger the gap, the higher is the degree of metameric mismatch.
Thornton's work (1973) on theoretical metameric light sources
matehing in both colour and luminance showed that in general the
spectral power distributions for such sources intersected each other at
three wavelengths which were close to 448, 537 and 612 nm. He
postulated that pairs of metameric surface colours would also cross
each other near the same wavelengths and consequently a light source
composed of these wavelengths would maintain the constancy of a
metameric match in both colour and brightness. Further, Thornton
considered that the wavelengths öf maximum discrepancy in reflectance
were 400, 48o, 58o and 66o nm (Thornton 1974-5b) and a lamp emitting
just these wavelengths would be the optimum for detecting metameric
mism.Hches. Some practical lamps were made and tested (Thornton
1975-6) and computations were made on a series of reflectance data for
175 real samples supplied by Bayer AG (Brockes 1969). The results
showed the success of a purplish lamp, whose spectral power distribution is shown in figure 15, for detecting metameric mismatches.
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Figure 15. Spectral power distribution of a lamp for detecting
metameric mismatches (see Colour Measurement Committee of
the Society of Dyers and Colourists 1976).
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Figure 16. Crossover points for 124 rnetameric pairs (MV68 +
AA17) (see Colour Measurernent Cornrnittee of the Society of
Dyers and Colourists 1976).

The Colour Measurernent Cornrnittee of the Society of Dyers and
Colourists presented an analysis of the data of Berger and Brockes
(1969), Bergerand Strocka (1973) and Strocka (1976) on the refiectance
curves for a nurober of rnetarners giving nearly exact rnatches under
and the histograrn of the crossover points is shown in figure 16.
There are three peaks close to the wavelengths suggested by Thornton
but the average nurober of crossover points was 4·4 indicating that
rnost rnetarners had rnore than three intersections. Consequently,
although a larnp ernitting light at 448, 537 and 612 nrn will rnaintain
rnetarneric rnatches as weil as or better than cornbinations of other
wavelengths, there will still be a high possibility of a rnisrnatch occurring if the refiectance curves of the rnetarners cross at rnore than three
wavelengths.
Thus, frorn the colour-rendering point of view, larnps which approxirnate closely to the basic concept of three-wavelength rnixtures will
ihtroduce great problerns in rnetarnerisrn to the colorant industries.
I •] .7 . V isual clarity
A lighting concept which rnay be new to people interested in colour is
that of visual clarity. The terrn was invented sorne seven years
Aston, Belichambers and Godby in connection with experirnents which
they carried out on visual satisfaction of a scene illurninated by different
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colours of lamps (Aston and Belichambers 1969, Belichambers and
Godby 1972). The work had been stimulated by anecdotal evidence
from lighting engineers that interiors lit with good-colour-rendering
lamps appeared to be brighter than measurements indicated that they
should be. The experiment consisted of two similar interiors, one of
which was lit by a fixed Ievel of illuminance from a high-efficacy lamp.
The other was lit by a good-colour-rendering lamp whose Ievel was
adjusted until both interiors gave equal visual satisfaction to an observer.
In general it was found that the de Juxe illuminance was 20 % lower than
that of the high-efficacy lamp. This result was rather startling and the
criticism was made that the interiors were too highly coloured.
The experiment was repeated by Boyce and Lynes (1975) using
three different, rather drab interiors and their results showed a 25%
reduction for the de Juxe lamp compared with the high-efficacy lamp
thus confirming the work of Belichambers and his colleagues.
More recently, Thornton ( 197 5) has stated that artists have found that
achromatic details are clearer and crisper under his prime-colour lamp
compared with standard lamps of the same colour. Comparison of two
parts of a store lit by prime-colour and standard lamps respectively
indicated that the scene under the prime-colour lamps was sharp and
clear compared with a hazy effect under the standard lamps (Thornton
1976). The conclusion must be that visual clarity is a fact even if it
cannot be defined yet.

14. Future developments
The assessment of colour rendering has now reached the stage where it
is useful to ask the question 'Where next?' Different groups of people
seem to have different requirements regarding colour rendering.
There are those, such as colour matchers, who require accuracy of
colour rendering whereas others, for instance in the colour-reproduction industries, require pleasantness of colour rendering. Is it logical to
expect a single index to provide satisfactory information for all users
including specialists? How far should the requirements of the users
infiuence the method of assessing colour rendering? Theseare questions
which the experts will have to answer in the not too distant future.
In the near future the new colour terms which have been proposed
by the CIE TC-1.3 Colorimetry Committee, namely metric hue, metric
hue angle, metric chroma and metric lightness, would appear to be of
importance to colour-rendering calculations as they offer the possibility
of separating out the visually important parts of the chromaticity shift.
A weighting factor could then be applied to the most important part of
the shift and possibly the direction of the shift could also be included in
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the calculation of the special index. This should help to make the index
yield more information than it does at the moment.
The recommendation of TC-1.3 regarding the u', v' diagram has
some potential difficulties for the lighting industry. The correlated
colour temperature for a test lamp is defined as being the nearest point
on the full-radiator locus when plotted on an agreed uniform-chromaticity diagram. The currently agreed one is the 1960 UCS diagram
where the correlated colour temperature lines are perpendicular to the
full-radiator locus. Now, if v is multiplied by I· 5 to produce v', the
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Figure 17. CIE 1976 UCS diagram showing full-radiator locus
and correlated colour temperature lines transformed from the
1960 UCS diagram.

shape of the diagram is altered and the old normals are no Ionger
perpendicular to the new full-radiator locus (see figure 17) (Jerome
1976, Schanda 1976). This means that the correlated colour temperature
designations for all chromaticities off the full-radiator locus will be
altered and this, of course, includes the daylight distributions. The
TC-1.3 Committee is fully aware ofthis problern and will no doubt make
some recommendations in due course. It is important, however, that a
more uniform chromaticity diagram than the 1960 UCS diagram is
developed in order to improve the accuracy of colour-rendering methods
based on chromaticity shifts or gamut areas.
In the long term, the whole area of the relationship between colour
rendering, colour discrimination, colour distortion (acceptable and
unacceptable) and visual clarity is one which deserves further investiga-
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tion and I believe that little progress will be made in colour rendering
until the relationships between these factors are understood better.
Also of importance is an understanding of how chromatic adaptation
works. Recent work by Hunt and his colleagues (Hunt 1976) on adaptation in colour reproduction showed that adaptation was only partial if
the scene occupied only a small part of the visual field . The subjectively grey chromaticities lay on the purple side of the black-body locus
and were centred at a correlated colour temperature of about 5500 K.
For a number of years I have thought that everyone has a mental image
of what 'white' is regardless of the state of adaptation of the person at
the time. Some people disagree with me about this, but I feel it must be
so since the purpose of chromatic adaptation seems to be for maintaining the visual status quo. Most workers in the surface-colour industries
agree that a 'whiteness' area does exist but it is not small and it increases
in size as luminance increases. However, it might be possible to identify
a reasonably small area on the chromaticity diagram as the 'white'
point for the purpose of chromatic adaptation. Assuming that this white
point represents the surface with uniform reftectance factor throughout
the spectrum, and assuming known and chromaticity coordinates
for a series of samples spaced uniformly round the 'white' point, it
should be possible to deduce the shape of the spectral power distribution which would meet these chromaticity requirements since it is just
a case of solving thirty or forty simultaneaus equations (Halstead 1977).
Providing an accurate mathematical correction for adaptation in place
of that due to von Kries had been devised, it would then make
colour-rendering calculations much easier and meaningful as test
lamps could be compared with any reference standard, not necessarily
of similar chromaticity, or with the single reference illuminant equivalent to the 'white' point.
Finally, the time is fast approaching when the lighting industry will
have to expand its ideas on colour rendering. No Ionger is satisfactory
lighting from the colour point of view a question of assessing how
closely the lamp resembles some mythical standard. Metamerism,
ftuorescence, clarity, preference, etc, all have to be taken into account
and the future surely lies in developing an index of quality (Halstead
1976) combining all these attributes which will really give the nonspecialist lighting user some idea of what value for money he will be
receiving. In these energy-conscious days it is very important that no
energy or light is wasted and I feel that a move in the direction I have
indicated would make a positive step towards this goal.
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1.

Introduction

Basically, color reproduction by photography, television and printing is
nothing more than applied colorimetry. Indeed, the color-reproduction
systems used commercially today are colorimetric two-step processes.
The first step is the color-separationstage where each color in the original
is separated into three primary components. The second step is the
synthesis stage in which each of the separation records obtained in the
first step is employed for defining the required amounts of three reproduction primaries.
The objectives of the reproduction process can, of course, vary in
several ways. These wej"e analysed in detail by Hunt (1970) according to
the correspondence between the characteristics of the original and the
reproduction; the resulting classification distinguishes spectral, colorimetric, exact, equivalent, corresponding, and preferred color reproductions. Considering, however, the rather wide extension of our problern
of the spectral sensitivities of the color-reproduction systems, we will
restriet our discussion tÖ only one of these objectives. It might seem
desirable to choose the case of equivalent color reproduction, that is, of
that yielding tristimulus values and luminances such as to ensure
equality of appearance, but for our purposes it is more adequate to keep
to colorimetric color reproduction, based on the equality of the tristimulus values of the original and the reproduction. It is obvious that
this objective docs not take into account further adjustments of the
final result required by perceptual factors. The aim is then to make the
red , green, and blue stimuli received from the reproduction to be
proportional to those received from the original. An essential requirement is, further, to make metameric colors Iook alike, and to avoid that
colors which are different in object space do not come out looking alike.
Apparently these requirements can be strictly observed only when the
spectral sensitivities employed in the color-separationstage approximate
a set of
color-rnixture curves. According to the principle of
trichromatic color reproduction as defined by Maxwell (I 855), these
must be the color-mixture functions of the three reproduction primaries.
129
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Indeed, Maxwell subdivided the color-separation stage into the following steps: (i) the choice of the three reproduction primaries; (ii) the
determination of the corresponding color-mixture functions; and (iii)
the use of a color-separation system with spectral sensitivities linearly
related to these specific color-mixture functions.
As to the synthesis stage, this is not subdivided further. In Maxwell's
additive system the three separation records serve to modulate the red,
green, and blue primary lights, by being projected in register with
three separate projectors.
The colorimetric description of the separation process was given by
Hardy and Wurzburg (1937) as follows:
First a set of three primary colors A , B, and Cis chosen, appropriate
both for the reproduction system and for a colorimetric system of
reference. Any color of spectral reflectance I(A.) which is to be reproduced is thus defined as I= a,A+b,B+c,C. In the ABC reference
system whose color-mixture functions are ä(A.), b(A.), and c(A.), the
tristimulus values a,, b,, and c, of I(A.) are

a,

=

700 nm

f

IadA.,

=

b,

400 nm

f700 nm

IbdA.,

c,

400 nm

=

f700 nm

lcdA.,

(1)

400 nm

and for yielding in the reproduction a color I'(A.) identical or proportional
to I(A.), the tristimulus values of I' must be equal or proportional to
those of I, that is

a,·

= ka,,

b, ·

= kb,,

c, ·

=

kc,.

(2)

The spectral sensitivities of the three separation records being .f_.(A.),
iB(A.), and .fc{A.), their three exposures to the color I(A.) yield the exposure
values

E,.

=

700nm

700nm

f

Is .. dA.,

Es

400 nm

=

f

400 nm

700nm

IsadA,

Ec =

f

!SedA.

400 nm

(3)

Assuming an overall linear response of the reproduction system, the
resulting tristimulus values of the reproduction I' are then
b, · = ksEs,

Assembling and substituting into equations (2) yields

nm

f700nm
?OO

k;.

IadA.

f700 nm

=

400 nm

k's

f

IbdA.
400 nm

f

?OO

nm

400 nm

Is .. dA.,

400 nm

ICdA.

=
=

700nm

f
f700 nm

IsadA.,

400 nm

400 nm

I scdA.

(S)
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Thus, if all colors /().) are to be reproduced correctly in the colorimetric sense, regardless of the form of the function /(J.), the necessary
condition is that
Sa

sc =

=

k'cc,

(6)

that is, the spectral sensitivities of the color-separation receptors are to be
proportional to the color-mixture functions of the reproduction primaries.
The object of this paper is to Iook closer into the implications of this
condition and to examine the present status of the spectral sensitivities
in the various domains of color reproduction.
z. Photographie systems

In the presently employed photographic systems the synthesis step is
carried out with dyes. The red-sensitive record controls in each point of
the image the amount of a cyan dye, the green-sensitive record that of a
magenta dye, and the blue-sensitive record the amount of a yellow dye.
The colors of the dyes are thus essentially complementary to the
spectral sensitivities of the records Controlling them, and the system is
known as the subtractive process of color reproduction because the
color stimuli composing the image colors result from the absorptions of
the dyes, that is from the subtraction of light. The color-separation
step of this system is still exactly that laid out by Maxwell's principle,
namely, the taking of three photographs through red, green, and blue

B

0.5

soo

!'-.
.
I

"'

550
;

I

Figure

A

700

1. Mixtures of the three primary stimuli of Maxwell's
additive synthesis can only yield colors with chromaticities
located within the triangle ABC. Colors outside the triangle
require subtraction of one of the primaries.
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filters. The subtractive sequence of synthesis also reproduces the
principle of the additive one. In consequence the subtractive system will
be subject to any limitations of the additive system. As in the latter the
primaries are defined by the colors of the three projecting beams, their
color-mixture functions will always have negative parts because only
the colors inside the triangle formed by the primaries can be obtained
by their mixtures (figure x). And because there is a priori no practical
way to introduce negative sensitivities into the three photographic
receptors, the condition for Maxwell's principle cannot be directly
fulfilled without some form of corrective treatment.
On the other hand, the absorptions of the three color-forming dyes of
the subtractive system are not restricted to single portions of the
visible spectrum as required by Maxwell's principle. The cyan dye, for
instance, should only modulate red light of wavelengths between 6oo
and 700 nm, but it also acts to a certain degree on green and blue
light; similarly the magenta and yellow dyes show unwanted absorptions. These secondary absorptions, if uncorrected, lead to unsatisfactory color reproduction: all blues, greens, and blue-greens are
reproduced too dark; and all violets and magentas too reddish or
orange. Figure 2 shows an example of a set of such dyes. Inspection of
their spectral characteristics shows further that the sloping sides of the
spectrophotometric curves in the transitions from one spectral region to
another give rise to interdependences between the dyes' actions. There-

-- -,
I

I

700

Figure 2. Set of three dyes such as those employed in a current
subtractive photographic film. The broken lines show the
corresponding block dyes which would yield color reproduction
identical to that of an additive system.
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fore the primaries associated with these dyes vary with their relative
amounts and are not stable. In consequence, there is not a unique set of
color-mixture curves associated with them.
These problems, the difficulty of making the spectral sensitivities of
the separation records match the color-mixture functions of the reproduction primaries, and the presence of broad overlapping spectral
responses and of unwanted absorptions of the dyes, require that
adequate means of color correction are incorporated in any system.
Knowing, however, that the actual processes of color photography
yield excellent color reproduction, we will now examine the relationships between these corrective steps and the spectral sensitivities of the
photographic receptors.
For a concise description of the process of color correction let us
first consider the simple case of the reproduction of a step wedge of one
of the .hree image dyes, for instance of the cyan dye, whose spectral
absorption was shown in figure 2. The red-sensitive record will register
the red absorption of the dye as desired, but the blue- and greensensitive records will also be acted on by the secondary absorptions of
the cyan dye and this will cause some magenta and some yellow dye to be
formed in the reproduction. Obviously this is wrong because the reproduction should contain, just as the original, only cyan dye.
In the older photographic systems, where separate red-, green-, and
blue-filter separations were made, this error of reproduction was
corrected by low contrast positives called masks. In our case, for instance, a mask would have been printed from the red-filter negative
because it would then correspond exactly to the relative amounts of
cyan required in each step of the wedge image. When superimposed
successively to the green- and blue-sensitive records, it would reduce
the amounts of magenta and yellow dye proportional to the desired
amounts of cyan dye with which they would have to be combined. In
the modern multilayer films the use of separate masks for each layer is of
course no Ionger possible. They are replaced by interlayer interimage
effects that occur during the development step (Hanson and Brewer
1955, Thiels 1952) orthat are specifically induced by such mechanisms
as DIR-couplers (Barr et al 1969), or by colored masking couplers
(Hanson and Vittum 1947). While a detailed description of these
corrective treatments is beyond the scope of this paper, the following
short discussion of the colored-coupler system may however give a
general idea of their colorimetrie mechanism.
In the colored-coupler system applied to negative color films, the
couplers-chemical compounds incorporated in the layers of the film
for forming the three image dyes by their reaction with the oxidation
products of the color developer-are themselves colored. During the
formation of the image dyes by their reaction they lose their own color.
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Therefore the resulting dye images are composed on the one hand of the
negatives formed by the dyes, and on the other hand of positive masks
formed by the residual couplers. Figure 3 shows, as an example of this

a

Figure 3· Obtaining a corrective mask during dye formation with
a colored coupler.

masking process, the spectral characteristics of the action of a yellowcolored magenta-forming coupler. Curve d' represents the absorption
of the colored coupler, and curve a that of the dye resulting from the
completed color-forming reaction. An intermediate step, corresponding
to a lower amount of dye in the image, yields an absorption due in part
to the developed dye, curve b, and in part to the residual coupler,
curve b'. The principal absorptions of the magenta dye in the region of
s6o nm thus correspond to those required in the reproduction, but the
secondary absorption at 440 nm remains constant and uniform all over
the image, resulting either from the dye developed, from the colored
coupler, or from the sum of their partial contributions. Each of the
pairs of curves a-a', b-b', c-c' and d-d' in figure 3 indeed sums to
about the same absorption at 440 nm. This uniform absorption of
course does not interfere with the image and is compensated for by an
appropriate adjustment of the printing exposure.
Various methods have been employed for the determination of the
masking requirements, on which also depend the spectral sensitivities
of the three recording layers. The simplest computational determination is based on sets of linear equations which describe the overall
absorptions of the trichromatic dye image in the three spectral bands of
the film sensitivities. According to figure I these are, expressed in
optical density,
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= Dc+mrDM+yrDr

D. = c.Dc +DM+ y.Dr
Db = cbDc+mbDM+Dr.
In these equations D" D. and Db are the integral densities of the dye
images, that is, their total densities in red, green, or blue light, and
Dc, D"' and Dr the analytical densities of each one of the individual
dye images. Theinverserelations of equations (7), giving the values of
these latter densities, then yield the required masking requirements.
They have been expressed by Clapper (I97I) as

Dc = I -mby"(Dr+ mbyr-mrD.+y.mr-YrDb)
ß
I -mby.
1 -mby.

(8)
where ß = I-mby.-cbyr-c.mr+c.mbyr+cby.mr. In these equations
the coefficients of the off-diagonal terms for D" D. and Db represent the
masking percentages, that is, the color corrections required by the
unwanted absorptions of the image dyes. This way of computing
masking requirements, taking into account only one of the origins of the
differences between the basic principles of color reproduction and the
results of their practical application, also tacitly assumes that the system
shows additivity, that is, that its integral densities are the sums of the
three analytical densities, and further that proportionality is observed
over the whole density scale, that is, that the coefficients remain constant. However, due to the overlapping dye absorptions these two
conditions are not adhered to in practice. For this reason other ways of
determining color-correction requirements have also been employed
(Pinney and DeMarsh 1963).
Another important point concerns the simultaneaus correction of all
deficiencies of the practical systems by one single method of color
correction. Fortunately this is possible, as was shown by Hanson and
Brewer (1954). In their investigation they first computed the masks
correcting the secondary absorptions of the image dyes, and then those
which would yield correct color reproduction in spite of the fact that the
required negative sensitivities were not observed. Then they compared
the set of masks combining both of these corrections with one computed
directly for the optimum reproduction of a certain number of frequently
encountered object colors. It was thus possible to show that one single
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set of directly computed masks can correct the sum of all reproduction
errors. This fact, which applies of course only to systems whose spectral
sensitivities are color-matehing functions, is made use of in the modern
systems of color photography and explains the excellent color reproduction they yield.
The exact knowledge of the colorimetrically required color corrections
and the existence of the practical means of their introduction in the
present-day photographic systems, that is, of interimage effects and
colored- and DIR-couplers, now raise the problern of the most desirable
spectral sensitivities. Investigation of this point shows that they depend,
above all, not only on the purpose of the photographic system, but also
on its adaptation to the picture-taking illuminant. This adaptation is
indispensable for reversal systems which yield positives directly on the
film exposed to the subject, whereas an eventual change of the color of
the illuminant can be compensated for in the negative-positive systems
during the printing step of the positive image. Negative color films can
thus be exposed indiscriminately to scenes illuminated either by daylight or by incandescent tungsten light, while reversal films are sensitized differently for exposure to each of these illuminants.
As to the adaptation of the system to its purpose, it is possible to
distinguish two principal kinds. On the one hand, a photographic
reversal system can be designed for the satisfactory reproduction of
most colors up to the highest saturations. To achieve this, the spectral
sensitivities of the three separation records are chosen rather arbitrarily
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Figure 4· Comparison of a set of separation sensitivities designed

for the reproduction of colors of high saturation (broken lines),
with a set closely reproducing color-mixture functions resembling those of human vision (full lines).
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and differently from color-mixture functions. With the red and blue
sensitivities pushed out towards both ends of the visible domain, as
shown in figure 4 by the broken curves, the correct reproduction of
saturated colors can be obtained with comparatively low correction
Ievels. However, such a system is rather sensitive to changes of the
taking illuminant. Furthermore, it does not discriminate sufficiently
weil the various shades of red and also often yields blue shadows in
daylight scenes.
It is possible, on the other hand, to design a photographic system less
sensitive to changes of the illuminant but also less capable of reproducing colors of high saturation. As these are encountered less frequently,
however, in most currently encountered subjects, than those of low
saturation such as flesh tints, foliage green, or sky blue, such a system
can in practice yield very satisfactory results while also having the
advantage of not being sensitive to variations of the color of the illuminant. As it then reproduces the colors rather as we see them, it must have
sensitivities resembling those of human vision, that is, similar to colormixture functions such as the fuil-line curves in figure 4· Thus showing
better correspondence to Maxweil's principle than the system with
wider-separated red and blue sensitivities, it only requires a very smail
amount of weil defined corrections.
Color reproduction by such modern systems can be exceilent indeed,
as has been demonstrated by Clapper et al (1973). Taking into account
the actual white level of o·4 density of a current color-reversal film, they
represented the resulting color gamuts in vertical sections of u•v•w•
space. As the chromaticity plane locations of these gamuts are not
straight but curved as shown in figure 5, their vertical projections

100

rv·
yellow

red

100

-100

-100

Figure 5· Chromaticity plot in the u• v• diagram of the color
gamut of metric saturation for real dyes used in a current film.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the color gamuts of the real dyes of
figure 2 (full lines) and those of the corresponding block dyes
(broken lines); vertical cross section of W• against me tric Saturation (U• 2 + V• 2 ) 1 ' 2 •

(figure 6) were obtained by an iterative search. This representation of
that it is possible for a photographic
the color gamuts
reversal system with real dyes with unwanted absorptions to equal or to
exceed the color gamuts of the corresponding block dyes, that is, the
color gamuts of practical additive systems such as those of color TV,
which we will discuss in the next section.

3· Color television
The structure of color-television systems is of course entirely different
from those of color photography. However, the generat principle laid
out in the introduction is the same and therefore the conditions of
Maxwell's principle apply here as weil. Schematically, the successive
steps of the process are :
(i) Recording in the camera of the red, green, and blue object stimuli,
with spectral sensitivities defined by the receiver primaries.
(ii) Electronic corrections for the absence in the camera's spectral
sensitivities of the negative Lobes of the color-mixture functions.
(iii) Gamma correction, for the accommodation of the gamma Levels of
the camera and receiver tubes.
(iv) Encoding, for compatible transmission, into one luminance carrier
Y and two chrominance carriers I = R- Y and Q = B- Y. The
equations relating these signals to the camera signals are :
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EY = o·3o ER+o·59 EG+o·u EB
EI= o·6o ER-o·28 EG-o·32 EB
EQ = o·21 ER-o·52 EG+o·31 EB.
The coefficients in the expressions for EI and EQ sum to zero for
making these components of the chrominance signal both zero for
the gray scale.
(v) Decoding in the receiver of the incoming signals and their transformation into R, G, B tristimulus values, derived by using the
inverse of the encoding equations,

R- Y =
o·96 EI+o·62 EQ
G-Y= -o·27 EI-o·6s EQ
B- Y = - 1·1o EI+ 1·7o EQ.

(1o)

Precise color and tone reproduction in the receiver can finally be
adjusted with four controls, three of which act on the three
subjective parameters of color-hue, saturation, and brightnessand the fourth on the overall tone contrast.
According to the present standards of US color television (DeMarsh
1974) and to its definition, colorimetric color reproduction is achieved
in the additive-color TV system when the tristimulus values in the
reproduction are proportional to those of the original scene, when both
have the same white chromaticities and are viewed under similar viewing conditions, and when the system operates at unit gamma.
As to the primaries on which the color-mixture curves and therefore
the spectral sensitivities of the camera tubes depend, these are defined
by the luminous outputs of the receiver shadow-mask tubes. These
light emissions, generated by the picture-tube phosphors, are power
functions of the applied signals,
cf>,

= (signalf,

with i = R, G, B.

(u)

lnitially their tristimulus values were defined as the NTSC and CCIR
primaries
X

R
G

B

o·67
0"21
0"14

y
0"33
0"71
o·o8.

However, as pointed out in a recent report on color TV standards by
the SMPTE Subcommittee for TV Colorimetry (DeMarsh 1974), the
actual phosphors used in color picture tubes have been under continual
change. As early as 1970 they no longer matched the NTSC primaries;
their average at that date, now called 'modern phosphors', is compared
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Figure 7· Chromaticities of television receiver primaries. 0
NTCS and CCIR standard; 0 EBU and 'modern phosphors' ;

+ present green phosphors on various US domestic receivers.

to the NTSC primaries in figure 7. Their chromaticities, which are the
same as those recommended by the European Broadcasting Union
(Mayer 1970) as a basis for international standardization, are
X

y

R

o·64
0'33
o·6o
G
0'29
o·o6.
B
0'15
EBU and 'modern phosphor' primaries.
The choice between these two recommendations depends mainly on
practical arguments defined by their relative advantages. Thus, the
SMPTE Subcommittee for TV Colorimetry, after considering all
implications of the camera tubes' spectral sensitivities and the corresponding corrective treatments (known in the TV domain as 'matrixing'),
has chosen to carry out the recommendation of the original NTSC
pdmaries, while the European Broadcasting Union has recommended
the EBU primaries since 1971. The German Standard 6169 (DIN 1976)
recommends the determination of the receiver primaries from the
measurements of the reproductions Rf, Gt, Bf, of a set of 17 standard
test colors and the computation of the resulting X, Y,Z coordinates
from the equations
X,= o·4305 Rf+o·3417 Gf+o·1783 Bf
Y, = o·2219 Rt+o·7oo8 Gf+o·o713 Bt
Z, = o·o202 Rf+o·1 296 Gf+o·9392 Bt.
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Figure 8. Color-mixture functions corresponding to the NTSC
primaries.

Figure 8 gives the color-mixture functions corresponding to the
NTSC primaries. Obviously the regions of negative sensitivity required
by the negative lobes of these curves cannot be achieved optically, and
therefore real cameras are designed for using all-positive sensitivities
such as the major positive portians of the ideal curves shown in figure 9·

1.0

l

700

Figure 9· Actual all-positive camera sensltlvttles for NTSC
phosphor emission.

To correct for the absence of the negative sensitivities, the electrical
output of the camera is then corrected almost entirely by being made
equal to that theoretically required, by application of the linear matrix
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c:

R')
(B

NTSC tak.in&

cur v es

(

1·1 172

= -o·o641

-o·oo12

-0·1238
1•2155
-o·o516

o·oo66)(R)
-0·1514
G .
1·o528 B

(13)

all.posltl v e
taktna curves

This matrix was derived by the SMPTE Committee by determining the
best transformation-in the Ieast-squares sense-for the adaptation of
the output of a camera using the all-positive curves of figure 9, to the
output of a camera having the theoretically required curves of fig ure 8.
The correction provided by this matrix, while not being entirely
perfect, is very satisfactory; flesh-tint and average-color errors remain
below 5 color-difference units. Other appropriate matrices can be
computed for other conditions, such as for instance for a systcm based
on all-positive taking sensitivities of 'modern phosphor' color-mixture
functions, or an NTSC-type camera signal to be displayed with
modern phosphors, or other possible conditions.
Correction for the absence of the negative sensitivities by matrixes of
the type of equations ( 13) is only very seldom included in the cameras.
As a result, a !arge proportion of the color TV in the USA is produced
using cameras with all-positive taking curves approaching those of
figure 9, without any electronic matrixing. In spite of the resulting
color errors, these cameras can produce acceptable color quality on
appropriate receivers such as NTSC displays. Some of the adj ustment
of color-reproduction results from the setting of the camera black
Ievel to about one-fortieth of the peak white reference Ievel, instead of
to zero per cent signal amplitude. Besides this, some increase of color
saturation is currently obtained by incomplete gamma correction.
These adjustments, tagether with careful setting of the receiver controls, even make it possibl e to obtain acceptable color reproduction with
uncorrected all-positive camera sensitivities of NTSC phosphor type
and non-NTSC receiver phosphors. Most home receivers in the USA
also have non-NTSC demodulators allowing compensation for their
'modern' phosphors and for eventual further phosphor changes.
Finally, color quality is also often adjusted by empirical measures, such
as the use of decoding matrices different from the inverse of the encoding matrix, amounting to an approximation of the matrixing of phosphor
differences and the Iack of negative camera sensitivities (DeMarsh

1971 ).
In summary it can be stated that commercially satisfactory color
reproduction in the colorimetric sense is obtained in current color
television by a succession of empirical adjustments, either in the camera
or in the receiver, rather than by the electronic application of the
theoretically required corrective linear matrix, and in spite of its
availability.
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4· Graphie arts
In the printing processes the basic principle of colorimetric color
reproduction is again the same as in color photography, but due to the
entirely different methods of obtaining the reproductions, the techniques of interpretation and evaluation are specific to the graphic arts
domain and differ from those in use in photography. Beside the obvious
differences between photography and printing on a press, three fundamental conditions must be taken into consideration:
(i) For the fi rst, obtaining a continuous tone scale requires in the two
most widely employed techniques-letterpress and offset-lithography-the decomposition of the images into tiny dots by halftone
screening. The varying transmissions within the photographic
tone scale are thus replaced by corresponding variations of the
fractional areas covered by solid ink.
(ii) The second difference is due to the use of printing inks of rather
low transparency, leading to the so-called 'action of ink trapping' .
In photographic color reproduction the dyes are entirely transparent and act like color filters. The resulting synthesis is truly
subtractive, whereas that of halftone-screencd printed color
reproductions with printing inks results from a mixture of partly
subtractive and partly additive syntheses.
(iii) Finally, the specific optical properties of the dye deposits on the
paper make it necessary to make use of a black printer, thus
separating to a certain extcnt the roles of the chromaticity and
luminosity scales which in photography result in common from
the spectral absorptions of the three dycs only.
l t must further be kept in mind that in printing, true color reproduction in the sense of l\Iaxwe ll's principle is ap plied only to a small
fraction of the cu rrent production. The major amount of printed color
images which we are accustomed to see in books and magazines are
printed from original color photographs. Thus the first step of the
process of color reproduction is performed by the photographic medium
and the printed image represents only a facsimile duplicate of the
initial photographic positive, reproducing by its four-color halftonepress prints the combined effect of the three continuous tone positive
dye images of the photographic original. In this case the spectral
sensitivities of the Separation negatives to be made from the photograph need only to be very narrow and to coincide with the absorption
maxima of its three dyes (figure 10).
However, as already mentioned, direct color reproduction is also
employed in the graphic arts and specific methods have been developed
for its appreciation. For the evaluation of the spectral sensitivities of the ·
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Figure

10. Typical spectral absorptions of the three dye images
in a photographic reversal film, and of the separation filters
employed for their separation for printed reproduction.

original color-separation stage, for instance, Neugebauer (1956) has
worked out a correlation coefficient which makes it possible to calculate
how closely a given spectral sensitivity approximates a color-mixture
function. Extending Neugebauer's method, Gosling and Yule (r96o)
have shown that this latter function can even differ from one of the
three primary color-mixture functions since any of their linear combinations is again a color-mixture function. The correlation coefficient,
called colorimetric quality or q-factor of the spectral sensitivity, takes on
values which range from r·o for the exact match of a color-mixture
function to lower values for poorer conditions.
The first step for the computation of the q-factor is the determination
of the overall spectral response R . of the color-reproduction system,

R.

Jp(J..)

= S(J..) F(J..) L(J..)Jv(J..)'

where S(J..) is the spectral sensitivity, F(J..) and L(J..) the spectral transmittances of any filter used and of the lens, and Jp(J..) and ] v(A) the
relative spectral energies of the illuminants used for photographing and
viewing, respectively. The next step is the determination of an appropriate set of orthogonal color-mixture functions C,, C 2 , C,, as defined
by MacAdam (1954), by the relation

(I 5)
and normalized by the condition

Jcrd}. =

= Jcjd}, =

r·o.

( I 6)
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Such a setwas computed by Neugebauer (1956) for the normal case of
correct color reproduction, by linear combinations of the standard CIE
tristimulus values x, y and z, as

c, =

-o·4o66

x+o·ssz1 y

C, = +o·4o66 x-o·o433 y
C, = -O'I79I x+o·IOI8 y+o·z8I z.
The color-mixture function nearest to the spectral sensitivity of the
system under consideration is then equal to

and the colorimetric quality factor of this spectral sensitivity is defined
as

q

I

=

I,R; [L(R.C,) 2 +(2:R.C,) 2 +(2:R.C3) 2 ) .

(I8)

The exact role of the q-factor has still to be determihed. As Clapper
( I977) pointed out, the q-factors of each layer yield only independent
solutions, whereas a single common evaluation of the whole system of
color reproduction is needed. Also, the q-factors give no indication
about the amount of color correction that is required with a given set of
spectral sensitivities. However, experience seems to indicate that the
q-factors yield satisfactory correlation with practical film behaviour, and
Neugebauer and Clapper have shown that q-factors may be useful also
in photography in connection with the choice of appropriate spectral
sensitivities.
For the determination of the corresponding color-correction coefficients a graphical method was developed by Preucil (I g6o) and by Clapper

magenta

Figure

I I.

Subtractive color triangle.
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( I97 I), making use of a subtractive triangular color space. The subtractive color triangle is a variation of the classical Maxwell triangle, but
whereas this latter represents the additive mixtures of red, green, and
blue lights, the apexes of Preucil's subtractive triangle correspond to the
red, green, and blue densities of the cyan, magenta, and yellow solid ink
patches, respectively (figure I I). Trichromatic Coordinates r = Dr/(Dr +
D.+Db) and g = D./(Dr+D. +Db) are employed for plotting in this
triangle the colors of halftone-screened overprints of the three primary
inks. Another kind of coordinate, yielding identical results, is defined by
Preucil's parameters per cent grayness LfH and per cent hue error
(M-L)/(H-L), where His the greatest value of the red-, green-, or
blue-filter densities of each of the solid ink patches, M the corresponding middle value, and L the lowest value. lnks with zero hue errors and
no grayness, that is, without any secondary spectral absorptions, would
thus plot at the apexes of the triangle, as in figure I2 . Clapper demonyellow
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Figure 12. Application of the subtractive color triangle to the
graphical determination of the masking coefficients of the linear
color-correction equations.

strated that the masking coefficients of the linear color-correction
equations can be determined graphically in the triangle by the hue
error values given by the intersections of the extended straight lines
relating the points of the actual tricolor inks.
Due to the above-mentioned specific conditions of color reproduction
by the printing processes, namely halftone screening, ink trapping and
the presence of a black printer, the linear relationships tacitly admitted
in the customary color-correction relationships of the type in equation
(7) can, however, apparently not be valid . Clapper ( I96I) investigated the
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degree of correction in a typical graphic arts system by the use of linear
masking equations and found that this determination of the single color
densities for reproducing the original colors resulted in sizable errors.
This happens because the densities of the completed press print
measured with red, green, and blue filters do not remain proportional
to each other with increasing amounts of ink, and further because the
densities of separate layers of ink are not adding algebraically to equal
the den::lity of the composite overprint. To overcome these problems,
Clapper proposed as an empirical solution the use of higher-degree
transformations yielding greater flexibility for obtaining the masking
corrections required. To this purpose he chose the inclusion into the
masking equations of all square and cross-product terms, yielding a
second-degree transformation of the form
Dc

=
+a,7DRDG +a,aDGDa+a,9DaDR

DM=

+ a21DRDG +alaDGDa+ a29DaDR
DY

=
+a,,DRDG +a,aDGDa+a,9DaDR.

(19)

Application of a Ieast-squares test to the results computed with equations ( 19) for a test object including all required steps of the overprints
of halftone-screened patches of the cyan, magenta, and yellow inks and
also of the black printer, showed a considerable improvement over the
use of linear masking equations. In consequence Clapper recommended
the use of such second-degree relationships as a basis for scanner
computing circuitry.
The color scanners, now widely used in the printing industry, are
electronic machin es in which the pictures to be reproduced are examined
point by point, and the recorded information is employed for obtaining
the four final printers. Just as in color photography, the scanner first
separates the trichromatic photographic color copy into three negative
or positive records, and then corrects these separations for the deficiencies of the halftone-screen tone scale and of the printing inks. These
functions are performed simultaneously as the information picked up by
scanning the original is modified by other signals to correct the Separations before they are produced. Figure 13 shows schematically the
successive steps of these operations. The three inputs to the computer
section, ranging from highlights to shadows and obtained with spectral
sensitivities proportional to color-mixture functions, are first brought to
a usable range, according to the density range of the original. Then the
Computer performs the color-correction and black-printer calculations
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Figure IJ. Schematic outlay of the computer components of an
electronic color-reproduction scanner.

such that the incoming signals, representing the three primary colors of
the original, yield outgoing signals representing the amounts of the four
inks needed to reproduce the colors. In the last section, the four ink
signals are modified and adjusted for tone- and color-scale curve shaping, definihg the film contrasts which will produce the desired ink
densities. The color corrections performed electronically in the computer are more flexible than those obtained with photographic masks and
can not only involve sophisticated masking equations but can also
easily be adapted for yielding the black printer most desirable for
specific printing conditions.

5· Multispectral image processing
Certain specific applications of color image recording and transmission
-such as for instance earth-resources observations and space exploration-make use of recently developed techniques known as image
processing. In the domain of color reproduction, these methods extend
from the relatively simple case of false-color recording, based on
arbitrary interchanges of the primaries, to the sophisticated techniques
of electronic scanning and computer processing.
False-color recording, first applied on a !arger scale during World
War II for Camouflage detection, is typically represented by Ektachrome
Infrared Film. The infrared-sensitive bottom layer of this film yields a
cyan image, the red-sensitive middle layer a magenta image, and the
green-sensitive top layer a yellow image. Figure 14· shows the spectral
characteristics of the sensitivities of this film which make it possible to
survey forest diseases by the differentiation of the image color of
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healthy and ill foliage. Another application of infrared radiation, without any recording of visible light, is that of a color-coded thermal
measurement process called Digicolor (England and Parker 1972).
Remotely acquired quantitative infrared-scanner data, stored on magnetic tape with reference signals, are used for combining digital and
color circuitry to provide directly color-coded transparency readout.
Thermal variations can thus be visually interpreted and accurately
separated to within o·3 °C.
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Figure q. Spectral sensitivities of Ektachrome Infrared Film.
Exposure to the natural blue sensitivities of alllayers is avoided
by a Wratten 12 yellow filter.

Quite general techniques for optimum information extraction by
multispectral photography have been shown to be of significant value
in the study of phenomenological presence and change (Corbett 1975).
Photographie analysis of information recorded by remote sensing, while
not as flexible as digital processing, offers the advantages of maintaining
image resolution and geometry, for instance by equidensity delineation.
Typical results of such techniques are presented in a technical report of
the Jet Propulsion Labaratory of the California Institute of Technology,
on the applications of image processing to regional problems and
geological mapping in Northern Arizona (Goetz et al 1975). It is
obvious that in these applications color imaging has no longer any
connection with visual appearance and therefore leaves the choice of
spectral sensitivity entirely arbitrary.
Computer color imaging is employed on a !arge scale in astronom y
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and in space exploration. As early as for the preparation of the Apollo
moon-orbiting missions, for instance, color differentiation by computer
image processing was described by Billingsley et al ( 1970) for photographs taken with the 24-in Mount Wilson telescope. More recently
Billingsley (1972) developed a new technique of computer-generated
color-irnage display based on spectral reflection ratios. First, three
color-separation images are taken simultaneously with three cameras
equipped with red, green, and blue filters. Mter precision processing,
the densities of these three records determine by a preprocessing
calculation red-green and blue-green ratios and their location in the
CIE 1931 Chromaticity Diagram (figure 15). For each point of the

Ia )

lb )

Figure 15. Red-green (a) and blue-green (b) constant-amplitude
contours mapped in the CIE x, y chromaticity diagram.

area from which the data were obtained, the transmittances of four
color sources required to produce the desired signal are then calculated
and stored. The gamut of output colors chosen consists of Source C
filtered through Wratten 29, 55, 6sA and 47 filters. Thus a set of four
digital pictures is assembled, corresponding in coverage to the original
picture, which, when reduced to film form and combined in a colorprinting process produces the processed image covering the originally
photographed area.
Still more involved techniques were employed for the Viking Lander
imaging investigation on Mars (Ruck and Wall 1976). The two cameras
-basically radiometers with optical-mechanical scanning mechanisms
-each contain an array of twelve silicon photodiodes, consisting of four
broad-band channels with selectable focus for high-resolution imaging,
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one broad-band channel for rapid surveys, six narrow-band channels for
color and near-infrared multispectral imaging, and one narrow-band
channel for scanning the sun. The spectral responsivities of the photosensor arrays are shown in figure 16. Multispectral imaging modes are
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Figure 16. Spectral sensitivities of Viking Lander photosensor
arrays.
effected by alternatively selecting three diodes (either blue-green-redblue ... etc, or IR3-IRz-IR1 . .. etc) for three successive scans, for
obtaining a color panorama of the entire sample site.
While actually not comparable with the initially described systems of
color reproduction according to Maxwell's principle, these are other
examples of the use of color reproduction for obtaining information on
faraway sites through the correlation between color and compositional
properties and differences.
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ADVANCES IN COLORANT FORMULATION AND
SHADING

EUGENE ALLEN
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I80IS, USA

I.

Introduction

My topic, which is colorant formulation and shading, touches every
phase of our daily Jives. The results of colorant formulation activity are
all around us, no matter where we happen to be. In the room I am in at
the moment, the walls are painted with a paint that has been very carefully formulated for color by careful adjustment of pigment concentrations. The decorative Iaminate surface of the table was made from a
printed sheet of paper, on which the printing was done with specially
formulated inks of the deslred colors. The carpet on the floor was
dyed with dye mixtures formulated to give the required shades. Let us
take a ride out in the country. Most of the colors have been formulated by nature, but it is none the less true that we are surrounded
completely by the results of human colorant-formulation activity in the
form of our clothing, which is invariably dyed or printed with artificial
colorants. Our car is itself a repository of formulated colors, inside and
out. Is it any wonder that so much commercial attention has been
devoted to this field?
In recent years more and more work has been done on automatic
methods of doing colorant formulation and shading. With the advent of
computers, this work has accelerated greatly. Today, computerized
colorant-formulation and shading methods are gradually taking their
place as indispensable tools in the colored-goods-producing industries.
In this paper we will first see how computers are used in helping the
colorist to solve formulation and shading problems. We will then Iook
into what kind of theory forms the basis of these computer methods,
and how this theory is used so as to get good workable answers. We will
finally examine some advanced methods that may weil be used in the
future to improve the results. I would like, before we start, to acknowledge the excellent summary prepared by Gall and presented at Colour
73 in York four years ago (Gall 1973).
I have used the pair of words, formulation and shading, four times
already (not including the title of this paper). Let us, first off, under153
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stand what these two words mean and what the difference is between
them.
In the cycle of manufacturing most colared articles, there are two
times when colorimetric techniques might be used. Let us take a paint
as an example. W e will imagine that an architect is designing a condominium complex and he wishes to paint all the walls of the apartments a
certain shade that hasstruck his fancy. He has a plastic chip sample of
the color he wants, and has given it to a certain paint company with a
!arge order for a specified number of gallons.
The first task of the paint company is to work out a formula for the
paint. This formula must recognize that certain physical properties are
required in the paint itself, such as non-settling, brushability, and the
like. Also, the final paint film must have certain qualities such as wash
resistance, light fastness, and continued film integrity. But relevant to
our present problem, the paint film must have the proper color. A
pigment formula must be fo und which (i) matches the desired color,
(ii) is non-metameric against the. desired color, and (iii) is low in cost.
Find ing such a formula is an example of the activity known as colorant
formulation.
We are now at the stage whcre the paint is being manufactured . The
pigments are ground into the vehicle by suitable milling equipment to
produce the paint. The standard formula, however, is nevcr made up as
such immediately because there are en:)ugh differcnces in the miiling
conditions and in successive shipments of the pigments themselves to
make it very doub tful that the required color will be obtained by
merely weighing up the standard formula. Instead, the correct color is
reached by successive approximation . A typical procedure is to make up,
say, 8o% of the required formula by grinding the pigment into the
vehicle. The reason for only making up 8o % is that it is easy to add
more colared pi6 ment if we have too little, but impossible to remove it
if we have too much. Then the color is examined, and a decision is made
as to how much of each pigment must be added to match the shade.
Somewhat less than these amounts is added, usually in paste or preground form, and another color check is made. This procedure is
repeated until the quality-control Iabaratory is satisfied that a match
within tolerance has been achieved . With visual methods, as many as
10 shots may be required to reach this point; with computersandcolor
measurement, as little as 1-2 shots may be enough. This Operation is
known as shading.
2.

The nature of computer programs for formulation and shading

Let us now return to the colorant-formulation prob lern, and discuss first
of all how the visual colorist handles it. He first selects, from all the
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colorants at his disposal, those that have the required application and
fastness properties plus any other special properties that may be
dictated by the requirements of the job. If cotton is to be dyed, cotton
dyes must be used. Furthermore, if washfastness is important, only
washfast cotton dyes must be chosen. Usually, about Io-I 5 colorants
are picked as being suitable for the job at hand, this group being selected
so as to have all the basic colors available. A typical group of I I colorants
would comprise three reds, one orange, two yellows, one violet, two
blues, one green, and one black. (If pigments are used, an opaque
white is usually included.) Next, the colorist must decide which
colorants from this group to select for the match, and how much of
each to use. He knows that there are many possible combinations of
these colorants he can use, each of which will provide a match. He
cannot possibly try all these combinations, but by experience and
intuition he selects a few of the most promising and finally decides on
one. He makes several t rial samples, varying the amounts of the
colorants he has selected, unti l he has matched the color to his satisfaction unde r some gtandard ligh t source. If the match does not hold up
UJJdcr somc othcr hght source, it is a metameric match, and the pigment
combination v. ill havc to be changcd. vVhcn he is through, hc has
produced a match formula which, he hopes, has close to thc lowest
possiblc metamc1 is.n index :md co"t.
Computer programs to do the
formulation job arc of several
diHcrcnt n·pes. The most ,,-idcly used type is the combinatorial prograrn,
so calkd bccausc it tri es combination after combination of colorants . I t
works as follow >': the color to hc matchcd has thrcc tristimulus values
unde r a standard iight sour-:c, say, lll uminant D",. The matehing
comhmation of coiorants must have t he same tristimulus values or
eise thcre is no match. In order to equal three tristimulus values, we
must be ab le to vary three things independently-three equations,
three unknowns. Let us consider textile dyeing as an example. Forthis
case, the three variables are the concentrations of three dyes per unit
weight of the fiber. The combinatorial program goes systematically
through every possible combination of the particular dyes selected
taken three at a time. The number of possible combinations of the eleven
dyes mentioned previously is 165 three-dye combinations. By procedures
that will be described later, a tristimulus match to the standard under
is calculated for each of these combinations, where possible. When
we say that a tristimulus match is calculated, we mean specifically that
we determine the concentrations of the three dyes needed to give a
dyeing that has the same tristimulus values as the standard. Also, we
say 'where possible' because some of these combinations cannot
possibly provide a match; for example, you cannot match a blue sample
with the combination consisting of the three reds. But enough of the
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combinations are usually left to provide a choice of match formulas.
The formulation program must then decide which of these matches
is the best. The choice is made on the basis of the criteria mentioned
previously. The first of these, that the formula should provide a match
under the standard light source, is already taken care of, since if we
have matched the tristimulus values under
we have matched the
color under
The second criterion, that the match should be
non-metameric, requires that the computer program should calculate
some sort of a metamerism index for each match and then choose one
with a low index. A commonly uscd index of metamerism is given by
taking each dye formula that has given a match under
and calculating the color difference between the formula and the standard under
another, quite different, light source, usually Source A, some fluorescentlamp source, or both. The greater this color difference, the more
metameric the match by this convention. The CIE's index of illuminant metamerism is of the sametype (CIE 1972).
Another type of metamerism index which might be used was suggested by Nimeroff and Yurow (1965). It is based on the fact that the
reflectance curves of match and standard may differ from each other
even though the tristimulus values are the same. A general index of
metamerism, which would not be tied down to specific light sources or
in fact to any light sources at all, would then be given by calculating the
mean square deviation between the two reflectance curves. If desired,
these deviations might be weighted by the color-mixture functions in
accordance with Nimeroff and Yurow's suggestions.
The cost of each matehing formula is very easy to calculate if we
know the price of each colorant. The formulation program would then
give a metamerism index and a cost for each of the matches, and the
programming can be done in such a way as to print out the matches in
any desired order based on these two criteria.
lt may happen that none of the three-dye combinations provides a
match with sufficiently low metamerism. We may then find it advantageaus to consider four-d ye matches. We now have four degrees of
freedom instead of three and we can match one of the tristimulus values
under Source A in addition to the three under
Which Source A
tristimulus value shall we choose?
Figure I shows a plot, in Source A color space, of all the possible
matches for a certain sample. The matches were calculated under light
and a similar plot in the color space of this latter light
source
source would show only a single point, since all the formulas match the
standard. In Source A color space, however, we have a spread of points,
and the farther away any point is from the standard (indicated by a full
circle) the more metameri c the match. Th e plot shows on!y tristirnulus
values X and Z . \Vt can sce immcdiatcly from figurc r that there is rnuch
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Figure 1. Matches for a given sample under Illuminant D 6 5
plotted in Source A color space with tristimulus value coordinates X and Z. The matches were calculated by computer
from all possible combinations of nine colorants. The full circle
represents the sample that was matched. The full line connects
two combinations that together would form a four-colorant
combination that can match X .. ; not so for the four-colorant
combination indicated by the broken line.
more difference among the matches along the X direction than along
the Z direction. It turns out, as we can see by the greatly expanded plot
shown in figure 2, that the Y tristimulus value under Source A shows
about the same degree of variation among matches as does the Z
tristimulus value. Accordingly, we are more likely to strike a non-
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Figure 2. Same type of plot as figure I, but showing tristimulus
values Y and Z under Source A as Coordinates. The scale is
magnified 5 x comparcd to figure 1.
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metameric four-dye combination by using the X tristimulus value for
the extra degree of freedom than we are by using the Y or Z tristimulus
value.
If we are using eleven dyes, we would have to go through 330 possible
combinations of these dyes taken four at a time. A tremendous amount
of computation time would be needed, if it were not for a short-cut
procedure that I find very useful. I assume that every four-dye combination that matches the tristimulus values und er D 6 5 consists of two threedye combinations each of which matches the Standard under D 6 5 , these
two three-dye combinations differing by only one dye and having the
other two dyes in common. But in order to be able to match the X
tristimulus value under Source A, these two three-dye combinations
must lie on either side of the X .. value. Figure I shows two such
three-dye combinations connected by a full line; the numbers are dye
identifiers. These two combinations would form a four-dye combination that would be capable of matehing not only the three tristimulus
values under D 65 but also the X tristimulus value under Source A .
Two other three-dye combinations differing in only one dye are shown
connected by a broken line; these two combinations could never
produce a four-dye combination that would be capable of matehing the
X A value. I therefore program the computer to search through all the
possible t hrce-dye matches and select pairs of these that differ by only
one dye and that lie on either siele oftheX" value. These are thc fourdye combinations for which I calculate matches.
Thcre is another dass of formulation program that works on a
completely different principle. This kind of program is not combinatorial, that is, it does not go through all possible combinations of
colorants. Instead, it calculates a formula using all the colorants at
once which will give the closest possiblc ap proximation of thc reflectance
curve to that of the standard. This calculation can be made either by
linear regression (Gugerli I963, McGinnis I967), or eise by a more
sophisticated algorithm ( Cairns and Spooner I 976) devised by Marquardt
( I963). Note the difference in principle between this kind of formulation
program and the other; we are now matehing the entire spectrophotometric curve as closely as possible instead of the tristimulus values under
a specific light source, and we are using all the colorants at once instead
of taking them three or four at a time.
Computer shading programs differ from the formulation programs in
several important respects. There are two samples to consider : a trial
batch sample that is to be shaded over to the standard; and the standard
itself. The problern is how much of each of the colorants to add to the
batch in order to match the standard. We arenot concerned here with
alternative formulations from which we must select the best, which
means that we are also not concerned with metamerism. The reason for
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this last statement is that in formula shading the standard is not the
original sample supplied by the customer but rather a production sample
that has been set aside as standard-perhaps the first batch made. For
this reason the matehing is entirely non-metameric.
In the case of opaque paints, we have a different situation. In order to
obtain the three degrees of freedom needed to match the tristimulus
values under D 6 ,, we need not three-pigment mixtures but rather fourpigment mixtures. We can more easily understand this by considering
the case of just one degree of freedom. Suppose we wished to match
only the Y value of the standard. If we are concerned with textile
dyeing, we need only one dye to give us the required one degree of
freedom; by the use of this one dye alone we could match the Y
value. But with an opaque paint one pigment alone in a vehicle is not
enough. Since the paint is opaque, it does not matter how much pigment
we use-we will still have the same color. We need two pigments so
that we can mix them in any desired proportion in order to obtain our
one degree of freedom. lf the two pigments are carbon black and
titanium dioxide white, we can mix these in any proportion to match
the Y tristimulus value of the standard. In the same way, if we wish to
have three degrees of freedom, we need four pigments for an opaque
paint system. These four pigments will allow us to match the tristimulus
values under D 6 , . To match X under Source A in addition, we would
nced five pigments. The fifth pigment gives us our fourt h degree of
freedom.

3· Kubelka-Munk theory
We have been talking so far about matehing tristimulus values or
refiectances with a mixture of colorants. Let us now Iook into the
theory that enables us to make such a calculation.
By far the largest proportion of computer color matches today are
based OP a theory known as the Kubelka-Munk theory. We will not
discuss who the actual originator of this approach was; suffice it to say
that in their original paper Kubelka and Munk set up and solved the
basic differential equations and showed how the algebraic solution to
these equations can be used to determine the refiectance of a colored
film (Kubelka and Munk 1931). What they did was to assume that
a turbid film , not necessarily opaque, is irradiated by diffuse light
at one surface of the film. Some of the light comes back out the top,
some penetrates the film and comes out the bottom, and some is
absorbed within the film. We make the simplifying assumption that the
light goes either up or down, so that we have only two channels to
consider: an upward channel and a downward channel. We now concentrate on a vanishingly thin element of this film somewhere inside the
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Figure J. An element dx in a film of thickness X, indicating how
the Kubelka-Munk equations were derived. In the three figures
on the right-hand side, the leftmost one shows the absorption of
light in dx attenuating a beam of light; the next two show the
attenuation of light beams by scattering in dx, half of the scattered
light going up and the other half down.

film, so that whereas if the entire film has a thickness X, this element has
a thickness dx (see figure 3). Light striking dx from the top suffers
weakening in passing through the element dx for two reasons: some of it
is absorbed in dx and some of it is scattered backward into the upward
channel by means of dx. On the other hand, the light coming out the
bottom of dx is reinforced by the light which is scattered back in the
downward direction from the upward beam. Exactly the same thing
happens in the reverse direction, so that we have a pair of simultaneous
differential equations. Solution of these equations gives the following
expresswn:

R

=

I-R.(a-b coth bSX)
a-R.+b coth bSX '

(w)

where

a= I+(KJS) ,
R is the reflectance of the film of thickness X, K and S are, respectively,
the absorption coefficient and the scattering coefficient of the film, and
R 9 is the reflectance of the background over which the film lies.
In most practical colorant-formulation and shading work, we deal
with opaque films ; that is, we deal with films of such thickness that
increasing the thickness would have no effect on the reflectance values.
lf we Iet X approach infinity in equation (w), we obtain the following
famous algebraic expression:
K
Re, = r+:s-

[(K
S ) +z (K)]
S
2

l/ 2

(z)
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The inverse of this equation is .!ven better known:

K

(I-R .,) 2

s

2R.,

(3)

R., in these equations refers to the reflectance of the film at infinite
thickness. We can see, therefore, that if we know K and S we can
calculate the reflectance and vice versa. Remernher that equations (2)
and (3) apply to opaque films only; if the film is translucent we need
eqmitions (w, Ib). Also, all these equations apply only to a single
wavelength of light; when we work with the complete spectrum we
have to make similar calculations wavelength by wavelength and then
integrate the results.
Now what makes all this work out for colorant formulation is the fact
that both the absorption and the scattering coefficients can be built up
from the individual absorption and scattering coefficients of pigments or
dyes in the film. Wehave the following useful relationship:

K

S=

c,k, +c2k2+ ... +K.ubstr•••
CtSt +c2s2+ ... +Ssubs<ra<e'

where c represents concentrations of colorants, k represents unit absorption coefficients of the colorants, s represents unit scattering coefficients
of the colorants, and the subscripts 1, 2, . . . , are the identifiers for the
individual colorants in the film. We can therefore see that if we assume
that we have a mixture of four pigments, and if we know the values of
k and s of the pigments at a certain wavelength as weil as those of the
substrate, and also if we know the concentrations of the pigments in the
film, we can then calculate the reflectance of this film at the given
wavelength by means of the equations just given. If we know the values
of k and s at each wavelength throughout the spectrum, we can calculate the whole reflectance curve. Knowing the whole reflectance curve,
we can, of course, calculate the tristimulus values of the match and
compare them with those of the Standard sample. We will explain
later how to determine the absorption and scattering coefficients of the
pigments.
There is an additional complication that must be taken into account
in making these calculations: this is the refractive-index discontinuity
between air and the film. If we are working with a paint film, the
refractive index of the film would be somewhere in the neighborhood
of I· 5 ; that of air is I ·o. As figure 4 shows, a parallel beam of light from
a spectrophotometer striking such a film first suffers partial reflection
at the boundary. The amount reflected is somewhere araund 4%. The
rest of the light enters the film and is diffused by the pigments. The
light ernerging from the film again suffers partial reflection at the
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Figure 4· The origin of the Saunderson correction. Part of the
collimated beam striking the boundary is reflected; the rest
enters the film and is scattered by the colorant. The diffuse
light attempting to emerge is partially reflected back in the film.

boundary. This time, however, the light traveling upward and striking
the boundary falls at all possible angles to the boundary, and it is a
consequence of the laws of optics that the refiectivity increases with
angle until, at angles greater than the critical angle, all the light is
refiected and none emerges. The average refiectance of this diffuse light
is therefore much greater than 4%, and in fact if the light is com?letely
diffuse the refiectivity would be 6o %. The light refiected back into the
film .is again refiected by the pigment, again attempts to emerge, and
again suffers partial refiection back into the film . Mathematical treatment of this situation results in an equation, commonly known as the
Saunderson correction (Saunderson 1942}, that can be used to eliminate
the error that would otherwise be introduced by the existence of the
refractive-index boundary. This correction is only approximate, as we
will discuss further on. The equation is

Rm

= k,+

(I-k 1 }(I-k 2 )R,
k R
,
I- 2

(5)

t

where Rm is the measured refiectance, R, is the so-called theoretical
refiectance (that calculated by Kubelka-Munk theory}, k, is the frontsurface refiectance of the film, and k2 is the internal refiectance of the
film. The inverse of this equation is

R,=

I

Rm-kl
.
-k, -k2 +k1Rm

(6)

Let us summarize what we have said so far about Kubelka-Munk
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theory. Wehave a relatively simple theory, which nevertheless seems to
work quite weil. A turbid film is irradiated by diffuse light traveling
downward in channel 1. Inside the film we have light traveling in two
directions: downward in channel I and upward in channel 2. Some of
the light that is traveling upward comes out the top of the film and is
counted as reflected light. From a pair of simple differential equations
we can derive an expression which teils us how much reflected light we
have at each wavelength as a function of two quantities: the absorption
coefficient and the scattering coefficient of the film. These two coefficients can be built up from the corresponding coefficients of the individual
pigments that are in the film. We characterize the pigments by determining their absorption and scattering coefficients at each wavelength.
What we have been describing so far is the two-constant KubelkaMunk theory, the two constants being the absorption coefficient and
the scattering coefficient. In certain applications, a simplification of the
theory known as single-constant theory can be used. For textile dyeing,
the so-called film is not really a film at all but a collection of textile
fibers that are dyed by appropriate textile dyestuffs. These dyes can
be imagined to be dissolved in the fiber, and therefore have no scattering power of their own. All the scattering is accomplished by the
fibers themselves. Accordingly, the denominator in equation (4) is a
constant, being the scattering power of the fiber substrate, to which the
dyes make little or no contribution. This means that the KfS ratio can
be considered to be built up in the following manner:

-KS = c

1

(k)
-

S

J

(k)

+c2 -

S

2

+

.. •

(K)

+ -S

substrale

The ratio kfs is now a parameter on its own even though it is a ratio, and
really amounts to only a single constant instead of the two we had before.
This simplifies the mathematics considerably, but even more important,
it makes it possible to characterize a colorant with only one parameter
rather than two.
Another illustration of the use of single-constant theory is for pastel
shades in paints, where by far the largest single constituent of the
pigment mixture is titanium dioxide or some other high-scattering
white pigment. Adding very small amounts of colared pigment hardly
changes the scattering power of the film, which is largely due to the
white pigment. The overall scattering coefficient can therefore be
considered to be a constant here also, and single-constant KubelkaMunk theory can be used in this case as weil.

4· Characterization of colorants
lt is clear from what we have said so far that before we can use Kubelka-
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Munk theory to do color formulation or shading we must characterize
our pigments or dyes. That is, we must determine the absorption and
scattering coefficients at each wavelength of our set of pigments for use
with the two-constant theory, or eise we must determine the kfs ratio of
our set of pigments or dyes for use with single-constant theory. How do
we calibrate our colorants and determine their Kubelka-Munk constants? The only workable method for making this determination is to
work backward from reftectance values.
Let us consider the single-constant case first. If we Iook at equation
(7) and consider the case where we have only one colorant, we have

K (k) + (K)
S

- - cS S

aub•tratc'

(8)

where c is now the concentration of the single colorant (for example, the
per cent of a dyestuff on the total weight of the fiber). This equation
shows that if we plot the K f S value against concentration of dyestuff
we should get a straight line. The slope of this line is the unit kfs value
required to characterize the dye. Accordingly, we make up a series of
dyeings of a single dye at a time at increasing concentrations for all the
dyes to be calibrated, measure the reftectance values of all the dyeings
as weil as those of the substrate, and plot, at each wavelength and for
each dye, KfS (calculated by equation (3)) against concentration.
In practice, we are likely to get a curve that is concave downward
instead of a straight line (see figure 5). Two possible reasons for this
behavior suggest themselves. The first is that there exists a surface
reftection of the fiber such that even when we have added so much dye
that we have increased the light-absorptive capacity of the fiber to its
utmost degree some light is still reftected from the surface. We see that
this is analogous to the initial reftection from a paint film discussed
above under the Saunderson correction. This would indicate that we
should subtract a small constant reftectance value from the measured
reftectance to allow for this surface reftection, and, in fact, if we do so
we can quite often transform the curve to a straight line, as is shown in
figure 5·
I have found that an even better technique is to invoke the Saunderson correction (which is commonly used for work with paints but is
seldom used with textiles), and correct not only for the external surface
reftection k., but also for the internal surface reftection k2. The method
of finding the appropriate k, and k 2 values to use would be to select a
pair of these values at random and then convert all the measured
reftectance values (Rm) to theoretical values (R.) by the use of equation
(6). Then all the R, values would be converted to K /S values by
equation (3). Finally the best straight lines, for each dye at each wave-
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length, would be calculated through the KfS values and the overall
root mean square deviation between the K/ S points and the lines would
be determined. A new pair of k 1 and k 2 values would then be chosen by
some systematic iterative procedure, and the calculation repeated until
that pair of k 1 and k 2 values is found that gives the minimum root mean
square deviation between straight lines and experimental points.
100.-------------------- - - -------Ä
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Figure 5· The lower curve is a plot of K /S against concentration
for carbon black in dope-colored polypropylene. The upper
curve shows the same data calculated after subtracting a surface
reflection correction of 1·o% from the reflectance values.

The other possible reason for obtaining a curve that is concave
downward is that the dye may not completely exhaust onto the fiber in
the preparation of the calibration dyeings. As the concentration of dye
increases, and as the saturation value of the fiber is approached, it is
possible that more and more dye might remain behind in the dye bath.
We can determine if this is the case by suitable analysis of the dye-bath
Iiquor. We can correct for this effect by suitable mathematical handling
of the curve of Kf S against concentration; a typical technique is to
write, in place of equation (8),

I66
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(k)P +(K)

K -c-

S -

S

S

substrate'

where p represents a power slightly greater than I. Other mathematical
techniques can also be used to approximate the curve (see, for example,
Love et al (1965)).
In determining the absorption and scattering coefficients separately
for use with two-constant theory, the investigator can use several
different methods; I will present the most popular of these here. In this
presentation I will assume that we are dealing with opaque films and
can therefore use the simplified Kubelka-Munk equations presented as
equations (2) and (3). It is quite common for work with opaque films to
make the assumption that the scattering coefficient of titanium dioxide
white pigment at all wavelengths is unity, and then determlne all the
other absorption and scattering coefficients relative to this assumption.
In the description that follows I will be talking about a single wavelength, but we should understand that the procedure must be repeated
at each wavelength of interest.
The first step is to determine the absorption coefficient of the white
pigment. This is easy; we make a drawdown of the white pigment,
measure its reflectance, convert to KJS, and then since we assume that S
is unity we say that KJ S = K, the absorption coefficient of the white.
We will now describe the tint-ladder method, used by Cairns and
Spooner (I976) of the du Pont Pigments Department. Mixtures of the
colored pigment to be characterized and titanium dioxide are made at
different ratios of colored pigment to white. About five to eight such
mixtures are made, including a masstone (no titanium dioxide). The
reflectance values for each of these mixture drawdowns are measured,
and converted to KJS by equations (6) and (3) in tandem. We therefore
have, for each pigment and at each wavelength, a series of (KJS), values
and a corresponding series of c, values, the latter being the fraction of
colored pigment in the mixture of colored pigment and white. The
subscript i refers to the ith mixture of colored pigment and titanium
dioxide.
Let us now rewrite equation (4) for the present situation. We willlet
the subscript I refer to the colored pigment and subscript 2 to the white
pigment, these being the only two pigments present. We assume that
there is no substrate to speak of; any absorptive or scattering properties of the vehicle can be neglected. We thus have

If we multiply throughout by the denominator of the right-hand side
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and rearrange, we get
c ,k,-c ,(KfS),s1

= (1 -c,)[(K/S),s2- k2].

(1o)

This equation has two unknowns, k 1 and s 1 ; everything eise is known.
If we had only two such equations, we could solve them simultaneously
for these two unknowns. But since we have five to eight mixtures, we
have as many equations, and we therefore have an overdetermined
system that we can solve by least squares. The solution gives us k 1 and
s 1 , the unit absorption and scattering coefficients of the colored pigment.
The tint-ladder method gives good results except in regions of the
spectrum where the colored pigment has a high reflectivity approaching that of the white. For example, chrome yellow absorbs as little light
as titanium dioxide does in the red region of the spectrum, and is also
a good scatterer, as is titanium dioxide. Therefore the spectrophotometer cannot easily distinguish between chrome yellow and titanium
dioxide at these wavelengths, and the simultaneous equations become
indeterminate forthat reason. Despite this difficulty, however, workable
results are obtained by the tint-ladder method and pigments standardized
in this way give good results in computerized color formulation.
Other investigators, however, prefer to eliminate the kind of indeterminacy just described by using a black reduction as well as a white
reduction. The thinking is that if you mix the colored pigment with a
black instead of a white, using enough black to reduce the reflectance to
about so %, you have much more accuracy where the colored pigment
does not absorb. You can still use the white pigment to work on the
regions of the spectrum where the reflectivity is low; the general idea
is to mix unlike pigments so as to obtain maximum accuracy. The
procedure, then, would be to prepare three drawdowns: a masstone, a
mixture with white, and a mixture with black. The masstone and the
white reduction would be used to determine the absorption and scattering coefficients of the colored pigment in the strongly absorbing regions
of the spectrum; the masstone and the black reduction would be used
in regions where the colored pigment hardly absorbs any light. In
both cases, equation (10) would be used and solved simultaneously, two
equations at a time. Fortheblack reduction, the subscript 2 now refers
to the black pigment instead of the white pigment.
In order to make the black-reduction method work, a carefully
controlled and standardized black pigment is necessary. Many black
pigments suffer from agglomeration difficulties, and some investigators
find that a preformulated black paint works best for this purpose. The
absorption and scattering coefficients of the black must be determined
from a masstone and a reduction with white in the usual manner.
An important part of the standardization problern is the setting up of
workable Saunderson constants k1 and k2. The k2 constant has received
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special attention. We saw previously that k2 = o·6o would be correct if
the light inside the film were completely diffuse. It is not, however, and
many workers recommend lower values for k2. Saunderson hirnself
recommended o·4 for pigmented plastics (Saunderson 1942), and
Mudgett and Richards (1973) have worked out a theoretical basis for
preferring a k 2 value of about o·4 to higher values.
Many workers use kz as another constant to be fitted to the experimental results. A good example is the work of Andrade (1976), who
found that he was able to write equations that expressed k2 as a function
of pigment volume concentration and Kubelka-Munk scattering
coefficient.

5· Algorithms for colorant formulation
We have now standardized all our dyestuffs that are going to be used
for colorant formulation on a certain type of fiber, and will soon
receive our first shade to match. How can we write a computer program
that will calculate the concentration of three dyes needed to give the
same tristimulus values as those of the standard being matched?
The basic mathematics for making this calculation have already
been presented. Let us suppose that we will guess at the concentrations
of the three dyes which we think will give a close match to the tristimulus values. Since we know the unit kfs values of each of the dyes at
each of the wavelengths, we can use equation (7) at each wavelength to
calculate the K/S of the mixture. We then use equation (2) to convert
K/ S to refiectance at each wavelength. This gives us the refiectance
curve of our postulated mixture. W e can integrate this refiectance
curve and see how close the tristimulus values of the mixture come to
those of the standard. If our guess has been fortunate, they will match.
If not, we must make a correction to each of the three concentrations
and start over again.
Now there are algorithms available that make it unnecessary to
guess at the three starting concentrations for a tristimulus match.
Unfortunately, these algorithms do not give a direct answer, and the
three starting concentrations usually do not produce an exact match to
the tristimulus values. But the match is much closer than would be
obtained by merely guessing. Furthermore, the same algorithm teils
how to correct the three concentrations to get a much closer match.
The program works by iteration and stops when the tristimulus values
of the match equal those of the standard to within a preassigned tolerance. I have published such an algorithm for use with single-constant
Kubelka-Munk theory (Allen 1966) and, more recently, a similar
algorithm for use with two-constant theory (Allen 1974a).
A very important problern in practice is what to do about the case
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when an exact match to the tristimulus values is impossible. This
situation does not arise so often in colorant formulation, but does come
up in plant shading. As mentioned earlier, it is common manufacturing
practice to start with less than the expected formula so as not to overshoot. These corrections are made cautiously, always guarding against
adding too much of any one pigment or dye. Despite these precautions,
it often happens that too much red, say, has been added, and no matter
how much other colorants are used the tristimulus values of the standard can no Ionger possibly be matched. It then becomes important to
determine how much colorant to add so as to produce the closest
possible visual match, granted that an exact match cannot be produced.
This problern was first posed by Park and Stearns (1944) in their
pioneering paper on colorant-formulation theory, and finally solved by
Nelson and Stearns (1976) 32 years later. The latter paper contains
FORTRAN source-program listings for tristimulus value matehing as
well as for the problern under discussion.
An alternative matehing scheme, as mentioned earlier, is to attempt
to match the entire spectrophotometric curve instead of the tristimulus
values. One method of doing this, proposed by Gugerli (1963) and later
by McGinnis ( 1967 ), is to get a Ieast-squares fit to the Kf S curve
instead of to the reftectance curve. The reftectance values of the standard are converted to K fS values by equation (3). These values, as well
as the unit kfs values for the dyes that will be used are then substituted
in a series of equations like equation (7). There are as many equations
as there are wavelengths under consideration; usually 16 wavelengths
are used from 400 to 700 nm at 20 nm intervals. The unknowns to be
solved are the values c. If we have less than 16 dyes, we have fewer
unknowns than we have equations and we have an overdetermined
system that can be solved by least squares. This is a fairly simple
solution that makes use of Straightforward linear regression analysis.
More involved optimization procedures can match the reflectance
curve directly instead of the K /S curve if desired (Cairns and Spooner
1976, Marquardt 1963).

6. Shall we go beyond Kubelka-Munk?
Successful as Kubelka-Munk theory is, workers in the field have long
recognized that there are many cases for which the results are not
satisfactory. In general , thin films, dark shades, and metallics Iead to
trouble. The reason is easy to understand if one remembers the basic
assumption used in deriving the theory, namely, that both the light
entering the film and the light ernerging from the film are completely
diffuse. In most spectrophotometers the light used for measurement is
not diffuse but collimated (it enters the film as a beam of parallel rays)
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in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the film. For thick films
without very much light absorption, considerable scattering occurs
before the light penetrates too far into the film, and the entering light
quickly becomes diffuse and obeys the precepts of the Kubelka-Munk
theory. But if the filmisthin so that the light does not have a chance to
scatter, or if considerable absorption occurs before scattering takes
place (as would be the case with dark samples), the fact that the entering
beam is not diffuse makes a great difference in the results. KubelkaMunk theory might also be expected to fail in the case of metallic
finishes, where the presence of aluminum flakes parallel to the surface
minimizes the diffusion of the entering light and favors specular
reflectivity at film depths less than the actual film thickness.
Another source of difficulty in using Kubelka-Munk thcory is the
need for reliance on calibration. It is weil known that best results are
obtained if the absorption and scattcring cocfficients of a series of
colorants are determincd under circumstanccs as close as possible to
those which
in actual use of those colorants. The reason is that the
Kubelka-lVIunk theory is a phenomenological theory in the sense that
it depends for its successful operation on some very specific measurements which have only a limited application. For example, the KubelkaMunk absorption and scattering coefficients of a certain pigment made
by Manufacturer A might be measurcd and uscd for color-formulation
work. If we wish to usc instead another Iot of pigment made by :\Ianufacturer B with a different particle sizc, we would have to redetermine
the absorption and scattering coeffici ents. \\"e do not know, from
Kubelka-Munk theory alone, how to correct for the change in particle
size. In the case of textiles, we do not know how to calculate absorpt10n
and scattering coefficients for a dye on a certain substrate if wt: know the
values for the same dye on some othcr substratc.
In view of these limitations of prcsent-day colorant-formulation
mcthods, it is natural to sce if somc more fundamental theoretical
considerations might be applied. Mie theory ( 1908) appears to be the
first logical approach to consider.

7· Mie theory-single scattering
Mie theory describes what happens to light impinging upon and ernerging from a single pigment particle (in paints, inks, and plastics) or a
single dyed fiber element (in textiles). For economy of language, we will
refer to such a scattering element as a particle, no matter what the
actual element may be. W e are talking about single scattering, which
means that once the light is scattered by a particle it does not strike
another particle. Expositions of Mie theory are found in books by van
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de Hulst (1957), Kerker (1969), Born and Wolf (1970), and Stratton
(1941).
To use Mie theory, we need to know only two ratios. We need first
the ratio of the diameter of the scattering particle (which is assumed to
be a sphere) to the wavelength of the light that strikes the particle.
Next, we must know the ratio of the complex refractive index of the
particle to the refractive index of the medium in which the particle is
immersed. The complex refractive index consists of a real part which
refers to the velocity of light through thc parti cle, and an imaginary
part which refers to the capacity of thc particlc to absorb light. (In Mie
theory the medium is not considered to have any light-absorbing power
so that its refractive index consists only of a real part.)
We get from :\Iie theory. fi rst, two quantitics which represent the
power of the $ingle particle to absorb light and the power to scatter
light. These are referred to as the absorption and scattering cross
sections of the particle. \V e also get thc scattcring pattcrn of the particle,
or thc relative intensity of the scattcred light as a funct:ion of the scattering angle. Tbc lattcr is defined as the angle betwe<"n the direction of
incidencc of thc impinging light and the direction of cmergence of the
scattered light.
Scattering patterns calculated by :VIie thcory arc usually very complex and structured. A typica l l\lie scattering pattern is shown in polar
plotform in figure 6. Note the many maxima and minima in the curve.
Thc mathcmatical expression of the scattc ring pattern of a particle is
callcd the phase functimz of the particlc.
:\lie theory alonc, \\ ithout the aid of any othcr thcorctical approach to
supplement it, has certain, very definite limitations. It applies only to
the scattering from a single particle isolatcd in spacc and says nothing
about what happcns when an asscmbl) of such particlcs must be
considcred, as is thc case in a paint film or a textile fabric. In actual
practice, light scattered from onc particlc impinges upon and is rcscattered by another particle, and so on to an endless web of scattered
and rescattered light. Any attempt to work out an adequatc theory on
the basis of successive Mie-scattering encounters Ieads to frustration
because of the unbelievable complexity of the mathematics. Obviously
a supplementary theoretical approach must be used to piüvide the
necessary information as to what happens in multiple scattering. Such
approaches are known, and a good start toward using them has been
made, as we will see later.
Another deficiency of Mie theory is perhaps more serious. As particles
are crowded closer and closer together, the very assumptions upon
which Mie theory was built cease to hold. The scattered light from one
particle begins to interfere with the scattered light from a neighboring
particle, and with enough crowding the calculations gradually become
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Figure 6. Polar plots of the distribution of scattered light from
a particle with Mie parameters a = 6·o, n = 1 ·84, k = o. The
fullline was calculated by Mie theory; the broken line represents
the Henyey-Greenstein phase function having the same average
cosine of scattering angle as the Mie phase function . The phase
functions have been weighted by the sine of the scattering angle
to allow for the solid-angle content in a given element of scattering angle. The direction of the incident light is downward
toward the reader.

unreliable. If Mie theory is to hold strictly, the separation between
particles must be greater than about three particle diameters-a situation which generally does not exist in practice. Scattering which is
characterized by this kind of interference is called dependent scattering.
The existence of dependent scattering has so far proved to be a great
obstacle in the way of widespread use of Mie theory for practical
problems.
The differences between dependent scattering and multiple scattering
deserve more explanation. Both are brought about by interaction
between neighboring particles. Both are obstacles to the use of Mie
theory alone to get practical results . Multiple scattering refers to
scattered light from one particle rescattered by another particle, and can
be handled by methods now available. But dependent scattering refers
to thc perturbation and twisting of the very scattering pattern itself
because of the presence of neighboring particles. This is a harder
problern and to our knowledge has not been satisfactorily solved,
although one possible way of attacking this problern will be mentioned
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below. A weil known example of this effect is the loss in hiding efficiency
of titanium dioxide as the concentration in a paint film is increased.
This effect has been described by Ross (I 97 I). An interesting review
paper on pigment optics by Orchard (I968) has additional references on
the subject of dependent scattering.
Other restrictions of Mie theory are somewhat less important. The
fact that the theory strictly holds only for spheres has been shown to be
not as serious as it may first seem. The great complexity of the calculations is no Ionger a problern with the advent of high-speed digital
computers.
Summarizing what we have said so far, we see that Mie theory starts
with fundamental information about the particle and the surrounding
medium and ends with the calculation of the absorption and scattering
cross sections (and also the scattering pattern). Kubelka-Munk theory,
on the other hand, starts by accepting absorption and scattering coefficients and ends with the calculation of such useful quantities as
reftectance, hiding power, cantrast ratio, and the like. Since KubelkaMunk theory seems to begin where Mie theory ends, it would seem
logical to take the results calculated from Mie theory, plug them into
Kubelka-Munk theory, and in this way create a clear path from the
fundamental colorant constants to the ultimate reftectance of a paint
film or textile fabric.
Unfortunately, it is not that simple. The absorption and scattering
cross sections calculated by Mie theory apply to isolated particles, not
to a paint film or textile fabric where we have multiple scattering effects.
We must find some way to allow for multiple scattering before we can
use the results of Mie theory as data for Kubelka-Munk calculations. In
fact, the Kubelka-Munk theory does not even recognize the existence of
individual scattering centers. Some kind of common ground must be
established.
An alternative approach would be to circumvent Kubelka-Munk
theory entirely and go directly from Mie theory to a more rigorous
treatment not involving the approximations of Kubelka-Munk. Let us
Iook at such an approach.

8. The multichannel technique
In their study of the transmission of light through stellar and planetary
atmospheres the astrophysicists have developed a comprehensive
theory of the passage of light through absorbing and scattering media
which is known as radiative transfer theory. The classic exposition of
this theory is found in a book by Chandrasekhar (I950). Kubelka-Munk
theory is itself an extremely simplified version of radiative transfer
theory, and can be derived from it.
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An important aspect of this theory is that we can use the results of
Mie-type calculations directly to obtain answers meaningful to everyday
use, such as reftectance and hiding power. Furthermore, we are not
restricted to the assumptions of Kubelka- Munk theory but can incorporate whatever assumptions we wish (collimated illumination, for
example). In their original form, the radiative transfer equations are
quite complex, and one or another simplifying assumption must be
made in order to render the equations manageable. We will describe
one method of using radiative transfer theory that is particularly suited
to our problem, namely, the multichannel technique.
Although some previous attempts were made to overcome the Iimitations of complete diffusion of light imposed by the Kubelka-Munk
theory (Ryde 1931, Duntley 1942), it was not until fairly recently in
the work of Völz (1962, 1964) and of Beasley et al (1967) that the number of channels was increased from two to four. In a recent series of
papers, Richards (1970) and Mudgett and Richards (1971, 1972) have
shown how this concept can be extended to any number of channels.
Richards' work has paralleled the work of some other authors in the
field of heat transfer. Hispaper contains references to this work.
In the general approach, the light passing through the film is divided
up into as many channels as desired (26 channels were used by Mudgett
and Richards for one series of calculations). Each channel covers a
different range of angles from the perpendicular to the horizontal; among
them the channels cover all of space. Light in half of the channels is
traveling downward and in the other half upward.
The procedure is to start with light of any geometry (a collimated
beam, for example). By means of available theory the light which passes
any channel can be calculated. Scattering coefficients are then
calculated with the aid of Mie theory showing how much light is
scattered from any one channel into any other channel. A series of
absorption coefficients is also calculated by Mie theory showing how
much light is absorbed in each channel. Appropriate boundary conditions relating to the reftectance of the background and the interior
reftectance of the film are then applied. The uncertainties of the
Saunderson correction are eliminated by this approach, because each
channel has its own interior reftectance value which can be calculated
from the Fresnel equations. Finally, by the solution of a series of
equations, one can determine how much light emerges from any channel
and the overall reftectivity of the film.
We have just explained that we need Mie theory to calculate the
various inter- and intra-channel absorption and scattering coefficients
required by the calculations. More specifically, we need the results of
Mie theory calculations; that is, we need the single-particle absorption
cross section, single-particle scattering cross section, and scattering
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pattern for each pigment used. The scattering pattern, or phase function, can be expressed as an expansion in Legendre polynomials, and we
need as many coefficients as are necessary for convergence of the series.
For certain pigments one may neeJ some 30 or even 40 of these coefficients before convergence is obtained. These coefficients are, however, calculable from Mie theory by the use of special methods (Chu
and Churchill 1955, Clark et al 1957, Allen 1974b).
Now where does all this leave us? It leaves us with the ability to
start with fundamental pigment properties, particle size and complex
refractive index, and use this information to calculate, from Mie
theory, single-particle absorption and scattering cross sections and a
phase function (in the form of a series of numerical coefficients). We
can then plug these numbers into multichannel theory and calculate
refiectance values. We can thus, by a combination of Mie theory and
multichannel theory, calculate, for example, the effect of particle size on
color, the effect of refractive index on color, and so on. Wehave solved
the problern of using Mie theory even though we have multiple scattering.
Note, however, that we have not solved the problern of dependent
scattering. Our results are only valid if we can assume that our scattering particles are separated from each other by more than three particle
diameters. This restriction is almost never found in practice; in paints,
for example, the pigment particles are crowded to the point where they
are almost in contact. One may weil ask, therefore, if we have clone
anything really worth while by bringing in the Mie and multichannel
theories. The answer is yes, as we will now see.

9· A possible improved approach for the future
Suppose that instead of calculating the absorption and scattering cross
sections and phase-function coefficients by Mie theory, which does not
hold because of dependent scattering, we work backward from the
refiectance values, just as we do with Kubelka-Munk. We will standardize a pigment or dye by starting with its refiectance curves under
various conditions or in various mixtures and then finding values of the
various coefficients which, when inserted into the multichannel calculations, will give us back these refiectance curves. In this way we will get
values that work. Also, in view of the much more powerful multichannel apparatus we should get much better results than with Ku belkaMunk over a broader range of conditions.
The first reaction to this proposal may be one of dismay. If we are
dealing with a pigment that requires, say, 30 Legendre coefficients to
fully express the phase function at a certain wavelength, we would then
have to determine 32 numbers to characterize the pigment at that
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wavelength: the 30 phase-function coefficients plus the absorption and
scattering cross sections. That means that we would have to have 32
drawdowns to work from in order to solve that many simultaneaus
equations. This is a bit more complicated than just the two coefficients,
K and S, used with Kubelka-Munk!
The answer to this objection is that we do not need a phase function
as elaborate asthat shown in figure 6 for M;: theory. A much simpler
( 1941) have prophase function is available. Henyey and
posed a phase function with only one adjustable parameter, g, the
average cosine of the scattering angle. If g = o, the scattering pattern is
isotropic, and there is as much backward as there is forward scattering.
If g = o· 5, the scattering has a strong forward thrust, as is the case with
a typical titanium dioxide particle. If g = o·9, the scattering is almost
entirely forward. The highest possible value for g is 1·o. Figure 7 shows

G
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Figure 7· Three Henyey-Greenstein phase-function plots of the
same type as figure 6. The top plot has g = o, the middle plot
g = o·J, and the bottarn plot g = o·6.

some Henyey-Greenstein scattering patterns with various values of g.
We see that these patterns do not have the complicated structure of the
Mie patterns, but these latter complicated structures undoubtedly get
washed out anyway in the process of multiple scattering. Figure 6
shows, tagether with the Mie scattering pattern, the Henyey-Green-
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stein pattern with the same average cosine of the
angle as the
Mie pattern has.
Now the Henyey-Greenstein phase function was proposed for
astrophysical work, but there is no reason why we cannot use it for
colorants (Allen 1975). If we use the Henyey-Greenstein scattering
pattern, we need only three parameters to characterize a pigment; the
absorption cross section, the scattering cross section, and g. This is
only one more parameter than Kubelka-Munk uses. Also, we do not
have to worry about Saunderson's k. and k2, as the refractive-index
discontinuity takes care of itself in the multichannel calculations.
I have done some work with a new phase function (Allen 1975) that
comes a little closer to the averaU shape of the Mie phase function than
does Henyey-Greenstein. It has two adjustable parameters instead of
one. Figure 8 shows the approximation to the Mie phase function
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Figure 8. Same as figure 6, but the broken line represents the
new two-parameter phase function, with both the average
cosine and the average cosine squared of the scattering angle
equal to the corresponding quantities for the Mie phase function.

achieved by the two-parameter function. It may be that this function
will give better results.
The multichannel technique requires extensive calculation time, and
would probably cost too much to use for routine colorant-formulation
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and shading calculations today. But it is inevitable that computation
costs will be reduced, and this technique may weil be the standby of the
future. Meanwhile, advanced tools of this type can be used to obtain a
better insight into the cases where Kubelka-Munk fails, and may also
show how to correct these failures and obtain greatly improved results.
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COLOR AND QUALITY CONTROL IN INDUSTRY
ANNI BERGER-SCHUNN
Bayer AG, Leverkusen, West Germany

1.

Introduction

The term quality control is as old as industry, since the buyer of a
product-whether he be a converter or an end-user-has the right to be
supplied with goods that conform to the quality standards given by the
manufacturer or negotiated with him.
The definition as to what the quality standards of a product are is
neither simple nor straightforward. The realization of this very many
years ago led to the creation of standards committees in all the industrialized countries. As their economies became more and more intertwined, these committees began linking up on an international basis.
Their task is to set not only test standards but also standards fixing
delivery specifications. Where standards exist, the buyer of a product
can expect or demand that hebe supplied with products that meet these
standards. In special cases, however, he is also able to come to a parmanufacturer regarding quality standards.
ticular agreement with
However, to return to the subject of this paper: the determination of
color difference is internationally standardized (CIE 1976). Not
generally standardized, on the other hand, are the permissible color
differences for a supplied product. Standards at present only exist
where the interests of the general public are affected, for example, with
traffic signs or protective goggles, or where the economic needs of a
homogeneous, large-scale industry make these necessary. Examples for
this are the brightness of cellulose (ISO 1973) or the standardized
printing inks for letterpress or offset printing (DIN 1969, 1971). The
color differences are sometimes specified by the purchaser, for example,
by military authorities. Frequently, no quantitative agreement is made
because there are no objective and reliable test methods, and in cases
where such agreements do exist, there are nevertheless complaints
because the results obtained at various places do not always agree.
To anyone who has been involved with color measurement, the
reasons are weil enough known, because one knows that the evaluation
of color differences involves not only the measuring, which is difficult
enough, but many other parameters such as standards and sample
preparation. When actually evaluating the color difference in practice, it
x8x
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is quite evident that the methods will not be the same for assessing
different products such as textiles, coating materials, papers and plastics. Yet manufacturing products in the broadest sense also include
precious stones, reflective materials for traffic signs, high-gloss metals or
meta! coatings, pharmaceuticals, crop-protection agents, cosmetics,
foods and heating oil, the color of which, for example, is fixed by the
law. Added to this is the fact that the color is only one testing criterion
of the product and frequently cannot be evaluated separately from the
other characteristics.
With all products, therefore, color testing can only be a partial
aspect of quality control. Quality control is much more comprehensive
for every product and, depending on the particular product concerned,
also includes technical properties-such as a wide variety of fastness
properties-solubility, dispersibility, hiding power, opacity, tear
resistance, temperature stability, yarn twist, dimensional stability,
water-vapour permeability and purity criteria, which may be specified
for example by laws on environmental protection or because of the risk
to health, or which may Iead to problems occurring in their technical
application if the standard is not met.
The partial aspect of 'color' will now be dealt with extensively and it
will be assumed that color is not evaluated subjectively, in other words
visually, but is measured objectively. This is definitely not always the
case. One of the reasons is probably the question of cost. To carry out an
objective quality control, a measuring instrument is needed under all
circumstances and, particularly during the change-over period from
subjective to objective control, trained personnel will have to be employed. These costs often bear no relation to the costs of complaints.
Furthermore, the possibilities for plant control offered by an objective
quality control have often not yet been recognized. The reason for this
may be that it is not always possible to calculate the savings in cost. lt is
much easier to do this when the optimization of dyestuff recipes is
carried out and this is also why color measurements in industry primarily serve this purpose and are not aimed at an objective quality
control. In many cases, it is nevertheless difficult to separate the two
areas clearly.
2.

What is quality control?

By quality control we mean any test or measurement of which the
purpose is to provide information regarding the expected quality of the
finished product. lt is not enough to wait until the end-product stage to
make the control, however important it may be to check that this
product is within the given tolerances. Instead, the control must begin
much earlier, since the components out of which the product is made
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and the production process itself have a considerable influence on the
quality. It is the aim of every industrial manufacturer to produce
good-quality goods as economically as possible. This requirement can
only be fulfilled if all the parameters affecting the quality are controlled
as carefully as necessary.
I shall now attempt to describe when and where the measurement
should be carried out. After that, I shall discuss the problems of
general interest that have to be solved in this connection. Lastly, the
final control for a few products will be discussed in detail.

3· Incoming control
Every control should-as is largely the case nowadays already-consist
of a control of the incoming material and a final inspection control. In
the case of products which pass through a number of stages during
their manufacture, each stage can be regarded as an individual process,
whereby the final control of one is largely the same as the incoming
control of the next stage. The incoming control covers the testing of all
components that have an influence on the end-product. It is normally
carried out in specially equipped laboratories, which may well bc
provided with a wide range of modern testing apparatus.
Organic dyestuffs and pigments are, for example, produced from
chemical intermediates, and the production process can pass through a
number of different stages. The purity of the products used, the process
of synthesis and the subsequent finishing determine the properties of
the products. The incoming control will, in this case, probably only
tauch on colorimetric methods. If, on the other hand, an incoming
control is carried out in a textile plant, the products that have to be
tested are the textile material to be dyed as well as the dyestuffs and
auxiliaries used for the dyeing. The properties to be tested are, among
others, yarn strength, yarn twist, dyeing behavior, mesh structure,
etc. In addition to these, colorimetric tests, such as determining the
color of the textile material and making a control of the particular dyestuffs involved, have also to be carried out.

4· Process control
If the final inspection shows that the product is outside the given
tolerances, then it will be necessary to correct the production parameters. In this respect, the final inspection becomes directly engaged in
Controlling the production, and the quicker the necessary corrections
are made, the more rational the production process becomes.
Ideally, the color is controlled in such cases by continuousmeasuring colorimeters. Yet these are finding their way into industry
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only very slowly, although the advantages of beingable to link directly
with the metering device for the colorants are obvious. A faster method
of operation is inconceivable.
A number of continuous-measuring instruments are used in the
paper industry (Wickstrom 1970, 1972, Dreisbach 1971, Lodzinske
1973). This may weil be connected with the particularly favorable
measuring conditions on the paper machines or might be due to the fact
that the measurement of color and opacity of white papers without
fluorescent-whitening agents is simpler than that of colored dyeings.
With batch production, too, a rationally operating plant naturally
offers the best pre-requirement for rapid and reliable color corrections.
On the other hand, the need for corrections will be lower, the more
exactly a plant is controlled. There are a number of publications in
which reports have been given about successful rationalization in the
textile industry by computer-controlled plants (McDonald et al 1976,
Clifford 1973, Anonymous 1969, Noble 1976, Liddell et al 1976,
Simmons 1976, Skelly 1976). An objective measurement of the color is,
in these cases, self-evident.
If the manufacturing conditions are changed for a particular product,
then the quality control must help in working out the correct production parameters, otherwise the quality characteristics may change
considerably. In the textile dyehouse, unevenness, inadequate throughdyeing, poor bath exhaustion, spots, etc, may be the result.
To carry out a successful quality control, careful consideration must
be given to the following points:

4.I. Sampling
An arbitrary sample out of a !arger batch frequently does not represent
the mean color of the batch. For any quality control, one has to find a
method for sampling with as few samples, little trouble and low cost as
possible. The resulting information should also include, besides the
mean deviation of the batch from the target, the standard deviation
within the batch. For many products, for example pigments, Cellulose
and paper, the sampling method is laid down in standards; for others,
the controllaboratory itself has to develop an adequate method.
Pigments and dyestuffs, for example, are manufactured in batches,
with the size of one batch amounting to anything up to 10 tons. The
number of samples to be tested depends in this case on how homogeneously the batch can be produced. Mixing technology is nowadays so
far advanced that it is enough in many cases to test only one sample
from each batch.
With paper, prints and textiles, in which one batch can often be
several thousand metres or several thousand pieces, it is definitely not
certain that the machines can be run so constantly that the dyed goods
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in themselves do not exhibit certain ftuctuations in color (unevenness
from one edge to another or from one end to another). The number of
samples to be tested depends not only on the operating conditions but
also on the product.
In an extreme case, there are products which cannot be manufactured with constant color. These include, for example, ceramic tiles and
sometimes texturized yarns (Durrans 1976). With these products, the
quality control consists of sorting according to the same colors. With a
sorting operation of this kind, each specimen must be measured
separately. The resulting measurement then has the purpose of classifying the specimens in different classes. Classification and sorting can be
clone by a computer or controlled by the Operating personnel using the
indicated color coordinates.

4.2. Sampiepreparation
The products to be tested are frequently in a form in which they cannot
be measured or in which the measurement in this form gives no
indication of the quality of the product.
The color of dyestuff powders, plastic granules and also pigments
says nothing about the color of the resulting dyeing, the plastic moulding or the coat of paint. For testing these products, they must therefore
be first dyed, injection-moulded or ground in a binder. With paints, a
test coating must be produced, since the optical properties can only be
tested in this way.
If the samples, as described above, must first be converted into a
measurable state, an examination must be made as to which parameters inftuence the reproducible production of test specimens.
With plastic granules, which have to be tested in the form of an
injection moulding, the result is dependent, among other things, on the
drying, the mould and the injection temperature. In the case of coating
materials, even with a specified method of application, it is sometimes
impossible to reproduce test specimens with exactly the same color.
This applies particularly when the paints have also to be stored after
application. In addition, there are some products which, after converting into a measurable state, change their color so that the time interval
between the preparation and measurement has tobe fixed exactly. This
is the case, for example, for a number of foods and also for a few dyestuff solutions. Heating or irradiating the specimens in the colorimeter
may also Iead to a change in color.
Besides the preparation of the samples, the way and form in which
the specimens are actually measured has a considerable inftuence on the
result. It is a frequently discussed problern and the ISCC (InterSociety Color Council) has set up a working committee to deal with this
question.
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All textile fabrics are relatively easy to measure, even when they have
some kind of structure, as long as the measurement is carried out using
an instrument with sphere geometry. In the case of yarns, on the other
hand, there is a difference as to whether they are measured stretched on
a holder, wound, or made into knitted goods. The accuracy with winding
and knitting is definitely greater than it is with tensioning. Generally
speaking, winding is less complex than knitting, though it does require
more care, particularly when the winding conditions have to be changed
frequently because yarns of varying thickness have to be tested.
When measuring textile flocks, powders of any kind, and pastes, the
specimen must be filled into moulds or compressed in such a way as to
give a reproducible measuring surface. This problern has been investigated particularly thoroughly with the white standards, which, as
reference specimens in color measurement, have a considerable infiuence on the measurement result, especially when absolute tristimulus
values have to be determined.
If the techniques used for preparing the samples have not been
carefully worked out, the measurements obtained from the various
samples will diverge considerably. In order to obtain a Standard deviation which is smaller than the acceptable color deviation, a large number
of samples have tobe tested, and this costs time and money.
Generally speaking, the aim will be to find techniques which allow the
test specimens to be prepared in such a way that they can be tested with
existing colorimeters. It may, however, be necessary on occasion to
rebuild the measuring heads of the apparatus to enable existing specimens to be measured reproducibly without destroying them. Examples
of this are textile bobbins and dragees.

4·3. M easuring instruments
The cheapest, fastest, but also a very sensitive, instrument for evaluating
a color difference is the human eye (Berger 1977). This 'instrument'
works very reliably as long as it is only a question of establishing
uniformity or non-uniformity and provided the specimens show no
metamerism and the observer normal color vision. If the specimens are
metameric, then the result will be dependent both on the observer and
on the illuminating light. To exclude this factor, evaluations are being
made under color-matehing lamps. There are a large
number of such lamps on the market, the spectral energy distribution of
which can differ considerably and is not always indicated by the manufacturer.
In the USA, color-matehing lamps generally have a color temperature of approximately 7500 K, with use being made either of tungsten
lamps with filters or of fiuorescent lamps. In Europe, color-matehing
lamps are built with a color temperature of 6500 K and frequently use a
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xenon high-pressure lamp as the light source. The trouble is that
neither filtered-tungsten lamps, xenon lamps nor fluorescent lamps have
spectral energy distributions which exactly conform with those of D 6 ,
or D, s. Metamerie samples will therefore frequently give different
results under color-matehing lamps having the 'same' color temperature.
In Germany, a Standard (DIN 1975) has been created, with the aid
of which the quality of color-matehing lamps can be assessed. In the
TC I ·3 of the CIE, a working group is at present occupied with drawing
up a recommendation for evaluating light sources.
Even with non-metameric samples, the eye is unreliable when a
visible color difference has to be evaluated according to size and direction. This is one of the reasons why the eye is more and more often
replaced by measuring devices. Nevertheless, the eye will be used also
in the future when the size of the permissible color tolerance of a
product has to be fixed as a basis for routine measurement. The reason
is that the size of the tolerance depends on factors outside of colorimetry, for example the kind of product, its application, and the demands
of the different customers.
There are today many modern measuring instruments on the market,
which work fast enough for the measurement and evaluation of a !arge
number of specimens to be no problern at all. The prices for such
instruments are between $5ooo and $x oo ooo. In addition to the straight
investment costs, we must take into account the costs for the operating
personnel. Efficiency calculations show that fast-working automatic
equipment which is easy to operate functions more cheaply even if the
purchasing cost was higher. Somewhat more difficult is a comparison
between the costs of a subjective control and the costs and advantages of
an objective control.
Because of their speed and their price, tristimulus colorimeters have
proved to work very well indeed wherever specimens of only low
metamerism have to be evaluated against a reference. This is frequently
the case with quality control. However, since the absolute accuracy of
tristimulus colorimeters is limited, color deviations against absolute
color measurements cannot be determined so accurately with apparatus
of this kind as against a material reference. Because of the necessary
absolute accuracy, only spectrophotometers can be considered for this.
These different aspects have to be taken into account when a selection has to be made from the variety of colorimeters on the market as to
which one is ideally suited for the product tobe tested (Johnston 1971).

4·4· Color reference
If a measurement is to be made against a standard or reference, then the
latter must have good Iang-term constancy or it must be reproducible.
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When conditions of delivery are agreed, the reference must change
hands or be agreed on. The necessary attention is not always paid to
this point nowadays.
The constancy of reference samples from production is by no means
always ensured. Their frequent use is enough to make the specimens
dirty or scratched.
Paint samples, in particular, often changecolor on storage in the dark,
the extent of which will depend on the hinder and on the moisture and
temperature conditions during storage. With products which are highly
sensitive to light, the reference will show the same unfavorable
properties, and particular care must be taken here that a !arger number
of identical references is produced and that the reference used is
replaced in good time.
Not only dyestuff manufacturers, but also paint factories set aside
parts of a batch as reference samples. The actual test reference is then
dyed or applied again for each test. Manufacture of a new reference
specimen for each test procedure is important because it is impossible,
particularly over a long period of time, to dye samples so repeatedly
that the ßuctuation in color caused by the dyeing process is smaller
than the tolerance for the dyestuff. When the work is carried out carefully, on the other hand, the difference between two specimens dyed at
the same time can be repeated very weil.
4·5· Color difference
If an objective quality control is carried out, the primary results obtained are the tristimulus values X, Y and Z. Using these values, the
color difference is then calculated against the reference or the desired
value. The color-difference formulae have since become the subject of
international recommendations (CIE 1976).
Often, however, the total color difference ßE is insufficient for assessing the sample. The CIE recommendation therefore describes not only
the determination of the total color difference ßE, but also the splitting
of this value into lightness difference, hue difference and Saturation
difference. Where an objective quality control is being carried out, it is
not sufficient to make the assessment 'good' or 'poor' only. Material
that has been given the assessment 'poor' must, in most cases, bc shaded
or, where this is not possible, sorted in such a way that separate items of
uniform color can be sold.
Conclusions can, however, only be drawn when the nature of the
color deviation is known exactly. This is particularly important when
the result of the measurement is to be used by the colorists for changing
the recipe.
For practical applications, it then becomes evident that colorists
have problems in making corrections on the basis of colorimetric data.
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Efforts are therefore being made to transform the values obtained so
that they comply with the terms of the colorists (Eigenmann 1972).

4.6. Strengthof dyes and pigments
One of these terms is the 'strength', which is particularly important for
the manufacturers and
of dyestuffs and pigments. The dyer
should be sold a product for which the same amount of dyestuff will dye
the same amount of material to give the same depth of shade.
Depth of shade is a term coirred by colorists for which there is
certainly no clear physica! definition (Rabe and Koch 1957, Gall
1969b). Two specimens colored with the same amount of the same
dyestuff have the same 'depth of shade'. If we now reduce the dyestuff
concentration of one specimen, it will Iook lighter and less saturated,
and it may also change its shade. The eye senses a specimen of this kind
as having less depth of shade. If we now dye a second dyestuff having a
different shade in the same concentration, then judgement of the
strength of the dyeing will depend not only on the shade, but also on the
luminosity and the saturation. With identica! dyestuffs, strength and
depth of shade are terms that correlate with one another. With these
products, the dye strength is a material term indicating the content of
coloring substance compared with another sample. Only in this case is it
possible to determine clearly the strength of a dyestuff or pigment.
If various delivery batches show differences in shade and saturation,
then the various criteria for dye or tinting strength (e.g. equal reflectance
in the absorption maximum (DIN 1972), equal depth of shade (Gall
r 969) or minimal color difference ), will Iead to significantly differing
values (Brockes 1975), especially with brilliant-yellow types. Work is at
present being carried out, for example, in standards committees on
solving this problern and on establishing agreement.
The problern is a manifold one. For example, two similar yellow
dyestuffs used individually at a given concentration ratio will give the
smallest color difference. If the two dyestuffs are now used in combination with another dyestuff (e.g. with blue in a certain concentration),
then the concentration ratio of the two yellows will change significantly
if the smallest color difference between both mixtures is again to be
determined. In the first case, the entire reflectance spectrum has an
influence on the result, but in the second case only the wavelength
range in which the absorption maximum is to be found. In this case,
the wavelength ranges in which the dyestuff shows low absorption are
unimportant because the total absorption in these ranges is determined
by the absorption of the other dyestuffs used. When assessing a dyestuff, it is therefore primarily the relationship between the absorption
factors in the absorption maximum that is used as the criterion for
strength (ISCC 1972, 1974).
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4· 7. Residual color deviation
Another factor besides the color strength with dyestuffs and pigments is
the evaluation of the color difference remairring after the strength has
been adjusted. In practical applications of the products, this residual
color difference can either not be corrected at all or only by amending
the recipes. Calculation of the residual color deviation is carried out by
first evaluating the dye strength, then correcting the measured refiectance curve of the specimen by this strength ratio, and finally evaluating
the color difference between the standard and the corrected curve of
the batch (Kuehni 1970).
The resulting t::.E value will, just as much as the strength, depend on
which criterion was used for adjusting the strength by calculation.
4.8. Appearance
To conclude the general remarks, it should be mentioned once agairr
that the result not only of the colorimetric but also of the visual evaluation is infiuenced by all the surface effects which can be grouped
together under the collective term 'appearance'. Although, as with the
color, such properties as gloss, surface structure, transparency, and
translucency should be kept constant, they are subject, like the color, to
certain fiuctuations. Testing the appearance is often difficult. In his
book, Hunter (1975) has given a comprehensive summary of these
problems.
An evaluation of the gloss or other surface properties is, just like the
color, an important quality criterion for many products and is carried
out with every batch. For determining the color, it is important to know
that differences can occur in t!1e gloss, for example, which have an
infiuence at the same time on the determination of the color difference.
In extreme cases, the result of the measurement can contradict the
visual assessment, since the viewing geometry will only rarely correspond with that in the colorimeter.
After this discussion of general aspects, a few particular aspects of
final quality control in just a few product groups will be discussed.

5· Final quality control

s.I.

Dyestuffs
Strength and shade as characteristics of the color of textile dyestuffs are
very often tested objectively. Perhaps this is because it is mainly !arge
firms that are involved, for which rational production and control make
an essential contribution to the operating result, but also partly because
the major potential customers of this industry are also endeavoring to
manufacture their products as economically as possible and, by making
tough demands and carrying out a stringent control of incoming goods,
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leave the dyestuff manufacturer no other choice but to supply goods
with as small a tolerance as possible.
With only a few exceptions, dyestuffs are produced, finished and
tested in batches. Testing is made against a specimen of the identical
dyestuff which has been stated as being the standard or reference. The
dyestuff cannot be tested by directly measuring the dyestuff powder. lt
either has to be tested in solution or as a dyeing. Evaluation of the
strength plays a very important role in the testing, since this has to be
adjusted during the production. In addition, evaluation and correction
of the shade is, of course, also necessary. Wherever possible, the dye
strength is determined in solution, since this method gives the highest
degree of accuracy from the least amount of work (ISCC 1972, Commerford 1974, Stearns 1968).
Since the dyestuff solutions to be compared in the control are not
metameric or only very slightly so, all kinds of colorimeters can be used
for the measurements as long as they are accurate enough.
Not only the dyestuff strength but also the shade is being determined
more and more in solution or corrected on the basis of solution measurements. The methods used vary considerably, namely evaluation of
color difference in solution, deviation of the absorption curveswhereby use is made of the method described by Park and Stearns for
reflectance measurements (Rounds 1969, Garland 1973)-comparison
of spectra which are normalized in the absorption maximum, etc. The
methods of correction vary just as much as the methods of determination.
Problems arise with the adjustment of a dyestuff in solution in the
case of dyestuffs consisting of a mixture of dyes of similar shade which
are intended for the coloring of blended fabrics. This is because it is
virtually impossible to separate clearly the individual dyestuffs in
solution within these mixtures, for example acid and direct dyestuffs
or reactive and disperse dyestuffs. This is where it is advantageous to
carry out the test as a dyeing, because, instead of the blended fabrics,
the individual fibers can be dyed separately so that it is possible to tell
whether both types of fiber become colored equally and no melange
effects are visible on the blended fabric.
Dyestuffs are frequently adjusted on the basis of measurements in
sclution and finally checked by making a dyeing. With some groups of
dyestuffs, this is definitely recommended as a precaution, since dyestuffs frequently consist of several components which are very similar
chemically ar.d which have very similar absorption spectra, yet do not go
on to the fiber to the same extent. This applies particularly to reactive
dyes.
There are several papers which deal with the accuracy of laboratory
dyeings (ISCC 1974, Stearns 1968, Sumner 1976). The conclusions
show in all cases that, because of the relatively poor reproducibility, at
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least three dyeings of the reference and of the specimen should be
measured at various points to achieve a standard deviation of the
determined dyestuff strength of 1 %. The dyeing involves less work
when only the residual colvr deviation has to be determined. It is, in
fact, the !arge amount of work involved in dyeing and measuring which
causes all testing stations to improve constantly their methods of
measurement in solution.

5.2. Pigments
Besides dyestuffs, which are used primarily for the coloring of textiles
and paper, we have pigments which are used for the coloring of paints,
plastics and printing inks. Whereas dyestuffs are frequently tested in
solution, it is not only impracticable but also impossible to dissolve
pigments because at a later stage the pigments are not in a dissolved
form but only in a dispersed form in the media. The particle-size
distribution of the pigments inftuences both the scattering power and
the absorptivity of the system and thus affects both the strength and the
shade.
Since the relationship between the optical properties and the Ievel of
dispersion of the pigment has been recognized, greater efforts have been
made in the pigment industry than so far in the dyestuffs industry to
set up standards for the testing of characteristics of quality. In DIN
53 234 (1972), a method has been standardized, with the aid of which
the strength of a pigment can be tested. The method is reproducible but
uses grinding apparatus and a binder, which do not correspond to
conditions Iikely to be encountered in practice. The absorption in the
absorption maximum has been laid down as the criterion for tinting
strength.
A further method, which bears more similarity to practical conditions
and which furthermore enables the dispersibility of a pigment to be
tested, is given in DIN 53 238 (1974b). In practical application, it is
very important to know whether a pigment is readily dispersible or is
difficult to disperse, since with this knowledge it is possible to estimate
the energy needed for giving the pigment a form in which, as far as the
strength is concerned, there is optimum dispersion of the fine particles.
Insufficiently dispersed pigments inftuence not only the tinting strength
of the system, but also the coarse particles which produce nibs and
reductions in gloss as undesirable side effects.
Since the criterion for strength used in the above-mentioned standards is much argued in the pigment industry, the strength is frequently
determined in this field using the standard color depths laid down in
DIN 53 235 (1974a).
In the case of pigments, however, the optical properties that have to
be tested covernot only strength, shade and dispersibility, but also the
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properties influenced by the scattering power and absorptivity, namely
opacity, transparency and pure shade. The accuracy that is possible
with these tests is discussed by Gall (1975). With white pigments, the
lightening power replaces the tinting strength (DIN 1960). An overall
Iook at the optical properties of pigments and their testing was given by
Völz in his FATIPEC paper in 1972.

5·3· Other industries
Whereas similar tests are carried out by pigment and dyestuff manufacturers throughout the world, this is certainly not the case with other
industries. In the textile industry, for example, the know-how gathered
in one plant is hardly likely to be transferred to another. Textiles are
printed, dyed as piece-goods, in the yarn, in the form of combed material or in flock. There are many different textile fibers and for one fiber,
many dyeing techniques. For this reason, I shall Iimit myself to just a
few tests and problems of generat interest.
In the textile sector, one of the oldest quality controls is the classification of raw cotton (Nickerson 1958). The result of the test has a
direct effect on the price of the goods. The oldest investigations on the
quality of the light du ring viewing were therefore carried out in connection with the lighting of the test rooms for cotton. The fact that raw
cotton always has something of a yellow cast, and differences in the
yellow cast become more clearly visible under bluish light, may have
contributed to the fact that a color temperature of 7500 K is generally
used for viewing and color matehing in the USA today.
One particular point, which applies predominantly to the textile
industry, is the fact that, here too, final inspection can only be made on
the finished goods. However, since the dyeing operation is not the last
step in the production process, matehing the color with the reference
must also be carried out on the unfinished goods.
Many textiles are finished after dyeing with chemical auxiliaries in
order to improve certain properties, such as handle, crease resistance,
water absorption, gloss, etc. These auxiliaries can cause changes in
shade and one of the problems of the textile plant is to keep these
influences as constant as possible, since the shade has to be adjusted
before finishing. For this, an unfinished reference has tobe prepared. If
a finished textile is taken as the reference, then the shift in color caused
by the finishing must be eliminated in the calculations.
In the case of paints, and in particular with those that are to be sold
as decorators' paints, there is an increasing tendency to sell from modern
mixing apparatus at the dealers. These mixing devices contain a few
pure colors and white paints, which, measured out and mixed on the
spot, are supposed to give a color selected from a pattern card showing a
!arge number of color shades. Particularly high demands on quality
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have tobe made, however, on the components used for this purpose. In
order to obtain the desired shade in each of the wide variety of mixtures,
the scattering power and absorptivity of the individual batches of the
components must always be the same, since the strength and shade of
the mix is affected by both these values of a11 the components.
There is another group of paints in which the demands with regard to
color tolerances are particularly high, namely autornative repair finishes.
Automotive coatings are frequently pure-shade paints and, as such,
are difficult to standardize anyway. Whereas normal autornative coatings
are stoving finishes, repair coatings are often air-drying finishes,
though this does not make the problern to be solved any easier. With
repairs, there are often long, sharp dividing edges which strongly
accentuate even the sma11est differences in shade. Testing whether
repair coatings are of the correct color therefore often borders on the
Iimit of reproducibility of modern colorimeters and specimen production. The problern becomes even more difficult when it is a question of
assessing for insurance purposes repairs that have been carried out,
since the finish on an automobile always deviates somewhat from the
original finish as a result of exposure to weathering. Because of the
difficulties arising in such cases, a standards committee has been set up
in West Germany, in which colorimetrists, paint manufacturers and
insurance representatives are seeking a solution to the problem.
In paper production, the quality of the raw material plays just as
!arge a role as it does in the textile industry, and the price and customs
duties of woodpulp have been fixed now for years by brightness values.
Testing of this value is therefore just as internationally standardized as
the preparation of the specimen to be tested (ISO 1973).
Another special aspect in the production of paper is the enormaus
water consumption. For ecological reasons and for reasons of rationalization, there is an increasing tendency to work with circulating water, in
other words, all chemicals, whether colorants or not, which get into the
effiuent affect the color in the next cycle. For this reason, a quality
control giving particularly rapid feedback is especially impcrtant. This
is another reason why on-line measurement and the use of liquid
dyestuffs not containing any wetting agents are being introduced on a
particularly !arge scale in the paper industry.
It should also be mentioned that, in Europe, the color of several
types of paper has been specified to prevent the undesirable differences
in shade of the white printing paper of newspapers, magazines and
brochures. Since absolute measurement has not proved to be accurate
enough in such cases, the tests are carried out in relation to ceramic
standards. The preferred colors for papers intended for office forms are
also standardized, but the tolerances have been kept wide enough to
enable absolute measurements to be carried out.
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5·4 · Foods
In the case of foods, being natural products, the color is often an
important characteristic of quality, for example for the maturity. For
this reason, objective colorimetric quality control has already been a
reality for a long time (Asselbergs 1961, Brice 1960, Gall and Elias 1968,
Mackinney and Little 1962). There are a !arge number of quality
Standards, of which color is an important section, and a great deal of
work has been needed to create measuring methods with which the
color of these products can be measured with adequate reproducibility.

6. Summary
With what I have discussed above, it has not been possible to describe
totally all the successes and problems which arise in connection with an
objective colorimetric quality control. Experience has shown, however,
that, despite all the difficulties, objective controls are the subject of further
development in all sectors in which colared products are manufactured
and marketed.
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COLOR IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
SACHIE MINATO
Department of Industrial Design, Faculty of Engineering, Chiba University, Chiba z8o, Japan

1.

The three phases of color use

Color is a very important part of a product inasmuch as the appearance
of the product can be recognized to be significant. In the past the color
choices and arrangements were determined by an artistic attitude
dependent upon the emotional propensities of the creator. The aesthetic
qualities of color often overcame an objective approach to its application,
or eise the emotive qualities of color were not at all appreciated. However, the functionalism for color had come into existence about half
a century ago. It was aimed to get intangible advantagessuch as improvement of production or relief from fatigue rather than beauty through the
effective use of color to secure the effect desired. Especially, the
functional use of color in public architecture emphasized psychophysiological satisfaction with practical values. Appearance of machinery
was set free from black, and has gone from a decorative form to a
simple form with functional beauty. But assessment of appearance was
immediate.
On the other hand, most enterprises have been interested in the use of
color to give their products a strong appeal for promotion of sales. The
development of modern chemistry helped them by producing bright
and highly pure colors. Products then have become colorful enough to
attract consumers, and sometimes have been put out in loud colors that
were discordant with the colors of our surroundings. lt was believed that
good design could be achieved within economic constraints without
sacrificing aesthetics.

2.

The necessity of color harmony in totality

Recently modern products have had serious attention paid to their
qualities to achieve satisfactory utility, comfortable use, rational cost,
beauty and so on, as well as to absorb the consumers' responses to them.
Calors of various products have confused our visual environment.
Generally, prevention of this situationwas clone with the view of improving productivity in such a way as to arrange or reduce the number of
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colors of products only by the integration of similar colors. Yet color
has been almost regarded merely as an impulsive tool for being much in
prominence. Surely there are a few ideas which can prevent color
confusion by coordinating the colors used in fields such as living
commodities, and obtain consumer approval with remarkable business
success.
What we cannot ignore is that color has the ability to affect our
feelings and to transmit information as signs or symbols. If a product is
displayed, our eyes will catch not only its color but also the color of its
surroundings; the appearance of its color may be inftuenced by the
color of the surroundings which is not constant. A combination of its
color with the colors of different surroundings probably makes our
feelings variable. Color arrangement produces shapes, scene, and then a
visual impression associated with a mixture of inherent and acquired
factors. Visual significance may be determined by what scene we Iook at
and therefore, the color of a product is not a matter in itself alone. It
must have a positive significance or character, maintaining a good
relationship between the colors of different objects which are in use
together. A necessity for present industrial design is a realization of the
total color coordination based on the functional use of color without
Joss of visual values.
The purpose of color coordination is to emphasize the beauty of
color by combining colors which harmonize with each other. The
colors themselves should be chosen deliberately to create a visual
significance suited to our environment. A further desire isthat they have
a profound psychological influence upon human beings and upon the
personality of the creator. Color selection is as much art as science.

3· The ha.rmonizing ability of color
We are interested in how weil we can choose a convenient color for
these manifold purposes, and in what color is safe not only from the
failure of the color scheme for respective products but also from the
color confusion as a whole. The color which we like the most is not
always a good color for a product. If it is not in keeping with the
character of the product, it will Iook wrong.
There are some 'friendly' colors which can secure fairl y good effects
without minute attention to various factors. White or light color, for
example, produces a pleasant effect, and, even if combined with any
color, hardly creates an unfavorable impression. There are, however,
fastidious colors that are not so easy to harmonize with others except
when they are combined with adjacent or opposite colors in hue and
special colors like achromatic color. Vivid green may fall in this color
group.
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Therefore, color may be classified into two !arge groups according to
how easily one color can obtain a harmonious relationship with another.
The first group consists of colors which can easily establish good relationships with others. The s::cond group is related to the difficulty in
finding harmonious colors. Achromatic color rightly belongs to the
form er, and vivid green to the latter.

4· Trends of actual colors applied to various products
What colors are used for actual products? According to the author's
recent investigation, some characteristic patterns can be recognized in
the use of color. These features reveal themselves in a distinct form
as colors are plotted statistically into the Munsell color space with their
color coordinates in terms of hue, value and chroma.
The Munsell Book of Color naturally has equispaced colors in its
color space. But the colors in the Pantone Matehing Systemare crowded
in the warm and bluish domain in hue, and heavily distributed both
near the surface and araund the lightness axis of the Munsell color
solid (figures 1 and 2). The colors of other color systems, that is, RAL in
Germany, Neopakol in France, and Sigma in the Netherlands, have a
similar trend towards the Pantone Matehing System in hue, but consist
of many subdued colors in Saturation.
In the case of automobiles produced in Japan during the three-year
period from 1974 to 1976, their colors, when plotted into the Munsell
color space, show such a character as appeared much in the three hues of
reddish orange, yellow and blue as weil as in lower lightness. The shape

Figure 1. Color chromaticness tendency of the Pantone Matehing System where chromaticness is related to the Munsell hue
and chroma.
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Figure 2. Colortone tendency of the Pantone Matehing System
for the case of reddish and bluish-green colors where tone is
related to the Munsell value and chroma.

Figure J. Color chromaticness tendency of automobiles produced in Japan from 1974 to 1976.
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Figure 4· Color tone tendency of automobiles for the case of
reddish and bluish-green colors.
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of this distribution Iooks like a fiat oval which is lang along the lightness
axis and wide in the yellow-blue direction having a projection toward
reddish orange from the centroid of the oval (figures 3 and 4). As for the
colors of electric appliances made in Japan, they mainly consist both of
a series of achromatic colors from black to white and of a series of colors
in such a cyclic order as dark gray, red, orange, yellow, yellow green,
blue and dark gray. There are very few purplish and reddish-purple
colors among them. The appearance of this distribution in the Munsell
color space somehow suggests a fiower of calla lily on a tall spadix of the
lightness axis partly surrounded within a spathe representing warm and
bluish colors (figure 5). Strangely enough, most of them agree with the

..

Figure 5· Perspective representation showing colors chosen for
electrical appliances in Japan from the Munsell color solid.

color samples taken from the Pantone Matehing System. The colors of
interior furnishings in Japan, though there are a Iot of light and subdued colors and none of the colors from purplish blue to reddish purple
in hue, show similarities to the colors of electric appliances.
The field of textiles is a thesaurus of color; there is an almost
infinite number of shades. Especially, textiles for ladies are very colorful
and closely related to fashion. From the survey on the color of women's
wear in Japan during the eleven-year period from 1960 to 1970, we can
statistically obtain a tendency of the color use in textiles when the
colors arrived at are plotted into the Munsell color space. They occupy
nearly the greater part of the Munsell color solid except the region of
light or brilliant purplish pink and the region of deep green. They are
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crowded in the region of red, orange, and blue in hue, but there are
vivid or strong colors covering almost all hues (figures 6 and 7). The

Figure 6. Color chromaticness tendency of the color of women's
wear in Japan from 1960 to 1970.

Figure 7· Color tone tendency of the color of women's wear
for the case of reddish and bluish-green colors .

appearance of this distribution in the Munsell color space is like the
shape of a football, thickly sliced by two inclined planes in parallel so as
to remove both its upper shoulder of purplish blue and its lower shoulder
of greenish yellow. As for the traditional dyeings by natural dyes, their
colors are crowded heavily in the warm region and very little in the
greenish region. Most of them are subdued in saturation, but considerably saturated colors can be obtained in the region of red to reddish
purple. There is no vivid green because a greenish color is obtained
from a combination of yellow dye with indigo.
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5· The rote of orange- and blue-hued colors in color combination
Through the use of color in various fields we find that orange and blue
are the most popular hues to use. They are also very familiar colors in
nature. If the colors which a man chooses are dependent upon the
environment in which he lives and in which he grew up, it is not
strange to discover that the colors most frequently used are the familiar
ones occurring in nature. And if color harmony is due to colors which
are related to each other, it is natural that the colors related to nature
have the ability to harmonize.
When combining colors, we frequently experience that the hues of
orange and blue are in a good relationship with other, different colors.
In the case of colors produced by natural dyes, it is true that they are
always harmonious with each other. This probably results from their
character, for most of them are considerably subdued colors and consist
both of warm colors and of colors derived from indigo. We can recall
that in the old masterpieces in fine art, an orange flesh tone is frequently
chosen as a color harmony key, and that in lmpressionism light bluish
colors often predominate.
Therefore, it may be concluded that colors of orange and blue in hue
are very convenient colors to use. Their harmonizing ability may be
compared to that of achromatic colors.

6. Formulation of color affections
The effective use of color, especially to correspond to a mood, requires
scientific knowledge about how much colors affect us. There is no
extensive information about the affective responses to color, although
we can obtain considerable data objectively on special colors through
books or papers. Since the color of a product is generally designed by the
estimation of its affective value according to our own judgment, it is
very useful for designers to have a simplified expression based on the
objective data concerning color affections.
An experimental formula was derived by the author and his collaborator to express the relations between the affective values (pleasure,
gaiety) of a single color and its three basic attributes (hue H, lightness
V, saturation C). The generat expression of this formula is given by
Z

= [a

11 +alzcos(wH)+a 13 sin(wH)]V
+ [az 1 + a,,cos(wH) + aZJsin(wH)]C

+ [aJ 1 + aJ ,cos( wH) + aJJsin( wH)]
where Z is an affective value, H, V and C are the values of a given
color in the notation of the Munsell color system, and w = n/so. But

N

0

Table I. Coefficients a,i corresponding to various affections for single colors.
Color affection

au

Light-dark

al2

alJ

a21

a22

a2,

a,,

o-

a,2

a,,

R

0

0

0"77

50 "3

0

0

I2 "5

0

Cheerful-gloomy

30"3

0

0

I8 ·o

0

- 3 "0

- 276"3

0

0

0•76

Shallow-deep

42"7

0

0

6·I

0

- 4"3

- 276 ·4

0

0

o ·83

Light-heavy

36"9

0

0

5·6

0

- 3"7

-223 "4

0

0

o ·86

Clear-thick

- 32I"I

0

0

o ·64

- 5 ·o

- 344 "9

42 "4

0

0

I I ·7

- 4"2

- 8·5

Gay-sober

27 "5

0

0

I8 ·9

0

- 2·8

- 280 ·9

0

0

0 •76

Beautiful-ugly

3I "4

0

0

8 ·3

- 3"I

- 6·3

- 2I2"1

0

0

o ·6o

Hard-soft

- 9"0

0

0

- 2·8

0

0

58 ·7

0

0

0 "59

4"9

3"9

-94 "6

4"3

o ·68

157"4

0

0

o ·8o

30 "9

0

0

o·65

Passionate-intellectual
Loud-plain
Strong-weak

- 0"7

11"9

- 32 ·8

- 2 "9

0

0

1·6

3"3

3 "3

- 8·6

0

0

3"3

0

0

3"5

3 "7

- 134"I

- 9"0

3"8

0 "73

- 8·8

3"4

0"74

I "3

Dynamic-static

1"0

1·6

- o·6

13"2

Warm-cool

4"4

2"1

- 0 "4

Likable-dislikable

13 "0

6·3

8·2

- 128·8

0

2·o

- 2 "4

- 2"4

23 "9

0

Manly-childish

- I8·I

0

0

- 9·8

1·8

Manly-womanly

- 19"0

0

0

- 5·5

- 3·8

- 6·9

- 135·8

0

0

0 "39

0

172 "1

0

0

0 "70

I "9

130·0

0

0

o ·65

'l
'l
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the value of H should be used as a modified value when the color circle
is divided into 100 hues. The values of coefficients au corresponding to
various color affections are given in table I. The predicted value is
designed to fall in the range between 200 and - 200. The Kendall rank
correlation coefficients in various color affections between the predicted
values and the measured values given by the Japan Color Research
Institute are also shown by the symbol R in the table.
Formulation of color preference is difficult to predict with high
accuracy. We present below an experimental formula on preferences for
single colors:
Z=4[ {j(H)[CcosO-(V -4·5)sin0]} 2 + [CsinO+(V-4·s)cos0)2] 1 ' 5 -2oo
where

0 = -nsin(wH)/12,
f(H) = r/[3 · 5 {1 + o·2[cos( wH)- sin(wH)]}],

and the use of the other symbols is the same as in the earlier expression.

7. Conclusion
Color in industrial design is not only prominent for a product but also
in the social agreement with our visual environment. The bringing of
colors into a systematic relationship with each other is only one solution
to the coordination of color in technical and design requirements.
Modern use of color requires further measurements of color significance to be made scientifically and a technique to be developed which
makes color use easy.
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COLORIMETRY I

An ÜBER Dffi VERGLEICHBARKEIT VON
FARBMESSUNGEN NACH DEM SPEKTRALVERFAHREN
UND NACH DEM DREffiEREICHSVERFAHREN

GEORG GEUTLER
Institut für Lichttechnik der Technischen Universität Berlin, Einsteinufer 19, D-1ooo Berlin 10, Deutschland

Das Spektralverfahren gilt heute noch als das gerraueste Verfahren der
Farbmessung. Aus diesem Grunde wird die Güte von Farbmeßgeräten
nach dem Dreibereichsverfahren n1eist durch Vergleich der Meßergebnisse von bestimmten Farbvalenzen mit denen des Spektralverfahrens
bewertet, wobei die spektralphotometrisch ermittelten Werte als
Bezugsgrößen verwendet werden. Die auftretenden Meßdifferenzen
werden dann fast immer dem Dreibereichsverfahren angelastet.
Die vorliegende Arbeit zeigt, daß das übermäßige Vertrauen auf die
spektralphotometrisch ermittelten Werte-besonders bei Anwendung
von automatischen oder registrierenden Spektralphotometern-im
allgemeinen nicht gewährleistet ist. So wird zum Beispiel der Referenzwert ( 100 %-Wert) bei Spektralphotometern häufig entweder durch
automatische Verstellung der Spaltbreite des Austrittsspaltes oder
durch Reglung der Betriebsspannung des als Strahlungsempfänger
verwendeten Photovervielfachcrs gewonnen. Beide Verfahren können
zu erheblichen Meßfehlern führen.
(i) Durch Verstellen der mechanischen Spaltbreite des Monochromators erfolgt zwangsläufig eine Änderung der spektralen Spaltbreite. Bei Verwendung von Photovervielfachern, deren relative
spektrale Empfindlichkeit zum Roten steil abfällt, muß daher die
mechanische Spaltbreite bei Messungen im r0ten Spektralgebiet
derart vergrößert werden, daß z.B. bei Prismenmoaochromatoren
mit der geringeren Dispersion im genannten Spektralbereich speknm auftreten können. Durch die gleichtrale Spaltbreiten von
zeitige Erhöhung des Anteils an Falschlicht können leicht Fehler in
der Größe von 10 % bei der Bestimmung des spektralen Transmissionsgrades oder Strahldichtefaktors entstehen.
(ii) Bei der Reglung der Betriebsspannung des Photovervielfachcrs
ändert sich in starkem Maße der Dunkelstrom dieses Strahlungsempfängers. Da sich der Dunkelstrom beim Gleichlichtverfahren als
additive Größe sowohl dem Referenz-als auch dem Probensignal

so
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mitteilt, können bei Messung kleiner Transmissions-oder Reflexionsgrade relative Fehler bis über 100% entstehen, die bei der anschließenden valenzmetrischen Auswertung zu großen Bewertungsfehlern
führen. Eine weitere Fehlergröße ist durch die ortsabhängige
Empfindlichkeit des als Strahlungsempfänger benutzten Photovervielfachers gegeben. Es ist bekannt, daß hierbei Empfindlichkeitsunterschiede von I :40 innerhalb weniger mm Flächenverschiebung auftreten. Bei nicht planen Oberflächen der Meßobjekte
können Referenz- und Probensignal auf verschiedene Stellen der
Photokathode auffallen, und zu erheblichen, von der Inhomogenität
der Photokathode abhängigen Fehlern führen.
Eine weitere Einflußgröße, die zu Fehlern führen kann, ist in den
Verfahren selbst begründet. Für die valenzmetrische Auswertung der
spektralphotometrisch gewonnenen Meßwerte werden als Strahlungsfunktion für die beleuchtende Lichtart die z.B. in der CIE-Publikation
15 Colorimetry angegebenen Strahlungsfunktionen für die Normlichtarten A, C oder D6s angewendet; Es ist aber bekannt, daß nicht
einmal die Normlichtart A durch Glühlampenlicht genau genug
dargestellt werden kann. Die Normlichtart C ist durch die vorgeschriebene Anwendung von Flüssigkeitsfiltern noch wesentlich ungenauer,
die Normlichtart D 6 s durch künstliche Lichtquellen auch heute noch
praktisch überhaupt nicht darstellbar.
Das Dreibereichsverfahren kann auch bei genauestem Spektralangleich der verwendeten Strahlungsempfänger immer nur die Farbwerte bestimmen, die aus dargebotener Strahlungsfunktion der beleuchtenden Lichtquelle und spektrale Eigenschaft der Probe resultieren.
Aus diesem Grunde ist eine Gütebewertung für Farbmeßgeräte nach
dem Dreibereichsverfahren über entsprechende, nach dem Spektralverfahren ermittelte Werte unzulänglich. Eine Gütebewertung für
Farbmeßgeräte nach dem Dreibereichsverfahren kann nur durch
Gegenüberstellung der spektralen Empfindlichkeiten der angeglichenen
Strahlungsempfänger mit den Sollfunktionen erfolgen.
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A12 FARBMESSUNGEN AN GEKRÜMMTEN
OBERFLÄCHEN
HEINZ TERSTIEGE
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung (BAM), Unter den Eichen 87,
rooo Berlin 45, Deutschland

1.

Allgemeines

Farbmaßzahlen von Körperfarben in Aufsicht werden üblicherweise
durch eine vergleichende Messung von Probe und Reflexionsstandard
gewonnen. Der Reflexionsstandard kann ein Weißstandard (Sekundärstandard) oder ein gegenüber der Probe möglichst gleichfarbiger
Arbeitsstandard sein. Die Farbmaßzahlen des Arbeitsstandards sind im
allgemeinen aber auch über eine vergleichende Farbmessung gegen
einen Sekundärstandard gewonnen worden. Dieser soll in seinem
Reflexionsverhalten dem Primärstandard, der vollkommen mattweißen Fläche, möglichst nahe kommen. Als Sekundärstandard wird
meist die ebene, nahezu mattweiße Oberfläche einer gepreßten Bariumsulfattablette (DIN 1970) genommen. Je mehr die zu messenden
Proben aber ihrerseits in ihrem Reflexionsverhalten von dem Sekundärstandard abweichen, desto größere Abweichungen sind in den Ergebnissen der Farbmessung mit unterschiedlichen Farbmeßgeräten zu
erwarten.
Die Oberflächen hochglänzender Lacke weichen extrem von der des
matten Weißstandards ab. Um bei der Farbmessung von Lacken den
Anteil der direkt reflektierten Strahlung auszuschließen und nur den
diffus reflektierten Anteil der Strahlung zu bewerten, benutzt man für
Kugelgeometrien Glanzfallen, korrigiert den Glanz rechnerisch oder
verwendet die gerichtete +5/o-Geometrie.
Sind die hochglänzenden Oberflächen zusätzlich gekrümmt, treten
weitere Fehlerquellen dadurch auf, daß die in der Messung bewertete
Fläche der Probe in Abhängigkeit von der Krümmung den gerichteten
Anteil in verschiedene Raumwinkel reflektiert. Bei einer eindimensionalen Krümmung der Proben wird der Konus des einfallenden
Strahlenbündels nach gerichteter Reflexion ellipsenförmig in der
Krümmungsebene verzerrt. Die Veränderung des gerichtet reflektierten Strahlenbündels ist abhängig vom Krümmungsradius der
Probe Rund vom Durchmesser der Probenöffnung des Meßgerätes d:
tan a

=

± dfzR.
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Messungen von Anselm (1973) an den Oberflächen der gebräuchlichen deutschen Kraftfahrzeuge haben ergeben, daß bei Eindrückungen
vertikal zur Mittellinie 79% aller Werte einen Krümmungsradius
zwischen -2030 mm :> R :> 36o mm haben. Bei horizontaler Eindrückung lagen 93 % der Werte zwischen 2030 mm und 1230 mm. Unter
Vernachlässigung der horizontalen Krümmung wurden daher verschiedene Proben an einem Spektralphotometer mit Kugelgeometrie mit und
ohne meßtechnischen Glanzausschluß sowie mit 45/o-Geometrie bei
verschiedenen Probenöffnungen des Meßgerätes und den Krümmungsradien zwischen oo und 260 mm gemessen und verglichen.
2.

Einfluß der Meßgeometrie

Krümmungen der Probenoberfläche haben bei Farbmessungen mit
Kugelgeometrie unter Glanzeinschluß den geringsten Einfluß auf das
Meßergebnis. Hier geht über den unvollständigen Kugelabschluß bei
Durchbiegung der Probe etwas Strahlung verloren. Bei größeren
Probenöffnungen kann auch gerichtete Strahlung von der gekrümmten
Probe durch die Lichteintrittsöffnung der Kugel wieder herausreflektiert werden. Beides führt zu einer kleinen Verringerung der gemessenen
Normfarbwerte, wobei die Normfarbwertanteile nahezu gleich bleiben.
Bei Messungen mit Kugelgeometrie unter meßtechnischem Ausschluß des gerichtet reflektierten Anteils wird die Wirkung der Glanzfalle in Abhängigkeit der Durchbiegung verringert. Durch die Vergrößerung des Raumwinkels der direkt reflektierten Strahlung bei positiver
Krümmung kann die Glanzfalle diesen Teil nicht mehr vollständig
ausschalten. Hierdurch werden die Normfarbwerte um Teile der
Normlichtart zu groß gemessen, der Farbort der Probe wird ungesättigter und verschiebt sich bei einer Durchbiegung der Probe in Richtung
der Lichtart.
Bei 45/o-Geometrie kann mit größeren Aperturen für Beleuchtungsund Empfängerstrahlengang und größeren Probenöffnungen von der
durchgebogenen Probe direkt reflektierte Strahlung in den Empfänger
gespiegelt werden. Dies führt ebenfalls zu einer Erhöhung der Normfarbwerte und zu einer Entsättigung der gemessenen Farbe.

3· Einfluß der Größe der Probenöffnung
Bei gegebener Beleuchtungsapertur wird der Offnungswinkel des
gerichtet reflektierten Strahlenbündels bei eindimensionaler Durchbiegung der Probe mit einem Krümmungsradius von R = 26o mm und
Probenöffnungen mit einem Durchmesser von 10 mm bis so mm um
1,1° bis 5,5° vergrößert, bei kleineren Krümmungsradien entsprechend
mehr. Messungen mit dem DMC 25 zeigten daher auch eine geringere
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Abhängigkeit von der Krümmung der Proben, wenn mit der 45/oGeometrie oder Kugelgeometrie unter Glanzausschluß die Meßöffnungen des Gerätes von 33 mm auf 11 mm oder von 17 mm auf 10 mm
verkleinert wurden. Messungen an einem anderen Farbmeßgerät mit
Probenöffnungen von so mm Durchmesser ergaben hingegen eine
extrem starke Abhängigkeit vom Krümmungsradius der Proben.

4· Einfluß der Probenlage
Bei eindimensionaler Durchbiegung der Proben ist die Lage der
Krümmungsebene in Bezug auf die Ebene Lichtquelle/Probe/Empfänger bzw. LichtquellefProbefGlanzfalle von Einfluß auf das Meßergebnis. Nur bei der Kugelmessung unter Glanzeinschluß war erwartungsgemäß das Meßergebnis für gekrümmte Proben nahezu unabhängig von
der Probenlage.

5· Folgerung für Farbmessungen an gekrummten Proben
An hochglänzenden Lacken mit eindimensional gekrümmten Oberflächen der Krümmungsradien R > z6o mm, die repräsentativ für die
meisten deutschen Kraftfahrzeuge sind, lassen sich hinreichend genaue
Farbmessungen durchführen, wenn ein Meßgerät mit Kugelgeometrie
benutzt wird, das die direkt reflektierte Komponente der Strahlung
rechnerisch berücksichtigt. Bei Messungen mit gerichteter Geometrie
sollten die Probenöffnungen und Öffnungswinkel für Beleuchtungs- und
Meßstrahlengang möglichst klein sein. In diesem Fall liegen die
Abweichungen der Farbmessungen in Größenordnung der Streuung,
wie sie bei Rundversuchen mit verschiedenen Farbmeßgeräten an
ebenen Proben auftreten.

Literaturverzeichnis
D 1973 Bestimmung der Krümmung und Krümmungsradien
an festgelegten Kfz-Meßpunkten, AZT Ber. Nr A 014/73
DIN 1970 Weißstandard für Farbmessung und Photometrie, DIN 5033
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A13 COLORIMETRIC ESTIMATION OF
FLUORESCENT-WHITENED CLOTHS

GOROW BABA, MASAYUKI SENGOKU and
HISAKO MINEGISHI
N aka W orks, Hitachi Ltd, Japan

I.

Experiment

Sampies
15 textile samples were prepared for these experiments of which five
samples each were whitened by three kinds of fluorescent-whitening
agents in five concentration steps. Agents used were three derivatives
of diaminostilbene. Concentration of dye was selected so that the third
step of the dyeings would become visually the whitest. The substrate
which was not treated and a blank reference which was treated by water
were prepared as control samples.
I.I.

Measurements
Two-monochromator method. All samples were measured by the
two-monochromator method with a Hitachi Model MPF -4 spectrofluorophotometer, of which the spectral characteristics of both the
excitation and emission monochromators were calibrated on an energy
basis using a quantum counter and standard lamp. For the calibration
of the photometric scale, a BaS04 white standard certified by the
Electrotechnical Labaratory was used. For fluorescence measurement,
the excitation wavelength was changed from 300 nm to 450 nm in
10 nm intervals, and the fluorescent radiance factor for each excitation
was measured. For the reflected radiance factor measurement, simultaneaus scanning of the excitation and emission wavelengths from 300
nm to 780 nm was used.
I.2.

I.2.I.

One-monochromator method. For checking the spectral total
radiance factor distribution of the samples, polychromatic illumination
and monochromatic viewing mode measurements were made with a
Hitachi Model 6o7 color analyser, using 150 W xenon-lamp illumination. All data were calibrated by the white standard which was used in
the two-monochromator method.

I.2.2.

I.2 .].

Fluorescence first-derivative spectra. To discriminate the percep-
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tual color shade of samples, fluorescence first-derivative spectra of the
samples were measured by a MPF-4 spectrofluorophotometer with a
derivative-spectrum attachment.

I.] . Colorimetric calculation
Spectral luminescent radiance factor and spectral reflected radiance
factor distributions for Illumin::mt D 6 s were calculated by the complete
method from the data obtained with the two-monochromator
method. From these results, tristimulus values of fl.uoresced and
;·efl.ected color were calculated. Then the tristimulus values of the
following components were derived:
(X, Y, Z)c =(X, Y, Z)F-(X, Y, Z)R
(X, Y, Z)s =(X, Y, Z)a-(X, Y, Z)R
(X, Y, Z)E =(X, Y, Z)F-(X, Y, Z)s

where (X, Y, Z)c, (X, Y, Z)F, (X, Y, Z)R, (X, Y, Z)a, (X, Y, Z)s, and
(X, Y, Z )E are respectively the tristimulus values of combined color,
fluoresced color, reflected color, blank reference, staining, and effective
whitening.

I.4. Assessment of whitening power and color shade
Tristimulus values of all the component colors were converted to CIE
1976 L*u*v* space and examined.
Then, the whitening power and whitening hue, which were defined
by the following equations, were calculated:

Wp

=

WH

= tan -

where wp is the whitening power, WH the whitening hue, and k is a
scaling factor. The calculated whitening power of each sample is shown
in figure 1 .

2.

Discussion

In the analytical measurement of fluorescent-whitening colors, the
two-monochromator complete matrix method is the most useful. The
fluorescence-reduction method, using sharp cut-off filters, is less useful
for fluorescent-whitening colors than for chromatic fluorescent colors
because of the wide overlap of excitation and emission spectra and the
difficulty of use of sharper cut-off filters. On the chromaticity diagram,
chromaticities of fluoresced and reflected colors are each mostly distributed linearly ; on the other hand, chromaticities of combined colors
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1.

Calculated whitening power of ftuorescent-whitened
cloths.

are on curved loci. Therefore, the whitest point or the most adequate
concentration of dye can be found from these loci.
For a more precise estimation of whitening power or color shade of
fluorescent-whitening agents, whitening power or whitening hue
calculated from CIE 1976 L*u*v* space seems tobe more useful when
the staining effect of the dye is carefully considered.

Aq ANNriHERUNG VON NORMLICHTART D6s FÜR
ZWECKE DER FARBMESSUNG
DIETRICH GUNDLACH
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung (BAM), Unter den Eichen 87,
Iooo Berlin 45, Deutschland
Im Jahre 1966 wurde von der CIE die neue Normlichtart D 65 eingeführt. Sie basiert auf Messungen der spektralen Strahlungsverteilung
des natürlichen Tageslichtes und entspricht der Tageslichtphase mit
der ähnlichsten Farbtemperatur T" = 6504 K. Die Normlichtart D 65
ist durch ihre relative spektrale Bestrahlungsstärkeverteilung im Wel-
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Jenlängenbereich zwischen 380 und 830 nm definiert. Es gibt bisher
keine künstlichen Strahiungsquellen, die auch nur annähernd die
erforderliche spektrale Strahlungsverteilung besitzen. Dies schien
damals für Zweäe der physikalischen Farbmessung kein Mangel
gewesen zu sein, da bei der Messung an nicht-lumineszierenden
Körperfarben nach dem Spektralverfahren die Kenntnis der genormten relativen spektralen Strahlungsverteilung genügt. Das gilt auch
für die Farbmessung an lumineszierenden Körperfarben, wenn die
Bestimmung der spektralen Gesamtstrahldichtefaktoren nach der
exakten, aber sehr aufwendigen Matrixmethode mit zwei Monochromatoren erfolgt. So ist es erklärlich, daß Wyszecki (1970) die Hauptanwendung realisierter D 6 ,-Strahlungsquellen beim visuellen Farbabgleich von lumineszierenden und nicht-lumineszierenden Körperfarben und bei der Beurteilung der Farbwiedergabeeigenschaften von
anderen Tageslichtquellen sieht. D 6 5 -Strahlungsquellen werden jedoch
auch zur praxisnahen Farbmessung an fluoreszierenden Tagesleuchtfarben und optisch aufgehellten Proben nach dem Spektralverfahren
und als Strahlungsquellen für Farbmeßgeräte nach dem Dreibereichsverfahren benötigt.
Die bisher in einigen kommerziellen Farbmeßgeräten verwendeten
Strahlungsquellen erzeugea auf Probe und Referenz die geforderte
relative spektrale Bestrahlungsstärkeverteilung nicht mit der erforderlichen Genauigkeit. Hinzu kommt, daß bei ungünstig ausgeführten
Kugelgeometrien die Proben selbst die spektrale Strahlungsverteilung
in der Kugel ändern, was zu erheblichen Fehlern bei der Farbmessung
an lumineszierenden Proben führen kann (Gundlach und Hammer
1976, Alman und Billmeyer 1976). Da die exakte, aber sehr aufwendige
Matrixmethode mit zwei Monochromatoren unserer Ansicht nach der
Farbmessung an Lumineszenzstandards vorbehalten bleiben muß,
sind wir bestrebt, für Farbmeßzwecke eine sehr gute Annäherung unter
Ausnutzung aller Möglichkeiten zu realisieren. Es genügt hierbei, den
Bereich zwischen 300 und 760 nm sehr gut anzunähern. Die Infrarotstrahlung über 830 nm sollte abgeschnitten werden, um eventuelle
Fluoreszenzminderung zu verhindern. Unter Berücksichtigung der von
Wyszecki (1970) im Auftrag des CIE-Komitees TC 1.3 Farbmessung
zusammengestellten Annäherungen sind wir nach zahlreichen Vorversuchen zu folgenden Schlüssen gekommen:
(i) Zur bestmöglichen Annäherung sind z.Zt. Xenon-HochdruckKurzbogenlampen geeignet. Halogenlampen mit Quarzkolben
haben als Temperaturstrahler im Bereich unter 350 nm relativ
wenig Strahlungsleistung. Sie sind daher für eine Annäherung zu
unrentabel.
(ii) Ein Optimum der Annäherung ist nur durch konsequente Anwen-
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dung aller bekannten Angleichmethoden, wie Vollfilterung,
Partialfilterung und Anwendung des Spektralschablonenverfahrens möglich. Sie erfordert außerdem die Aufteilung des
Spektralbereichs in mehrere voneinander unabhängige Kanäle .
Zur Beseitigung störender Linien oder Banden ist es notwendig,
einstellbare engbandig selektiv reflektierende Anordnungen zu
verwenden. Diese Anordnungen können ebene Kombinationen
aus lnterferenzfiltern, die in Reflexion benutzt werden, und Oberflächenspiegeln sein. An Stelle der
können auch
mit Spiegelmasken bedeckte Interferenz-Verlauffilter treten.
In Abbildung I ist der für die Annäherung benutzte Aufbau schematisch dargestellt. Die Strahlung einer Xenonlampe XBO I so kann in
vier Kanälen weitgehend unabhängig voneinander spektral beeinflußt
werden.

B

SP

Abbildung

I.

Anordnung zur Annäherung von Normlichtart
D 6 s (schematische Darstellung).

Die Annäherung im sichtbaren Bereich und im nahen Infrarot wird
in den Kanälen I und 2 vorgenommen. Im Kanal 1 wird die Strahlung
der Xenonlampe nach einer Vorfilterung am Spiegel umgelenkt und
durchsetzt im telezentrischen Strahlengang ein Interferenz-Verlauffilter IVF. Der Kanal I hat am Gesamtstrahlungsfluß der Anordnung im Bereich 400 bis 700 nm einen Anteil von etwa 3 %. Er dient
nach bestmöglicher Annäherung der Gesamtanordnung zum Feinangleich im sichtbaren Strahlungsbereich. Der Feinangleich erfolgt
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durch eine Spektralschablone am Ort des Interferenz-Verlauffilters.
Die Form der Schablone kann durch Iteration berechnet werden
(Gund!ach und Hammer q76). Im Kanal 2, der mit etwa 97% am
Strahlungsfluß im sichtbaren Bereich beteiligt ist, fällt Strahlung der
Xenonlampe im telezentrischen Strahlengang durch ein Filterpaket
auf die reflektierende Anordnung A. Diese besteht aus der ebenen
Kombination eines Interferenzfilters IF mit einem Oberflächenspiegel
SP. Das Interferenzfilter wird in Reflexion benutzt. Es ist so ausgewählt, daß es unter einem gegebenen Winkel die störende Xenonlinie
bei 470 nm ausfiltert. Die selektive Reflexion der Anordnung A wird
durch Verschieben im Strahlengang so eingestellt, daß der Strahlungsüberschuß im Bereich um 470 nm gerade beseitigt ist. Die
Strahlung gelangt weiter zum dichroitischen Spiegel D-SP als selektiven Strahlenteiler mit einer Übergangswellenlänge bei 6oo nm. Die
kürzerwellige Strahlung wird transmittiert und im Kanal 2a durch
Partialfilterung dem gewünschten Verlauf angepaßt. Die reflektierte
längerwellige Strahlung gelangt im Kanal 2b zur reflektierenden
Anordnung B . Diese besteht aus der ebenen Kombination von zwei
Interferenzfiltern IF mit einem OberflächenspiegeL Die Interferenzfilter sind so ausgewählt, daß sie unter dem gegebenen Winkel die
störenden Banden im Bereich um 700 nm nicht reflektieren. Die
selektive Reflexion der Anordnung B wird durch Verschieben im
Strahlengang so eingestellt, daß der Strahlungsüberschuß im Bereich
um 700 nm gerade beseitigt wird. Die weitere Annäherung erfolgt
durch Partialfilterung. Im Kanal 3 wird der im Bereich zwischen 300
nm und 400 nm fehlende Anteil an uv-Strahlung zugegeben. Der
Kanal ist durch Vollfilterung gegenüber dem sichtbaren Bereich
weitgehend abgeblockt. Die Anpassung an den gewünschten spektralen
Verlauf erfolgt durch Partialfilterung mit steilflankigen Anlauffiltern.
Die Strahlungsanteile aus den einzelnen Kanälen werden auf einer
Bariumsulfat-Platte gemischt. Diese Platte kann für eine bestimmte
Annäherung entweder Sekundär-Strahlungsquelle für die Meßgeometrie 45 /o oder als Teil einer Kugelwand eine solche für die Meßgeometrie dfo sein.
In einer 45 /o Anordnung wurde bereits ohne speziell berechnete
oder ausgesuchte optische Bauelemente am Ort der Probe eine gute
spektrale Annäherung an Normlichtart D 65 erreicht. Die auf der
Probe erzielte Beleuchtungsstärke betrug dabei roo lx. Die rechnerische Beurteilung der Annäherung mit zehn metameren Testfarbenpaaren in Anlehnung an die deutsche Norm für Farbabmusterung
(DIN 1973) ergab gegenüber Normlichtart D 6 s den mittleren Farbabstand ßE,.N = 0,24. Die Bewertung des ultravioletten Spektralbereichs
über die von drei fluoreszierenden Testfarben absorbierten Quanten
ergab die Werte 7, r; 8,2 und 11, r. Die Sollwerte für Normlichtart
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D 6 , sind 6,3; 7,7 und 10,7. Von den CIE-Strahlungsquellen (Wyszecki
haben zwar nach dieser Norm Xe 6, Xe 10 und T 3, T 4,
T 5 geringere mittlere Farbabstände, erfüllen jedoch nicht die Anforderungen für den uv-Bereich. Die Verteilung Xe 5 hat im uv z.T.
bessere Werte, jedoch einen größeren mittleren Farbabstand. Als
Abmusterungsleuchte beurteilt, ist die hier beschriebene Annäherung
besser als die CIE-Strahlungsquellen Xe 5, Xe 9 und F 2, die gleichfalls in der Güteklasse I nach DIN 6x73liegen würden. Die Annäherung
läßt sich mit ausgewählten berechneten optischen Bauelementen bedeutend verbessern. Über das Ergebnis wird berichtet werden.
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A15 COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE
COLOUR OF NEAR-COLOURLESS, TRANSPARENT
FILMS OF POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
R THIELERT and R STARK
Unilever Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg, West Germany
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) exhibits a typical discoloration during heating
which can be used as a measure of its thermal stability (DIN 53 381,
ISO IR 305, ASTM D 21 r 5). The degree of discoloration resulting from
normal production processes is, however, so small that it can only be
seen upon careful inspection. N evertheless, this discoloration is of
interest for it provides an indication of the thermal history of the product
and from it a measure of the residual stability can be inferred.
In order to investigate whether the colour of near-colourless trans-
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parent PVC films can be measured, six near-colourless transparent
films of 200 flm thickness were formed from a compounded PVC by
rolling and calendering. The films differed in the degree of thermal
treatment to which each of them had been subjected. The second film
was rolled and calendered for twice as long as the first one, the third film
three times as long as the first, and so on. With these films (samples
AI to A6) and with seven other commercially available near-colourless
transparent PVC films (samples BI to B7), colour measurements
were made . Because it proved to be impossible to measure the
colour of a single film the spectral reflectance of a stack of samples of
each film was measured. This was carried out successively with a white
and a black background, and from these data the spectral reflectance of
a film of infinite thickness, ß(J..) oo , was calculated. The measurements
were made with a Zeiss spectrophotometer PMQ II and an integratingsphere attachment RA 3. The samples were diffusely illuminated by an
incandescent lamp. The light reflected from the samples under 0 ° was
dispersed in a monochromator and was measured by a photomultiplier.
The spectral reflectance was measured between 380 nm and 770 nm at
intervals of IO nm. In order to obtain good repeatability of the measured
values of the spectral reflectance, it proved to be important to ensure
that there was good optical contact between the single-film samples in a
stack. This was clone by compressing the stacks lying on the sample
aperture under an iron block. Some stacks were measured successively
with iron blocks of different weight in order to determine if the degree
of compression influences the spectral reflectance. The influence of the
number of film samples forming a stack on the spectral reflectance was
also investigated. From ß(J..) oo , the chromaticity Coordinates X oo , Y oo and
the tristimulus values Y "' of the I 93 I CIE Colorimetric System were
calculated on the basis of illumination with CIE Standard Illuminant C.
Comparison of the data listed in table I reveals that the weight of the
iron blocks used for compressing the stacks and the thickness of the
stacks had no significant influence on the chromaticity coordinates
X oo , y ., or on the tristimulus values Y "' " The tristimulus values Y "'
were, however, seen to vary in a random manner. This was presumably
caused by small random variations of the degree of optical contact
between the single films within one stack and of small differences
between the degree of optical contact in different stacks.
If the chromaticity Coordinates x "' and Y oo of the samples AI to A6
are plotted in the chromaticity diagram it can be seen that these lie
almost on a straight line passing through the chromaticity point C of
CIE Standard Illuminant C (figure I). The distances between C and
the chromaticity points of the samples increase with increasing degree
of thermal treatment. This is in accordance with the visual impression
of an increasing Saturation of the samples with increasing degree of
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Table I. Colorimetric specification of samples AI to A6 as a function of
sample thickness and compression load.
Sampie
AI

A2
A3
A4

A5
A6

Compression
load (N)
16
30
30
30
16
30
16
30
16
30
30
30
16
30
16
30

Number of
films per stack
14
14
IO
5
14
14
14
14
14
14
IO
5
14
14
14
14

Yoo
0'3244
0'3242
0'3246
0'3251
0'3269
0 '3271
0'3287
0'3290
0'3339
0 '3339
0'3343
0 '3338
0'3392
0 '3383
0 '3470
0 '3481

x"'
0 '3171
0 '3168
0 '3175
0 '3 183
0·3188
0 ·3189
0 '3201
0 '3200
0'3236
0 '3235
0 '3240
0 '3239
0'3272
0 ·3267
0'3333
0'3345

0.35

y<X)
37'71
36·46
37'34
36'73
35'47
35'84
34'65
34'52
39·88
38·36
36'42
35'08
35'72
32'12
35'30
33'75
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Figure I. Chromaticity coordinates of near-colourless transparent PVC films. A, experimental film with different degrees of
thermal treatment. B, commercially available films.
thermal treatment. The decrease of lightness with increasing degree of
thermal treatment cannot be concluded from the tristimulus values
Y"' because of the poor accuracy of these data. The locations of the
chromaticity points of the samples BI to B7 (figure I) also correlate weil
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with their visual impressions. Sampie Br appears slightly yellow,
sample B2 greenish blue, samples B3 and B4 colourless, sample Bs
grey, sample B6 slightly blue-violet, and sample B7 distinctly blueviolet.
It is concluded that it is possible to determine the colour of nearcolourless transparent plastic films-with the exception of the luminous
reflectance-by the method described here.
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Ax6 ZUR PROBLEMATIK BEI DER ofd GEOMETRIE
KHOFFMANN
HOECHST AG, 6230 Frankfurt (Main) 8o, Bundesrepublik Deutschland

1.

Einleitung

Es gibt heute Remissionsspektralphotometer, bei denen die Reproduzierbarkeit in der Gegend von o,or% und die Linearitätsabweichungen bei o,r % und darunter liegen, z.B. das neue Zeiss-DMC 26t und
die modifzierten Bausch- und Lomb-Geräte des Verfassers (Hoffmann
1973a, b ).
Diese Spezifikationen hinsichtlich der Linearität gelten zunächst nur
für den elektronischen Teil, sie können aber bei Verwendung ausgewäh lter Multiplier auf das Gesamtphotometer erweitert werden wie der
Verfasser unlängst gezeigt hat (Hoffmann 1976). Demgegenüber sind
jedoch die tatsächlichen Abweichungen bei den Remissionsmessungen
erheblich größer wie die vielen Rundversuche immer wieder gezeigt
t Großes Farbmeßgerät DMC 26, Firmendruckschrift von Carl
Zeiss, Oberkochen Württ. BRD.
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haben und die auch bei den eigenen Untersuchungen unter optimalen
Bedingungen in wenn auch verkleinertem Ausmaß noch vorhanden
sind.
Man muß dabei bedenken, daß zwischen Probe und Lichtempfänger
eine komplizierte optische Lichtsammelvorrichtung vorgeschaltet ist,
die die Aufgabe hat, das von der Probe und vom Referenzstandard
reflektierte Licht aufzufangen und dem Multiplier in geeigneter Form
darzubieten. Da bei der Auslegung der Remissionsansätze vorwiegend
technische Gesichtspunkte maßgeblich sind, weichen diese mehr oder
weniger von einer idealen Ulbrichtkugel ab, was sich auch auf die
Meßergebnisse auswirken muß . Das Ziel des vorliegenden Beitrages
ist es, an einem der Praxis entnommenen Beispiel die Größe der
Abweichungen und einige der dafür verantwortlichen Gründe aufzuzeigen.
Im Rahmen dieses Referates ist es nicht möglich, die Problematik
erschöpfend zu behandeln; es soll daher nur an Hand eines praktischen
Beispiels die Größe der Abweichungen demonstriert und einige Ursachen dafür diskutiert werden.
2.

Experimentelle Ergebnisse

An einem ausgewählten Satz von Lackproben wurden Remissionsmessungen mit dem neuen Zeiss-DMC 26 und einem modifizierten

SOS mod
FNF LOCkproben50I Z
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·:

.;·
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Abbildung I. Remissionsdifferenzen für einen Satz ausgesuchter
glänzender Lackvorlagen in Abhängigkeit von der Probenremission gemessen mit dem Zeiss DMC z6 und meinem modifizierten Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 505 ohne Glanz.
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Bausch und Lomb 505 mit EMI 9558 Multiplier durchgeführt. Die
Differenzen zwischen beiden Geräten sind in vergrößertem Maßstab
über der Remission als Abszisse in Abbildung I aufgetragen.
Es wurden nur Messwerte oberhalb von 430 nm verwendet und in
der Weise normiert, daß die Differenzen für den weißen Lack jeweils
auf 0,3 % gesetzt waren. Es läßt sichtrotz der unvermeidlichen Streuung
der Meßpunkte ein systematischer Gang in den Abweichungen erkennen, der sein Maximum mit etwa I,JS% im Bereich von 6o% Remission
aufweist und anschließend relativ steil wieder abfällt.

3· Diskussion der Ergebnisse
Für die gefundenen Diskrepanzen kommen unter anderem folgende
Gründe in Betracht.
J.I. Rückwirkung der Probenremission auf den Standard
In keinem der kommerziellen Remissionsphotometer befindet sich ein
Schatter zwischen Standard und Probe, womit bei variabler Probenremission eine Rückwirkung auf das Referenzsignal in dem Sinne
gegeben ist, daß die Linearitätskurve nach oben durchhängt, und zwar
um so stärker, je größer der Kugelwirkungsgrad und um so größer die
Probenöffnungen relativ zur Kugeloberfläche sind. Diese Rückwirkung
läßt sich in der Weise demonstrieren, daß die Messungen mit einem in
Richtung auf die Probe orientierten Schatter aus weißem Papier am
Referenzstandard wiederholt werden. Die Differenzen sind beim
eigenen Remissionsansatz für den B & L 505 kaum merklich, dagegen
wurden beträchtliche Unterschiede an der Messkugel vom DMC 25 die
mit der des DMC 26 identisch war, aufgefunden. Die Meßwerte liegen
auf einer parabolischen Kurve mit ca. I %am Scheitel bei so% Remissiont. Es ist auch ein geringer Einfluß der Wellenlänge hierbei vorhanden.
Die Schauerkorrektur reicht jedoch noch nicht aus, um den etwas
höheren und unsymmetrischen Verlauf der Differenzen zwischen
beiden Geräten zu erklären.
Ein weiterer Unterschied in der konstruktiven Auslegung besteht
darin, daß beim DMC zs/z6 der Photoempfänger nur einen Teil der
Kugelwand sieht, der mit Probe und Standard einen Winkel von etwa
45 Grad einschließt. Damit müßte aber eine Abweichung in Richtung
auf die o/45 Grad Geometrie einhergehen. Um einen Überblick über
die hier möglichen Unterschiede zu gewinnen, wurdem am B & L 505
t Diese Abweichungen sind inzwischen-allerdings nur mit etwa der
Hälfte des hier angegebenen Betrages-von Herrn Loof bei Firma Carl
Zeiss bestätigt worden. Dies steht mit dem auf Grund der Kugeldimensionen erwarteten Linearitätsfehler in besserer ÜbereinGtimmung.
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mod. die Differenzen zwischen der ofd und der o/45 Geometrie ermittelt.
Die Meßwerte an dem benutzten Probensatz liegen auf einer mit der
Remission zunächst ansteigenden Kurve, die zwischen 6o und 70 %
Remission etwa 2% erreicht und darüber hinaus in etwa konstant
bleibt.
Damit lassen sich dann die Abweichungen zwischen beiden Geräten
laut Abbildung 1 recht anschaulich deuten als Überlagerung der
symmetrischen Probenrückwirkung der ein Teil der mit der Remission
ansteigenden 45 Grad Geometrie überlagert ist.
Die gefunde'1en Ergebnisse können z.B. dazu verwendet werden die
Meßwerte beider Instrumente aufeinander umzurechnen um damit zu
einer wesentlich besseren Übereinstimmung zu gelangen.
Darüberhinaus sollten die vorliegenden Untersuchungen demonstrieren daß die Auslegung der Kugeln einen großen Einfluß auf die
erreichbare Genauigkeit aufweist und die Konstrukteure dazu anregen,
die optischen Erfordernisse möglichst weitgehend zu berücksichtigen.
Einige abschließende Bemerkungen befassen sich mit der Reproduzierbarkeit an Geräten des gleichen Typs (B & L 505 mod.) und den
Fehlermöglichkeiten, wobei die Temperaturabhängigkeit der Remission von Lacken eine besonders große Rolle spielt.
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A17

LOVIDOND ILLUMINANT CYAN

D G CHAM BERLIN
Colour Division, Tintometer Ltd, Salisbury, England
Current interest in measuring and standardizing light sources and selfluminous samples has meant that instruments are required to deal
increasingly with highly saturated colours. Tintometer Ltd, as instru-
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ment manufacturers, were required to extend the garout of colours
formed by the Lovibond-Schofield Yellow and Blue scales further into
the green and blue-green areas of the colour triangle. This development
enabies users to match the colours of such sampies as television phosphors, filters for road and rail signais, road studs and self-luminous
paneis for aircraft cockpits and to express results directly in terms of
CIE coordinates x and y.
The Lovibond-Schofield Tintometer and the more recent Flexible
Optic Tintometer are subtractive colorimeters in which the sample and
reference fields are seen side by side. The chromaticity of the reference
fieid is varied by superimposing any two of the three Lovibond scales,
Red, Yellow and Blue. The relative luminance of either field is adjusted
by means of a vane or shutters.
The three giass scaies are coioured by goid (in the case of the Red
scaie), chromium for the Yellow, while the Blue is a cobalt glass. Each
of these scaies transmits freely beyond 650 nm and this has restricted
the garout of colours formed by compounds of Yellow and Blue.
Because these compounds are dichroic and transmit freeiy at the red end
of the spectrum as weil as in the green, a point will always be reached
when the fiiters' combined transmittance beyond 650 nm will be more
significant than that in the green region. Beyond this point, iines
representing increasing green saturation will turn back on themselves
towards the achromatic point. The area of non-unique hues thus formed
has never caused confusion as such values have oniy a very low transmittance.
The initiai request for this development came from the television
industry, aithough we soon concluded that any solution we reached
shouid appiy equally to all other types of sampie. Same four methods
were tested and are described below.
(i) In this first method, a red fiiter was used to desaturate the sample
until it could be matched directly, using the Yellow and Blue scales.
The spectral transmittance of the filter was measured arid a study was
made of spectral power distributions of phosphors. It was proposed to
produce nomograms defining the relevant areas in terms of Lovibond
units when the desaturating filter was used over the sample. The main
difficulties encountered were in measuring phosphors with sufficient
accuracy and in dealing with the different types available. Finally, it
was feit that this solution would be too specific to the teievision industry,
ieaving us with a similar problern in other, related fields.
(ii) The second method tried was to view the sample through a 45°
piain-giass plate, while shining a white light on to the plate at 90° to the
sampie beam. The technique was then to measure the chromaticity
coordinates and find the tristimuius values of the desaturated sample
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and of the desaturating stimulus only. This enabled us to determine the
chromaticity of the original signal. This approach, while viable, had to
be discarded also as too complex and time consuming for the end user.
(iii) The third method considered was to introduce a new primary
scale, either to supplement our existing ones or to replace the cobalt
blue scale for this particular purpose. Several additional colour scales
exist from Lovibond's day and antedate his choice of his three primaries.
Two such scales, one green and one blue-green, were chosen for further
study. A computer program was written to show how these scales would
compound with our existing Yellow and Blue scales. The green scale
proved to be surprisingly poor in terms of any new area covered. The
colour gamut produced by compounding with the cobalt blue scale did
not extend significantly into the blue-green region not previously
covered. The proposed cyan blue scale did show a significant extension
of the colour gamut, however, and the transmittances of most two-part
combinations were satisfyingly high. This solution, although technically
satisfactory, was finally turned down on the basis of cost and furnace
availability, as we would have had to undertake manufacture of the
glass ourselves.
(iv) The approach finally adopted was based on a suggestion by Dr
R W G Hunt. If it is not feasible to introduce a scale of glasses which do
not transmit red, then the alternative must be to view the existing scales
in an illuminant which itself has no energy beyond 68o nm in its
spectral power distribution. The next step was to find a suitable filter
which was a minus red and which, when integrated with CIE Illuminant A, would give such a new, arbitrary illuminant.
Three filters were examined in detail. Their spectral transmittances
were measured and integrated with the spectral power distribution of
Illuminant A and the I93 I Standard observer colour-matching functions for the equi-energy source. Having thus derived colour-matching
functions for each of these new illuminants, these figures were in turn
used to calculate the outline of the gamut formed by combinations of
the three Lovibond-Schofield scales in these illuminants. From a study
of the extent of the colour gamuts achieved, the Chance OBzA filterwas
chosen as most suitable.
The next step was to determine the outline of the gamut formed by
combinations of the Lovibond scales for several different thicknesses of
this same filter. A final thickness of o·I25 in was chosen and, using the
colour-matching functions derived from this thickness of filter, the
entire range of chromaticities produced by all three scales was calculated
and the nomogram plotted as shown in figure I.
In the Lovibond-Schofield instrument, the illuminant itself is CIE
Illuminant A and the new filter alone gives the new Illuminant 'Cyan' .
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Figure 1. Nomogram produced to allow conversion from
Lovibond units to CIE coordinates for Illuminant Cyan.

In the Flexible Optic Tintometer, the lamp has a colour temperature of
K and a compound filter is supplied which first corrects the source
to Illuminant A and then to Illuminant Cyan.
Our reasons for plotting the results within the framework of the CIE
I93 I chromaticity diagram are that most signal colours are still specified in terms of coordinates x and y. Also, this nomogram is intended
for use with a similar nomogram for CIE Illuminant A, for which our
thanks are due to the late Dr D B Judd of the Bureau of Standards in
Washington.
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AIS DAS NEUE UNIVERSAL-FARBMESSGERÄT ZEISS
DMCz6

HEINZ LOOF
Abteilung für physikalisch-chemische Analyse, Carl Zeiss, D 7082
überkochen, Bundesrepublik Deutschland

I.

Kurzbeschreibung DMC z6

Dieses Gerät ist der Nachfolger des seit etwa einem Jahrzehnt gelieferten Farbmessgerätes DMC 25 . Zahlreiche Erfahrungen, welche von
etwa 40 Benutzern mit diesem Vorläufer beim Einsatz für Produktionskontrolle und Entwicklung gewonnen wurden, sind in die Konstruktion
des hier beschriebenen Gerätes DMC 26 eingeflossen. Daher ist es
nicht überraschend, wenn das Äussere des DMC 26 dem Vorläufer
ähnlich ist.
Das DMC 26 besteht aus nur zwei Aufstelleinheiten, so dass der
Platzbedarf geringer geworden ist.
Der grössere der beiden Spezialtische trägt das Spektralphotometer
und den Kurvenschreiber, einen rechnergesteuerten Plotter. Der
kleinere Spezialtisch trägt ein Bildschirmgerät für die alphanumerische
Ergebnisausgabe mit angeschlossenem leise arbeitenden Zeilendrucker.
Ferner befindet sich hier das Tastenfeld für den Dialog des Benutzers
mit dem Farbmessgerät. Beide Tischgehäuse enthalten die Elektronik
in normierten Einschüben.
Die Abmessungen beider Aufstelleinheiten entsprechen einundeinhalb Schreibtischen.
Bei der praktischen Handhabung beschränkt sich die Tätigkeit am
Photometertisch auf das Anlegen und Abnehmen der Probe sowie des
Papierblattesam Plotter. Der kleine Spezialtisch ist als Schreibmaschinentisch für sitzende Tätigkeit ausgebildet, obwohl nur kurze Instruktionen einzutasten und Messergehnisse entgegenzunehmen sind.
Das Gesamtgewicht des messbereiten Gerätes ist etwa soo kg. Der
elektrische Leistungsbedarf beträgt maximal etwa 2000 VA, ausgelegt
für die Spannungen der Weltspannungsreihe und für so oder 6oHz.
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Spektralphotometer und Ergebnisausgabe

Spektralphotometer
Das Zweistrahl-Spektralphotometermit Drehspiegelmodulation ist mit
einem Doppelmonochromator mit Reflexionsgittern in Ebert-Anordnung (Gitterkonstante 6Io Furchenfmm, Blaze etwa 450 nm) ausgestattet.
Der nutzbare Wellenlängenbereich ist 300-<)00 nm mit Falschlicht
kleiner o, I %. Die Bandbreite des Messlichtes kann auf I oder 5 oder
IO nm eingestellt werden. Der Wellenlängenvorschub erfolgt durch
Schrittmotor in Schritten o, I nm mit einer Geschwindigkeit 35 nm s- 1 •
Der Vorschub wird vom Rechner gesteuert und mittels Lichtschranke
auf Richtigkeit kontrolliert. Die Wellenlängenrichtigkeit ist von der
Schwankung der Raumtemperatur praktisch unabhängig, die Richtigkeit wird ausserdem durch den Rechner in Bezug auf einen Wellenlängenstandard selbsttätig überprüft.
Durch diese Anordnung werden folgende Leistungsmerkmale
erreicht:
2.I.

Der ganze Spektralbereich wird bei monv- und polychromatischer
Probenbeleuchtung mit nur einem und demselben Photomultiplier
überdeckt,
die lineare spektrale Dispersion ermöglicht konstante Spaltbreiten und
gegenüber einem vergleichbaren Prismenmonochromator einen
Energiegewinn besonders im roten Bereich, in welchem das SignalRausch Verhältnis wesentlich verbessert werden konnte,
der Schrittantrieb ermöglicht Messwerterfassung zwischen den Schrittbewegungen des Wellenlängenvorschubs und damit Vermeidung
eines Schleppfehlers,
die Temperaturunabhängigkeit erfordert keine Anwärmzeiten und
verkürzt somit die Rüstzeit,
die selbsttätige Wellenlängenkalibrierung erhält die Wellenlängenrichtigkeit und verkürzt die Rüstzeit.
Die Anordnung der Photometerkomponenten entspricht weitgehend
derjenigen des Vorläufers DMC 25, es wird mit noch weniger Handgriffen von mono- auf polychromatische Probenbeleuchtung umgeschaltet. Angewendet werden eine Halogenlampe 55 W und eine Xenonlampe 250 W für D 65 • Ebenso einfach ist der Austausch der Messköpfe
zum Übergang von einer auf die andere Messgeometrie, beispielsweise
vom Messkopf R(d/8°) mit Photometerkugel auf den in Vorbereitung
befindlichen Goniophotometermesskopf ZG 25 oder R(45°/0°).

1v1esselektronik
Diese hat keine Bedienelemente mehr, sondern em Oszilloskop,
2.2 .
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welches ständig das Mess- und Bezugssignal darstellt. Der Benutzer
wird damit auf einen Blick und umfassend über die Qualität und
Quantität der Photostromsignale informiert und wird z.B. unmittelbar
auf eine unsorgfältige Anlage der Probe an der Messöffnung hingewiesen, die sofort verbessert werc!en kann. Nach Digitalisierung der
beiden Analogsignale erfolgt Quotientenbildung derselben und Bereitstellung des spektralen Reflektometerwertes für die Rechnerabfrage.
Die Messelektronik bewirkt auch den rechnergesteuerten Wellenlängenantrieb und setzt ferner das 16 Bit Statusregister zur Darstellung
des Zustandes aller vom Rechner abgefragten Variablen des Spektralphotometers wie z.B. Bandbreite, benutzte Lampe, ausreichenden
Nutzsignalpegel, Wellenlänge, vollzogene Bereitstellung des Messwertes usw.
Messelektronik und Rechner sind über 34 Opto-Koppler für Statusabfrage und Befehlsübermittlung verbunden.

Rechner
Der bereitgestellte Messwert sowie die Status-Information werden vom
Rechner HP 2108 A übernommen. Dieser erfüllt die Aufgaben der
Steuerung des Messgerätes im Bandshake-Betrieb und der Datenverarbeitung. Durch die selbsttätige Korrektur des Messwertes am
Null- und Runderpunkt wird der Einfluss einer Versehrnutzung der
Optik auf den Messwert eliminiert. Der absolute Messwert wird in
einem Speicherfeld zur nachfolgenden Farbwertberechnung und
Kurvendarstellung abgelegt. Hieraus ergibt sich, dass die digital und
analog dargestellten Messergehnisse identisch sind. Die digitale
Ergebnisausgabe erfolgt auf dem Bildschirm und kann wahlweise vom
Zeilendrucker zur Dokumentation übernommen werden. Während des
Messvorganges können gruppenweise zusammengefasste und interpolierte Messwerte geplottet werden. Nach Abschluss des Messvorganges können die gespeicherten Messwerte in allen Darstellungsarten
der implementierten Calcomp-Software geplottet werden .

2.].

3· Dialogverkehr
Mit 15 aus je 2 Buchstaben bestehenden Instruktionen kann der
Benutzer alle Mess-, Rechen- und Sonderaufgaben einleiten. Jede
Aufgabe fordert die für diese benötigten Parameter an. Bei mehreren
Messungen mit gleichbleibenden Bedingungen braucht nur noch der
kennzeichnende Kommentar eingegeben zu werden. Langzeitbedingungen (Mono, Poly, Grösse der Messöffnung, mit bzw. ohne Glanz,
Wellenlängenintervall, Bandbreite u.a.) sowie Kurzzeitbedingungen
(Ausgabeformate u.a.) können frei gewählt werden und bleiben bis zu
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einer Änderung derselben in Aktion, so dass stereotyp wiederholte
Eingaben entfallen.
Im Regelfall werden die einer Messung zugrunde liegenden Messbedingungen am Schbss mit ausgegeben, um auch bei späterer Auswertung Fehlinterpretationen zu vermeiden.

4· Anpassung an variable Messaufgaben
In der Grundausstattung ist der Messkopf R(d/8°) enthalten zur
Messung bei der Messgeometrie (8°/d) und (d/8°). Die Messöffnung
kann von 5 bis 20 mm rfo variiert werden. Beim R(d/8°) kann auch
eine Durchflussküvette mit 10 mm Schichtlänge bei der Messgeometrie
(o 0 /d), z.B. für lichtstreuende Flüssigkeit angewendet werden.
Der in Vorbereitung befindliche Goniophotometermesskopf ZG 25
kann einfach gegen den R(d/8°) ausgetauscht werden. Der die Probe
beleuchtende Glühlampenkollimator kann über zwei Quadrantenin
Schritten von 5°, von + 8o 0 bis -50° wiederholgenau variiert werden.
Der Beobachtungswinkel für das reflektierte Licht kann durch Neigen
des Probenhalters im Bereich von o0 bis 8o 0 stetig und hochwiederholgenau verstellt werden. Die Aperturblende in der Lichteinfallsebene
beträgt 1° und ist von der Wellenlänge unabhängig. Die empfohlene
Probenabmessung beträgt etwa 6 cm x 3 cm. Der ZG 2 5 kann auch für
die Messung an durchlässigenund z.B. lichtstreuenden Proben angewendet werden.

5· Rechnerkonfigurationen
Das DMC 26 ist für räumliche und funktionelle Einbeziehung eines
Rechners zur Messwertbildung, Digitalanzeige, Messablaufsteuerung,
Messwertverarbeitung und Ausgabe angelegt. Der bewährte Rechner
HP 2108 kann in Abhängigkeit von den Ansprüchen und Aufgaben des
Benutzers in aufwärtskompatiblen Konfigurationen angewendet werden,
z.B. ohne Plattensystem für Farbmessung allein und mit Plattensystem
für zusätzliche Farbstoffrezeptierung. Das in FORTRAN IV vorliegende
Farbmessprogramm ist für beide Konfigurationen kompatibel.
Prinzipiell besteht die Möglichkeit, dass der Käufer seinen nach
anderen Gesichtspunkten gewählten Rechner mit einer von ihm
selbstentwickelten Software in eigener Regie an die ausführlich beschriebene Schnittstelle der Messelektronik anschliesst.

6. Wartung
Der einbezogene Rechner übernimmt fast alle Steueraufgaben, die
vorher durch eine justier- und pflegebedürftige Analogtechnik ver-
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wirklicht werden mussten. Daher konnte das Messgerät ganz wesentlich
vom periodischen Wartungsbedarf entlastet werden.
Die Wartung des Rechners und seiner Peripheriegeräte liegt in
einer Hand.

A19 AN INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUE FOR
TRANSPARENCY ASSESSMENT OF FIBERS
DENNIS OSMER
Pigments Department, CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Ardsley, New York,
USA

1.

Introduction and method

The relative transparency of melt-spun fibers is often difficult to judge
visually. Generally, observers do not agree on transparency ratings.
Therefore, an instrumental method for transparency assessment would
have practical value as a tool for objective relative-transparency
evaluations. The purpose of this paper is to present results of an investigation into an instrumental method for making relative-transparency
assessments, via goniospectrophotometric measurements, and the
correlation of these instrumental rankings with visual evaluations of
transparency.
A special series of polypropylene fibers was prepared for visual and
instrumental evaluation. Some samples had a small amount of an
inorganic pigment added for opacity. The samples are designated by
random Ietter codes so as not to influence visual observations.
A ranking assessment of transparency was used because the basic
disagreement among observers is the degree of transparency and ranking
is the simplest approach to this type of data. The ranking data can then
be used to determine if there is an association (or agreement) between
two populations (e.g. observations or observers ). The correlation
between observers, between instrumental measurements, and between
observers and instrumental analysiswas calculated as Spearman's rank
correlation coefficient. The confidence Iimit, or significance of the
coefficients, was also determined.
Volunteers were asked to perform visual rating evaluations of the
special series. The task of the observers was to arrange the samples in
order of relative transparency in a Macbeth light booth using daylight
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illumination. However, they were allowed to examine the samples and
perform the assessments by whatever means they feit were helpful to
their evaluation.
Many of the voluntary observers were kind enough to perform a
second visual evaluation approximately one month after the first. The
purpose ofthiswas to determine if they could correlate with themselves,
that is- do they have a consistent visual definition of transparency?
The following conclusions were arrived at from the visual experiment:
(i) The intercomparison of observers for visual ranking of fiber
transparency showed poor correlation between observers. The purpose
of the intercomparison was to see how weil the observers agreed with
each other. If they are not in perfect agreement with themselves, it is
unrealistic to expect any instrumental technique to be in perfect
agreement with the observers.
(ii) The data about self-comparison on eight of the observers
indicate that some observers cannot agree with themselves and for
some observers, consistent transparency assessment is possibly dependent on shade.
The appearance (depth of color, concentration, Iuster, etc) of fibers
is known to vary with viewing geometry. It was because of this that the
gonio position of the TRILAC was used to measure the samples.
However, in gonio measurements the measured reflectance is dependent
upon the angle of viewing, the angle of incidence, and the distance
between the angle of viewing and the specular angle. In gonio there are
no absolute hitching posts (as in sphere geometry), so the values are
only relative for a specific geometry.
The samples were measured on the TRILAC (a goniospectrophotometer) at 30°/0°, 30°/)0° and 30°/75 ° (angle of incidencefangle of viewing). The data for the samples were used in a variety of ways to compute
different types of transparency rankings and these rankings were then
analyzed for correlation with visual assessment.
2.

Conclusions

An instrumental technique for transparency assessment which correlates
fairly weil with visual transparency evaluations has been developed.
However, more extensive testing should be conducted. Specifically,
additional pigments and fibers should be evaluated and more observer
participation (visual examination) should be conducted. Further tests
should be expanded to determine if the magnitude of the data calculated
for instrumental ranking has any absolute significance or if it is only an
indicator which is relative for a specific hue, degree of chroma, etc.
Basedon the results demonstrated so far, the method appears to offer . a
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technique for relative-transparency rating and further testing should be
conducted. Additionally, steps should be taken to define fiber transparency and establish a method of visual assessment which will yield a
higher agreement among observers.

Ano THE CALffiRATION OF A SET OF SURFACE
COLOUR STANDARDS FOR AN EDUCATIONAL
COLORIMETRIC LABORATORY
A N CHALMERSt and C

J KOKt

t

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Natal, Durban,
South Africa
t Precise Physical Measurements Division of the NPRL, CSIR, Pretoria,
ooo1, South Africa

4001,

1.

Introduction

Colorimetric work in the Department of Electrical Engineering at the
University of Natal falls into two broad categories: first, the colorimetry associated with colour-reproduction research (Chalmers 1977),
which was the original purpose for which the colorimetric instrumentation was provided; and, secondly, tutorial laboratory work connected
with certain topics in colour science, forming part of the undergraduate
Curriculum.
Two colorimeters are available in the Departmental Laboratories, one
working on additive and the other on subtractive colour principles. They
are quite capable of yielding repeatable results when care is exercised in
their operation, and they are therefore perfectly satisfactory for teaching purposes. It was soon recognized, however, that the Iack of any
absolute colour Standards was a disadvantage-particularly in relation
to the rescarch work being done-since it meant that there was no
standard available agairrst which to judge the absolute accuracy of the
colorimetry being undertaken.
This paper describes the approach, procedures and methods adopted
in an attempt to realize the required colour standards.
2.

Colorimetry in the curriculum

The primary degree in Electrical Engineering at the University of
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Natal is a four-year Bachelor's degree, the Curriculum for which includes several courses embracing various aspects of illumination science
and engineering (University of Natal 1976 ppG4, G10). Within the
existing course structure there is a brief formal introduction to photometric concepts and elementary illumination design methods in a
third-year Engineering Design course. A further in-depth study is
available in an 'Illumination Engineering' option course (University of
Natal 1976 pG39) open to students in the second half of their fourth
year of study.
Between the two courses mentioned above, it is also possible for a
Student to elect to study various fundamental topics of vaJue in illumination, in a course known as 'Illumination Optics' which is affered during
the first half of the fourth year.
Major topics covered within the Illumination Optics syllabus
(University of Natal 1976 pG38) include: radiometric and photometric quantities, concepts and units; principles and properties of
electric light sources; colour perception in human vision; and a broad
introduction to colour science, embracing aspects of colorimetry and a
study of the principles of colour mixtures, colour rendering and colour
reproduction.
Apart from the value of these studies to aspiring illumination engineers, the recent advent of colour television broadcasting in South
Africa has emphasized the interest shown in several of these topics.
It is in the Illumination Optics course that the colorimetric facilities
discussed in this paper are currently being put to use for tutorial
purposes.

3· The samples
The coloured samples chosen for calibration are a number of swatches
selected from a Munsell Color File provided by the Department of
Electrical Engineering. These are of a convenient size for use on both
the Iabaratory colorimeter and the calibration instruments; are of
adequate colour stability for the purpose intended; are of relatively low
cost; and are available in a !arge gamut of surface colours. There is the
additional advantage that the Munsell colours have been standardized,
and that published data are available to specify the standard chromaticities and luminance factors of the Munsell samples in the Munsell
renotation system (Wyszecki and Stiles 1967). These figures can therefore be used as a further check on the measurements.

4· The facilities and instruments employed
A constraint in the planning of the Iabaratory facilities described herein
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has been the minimization of capital expenditure. In this regard, it is
fortunate that this project has enjoyed the support of the National
Physical Research Labaratory (NPRL) of the South African CSIR, who
have made available a BDH Pattern Lovibond-Schofield Tintometer
colorimeter which currently forms the nucleus of the colour-measuring
instrumentation in this laboratory. Bearing in mind that the operation of
this type of colorimeter depends on visual matehing procedures which
are likely to be subject, for example, to observer spreads and fatigue, it
is considered important to have a suitable set of colour standards at
hand for ready calibration checks on the instrument as weil as for
verification of the results attained by any given operator.
The NPRL has also made its own facilities available for the purpose of
calibrating the selected surface-colour standards. The instruments
employed for the calibration work comprise (i) a Mask Colorimeter
which was built at the NPRL (Kok and Boshoff I97I), and (ii) a Im
Jarrell-Ash Czerny-Turner Spectrograph model 78463.
It was decided initially to calibrate the samples on the Mask Colorimeter, as this would permit the more rapid acquisition of the desired
data. However, it is recognized that spectral reflectance measurements
will also be of considerable value, and these are being planned as a
further stage of this project.
In its basic form previously described by Kok and Boshoff (I 97 I),
the Mask Colorimeter is suitable for colour measurements of selfluminous samples (chiefly lamps) and its method of operation has had
to be adapted for the work on reflective surfaces described herein.
The approach adopted was to employ a single tungsten Standard
lamp, operated as Illuminant A throughout, to illuminate either the
test sample or the reference surface (barium sulphate) in the 45 °/0° mode
to obtain relative tristimulus value read-outs for the test surface and for
the illuminant itself. A computation involving a comparison of these
two sets of readings yields results which can be expressed in the form of
chromaticity coordinates for the test surface under Illuminant A. The
method for obtaining Illuminant C results is essentially similar, involving only the additional interposition of a Davis-Gibson filter between
the lamp and the test or reference surface.

5· Results
The paper will present the results of measurements carried out under
both Illuminant A and Illuminant C conditions, and will draw comparisons between previously published data (Wyszecki and Stiles I967)
for the samples in question and the measurements obtained on the
above-mentioned instruments. The results will be of a form which will
permit an intercomparison of the colorimeters involved in this work.
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An1 MEASUREMENTS OF COLOR PICTURE TUBE
WHITE UNIFORMITY
K KINAMERI and M NONAKA
Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd, Kokubunji, Tokyo, Japan
White uniform;ty of a color television picture tube is one important
factor that determines picture quality of color television receivers. In
the tube industry, the white uniformity measurements are currently
based on visual evaluations by skilled inspectors. However, this procedure often yields unsatisfactory results. The inherent problems
revolve around the process of subjective evaluation. Consequently to
obtain more objective evaluations, a scanning colorimeter which
measures the distribution of chromaticity Coordinates over the screen
automatically has been developed. The process of appraising the
degree of white uniformity was investigated.
The semi-automatic colorimeter described previously (Kinameri and
Nonaka 1974) has been improved and completely automated. The
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luminous flux emitted by a small part of the phosphor screen illuminates
a photomultiplier through optical fibers, a color filter attached to a
filter disk, and a Jens system. The output of the photomultiplier is
amplified and converted to digital form. The digital output is read and
integrated by a mini-computer. Three color filters, which approximately duplicate the color-matehing functions of the CIE standard
observer, are attached to the filter disk. The disk is rotated intermittently.
The chromaticity and luminance of each part of the screen are
calculated from the results of the above integrations. The optical
fiber head is scanned intermittently at 1 cm intervals on the screen in
the horizontal and vertical directions. Thus, the chromaticity distribution is measured, and the chromaticity differences (ßx, ßy) between
each point measured and the center of the screen calculated. Finally, the
distribution of chromaticity difference vectors is displayed on a CRT
screen.
It takes about o·27 s to measure one point on the screen. Hence, the
measurement on a 20 in tube is completed in approximately five minutes. The colorimetric x and y errors are each estimated to be about
o·oo2 for color picture tube measurements at 9300 K + 27 MPCD
white. The measured values of chromaticity coordinates are reproducible within o·oo1 for both x and y.
Although white-uniformity appraisals are based on color-difference
evaluations, no color-difference formula is yet available for lightsource colors such as that of color picture tubes. So, it is assumed that
screen luminance is uniform. However, color differences are not
evaluated accurately for all colors even when employing the CIE 1964
uniform color space with a constant W* value.
The chromaticity Coordinates are converted to new ones which
yield a more-uniform color spacing for about 9300 K + 27 MPCD
white. MacAdam's discrimination ellipses provide fundamental
information for deriving the new coordinate system. In addition, a
group of ellipses was experimentally determined using actual color
picture tubes. They yielded evaluations equal to the visual evaluations
of inspectors. These ellipses showed good continuity with MacAdam's
ellipse at 9300 K + 27 MPCD white. Therefore, the chromaticity
Coordinates (x, y) were converted to the new chromaticity Coordinates
(p, q) by using the following equation:

where (x, y) are the chromaticity coordinates to be converted, (xo, yo)
the chromaticity coordinates of reference white, (p, q) the new chro-
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e

maticity coordinates converted, and a,
are constants related to the
shape of the ellipse.
From these coordinates, the color difference r is defined as

r = (P2+q2)1'2.
It is a fundamental assumption for appraising the degree of white
uniformity that synthetic evaluation be a function of the mean color
difference i. This is true when a part having an area a relative to the
whole screen area has a color difference of r against the remainder of the
screen. The mean color difference is given by the following equation:
i = a(1 -a)r.
The gradients with which color differences are distributed over the
screen are also parameters applicable for synthetic evaluations. However, it was found that the mean gradient by our experiments correlates very highly with the mean color difference. Hence, it is possible to
consider only the mean color difference in order to appraise the degree
of white uniformity.
To calibrate the white-uniformity scale, experiments were conducted
to appraise white uniformity both visually and instrumentally for various
patterns. The patterns were constructed by a pattern generator consisting of fluorescent lamps, diffusers and small color filters attached
behind the above diffusers. Reproducibility and stability of the measured
data were realized by using these patterns. Then, the mean color
difference i was calculated for each pattern using the values measured
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by the scanning colorimeter. The mean color difference i was related to
the visual synthetic evaluation g by the following experimental formula:
g

= 6·9log(i-3·2x I0-')+23'0.

The above correlation is depicted in figure 1.
The white uniformity of color picture tubes was measured and
appraised more objectively than has been possible to date. The new
measurement process should allow for more accurate and economical
evaluation of color picture tubes in the future.

Reference
and NoNAKA M 1974 Measurements of white uniformity of
color picture tubes, Appl. Opt. 13 1270-2
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Axxz EXPERIMENTELLE ERMITTLUNG DES FAKTORS
. DER INNEREN REFLEXION
K HOFFMANN
HOECHST AG,

1.

6230

Frankfurt (Main) So, Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Einleitung

Der Faktor der inneren Reflexion (R1) gibt an, welcher Bruchteil der in
einem Medium mit höherem Brechungsindex aus dem Inneren
kommenden Streustrahlung durch Grenzflächenreflexion wieder in das
Innere der Schicht reflektiert wird. Er spielt eine wichtige Rolle für die
Kubelka-Munk-Rechnung bei Lacken, Kunststoffen und dergleichen.
Der theoretische Wert für den Brechungsindex n = 1,5 und völlig
diffuse Verteilung der Streustrahlung beträgt o,6 wobei in der
Praxis vielfach mit kleineren Werten gerechnet wird.
Es wird ein einfaches Verfahren zur experimentellen Ermittlung von
R1 angegeben, wobei mittels einer auf der Oberfläche in optischen
Kontakt gebrachten Halbkugel aus Plexiglas erreicht wird, daß die aus
dem Inneren kommende Streustrahlung die Grenzfläche ungehindert
passieren kann.
Bei den Untersuchungen wurden die spektralen Remissionswerte
mittels eines modifizierten Bausch & Lomb 505 ohne bzw. bei aufgesetz-
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ter Kalotte mit Glanz aufgenommen. Um ein Wegrutschen der mittels
lmmersionsöl aufgekitteten Plexiglas-Halbkugel zu verhindern mußte
die Probenebene horizontal orientiert sein. Dies ließ sich durch geeignetes Aufbocken des auf die Vorderseite gekippten Instruments
erreichen ohne dessen Funktionsweise zu beeinträchtigen.
Als Bezugstandards dienten Presslinge aus Halonpulvert bei dem die
von NBS angegebenen Werte von 99% für die Absoluthelligkeit
eingesetzt wurden und Schwarzglas.
Die Justierung der Proben mit aufgesetzter Kalotte ließ sich an Hand
eines Oberflächenreflexes in Bezug auf das ausgeleuchtete Meßfeld
recht gut reproduzieren. Dazu diente ein im Transmissions-Einsatz
angebrachter Spiegel, mit dem die Probe durch die Kugeleintrittsöffnungen beobachtet werden konnte.
Da die Ergebnisse aus den Remissinnsdifferenzen ohne und mit
Kalotte errechnet werden erforderten die Untersuchungen gut reproduzierbare vierstellige Meßwerte, wobei als Nullbezug Messungen
mit und ohne Kalotte an einem Schwarzglas dienten.
Als sehr zweckmäßig hatte es sich erwiesen, die Vergleichsmessungen
hinter einem Mikroskop-Deckglas durchzuführen, womit konstantere
Meßergebnisse erhalten und die Oberflächenstreuung, die bei manchen
Lackproben die Ergebnisse stark verfälschte, unterdrückt wurde.
Als Vorlagen dienten mehrere Milchglasplatten (Eichstandards zum
Colormaster), Weich-PVC-Einfärbungen mit 0,5% TiOz und pigmentierte Einbrennlacke. Dabei waren die Meßwerte und die Ergebnisse
um so besser zu reproduzieren, je homogener die Proben und je besser
die Oberfläche war.
Die Remission der Proben wurde durch die aufgesetzte Kalotte
beträchtlich angehoben. Bei den Auswertungen wurde dabei angenommen, daß 5 des auftreffenden Lichtes wieder auf die Probe zurückgeworfen wird.
2.

Ergebnisse

Bei den Auswertungen wurde festgestellt, daß der Faktor der inneren
Reflexion proportional mit dem Logarithmus der Remission abfällt und
daß bei den Milchglasstandards die R,-Werte sehr genau auf einer
Geraden liegen mit Ausnahme der sehr hohen Remissinnswerte bei dem
weißen Standard, die durch die Eigenabsorption der Kalotte etwas
gedrückt werden.
FürWeich-PVCwurde im Prinzip der gleiche Kurvenverlauf für R,
gefunden, allerdings streuten die Meßergebnisse etwas mehr. Bei blau
und violett eingefärbten Vorlagen lagen die längerwelligen R,- Werte
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bei gleichen Remissionen um einige Hundertstel unter denen des
kurzwelligen Kurventeils. Bei Lacken, insbesonders solchen die rot und
gelb eingefärbt waren bewirkte die Oberflächenstreuung, die bei den
Kalottenmessungen eliminiert ist, ein Wiederabfallen der R,-Werte im
Bereich sehr kleiner Remissionen. Durch Aufkitten von Deckgläsern
konnten die wahren Remissionswerte und damit auch der wahre Gang
für R, erhalten werden.
In der Abbildung I sind die R,-Werte für einige Pigmente in EinRj
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Abbildung I. Experimentelle Werte für den Faktor der inneren
Reflexion in Abhängigkeit von der Probenremission (ohne Glanz)
für mit verschiedenen Pigmenten eingefärbten Alkydmelamin
Einbrennlack in halblogarithmischer Darstellung.

brennlack in logarithmischem Maßstab aufgetragen. Die geringen
Abweichungen von der mittleren Geraden hängen wahrscheinlich mit
dem unterschiedlichen Streuverhalten zusammen, so liegt auf der
rechten Seite das Cadmopurrot deutlich über dem Chinacridonrot, bei
dem die Streuung durch viel kleinere Teilchen hervorgerufen wird.
Auch beim Phthalocyaninblau sind einige Meßpunkte deutlich unterhalb der Mittelkurve zu finden.
Während die Ergebnisse für die Weich-PVC-Einfärbungen in etwa
mit denen von Lacken übereinstimmen, liegt die innere Reflexion für
Milchglas bei etwa gleicher Neigung um o,o3 Einheiten signifikant
tiefer.
Mit diesen Untersuchungen dürfte sichergestellt sein, daß der
Faktor der inneren Reflexion keine Konstante darstellt sondern mit dem
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Logarithmus der Remission abfällt, wobei der theoretische Wert von
o,6 zwischen s-ro % Remission erreicht wird.
Die Befunde lassen direkte Rückschlüsse auf die Verteilung der
Streustrahlung im Inneren der Schichten zu wo bei niedrigen Remissionen die höheren Streuwinkel zunehmend bevorzugt werden. Auch
für die Auswertung von Eichstaffeln und die praktische Farbrezeptberechnung dürften die vorliegenden Ergebnisse von Nutzen sein.
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A21 MODELL ZUR DEMONSTRATION DER
EMPFINDUNGSENTSTEHUNG IM SEHORGAN
HARALD KÜPPERS
Im Buchenhain
land

1,

6o7o Langen-Oberlinden, Bundesrepublik Deutsch-

Bekanntlich ist das Sehen ein indirekter Prozeß. Die Zapfen in der
Netzhaut des Auges sehen nicht etwa die elektromagnetische Energie
des 'sichtbaren Spektrums'. Vielmehr werden sie durch diese Energie
zu einem biochemischen Reaktionsprozeß veranlaßt, durch welchen
ein Erregungspotential entsteht. Man kann sich dieses Potential als
eine systemkonforme elektrische Energie vorstellen, welche die Eingangsinformationen auf dem Weg über die Nervenbahnen an das
Gehorn weiterleitet.
Heute darf als wissenschaftlich gesicherte Erkenntnis angesehen
werden, daß es in der Netzhaut eines normalsichtigen Menschen drei
verschiedene Zapfenarten gibt, die für unterschiedliche Wellenlängenbereiche empfindlich sind. Diese Sehzellen sind Quantensammler,
Quantenzähler.
Zwischen der produzierten Farbempfindung und dem auslösenden
Farbreiz bestehen keine festen Relationen. Vielmehr führt das Sehorgan
nach eigener Gesetzmäßigkeit in Abhängigkeit von den Beleuchtungsund Betrachtungsumständen Korrekturprozesse durch. Diese sind als
Adaptation, als Umstimmung und als Simultankontrast bekannt.
Während der Vorgang von der Lichtentstehung bis zur Entstehung
der Farbvalenzen im Empfangsmechanismus des Sehorgans wissenschaftlich weitgehend geklärt erscheint, war es bis heute nicht möglich,
den Nachweis darüber zu erbringen, wie das Sehorgan aus den Eingangsinformationeil die Farbempfindung macht. Unbestritten ist
lediglich, daß nach erfolgter Korrektur für jede einzelne Farbnuance
im Gesichtsfeld ein dreiteiliger Code produziert wird, der die eigentliche Information darstellt, welche ins Gehirn geleitet wird, wo eine
entsprechende Farbempfindung entsteht.
Mit dem in der Abbildung I gezeigten beweglichen Modell ist es nun
möglich, eine Theorie zu demonstrieren, mit Hilfe derer die Entstehung
der gesamten Empfindungsvielfalt im Sehorgan schlüssig, logisch und
lückenlos erklärt werden kann.
Das Quadrat auf der linken Seite der Abbildung I (dicke schwarze
Linie) repräsentiert schematisch das gesamte im Sehorgan vorhandene
251
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Abbildung I, Die schwarze Quadratlinie links repräsentiert das
Potential des Sehorgans. Die Komponenten V, G und 0 sind
als Schieber angeordnet. Jede resultierende Farbempfindung
kann aus maximal vier Teilme_ngen (rechts) zusammengesetzt
se1n.

EmpfindungspotentiaL Die drei vertikalen Streifen stellen das Empfindungspotential der einzelnen Farbempfindungskräfte (Komponenten)
dar. Bekanntlich ist jeder Zapfenart eine derartige Empfindungskraft
zugeordnet. So ist das gesamte Empfindungspotential des Sehorgans
dann völlig ausgeschöpft, wenn alle drei Empfindungskräfte (Komponenten) ihre größtmögliche Intensität entfalten.
Die drei Komponenten auf der linken Seite sind als vertikal bewegliche Streifen angeordnet, die zur Kenntlichmachung der betreffenden Komponenten mit den Farben Violettblau (Blau), Grün und
Orangerot (Rot) eingefärbt sind. An sich müßte man diese Komponenten als die eigentlichen physiologischen 'Urfarben' bezeichnen. Jeder
einzelne Streifen kann also nun mehr oder weniger weit in die Quadratfläche hineingeschoben werden. Auf diese Weise sind alle Codices
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darstellbar, die durch den Empfangsmechanismus des Sehorgans
überhaupt produziert werden können. Sind alle drei Streifen voll in das
Quadrat hineingeschoben, entspricht dem die Farbempfindung Weiß.
Ist von keinem Streifen ein Anteil im Quadrat vorhanden, entspricht
dem die Farbempfindung Schwarz.
Auf der rechten Seite der Abbildung 1 ist ein einzelner Streifen
dargestellt, der die resultierende Farbempfindung repräsentiert.
Gleiche Quantitäten von Komponenten auf der linken Seite der
Abbildung führen auf der rechten Empfindungsseite zu Teilmengen.
Jede einzelne homogene Farbempfindung kann auf diese Weise dargestellt werden durch maximal vier Teilmengen. Die Teilmengen
werden ermittelt, indem gemeinsame Quantitäten der Komponenten
waagerecht in das rechte Feld übertragen werden. Im Modell sind für
dieses rechte Feld hintereinander alle acht Grundfarben ebenfalls in
Streifenform angeordnet. Sie können entsprechend der gebildeten
Teilmengen so in das Feld hineingeschoben werden, daß die betreffende
Grundfarbe auf der ihr zukommenden Teilfläche sichtbar wird.
Durch dieses Modell wird eine einfache Gesetzmäßigkeit deutlich.
Es können auf der Empfindungsseite Teilmengen der acht Grundfarben Weiß (W), Gelb (Y), Magentarot (M), Cyanblau (C), Violettblau
(V), Grün (G), Orangerot (0) und Schwarz (S) entstehen. Und zwar
bilden sie sich nach folgendem simplen Schema:
Gleiche Quantitäten
V+G+O = Teilmenge W
Gleiche Quantitäten
G + 0 = Teilmenge Y
Gleiche Quantitäten
V
+ 0 = Teilmenge M
Gleiche Quantitäten
V+ G
= Teilmenge C
Überschießende Quantitäten
V
= Teilmenge V
Überschießende Quantitäten
G
= Teilmenge G
Überschießende Quantitäten
0 = Teilmenge 0
Differenzpotential, das von keiner
Komponente in Anspruch genommen wird = Teilmenge S.
Das Modell zeigt auf einfache und anschauliche Weise, wie die acht
beschriebenen Grundfarben nichts anderes sind als die acht extremen
Empfindungspositionen, die das Sehorgan bei drei Komponenten
hervorbringen kann.
Durch dieses Modell wird das Funktionsprinzip deutlich, nach dem
das Sehorgan arbeitet. In anschaulicher Weise können aus allen
denkbaren Code-Einstellungen die Teilmengen abgeleitet werden, die
zur homogen empfundenen Farbnuance führen. Dies sind übrigens die
gleichen Teilmengen, die man benötigen würde, wenn man aus aufeinander abgestimmten deckenden Farben die empfundene Farbnuance
nach dem Gesetz der Integrierten Farbmischung nachmischen sollte.
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Besonders interessant ist die Tatsache, daß die Unbuntmenge einer
Farbnuance immer als Vereinigungsmenge der Teilmengen Wund S
auftritt. Die Buntmenge kann maximal Teilmengen von zwei bunten
Grundfarben besitzen, die auf dem Farbensechseck nebeneinanderliegen.
Das Mengenverhältnis der Teilmengen von W und S zueinander
bezeichnet die Unbuntart. Das Mengenverhältnis der beiden Teilmengen der beiden bunten Grundfarben zueinander bezeichnet die
Buntart (Farbton). Das Mengenverhältnis zwischen Unbuntmenge und
Buntmenge bezeichnet den Unbuntgrad (Sättigung). Die Helligkeit
läßt sich errechnen, indem jeder der acht Grundfarben ihr spezifischer
Helligkeitswert zugeordnet wird. Damit ist es möglich, aufgrund der
vorhandenen Mengenverhältnisse die Helligkeit der Nuance auf
einfache Weise zu ermitteln. Das Modell ist darüber hinaus in der Lage,
auch die anderen Farbmischgesetze in einleuchtender Weise zu erklären.
Die klassische additive Farbmischung erweist sich als der technische Versuch, die Funktionsweise des Sehorgans zu simulieren
(Farbfernsehen).
Die klassische subtraktive Mischung (Farbfotografie) ist gewissermaßen die komplementäre Gesetzmäßigkeit dazu. Die drei hintereinanderliegenden lasierenden Farbschichten wirken in ihrem Absorptionsvermögen zusammen. Dabei hat jede einzelne dieser drei Filterschichten die Aufgabe, eine Komponente zu modulieren, das heißt,
zwischen o und xoo% auszusteuern.
Durch das Modell wird deutlich, wie jedes Farbmischgesetz nichts
anderes sein kann, als eine von verschiedenen Möglichkeiten, die
Arbeitsweise des Sehorgans darzustellen.
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A2z RECOVERY OF HUE RESPONSE FOLLOWING
CHROMATIC ADAPTATIONt
MUNEHIRA AKITAt, JOSEPH D COHEN§ II,
NAOYUKI OSAKA§ and YOSHIMICHI EJIMA§

t Psychology Laboratories, Kyoto Institute ofTechnology, Kyoto, Japan

§ Departments of Psychology and Electrical Engineering, Kyoto Univer-

sity, Kyoto, Japan

1.

Introduction

Hue shifts associated with prolonged viewing of chromatic stimuli are
qualitatively similar to Bezold-Brücke hue shifts (Federova 1968,
Eichengreen I 97 I) and probably reftect differences in the rat es of
adaptation of the opponent-response hue-coding systems. The adaptation rate of the red-green system appears to be faster than that of the
yellow-blue system. In the present study, the rates of recovery of the
hue-coding systems following chromatic adaptation were measured.
2.

Method

A two-channel Maxwellian-view optical system provided circular,
monochromatic 3° adapting- and test-field stimuli. The observers were
able to adjust the wavelength of the test field by operating a reversible
motordrive connected to the test-channel monochromator's wavelength
control. The retinal illuminance of the adapting field at 578 nm was
measured with a Macbeth Illuminometer (Westheimer I966) and the
illuminance Ievels of the 578 nm and 650 nm adapting-field stimuli
were equated using a heterochromatic, brightness-matching technique.
The test-field stimuli were also equated at 500 nm and 578 nm for an
illuminance Ievel of approximately 300 td. Four males, ranging in age
from 29 to 45 years, with normal color vision, served as observers.
A procedure similar tothat of De Valois and Walraven (I967) was
used. The loci of unique hues (red-green and yellow-blue system
equilibria) were determined under neutral adaptation conditions and at

t Supported in part by Research Grant 039-003 from the Japan Ministry
of Education.
II On leave of absence from the Department of Psychology and Education,
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA OI075, USA.
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s intervals following the offset of a chromatic adapting field. The
amounts of wavelength shift between the neutrally adapted unique-hue
settings and settings following adaptation are indices of the response
recovery in each hue-coding system.
Afterdark adapting for 10 min, the observer adjusted the wavelength
of the test field until it appeared to be neither yellow nor blue (unique
green) for a 578 nm adapting-field session, or neither red nor green
(unique yellow) for a 650 nm adapting-field session. The average of
three adjustments provided the neutrally adapted unique-hue locus for
that session. Following these adjustments, the observer adapted to
either 578 nm or 650 nm for 2 min. The retinal illuminance was
randomly set within a block of four sessions to either 20 ooo, 2000, 200,
or 20 td. After a 10 s dark interval, following the offset of the adapting
field, the observer set the unique hue, at 20 s intervals, for about 7· 5
mm.
20

3· Results and discussion
The amounts of wavelength shift in unique-hue loci were computed for
each 20 s interval. In general, the higher the adapting-field luminance,
the !arger was the initial ( 10 s) shift in the unique-hue locus. The range
of initial wavelength shifts over the 3·0 log-unit range of adapting-field
luminances was !arger for the 578 nm adapting field than for the 650 nm
adapting field. Since the response of the yellow-blue system increases
with luminance at a higher rate than the response of the red-green
system (Hurvich and Jameson 1955), this finding suggests that the
effect of adaptation is directly related to the hue-response magnitude
evoked by the adapting stimulus.
A comparison of recovery rates was made by computing the ratio of
wavelength shift in each 20 s interval to the initial wavelength shift. The
percentages of initial wavelength shift recovered, for both adaptingfield wavelengths, at the two highest adapting-field luminance Ievels,
are plotted in figure 1 as a function of time. The 200 td adapting-field
data are comparable. However, since the amount of initial wavelength
shift is small at the 20 td Ievel, inter-interval variability introduces !arge
fluctuations in the percentage wavelength-shift values which obscure
the recovery trend.
The results show that: (i) hue-response recovery is independent of
adapting-field luminance Ievel; (ii) there are few differences between the
rates of response recovery in the two hue-coding systems within an
observer; and (iii) there are systematic differences in response recovery
between observers (observer MA consistently shows faster recovery than
the other observers ). These conclusions were confirmed by fitting
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Figure 1. Percentage of initial (10 s) wavelength shift recovered
as a function of time from the offset of the adapting field, at the
two highest adapting-field luminances. Each point is based on the
average of three settings for observers MA and YE, and five
settings for observers JC and NO. Since recovery was often
incomplete at the end of 7·5 min, the plotted values were normalized by correcting them for the average amount of wavelength
shift measured during the last three 20 s intervals.

exponential functions to the normalized data in figure 1 by the method
of least squares, and comparing their time constants.
An analysis of preliminary data, obtained by having the observer
adjust for unique blue following the 650 nm adapting field, indicates
faster rates of response recovery in the red-green system than were
indicated by the unique-yellow data shown in figure x. If the preliminary data with unique blue are validated, and it appears that the estimate
of the recovery rate is dependent upon the probe used to measure it, the
recovery rates of the hue-coding systems are likely to be determined by
differential recovery among the cone inputs to the systems.
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A23 ADDITIVITY AND THE MAXWELL SPOT IN
TETRACHROMATIC MATCHING
DAPALMER
Department of Visual Science, Institute of Ophthalmology, London
WC1H 9QS, England

I.

Introduction

By adding a fourth stimulus to the usual three of colorimetry, lights can
be matched so that the rod or scotopic component is made equivalent in
each half of the field, as weil as the three cone components. Such
matches should be maintained in both luminosity a'1d colour at all
Ievels, if attenuated neutrally.
These tetrachromatic matches are more tedious to make than trichromatic ones, so their practical application requires compensating advantages. Clarke and Trezona (I976) have claimed invariable additivity, the
non-additivity found in large-field trichromatic matches being largely
due to rod intrusion, which is balanced out by the fourth stimulus. In
addition they quote the disappearance of a coloured Maxwell Spot from
all the tetrachromatic matches they have examined. This would result
if there were only four distinct types of spectral response in the retinal
receptors.
The hypothesis has now been tested with violet and deep red lights
and does not hold in general. The Maxwell Spot may indeed become
less obvious with more stimuli, probably because metamerism has been
reduced, but differenc:s between fovea and periphery remain, due
presumably to modifications of the spectral sensitivities of the foveal
cones by the macular pigment.
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Technique

The stimuli were monochromatic lights of half-width 7 nm. The
central wavelengths were: 425 nm (V), 490 nm (B), 510 nm (G),
590 nm (Y), 645 nm (R) and 710 nm (DR). They were provided by
monochromators using graded interference filters, with tungsten
ribbon-filament lamps, except for (V), for which a xenon lamp was
employed. The lights were combined in the usual way with semireflecting mirrors, and were presented by Maxwellian view in a I0°
circular field hemisected vertically. (This field was subsequently
rotated through 90° by means of a Dove prism with no effect on the
observations.) Attenuation was provided by wedges and a sector disc in
planes conjugate with the exit pupil, which was square with 1·5 mm
sides.
Observations were made with the right eye (of normal colour vision)
which was maintained on the optical axis by means of a forehead rest
and dental bite. Each stimulus was measured directly with a calibrated
photomultiplier of good linearity, which intercepted the radiant flux
when the observer moved out of the beam.
Field uniformity was examined with a test spot subtending 40'. The
illuminance was some 10 % less at the edges than at the centre, but
since the stimuli were derived from nearly identical optical systems, the
respective spatial distributions were all within ± 3% of the basic form.

3· Observations
For the first experiment, (V), (G) and (R) appeared in the left half, and
(Y) and (B) in the right, the illuminance being about 100 td. The
required tetrachromatic match is obtained at a certain ratio (Y)/(B).
This was initially set to an arbitrary value, and the mixture matched by
varying (R), (G) and (B) in the usual trichromatic way. The whole
field was then attenuated neutrally to o·2 td by means of the sector disc,
interrupting at 100 Hz. After sufficient dark adaptation, the more
scotopic half of the field would appear the brighter. (Y) or (B) was then
altered in the logical direction to compensate for this; for example,
increasing (B) increased the scotopic proportion of that half of the
field. The top Ievel was then reattained, and the match restored with
(R), (G) and (V). By iteration, a stable match (which appeared white)
was obtained in about I 5 minutes and the stimuli were measured with
the photomultiplier.
The Maxwell Spot could always be seen as a lighter patch on the
(R), (G), (V) side of the division and a darker patch on the other side.
The subtense was then reduced to 2° and the luminosity difference was
obvious. By rematching this smaller field and measuring the stimuli, the
difference in illuminance was estimated as about I o %. This was not due
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to any inadvertent failure to obtain the tetrachromatic condition; the
Spot could be seen at all possible combinations of (Y) and (B), which
must have spanned the correct match.
In another example, (R) was replaced by (DR), the other stimuli as before. This behaved very like the previous match, as might be expected,
and its significance was to test additivity by predicting the stimulus
values of a third match, namely (R) and (G) equated to (DR), (Y) and
(B). (A fourth brightness match had also to be made, with (DR) in
both halves.) The predicted (G) and (B) stimulus values were considerably higher than those in the directly determined match. The Maxwell
Spot was not visible now in the !arge field, but on masking down to 2 ° ,
the (R), (G) side appeared slightly bluish, and the match could be
re-established mainly by increasing (B) on the other side.

4· Discussion
The CIE 1964 Colaur-matehing Functions for a !arge field and the
Seatopie V'(.A.) curve can be used to estimate the stimulus values for all
these matches. The appearance of the Spot, and the 2 ° field, such as the
10% difference in illuminance in the case of the first match, can be
derived from the CIE 1931 functions, which also predict that the Spot
should appear greenish on the (R), (G), (V) side. This could not be
detected by the two persans who have so far made detailed observations.
In the third match, the increase in (B) in the 2 ° field is predicted, and
also a difference in illuminance which has not yet been observed.
Clarke and Trezona's blue instrumental stimulus was at 468 nm
instead of 490 nm. The effect of this change has been examined; the
Maxwell Spot becomes less noticeable as (B) and (V) approached each
other. Clarke and Trezona's test stimulus, corresponding to (V), was at
440 nm and not surprisingly, there was no apparent Spot.
The present experiments are continuing with more observers and
different combinations of stimuli, in order to find the causes of nonadditivity in large-field matches, whether tetrachromatic or trichromatic at high Ievels. Since the Maxwell Spot is present in both methods
to an extent which is largely predictable from the CIE functions, an
explanation probably lies in the differences between foveal and peripheral sensitivities, especially in matches involving blue and violet stimuli.
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A24 ON THE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE
TRANSITION FROM THE TRICHROMATIC TO THE
TETRACHROMATIC COLOR SCHEME (THE ROLE OF
CONTRAST PROCESSES IN THE CODING OF COLORS)
Zs TANCZOS
Institute for Psychology, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest,
Hungary

It is stated that the transition from the trichromatic to the tetrachromatic color scheme is connected with rod involvement originating from
background activity. For the elucidation of this assumption we present
the following analysis of the color-mixture equation. Wehave reversed
the color equation in the following form (Tanczos 1974, 1976):

where A" A2, A, denote the amounts of the three primary components
of every match given by experiment, and LR, La, Ls their spectral
luminances. The terms AR, ?.a, ?.s designate the wavelengths of these
primaries, respectively, and .AK represents a resultant hue which may be
matched by a wavelength ('nominal wavelength'). The differences
between the predicted and observed wavelengths seem to be characteristic, showing some resemblance to the Bezold-Brücke effect. In
figure I we present the average of the color-mixture data of König and
Dieterici (1903), Richards and Luria (1964), Sperling (1961) and Stiles
and Burch (1955), calculated in the manner described. The essence of
these hue displacements can be summarized in such a way that for the
production of a color mixture we must make more blue and yellow
compared with the luminances and chromaticities of the components.
For the interpretation of this question it should be realized that there is
an additivity failure of luminance in the blue and partly in the green
region. As is known from the work of Trezona ( 1973) and Clarke ( 1973),
the additivity law is exact for the extrafovea region, that is, in the case of
a tetrachromatic color match, including the participation of rods.
On the other hand, it is suggested that to produce yellow it is necessary to have almost perfect excitation of the color channels. Many
authors (see, for example, Boynton 1963) have stated that there is a
close similarity between yellow and white.
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Figure 1. Wavelength differences between the predicte<l formula
and the observed color-mixture data for measurements of
König and Dieterici (1903), Richards and Luria (1964), Sperling
(1961), Stilesand Burch (1959). Left upper panel: the average
of the difference values; right panel: individual difference values.
Abscissa, wavelength in nm ; ordinate, wavelength differences in
nm between the predicted and observed data. Left lower panel:
the basicrelationship between the center and the periphery; the
comparison of spatial resolving power with the luminance.

As a further indication of this relationship we show the case of color
adaptation where the hues shift according to the Bezold-Brücke effect.
Now it should be realized that in the case of color adaptation, the
excitation of a !arge field, probably involving rods, is necessary. On the
other hand, we have the statement that the hues of the after-images,
which are different from the complementary hues in the sense of the
inversion of the Bezold-Brücke effect, can be compensated by such
changes of the luminances of the projection surface, which are the
exact reverse ofthat caused by the Purkinje shift (Tanczos 1974). That
is, the hues of the yellow and red after-images are shifted towards red,
compared with the complementary hue, while blue and green afterimages are shifted towards green (Weckroth 1964, Karwoski 1929).
But the hue of after-images in the red-yellow region shifts towards
yellow with an increase in intensity of the projection surface, a11d the
hues on the blue and green region shift towards blue with a decrease in
intensity. As similar evidence, lying in the same direction, it can also be
stated that the Bezold-Brücke effect can be produced by contrast
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(Coren and Keith 1970) or by intermittent stimulation, by white
addition or by displacement towards the periphery and by decrease in
the size of the test stimulus. The paper discusses the cases where the
hue shift deviates from the perfect Bezold-Brücke effect at the ends of
the spectrum and ascribes these deviations to the decreased cantrast
effect. Now it is known that the invariant loci of the spectrum for the
Bezold-Brücke effect are very close to the places of the psychologically
unique hues which serve to divide the spectrum (and the system of
colors) into quadrants. According to the above-mentioned scheme, this
tetrachromatic system can be deduced from thc interaction of the
opponent-process induction and rod involvement, without introduction
of any arbitrary assumption about the properties of the opponent
colors.
On the other hand, the relatively poor spatial (and temporal) resolution of the blue (and partly of the green) is considered in this context. lt
is suggested that the cantrast between the fovea centralis and the
periphery is low on the blue and green region in consequence of the
relative scotopic sensitivity of the periphery. Therefore, it is concluded
that for the perfect description of the behavior of the color channels one
must take into account the reaction of thc color channels at very high
stimulation of the background, especially for the cases of blue and
green. This statement seems to be in accordance with the deviant
behavior of the blue primaries, established by the method of Stiles (see,
for example, Krauskopf and Molion 1971, Molion and Krauskopf
1973). Furthermore, it seems to be in accordance with the greater
magnitude of the Weber-Fechner fraction of n, and :n;,. In figure 1 we
attempt to describe the behavior of the color channels without the
assumption of the operation of color cantrast between the center and
the periphery of the retina, and to determine the changes of the operation of color channels which are necessary to compensate the differences
between the photopic and scotopic sensitivity, particularly in the bluegreen region of the spectrum.
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EQUIVALENT LUMINANCE OF SPECTRALLY
DIFFERENT PARAFOVEAL STIMULI
WOJCIECH STANIOCH
Research Development Centre for Lighting Engineering, Warsaw,
Po land

1.

Introduction

In many current lighting problems relating to both qualitative and
quantitative indices of lighting environments, it is important to introduce practical methods for assessing the luminosity of spectrally
different light sources (primary and secondary) in the peripheral field
of vision. Such methods would be very useful techniques, especially to
evaluate discomfort glare indices and the effective light flux received by
an observer. The method and results of psychophysical tests of equivalent luminance of the parafoveal stimuli discussed in this report, are, in
the author's opinion, suitable for approaching the above problem.
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2.

Psychophysical tests

Following a few series of psychophysical investigations on the spectral
photopic luminosity of monochromatic and polychromatic stimuli in
the peripheral field of vision reported in the Iiterature and made earlier
by the author, we carried out tests of the peripheral equivalent luminance
of typical light sources by means of fl.icker photometry. This method
was chosen to provide direct simultaneaus comparison of the luminosity of the test and comparison stimuli situated at the same point of
the peripheral field of vision.
The tests were carried out for photometric fields of angular diameter
2° situated at an angular distance of 10° from the optical axis. The
luminance of the photometric test field was equal to zoo cd m- 2 or
10 cd m- 2 and the luminance of the surrounding field of 20° angular
diameter was equal to zoo, 1 o, or o· 5 cd m - 2 • The luminosity match of
the test and comparison sourceswas made monocularly by ro observers
in the age range 25- 40 years. The test sources were high-pressure
mercury and sodium lamps and fl.uorescent lamps (6500 K}, and an
incandescent lamp was used as the comparison source. The relative
values of effective equivalent luminance of the test lamp L, in relation to
the reference lamp luminance L for peripheral vision are given in
table I.

Table I. Ratios of test lamp to reference lamp effective equivalent
luminance for peripheral vision.
Light sources

Fluorescent
Mercury
Sodium
I ncandescent

Ratio L,(Lcfor luminance of stimulus and
surround (cd m- 2 )
200 ( 200

200 ( IO

IO / IO

IO(o·s

I '14
I '01
I 'OI
r ·oo

I "3 I
I "03
o·8s
r ·oo

I '10
I '02
0'96
1 ·oo

I '39
1'20
o·8z
I·oo

On the basis of the above equivalent luminance values and relative
chromatic values xy, zy, y'y for four spectrally different light sources,
one can calculate the equivalent luminance for any light source of
measured chromaticities x, y, z and correlated scotopic luminance y' jy .
Calculated equivalent luminance is related only to the specified absolute values of adaptation luminance and the angular distance of the light
stimulus.
As an example, we calculated by the above method the difference of
discomfort glare index G for a street lighting installation using the
different light sources for typical lighting distributions. This difference
is equal to -o·17 for a mercury lamp relative to a high-pressure sodium
lamp, and - o·4o for this lamp relative to a low-pressure sodium lamp.
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Az6 LA THEORIE DE LA TRICHROMIE ET LE
VECTEUR TEMPS EN THEORIE DE LA RELATIVITE
PIERRE DEMERS
Departement de Physique de l'Universite de Montreal, PQ et Centre
quebecois de la Couleur, Case postale 6128 , Montreal 101, Canada

1.

lntroduction

Une remarque de Hermann Weyl (I927, I963) invite ala n!ftexion ceux
qui s'interessent a la Couleur: 'Dans une theorie de la connaissance, il
n'est passansinteret qu'il existe, en plus de l'espace ordinaire, un autre
domaine de quantites donnees de notre intuition qui forment un
continuum se pretant a un traitement geometrique.'
Dans ces lignes, Hermann Weyl nous rapeile l'existence de l'espace
des Couleurs, etudie par Maxwell, Schroedinger, Ostwald, Munseil, la
CIE, Bouma, Judd, MacAdam, Richter, Adams, Moon, Spencer,
Glasser, Turner, etc, et qui s'appelle RVB, HWB, HVC, aß, XYZ,
UVW, abL, w1w2, RUCS, x'y', x"y" etc (enumeration relevee dans
Biilmeyer et Saltzman (I 966)); lequel espace est tridimensionnel,
contient des vecteurs, des rayons, des p0ints, etc, mais ne contient pas de
produit scalaire, etc.
Mais en plus, Hermann W eyl nous invite a reflechir sur les ressemblances et dissemblances entre nos espaces des couleurs et 1' espace
ordinaire. Cette reftexion n'est pas destinee a rendre la figuration des
couleursetdes differences descouleursplus commode dans l'industrie;
teile que nous la presentons, eile n' est pas basee sur les hypotheses
experimentales que Schroedinger (1920) voulait demontrer, mais eile
nous conduira a mieux comprendre certains fondements de ce que
nous appelons geometrie, algebre lineaire, intuition et theorie de la
connaissance. Aussi bien que le phenomene de la couleur qui nous
interesse tant, eile touche les mathematiques, la physique, la chimie, la
physiologie et la psychologie.
z. Carre et racine carree
Pour une turniere coloree, en luminances, Ia somme r+ v +b est la
luminance q. Cette somme

r+v+b =

q

est un invariant par rapport aux changements du systeme RVB.

(I)
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Pour un vecteur I ordinaire, la sommet x +y + z n' est pas un invariant
par rapport aux changements du systeme XYZ. L'invariant est plutöt
celui de Pythagore:
xz+yz+zz =

zz.

(2)

Mais, pour cet espace ordinaire, convenons d' ecrire des variables

q = /2,
et (2) revient a (I). Reciproquement, avec des variables ressemblant
celles de Schroedinger (I 920 ), dans I' espace des couleurs:
X=

a

F.

(I) revient a (2).
Au prix d'une transformation carree ou racine carree, les differences
apparentes des deux espaces disparaissent. Nous dirons

r, v, b, q:
x, y, z, l:

quantites, intensites, puissances;
coordonnees, longueurs, amplitudes.

Pour une lumiere monochromatique, la luminance est une puissance,
proportionneUe au carre de l'amplitude.
Les deux espaces, couleur et ordinaire, se pretent a la meme formulation des invariances soit (I), soit (2) a volonte, l'invariance de Grassmann pour la couleur, cemme l'invariance de Pythagore.

3· Desaturation et relativite restreinte
Pour le cas general de l'invariance de Grassmann, il faut six lanternes,
y compris trois desaturantes Dr, Dv, D. et l'on ecrit le parallf:le de (I):
(w)
Par transformation racine carree, avec s au lieu de l:

tx

= Jd,.,

t. = ..jd.,

s

=

-rq:

on a le parallele de (2) :

(2a)
On ecrit en relativite restreinte !'invariant de Lorentz ou du carre de
l'intervalle s avec c = I :

(2b)

t

II ne s'agit pas de XYZ de Ia CIE.
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Schematiquement, on peut reecrire, pour ( xa) et (za) d'une part, et
pour (zb) d'autre part.
(xa) (za)
(zb)

+++
+++

=
=

constant
constant.

Est-ce qu'on ne pourrait pas eliminer cette difference, et obtenir trois
signes-dans !'invariant de Lorentz?

4· Temps vectoriel
La reponse reside dans le temps vectoriel de Demers (I97sa). Aceordens
au temps t Ie caractere d'un vecteur (tx, ty, t,) dans un espace d'algebre
lineaire, dont seulle module t est accessible a l'intuition, avec son signe : t2

=

Alors, ( xa) et (za) s'appliquent a l'espace-temps ordinaire de Ia relativite.

5· ·Alychne et cöne de lumiere
Reecrivons (za) avec de nouveaux symboles.
(x 2-t;)+(y 2-t;)+(z 2-t;)

=

s2

=q

(zc)

+ ('1])2 + (( )2 = s2
m2 =
Pour Ia couleur,

('1])2 = y2-t;,

(C)2 = z2-t;.

a un sens physique simple, c'est Ia difference
1] 2 et C2 • Uneinterpretation de

r-d. entre deux lanternes, de meme
est comme suit:

= x+itx.
On passe de
a
par l'analogue d'un carre, que nous appelons
'carre simple', designe pardes parentheses excedentaires:

Posans en outre
Nous trouvons que !es six possibilites de t, 1] 1 , C' qui sont R ou I
mais jamais C, peuvent se figurer par un point avec trois axes R d'un
cöte de l'origine, I de l'autre, c'est ce que nous appelons pseudocomplexes. Avec ces axes, nous trouvons, pour l'invariance (zc), un
curieux cöne ondule pseudo-abat-jour pour s 2 = o et c'est Ia a Ia fois
o,
l'alychne de Ia couleur, et Je cöne de lumiere de Ia relativite; pour s 2
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Figure 1. Voici l'aspect de !'invariant ( w) avec r' = r - d"
v' =v-du, b' = b-d., dans l'espace des quantites a gauche; la
transformation N transforme la surface plane en une surface
hyperboloi:dospherique dans l'espace des coordonnees a droite,
ou !'invariant prend alors la forme (zd):
.;'2 +1J'2 +''2 = q.
(zd)
Ces invariants s'appliquent a Ia couleur, a la relativite, etc ....
Pour la couleur, on a montre le lieu de la couronne spectrale.
Systeme CIE 1931 luminance a gauche.

nous avons une surface hyperboloi:dospherique clont Schroedinger
avait apen;:u Ia partie spherique, sur laquelle se dessinent !es couronnes
spectrales (figure 1 ).
Yilmaz (1962a, b) a fait unetentative interessante mais semi-quantitative qui va dans le meme sens.
Avec l'equation (w), l'alychne et le cöne de lumiere sont des plans
touchant l'origine.

6. Groupe G3
La transformation carre simpleN et son inverseN-', s'exen;:ant entre
l'espace (w) des quantites et l'espace (zb) des coordonnees, determinent
un groupe mathematique et geometrique trivariant en variables complexes.
6.I. Autres applications de G3
G3 possede des points fixes, qu'il est tentant d'assimiler aux particules
elementaires que sont !es quarks. En effet, on peut ainsi justifier SU(3)
et le charmonium, et expliquer !es mesons vectoriels et pseudo-scalaires,
et on espere expliquer !es baryons.
Applique aux quadrivecteurs, G3 suggere une explication pour !es
tachyons: ce seraient des particules ordinaires pour lesquelles, par une
sorte de reflexion, le temps devient l'espace, et reciproquement.
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Applique a Ia perception acoustique, G3 conduit a distinguer, par Ia
realisation de plusieurs trivariances, des espaces de hauteurs, de
timbres, de phonemes, etc. G3 realise enfin Je rapprochement reve par
Newton, Helmholtz et plusieurs autres, entre son et couleur.

7· Conclusion
L'invitation de Hermann Weyl s'est clone montre feconde. II songeait a
rapproeher simplement couleur et espace ordinaire, mais nous voyons
qu'un certain formalisme de Ia geometrie, soit Je groupe G3, rapproehe
encore davantage: l'espace-temps de Minkowski et d'Einstein, l'espace
de Ia colorimetrie desaturante de Grassmann, !es symetries des particules
elementaires, Ia musique, Ia parole, et peut-etre aussi Je gout, l'odorat,
!es sensations de chaleur, etc . . . .
C'est Ia premiere fois, semble-t-il, que l'on propose uneteile theorie
unitaire et synthetique. G3 apparait comme une loi universelle, necessite logique a Ia fois du monde exterieur et de notre propre nature
(Demers 1975b, 1976a, b).
Cela devrait nous encourager a etudier encore davantage et dans une
perspective interdisciplinaire, Je beau phenomene de Ia couleur, point
de depart et conclusion de Ia presente communication.
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Az7 DICHOPTIC COLOUR AND
BRIGHTNESS COMBINATIONS

CHARLES M M

DE

WEERT

Psychological Laboratory, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

1.

Introduction

When unequally coloured stimuli of equal form are presented separately
to the two eyes, on corresponding retinal places, several types of
phenomena can occur. Whether colour mixing or partial or complete
colour rivalry occurs depends upon the stimulus conditions.
Several authors, among them Thomas et al (r96r), specified the
conditions for optimal dichoptic colour mixing. Important parameters,
besides the wavelengths of the test stimuli, are the size of the fields,
which should be small, the illumination of the surround, which should
be darker than the test fields, and the presentation time, which should
be 20 seconds or more. For these conditions Thomas et al have shown
that dichoptic mixtures of differently coloured lights would be matched
with an appropriately chosen mixture of the same colour components in
a binocularly presented normal mixture. A conspicuous finding was that
the total luminance of the binocularly presented comparison stimulus
was required to be twice the totalluminance of the dichoptic test-field
luminance in order to obtain a brightness match.
In this report are presented the results of a dichoptic colour-mixing
experiment (§z) and dichoptic brightness combination for stimuli of
different colour (§3).

2.

Dichoptic colour mixing

Starting from the assumption that dichoptic mixtures of stimuli ;., and

Ai can be matched in colour with an appropriately chosen normal
mixture of the same }. components, we measured the dichoptic colour
impression of pairs of equiluminous stimuli varying in wavelength from
490 to 630 nm, in terms of binocularly presented normal mixtures of
the same components. W e used small fields, a dark separation between
test fields and neutral surround, and presentation times of soo ms and
3 s.
Colour matches could indeed be made, although it must be said that
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complete indistinguishability of the colours of test fields and comparison fields was not attained as a rule.
The results can be summarized in a surprisingly simple way. Briefly,
we can match the colour impression of a dichoptic mixture of equiluminous amounts of A., and A. 1 in the right and left eye, respectively, with
a (binocularly presented) normal mixture of the A., and A. 1 components
in a ratio given by (c'(A.,)jc'(A. 1))d,.
Here d, is a wavelength-independent structural eye-dominance
factor. The function c'(A.) 1s depicted m figure 1. This two-factor
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Figure I. c'(Ä) functions for three subjects. c' (Ä,) /c'(Ä1 ) represents the ratio of the luminances of },, and Ä1 components necessary in a normal mixture in order to match the chromatic impression of a dichoptic mixture of equiluminous amounts of a ). 1 and
a Ä1 stimulus in the left and right eye, respectively. d, is a constant, representing a natural eye dominance.
description explained about go % of the variance. As can be seen in the
figure the middle-wavelength stimuli strongly predominate in the
dichoptic mixtures with stimuli of shorter or Ionger wavelength.

3· Dichoptic brightness combination
In the dichoptic brightness combination experiments for differently
coloured stimuli, a related wavelength-specific dominance was found.
In a series of experiments, the brightness impressions of dichoptic
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mixtures of variable amounts of stimuli of different wavelength have
been matched against a binocularly presented comparison stimulus of
constant spectral composition. In these experiments test and comparison
stimuli were presented successively at the same retinal location. The
relative contribution of the left- and right-eye stimuli to the dichoptic
brightness impression turned out to be dependent upon the wavelengths
in such a way that middle-wavelength stimuli contribute a !arger part
than either the lower- or the higher-wavelength stimuli.
Summation of luminances for unequally coloured lights, as has been
found by Thomas et al, was not found here. On the contrary, indications for central inhibition were found.
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A28 STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE
COLOR-MATCHING FUNCTIONS
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I.

Introduction

In 1964 the CIE specified the Supplementary Standard Colorimetric
Observer recommended for use in daily color problems. Nevertheless
in certain situations, as in Iabaratory work, it is useful to know the
actual colorimetric characteristics of an observer. Equipment has been
designed to measure the individual color-matehing functions and their
variability. This paper describes some of the results obtained.
2.

Equipment

Light is emitted from a single point source and quasi-monochromatic
radiations are obtained with interference filters. The beams are super-
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imposed two by two. The observer sees a I0° bipartite field in Maxwellian view.
To perform a match, three controls enable the observer to set up the
color of the left half-field, the color of the right half-field, or the luminance of the left half-field. The controls actuate the movement of
photometric wedges by increments of o· I mm. The density calibration
is exact to o·oois.
A half-integrating sphere, lit by an attached device, serves as a
surrounding field. The luminous Ievel is adjustable and the viewed
and surrounding fields are conjugated. A beam of white light, emitted
by the single source, enters the observer's eye, alternating with the
colored beams. This serves as a reference when measuring the relative
luminous efficiency of the colored rays by the fticker method. A photometric wedge attenuates the colored beams; its density is exact to o·oozs .
The relative spectral transmissions of the neutral density filters and
wedges are measured with a Spectra Pritchard photomultiplier. The
absolute monochromatic ftuxes are measured with a Hilger & Watts
thermopile.
The calibration errors were estimated to be around 2% for the absolute ftuxes and between I % and 6 % for the relative transmissions
during the preliminary observations. These may be attributed to the
precision Iimit of the measuring instruments and to the energy ftuctuations during the repeated measurements.

3· Matehing procedure
The matches were repeated 30 times for a limited (eight) nurober of
monochromatic stimuli. These measurements were difficult and took
some time to carry out, requiring concentration and determination on
the part of the subject. The matches were made in groups of five in
several sessions, as experience showed that when the nurober was
increased the observer became tired. By computing the averages and
the standard errors of the tristimulus values, a statistical evaluation of
the 30 matches was obtained. Significant differences were noted
between the sessions. The observer should also measure the relative
luminous efficiency of the monochromatic stimuli presented. The
comparison between the results and the luminous ftuxes added for
matehing acts as a control of the consistency between the photometric
and the colorimetric observations. They serve as a basis for setting up a
colorimetric system particular to the observer.

4· Results
In the initial results the first observer obtained 30 matches for s1x
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monochromatic radiations, whilst the second observer obtained ten
matches for four monochromatic radiations. Neither of them measured
the relative luminous efficiency of the radiations. The primary stimuli
were 466, 526, and 627 nm and the retinal illumination varied from 350
trolands to 4000 trolands. The former referred to the match of a 432 nm
stimulus. The surrounding field was not used.
The individual experimental results were close to the standard CIE
data over the whole spectrum (figure rb). Nevertheless, for the 432 nm

[ b[

Figure I. (a) Schematic diagram of the equipment: S = source ;
F = interference filter; W = photometric wedge; ref = white
reference beam; 0 = observer. (b) Color-matehing functions:
0 first observer, experimental results; • second observer,
experimental results.

stimulus, the experimental points should be checked because of the
difficulties met by one of the observers.
The distribution of the positions of the wedges follows a law which
closely approximates a normal distribution. The standard deviation is
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always greater than 4 mm, and from this, it can be deduced that the
settings of the apparatus were precise enough for the experiments
undertaken.
The dispersion is expressed by a relative statistical error araund 5 %
for the first observer and araund z· 5% for the second observer. These
errors were as !arge as the calibration errors but, nevertheless, the
statistical study remains valid as long as the experimental conditions and
their attached calibration values remain unchanged.
By variance analysis, it was found that the first observer's sessions
were significantly different in seven cases out of ten, while the ratio for
the second observer was only two out of ten.
The studies are at present being continued and we hope to communicate more detailed results in the near future.
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A29 ERRORS MADE BY COLOUR-DEFECTIVE
OBSERVERS IN IDENTIFYING COLOUR-CODED
RESISTORS AND WIRESt
JANET VOKE
British Aircraft Corporation (GW Division), Filton, Bristol, England
The study was part of a major investigation on the Irrdustrial Consequences of Deficiencies of Colour Vision for the Medical Research
Council. A comparison between the chromaticity data of resistor/
capacitor bands as specified in BS 1852 ( 1967) and the chromaticity of
actual components used in the trial, as measured by direct visual
comparison with Munsell samples, showed important discrepancies.
Coloured bands were found in practice to be considerably more de-

t Work carried out while author was at The City University, Department of Ophthalmie Optics and Visual Science, London.

Table I. Percentage of times (to the nearest per cent) that colours of resistor bands were correctly identified by
nopes .
Colours as
presented
White
Black
Grey
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Silver
Gold

Colours as named
White
Black
Grey

Brown

Red

Orange

Yellow

G reen

Blue

Violet

8

5

I4

I6

deutera-

Silver

Gold

IOO
100
2

6

I

48

13

I

2'7

53

I

3

63

I

35

9
82

I I

2

2

II;)

..

'0

100
4

22

7

2

62
100

8

Colours completely missed by deuteranopes
Brown not seen on brown
3%
Red not seen on red
4%
Red not seen on brown
3%
Green not seen on brown
3%
Grey not seen on brown
3%
Orange not seen on light brown 2%

I

SI

"'

40
IOO
100

N

-...}
-...}

Table II. Percentage of times (to the nearest per cent) that colours of resistor bands were correctly identified by

I I

pro-

tanopes.

Colours as
presented
White
Black
Grey
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Silver
Gold

Colours as named
Black
Grey
White

Brown

Red

Orange

2

5
2I

2

N

--.}

00

Yellow

Green

Blue

Violet

Silver

Gold

IOO

98
2

2

8o

I

s8

8

32

Colours completely missed by protanopes
Red not seen on brown
I9%
Red not seen on red
3%
Green notseenon brown
8%
Orange not seen on light brown I%
Grey not seen on green
2%
Brown not seen on brown
2%
Violet notseenon brown
z%

I4
I

32
2

88

II

II

5
IO

98

I
2I

2

5

2

3

<1
c

...c-

47
2

8s

IO

52

47

'l
'l

99
IOO
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saturated than the BS recommended colours. Failure to adhere closely
to the recommended colours was confirmed by visits to manufacturers.
Such wide variability causes attendant difficulties in identification for
both normal and colour-defective observers. Furthermore, a high
correlation between the chromaticity values of resistorfcapacitor bands
and the confusion loci of dichromats confirms the experimental findings
that colour-defective observers make widespread confusions with
colour codes of this nature.
Fifty-five colour-defective observers were asked to identify the
coloured bands of colour-coded resistors and cap?citors, and pair up
similarly coloured wires from a selection. The colour confusions were
analysed and compared with the predicted confusions (tables I and Il).
Dichromats are particularly at risk; the proportion of incorrectly
named resistor bands in the study was 19·7% for deuteranopes and
19·3 % for protanopes. Anomalous trichromats performed considerably
better, the deuteranomalous observers making a total of 6·8% errors
and the protanomalous observers 8· 5 % errors. In those cases where a
colour confusion was expected (on the basis of chromaticity and confusion-loci data) but did not occur in practice, a marked luminance
difference in the bands concerned was found to aid the colour-defective
observer in identification. Errors made in the pairing up of singlecoloured wires were considerably fewer than for different-coloured
wires which are intertwined to form double-twisted forms. A comparison was made between the errors made by colour-defective observers in
naming resistorfcapacitor bands and pairing wires, and the performance
in six standard colour-vision tests. Such an analysis indicates how
suitable clinical tests are for predicting practical abilities at industrial
colour work.
Finally, recommendations are made for an international code for
resistors and capacitors based on colours which are not confused by
red /green defectives .
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A21o A COLORIMETRIC ASSESSMENT OF THE
HOLMGREN WOOL TEST
P RASMUSSEN and R LAKOWSKI
Visual Laboratory, Department of Psychology, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
1.

Introduction

The Holmgren Wool Test is unique in two respects: it is of historical
value because it is the first practical test for the detection of colourvision deficiencies; and it utilizes a technique in which the subject is
handling the material of the test, in centrast to plate and anomaloscope
tests which are best described as passive tests.
To date, however, no colorimetric measurements of this test have
been published, nor has an analysis of the test's usefulness-in light of
current knowledge-been carried out.
This paper reports on some of the procedures employed in measuring
the samples of one version of the Holmgren test, and discusses a
number of inadequacies which may make the test unsuitable for more
precise colour-vision-testing purposes.
2.

The test

The particular Holmgren test examined dates back at least fifty years,
and it is assumed to be as c!ose to what an original test, as used by
Holmgren areund I876, might have looked like. The actual method used
by Holmgren in selecting the wool skeins is described by Jetfries
(I 88o ). The test consists of two 'key' skeins (green and purple) and I 2 5
comparison skeins. Since the original test . might have had one additional key skein, a bright red one, which Holmgren included in his test
for the benefit of railroad officials who were particularly interested in
the subject's perception of signals, a red key skein from a contemporary
version of the test still in current use is included.
lt is possible that the test may have faded over the years, as weil as
been discolaured through handling. Considering, however, the margins
of error usually encountered in measuring strands of wool, these effects
may not be of great importance.

3· Method of measurement
A Zeiss RFC-3 colorimeter with a 5 mm aperture and a gloss trap was
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used for the measurements. A description of this instrument's accuracy
and reliability is given by Sharpe and Lakowski (I977).
The measurement of wool skeins presents a special problern since
strands of wool cannot be presented to the colorimeter in the same way
homogeneaus surfaces can. In order to fill the aperture of the integrating sphere of the present instrument as completely as possible, the
skeins were wound tightly around a piece of card, following accepted
procedure in the textile industry. The angle at which the strands were
placed in the aperture was also kept constant, thus avoiding possible
effects of polarization. The average width of the strands was approximately I mm which meant that, on the average, four strands were
measured .
Figure I shows the skein measurements plotted in the CIE space with
key skeins shown as G (green), P (purple) and R (red).

- - - r ) [l'TAI':CO I FUS!ONUN(S

-----
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r .f.
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Figure

1. Ke y and comparison skeins plotted in CIE space
tagether with deutan and protan confusion lines.

One question of particular interest to workers in the field of colour
vision is how the comparison skeins ought to be confused with the key
skeins by deuteranopes and protanopes. One way to assess this is to
determine how much the skeins selected by the subject vary from the
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confusion lines drawn between the deutan and protan points of convergence and the key skein plots. Figure I shows these confusion lines.
Theoretically, all skeins selected by a colour defective should fall on one
of these lines, if a hue match only is attempted.
A method of quantitatively assessing these deviations was employed.
This method might also be expanded to include the determination of
dominant wavelength and excitation purity of the skeins, using the
table developed by Judd (1933). The distance between a comparison
skein plot and the appropriate convergence points (x = I'53,y = -0·53
for deutan (Nimeroff 1970), and x = 0·746, y = o·253 for protan) was
determined, as was the angle between the horizontal and a line through
the skein plot and the point of convergence. Table I shows the x and y

Table I. Distances and angles of comparison skeins which most likely
will be confused with the green key skein.
Skein no.

X

Green key
Purpie key
Red key

0'2706
o·38II
o ·6479
o·3664
0'3355
0 "3084
o·2687
0"2250
0·3087
0'3148
o·2687
o·3649
o ·36o6

21
27
42
56
58
46
49
56
121
123

y
o·3616
0'2495
0"3236
0"2962
0 '3180
0'3370
0·3651
0 '3736
0 '3519
0'3494
o·365 1
0'3395
0'3372

Deutan
Distance
1'5413

Angle
144'70

1'4271
1"4649
1'4980
1'5466
! •5627

144'62
144'63
144'64
144'64
144'67

Protan
Distance Angle
0'4876
167·13

0'4483
0 '4418
0 '4903
0'3908
0'3945

!67·26
!67 '40
166·78
!67'21
!67·68

values for the key skeins and, as an example, a number of the comparison
skeins which, it is assumed, are most likely to be confused with the
green key skein by deutans and protans. If the subject, for instance,
chooses skein no. 42 to match the green key skein, and if he is a deutan,
the quantitative difference between the two skeins can be stated as the
angular difference of o·o6° and the distance difference (from the convergence point) of o·o433· This of course does not take into account the
lightness difference, but since the test is basically one of hue discrimination, this should not be of importance here.

4· Discussion
The colorimetric data suggest that the Holmgren test can only be of
limited value in the detection of colour-vision defects. The fact that the
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comparison skeins do not lie exactly on the confusion lines suggests that
if the test works at all, it should do so only in cases of outright dichromats. This conclusion has been confirmed by the authors' investigation
into the application of the test. Furthermore, the distances between
these skeins are too far apart, in all but a few cases, to detect anomalaus
trichromats.
The test may have screening applications for outright dichromats,
and since the !arge number of comparison skeins make it relatively easy
for the subject to find matches, he feels encouraged by his apparent
success, unlike, for instance, isochromatic tests which often only
provide him with negative feedback.
The red key skein (R) is not a good choice, since for both deutans and
protans it is almost impossible to find any matches. If this key were to be
moved to the circled position in figure 1, a number of matches for both
defects might be obtained. The authors are trying this out in a current
series of experiments.
Holmgren, of course, intended the test to diagnose whether the
subject is defective rather than what type of defect he has. As has been
shown, even this may only be accomplished in cases of dichromatism.
Holmgren, however, also emphasizes that it is the performance of the
subject which counts rather than what he actually selects. This is an
interesting claim and one which, in the end, perhaps circumvents almost
entirely any colorimetric critique. The only criterion for the selection of
skeins for the test in that case would be that they be as widely distributed
as possible. This is in fact precisely what Holmgren recommends.
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PRIME-COLOR THEORY OF HUMAN VISION

WATHORNTON
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Bloomfield, New Jersey 0700J, USA
The characteristics of normal human VISlOn imply that incoming
lights are differentiated in three dimensions. It is generally tacitly
agreed that normal visual system response, quite aside from whatever
retinal absorptions exist, involves three differing spectral sensitivitiesthree visual channels. lncoming natural lights, such as the lights reflected into the eye from the elements of a daylit scene, can be regarded
as being sampled, effectively, by the visual system, in three different
regions of the visible spectrum. Each of the regions may be characterized by a single wavelength. W e shall call the three wavelengths the
'prime colors' of human vision, and expect them to be reasonably well
defined for the normal human observer.
The identity of the three wavelengths, the three prime colors,
intrudes upon anyone forced to deal with the practical aspects of lighting. Take color rendering in the sense of similarity to daylight rendering: if, of the totality of spectral colors mixed in real daylight, one could
retain only three, one should retain a set of three near 450, 540, and
610 nm. The white light thus composed (Thornton 1971), for which the
color-rendering index (cRr) is about 85, renders colors very much as
does real daylight although most of the visible spectrum is empty;
deviation from these three wavelengths causes the CRI to drop sharply.
This must be recause peak response of the three visual channels is
rather sharply defined and centred near these wavelengths. Color
rendering in the sense of attractiveness of coloration (Judd 1967)
requires retention of the same three wavelengths. It follows that all
commerciallamps, if they are designed for maximum energy conservation as well as for pleasant or daylight-like rendering of color, must
emit only the prime colors.
The identity of the prime colors is also unmistakable once one has
studied the characteristics of natural lights (Thornton 1973) which
match in color and brightness either to normal human observers or to
the CIE Standard Observers. In both cases the spectral power distributions of matehing pairs of natural lights characteristically are equal in
power at the three wavelengths of the prime colors, and only there. This
may be interpreted as providing equal power input to the 'blue' visual
channel, from the two lights, and so for each of the other visual channels
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centred on the prime colors. The lampmaker must therefore design his
ideal lamp to emit only the prime colors, if he wishes daylight color
matches to persist in artificial illumination, and if for energy reasons he
cannot afford to reproduce the spectral power distribution of daylight
itself.
The identity of the prime colors is also revealed by the following
practical observation. The perceived color of a light may be altered with
minimum change in power (MacAdam 1938) simply by adding or
subtracting one of the prime colors to or from the existing light. This
implies that a perceived color is established with minimum power
input to the eye (Thornton 1972) when the incoming light is composed
of the prime colors, as it will be if the light on the scene is a prime-color
illuminant. One is again led to the conclusion that commercial lamplight illuminating any scene should be composed of the prime colors.
Although the color-matehing functions of the normal human observer
have long been known, it is still true that 'the tri-receptor sensitivity
distributions of the eye are not known', as Ralph Evans said (Evans
1948). As usdul as color-matehing functions are, they are not to be
confused with total visual system response
not only retinal
absorptions hut signal processing, in which non-additive effects are
apparently important. The evidence of the above paragraphs suggests
that (i) visual system response is three-peaked, (ii) the three peaks are
rather sharply defined, and (iii) the peaks are centred near 450, 540, and
610 nm. A schematic representation of such a response (figure 1) may
include the subresponse we know as the 'visibility curve' and may be
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the spectral response of
the normal human visual system. Peaks are the three input
channels of the visual system, and their maxima are marked by
the wavelengths of the prime colors. The subresponse, known
variously as the visibility curve or luminosity curve, is shown as
the brokcm line.
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consistent with observations on perceived brightness of saturated colors
when compared to white.
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A31 ÜBER DIE ERMITTLUNG DER ÄHNLICHSTEN
FARBTEMPERATUR FÜR DAS NEUE CIE-UCS-SYSTEM

J KROCHMANN, Z ÖZVER und R RATTUNDE
Institut für Lichttechnik der Technischen Universität Berlin, Einsteinufer 19, D-1ooo Berlin 10, Deutschland

1.

Ähnlichste Farbtemperatur

Die ähnlichste Farbtemperatur T" eines zu kennzeichnenden Strahlers
ist diejenige Temperatur des Schwarzen (Planckschen) Strahlers, bei
der dessen Farbart der des zu kennzeichnenden Strahlers am nächsten
kommt (DIN I967). Der Farbort des zu kennzeichnenden Strahlers
liegt in diesem Fall nur in der Nähe des Kurvenzugs für den Schwarzen
(Planckschen) Strahler. Die dazugehörige ähnlichste Farbtemperatur
Tn ist dann durch die durch den Farbort gehende 'Juddsche Gerade'
gegeben. Einer Farbart soll nur dann eine ähnlichste Farbtemperatur
zugeordnet werden, wenn sie innerhalb eines bestimmten, mit Juddschen
Geraden überdeckten Gebiets liegt.
2.

Farbart des Planckschen Strahlers

Die Farbart der Strahlung des Schwarzen (Planckschen) Strahlers wird
durch das Plancksche Strahlungsgesetz bestimmt. Die Farbreizfunktion
ergibt sich dementsprechend zu

c, [ (c

2

(L ... r)s = ÜonA -s exp A.T- I ) ] - ' '

(I)

c, I. Konstante des Planckschen Strahlungsgesetzes, c 2 2. Konstante
des Planckschen Strahlungsgesetzes, T Temperatur, und Üo = I sr
Einheitsraumwinkel.
Zur Zeit werden die folgenden Werte empfohlen:
c, = 3·7415XI0- 16 Wm 2
c2 = r·4388x I0- 2 mK.
Die Farbreizfunktion für die Berechnung der Farbart des Planckschen Strahlers ergibt sich damit zu
(S,.).

k Normierungskonstante.

=

(z)
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Die Normfarbwertanteile des Schwarzen (Planckschen) Strahlers
x, y für das I0°-Gesichtsfeld sind bekannt (Krochmann und Özver

1972). Der Zusammenhang zwischen den Farbkoordinaten für den
Kurvenzug des Planckschen Strahlers läßt sich für die verschiedenen
Systeme bzw. Gesichtsfelder durch Näherungsgleichungen erfassen.
Für das Normvalenzsystem können als gute Näherungen mit einem
Fehler J< r %0 angegeben werden:
2o -Gesichtsfeld:
J = -o·6657+7·6828X-26·039X 2 + 52'497X 3 - 56·8913X 4
+23'7783X'.

(3)

I0°-Gesichtsfeld :
y

=

-o·s76r+6·8797X-22·78ssx 2 +44'7586x 3 -46·8os7x 4
+ r8·4639x'.

(4)

Für das CIE-UCS-System (CIE 1976) kann angegeben werden:
2o -Gesichtsfeld:
u'

= __4X_:___ _

-zx+ rzy+3
9Y

v'
für rooo
V'

1
-

185·9786u' 2 + 510•6776U' 3
-7o8·8877u' 4 +395'417ou''

(7)

T< oo K :

=

-41'6I38+765·6745U'- 524l'4II6U' 2 + I5977'I88su' 3
- r826o·8488u' 4
I 0°-Gesichtsfeld :

1/

(6)

K:

= -2·0526+ 34'404IU

für 48oo

-zx+ rzy+3

(s)

für rooo
v' 10

sooo K:

= -0·7297+ l3'0522U' 10- so·s666u'fo

für 48oo
v'1o

(8)

=

+87'8996u'?o- s8·uu't o

(9)

-8·o3o9+u8·u33u' 1o-552·8s6su'io
+ 873 ·sozu'? o.

( ro)

T< oo K:

Um den Zusammenhang zwischen der Temperatur des Schwarzen
(Planckschen) Strahlers und der Farbart zu finden, muß eine der
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beiden Koordinaten des Farborts als Funktion der Temperatur
bekannt sein. Dieser Zusammenhang kann durch Näherungsgleichungen
erfaßt werden. Es gilt z.B. für das Normvalenzsystem, 2°-Gesichtsfeld,
mit einem Fehler f< I%:
für 1000
X=

o·8329-2·o82 X I0- 4 T+3·0967 X 10-sp
-1·8I6X I0- 12 TJ-6·895X I0- 18 T 4 +3'1836X

für 20 ooo
X=

T<2o ooo K :
I0-

12

P

(11)

T< Ioo ooo K:

0'293-3'I312X I0- 6 T+8·6789X I0- 11 T2
- 1·2469 X 10-'P+8·9691 X I0- 21 T 4 -2'5513 X I0- 26 P.

(I2)

Entsprechende Gleichungen lassen sich auch für andere Farbsysteme
bzw. Gesichtsfelder aufstellen.
Der Zusammenhang zwischen der 2. Koordinate des Farbortes und
der Temperatur läßt sich daraus mit Hilfe der vorher angegebenen
Gleichungen finden.

3· Juddsche Geraden
In einem gleichabständigen Farbsystem stehen die Juddschen Geraden
als Summe aller Farbörter für gleiche ähnlichste Farbtemperatur
senkrecht auf dem Kurvenzug des Schwarzen (Planckschen) Strahlers.
Die Gleichungen für die Juddschen Geraden ergeben sich dann zu

v
1

1

1

I

(

I

I )

I

= dvlfdul u -u l +v'

1

Koordinaten der Juddschen Geraden im U 1 V 1-System, und
U , V
Koordinaten des Kurvenzugs des Schwarzen (Planckschen)
Strahlers.
Setzt man in Gleichung {I3) die aus den Näherungsgleichungen
gefundenen Werte von u V des Schwarzen Strahlers ein, so sind damit
die Gleichungen der Juddschen Geraden gegeben.
U 1, V 1
1

1

1

1

4· Ähnlichste Farbtemperatur für gegebene Farbart
Zur Bestimmung der ähnlichsten Farbtemperatur für eine gegebene
Farbart kann die Gleichung ( I3) verwendet werden. In dieser Gleichung
werden für eine Farbart A für die Koordinaten V 11 und u11 die Koordinaten der Farbart
und u:., eingesetzt.
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u_. 1 -ab+b.. 1 -(1 +zac+b +zcv_.1 )u' + 3(dv 1 -ad-bc)u' 2
+(4evAl +4ae+4bd+ 2C 2)U' 3 + s(be+dc)u' 4 + 3(2ce+d 2)u' 5

+7deu'6+4e2u'7 = o,

(14)

a,b,c,d,e Konstanten der Näherungsgleichungen.
Durch Auflösung dieser Gleichung läßt sich u' bestimmen. Damit ist
der entsprechende Farbort des Schwarzen Strahlers bekannt. Seine
Temperatur kann aus entsprechenden Näherungsgleichungen von
u' = f(T) bestimmt werden. Für das Normvalenzsystem werden
entsprechende Gleichungen mit angegeben.
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CORRELATED COLOUR TEMPERATURE AND THE

AE:b COLOUR-DIFFERENCE FORMULA
JSCHANDA
Research Institute for Technical Physics of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Budapest, Hungary

1.

Introducdon

The Colorimetry Committee of the CIE recommended at its session in
1975 in London the introduction of two new colour spaces, the CIE
L"'u"'v"' and L*a"'b"' spaces (CIE 1976). The first of thesewas intended
to be used whenever a uniform chromaticity diagram is needed since it
contains a linear chromaticity diagram, namely that of (u', v'). L"'a"'b"'
is a nonlinear transformation of the X, Y, Z space where no such
chromaticity diagram can be defined.
We intend to investigate the infiuence of these propositions on the
concept of colour temperature. As the original definition of correlated
colour temperature (ccT) is based on a chromaticity diagram (minimum
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of L\E(u,v)) (CIE 1970), the influence of the transition v-+v' was first
investigated (Schanda and Dimyi 1977), and differences as high as
100 K were found for daylight chromaticities.
Since no experiment was known to us that discusses the correctness
of one of the colour-difference formulae for colours lying near to the
chromaticity curve of Planckian radiators, it seemed interesting to
explore the L"'a"'b"' space for ccT lines.
2.

The colour of a source expressed in L•a•b• space

L"'a"'b"' space was specially intended to describe object colours. The
tristimulus values determined for the perfectly reflecting diffuser serve
to set the origin of the space.
If the colour difference of two sources is to be expressed in L"'a"'b"'
space, then the following should be considered. One source is regarded
as the primary and the Xo, Yo,Zo values for the perfectly reflecting
diffuser illuminated with this source are determined (Yo
100 by
definition). The light reflected by a perfectly reflecting diffuser irradiated by the other source can be regarded as a colour stimulus with
tristimulus values X 1 , Y.,Z., and for the observer it is immaterial
whether this stimulus is obtained in the way described or by illuminating a coloured surface with the primary source. The only difficulty
here isthat a somewhat unnatural situation occurs because Y •
100
also. No data are available to show whether the L"'a"'b"' space is equidistant near to its origin for such 'luminescent' colours ( Y = 100 for a
non-achromatic stimulus can occur if the surface shows luminescence)
or not. As a matter of fact one is faced with the same problern when
calculating chromaticity differences in the (u,v) or (u',v') chromaticity
diagram, since L\E(u' ,v') can be obtained from L\E!". by the same philosophy. (The same holds for the classical L\E(u,v) derived from ßEctE·)
The present paper applies the above concept to describe ccT based on
the minimum of L\E'!. calculations, and investigates the correlation
between calculated and observed ccTs.

=

=

3·

lines; daylight chromaticities

The following two series of calculations were performed. The ccTs that
should be assigned to the different phases of daylight distributions were
calculated by starting from the chromaticities of daylight phases as
given in CIE (1971), and by calculating the minimum of L\E'!., generating the chromaticity coordinates as the Planckian locus by the use of
third-order polynomials.
Table I shows the chromaticity coordinates of several daylight
chromaticities, the Tc values as calculated according to the (u,v)
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Table I. Correlated colour temperature for daylight chromaticities
according to CIE colour-difference formulae: UCS 6o, CIELUV and
CIELAB .

r:o

Xo

Yo

o ·3823
0'3737
o ·3658
0 '3585
0'3519
0 '3451
0'3401
0'3349
0'3325
0 '3302
0 '3258
0'3217
0 ·3128
0 '3054
0 '2991
0 '2938
o·2892
o·2853
o·2818
0'2788

o ·3823
0'3786
0'3734
o·3684
o·3634
0'3587
0'3541
0 '3497
0'3476
0 '3455
0'3416
0'3378
0'3292
0'3216
0'3150
0'3092
0'3041
0'2996
0 '2956
0'2920

0,6

4000
4200
4400
4600
4800
5000
5200
5400
5500
560o
5800
6ooo
65oo
7000
7500
8ooo
85oo
9000
9500
10000

r; 'u'

y•b

4140
4332
4528
4719
4914
5108
5303
5398
5494
5687
5889
6371
6874
7355
7854
8337
8824
9309
9787

3883
4078
4270
4463
4658
485o
5048
5241
5336
5434
5626
5820
6295
6781
7254
7723
8199
8662
9116
9570

c

2920 285 7 2312
3125 , \
3361
3636
396
4124
439
4706
5063

0,5

0,4

8759
0,3

0,2

0,1

0.2

O.J

0.4

o.s

0.6

Figure 1. Lines of constant correlated colour temperature
calculated according to the CIELAB colour-difference formula.
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diagram, and the
and
values. lt is proposed that the symbol
is used if the minimum calculation is performed in the (u',v')
plane, and
if the minimum of tlE'!. is calculated.
Figure 1 shows the CCT lines with constant
The presentation of this paper will discuss this question in detail and
show the correlations obtained from observations.
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A33 PROPOSED INDICES OF DEGREE OF
FLUORESCENCE
TAK-FU CHONG and FRED W BILLMEYER JR
Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, USA

1.

Introduction

Two new indices are proposed for describing the degree of fluorescence,
as determined from instrumental measurements, of opaque fluorescent
samples. Index A, suitable for comparing the degrees of fluorescence of
samples measured on a specific instrument, is the relative fluorescent
luminance of the sample when irradiated by the instrument source.
Index B, which should be independent of the instrument used, is the
relative fluorescent luminance of the sample calculated for irradiation
by CIE Ill D6 s·
2.

The index A

The spectral total radiance factor (CIE 1977) ß.. of a fluorescent sample
is given by
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ß, ,.._ = e ..... +(F;.P•• fe,,;.P;.)

(I)

where (!•." = e.... /(!r,;. is the spectral reflected radiance factor or 'true
reflectance' of the sample (ratio of sample to reference reflectance), F;.
is the relative spectral fluorescent flux, P;. is the source irradiance, and
P•• is the excitation constant, the total power emitted by fluorescence
under the conditions of irradiation. The term in parentheses is the
spectral fluorescent radiance factor, ßr,;.. Assuming the reference to be
the perfect diffuser (er ·" = I)
(z)
The spectral fluorescent radiance, Lr,;., is the product of ßr,;. and the
source irradiance :
The corresponding relative luminous quantity is proposed as an index of
the degree of fluorescence of the sample. This is the relative fluorescent
luminance, which we designated A:

where the integral is over the visible region within which j, which is
identical to the spectral photopic luminous efficiency V(/.), is finite . The
normalization constant

(S)
is chosen so that A
region.

=

IOO

when ß,.;.-1!•."

=

I

throughout the visible

3· The index B
The measurement of degree of fluorescence ·by index A is consistent
only if the same source irradiance is used throughout. Practically, this
means that all samples to be compared must be measured on the same
instrument. A more general index, which we designate B , can be calculated by transforming the measured total radiance factor to that which
would be obtained for irradiation of the sample by CIE Ill D 6 s, using
the prediction method of Alman and Billmeyer (I977). The equation for
B differs from that for A (equation (4)) only in that ß,,;. isthat computed
for 111 D 6 s instead ofthat observed for the instrument source. Alman
and Billmeyer show that
D
P1P';.
ß,,;. = IJ•,;.+ßr,;.pop•
j

).

..

(6)
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where the superscripts D and i indicate
and the instrument source,
respectively, and the quantities P •• are normalized as described by
Alman and Billmeyer.

4· Examples
The normalization of these indices is such that they range upward from
zero for a non-fluorescent sample. In practice, a value of 30 represents a
highly fluorescent sample.

Table I. Spectral total radiance factor and spectral reftected radiance
factor of an orange-red paint.
J.(nm)
380
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
560
580
6oo
620
640
66o
68o
700
720

ß....

p,,;.

ß.... -

0'0410
o·o387
o·o368
o·0370
0'0417
0'0457
0'0384
0'0324
0'0444
0"1117
0'3370
1'0759
1'4013
1·2699
1'1208
1'0171
0'9754
0'9593

0'0410
0'0387
0"0367
0"0366
0'0409
0'0457
o·o381
0"0321
0"0368
o·o662
0'1943
o·5o11
0'9134
o·885o
0'9041
0'9152
0'9245
0'9298

0
0
0"0001
0'0004
o·ooo8
0
o·ooo3
o·ooo3
0"0076
0'0455
0'1427
0'5748
0'4879
o·3849
0'2167
0'1019
0'0509
0'0295

p,,._

Table I shows data (Alman 1975) for a typical fluorescent paint,
orange-red in color, as measured on a Zeiss DMC-25 reflectance
spectrophotometer using a 250 W incandescent source for which
x = 0'441, y = o·420, and the correlated color temperature is 3000 K.
The values of (!.... were found using the filter-reduction method
(Eitle and Ganz 1968, Alman et al 1976). The index A for this sample is
20.
The samples of the Ciba-Geigy White Scale were measured in the
same manner, also using the incandescent source. Their indices A for
this source system are given in table II.
Table III gives data for the greenish-yellow fluorescent paintt
t Dayglo Color Corporation, 4732 St Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,
USA.
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Table II. Index A for the samples of the Ciba-Geigy White Scale
irradiated by an incandescent source.

Step no.

A

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
0'001
0 '010
0 '027
0'072
0 ' 101
0'130
o ·15o
o ·:z.oo

II

12

Table 111. Data for calculating index B for a greenish-yellow fluorescent
paint.

.l.(nm)

Pc .A.

P•."-

400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
560
58o
6oo
620
640
66o
68o
700

0 "718
o ·697
o·666
o·643
o ·625
o·628
0'747
o·825
o ·855
o ·868
o·876
o·882
o·891
o ·898
0'905
0'915

0 '040
0'038
0 '038
0 '031
0 '030
0'153
o·6o9
o·815
o ·856
o·875
o ·886
o ·892
o ·899
0'904
0'914
0 '921

ßl_ ,..
0
0 "001
0
0"009
0 '042
o·15o
0'301
0'241
0'152
0 '093
o·o52
0 '024
0 '012
0 '007
0'004
0

ß :'_;.
0 '040
0 '039
0 '038
0'039
o·o8o
0 '396
1·286
1'468
I '350
1'229
I ' I 16
1'009
0'965
0'947
0 '941
0 '921

ßf. ;.
0
0 '001
0
o ·oo8
o ·o5o
0 '243

o ·6n

o·653
0 '494
0 '354
0 '230
0 ' 117
o ·o66
0 '043
0 '027
0

studied by Alman (1975). Here (! c ,>. is the conventional reftectance
(Billmeyer 1974). The predicted values of total and ftuorescent radiance
factor for Ill D 6 , are computed and allow evaluation of the index B ,
which is 42 for this sample.

5· Discussion
Evaluation of the index A requires the measurement of the total
radiance factor, the calculation of the true reftectance, and the spectroradiometric calibration of the instrument's source system (Alman and
Billmeyer 1976). Evaluation of index B requires in addition measurement of conventional reftectance and calibration of the instrument's
detector system, as described by Alman and Billmeyer (1977). For our
DMC-25, the necessary calibrations were available only for the visible
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region, hence we were unable to calculate indices B for the Ciba-Geigy
White Scale samples.
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A34 TOLERANCE LEVELS IN THE SPECIFICATION
OF APPEARANCE
R S HUNTER and R W HAROLD
Hunter Associates Laboratory, lnc, Fairfax, Virginia 22030, USA

This paper deals with the precision with which a product's appearance
must be controlled in color and in geometric attributes in order to be
acceptable for various applications situations. A number of factors
influence this precision of control:
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(i) The eye is a better comparator than a memorizer; therefore, sideby-side matches to target must be made with much high er precision
than memory matches.
(ii) As product evenness and uniformity increase, precision of match
must also be improved. In practice, for patterned arrays of products
such as tiles on walls and ftoors, and shingles on roofs, an intentional random variability of pieces in color makes it unnecessary to
achieve high precision in average color between lots of the material.
(iii) An acceptable color match must have higher precision when both
chromatic and geometric aspects have to be duplicated than when
geometric characteristics can be different. In other words, intended
differences in geometric aspects of gloss or texture mask the need
for high-precision chromatic matches.
In the past there have been several recommendations for the verbal
identification of Ievels of color match (ISCC, Munsell Foundation,
studies at Kodak). Corresponding recommendations for gloss and
geometric Ievels are not known to the authors.
After viewing the record, the writers have recommendations to make
for both precision of color matches to target and precision of gloss
matches to target.

AJS COLOR-MEASUREMENT PERFORMANCE OF
THE ZEISS AUTOMATie COLORIMETER RFC-J
L T SHARPE and R LAKOWSKI
Visual Laboratory, Department of Psychology, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

1.

Introduction

In recent years, several color-measuring instruments have been studied
for their precision and accuracy of color and color-difference measurement. The most recent comparisons have been made at the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute by Billmeyer and his associates who tested and
compared the efficiency of 15 commercially available spectrophotometers and colorimeters (Billmeyer 1969, Billmeyer et al 1974, Marcus
and Billmeyer 1974). One newly developed photoelectric instrument
omitted from these extensive reports is the Zeiss Automatie Colorimeter
RFC-3. This versatile colorimeter can be applied to various color-
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measuring operations: color matching, tolerance specification, whiteness
measurement, color control in production, and colorant formulation. In
all these applications, how accurately color is being measured is a
matter of immediate interest and concern. Therefore, we decided to
conduct our own routine tests of the performance capabilities of the
Zeiss RFC-3 to determine how weil it compares with similar colormeasuring instruments.
2.

Method

The test material included 262 samples made up of 4 Johnson grey
tiles, 168 Lüscher color standards, 5 Marbon ceramic plaques, and 90
Munsell color standards. These samples covered the complete color
gamut, representing different degrees of saturation and lightness. Gloss
was eliminated through using a built-in gloss trap. The Zeiss RFC-3 is
an abridged filter spectrophotometer. Its 24 bandpass interference
filters with centroid wavelengths spaced at 13 nm intervals sample the
spectral range from 400 to 700 nm. The wavelength accuracy of these
filters is approximately ± o·2 nm.
Colored surfaces are
diffusely with an integrating sphere
by undispersed light and are viewed at 8° (aperture angle 6·8°). Light is
provided by a xenon-arc lamp XBO 250 W source with a conversion
filter for CIE Standard Illuminant D 65 • CIE tristimulus values XYZ
and chromaticity coordinates x, y for Illuminants A, C, and D6s are
obtained by digital integration of the relative reftectances of the color
surfaces at each of the 24 filter wavelengths. Computation is automatically carried out on-line by a Digital Equipment Corp PDP-8/E
Computer within the 2° or I0° CIE Standard Observer System according to the weighted-ordinate method. Results are simultaneously
printed and plotted by a page teleprinter. One instrumental advantage
of this colorimeter is the switchable measuring aperture, a 30 mm,
14 mm, and 4 mm, diameter aperture may be selected for measurement
of both large and small color surface areas.
Pressed tablets of BaS04 supplied by Carl Zeiss and Co Limited,
überkochen, were prepared weekly in the Visual Laboratory and used
as reftectance Standards. The tablets, 45 mm in diameter, were pressed
in a Zeiss Powder Press 45 according to standard procedures.
CIE tristimulus values and chromaticity coordinates were obtained
Observer.
for Illuminant C and the 193 I

3· Results
J.I. Repeatability of measurements
In the first part of the study the internal repeatability of the Zeiss
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RFC-3 was determined. Five measurements were made on each of 177
samples (the Johnson grey tiles, the Marbon plaques, and the Lüscher
color standards) at each of the three measuring apertures so that 2655
color measurements were made in total. All measurements were obtained by the same experienced operat:>r.
Treatment of the data directly followed the procedure of Billmeyer
et al ( 1974). The five sets of tristimulus values were averaged for each
sample, then the individual values were compared to the mean value.
Comparisons were made by computing the Friele-MacAdam-Chickering (FMC-2) color-difference units between each value (Wyszecki
1968). Finally, the mean x, and the standard deviation, s, of the resulting color-difference units were calculated for the multiple measurements. Separate analyses were made for each measuring aperture size
and for two separate series of samples, achromatic (N = 24) and
chromatic (N = 153).
Color-difference formulae are very useful in the measurement of
instrumental precision because they provide a single-number color
difference that can be readily analysed statistically. lt is granted that
this single unit suppresses information about the magnitude and
direction of such differences. Nevertheless, the FMC-2 color-difference
formula was chosen to test instrument performance because it was the
method used by Billmeyer et al (1974). In this way we could compare
the short-term repeatability of the Zeiss RFC-3 with the precision of
other color-measuring instruments.
The repeatability of measurements for the Zeiss RFC-3 shows small
standard deviations about the mean values, with an average repeatability within the Iimits of ± 0'34 FMC-2 color-difference units. This
value varies little with changes in aperture size.
].2. Accuracy of measurements

In the second part of the study the accuracy of the Zeiss RFC-3 was
tested. Tristimulus values were determined for four series of Munsell
color standards categorized as: group I, gloss achromatic (N = 10);
group II, gloss chromatic (N = 14); group 111, mat achromatic (N =
10); and group IV, mat chromatic (N = 23). These obtained values
were compared to values obtained by a GE spectrophotometer. The
GE data, including actual reflectance curves, tristimulus values, and
chromaticity Coordinates, were provided for each sample by the Munsell
Color Co. The GE measurements were collected in an integratingsphere instrument with near-normal (6°) illumination by dispersed
light and with diffuse viewing. Magnesium oxide (MgO) was used as
the reflectance standard.
The actual accuracy comparisons were made by two color-difference
calculations. In this way, the color difference for each Munsell
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sample was calculated between the tristimulus values provided by the
Zeiss RFC-3 and those readings provided by the GE spectrophotometer. Measurements were made at all three aperture sizes to determine
if any decline in accuracy occurred when using the smaller apertures.
As before, the x and s were calculated for each of the sample groups and
for the total samples. Since the GE color specification provided by the
Munsell Color Co only consisted of one instrumental run per sample,
only one randomly selected set of Zeiss RFC-3 measurements was
chosen to assess instrumental precision. This is a very rigorous test of
accuracy because small calibration errors (e.g. high variability in shortterm repeatability) would affect the validity of the results.
The accuracy of measurement is within 1·2 to 1·4 FMC-2 colordifference units oftheGE values depending on which aperture is used.
This compares very favorably with competitive instruments. The
correlation and regression analysis yielded conformance to within
o·oo2 x, o·oo2 y, and o·434 Y %, with a slight decrease in accuracy for
the smallest aperture. This again compares favorably to other instruments.

4· Conclusions
The results presented in this paper strongly suggest that the Zeiss
Automatie Colorimeter RFC-3 measures color with high-performance
precision and accuracy. Its capability for color measurement is at least
as good as that of the other commercially available color-measuring
instruments that have been tested. The RFC-3 may be confidently
applied to routine color specification, color-difference computation,
production color control, and colorant formulation. Especially encouraging is the finding that there is not an appreciable decrease in short-term
repeatability or conformance when the size of measuring aperture is
changed.
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A36
DFC 5: EIN NEUES
FARBMESSGERAT NACH DEM
DREffiEREICHSVERFAHREN

HEINZ LOOF
Abteilung für physikalisch-chemische Analyse, Carl Zeiss, D 7082
überkochen, Bundesreupblik Deutschland
Automatisches, elektrisches Reflexionsphotometer mit Kugelgeometrie
(d/8°) für die Farbmessung an lichtreflektierenden Körpern aus den
Bereichen der Papier-, Pigment-, Kunststoff- und Textilindustrie. Die
Messobjekte werden mit den Normlichtarten D 6 , und A, wahlweise
einschaltbar, beleuchtet.
Die Farbmessung erfolgt nach dem Dreibereichsverfahren bei
Anwendung von Farbmessfiltern mit sehr guter Anpassung an die
Normspektralwertfunktionen für den Grossfeld-(10°)-Beobachter nach
DIN 5033.
Für den Start und den selbsttätigen Ablauf des Messvorganges ist nur
ein Tastendruck erforderlich. Die gesamte Messzeit für eine Messung
mit drei Farbmessfiltern beträgt etwa 6 Sekunden. Filterkennzahl und
Messwert werden digital in einer Zeile angezeigt. Diese Information
kann abgelesen, durch einen angeschlossenen Drucker XP 2 ausgedruckt oder durch einen angeschlossenen Tischrechner HP 9815 A
aufgenommen, verarbeitet und mittels des im Tischrechner enthaltenen
Druckers ausgegeben werden.
Das Gerät ist luftgekühlt, es erfolgt keine Wärmeleitung vom Gerät
zum Messobjekt. Eine Glanzfalle kann mittels Drehknopf bequem
ein- und ausgeschaltet werden, ebenso die bewährten uv-Sperrfilter
FL 40 und FL 46 in Verbindung mit der Normlichtart D6s · Neben den
drei Farbmessfiltern (FMX/L, FMY/L und FMZ/L, 10°-Beobachter)
befindet sich das blaue Spektralbandfilter R 457 für die Messung von
Brightness an Papier in der Filterdrehscheibe, welche auf Wunsch
auch noch zwei Sonderfilter nach Vereinbarung, insgesamt also sechs
Lichtfilter aufnehmen kann.
So einfach wie die Lampen (Glühlampe und Xenonlampe) kann bei
diesem Gerät auch die Photometerkugel gegen eine neue mit frischem
Weissbelag vom Gerätebenutzer ausgetauscht werden. Daher kann eine
durch Lampenschwärzung oder Versehrnutzung des weissen Kugelbelages hervorgerufene Änderung der spektralen Empfindlichkeitsverteilung des Gerätes vom Gerätebenutzer selbst rückgängig gemacht
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werden, ohne das Gerät vorübergehend an den Hersteller einsenden zu
müssen.
Für den Netzanschluss genügt eine Anschlußstelle mit roo, us, I27,
220 oder 240 V, Wechselspannung mit so oder 6oHz. Die maximale
Leistungsaufnahme beträgt etwa Iooo VA. Eine Spannungsschwankung
von - I 5 % und + I o% beeinträchtigt die Funktion nicht. Der als
Kompaktgerät ausgebildete Elrephomat enthält sämtliche Netzanschlussgeräte, wiegt etwa IOO kg und hat die Abmessungen 82 cm
Breite, 65 cm Tiefe und 55 cm Höhe. Bei der benötigten Tischfläche
ist gegebenenfalls die zusätzliche kleine Aufstellfläche für Drucker
XP 2 oder Tischrechner HP 98I5 A zu berücksichtigen.

A37 A PULSED-XENON SPECTROPHOTOMETER
WITH PARALLEL WAVELENGTH SENSING
S

J KISHNER

Macbeth Division, Kollmorgen Corporation, Newburgh, New York,
USA

1.

Introduction

An abridged spectrophotometer utilizing two instrumental concepts
new to the field of color measurement has been developed. These two
concepts are the following: (i) A pulsed-xenon flashtube light source.
(ii) A diffraction-grating spectrometer and detector array for parallel
wavelength sensing.
Adoption of both of these concepts results in an instrument with
greatly improved performance capabilities compared with other
available instrumentation. These capabilities include non-contact,
instantaneous measurement of moving samples, accurate spectral
response and inter-instrument agreement. A description of the spectrophotometer is given in the following sections.
2.

Pulsed-xenon flashtube

A pulsed-xenon flashtube produces illumination of very short duration
(20-30 f.lS) and high radiant intensity (ro 5 W). The short duration
'freezes' the motion of moving samples, and the combination of high
intensity and short duration makes possible the electronic exclusion of
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interference from ambient light. Thus, non-contact measurements of
moving samples are possible.
The flashtube light output is broad-band, with coverage from the
near ultraviolet through the near infrared. Since the color temperature
is high (IOooo-Isooo K), optical filtering can be used to produce a
good approximation to D 65 illumination, which is important in the
measurement of fluorescent samples. The shape of the spectral output
of the flashtube is extremely consistent from flash to flash (Newell I972),
with the relative intensity of different spectral components changing by
less than o· I %.
The use of pulsed illumination produces a high photometric signalto-noise ratio, while the total energy delivered to the sample is small
( <2o J). Thus, there is negligible sample heating, a consideration that
is of concern when measuring thermochromic samples.

3· Parallel wavelength sensing
All current abridged spectrophotometers use scanning monochromators
to achieve sequential measurements. These monochromators include
dispersive elements such as diffraction gratings and prisms, or interferometric elements such as discrete and wedge-type interference
filters. A grating spectrometer, however, generates a complete spectrum
in parallel. The use of an array of silicon photodiedes in the focal plane
of the spectrometer enables the simultaneous measurement of all
wavelength channels. Thus, a complete spectrophotometric measurement can be made concurrent with a single pulse of illumination. This
allows for the measurement of moving samples and improves the speed
of laboratory measurements.

4· System description
A simplified block diagram showing the key elements of the spectrophotometer is shown in figure I. Diffuse illumination is provided by a
ISO mm diameter integrating sphere, with pulsed-xenon illumination.
Light diffusely reflected at 8° to the sample normal leaves the sphere
and is measured. An alternate illumination system providing 45°/0°
geometry, which is capable of non-contact, on-line measurements, can
also be utilized.
A reference photodetector monitors the radiant intensity of the
sphere illumination and compensates for variations in flashtube output.
The use of this broad-band reference measurement is allowed by the
extreme spectral stability of the flasht1.4be output.
Complete dual-beam operation, however, is required in order to
compensate for coloration of the illuminating radiation by the sample
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Figure

I.

J Kishner

Spectrophotometer block diagram.

itself. This 'sphere error' (Frei and MacNeil 1973) is compensated by
measuring the refiectance of the wall of the integrating sphere while the
sample is still in the measuring port. This measurement is achieved by
moving a prism into the optical path of the light leaving the sphere. The
prism deviates light from the sphere wall out of the sphere and into the
spectrometer. The sphere wall becomes a transfer standard, since its
refiectivity is measured relative to a primary standard when the instrument is calibrated. This reference measurement is achieved with a
single pulse of illumination. Besides compensating for the 'sphere
error', it also normalizes many system variables, thereby enhancing
instrument stability.
The light leaving the sphere is focused by a collection lens onto the
entrance slit of the spect:ometer. The collimating lens directs light
from the entrance slit onto a refiection grating, which diffracts the light
in the direction of the integrating lens. This lens images the visible
spectrum (38o-7oo nm) onto a linear array of 17 silicon photodiodes.
These photodiades simultaneously measure 17 channels, spaced at
20 nm intervals, each with a half bandwidth of 16 nm.
The signals derived from the I 7 detectors are electronically processed
in parallel. Each channel is amplified, integrated over the pulse duration, and converted from analog to digital form. Once in digital form,
the data aretransferred to the microprocessor, which processes the data
into a useful form. The microprocessor is programmed to compute
tristimulus values and chromaticity Coordinates for illuminants A, C,
D 6 s and cool white fiuorescent, and color difference according to the
Hunter Lab, CIE L*a*b* and FMC-11 color-difference formulae. In
addition, a library of auxiliary programs is provided, including a
cathode-ray-tube (CRT) plot of refiectance against wavelength, absorb-
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ance and K JS calculations, data averaging, and a graphical display of
color-difference components to be used in on-line shade-sorting
applications. Peripherals include a CRT terminal, printer, teletype,
plotter, and BCD output.

5· System spectral response
One of the most important requirements in the color-measurement
field is inter-instrument agreement. A major factor in determining the
degree of agreement is the ability of the manufacturer to build instruments with the same stable spectral response. For example, if the primary wavelengths and half bandwidths of the measurement channels are
permitted to vary from one instrument to another, disagreement
between measurements can result. lt is found that interference filters
are difficult to manufacture with an acceptable degree of variability due
to both manufacturing tolerances and temperature effects. The spectral
characteristics of a grating spectrometer, however, are determined
primarily by geometrical considerations, which can be controlled quite
effectively. The spectral characteristics of silicon detectors arealso quite
stable. The result is a consistent spectral response from one instrument
to another. The spectral stability of the pulsed-xenon illumination
further contributes to inter-instrument agreement on fluorescent
samples.

6. Summary
The use of a pu!sed-xenon flashtube for illumination and a grating
spectrometer and detector array for parallel wavelength sensing makes
possible the rapid, non-contact spectrophotometric measurement of
moving samples. The spectral stability of the xenon flashtube and the
reproducibility of the system spectral characteristics make good interinstrument agreement attainable for a !arge number of commercially
manufactured spectrophotometers.
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A38 A NEW FLEXIDLE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
FOR COLOR MEASUREMENTS

J S CHRISTIE and GEORGE McCONNELL
Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc, Fairfax, Virginia

22030,

USA

A new spectrophotometer has been developed which uses only a single
beam of light to achieve simplicity and ftexibility in geometric illuminating and viewing of specimens. The spectrophotometer features separate
sensor and processor units, with only digital signals transmitted between them. The second unit contains a microprocessor, which makes
all of the calibrating adjustments and conversions to a wide variety of
color scales automatically and at high speeds.
The new instrument is intended for measurements of all materials
where color appearance is of practical importance. It is intended for use
in spectrophotometric identification of colorants and their assessment,
in color-recipe formulation and recipe correction, and in the measurement and computation of indices of metamerism between pairs of
samples of similar color. The new instrument, in addition to these
applications unique to the spectrophotometer, will prove tobe superior
or equal to tristimulus colorimeters for color and color-difference
measurements of materials in routine production.
Only a sphere model of the sensor is now offered. The illuminant
simulates D 65 • This is achieved by passing light from a halogen-cycle
lamp through an infrared-absorbing and blue-transmitting filter into a
zoo mm sphere. Wavelength isolation of the light reftected or transmitted by samples is achieved by an interference wedge, which rotates
through the viewing beam every seven seconds. The position of this
wedge is monitored by a digital shaft encoder, which transmits digital
pulses, suitable for indexing, every one-third nanometer. Meanwhile,
the output of the blue-sensitive silicon photocell is converted in fifty
microseconds to digital pulses. These are also transmitted to the signal
processor.
A microprocessor translates digital pulses from the sensor to properly
calibrated values of reftectance and transmittance every ten nanometers.
These values are then converted, as required, to values of tristimulus
color and a variety of color indices. The results called for by the
instrument operator are printed out on tape. They may be plotted, also,
if a curve plotter is added as an option.
The new instrument is simple, mistake-resistant, and designed
specifically to obtain the type of color information called for by routine
operations in the color- and appearance-analysis profession.
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A39 THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER AS A TOOL IN
ART TECHNOLOGY
WDWRIGHT
Courtauld Institute of Art, London, England
In Colour 73 at York a special-purpose spectrophotometer for measuring
the colours of paintings was described by M P WassaU and W D Wright .
This instrument has now been installed in the National Gallery in
London and a programme of measurements on major works of art is in
progress under the direction of Mr Garry Thomson. The primary aim
of the measurements is to provide a record of the spectral reflection
characteristics of key areas of a painting against which colour changes
occurring over long periods of time can be followed. Records are also
being made of the changes of colour when a painting has been cleaned or
has been subject to other treatment or restoration.
Another model of somewhat different design has now been constructed (Wright 1975) and this is currently undergoing trials in the
Courtauld Institute of Art. This is a teaching institution of London
University in which instruction in the restoration of paintings is given
in the Art Technology Department under the direction of Professor S
Re es- Jones. The detailed examination and restoration of paintings is
also undertaken in the Department for a number of art galleries.
The techniques used in the Department include photography,
x-ray radiography, examination with infrared-sensitive image tubes,
microscopy and photomicrography. An ideal environment therefore
exists in which to explore the value of spectrophotometry as an additional tool in art technology, and the new instrument is being used on a
variety of projects. These include measurements on a 14th century
painting on which some partial restoration had already been carried out,
the effect of lining and cleaning a Manet painting, sturlies of the reflection curves of traditional artists' pigments and their mixtures, measurement of the changes in the spectral reflection characteristics of a pigment
with drying and ageing, sturlies of the spectral quality of new artists'
pigments coming on the market, and, perhaps most important of all, the
problern of metamerism.
When a painting has to be repaired, the restorer has the task of
painting in the lost area so as to make it as difficult to detect as possible.
This calls for a very close match both in colour and texture between
the newly painted area and its immediate surround, but if the restorer
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is unable to use the same pigments as those used by the original artist,
some degree of metamerism can hardly be avoided. It must, though, be
kept to a minimum otherwise the repair may become visible when the
painting is seen under a different illuminant.
This calls for a spectral reflection measurement of the original
painting and for some means by which the restorer can select a pigment
mixture with a spectral reflection curve as similar as possible to the
original. A computer program as used in the colour industries to give
the required. pigment recipe is hardly a feasible proposition for the
restorer; and in any case the texture match may be as difficult to achieve
as the colour match. Artists in the past have tended to use a complex
sequence of ground, pigment, transparent glaze and varnish to achieve
the colour and surface quality they desired, so that the restorer has a very
difficult task indeed to reproduce the exact visual effect of these multilayers. However, if an album of spectral reflection curves of the pigments
which the restorer normally uses, together with curves of their mixtures
in known proportions, could be assembled, this should prove as effective a means as the restorer could hope for to enable him to choose the
pigment mixture that will keep the metamerism to a minimum. Even
then, allowance has to be made for the changes that occur with the
newly painted area as the paint dries during the following days and
weeks.
lf spectrophotometry is to prove an acceptable, and indeed a welcome,
tool to the art student and the restorer, account has tobe taken of the
fact that they are more likely to have had an artistic rather than a
scientific training and may not, therefore, take very kindly to the
intrusion of scientific theory and measurement into their craft. The
presentation of the subject is therefore all-important and the equipment
that has to be used must not be too forbidding. Although the spectrophotometer at the Courtauld Institute is a !arge instrument, it is
essentially simple in principle and its method of operation not too
difficult to understand. Only experience will show whether it is simple
enough to be acceptable to the art student, but from the outset of its
development, the design of the measuring head has been seen as the
feature that would be most critical to its acceptance as a practical tool.
In the National Gallery instrument, the measuring head isaseparate
unit mounted on three slides for vertical, lateral and forward movement
and is linked to the prism monochromator by a fibre-optic bundle with
a slit configuration at one end and a circular configuration at the other.
In the Courtauld instrument, theseparate head is replaced by a pivoting
exit-slit system and optical train as shown in figure 1, so that the small
patch of monochromatic light can again be directed and focused on to
the required area of the painting. The reflected light is measured
wavelength by wavelength with a photomultiplier and picoammeter by
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Figure 1. Pivoting exit-slit system of spectrophotometer:
S-exit-slit; L-patch of monochromatic light focused on painting
P; F-focusing platform; M-photomultiplier; R-calibrated
working standard which swings in front of painting. Horizontal
displacement of the monochromatic patch on the painting is
produced by rotating the optical system about the vertical axis B
while the 45 o prism undergoes half the rotation about axis A. This
keeps the image of the entrance slit centrally located in the exitslit. Vertical displacement of the patch on the painting is produced
by pivoting the whole system about the horizontal axis C. The
instrument has been built with the aid of a grant from the
Royal Society Paul Instrument Fund.
comparison with a calibrated working standard. The instrument is
non-recording but has been designed for rapid manual operation so that
some 30 points through the spectrum can be measured in about 10
minutes.
An important operational feature is that it should be possible for a
painting to be mounted and correctly located in position at the measuring end of the instrument with the minimum of trouble. For small
paintings, or for small paint samples, this presents little difficulty, but
if a student is expected to make a series of measurements on a painting
on which he is working, then much attention has to be paid to the
design of the easel on which the painting is tobe mounted, its attachment
to the instrument, and the precautions that have to be taken to eliminate
stray light. Special attention is being given to this aspect of the design
during the trials at the Courtauld Institute, so that every encouragement
is given to the student and the restorer to use the instrument. If this is
achieved, it seems highly likely that spectrophotometry has a very
important contribution to make as a tool in art tcchnology.
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A310 THE SPECTRA SENSOR-A NEW GENERATION
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
RALPH STANZIOLAt, BORIS MOMIROFFt and
HENRY HEMMENDINGER!
t Applied Color Systems, Inc, Princeton, New Jersey, USA
t Hemmendinger Color Laboratory, Belvidere, New Jersey, USA
1.

Introduction

Technological developments of the past decade open a whole new
world of accuracy and flexibility in the design of measuring instruments
and in the interpretation of the measured data. This paper describes
the ACS Spectra Sensor, a new color-measuring spectrophotometer
designed to utilize these new capabilities.
The important new technological developments are basically the
result of refinement in control and utilization of solid state techniques,
which influence the electronic design of both analog and digital systems,
and which have led to the availability of new optical elements. Specifically, the Spectra Sensor utilizes the following elements, all of which
differ significantly from those of measuring instruments of earlier
decades:
(i) New silicon photodetectors in conjunction with new, small,
inexpensive signal amplifiers of substantially higher linearity and
stability than those previously available.
(ii) New tungsten-halide light sources of improved stability, controlled
by accurately regulated electronic power supplies to maintain
extremely constant output for many hours .
(iii) A filter disc consisting of a continuously variable interference
filter, which permits the selection of any desired wavelength,
having a suitably narrow bandwidth and free of transmitted light
outside its desired bandpass.
(iv) A high-resolution optical encoder, concentric with the filter, to
permit wavelength selection.
(v) A high-resolution signal converter to permit the photosensor
output to be digitized to a resolution of o·o1 %.
(vi) Lastly, a data-processing system possessing a high capability both
of programmable instruction and of data storage. With respect to
conventional computations such as colorimetric computations or
formulation predictions and corrections, this computer is used in
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ways which have been widely adopted within the past decade. At
the same time, the computer is used as an integral part of the
design of the measuring instrument to permit calibration and
Operation at a Ievel of performance which was previously not
achievable under typical industrial operating conditions.
This new spectrophotometer-measuring system consists of four
fundamental dements: an electro-optical transducer; a digital computer;
stable calibration standards; and computer programs for instrument
calibration, sample measurement and data analysis.
2.

Electro-optical transducer

The electro-optical transducer utilizes a design concept normally
referred to as being 'single-beam' as opposed to the more prevalent
'double-beam' optical design of most high-precision color spectrophotometers. lt contains one moving, rotating element; a motordriven shaft on which are mounted both a continuously variable
optical frequency filter and a photoelectric shaft-position encoder.
The half-power transmission bandwidth of the optical filter varies
from approxirnately 10 nm at 400 nm to 15 nm at 700 nm. Optical
reflectance or transmittance measurements are made at over 1000
discrete wavelength centroids from approximately 380 nrn to 710 nm .
Transducer illumination is provided by a 20 crn diameter integrating
sphere which has a single sample reflectance measurement light port,
viewing and illumination ports, and a removable port for including or
excluding the specular component of reflectance. Transmittance
measurements under either diffuse or near-normal (projection) optical
illumination are possible over a wide range of sample sizes and shapes.
Sampieillumination is provided by a tungsten-halide lamp filtered to
approximate D6s in the visible region . The intensity of the larnp is
monitared by a photodetector which assures an essentially constant
light output by feedingback a control signal to the variable-output larnp
power supply.
The measurement signal light passes through the variable filter and
is converted by a silicon photodetector to an analog electrical current.
The signal current is amplified and digitized by a r 4 bit analog to
digital converter for input to the computer.

3· Digital computer
The authors utilized a Digital Equipment Corporation PD P-r 1
Series computer system with main memory capability of 20 ooo r6 bit
words for computations. A wide variety of rnini-computer models
available from several manufacturers would also be suitable.
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4· Calibration standards, techniques and computer programs
Previous spectrophotometers, utilizing the dual-beam design principles,
generally required a complex engineering design in order to obtain the
required Ievel of measurement repeatability between instrument
calibrations. Taking advantage of the recent refinements in solid state
techniques, the stability of Spectra Sensor components has enabled a
single-beam design of such repeatability that calibration is required only
at convenient intervals.
Photometrie calibration standards are utilized by the user to correct
periodically for measurement drifts which typically result from spherewall aging, an accumulation of dust within the optical system, ]arge
shifts in ambient temperature, and lamp replacement.
The continuous wavelength scale is factory calibrated utilizing a set
of selected stable filter glasses and mathematical and statistical techniques embodied in a computer calibration program.
The instrument user has available a wide selection of computerprogram options which include: colorimetric calculations, colordifference calculations, percentage refiectance or transmittance at 16 or
31 points, spectral curve plotting, multiple scans with statistical
analysis, and measurement storage and recall.

5· Performance
A complete spectral scan including computations is accomplished in an
average of 6-8 seconds.
Although only preliminary data are available at the time of preparation of this abstract, they indicate that measurements made on the new
instrument will agree within a few tenths CIELAB units with absolute
measurements made on a reference spectrophotometer which utilizes
similar illumination and viewing conditions.
Instrument repeatability tests indicate that the Spectra Sensor will
repeat color measurements substantially better than that reported or
measured for previous instruments.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLOR SIMULATOR

AKIRA KODAMA and TAKESHI YANO
Japan Color Research Institute, 1-19, Nishiazabu 3-chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 106, Japan
I.

The purpose

Usually, color designing for automobiles and domestic electric goods
follows a procedure that includes the production of many colored
models and the painting of real objects. In the field of textile designing
also, many trial weavings or dyeings are necessary until the final color
combination is found. Costs and time spent on these processes are
enormous.
We considered a plan of simulation by projected images in which the
color transformation is not performed through models or real objects
but through the projected image. For the purpose of economizing the
color-designing process, we developed the color simulator.

2.

The principle of the color simulator

The color simulation process, for example, of the body color of an
automobile consists of its color-slide projection with background
scenery on a screen, and the projection of colored light from another
projector which is adjusted onto the image of the automobile and is
varied according to the required body color of the automobile. In the
case of textile design, films which are patterned according to the division
of the color combination are projected and compounded on the screen
by the projectors, each of which corresponds to one division of the color
combination. Various color combinations for one design are produced
by changing the colored lights from each projector.
Forthis purpose, two important problems must be settled. One is the
development of the projection mechanism of the mixed color by which
various colored lights are projected on the !arge screen with the brightness Ievel kept high. Another is the development of the production
method and the composition method of the simulation film, where the
substantial impression of the automobile or the textile accompanied by
the lustre and the texture must actually be expressed.
The principle of the projection mechanism of the mixedcolor
W e developed a parallel projection method through one light path by
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additive color mixture. This method consists of a projector using the
relayed condenser method and a filter assembly for color mixture. This
is outlined in figure 1.

Figure 1. Structural diagram of the color simulator. LAMP,
light source; L c., first condenser lens; W No, ND wedge filter;
F Hs, filter assembly; Lc 2, second condenser lens; SF, color
simulation film; LP, projection lens.

At f.·:st, the coil of the light source produces its image by the first
condenser lens (Lc1 ). At the image plane, a filter assembly (F Hs) for the
transformation of hue and saturation is set up, in which wedge filters of
orange, yellow, green, blue, and red are placed in parallel. Near the
filter assembly, a neutral-density wedge filter (W No) for the transformation of brightness is placed. Thus, if filters, for example, of red and
orange are set into the light path, these two colors are additively mixed
uniformly and then sent to the second condenser lens (Lc2)· lf we put a
slide film at the second condenser lens, an image colared by the uniformly mixed light can be projected on the screen by the projection
lens (Lp). Various hues and saturations can be attained continuously by
the vertical and horizontal movement of the filter assembly (F Hs),
and the brightness change can be performed by the movement of the
neutral-density wedge filter (WNo).
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The method of simulation
As there are lustre and shadow in the actual body color of the automobile, the expression of these factors is necessary for color simulation
with a realistic impression.
The explanation of the simulation method is shown in figure 1. In
this figure, A, B and C are the color simulation films (SF). B is the
original color film of the automobile in which the body of the automobile, except the area such as the background and the front grille, is
masked in black. A is the film for the color transformation in which the
pattern of the automobile is cut out and only the shadows of its body are
printed in. C is the film for the lustre expression where the light can
pass only through the highlighted parts of the automobile. If these
films are projected and compounded on the screen, the areas such as the
background and the front grille can be seen with their original colors and
a realistic image of the automobile can be achieved with the shadows
and the highlights weil expressed. Thus, we can simulate every color of
the automobile by operating the color-mixing mechanism of A.
This method is suitable for the interior and exterior designing of
buildings, the planning of !arge solid objects such as bridges, and so on.
In the case of textiles, a realistic image of the cloth can be obtained by
putting the texture film, in which the shadows of the cloth were printed,
onto the films which were patterned according to the color combination
of that cloth.
In this manner, color simulators composed of the projectors for
three to eight channels and using 6 x 7 cm slide films were put to
practical use.

2.2.
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COLOR APPEARANCE I

Bn TERMS AND FORMULAE FOR SPECIFYING
COLOUR APPEARANCE
R WGHUNT
Research Division, Kodak Limited, Harrow, England
Many different attributes can be perceived in the appearance of colours:
to specify colour appearance usefully it is first necessary to identify
those attributes that are of major importance and to use terms connected
with them in an unambiguous way. As a preliminary to that exercise it
is helpful to divide colours into two main classes: unrelated colours and
related colours.
Unrelated colours are those that are seen against surroundings of very
much lower luminances: they usually appear to be self-luminous and
without any grey content; and they are regarded typically as light
sources. But, for most colours, the luminances of the surroundings are
sufficiently similar for them to appear, not as self-luminous, but as
reftecting or transmitting objects, often having a grey content in their
colour appearance: these colours are referred to as related colours. Only
related colours can possess the attribute of greyness; the associated
attribute, lightness, is also confined to related colours.
Greyness and lightness are subjective terms denoting certain perceptual attributes of colour sensations; terms denoting measures of physical
variables are objective, and in colorimetry these are evaluated so as to
relate to important attributes of light and colour. However some objective terms, such as Munsell Value, are scaled subjectively so that equal
intervals correspond to equal perceived differences in the attribute
considered (in this case, lightness). But some other objective terms, such
as luminance factor, although evaluated so as to relate principally to a
single attribute (in this case, lightness again), arenot scaled in this way.
Furthermore, scales providing intervals of equal perceived differences
in an attribute do not necessarily have a proportional relationship to
measurcs of the magnitudc ofthat attribute. (For example, two pairs of
colours having the same separations on a scale of equal perceived
differences in brightness might have brightness magnitudes with
different separations, such as 10 and 12 for the first pair and 50 and 6o
for the second pair.) lt is therefore convenient to consider colour terms
und er four general headings:
Objective
Psychophysical terms. Terms denoting objective measures of physical
321
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variables that are evaluated so as to relate to the magnitudes of
important attributes of light and colour. These measures identify
stimuli that produce equal visual responses in identical specified
viewing conditions.
Psychometrie terms. Terms denoting objective measures of physical
variables that are evaluated so as to relate to the magnitudes of
important attributes of light and colour and such that equal scale
intervals represent approximately equal perceived differences in the
attribute considered. These measures identify pairs of stimuli that
produce equal differences in responses in a visual process in specified
viewing conditions.
Psychoquantitative terms. Terms denoting objective measures of
physical variables that are evaluated so as to be proportional to the
magnitudes of important attributes of light and colour produced by
stimuli in specified viewing conditions.
Subjective
Perceptual terms. Terms denoting important attributes of sensations
of light and colour. Any measures of such attributes must indicate
the subjective magnitudes of responses in a visual process.

In tables I and II, these four types of term are listed for unrelated
and related colours respectively; for clarity, separate lists are given for
these two types of colour, although the related Iist includes all the terms
in the unrelated Iist. Terms that are new proposals are shown in
parentheses. Also shown in the tables are formulae for calculating the
psychophysical and psychometric measures listed. The formulae for the
proposed new terms are tentative suggestions (except in the case of
those for CIE 1976 metric chromaticity and CIE 1976 metric saturation).
Formulae for calculating psychoquantitative terms would be more
speculative in most cases and are not given (except in one instance ).
The inclusion of three terms, colourfulness, saturation and perceived
chroma, for the strength of the chromatic response may seem surprising,
but is necessary to avoid ambiguity. The term colourfulness is introduced
to denote the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to exhibit more or less chromatic colour. Saturation is then the
colourfulness judged in proportion to the brightness, and perceived
chroma the colourfulness judged in proportion to the average brightness
of the surroundings. Thus, just as lightness is a type of relative brightness, so saturation and perceived chroma are types of relative colourfulness. Saturation, and perceived chroma, share with lightness the important property of tending to remain constant for refiecting objects
viewed und er different Ievels of illumination in the photopic range; the
visual task of recognizing objects therefore usually involves hue, lightness, and Saturation or perceived chroma, rather than hue, brightness,

Table I. Colour terms for unrelated colours. The subscript n indicates that the value is that for an achromatic reference
colour, usually a white. The proposed new terms are shown in parentheses.

Subjective
Objective
Objective
Perceptual term Psychoquantitative term Psychometrie term
brightness or
luminosity

(quantitative
brightness),

hue

10

log L + loo + k 1 luminance, L

(quantitative hue), H""" CIE 1976 metric hue-angle,
= tan -, [(v' -

3a (colourfulness) (quantitative
colourfulness),

M:""

3b saturation

(metric brightness),

(CIE 1976 metric chromaticity), u', v'
u' = 4X((X + 15Y + 3Z)
v' = 9Y((X + I5Y + 3Z)

chromaticness

2

Objective
Psychophysical term

(quantitative
saturation),

chromaticity, x, y
= X /(X + y + Z)
y = Y/(X + Y + Z)
X

dominant wavelength, ).d
complementary wavelength, ).c

M:

(metric colourfulness),
M: = 40 L 113 Suvk,k.

..
:::>:::!

c;'.)

[

(CIE 1976 metric Saturation), Suv
Suv = 13[(u'
+ (v'

s**
JC-

(CIE 1976 metric purity), Puv
u'
v'
Puv = - - = - ud-un
vd-vn
I

I

I

I

excitation purity, p.
x - xn
y - yn

P.

= --- =

---

xd-x"
yd - Yn
or colorimetric purity,
Pc = PeYd(y

w

w

w

N

+

Table II. Colour terms for related colours, as in table I.
Subjective
Objective
Objective
Perceptual term Psychoquantitative term Psychometrie term

Objective
Psychophysical term

1

brightness or
luminosity

(quantitative
brightness),

luminance, L

2

lightness

(quantitative
lightness), L**

chromaticness

(metric brightness),
= 10 log Ln + Ioo + k1 + (o·IS log L"
+ o·6)(L* - 100)
Ln>O·OOJ

luminance factor, ß

L*

CIE 1976 metric lightness, L*
113
= Il6 (Y/ Yn)
- 16
Y/ Yn > o·oi

ß = Y( Y"

(CIE 1976 metric chromaticity), u', v'
u' = 4X((X + 15 Y + 3Z)
v' = 9 Y((X + 15 Y + 3Z)

chromaticity, x, y
X /(X + Y + Z)
y = Y((X + Y + Z)
X =

u* and v* or a* and b*
u• = 13L*(u' v• = 13L*(v' a* = soo[(X/X") 113 - (Y/ Y") 1 13 )
b* = zoo[(Y/ Y") 1 13 - (Z/Z") 1 ' 3 )
3

hue

(quantitative hue), H** CIE 1976 metric hue-angle, H o
= tan -• [(v' = tan - •(v*/u*)
or H;. = tan- 1 (b*/a*)

dominant wavelength, ;.d
complementary wavelength, Ac

.......

.......

4a (colourfulness) (quantitative
colourfulness),

M:•

4b Saturation

(quantitative
saturation),

s••

L!'•c:vk.

=

(CIE 1976 metric Saturation), s""
13[(u'
+ (v'

Suv =

(CIE 1976 metric purity),
u - u"
v - v"

4C-

I

Puu

4d (perceived
chroma)

(quantitative
chroma),

c••

colour
difference

-

'

I

Puv

I

-,-, = -,-,

=

ud - un

vd - vn

excitation purity, Pc
x-x"
y - y"
P = -- = -c
xd - Xn
yd - Yn
or colorimetric purity,
Pc = PcYd fy

.....

CIE 1976 metric chroma, C•
= (u• 2 + v• 2 )' 12 = s L•
or
= (a•2 + b•2)1/2
uv

c•

c:O

!::.E:v

=

t::.E:.

=
=
=

hue difference

M:

(metric colourfulness),

M:

[(!::.L•)2 + (t::.u•)2 + (!::.v•)2]I I2
[(!::.L•) 2 + (t::.c:y + (!::.H!Y]' 12
[(!::.L•)2 + (!::.a•)2 + (t::.b•)2]''2
[(t::.L•)2 + (t::.c:.)2 + (t::.H!Yl''2

....

;:!

CIE 1976 metric hue difference, !::.H•
t::.H:" = [(t::.E:J1-(!::.U) 2 - (!::.C:Y] 112
or !::.H':. = [(!::.E':.)2 _ (t::.L•)2 _ (!::.C':.)2]''2

<...>
N

111
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and colourfulness. In the past, there has been a tendency to use the
word saturation in several different senses, but the derivation of psychometric and psychoquantitative measures requires a more precise use of
terms.
The differences between these terms can be illustrated by the following example. Consider a colour reflection print of a sunlit scene. If the
print is viewed indoors, its Ievel of illumination will usually be much
lower than that of the original scene, and, as a result, the colourfulnesses
(the absolute chromatic responses) that can be seen in the print will
usually be much lower. But, in spite of this, the print may provide a
satisfactory reproduction of the scene. This can be the case if the
saturations or perceived chromas (the relative chromatic responses)
seen in the print are similar to those seen in the original; the reproduction can then be satisfactory because objects are usually recognized by
their saturations or perceived chromas rather than their colourfulnesses.
Psychometrie assessment of the colour fidelity of the colours in the
print can therefore be made by comparing not their metric colourfulnesses but their metric saturations, metric chromas or metric purities,
with those of the original. However, because differences in metric
purity vary in perceptibility with hue, and because differences in both
metric saturation and metric purity become less perceptible as the
luminance factor is reduced, metric chroma is generally used instead
because it allows for these effects in addition to being independent of the
illumination Ievel. But it must be remernbered that a print that has good
reproduction of the metric chromas of the colours will generally Iook
' better' at high Ievels of illumination than at low Ievels, because the
colourfulnesses will then be more like those of the original sunlit
scene. In the above discussion, comparable considerations also apply to
the brightnesses and lightnesses: the print may be satisfactory if its
lightnesses are similar to those of the scene, but if it is highly illuminated
its brightnesses will then be more like those of the scene.
Many complicated effects occur in colour vision, and in the present
state of knowledge it is not possible to construct comprehensive formulae for psychometric and psychoquantitative measures that take account
of all the factors affecting colour appearance. However, it is possible to
construct formulae that are useful for limited applications, such as the
consideration of the appearance of colours in a set of standard viewing
conditions, or the identification of particular components of colour
differences. Forthis latter purpose, the CIE recommendations concerning 'Uniform Color Spaces, Color-Difference Equations and Metric
Color Terms' introduced psychometric formulae for calculating measures of metric lightness, metric chroma, metric hue-angle, and metric
hue-difference, and a similar correlate of saturation. The first three of
these measures are similar to Munsell Value, Munsell Chroma, and
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Munsell Hue. Because the Munsell system, although based primarily on
colour differences, has been used successfully for general colourappearance purposes, these three CIE measures are no doubt also
useful for the same purpose. However, to distinguish these measures
from others of a more comprehensive nature that may be devised in the
future, they are listed in tables I and II with the prefix 'CIE 1976', and
this practice has also been extended to the other terms based on the
CIE 1976 Colour Spaces.
The formulae for metric brightness allow for the general increases in
brightness that normally occur as luminance increases, and also, in the
case of related colours, for the fact that very dark colours and blacks
actually decrease slightly in brightness. The factor k1 is introduced to
allow for effects of field size.
The formulae for metric colourfulness allow for the general increases
in colourfulness that normally occur as luminance increases. The
factor, k;, is introduced to allow for the reduction of colourfulness
caused by the dark surrounds of unrelated colours, and the factor, k,,
for effects of field size.

Bu

COLOURFULNESS: A NEW CONCEPT

M R POINTER
Research Division, Kodak Ltd, Headstone Drive, Harrow HAI 4TY,
Middlesex, England

The concept of colourfulness has been proposed by Hunt (1952) to
denote the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appe:us to exhibit more or less chromatic colour. The results of experiments are described which show that this concept is meaningful to
observers who are able to rank colour chips in order of colourfulness and
also scale the colourfulness of a colour chip using a magnitude-estimation technique. It is shown that, for a given Ievel of illumination,
colourfulness correlates weil with metric chroma, but that, as the Ievel
of illumination is raised, chips of contant metric chroma show increasing
colourfulness.
In an initial experiment 12 observers were asked to place the 12
colour chips of each of three test charts in rank order of colourfulness.
Each chart was assessed separately in a viewing booth using artificial
daylight; the luminance of the grey surround was 52 cd m- 2 • The
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observers were given no guidance on how to interpret the term colourfulness. The average correlation between the rank orders obtained by
the five observers was 0'91, which suggests that the observers were all
giving a similar interpretation to the concept of colourfulness.
In a second experiment five observers were asked to scale the colourfulness of a set of 18 plastic samples viewed against a grey background
in artificial daylight. The observers were shown the first sample and
asked to set up a mental scale, with zero representing zero colourfulness,
and with this first patch given a number that they feit represented its
colourfulness. All other samples were then scaled using the same scale.
After scaling the 18 samples the observers placed them in rank order of
colourfulness.
New data from the work of Hunt (1953, 1976) suggest that metric
colourfulness could be evaluated as

M:

=

los .. .

L.' 16

where s•• is the metric Saturation, and L. is the luminance of the
adapting field in cd m- 2 • This formula applies when the luminance of
the test colour and its surround are similar. For surface colours having
luminances different from those of the surrounds the formula suggested
IS

where Y and Y .. are the relative luminances of the colour considcred
and a reference
respectively, and f is some function chosen to
make M! correlate with the way in which colourfulness varies with
luminance factor, YIY .. (Hunt 1977).
Three possible functions, j, suggest themselves.
(i) f( Y I Yn) is constant. Then, for a given Ievel of illumination, Mf is
proportional to s••.
(ii) f( Y I Y .. ) is proportional to metric lightness. Then, for a given
Ievel of illumination, M! is proportional to s•• L* which is equivalent to metric chroma, C!•.
(iii) f(YIYn) is the power function, (YIY.. ) 116 • Then, for a given Ievel
of illumination, M! is proportional to s••(YIY .. }' 16 •
Each of the above three cases was tested by applying Ieast-squares
analysis to the geometrical mean of the five observers' scaled values for
each sample. The highest correlation, o·91, was obtained with metric
chroma, C!., as in case (ii) above. This implies that a series of colours of
constant metric chroma, viewed at a given Ievel of illumination, has
constant colourfulness. The correlation between the observers' rank
orders was o·86 and the mean correlation between each observers' rank
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order and the order implied by his respective scaling data was o·93.
This implies that colourfulness is something that observers can scale
with the minimum of instruction compared with, for example, the
scaling of saturation where there is some confusion as to its meaning and
the boundary conditions applicable.
In an extension of the above experiment, the five observers were
asked to scale the hue, 'saturation', and lightness of the 18 test patches.
Hue was expressed as a percentage of major hue content and percentage
of minor hue content; 'saturation' wasexpressedas the magnitude of the
difference between the test colour and a neutral of the same lightness
(this should more correctly be termed 'perceived chroma' but the term
saturation was used because it was more familiar and did not draw a
direct parallel with Munsell Chroma); lightness was expressed as a
number between o (black) and 100 (white) (Pointer et al 1977). Leastsquares analysis of the geometric mean of 'saturation' against the
geometric mean of colourfulness gave a straight line with a correlation
of o·97, suggesting a high degree of correlation between colourfulness
and 'saturation', two subjective concepts. Since colourfulness is proportional to metric chroma, the above result confirms that the observers
were scaling perceived chroma. Least-squares analysis of scaled 'saturation' against metric chroma gave a correlation of o·91.
The proportionality between colourfulness and metric chroma was
thought somewhat surprising in view of the fact that the chips in one
column on a page of the Munsell Book of Color did not appear to have
equal colourfulness. This may be a false effect that arises when all
chips on a page are viewed simultaneously. This was tested in a third
experiment in which three observers were asked to scale the colourfulness of all the chips on the 5 R, 5 Y, 2·5 G and 5 PB pages of the
Munsell Book. The chips were presented in random order surrounded by
a Munsell Value 5 mask. Thus the observer was not influenced by
surrounding chips in making a judgment. The results of this experiment
showed that there was a high correlation between scaled colourfulness
and Munsell Chroma for all four hues. This confirmed the previous
finding that colourfulness is highly correlated with metric chroma,
because metric chroma correlates well with Munsell Chroma.
In a fourth experiment colourfulness was scaled for three different
Ievels of illumination. Three observers scaled 36 gloss Munsell chips
mounted on white card; D 6 s illumination was used at surround luminances of so, I 3 and 4 cd m- 2 • It was found that the scaled value of
colourfulness decreased when each chip was viewed at a progressively
lower luminance Ievel and, for each value of surround luminance, the
geometric mean of the scaled colourfulness correlated well with the
metric chroma of the test chips. A similar experiment with tungsten
lighting at luminance Ievels of 6o, 2 5 and 6 cd m- 2 gave similar results.
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Least-squares analysis of mean scaled colourfulness against metric
colourfulness, defined as

gave correlations of o·81 and o·8o respectively. Changing the value of
the exponent to a value smaller than one-sixth did not significantly
alter the correlations; changing it to a !arger value decreased the
correlations.
Thus colourfulness has been shown to be a useful concept that
observers are weil able to scale. Hue, lightness and colourfulness may
be more easily scaled than hue, lightness and saturation or chroma; and,
if a full measure of the appearance of a colour is tobe defined, colourfulness can be used to describe changes in chromatic response caused by
the Ievel of illumination.
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B13 COMMON AND RELATIVE COMPONENTS OF
REFLECTED LIGHT AS INFORMATION ABOUT
ILLUMINATION, COLOUR AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL
FORM OF OBJECTS
STEN STURE BERGSTRÖM
Department of Psychology, University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden

1.

Introduction

The present paper describes an attempt to tie together at least two
approaches to colour vision. One approach is the colorimetric description of colour stimuli at the sensory Ievel using two-dimensional
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fronto-parallel displays and mostly unrelated colours. The other is the
study of colour constancy at the perceptual Ievel using more complex
stimulus situations even including three-dimensional spatial arrangements. The basic idea is w apply a model for visual processing of
motion initially presented by Johansson (1950, 1964, 1973, 1975, 1976)
to the processing of stimulus information about illumination, colour,
and three-dimensional form of objects inherent in reftected light.

:z. The perception of luminance gradients
When presented certain luminance gradients in space (Bergström 1973,
and figure xa), subjects spontaneously reported them tobe a picture of a

d

Figure 1. The spatial luminance gradient (a) analysed into a
common component of illumination (b), a constant colour (c),
and a luminance modulation (d).
white corrugated object (like a roofing tile made of plaster) and illuminated from one side. This is a form of colour constancy comparable
to the perception of rigid objects moving in three-dimensional space
rather than shrinking and growing in size in Johansson's work (e.g.
Johansson 1975, figure on p85). The corresponding analysis of the
luminance gradient into common and specific components is illustrated
in figure 1.
The gradient is analysed into:
a common luminance component (being a linear gradient) providing
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information about the spatial relations between the object and the
source of light (figure 1b);
a common constant colour of the object corresponding to the constant
size and form of Johansson's shrinking and growing figure (figure
1c); and
a relative (specific) luminance component (being a gradual cyclic
modulation) providing information about the three-dimensional f orm
of the object (figure 1d).
This means that there is a preference for perceiving proximal luminance modulations in space as being due not to spatial colour variations
but to variations in illumination due to a specific three-dimensional form
of an object having uniform colour.

3· Land's achromatic 'Mondrian'
The demonstration of the achromatic Mondrian illuminated from
below (Land and McCann 1971, pps-6) can be treated in the same way.

/
b

a
c

Figure 2. The luminance distribution along a line from the
bottom to the top of the achromatic Mondrian illuminated from
below ( = left in diagram (a)) analysed into a comrnon factor of
illumination (b) and the relative luminances corresponding to
the relative reftectances (c) .
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The difference from the luminance gradients is the stepwise luminance
changes between different areas of the stimulus field. I shall assume that,
as the gradual luminance changes give information about the threedimensional form, stepwise luminance changes give information about
colour dif.ferences. The perceptual analysis now goes as is illustrated in
figure 2. There is a dissociation into a common gradual luminance
change corresponding to the illumination from below, and stepwise
relative (or specific) changes corresponding to colour differences. This
is in line with the model proposed by Land and McCann, though they
consider the gradualluminance change to be below the threshold of the
visual system. I, on the other hand, consider the visual system to be
sensitive enough to record the gradient and obtain information about
the illumination as different from the colour differences.

4· Land's chromatic Mondrian
As to the demonstrations of the chromatic Mondrian with its tremendous colour constancy (Land and McCann 1971, pp2- 3) the sametype
of analysis gives:
a common spectral component of rejlected light providing information
about the 'colour' of the light source;
stepwise (relative) changes in spectral composition providing information about differences in chromatic colour.

The analysis is not Contradietory to the explanation by Land and
McCann. The difference again is that I consider the information about
illumination not to be 'invisible' but rather to be utilized by the visual
system.
We can consider the change from white to, for example, red light in the
Mondrian demonstrations to correspond to the end points of a translatory motion in Johansson's analysis. This means that when changing
from white to red light all the coloured areas of the Mondrian, so to
speak, have a common translatory displacement towards red in colour
space (figure 3). Due to different pigments having different reflectance
energy spectra relative to the changed spectrum of the light source, the
different coloured areas may also have certain relative changes within
the common change, thus having different degrees of constancy. (My
colleague, Dr Pehr Sällström, Department of Physics, U niversity of
Stockholm, should have credit for this idea of relative invariance within
a common change in the chromatic case.)
Experiments of the Mondrian type using a reduction-screen technique show that viewing just one coloured field of the Mondrian gives
the perception predicted by the trichromatic values of the reflected
light. As soon as two fields are visible through the hole there ts a
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Figure J. Tli.e change of illumination of the coloured Mondrian
illustrated as a common translatory change in colour space.

certain degree of constancy, however. This fits the model since the
least nurober of fields to have a common component is two.

5· Further applications
The model described above can also be applied to colour contrast. It is
reasonable to assume the more luminous field in a simultaneous contrast situationtobe the illuminant. The drastic change in the perception
of induced colour near the I :I luminance ratio between inducing and
induced field is then simply the shift between being the illuminant
and being illuminated (or shadowed).
Having a chromatic surround and a neutral test field of lower (or
equal) luminance is tantamount to having a coloured light source as in
the Mondrian demonstration, but as the test field is now still spectrally
neutral, its relative component in the complementary direction is !arge
enough to give a perception of a colour complementary to that of the
surround. (Compare the change of the white point due to a coloured
surround in studies by Helson and Michels, MacAdam and Akita, and
Graham and Hsia, as discussed by Graham and Brown I965, pp464-5.)
The assumed difference between gradual and stepwise luminance
changes makes it even possible to explain the Cornsweet-O'Brien
effect. A gradualluminance change could never be expected to compensate for the colour difference introduced by means of a luminance step.
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Bq APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY OF COLOR
PERCEPTION UNDER DIFFERENT ADAPTATION
CONDITIONS
EDWIN J BRENEMAN
Color Photography Division, Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, New York, USA

Various published studies indicate the colorimetric differences required for stimuli to produce equal appearance under different conditions of adaptation (for a review of this work see Judd and Wyszecki
1975). In those experiments involving direct color matehing with its
attendant precision, the observer's two eyes, or different parts of the
visual field of the same eye, were differently adapted (Burnham et al
1952, 1957, Hunt 1952, 1953, MacAdam 1956, Scheibner 1966,
Wasseff 1955, 1959). Heretafore such experiments have used simple
uniform surrounds and, in most cases, fixation with its attendant local
adaptation. The results of such studies cannot be applied with confidence to practical problems ( e.g. evaluating pictorial color reproductions)
which involve the viewing of normally complex visual fields with
unrestricted eye movements.
A haploscopic apparatus has been built that provides for adapting the
observer's two eyes differently while they view a photographic color
transparency of 3 I 0 x 24° visual subtense with free eye movements. In
the center of this complex visual field, a test stimulus is presented to the
right eye and an adjustable matehing stimulus is simultaneously presented
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(a) Schematic top view of the apparatus. (b) An
example of the field seen by the observer.

to the left eye. The test and matehing stimuli are presented in the form
of a circular bipartite pattern of 2 ° visual subte11se.
Figure 1 shows a schematic top view of the apparatus. The different
adaptation of the observer's two eyes is provided by two high-intensity
diffuse sources, S 1 and S 2 , that are individually modified by color
filters as desired. They illuminate a pair of !arge Fresnellenses, which
produce images of the two sources at the positions of the observer's
two eyes. The images of the sources are !arge enough that they uniformly illuminate the observer's pupils during normal eye movements .
A 20 cm x 25 cm transparent photograph, which can easily be changed,
is positioned between the Fresnel Jenses :i.nd the observer's eyes. The
transparency is seen to be illuminated by light from source S 1 by the
right eye and light from source 8 2 by the left eye. With adequate time
for adaptation and with both eyes open, the observer is not normally
aware that his two eyes see the transparency illuminated by colorimetrically different sources.
The color test stimulus and matehing stimulus are presented through
a hole in thc center of the color transparency. Two mirror surfaces,
which are positioned symmetrically right and left just behind the opening, join at an angle with an edge that bisects the opening. The observer's right eye sees a test stimulus reflected in the left-hand mirror,
while the left eye sees a black light trap reflected in the same mirror. In
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the right-hand mirror, the observer's left eye sees an adjustable stimulus, while his right eye sees a black light trap in the same mirror.
The colorimeters that provide the test and matehing stimuli are
high-efficiency instruments, in which light from a tungsten- halogen
lamp is focused on a small integrating bar by condenser lenses. A
mosaic filter is moved over an aperture between the condenser lenses to
provide various additive combinations of light transmitted by the four
filters that make up the mosaic. The mosaic filter is so arranged that one
control provides blue-yellow variations and another provides red-green
variations. A third moves a neutral-density wedge justinfront of the
integrating bar to modulate luminance. The diffuserat the outputend of
the integrating bar in each instrument is magnified by a field lens that
projects an enlarged image of the diffuser. By reftection from one of the
small mirrors in the center of the adapting field, this image illuminates
one of the observer's eyes.
As indicated in part (b) of the figure, the observer sees the photographic color transparency, which he views in a natural way with both
eyes; and, in the center of this transparency, he sees the test stimulus and
adjustable matehing stimulus in juxtaposition. In previous experiments
a fixation point was used to control ocular convergence and maintain
juxtaposition of the test and matehing stimuli. However, in this apparatus, the use of a complex visual field that lies entirely in a single
plane serves to maintain proper convergence despite unrestricted eye
movements. In order to assure that light from sources S 1 and S 2 and
the color stimuli will properly illuminate the observer's pupils throughout the range of eye movements, the position of his head is maintained
by a dental bite bar.
Before beginning any color matehing the observer views the color
photograph for at least five minutes to adapt his eyes to their respective
adapting illuminants. Even after starting to make color matches, most
of the viewing time is spent looking at the transparency in order to
maintain a normal degree of adaptation. The observer only occasionally
Iooks briefty at the test and matehing stimuli (e.g. for less than one
second, no more often than every 8 or 10 seconds) to see how the match
is progressing. The observer usually adjusts the controls while looking
at the transparency, based on his most recent comparison of the test and
matehing stimuli.
When a color match is completed, a button is pressed to cause solenoid-operated mirrors to deftect the beam of each of the two colorimeters, in turn, into the lens of a telephotometer. A stepping motor on
the filter wheel of the telephotometer provides for successive readings
through each of four color filters. These values are automatically
recorded for subsequent transformation of the data into CIE colorimetric coordinates.
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The maximum luminances attainable with this apparatus permit the
study of different conditions of adaptation ranging as high as those Ievels
of illuminance that exist in full sunlight. This apparatus has been
built for determining stimuli that produce equal color sensations under
different conditions of chromatic adaptation and under different
Ievels of illuminance. Such data are needed for determining transformations that can be applied to the problems of photographic color reproduction and a variety of other practical problems, that typically involve
complex visual fields and free eye movements.
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B15 SIMULTANEOUS COLOR CONTRAST:
DEVIATIONS OF THE INDUCED COLORS FROM
DIRECTIONS OF COMPLEMENTARY COLORS
TAKASHI HASEGAWA
NHK Broadcasting Science Research Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan
lnduced colors on a white test field were measured in relation to the
color and size of the inducing field by using a haploscopic viewing
system. In our experiment using three observers, data were obtained
regarding three sets of experimental conditions which consisted of
different stimulus sizes combined, that is, C (inducing 6°, test t 0 ),
E(2°, t o) andF(1 °, t 0 ). The inducingcolorsare 650, 61o, 585,570,555,
535, 505, 490,470,445 nm, purple-1 (x = o·392,y = o·192) and purple2 (x = o· 541, y = o·228) respectively. A white test field (similar to the
chromaticity of a xenon lamp) surrounded by a chromatic inducing
field (double circle) was repeatedly presented for 10 s with a 10 s pause,
and matched successively with a constant 2° matehing field which was
presented on the left side of the double circle for 10 s with a 5 s delay
relative to the presentation of the double circle. Retina! illuminance of
the test field was approximately 170 trolands and brightness of the two
stimuli in the double field was equal.
Induced colors of each set were distributed in the x,y diagram so that
they could be fitted by an ellipse. The results of the three sets did not
show any discrepancy by which Kirschmann's size law might be
reconfirmed effectively.
lnstead, we can find a clear tendency in the mode of change in the
wavelengths (hues) of the induced colors as shown in figure 1. The
ordinate indicat_:s angles (8) of the induced colors that deviate from the
directions of colorimetric complementaries of the inducing colors. The
definition of (J is also schematically shown in the figure. The abscissa
represent the wavelengths and purples of the inducing colors, which are
plotted according to their subtended angles from a line connecting the
white point with the 650 nm point.
It is observed that the wavelengths of the induced colors deviate from
the complementary wavelengths of the inducing colors. Generally, such
a deviation is !arge in the case of the inducing colors of purples and
445 nm, and relatively small in those of long wavelengths. The positive
deviation appears in the inducing colors of long wavelengths, purples, and
the 490 to 505 nm range. The negative appears in the range 445-
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Figure I. Deviations of the induced colors from the directions of
the complementaries of the inducing colors are shown by angles.
Purpies and wavelengths of the inducing colors are given on the
abscissa. Definition of deviation is schematically shown. () = o
means that induced colors are on the directions of the complementaries of the inducing colors. Subject YSN.

470 nm and the range 535-570 nm. This feature means that the induced
colors shift their angles towards the complementaries of the wavelengths
shown by = o, supposed to be about 48o nm (B) and 58o nm ( Y).
These two wavelengths are complementary to each other with respect
to the subjective white. Y and B seem to show little change even when
different stimulus conditions or observers are given. These wavelengths
are, therefore, considered to have an effective meaning for the description of the induced colors. As regards = o, there are two other points
of note which concern the 500 to 530 nm range and purple, but their
active meaning is not clear in relation to their appearance, because their
wavelengths differ from one observer to another.
The wavelengths of Y and B correspond fairly weil to two distinctive

e

e
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wavelengths inferred from the change in color appearance measured
when the colored stimulus was presented in different sizes (Hasegawa
1973a) or durations (Hasegawa 1973b), and are nearly equal to the
unique hues measured by Hurvich and Jameson (1951).
These results suggest that the change in color appearance might be
described by this Y-B axis when the distance between the induced
colors and the subjective white is taken into account. But induced
colors can be influenced by the way of viewing, the method of matching,
stimulus figures, surrounding luminance, and so forth. Therefore,
further sturlies have to be made for analysis of the subject in detail.
References
T 1973a The apparent colors of small objects, Acta Chro178-86
T 1973b Report at the meeting of a study group on visual
information processing of Institute of TV Engineers of Japan (in
Japanese) no. 32-3
HuRVICH L M and }AMESON D 1951 The binocular fusion of yellow in
relation to color theories, Science 114 199-202
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B16 PRINCIP AL HUE COMPONENTS IN
MUNSELL COLORS
, TAROW INDOW, HIROKO KANAZAWA and
LIKIO SUGANO
Keio University, Tokyo, Japan

A series of experiments has been conducted to check the possibility that
the M unseil color space can be approximated by a three-dimensional space
of real numbers, R 3 (see the Summary in Indow 1974). In thesesturlies
the method of multi-dimensional scaling (Mos), metric as weil as nonmetric, has been applied to the data consisting of subjective judgments
on color differences between Munsell colors, n in number. In the
present study, the same possibility will be examined by a new method
which is based upon judgments concerning principal hue components inherent in a color j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), for example, redness and
yellowness in a color of YR.
In total, n = 124 color chips were taken from the JIS Standard
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Color System, I964 (Munsell Renotation): 20 each from 6/2 and 6/4,
40 from 6/6, 39 from 6/8, and 5 greys of 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in V. Calors
were presented on the background of N7 under Standard Illuminant C
of I8o lx. When a principal hue component, for example, redness, was
assessed, the observer was asked first to eliminate all color chips which
appeared to have no tint of redness at all. Then, a quarter of the
remaining colors, usually 7 to I4 in number, was presented at a time
and the observer assessed the degree of redness in each color in the
following way. A color chip representing the principal hue, 5 R 6/8 in
this case, is placed as the standard at the right end of a scale and designated as Ioo. The task of the observer was to place colors along the scale
in proportion to the redness perceived in each. The procedure was the
same in assessing other principal hue components and the standardcolor
chips used were 5 R, 5 Y, 5 G, 5 B, and 5 P of 6/8. Of each color j,
assessinga principal huecomponenta (a = I - 5) was repeated fourtimes
and the mean of assigned numbers was defined as
of an observer i.
For irrelevant principal hues for the color j,
= o. The experiment
was conducted individually with five observers. The means of
over
the five observers,
are given in figure I for colors at 6/4, 6/6 and
6/8 as functions of H. The results
will be used as data for
further analyses, but the means
themselves imply interesting
implications. For example,
is distinctively narrower than the others,
which accounts for the anomalaus deviation from the Munsell notation
of the configurations obtained in the MDS studies in the section from
B toP.

Figure

I.

Subjective intensity of principal hue components in
Munsell colors: 6/8, 6/6, and 6/4.
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Extensive studies have been made as to Munsell color spacing, that is
what color (x,y, Y) is to be placed at a certain point (H, V,C) in the
Munsell color space. However, not much has been discussed about the
logic in the scheme of the Munsell system per se. For example, in colors
of which values of V and C are kept constant, how should principal hue
components vary as a function of H in order that the colors be represented along a circle of a radius h?
Let us use the following notations. x is a vector to a color on the circle
from the origin corresponding to the achromatic color in the plane, with
the polar coordinate (h, 0) where the radius h represents C and the
angle 0 shift of H. /., fp are unit vectors from the origin representing
two adjacent principal hues relevant to x and intersect each other
with an angle of 4>•P· x.(O), Xp(O) are the covariant components of x with
regard to/. and fp. x"(O), xP(O) are the contravariant components of x
with regard to /. and f p. Then the principal hue components a in x
will have to be represented by either x"(O) or x.(O) and, on the abscissa
representing and hence H as in figure I' x"(O) and x.(O) reveal themselves as the curves:

e

x.(O)

= hcose,

where only the positive side of x is to be considered. If the respective
components are represented as orthogonal Coordinates, then x.(O) and
Xp(O) define an ellipse extending into the first quadrant, whereas x"(O) and
xP(O) define an ellipse extending into the second quadrant. Furthermore,
if the Euclidean distance between any two points j and k in the section
between /. and fp js to represent the color difference d1., then d1• is
related to the respective components in the following way:

d 1• = (2:l:[x.(j)-x.(k)][xp(j)-xp(k)]g.p }' ' 2
•

G

=

ß

(g.p)

I .!.. ws4>•P) '
= (cos'f'•P
1

(2)

Based upon the analysis as stated above, the following computer
program has almost been completed which accepts as input the data
,(j) and yields in Rm of an appropriate dimensionality m the set of
vectors x 1 representing n colors and the set of unit vectors /., representing a principal hue a perceived by an observer i under the constraint
that •• (j) be a power function P., of the covariant component x. ,(j).
The possible nonlinearity P., allowed between the data •• (j) and
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x. ,(j) makes the method flexible and, if the data ,(j) are related to the
contravariant component x"'(j) rather than to x.,(j), the method will
still be applicable. When applied to the present experimental results,
the configuration of points representing 120 colors of V = 6 and 5 x 5
unit vectors are obtainable in R 2 • The analysis was completed and
the final results were shown at the meeting. If coupled with the MDS
analysis, it will become possible to explore more deeply the geometry
of the Munsell color space.

Reference
T 1974 Applications of multidimensional scaling in perception, in
Handbook of Perception ed E C Carterette and M P Friedman (New
York: Academic Press) eh 14 pp493-525
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B17 PSYCHOPHYSICAL FUNCTIONS OF BRIGHTNESS
UNDER CONTRAST
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Laboratorio de lnvestigaciones Sensoriales, Consejo Nacional de lnvestigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas y Facultad de Medicina UBA, Buenos
Aires, CC 53, Suc. 53, Argentina

1.

Introduction

The estimation of neutral colors has been a basic problern in visual
perception due to the fact that its fundamental variable, luminance,
does not depend solely on the properties of light, but also on how it is
distributed within a field of Stimulation. This problern has been analysed
by various authors, leading to the so-called functions of luminance
under contrast. In these experimental studies the technique of intramodal matehing was generally used, varying the luminance ratio R
between center and surround.
The aim of the present work is the study of the functions of contrast
with the ratio R unchanged in order to analyse the visual behavior of
the estimation of brightness under different conditions. For this
reason it was also necessary to obtain functions with and without
contrast, keeping the ratio R variable in order to make a comparison
between functions obtained under identical experimental conditions.
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Three experimental sessions were carried out. In the first, the
luminance of center and surround was varied while the ratio R was kept
constant. In the second Session, the luminance of Center was kept
unchanged and the ratio R was varied. In the third session, the function
of brightness without contrast was obtained. The configuration used in
the first and second sessions was a center disk which subtended a visual
angle of 2°20', with a ring surround which subtended an angle of 5°45'·
In the third session, the central disk of the previous patterns was used as
a stimulus. In all cases, the functions were monocular. Ten subjects with
normal vision participated in each experimental series. In the experiments, the method of magnitude estimation was employed. The observers were always asked about the luminance of the center and in every
experiment the center stimulus of 65 dB was used as standard. The
luminances were measured with a Gamma Scientific IC 2000 K
telephotorr .eter.
2.

Results and discussion

For the functions obtained in the first series, the ratios R were considered
equal to o, -5, - ro and -15 dB, which arise out of considering the
difference between the centet and surround luminance values expressed
in dB. The data obtained are shown in figure r. Within the studied
range of luminance, these functions behave as power functions with
exponents which increase as the ratio R decreases. This variation
indicatt:s that as the differences between the luminance of the center
and surround increases, the apparent brightness increases more
rapidly.
In the second session of experiments, eight functions were obtained
for different center luminances. The results are shown in figure r(b).
The full circles indicate the situation in which the luminance of the
surround equals that of the center. It is to be noted that the center
brightness decreases relatively slowly as the luminance of the surround
is increased from the threshold value up to values approximately equal
to the luminance of the center. Starting from this point, the decrease is
considerable.
The results obtained for the function of brightness without contrast
are shown in figure r(c) by triangles. For this function, the threshold
condition was verified approximately at 30 dB, which is considered the
photopic threshold value. Also represented in figure r(c) are the values
obtained in the first and second sessions as a function of the center
luminance. The data obtained in the second sessions Iead to new functions of variable ratio R. The full circles now indicate the fact that the
luminance of the center and surround is the same. Analysing this
figure, we can observe the agreement of the brightness functions without
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Figure 1. These functions show the brightness of a center in the
presence of a surround under different situations. In (a), the
stimuli of each function maintain the ratio R unchanged between
the luminance of the center and surround. The abscissa indicates
the luminance value of the center; R is indicated at the left of
each function. In (b), the stimuli maintain the center unchanged,
making the
R variable. The abscissa indicates the luminance
of the surround; to the right of the function the luminance of the
center is indicated. In (c), the function of brightness without
contrast is shown ( 6 ), together with the data of (a) and (b). The
abscissa indicates the luminance of the center. To the right of the
functions with R unchanged ( 0 ), R is indicated. Below the
functions with variable R ( 0 ), the luminance of the surround,
which remains constant, is indicated. All values are given in dB
referred to xo- 6 cd m- 2 •
contrast (triangles) with that obtained in the second series of experiments
for the function of surround - oo dB (circles ).
The different behavior of the functions under contrast with variable
ratio R (circles) standsout according to whether the surround is more or
less luminous than the center. When the surround is darker than the
center (the situation above the full circles), the functions with and
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without eontrast do not differ greatly. When the surround is lighter than
the eenter (the situation below the full eircles), the funetions inerease
their exponent as the luminanee of the surround inereases.
In figure r(c), the overlapping of triangles with eircles and squares
with eircles indieates that the brightness remains unehanged under
different experimental eonditions.
Comparing the slopes of the contrast funetions (full and dotted line),
we ean observe that for the variable R situation a ehange of the eenter
luminanee (for example so to 65 dB) produees a brightness variation
approximately three times greater than for the unehanged R situation.
This faet, added to that of the sharp bends appearing in the variable R
funetions, indieates that, in this ease, the inhibition is greater than when
R is kept unehanged . Finally, we note that the eurvature shown by the
funetion without eontrast follows the behavior of the funetions with
variable R and eould also be eonsidered as a eontrast funetion with
30 dB surround.
If we wanted to eompare the experimental data of the present work
with those obtained by matehing methods, we may infer them from
figure r(c). Sinee in the matehing teehnique two stimuli must be
equated, we may assume that the observers would equate those situations with and without eontrast to those to whieh they assigned the same
numerieal estimation. This eorrespondenee is obtained by drawing
horizontal lines in the graph. The data whieh ean be dedueed from
figure r(c) are intermediate to those found by Diamond (1953) and
Heinemann (1955). The former presented a family of funetions more
fiattened out than that of the latter, and these diserepaneies may be
attributed to the manner in whieh the stimuli were presented. Heinemann worked with a eonfiguration target equal to ours, but whieh
subtended an angle of 55', while Diamond used a pattern of adjaeent
squares.
Finally, we wish to point out that figure r(c), in its general form,
resembles the model whieh was proposed by Stevens and Stevens
( 1960) for the funetions of brightness, and whieh inspired this work.
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Aires, C.C. 53, Suc. 53, Argentina
In a series of experimental sturlies on the perception of Saturation and
lightness of surface colors, we have used psychophysical methods for
measuring: (i) the growth of saturation as a function of colorimetric
purity (Guirao and de Mattiello I974); (ii) the dependence of chromatic
lightness on saturation (de Mattiello and Guirao I974); and (iii) the
manner in which the Saturation is affected by changes in refiectance
(Guirao and de Mattiello I977).
A main concern of the present work is to draw a map of isochromatic
contours that will show how Ievels of refiectance must vary when
wavelength changes, in order to keep saturation constant.
Recently we have measured the saturation of II9 samples on opaque
paper, 8 x 8 cm, painted with tempera in four hues: blue 460 nm;
green 5Io nm; yellow 58o nm; and red 6zo nm. Stimuli were presented
under daylight and the refiectance Ievels ranged from 4 to 65 %. The
proced:ures adopted to specify the hues and to control the refiectance
values were the same as those described in a previous work (Guirao and
de Mattiello I974)· Ten observers gave numerical estimates of the
degree of
of the samples and made monochromatic and
heterochromatic matches. The data obtained were remarkably consistent in spite of the difference in the methods employed.
Figure I summarizes the data collected under the three methods
used. It is to be noted, in the left-hand panels of the figure, that the
points (geometric means of the numbers given by the observers) fall
weil on straight lines representing power functions. The exponential
values show the rate of Saturation growth as a function of colorimetric
purity Pc at different luminance Ievels. W e observe that the exponent
changes according to the hue and Ievel of refiectance.
There is a percentage of refiectance for each hue where the power
function yields the highest exponent: 5% for blue; I o% for red; 20 %
for green; and 6o% for yellow.
As the scale of saturation represented as the ordinate in the left-hand
panels of the figure is common to the four sets of functions, the corres-
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Figure I. Left-hand panels: saturation of pigmented surfaces at
various Ievels of refiectance. Functions are spread apart to facilitate the inspection of the figure. Percent refiectance is designated
at the top of each function . Exponents of the power functions,
from high to low refiectances, are as follows: red o·75, I ·25, I ·35,
I·6o, and I ·3o; green I ·o5, I·9o, 2·I5, I·75, and I"55; yellow
2·35, 3·75, 3·05, 2·25, I ·95, I ·65; and blue o·7o, I·o5, I ·o5, I·o5,
I ·2o, and o·85. Right-hand panels: equal saturation contours
showing how Pc and refiectance must be varied to keep Saturation constant. Curves are derived from functions shown on the
left-hand panels of the figure.

ponding values may be read directly in cromes. Thus, the reference of
Ioo cromes corresponds to a red sample of colorimetric purity I·o at a
reflectance of 10 %.
The graph thus presented permits one to determine the saturation
Ievels which remain unchanged in spite of variations in hue, Pc, and
reflectance.
The equal saturation contours for two Ievels of reflectance, 12 and
63 %, are depicted in the right-hand panels of the figure. We see that,
in order to keep the saturation of a sample constant at a given Ievel of
reflectance, irrespective of hue, we must change the values of Pc· Thus,
for instance, we read in the figure that the samples blue Pc o·o8, green
Pc o·29, red Pc o·2o and yellow Pc o·6o, all four at 12% R, have the same
crome (contour 8). When the reflectance is raised to 63 %, the same hues
show also crome 8, provided that values of Pc are raised to o·2o for blue,
o·4o for green, o·32 for red and o·6s for yellow.
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In general, the shapes of the contours are similar for both high and
low Ievels of reflectance. However, the family of curves becomes quite
expanded at low reflectances and rather compressed at higher ones. One
implication of this outcome is that pigmented surfaces with high
reflectances tend to saturate.
A research programme is under way to determine isochromatic
contours containing a !arger number of hues.
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Ziele der Höheren Farbmetrik

Die Höhere Farbmetrik versucht einerseits, gleiche Farbunterschiede
durch gleiche geometrische Abstände in einem sogennarrten empfindungsgemäß gleichabständigen Farbenraum zu beschreiben.
Andererseits versucht die Höhere Farbmetrik, Farben mit empfindungsgemäß gleichen Farbmerkmalen durch geeignete Koordinaten zu
beschreiben. Unter anderem sind den Farben von gleicher Buntheit,
von gleichem Farbton, von gleicher Eindruckshelligkeit und von
gleicher Vergrautheit jeweils konstante Koordinaten für alle lnfeldhelligkeiten zuzuordnen. In einer höheren Stufe möchte man Farben
gleicher Farbmerkmale nicht nur bei unhunten Umfeldern, sondern
auch bei bunten Umfeldern, sowohl bei teilweiser, wie völliger Farbumstimmung an das jeweilige Umfeld beschreiben.
Zur Beschreibung der Farbunterschiede und der Farbmerkmale von
Farben in unterschiedlicher Umgebung dienen Farbsehgleichungen,
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welche die Gesetzmäßigkeiten der Farbstufung und Farbumstimmung
beinhalten. Die Farbsehgleichungen beschreiben die visuelle Erscheinung von Farben und sind ein wesentlicher Schritt auf dem Wege zur
Lösung der Ziele der Höheren Farbmetrik.
z. Die GSzND-Farbsehgleichungen

Die GS2No-Farbsehgleichungen beruhen auf den Stufungen der
Helligkeit V(Fb,B) und Buntheiten C,.(Fb,B) und Cyb(Fb,B) von Infeldfarben F b im Umfeld B. Es gilt:
V(Fb,B)

C..(Fb,B)
Cyb(Fb,B)

=
=
=

V(Fb)- V(B)
roo[p'(Fb)-p'(B)+t••o]Y(Fb)' 13 +t•• v[V(Fb)- V(B)]
roo[q'(Fb)- q'(B) + tybo] Y(Fb) ' ' 3 + tybv[V(Fb)- V(B)], ( r)

(Die Gleichung ( r) ist die nichtlineare Differenzform (No) der GS2NDFarbsehgleichungen für beliebige Irrfeldfarben Fb im Umfeld B.)
mit
t,bv
f,o v

=

-O,OOII55,
= 0,1537,

fybo = -0,001708
t,.o = o,ooo6668.

(2)

C..(Fb,B) und Cyb(Fb,B) sind die Buntheiten (Munsell-Chroma) in
Rot-Grün- und Gelb-Blau-Richtung des Farbenraumes ; p'(Fb) und
q'(Fb) sind die Koordinaten in der Kubikwurzelfarbarttafel; Y(Fb) ist
der Hellbezugswert und V(Fb) sowie V(B) sind die Helligkeiten
(Munsell-Value) von Irrfeldfarben F b in ihrer Umgebung B.
Für die Koordinaten der Kubikwurzelfarbarttafel (p', q') und ihren
Zusammenhang mit der Normfarbtafel (x,y) gelten folgende Gleichungen:

p' = Po(P-Po)p 4 = o,r2689(P+9,022r)' 13
q' = Qo(qo-q)Q 4 = -o,o6958(r,6r74-q)' ' 3 •

(3)

Die Umkehrung lautet:

P = Po+(p'/Po)11 p4
q = qo-(q'/Qo) 11 Q4
mit

p = (8,6r2ox-7,I966y-o,2688)/y
q = (1,9907x+ 3,86r7y- 2,4046)/y.

(5)

Die Umkehrung lautet:

=

r,oooof(2,3587-0,4269q+o,o987p)
x = (o,9093-0,0I33q+o,rr92P)y.

y

(6)
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Für die Helligkeit V als Funktion des Hellbezugswertes gilt:

V= I,7942[(o,s7o9+z,8I64Y) 1 ' 3 - I].

(7)

Die Konstanten trao und tybo sind bei vollständiger Farbumstimmung
an ein Umfeld jeder Lichtart B wahrscheinlich gleich Null, bei teilweiser Farbumstimmung sind sie verschieden von Null. Sie wurden
hier (vergl. Gleichung (z)) durch Ausgleichsrechnung für das MurrseilFarbsystem berechnet.
Die besondere Form der Gleichungen {I) sagt aus, daß sich die
Farbörter der als unbunt empfundenen Farben Fb = Mvb mit den
Buntheiten C,.(Mvb,B) = Cyb(Mvb,B) = o etwas als Funktion ihrer
Hellbezugswerte andern. Es gilt für die Farbörter (p'(Mvb), q'(Mvb))
der als unbunt empfundenen Farben in der Kubikwurzelfarbtafel:
p'(Mvb)
q'(Mvb)

= -t,.v[V(Fb)- V(B)]/[Y(Fb) 1 13 ]+p'(B)-t,.o
= -tybv[V(Fb)- V(B)]/[Y(Fb) 113 ]+q'(B)-tybo·

(8)

Die Farborte von Unbunt sind von besonderer Bedeutung zur Beschreibung der Urfarbtöne, zum Beispiel Gelb als weder rötlich noch
grünlich, und der Definition des Urfarbdiagramms, in dem die Urfarbtöne Rot-Grün und Gelb-Blau paarweise gegenüberliegen mit der
Koordinate (o,o) für Unbunt. Es gilt für die Koordinaten (p+,q+) des
U rfarbdiagramms:
p+(Fb) = p'(Fb)-p'(Mvb)
q+(Fb) = q'(Fb)-q'(Mvb)[I -4,z6ip'(Fb)-p'(Mvb)l 2 13 ].

(9)

3· Die Kubikwurzelfarbtafel
Die GS2ND-Farbsehgleichungen {I) zur Beschreibung der Buntheit
begründen die Zweckmäßigkeit einer Einführung der Farbtafel
(p',q') da genau in dieser Farbtafel gleichen Buntheitsahständen auch
gleiche geometrische Abstände entsprechen.
Abbildung I zeigt die Farben des Murrseil-Farbsystems mit der
Helligkeit V(Fc) = 5 in der Farbtafel (p',q'). Die Farbörter (p',q')
ergeben sich gemäß den Gleichungen (3) und (5) des letzten Abschnittes durch eine sehr einfache Kubikwurzeltransformation der Normfarbörter (x,y). Wir nennen die so entstehende Farbtafel (p' ,q') deshalb
Kubikwurzelfarbtafel des Gegenfarbsystems.

4· GSzND-Farbumstimmungsgleichungen
Bei einer haploskopischen Gleichheits-Einstellung in Farbumstimmungsexperimenten sind die Buntheitskomponenten und Helligkeiten der
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B

Abbildung 1. Kubikwurzelfarbarttafel, die sich durch folgende
Transformation aus der Normfarbtafel ergibt:
p' = o, 12689[(8,6x2ox + x,8255Y-o,2688) /y] 113
q' = - o,o6958[(- x,9907x - 2,2443Y + 2,4046) jy]' 13 .
Die eingezeichneten Farben der Buntheit (Chroma) C, = 2, 4,
6, . .. des Munsell-Farbsystems liegen nahezu auf Kreisen um
den Farbort von Unbunt [p'(C), q'(C)] = [o,267o, - o,I047l
Gleichen Farbabständen entsprechen nahezu gleiche geometrische Abstände. Die Farbarttafel (p' , q') ist der Farbarttafel
(a', b' ) sehr ähnlich, die zum System CIELAB-1976 gehört und
folgende Koordinaten besitzt:
a' = o,2x68(x/y)' 13
b' = -o,o8xsx(z/y) 1i 3 •
Weiter sind die Urfarbtöne Gelb Y, Rot R, BlauBund Grün G
dargestellt, die im Urfarbdiagram (p+, q+) rechtwinklig zueinander mit Unbunt im Ursprung liegen und nach Gleichung (9)
berechnet sind.

Infeldfarben F. im Umfeld B mit denen der lnfeldfarben Fe 1m
Umfeld C gleich, d.h., es gilt
Cyb(Fc,C) = Cyb(F.,B)
C..(Fc,C) = C..(F.,B)
V(Fc,C) = V(F.,B).

(10)
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Bei vollständiger Farbumstimmung an das Umfeld mit der Farbart der
Normlichtart C und das Umfeld B folgen aus {I) für mit dem Umfeld
gleichhelle. Farben Fe und F., d.h., unter den Nebenbedingungen
V(Fc) = V(C) und V(F.) = V(B), die GS2Nn-Farbumstimmungsgleichungen
p'(Fc)-p'(C) = p'(F.)-p'(B)
q'(Fc)-q'(C) = q'(F.)-q'(B).
(u)
(Die Gleichung (I I) ist die nichtlineare Differenzform {ND) der GS2NDFarbumstimmungsgleichungen für die UmfeldkombinationBund C.)

5· GSzND-Farbabstandsformel
Die GS2Nn-Farbsehgleichungen {I) zur Stufung der Buntheit sowie die
Gleichung (7) zur Stufung der Helligkeit definieren die Gsz-Farbabstandsformel. Es gilt für den Farbabstand von zwei Farben F 1 und F 2
im Umfeld der Lichtart B, wenn man berücksichtigt, daß IO Helligkeitseinheiten (Value-Stufen) und 5 Buntheitseinheiten (ChromaStufen) einer Farbabstandseinheit entsprechen:
tlE(F.,Fz)

=

Io{[V(F1)- V(Fz)]l+[o,sC ••(F1,B)-o,sCr.(Fz,BW
+ [o,sCyb(F1,B)- o,sCyb(Fz,B}P} ' 12 • {Iz)

(Die Gleichung {I2) ist die allgemein gültige Form der Gsz-Farbabstandsformel für ein Umfeld der beliebigen Lichtart B.) Mit den
Abkürzungen
V*(F.) = IoV(F.)
P*(F.) = soop'(F.) Y(F.)' ' 3
Q*(F.) = sooq'(F.) Y(F.)''\
erhält man aus {I2) für etwa gleichhelle Farben F, und F 2 die Farbabstandsformet :
tlE(F.,Fz)

= [IV*(Fz)- P(F!}I 2 +IP*(Fz)-P*(F1)12
+IQ*(Fz)-Q*(F1)12)' ' 2 •

(I4)

(Die Gleichung ( I4) ist eine Näherung für etwa gleichhelle Farben F 1
und Fz der Gsz-Farbabstandsformel für ein Umfeld der beliebigen
Lichtart B.)
6. Vorteile des Farbenraumes GS2VPQ gegenüber CIELAB
(i) Die im Farbenraum CIELAB relativ zu groß berechneten Farbabstände für gesättigte Gelb und Rot werden im Farbenraum GS2VPQ
in besserer Größenordnung berechnet.
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(ii) Beschreibung der Urfarbtöne durch Nullkoordinaten und
bessere Beschreibung des Farbtons.
(iii) Unabhängigkeit der Farbabstände bei verschiedener Farbstimmung (z.B. D 6 , und A) und gleicher Adaptationsleuchtdichte in
Übereinstimmung mit Experimenten.

Bno DISTINCTNESS OF BORDERLINE RELATED TO
THE NATURAL COLOR SYSTEM (NCS)
ANDERS HARD and LARS SIVIK
Swedish Color Center, Stockholm, Sweden
and Department of Psychology, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

1.

Introduction

The Hering Opponent-Color Theory, also called the Natural Color
System (Hering 1878, Jameson and Hurvich 1964) has been verified
experimentally and documented at the Swedish Color Center as
reported by Härd (1969) and Steen (1969) in Color 69.
In the NCS, every color perception of a surface mode is identified in
terms of the six elementary color attributes by quantifying its similarity
to the six elementary color sensations: white, black, yellow, red, blue,
and green. This can be described in a three-dimensional model, called
the NCS color space, that has the parameters:
blackness (s) = degree of resemblance to black (S),
chromaticity (c) = degree of resemblance to maximum color (C) of
the same hue,
hue (cp) = relation between two adjacent chromatic attributes.
The relations between NCS and CIE are contained in two computer
programs: COLOR, a partly linear transformation from NCS to CIE
Coordinates; and INVERS, an iterative program for transformation from
CIE to NCS Coordinates (Celander and Tonnquist 1972).
The NCS is, by definition, uniform or equispaced in terms of its own
conceptual scales, for example redness and yellowness in the yellow-red
scale, etc. However, this does not mean that the total NCS space or
elementary scales are uniform from a discriminative or contrast point of
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view as no contrast determinations were included in the scaling experiments.
From phenomenological analyses of 'color-gestalts' we know that the
perception of a pattern is concerned with the distinctness of the borderline (oB) between adjacent color elements in a scene. As shown by
Boynton and Kaiser (1968), DB can be seen as a definition of contrast.
Since we are basically interested in color in environmental design, we
are now concentrating our research on both color identification (NCS)
and color contrasts (oB) . More than 15 ooo judgments of DB for 8o7
color pairs have now been made, as weil as some 1000 determinations of
minimally distinct border (MDB) (Boynton 1973) for 148 color samples
against a grey scale.
An observer sees DB as one-dimensional but a difference between
colors as multi-dimensional. In order to get as close as possible to
everyday conditions, we have used tangible samples rather than optical
fields of color.
Our results to date may prove useful as basic data for further development of tolerance equations.

2.

Constant lightness defined from MDB

Empirically we know that MDB provides one definition of constant
lightness, and all chromatic colors that show MDB against the same grey
may be said to have constant lightness. The NCS blackness (s) of this
grey defines the specific lightness Ievel (L,).
MDB for 148 chromatic colors was experimentally determined against
a 17-step grey scale.
ResuZt: The luminous reflectance factor, Y, for the grey at MDB was
found to be equal to Y for the chromatic sample. Expressed in NCS
blackness for achromatic colors, visual lightness is:

L.

y

= s = 100-156--.
Y+ 56

The experiment verifies the Munsell use of constant Y for constant
value V. In the NCS this means that lines for constant visual lightness
(L.) are straight and converge at a point P outside the NCS color
triangle, the position of P being dependent on hue.

3· DB and blackness differences (ßs)
Two different experiments were carried out:
(i) 15 achromatic samples from Y

= 13 (L , = 70) to Y = 75 (L. = 10)
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was determined by 20 observers by magni-

Result: (a) Equal differences in blackness (Lls) give the same DB over
all the NCS grey scale. (b) DB varies with differences in blackness
according to a power function

6B

= 1·879(Lls)0 · 356 •

(Correlation between predicted

(2)

DB and observed DBo r = o·94.)

(ii) 106 pairs of chromatic samples were produced with only a difference
in blackness (s). DB was determined for each pair by 20 observers
using a DB reference scale.

Result: (a) Equal differences in blackness (Lls) alone will give the
same DB independent of position in the NCS color space. Position in
NCS color space can be shown to be of no statistical significance.
(b) From §2 and §3, it can be shown that equal differences in Y result in
decreasing DB with increasing chromaticity (c) .

4· DB and NCS dimensions
(i) For 109 chromatic pairs of 7 series, the magnitude of DB was
determined . A mathematical model for DB against NCS dimensionswas
tested.

Result:

where LlsL is a difference in blackness equivalent to the difference in
lightness, Llc is a difference in chromaticness, Llcp is a difference in hue,
and c, and c 2 are chromatic Ievels of the two colors. (Correlation
between calculated and predicted DB was r = o·927 and for a single
series never fell below o·86.)
(ii) 12 colors of constant green hue (c/>) were formed into 66 pairs and
15 samples of constant lightness (L .) and chromaticity (c) were formed
into 105 pairs. DB was determined by 20 observers using a DB reference
scale.

Result: Equation (3) was tested for the two series. Cerrelation between estimated i5B and observed DBo was r = o·87. This result may be
compared with the weighted correlation r = o·74 (unweighted o·64)
reported by MacAdam (1974) for OSA Uniform Color Scales; r = o·87
accounts for 75 % of the variance, r = o·74 for 55 %, and r = o·64 for
only 41 %.
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5· Conclusions
These experiments with DB indicate:
(i) that the relationship between color contrast defined as DB and NCS
can be described in terms of a city-block model rather than a Euclidean
one;
(ii) that a power function expresses the relationship between DB and
each of the three N CS parameters;
(iii) that the parameters of the NCS express both their own conceptual
terms and the concept of contrast defined as DB as showing equidistant
spacing;
(iv) that the relative weights of the three NCS parameters s, c and 4J are
6:3:2;
(v) that DB is a one-dimensional perceptual phenomenon in contrast to
the term 'color difference' (which isamulti-dimensional phenomenon),
and that it seems improbable that one color-difference equation might
explain this.
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THE EFFECT OF SUBTENSE AND OF
SURROUND LUMINANCE ON THE PERCEPTION OF
A COLOURED FIELD

Bn1

T S TROSCIANKO
The City University, Department of Ophthalmie Optics and Visual
Science, Cranwood Street, London ECrV 9HH, England
Information regarding the change in appearance of a coloured field
when either its angular subtense or the surround luminance is altered
can be usefully applied to practical viewing conditions such as the
viewing of photographs (transparencies or refiection prints) in different
conditions.
It has been demonstrated in several investigations (Hunt I950,
Burnham et al I952, Rowe I972, Pitt and Winter I974) that lowering
the surround luminance of a uniform coloured field reduces the
perceived Saturation of that field. All methods of assessing colour
sensation yield results in agreement with this conclusion. Doubt has
been expressed (Breneman I977) whether the conclusion still holds
when the colour forms part of a complex scene which i.s in turn surrounded by a light or dark field. There is also evidence that a reduction
in chromatic field size Ieads to a reduction in perceived saturation
(Burnham I952).
The present study is an investigation into how the surround luminance
and the angular subtense of a chromatic field affect its Saturation in practical viewing conditions. A central coloured area (C') was surrounded
by a grey zone (G) which, in turn, had a dark surround (D). The
outer subtense of G was kept constant at I0° x I 5°, and the central area
C' varied from 4° x 6° (condition I) through 3° x 4° (condition 2) to
2° x 3° (condition 3). In addition, viewing condition o was produced by
removing G and allowing C' to subtend I0° x I 5°. Colours were matched
to twelve constant reference stimuli, C, which had a light surround L
at a luminance of 220 cd m- 2 • The method of matehing C' to C was
short-term memory matching. C' was the exit opal glass of a Burnham
colorimeter. The above viewing conditions were chosen to approximate
to a typical photographic viewing situation. Four observers with
normal colour vision were used, making 576 matches to the I 2 reference
colours (including a white).
The chromaticities of the matched colours under different viewing
conditions are shown in figure I(a). The data are divided into two
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Figure I. (a) Matches to so CC and 20 CC colours for surrounds
o, 1, 2, 3 and D. Broken lines indicate magnitude of desaturation
produced by substituting a dark surround for a light one. (b)
Schematic representation of the possible effects of induction and
angular subtense (area) on saturation.

groups: matches to the so and 20 CC Kodak Colour Compensating
filters in the six hues available. In this experimental technique, a colour
which appears less saturated will have a higher excitation purity on the
chromaticity diagram. Since there was no evidence of an overall hue
shift when surrounds I, 2 and 3 replaced surround o, the data were
reduced to a uni-dimensional parameter
for n

=

I, 2

or 3,

where p... is the excitation purity of the colour C' in surround n. If
j .. > o there has been a net increase in saturation. Table I gives the mean
values of j .. for so and 20 CC colours, and the associated standard
errors.
Table I. Mean values of J... cc for n
Filter
purity

Surround (n)

(CC)
20
so

o ·o8o ± o ·os2
0'19S ± 0 '098

1, 2,

2

0 '039 ± 0 '033
O'IS 7 ± 0 '048

3, and CC = 20, so .

3
- 0 '092 ± 0 '03S
0 ' 124 ± 0 '078
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Systematic trends can be seen here. Of prime importance is the fact
that, for both classes of colours, the transition surround I -+surround
2 -+surround 3 reduces the saturation of the central coloured field, but
this saturation is (with one exception) higher than when the grey field
is absent, as in surround o.
Since the luminance of each match was also known, it was possible
to relate the amount of luminance induction to the perceived saturation.
Luminanr.e induction is a measure of the magnitude of lateral interactions between retinal receptors, and is caused by stimulation of the
surrounding receptors by exposing them to the grey field. A function 'YJ
was defined suchthat 'YJ = I -ß, where ß is the luminance factor of the
chromatic field to the grey zone. Using this function to represent
induction, it was found that surround 3 produced the highest degree of
induction, followed by surrounds 2 and r. But surround 3 also produced
the lowest saturation and thus ind•Jction alone is insufficient to explain
the change in saturation.
A new function J was defined as J = Y)a .. , where a., is the relative
angular subtense of the chromatic field in surround n. This, when
plotted against metric Saturation S*, gave a curve similar to the 'resultant' curve of figure I(b).
The conclusions which may be drawn from this are:
(i) The effect of increasing the degree of induction for a given
angular subtense is to increase perceived saturation.
(ii) Increased angular subtense of a chromatic stimulus also Ieads to
an increase of perceived saturation, but the effect is less rapid than that
in (i).
(iii) At low degrees of induction, the 'area' effect becomes relatively
more important.
The degree of induction is increased if there is a grey buffer zone
between the chromatic field and the dark surround and hence a colour
which formspart of a complex, !arger, scenewill not be desaturated by
the dark surround to the same extent as a uniform chromatic field. This
assumes that the 'complex scene' is equivalent in its induction to a
uniform grey field.
Work is now being carried out to quantify further the effects described
in this paper.
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B112 METHODOLOGICAL STUDffiS OF COLOR
CHANGES DUE TO DISTANCE AND LIGHTING: DIRECT
ASSESSMENT USING THE NATURAL COLOR SYSTEM

LARS SIVIK and ANDERS HÄRD
Department of Psychology, University of Göteborg, Fack, S-400 20
Göteborg, Sweden
The perception of a colored surface depends on conditions that include
lighting, contrast effect, distance, adaptation, expectations, etc. The
main difficulties in describing color and color changes have been due to
the Iack of reliable color languages and of methods for measuring the
subjective perception at the actual moment of perception, that is, the
result of all physical, physiological and psychological events.
One cannot, obviously, use methods involving comparison with
physical standards, for example from a color atlas, to assess color
changes because the definition (notation) of the color chip is restricted
to specific conditions (lighting, distance, angle, etc).
The NCS (Natural Color System) was used in the present studies
because it is a color-notation system based entirely on perceptions and
because it can be used independently of specified lighting and other
viewing conditions. NCS is a metric application of Hering's opponentcolor theory with the three pairs of elementary colors: white-black,
yellow-blue and red-green. As the theory implied, and as later work
has shown, humans with normal color vision conceive of pure white,
black, yellow, red, blue and green, which may be used as points of
reference when judging any color in any situation; they are expressed in
terms of parameters of whiteness, blackness, yellowness and so forth. A
series of studies during the development of the NCS found that
subjective estimates of blackness, whiteness, yellowness ... etc, and the
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dispersions, were not affected by the presence or absence of physical
standards of color.
The Swedish Building Research Council is supporting a project to
map the way in which surface colors are changed within the perceptual
color space by various outside conditions. The methodological studies
reported here concern four experiments with variations of distance and
one with two lighting conditions; all five test if members of a group of
observers are sufficiently alike in their judgments to make the group a
reliable and stable instrument, and if, further, the true differences
exceed the variance of judgment errors.
In all the studies the observers assessed colors by marking coloristic
positions directly in the NCS color triangle and hues in color circles;
average values of the different parameters were then calculated.
In the first study the distances were 1 m and 14m. Lighting conditions were 300 lx incandescent, the background was dark green, and the
six color surfaces measured 21 by 30 cm. The angles of vision, furthermore, at the two distances differed because the color surfaces were of
the same dimensions. Two groups each of 20 observers judged the
colors in only one of the conditions, to avoid memory effects. The
groups had been matched by a pre-test in which all 40 observers
judged a set of colors so that the averages of these judgments for the
groups of twenty could be equalized. Examples of average assessments
for the two distances are marked in figure I. The average SE (standard
error) of the me:.:ns was 2·6 for blackness (s) and s·o for chromaticness
(c), an accuracy we accepted as the range of each parameter is roo.
In the second study two observers fully conversant with the NCS
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Figure 1. Examples of average judgments marked in the NCS
Ü Im; <] 14m; .... 8o m; 0 800 m; 0 incandescent light;
daylight.
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model used it to assess fifty colors of 'semi-matte-painted coil-coated
steel sheets', placed vertically. Their size was I by I· m, and they were
viewed at a distance of 8o m in diffuse outdoor light. The color changes
from close to 8o m were systematic and easily described in the graphic
model, an example being given in the figure.
In the third study I3 observers judged nine of the meta! plates from
the second study out of doors at different distances, namely, s m, so m,
ISO m, and 300m. During the experiment the light varied constantly
from overcast to bright sunshine and the resultant color changes
exceeded those attributable to distance. The practical results showed
the importance of interactions between light, gloss of the surface, angle
of light, and angle of vision.
In the fourth experiment nine observers judged six painted wooden
panels 8oo m and I m away. The color changes were considerable in
some cases and insignificant in others; the air was unusually clear and
the autumn sunshine very bright.
The fifth experiment tested two lighting conditions, namely daylight
of 90o-I400 lx and incandescent light of 7t.--Ioo lx. Two matched
groups of 20 observers, formedas in the first study, judged IO colared
surfaces, 30 by so cm, in one of these conditions. The figure shows
examples of the results.
The present studies, being methodological, sought no general conclusions about the changes due to distance or lighting, and therefore
confined themselves to a narrow sample of colors and fewer systematic
variations of other independent variables. W e concluded that to assess
colors directly using the NCS is useful, and can be satisfactory even if
groups of observers are small. The degree of accuracy required, the
relative size of the color changes expected, and the skill of the observers
will tagether determine their number. Many similar studies have shown
that a group's results are reliable after I hour's training with the NCS.
Our current project will go on to study some common illuminants and
their color-rendering properties using the methods described here.
Sampies will be drawn from the whole color space and this work will be
continued in England in cooperation with the Oxford Polytechnic;
results are expected during the spring of I977·
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COLOR IN ART, DESIGN, AND
ARCHITECTURE
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COLOR SYSTEMS, THEORIES AND THE ARTIST

F ABER BIRREN
Color Consultant, Stamford, Connecticut, USA
Many people concerned with color, particularly its technical aspects,
have assumed that formal systems of color, such as those of Albert H
Munsell and Wilhelm Ostwald, have had significant inftuence in the
field of art. While this may be partly true, far greater inftuences can be
traced to other sources, many of which are virtually unknown to
color specialists.
I do not speak of art and color critics who have dealt with color
expression (not organization) over the years. Among them have been
such men as Giorgio Vasari who in the sixteenth century discussed and
described the painting techniques of the Renaissance; or Ruskin, Sir
Joshua Reynolds, Hogarth and literally dozens of others who were
commentators on the painter's feelings for color.
Surely in the science of color, Newton's Opticks ( I704) stands as a
monument. Even before Newton, however, Robert Boyle {I67o) had
written an essay on color as related to 'the delightful Art of Limning
and Painting'. Though Newton had designed the first of all color circles,
it remained for Moses Harris, an English engraver, to present the first
known example of a color circle (figure I) actually in full color. The
first edition of this work came around I766 and the second edition in
I8II.
The work of Harris, which was scarce for many years, has now been
reprinted in facsimile with an lntroduction by Faber Birren. lnftuence!
Sir Joshua Reynolds, to whom the Harris book was dedicated, recommended it to J M W Turner who in turn drew variations of the Harris
charts. Here are two of England's great portrait and Iandscape painters
paying homage to a competent theorist.
Further early masterworks are to be cited: Goethe's Beiträge zur
Optik (I79I) and Farbenlehre (I8IO; English edition, I84o); and ME
Chevreul's De la loi du cantraste simultane des couleurs (I 839; English
editions, I859, I87o).
Goethe had much inftuence in the field of art, was a painter of fair
ability, wrote eloquently, designed charts, circles, triangles, and expressed beauty with the charm of a poet. Turner admired Goethe and
designed compositions such as Light and Colour: Goethe's Theory on
principles described by the German.
367
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The color circle of Moses Harris (ca 1766).

Goethe's Theory of Colaurs as translated by Charles Lock Eastlake
(1840) has been reprinted in paperhack by The MIT Press, with an
lntroduction by Deane B Judd. VanNostrand Reinhold has also issued a
magnificent edition of Goethe's work (1970) by Ruppert Matthaei,
Director of Goethe Archives at Weimar, and translated by Herb Aach.
As to Chevreul, his great book dominated the French school of Impressionism, was endorsed and annotated by Delacroix and others, while
Chevreul hirnself was honored with a statue, a bronze medal, and an
honorary edition of his book on the occasion of his hundredth birthday!
Though artists know about Chevreul, unfortunately his discoveries
and original research on after-images, simultaneaus and alternate
contrast, and optical color mixtures have regretfully been ignored by
many technical writers on color. lt seems that fences between science
and art have often been without gates, leaving M Chevreul on one side
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only, whereas he should be favored with access to both sides. An
elaborate edition of Chevreul's book was issued in 1967 by Van Nostrand Reinhold, with lntroduction, Biography and Notes by Faber
Birren.
In America there have been theorists and chart makers (not mere
critics) like HG Maratta who devised fixed palettes for color expression
and manufactured pigments to carry them out (1909-1915). Maratta
influenced Robert Henri at his famous art school in New York and was
further complimented by eminent American realists such as John
Sloan and George Bellows. Then Denman Ross of Harvard also
devised numerous fixed palettes for artists (1919). He was known to
Munsell and was the mentor of Arthur Pope, who designed one of the
most unique and commendable three-dimensional color solids of
modern times (1929). Pope, fortunately, has been able to climb the
fence between art and science and was honored by a flattering tribute,
exhibition, and monograph at Boston in 1974.
But before Maratta, Ross, and Pope, came Ogden N Rood of Columbia University who became America's foremost authority on physiological optics. His book, Modern Chromatics (later entitled Students'
T ext-Book of Color) was published in America and England in 1879, in
Francein 1881 andin Germany in 188o- and it remairred available for
over 37 years, being reprinted in English at least six times. lt is again in
print (1973) through Van Nostrand Reinhold, with lntroduction and
Notes by Faber Birren.
American art in Rood's day was conventional and quite behind the
times of Europe. Yet Rood knew Munsell, gave him wise counsel on
Munsell's color system (then in development), created color circles and
color solids, and otherwise became an outstanding scientist who,
simultaneously, was a capable artist.
While American artists more or less ignored the astonishing revelations of Rood , the French took him to heart. Rood's Theorie scientifique
des couleurs became the bible of Neo-impressionism. lt introduced
French artists to the work of Maxwell and Helmholtz, to the phenomena
of additive color mixtures, the effects of colored light on surface colors,
metamerism, and notably the visual results of 'placing a quantity of
small dots of two colors very near each other', which, in effect, distinguished the divisionist technique of the Neo-impressionist school.
Rood's work was religiously studied by Pissarro, Seurat, Signac, and,
for a while at least, by van Gogh, Gaugin, Toulouse-Lautrec, Emil
Bernard, Matisse, and others. lt would be safe today to state that
Modern Chromatics by Ogden N Rood is one of the most notable books
on color (for artists) ever published in America.
Finally, there is the influence of the German Bauhaus which Hit! er
terminated in 1933 for its 'decadence' . Out of the Bauhaus school came
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such great teachers and theorists (who delighted in charts and diagrams)
as Wassily Kandinsky, Johannes ltten, Paul Klee, and Josef Albers, who
for many years conducted a coursein color at Yale. These men, among
others from Germany, helped to Iead the world of art into abstract
color, and color for the sake of color. Yet few today who dwell in the
more scientific dominions of color seem to know or appreciate the
contributions that have been made by these recent pioneers.

THE CHANGING COLOUR SPACE OF
NINETEENTH-CENTURY PAINTERS

B22

WD G COX
13 Oxford Road, Middlesbrough, England

During the nineteenth century the methods used by painters to represent the colours of the natural world changed drastically, and at the
same time there was a change in their conception of colour space. It
would be a mistake to regard the change in technique as a simple
progress (the Iosses balance the gains), but the later concept of colour
space is perhaps more flexible than the old, and Ieads naturally to the
modern multi-dimensional colour systems which have not yet had much
effect on painting.
At the beginning of the century the last painters to use the traditional
Renaissance oil technique were still active, Goya being an example.
This is a multi-layer method, in which the painting is built up with
a number of coats of paint of varying colour and transparency. By the
end of the century, painters such as van Gogh were using a singlelayer technique, in which only the top surface of an opaque paint is
visible.
Painters in the traditional manner thought of colour as a two-axis,
system (figure w), the axes being light.-. dark and warm .-. cold
whereas the lmpressionists and their successors thought in terms of
the spectrum, which could be arranged in a circle, with pairs of complementary colours. An important difference between the two conceptions
is that the two-axis arrangement has no place for green, while the
spectrum arrangement places green in a key position. In traditional oil
paintings, foliage and grass are represented as yellow or brownish, and
genuine greens are very rare before Constable.
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Two-axis colour space (a) and colour circle (b).

The structure of a traditional painting was typically as follows: the
support (canvas or panel) was coated with a white primer and the
drawing was clone on this. Next an undercoat or imprimatura, typically
a transparent brown, was painted over the whole surface. The drawing
was still visible through this layer. The forms were then modelled in
white Iead paint; this was painted solidly in the lightest parts of the
image and more thinly in the mid-tones, so that the darker undercoat
showed through. When a thin layer of white pigment is laid over a
darker background, differential scattering (Tyndall effect) produces an
increase in the colour temperature of the reftected light. The exploitation of this effect is an important part of the multi-layer technique-it
enables the artist to produce a wide range of subtle greys and neargreys, especially useful for ftesh tones.
Over this white modelling the colours were applied in transparent
layers (glazes). There is thus, broadly speaking, a separation of the
luminance and chrominance signals in this technique, as in colour
television. Over the glazes there may be further modelling in white,
more glazes, and final accents to establish the maximum and minimum
densities. In this technique, which of course varies in detail from one
painting to another, there is little mixing of pigments before application. The range of pigments used is fairly limited, but their interactions
produce complex effects.
Impressionist and Post-Impressionist painting, on the other hand, is
based directly on the white primer or ground. The paint for each small
area of the picture is pre-mixed to its final colour on the palette and
applied directly as an opaque layer. If there is more than one layer,
only the top layer is visible. The amount of mixing involved necessitates the use of a range of pigments of high colour saturation; most of
these pigments (cobalt blue, cadmium yellow, emerald green, artificial
ultramarine, viridian, etc) were invented during the nineteenth century.
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It also depends on a conception of colour as an ordered sequence of
hues, adjacent members of which can be mixed to give intermediate
hues, and aB of which can be mixed with white. The increased emphasis
on hue was accompanied by a decreased emphasis on luminance, and
the most colourful impressionist works resemble colour reproductions
made with a very strong mask.
Four distinct concepts are involved in the new structure of colour,
the spectrum, the colour circle, the three primary colours, and complementarity. None of these was new in the nineteenth century; their
synthesis into a single pattern dates from about 1770, when the Natural
System of Colaurs by Moses Harris was first published. lnevitably, it
took several decades for these ideas to percolate through to artistic
practice, especially in the European mainland.
The colour circle was originated by Newton in 1704, but Harris
seems to have been the first to establish a six-point (rather than a
seven-point) circle (figure 1b), in which the colours were arranged in the
order of the spectrum (first publicized by Newton), and included the
new set of three primary colours (red, yellow and blue) which was
ernerging from early work on colour printing. The idea that some colours were fundamental and others derivative dates back at least to the
Aristotelian school, although there has never been any consistent
agreement as to which are which. Complementary or contrasting
colour pairs were discovered in the late eighteenth century in England,
but did not affect French painting until after the work of Chevreuil in
1854·
Turner's work provides many examples of painting intermediate
between the two traditions. The general structure of Turner's paintings
(unlike Constable's) is built on the traditional Opposition of warm and
cold colours, light and dark tones. Pure greens are, therefore, very rare
in Turner's landscapes; his foliage is normally yellowish or brownish
in the old manner in contrast to Constable's. The warm-cold dialectic
can be seen in Turner's late unfinished paintings perhaps more clearly
than in any earlier painter. At the same time, he is often thinking in
terms of red, yellow and blue as primary colours, and some of his
small watercolours are built up from these alone. Turner's oils are
built up in layers with white modeHing and transparent glazes but
(contrary to tradition) on a white ground, while Constable's are toplayer paintings on a traditional brown ground. Both painters made use
of contrasting pairs of colours.
Almost any other painter who worked between 1820 and 1 88o will
provide similar examples of transitional colour techniques.
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TIIE JAPANESE SEASONS AND THEIR COLORS

SHIGEN OBU KOBAYASHI
N ippon Color & D esign Research Institute, Inc, 2B, Kudan-Familio
Building, 2-3-25 Kudan-Kita, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

If you ask a weatherman about the climate of Japan, he will answer

immediately that the climate of Japan is very changeable. How have
people in Japan been influenced by this climate? It seems that no other
nation than Japan has ever shown such different color tastes for each
different period. The great change historically in color preference is not
only due to the fact that the Japanese prefer things that change continuously, but also it is my personal deduction that there is nothing to
do but to assume that the climate has affected the character of the
Japanese, and that as a result they come to possess such unique color
preference.
I now want to choose five themes and clarify the color culture in
Japan and the reflection of the Japanese mind.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

The preference of change due to the climate.
The delicacy of the climate.
The variety in the geographical conditions.
The culture of water and wood in agricultural country.
Adoration of the newness in the competitive society.

I once came upon a sight in Europe that could be described as
'snow country was found after passing through the tunnel't . This
occurred when I went to Switzerland from Corno in Italy across the
border between them. There is no country in the world other than
Japan where clear sky turns into a 'snowy' sky after a half-hour train
ride. I once traveled by train in Finland at wintertime. The only scene
in view was the monotonaus one of black trees in the snow; the
scene remained the same regardless of how far I traveled.
In addition to the regional change, the rapid or slow change of the
four seasons helps to make nature in Japan more changeable.
A change in the seasons of spring, summer, autumn, and winter
greatly varies the color in the natural world. W e cannot guess how much
it has affected the human character. I once had a chance to take a look at

t This is the weil known opening of Snow Country, written by Yasunari
Kawabata, a Nobel laureate (translation by the present writer).
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a television program where children in Iran had been taught at school
that there were four seasons in Japan. lt is these four seasons that
characterize Japan.
We can conclude that a change in the seasons in Japan changes the
human heart and gives rise to a varied form of living which transforms
the preference for the way of living, and which finally introduces
variety in design and color distribution. In this way, to accustom
oneself to different circumstances and to live one's life is to produce the
rhythm in color distribution in concord with the rhythm of the four
seasons. Incidentally, the rhythm found in the change of the seasons
includes the ideas of severe and moderate, clear and cloudy, sultry and
cool, stormy and calm, and so forth. These contrasting ideas constitute
nature with which color distribution seems to accord.
The clearness and the cloudiness in the weather of Japan, and the
religious idea of the positive and negative imported from China, have
formed two conspicuous tides in Japan. These two tides correspond to
'clear-color culture and shaded-color culture', 'the preference for hue
and for tone', and 'the sensibilities to color and to texture'. These have
influenced each other to such an extent as to complicate the aspects of
culture in Japan.
Consequently the Japanese naturally assume that thingsoften change,
on which their ideas are based when they take account of color or of
other things. Moreover, they find their Jives worth living when they can
adopt the new more quickly than others and when they can keep up with
the times. Their desire to follow fashion, to seek after the first of the
season, and to have a preference for the new is the natural result, since
they have lived in circumstances where the natural world undergoes
frequent modification. lt was in the Edo period that the capricious
nature of the J apanese ruled and flowered to a mature culture.

B24 COLOUR ECOLOGY AS RETROSPECTION
JOACHIM HAUSER
Leonrodstrasse

20,

D-8ooo Munich

19,

West Germany

lt has taken millions of years of mutation and adaptation to coordinate
the use of the eyes and hands. We do not know exactly which phylogenetic processes took place in the development of seeing colours. Nor do
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we know to which extent our colour sensations will still change in the
course of long periods of time.
However, we feel that our present environmental problems in the
industrialized countries are also problems of environmental colour
design.
Man has changed his environment only in the last few thousand
years. He has made the earth passable, changed (and nearly destroyed)
vegetation, eliminated risks (and created new ones ), and brought
artificiallight into the darkness. All this in view of the design of our own
social life. But we have overloaded our life space with shapes, acoustic
signs and colours as a supraliminal sequence of sources of stimuli;
monotony alternates with soullessness and poster-like gaudiness.
Fashion and irresponsible acts have made extremes of extremes.
How does man react to this unnatural development? which sensations
does it arouse in him? and, finally, how can he change this chaos of
stimuli by colour such as to prevent a chaos of sensations?
Thus investigation into and application of artificiallight and colour is
not only a question of perception, but also an investigation into and
design of our human culture. In this meaning, formulation of a colour
ecology is affected in the course of this contribution.
We all know that we are at a wall in time. Mankind has produced
conditions of life coarsely different from all those before. The image of
the world has changed. Present structures of order and confidence,
concepts and ideals have either been devalued or shaken. Science and
technology have reshaped the world to an unforeseen extent and have
also enriched or endangered it. What has so far been apparent as a
compact system, has become unforeseeable. This is also true for the
field of colour.
We are living in a constant confrontation with sounds, shapes and
colours: we are surrounded by plastics, concrete, glass and steel; we
deviate alarmingly from the natural, vitalizing environment; and we
are astonished at the rapid decay of human values. W e see that the
earth, our world and our environment, are not exactly as grandiose as
they seem, and all of us would like to have that changed. But we have
become suspicious of the so-called panacea and movements, the ways of
thinking, the parties and the theories. We are fed up with dogmas; we
have no confidence in phrases; and we are also sick of the many prognoses of the negative future of man.
The transition of man from one stage of development to the next
higher one always consists in the knowledge of not only being able to
identify hirnself with his environment but also of being able to shape it.
Wehave today come to the point of having to awaken to this knowledge
of new life. The phenomenon of colour occupies an important position
in this knowledge.
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lnvestigation into colour also takes a special position as a philosophical
question, which means a conversion with regard to the mode of contemplation which has nearly become a matter of fact to us and a return
to the generally unobserved principles of life.
It is strange: the phenomenon of colour is synonymaus with the time
cycles in the biological rhythm as a binding agent, which-from the
theoretical point of view-combines the individual parts of our substance into a uniform complex. And it is this complexity which
should also take first place in the investigation into and application of
colour. All things are constantly inter-related: perceptions, thoughts,
remembrances, associations, etc. Feelings raised are again stored as
perception and associated with other information, an interplay between
nerve conduction, hormone secretion, stimulation and excitation, feed
and feedback. However, in most of the present approaches of structuring
an entire colour science, there are always only individual contributions
from the home country and abroad, which come from different fields of
knowledge and consider the problern from their own point of view.
What is lacking is the attempt at a coherent systematic representation.
Colour ecology would be such an attempt. However, definition of
colour ecology starts with retrospection-retrospection to a revival of
architectonic experiences and sensation in the most original form.
Shape and colourfulness are for man a stimulus of primary rank for
all cerebral processes. Shape, form and colour must-as principles and
foundations of human existence-be revalued to the highest possible
extent in the present as weil as in the future.
Nature, consistently changing, has for one million years oriented man
to a determined world of shapes and colours. Our city planners and
architects should have the same aim-to create biologically compatible
conditions for the inhabitants of cities and houses. What is profitable
from the economic point of view does not, unfortunately, automatically
guarantee that its effect is of biological compatibility also.
Out of the deep responsibility involved in the shaping of our present
and future environments, fields of knowledge, and marginal fields,
research and teaching units in the field of colour should cooperate
according to a long-term programme. Fertilizing cooperation with a
corresponding mutually useful effect is, however, only feasible when
practitioners and colour theorists work together. But above all we should
proclaim publicly and with equal consistency the dangers and the use of
colour for man under the notion environmental design, as this was done
in the name of environmental protection in the past. Fora broad basis of
the problern all we are concerned with is not only a technical expert's
opinion but also the propagation of our ideas with all mass media for
laymen and especially for children and young persons. Time is pressing!
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B25 COLORS OF THE HISTORICAL CITY OF
KANAZAWA, JAPAN
MASAO YAMAGISHI and YOSHINORI MORI
Kanazawa College of Art, Kanazawa, Japan

In discussing environmental disruption, the term 'environmental'
seems to derive from man's technology as he stands opposed to nature,
to the multi-dimensional substance exchange engendered and amplified
through the processes of complex energy exchange by way of communication established through human contact. However, we do not realize
just how far the environmental disruption has gone until we experience,
through these activities and processes, the actual pains or economic
Iosses which may be extraordinarily sensory (e.g. bad odors), or
physicophysiologically compulsory (noise, adverse effects of medical
drugs, etc). Precautions against environmental disruption consist of
parts which can be fairly weil controlled through previous assessment of
possible effects, and parts which are overlooked despite their being ever
present. In this paper we shall concern ourselves with the city of
Kanazawa and mainly investigate its color environment.
Kanazawa has a history of 400 years and during this period has
undergone few calamities, surviving the Second World War intact.
Having a population of about 400 ooo, it is a central city of the Hokuriku
District. The citizens take a great interest in art and the sciences, and
perhaps Kanazawa may be called a typical castle town.
Our analytical investigation has been clone in the 'central course' and
the 'course around Mt Utatsu', designated by the city in the fortyseventh year of Showa {I972) as 'the rambler's sightseeing courses
through the castle town', which cover 'the temple quarters around Mt
Utatsu', 'the seenie area at the foot of Mt Utatsu', 'the seenie area along
the River Asano', 'the Nagamachi samurai quarters', and 'the central
seenie zone'.
The data collected reflect the seasonal changes from the autumn of
I 97 4 to the summer of I 97 5. Kanazawa' s most characteristic tim es of the
year, autumn October I0-25, winter January 25-February IO, spring
April I0-25, summer July 20-August 5, were selected and I58I spots
were systematically photographed on color slides. The films selected
for the common views of the respective area in each season were then
each divided into I 5 squares (3 rows horizontally and 5 rows vertically),
and each square projected on a screen was visually analysed as to H, V,
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and C using the Munsell Matte Finish Collection (H-hue, Vvalue, C---chroma) and the frequencies were plotted. Out of this
aesthetic color survey of the historical city, we will discuss mainly the
seasonal change of hues.
Autumn: the most colorful season of the year due to autumn-tinted
foliage. The colors, French beige and Mandarine orange especially,
and their vicinities become light valued, and in the symphony of colors
ranging from the clear color of tangerine orange to the soft color of
vanilla and the gorgeous color of apricot or Vandyke brown and russet
brown, one becomes rapturous over the scenes of this 'City of Woods'
basking in the cool sun of autumn. However, if figure I is compared
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Figure 1. The view of Kanazawa whose color environment has
been investigated: hue distribution in the centrat area.

with figure 2 where the graph rises upwards around the Y color zone,
one sees that the amount of hue for downtown foliage does not amount
to half as much as that for the area around Mt Utatsu. The cause of
this is the construction downtown of tall buildings and rapidly increasing parking lots and residential areas. Another related characteristic
feature is the hues that abound in purplish pale blue throughout all the
seasons. This is partly accounted for by the fact that cloudless hours are
selected for observation, but one notices the lower thirds of the grids
under observation uniformly present light-valued grayish hues such as
5 PB 8/ I, 5 Y 8/ I, and 5 PB 7/ I. These represent concrete and asphalt.
In the center of the city where tall buildings soar, this same group of
colors meets the eyes 'sky high' and a drab scenery results . Thus is the
wave of urbanization invading the atmosphere of this 400-year-old
castle city.
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Figure 2. The view of Kanazawa whose color environment has
been investigated : hue survey of the 'Mt Utatsu foothill area'.

Winter: the wintry hues of downtown Kanazawa have the three
features of the 5 YR, 5 PB, and 5 G color zones. Now the trees shed their
leaves and present a camel color, which is dull reddish yellow, and the
wooden houses, so far hidden, reveal themselves in groups assuming a
yellowish brown or khaki, or sometimes even nut brown or grayish blue
with a slight tinge of purple. The city's historical background has to be
reckoned with. The city was noted in the old days for its traditional
firefighters, Kaga-tobi, and efficient fire-fighting devices represented by
canals. A more noteworthy factisthat the city survived World War II
unscathed while 92 cities all over the country did not. Another fact that
should be kept in mind isthat stone pilings, stone walls, earth walls and
earth fences are often seen and raise the YR group values. The comparatively !arge frequencies of the 5 G group will perhaps be accounted
for by the presence of a fairly !arge number of pines and tabu-no-ki
(Machilus tunbergii sieb). The sea of roof tiles which become more
conspicuous in the winter makes up the typical scene of Kanazawa.
Laid seven by seven or 49 tiles per tsubo, they are colored brownish
dark gray, blackish brown, or even blackish navy-blue. The glazed
tiles, used for preventing cracking during the cold weather, reflect the
sun and entice the viewer into a beautiful world of dream and fantasy.
However this scene will someday be wiped out by the recent colored
slates, Spanish tiles and mushrooming concrete buildings.
Spring: in springtime Kanazawa, the streets and suburbs abound in
blooms of apricots, peaches, pears and cherries (Prunus yedoensis
matsum) and, as can be seen from the graph, the medium-valued pea
green of the 5 GY zone is prominent and may be called the standard
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spring color of vernal Japan. The yellowish deep-green foliage in downtown Kanazawa gives the viewer peace of mind and is restful to the eye.
lt is naturally quite a healthful color; regrettably, concrete color blotches
are ever present, just like masses of trees, and present themselves with
the colors of the 5 PB group, which places the environment far from a
Utopian setting. However, the colors araund the Ishikawa Prefectural
Government and the Centrat Park and their vicinities are marvelous.
The new Prefectural Building has a rusty red; its tiles are madder red
and finely textured. The red tiles of the former Fourth Higher School
has a perfect cantrast of hue with the trees. Similarly, the original
building of the municipal government, which is semi-European, is
worthy of visual appreciation and lang preservation. Scenes with a Iot
of space not fully utilized and with airy, proliferous, wasteful buildings
are definitely necessary as an emotional buffer zone. When they are
established through natural selection and combination, we will have
quite a beautiful city space to dwell in.
Summer: spectrum green, which is thoroughly green with a bit of
blue, moves in and 5 G 4/6, 5 G 5/6, 5 G 5/8 and a blue green, 5 BG
5/10 (which is the color of summer weeds) are now prominent. Now it is
readily seen that the dull PB group, composed of purplish dark-blue
colors of asphalt and concrete buildings, to a certain extent becomes
hidden behind green. The lang earthen walls, which are 5 Y in color,
from ochre to mustard yellow, originally constituted strategic streets
designed by the Kabuto-Dako School of Tactics, and the narrow
streets, T -shaped intersections, and the bright colors of the stonebased earth walls tagether with green shades from the strong summer
sun, remind the visitor of the castle town in bygone days. With the
weil acclimatized color, form and material, they constitute a marvelous
living space which is almost artistic, and the earthen walls add to the
muffiing effect. Although not green in hue, pure red or reddish-purple
colors have also been plotted. They were mainly advertisements except
for traffic signs, emergency marks, fire-fighting placards, or mail
posts. When a vast space has been occupied by advertisements, it
becomes a questionable situation when they pop into view with no
alternative allowed on the part of a great many citizens. Another great
problern to be considered in the future is what forms should be given to
the colors of a great number of advertisements and signs placed in a
quiet residential area.
Out of the temples and shrines of the centrat area, the vermillionlacquered Ozaki shrine (designated as an important cultural asset) is
of the most eye-catching color. In addition to the shrine being a spiritual
prop to the populace, its beautiful yellowish-red color must have
provided the citizens with an unforgettable spatial experience far
removed from their mundane day-to-day existence. Oyama Shrine
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(designated by the government as an important cultural asset), which is
farnaus for its three-storied exotic gate tower adorned with stained
glass, must have greatly impressed the people of bygone days as a
remarkable experience in color.
Autumn: in the early 17th century when Kanazawa thronged with
warriors and merchants, nearly 50 temples, !arge and small, were
brought tagether here around the foot of Mt Utatsu to form a duster of
temples. In the autumn the flowers and trees in the gardens enrich our
feelings of the season with colors ranging from light-valued, dear
yellow or chrome lemon to dullish yellow. While the downtown colors
are of the YR color zone, here the colors markedly favor the Y zone,
partly because of the floral change and partly because whole quarters
are crowded with wooden houses whose colors range from dark yellow
to dark gray. The curve is practically the same in spring, possibly
because there are not many evergreen trees of great size. In the autumn,
however, fallen leaves cover up earth-colored gardens or even paths and
small streets so that the 5 PB colors become extremely scarce.
Winter: the color of the wintry foliage, very pale yellowish red,
vanilla or cornhusk-these 5 YR groups become the basic colors.
Furthermore, the colors from 5 RP 3/r to 5 YR zfr (i.e. purple with a
vestige of red to dull, dark-valued yellow-tile color), become the
representative hues of this temple-crowded district. In order to preserve
the traditional colors and to retain the quiet atmosphere, corrugated
iron is mostly painted French beige or the 5 YR 7/3 type but, since its
texture is quite different from wood, it is necessary to avoid glossy
products. When the ground is covered with snow, the strongly diffused
reflection from the snow enhances the scenes and they are even brilliant
and exhilarating.
Spring: the entire mountain is dothed in green. After a long and dark
winter the district below the mountain suddenly turns into the longawaited colors of green, from pale, light-valued oyster white to the
dullish-yellow green sprout color or pea green. One wonders how many
or how few other urban communities in Japan retain such a conspicuously green duster of colors. How serene and beautiful nature is here!
Summer: this season sees a nearly constant amount of 5 Y, 5 BG and
5 B zones. The mature bamboo color (eggshell green), spectrum green,
blue green, pale-greenish blue such as aquamarine, and gobeline blue,
are presented in all their variety. Again the natives have from birth
enjoyed weil balanced colors unlike the city dwellers who see only
monochromatic scenes rich in 5 G. Presumably the people born
sandwiched among tall buildings and those brought up in the environment where nature survives must be different in the quality of their
emotions and sentiments, which are obviously the results of sensuous
and emotional experiences built-up during their formative years.
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It may not be reasonable to amplify and expand such a limited
investigation mentioned above to reach a grandiose conclusion, but
possibly it may prove to be valid and necessary to examine urban
problems more closely after Yanagida Kunio (a Japanese ethnologist),
who said: 'This can be readily seen even looking at pale-blue paints of
dwellings' and predicted from a fragment of chromatological phenomena
that suburbs would draw out the central populace and induce culture to
become monotonous and stereotyped.

B26 THE THEORY OF THE COLOR IMAGE SCALE
AND ITS APPLICATION
SHIGENOBU KOBAYASHI and KUNIO SATO
Nippon Color & Design Research Institute, Inc, 2B, Kudan-Familio
Building, 2-3-25 Kudan-Kita, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102, Japan

1.

The theoretical approach to the color image scale

The aim
Weintend to investigate semantic behavior as one of the ways to search
man's mind by considering how a color is concerned with his behavior
and language and the things he deals with.
A man selects what is meaningful to him, and this meaning becomes
his motivation. That is called semantic behavior. A man's behavior to
give some meaning to every object is modified by his circumstances,
formation, and character. So a color gives a different meaning to a man
depending on what or how he is. It is certain, however, that there are
similarities in the meanings men give to every object. This is because
men can communicate with each other and share the common recognition of an object, and because it usually happens that men reach an
agreement in their judgment.
In this way we would like to examine the common import men give
to an object concerning the sensitive and psychological appearances of
color, and to search the psychological criteria found in that process, as
follows.

I.I.

(i) To find out the psychological axes that are common to men's
judgment besides the physical axes of hue, lightness, and Saturation.
(ii) To investigate what differentiates the imports men give to colors.
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(iii) To examine what kind of criteria connect the meaning of colors.
The method
W e adopted a method called 'the measurement of meaning', originated
by Professor CE Osgood at Illinois University in order to measure the
meaning of a color. We then obtained data as a result of experiments on
the general public and students majoring in design, and applied a
factor analysis and an analysis of components to these data.
At that time we generalized and considered the meaning of a color
through the medium of language as shown below.
I.2.

(i) Give one a word and have one choose the color which represents it
very weil.
(ii) Give one a color and have one present the word which expresses it
exactly.
We have continued with the analysis on one color and distributed
colors by using the two procedures above. Consequently we find that a
psychological semantic space consists of three psychological factors and
is very different from 'the color solid' formed by the physical aspects of
color.
The resuZt
W e applied factor analysis to the research on color images and did an
analysis of components on the research on color preferences. As an
outcome of the investigation at the first stage, we found the following
three axes to form the objective scale of a color image, which do not
involve one's judgment by preference or one's value judgment.

I .] .

(i) The axis from warm to cool. This extends from the hue of 5 R to
that of 5 B as extremes, and purple and yellowish green are situated
around the center of the axes.
(ii) The axis from soft to hard. This corresponds to the tone transition
from white to black as extremes. Concerning the colors of the
same tone, the warm-hue group keeps close to the extreme of soft
and the cool-hue group does the same for hard.
(iii) The axis from clear to shaded. This corresponds to the tone transition from bright tone to greyish tone as extremes. Concerning the
colors of the same tone, the warm-hue group keeps close to the
extreme of shaded and the cool-hue group keeps close to that of
clear.
This achievement was published in the Japanese Society for the
Science of Design from 1966 to 1972 and exhibited at the 2nd Congress
of the AIC, 1973. lt is under application at the Legal Affairs Bureau for
patent rights.
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B27 FARBGESTALTUNG DES
PRIMARSCHULGEBÄUDES KILLWANGEN CH
WERNER SPILLMANN
Farbberatung, lngenieurschule, 8400 Winterthur, Switzerland

I.

Randbedingungen

Killwangen, eine kleinere Gemeinde im Einflussbereich der Agglomeration Zürich, ist eine etwas gesichtslose Siedlung ohne ausgesprochenes
Dorfzentrum. Der Bauplatz ist vorwiegend von Wiesen umgeben und
auf einer Seite von bewaldeten Hügeln begrenzt. Das Raumprogramm
umfasst sechs Klassenzimmer für 6- bis 12-jährige Schüler, Werkraum
und Lehrerzimmer, sowie eine Gymnastikhalle, welche zudem als
Gemeindesaal für öffentliche Anlässe dienen soll. Das Gebäudeprojekt
des Architekten sah eine Gebäudestruktur vor, welche billig zu realisieren war: Tragkonstruktion in Eisenbeton und Stahl, vorfabrizierte
Betonplatten für Fassade, Kalksandsteinwände für nichttragende
Trennwände.
Der Preisträger des Architekturwettbewerbs verfolgte andererseits
die Absicht, in der Verwendung des Gestaltungsmittels Farbe über den
üblichen Rahmen schweizerischer Schulbauten hinauszugehen, weshalb er den Vortragenden als freien Mitarbeiter zur Ausführungsplanung beizog.

2.

Zielvorstellungen

Der Architekt erwärmte sich sogleich für meinen Vorschlag, die Resultate der Untersuchungen von Dr Heinrich Frieling über Farbbevorzugung und Farbablehnung von Kindern verschiedener Altersstufen bei
der Farbgestaltung zu berücksichtigen.
Publikationen:
Frieling: Gesetz der Farbe, 1968, Musterschmidt Göttingen (1).
Frieling: Farbe im Raum, 1974, Callwey München (II).
Farbbevorzugung und Farbablehnung bei Kindern
Beim ersten Blick auf die Übersichtstafel der Testresultate (II: S. 36)
lässt sich erkennen, dass auf der Vorzugsseite vor allem stark bunte
Farben zu finden sind, während Schwarz und Dunkelbraun eindeutig

2.I.
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abgelehnt werden, was Ftieling als Ablehnung alles Avitalen, Absoluten,
Verdunkelten interpretiert.
Bei den Vorzugsfarben der Unterstufe (Alter 5-8) und der Mittelstufe (Alter I I-I2) fällt die absolut dominierende Stellung des Rot auf.
Im weiteren wird deutlich, dass es Farben gibt, welche für die einzelnen
Entwicklungsstufen von besonderer Bedeutung sind:
Im Unterstufenalter (5-8) steht Purpur zwar nach Rot an zweiter
Stelle. Gleichzeitig aber zeigt es hier, über die ganze Entwicklung
betrachtet, seinen relativen Gipfel. Die positive Beurteilung der Farbe
Purpur fällt denn auch bei zunehmendem Alter rasch ab und erscheint auch auf der Ablehnungsseite. Purpur ist somit für die Unterstufe die charakteristischste Farbe, was Frieling als 'Integration von
Psyche und Umwelt' deutet.
Im Mittelstufenalter (I I-I2) dominiert ebenfalls Rot. Bezieht man die
einzelnen Farben auf die ganze Entwicklung, zeigt hingegen Grün hier
sein relatives Maximum, was wiederum auf die besondere Bedeutung
dieser Farbe für die Mittelstufe hinweist. (Frieling: 'Sinn für natürliche, materialisierende Kräfte.')
Im Oberstufenalter (I5-I6) steht Ultramarinblau an erster Stelle.
Dessen relatives Maximum wird schon im Alter von I3-I4 erreicht.
Die altersspezifischen Hauptfarben entwickeln sich somit vom Purpur
der Unterstufe zum Grün der Mittelstufe hin zum Ultramarinblau der
Oberstufe.
Für die vorliegende Bauaufgabe sind die Farben der Unter- und
Mittelstufe von besonderem Interesse. Beachtet man bei den Testresultaten die Farben an den ersten Stellen, so zeigen beide Stufen eine
starke Bevorzugung von Rot und Gelb (Physische Vitalität. Interesse
kommunikativer Art). Altersspezifisch für die Unterstufe ist Purpur,
mit Tendenz zur Auflichtung im Rosa (4. Stelle) und im Orange (6.
Stelle).
Altersspezifisch für die Mittelstufe ist Grün, mit Tendenz zum
Ultramarin (3. Stelle).

3· Folgerungen für die Farbwahl am Klassenzimmertrakt
Während die altersspezifischen Hauptfarben als Identifikationsmöglichkeit im Bereich der Klassenzimmer verwendet werden, dienen die
erwähnten Farben Rot und Gelb in geeigneter Abwandlung der
Zusammenfassung der architektonischen Ganzheit.
J .I. Unterscheidung der Klassenzimmer
Einevon den altersspezifischen Hauptfarben Purpurund Grün abgeleitete
sechs-teilige kontinuierliche Farbfolge dient der Unterscheidung und
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Kennzeichnung der sechs Klassenzimmer und begleitet damit sinngemäss die Entwicklung der Schulkinder.
Unterstufe: Geschoss mit drei durch Purpurabwandlungen gekennzeichneten Klassenzimmern (Auflichtung des Purpur zum Hellgelb der
Decke hin): bläuliches Rot (Purpur); mittleres Rot; und gelbliches
Rot.
Mittelstufe: Geschoss mit drei durch Grünvariationen gekennzeichneten Klassenzimmern (von der Deckenfarbe her im Grünbereich
Andeutung der Tendenz zum Blau): gelbliches Grün; mittleres Grün;
und bläuliches Grün. Diese Farben erscheinen an der Holzschalung über
den Zimmertüren zur äusseren Kennzeichnung im Korridor, sowie an
der Holzschalung der Akustikwandteile in den Klassenzimmern.
3.2. Fassadenfarben am Klassenzimmertrakt
Es versteht sich von selbst, dass der Farbklang Rot-Gelb für die
Fassade nicht in der reinen Erscheinung der Testfarben zur Anwendung gelangen konnte. Es wurde ein optimaler Buntheitsgrad angestrebt, d .h. einerseits möglichst bunt, anderseits aber nur so bunt, dass
das Gebäude nicht bindungslos aus der Umgebung des vegetativen
Grüns herausplatzt.
3·3· Buntheitsanalyse
Der Farbwert bestehender Bauten und von Reklametafeln im angestrebten Farbtonbereich wurde im Schema des farbtongleichen Dreiecks
eingetragen. Dabei zeigten sich deutlich zwei Bereiche : zu bunte
Farben an Tafeln, Baumaschinen etc, welche in der Flächengrösse der
Schulhausfassade in der Umgebung des Pflanzengrüns eindeutig zu
bunt wirken wurden; Farben, welche an bestehenden relativ bunten
Bauten als noch steigerungsfähig beurteilt wurden.
In der Lücke zwischen diesen beiden Bereichen lag die angestrebte
optimale Buntheit: leicht verdunkeltes gelbliches Rot für die geschlossenen Fassadenflachen; leicht aufgehelltes rötliches Gelb für die
Fenster- und Türelemente.
3-4· Farben der Verbindungselemente zu den Klassenzimmern
In den Korridoren wird der Farbklang der Fassadenfarben im rostroten
Nadelfilzteppich und an der hellgelben Decke als Grundstimmung und
im Interesse der architektonischen Kontinuität bis in die Klassenzimmer hineingeführt.

4· Gestaltung der Gymnastikhalle
Diese hat eine Doppelfunktion zu erfüllen als Gymnastikraum für
Kinder und Kommunikationsraum für Erwachsene.
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4.I. Zielvorstellung
Rhythmik und Motorik, aber auch Geselligkeit und Kornmunikationsbereitschaft sollen angeregt werden. Die Farbstimmung wird deshalb
geprägt durch die Achse Orange-Blau, kombiniert mit dem lösenden
Gelb.
4.2. Integration in die Baustruktur
Die Bretterschalung der Akustikwand an einer Längswand des Raumes
bietet die willkommene Gelegenheit, die drei Farben GelborangeOrange-Rotorange, sich steigernd und wieder lösend, in kurzen
Intervallen wiederholt anzubringen, als visuelle Analogie zur Atembewegung. Die drei restlichen Wände übernehmen das Hellgelb der
Decken im Klassenzirnrnertrakt.
Das deutlich zutagetretende Stahlskelett der Tragkonstruktion gibt
die Möglichkeit, die komplementären Blauvariationen RötlichblauBlau-Grünlichblau als akzentuierendes Liniensystem in Erscheinung
treten zu lassen.

5· Zusammenfassung
Bei der Farbgestaltung des Prirnarschulgebäudes Killwangen wurden
die aufschlussreichen Untersuchungen von Frieling über Farbbevorzugung und Farbablehnung bei Kindern, sowie Erkenntnisse der
allgerneinen Farbpsychologie berücksichtigt und die daraus resultierenden Farben in die Baustruktur integriert.

6. Nachwort
In den Aufenthaltsräumen ist je eine ganze Wand als Malfläche zur
freien Betätigung für die Schüler reserviert.
Es gehört mit zur Aufgabe des Gestalters, die Bedürfnisse der
jeweiligen Raumbenützer in umfassendem Sinne zu berücksichtigen,
d.h. auch Freizonen für die Selbstverwirklichung der Raumbenützer
bereitzustellen.
Seine Aufgabe als Fachmann besteht in dieser Hinsicht darin, für
die verschiedenen Bereiche der Eigengestaltung durch die Raumbenützer mit integrierenden gestalterischen Massnahrnen einen geeigneten
Rahmen zu schaffen.
Es lohnt sich, über ein sinnvolles Verhältnis zwischen Fremdgestaltung und Eigengestaltung nachzudenken und bei jeder zu bewältigenden Bauaufgabe, den Bereich, wo Eigengestaltung erwünscht und
möglich ist, und den Bereich, wo Fremdgestaltung unbedingt notwendig ist, immer wieder neu zu bestimmen.
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B28 EFFECTS OF SURFACE COLORS OF WALLS
UNDER DIFFERENT LIGHT SOURCES ON THE
'PERCEPTUAL MAGNITUDE OF SPACE' IN A ROOM
ERDAL AKSUGÜR
Karadeniz Teknik Üniversitesi, Mimarlik Fakültesi, Trabzon, Turkey

1.

Introduction

The architect who organizes the physical environment needs to know
the responses of human beings to the physical environment in which
they live. He also has to know the needs which must be fulfilled by
buildings. Environmental psychology is a new field of scientific research
arising from this necessity. Its essential concern is man's relationship
with his physical environment, and especially the close physical environment in which he Jives and works. The objective approach to the
environment, which finds its roots in experimental psychophysics, has
fragmented the physical environment into discrete quantifiable stimuli
that affect the human being.
In architectural psychophysics, new tendencies are concerned with
the scientific study of the psychological needs of people who live and
work in a room. Studies of space perception, from the sensory point of
view, are of Iong standing. Very few studies, however, have been
concerned with the experimental investigation of space perception from
an architectural point of view.
There are some unsolved problems between man and the visual
properties of the physical environment which affect the perceptual
magnitude of a single space. Color is one of the most important properties of the physical environment which still has many unknown effects
on the visual perception of space. The present study is concerned with
the effect of hues of walls on the perceptual magnitude of space in
relation to the spectral qualities of different light sources. This study
consists of three parts:
(i) In the first part, visual perception of the physical environment is
analysed. Visual properties of the physical environment which affect
the perceptual magnitude of space in a room are examined in three
different perception modalities: light perception ; perception of the
spatial organization (form perception); and color perception.
(ii) Here, two color properties of the physical environment are examined
in relation to the perceptual magnitude of space: color characteristics of
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the wall surfaces; and spectral characteristics of the light sources.
Earlier experimental approaches on these subjects consider surface
color and spectral characteristics of the light sources separately. Because
of their approaches, these investigations give only partly satisfactory
results for the 'perceptual magnitude of space'.
(iii) In this part, a new experimental method is suggested to investigate
the effect of hues of walls on the perceptual magnitude of space in a
room, in relation to the spectral qualities of different light sources.
2.

Method

The surface-color variables
Four colors are used as surface-color variables. These colors are chosen
from the User's Color-Preference Graphie which is obtained from the
sales indexes of Turkish dye manufacturers. Hue differences only are
taken as one of the independent variables. The Munsell notations of the
chosen surface colors are: 10 B 9/2, 2·5 G 9/2, 7·5 Y 9/2, 5 R 9/2. In
addition, to obtain a standard condition, 'Neutral Gray' (Munsell
value 9) is used on the wall surfaces.
2.I.

2.2. The light-source variables
Two types of light sources having different spectral energy distributions are chosen as the second independent variable. These are: a
6o W tungsten-filament lamp (color temperature 2970 K, Coordinates
on the CIE (x, y) Chromaticity Diagram x = o·456, y = o·412) and a
20 W daylight fiuorescent tube (color temperature 6500 K, coordinates
on the CIE (x, y) Chromaticity Diagram x = o·3o6, y = o·324).
Apparatus
One of the short walls of the models is bare for observation. Over the
ceiling operrings of each model a matte-white refiector which contains
six 6o W tungsten-filament lamps and three 20 W daylight fiuorescent
tubes is placed as the lighting system. This lighting system can be
moved up and down to control the illumination Ievel inside the models.
Except for the two chosen independent variables, all other visual
properties which affect the perceptual magnitude of space in a room are
controlled by elimination or by equalization. The two model rooms are
placed in a dark room side by side so that their horizontal axes converge
and meet at a distance of I ·So m. From this point, on the same horizontal plane with the ceiling, subjects observed and compared the two
model rooms.
2.].

2 ·4·

Subjects
Forty-two subjects (21 male and 21 female) having normal color vision
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were selected. Forthis purpose the Ishihara test of color blindness was
used. The subjects were divided in two groups: 23 subjects were
architects and students of architecture, and 19 subjects were nonarchitects (psychologists, civil engineers, secretaries, and general
employees).
2.5. Procedure
In the first stage, color shifts of the wall surfaces due to multiple interreflections under the tungsten-filament and daylight fluorescent light
sources were determined using the memory method for color matching.
The Munsell Book of Color was used for color samples.
In the second stage, all the possible combinations between hue and
light-source variables were observed by each subject. By the method of
pair comparisons, each subject was asked if there were any differences
between the perceptual magnitude of spaces of the two model rooms,
and if he perceived any difficulty in estimating percentage differences by
considering the perceptual spatial magnitude of the small model room
as 100.

3· Results
The data are treated by using a chi-squared significance test for each
pair comparison, and a t test for the differences in means of estimations
between the two groups of subjects (architects and non-architects).
The results can be summarized as follows:
(i) Between two model rooms having the same color walls, the 'perceptual magnitude of space' increases under the light of the daylight
fluorescent tubes.
(ii) When the model rooms are lit by the same light sources, the bluewalled room gives the greatest 'space perception'. Green, yellow and
red follow in order.
(iii) The spectral qualities of the light sources and the hues of the
walls affect the 'perceptual magnitude of space' together. Depending on
the apparent hues of the walls, which are the results of the color shifts
under the two types of light sources, the 'perceptual magnitude of
space' changes following a sine curve which gives a high regresswn
coefficient (r = o·9 I 8). The function of this sine curve is:
y

=

According to this curve, the 'perceptual magnitude of space' has a
minimum value between 10 R and 5 YR. lt increases passing through
YR, Y, GY, G, and BG and reaches a maximum between 2' 5 B and
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10

B. lt decreases towards PB, P, and RP to reach a minimum between

10

Rand 5 YR.

lt is found that the differences of the perceptual magnitude estimations of space between architects and non-architects are not significant.
The relationship between hue preferences and the 'perceptual magnitude
of space' is significant. Blue, which is the first preference, gives a
greater space perception, and red, which is the fourth preference, gives
a lesser one. But when the hue effect is dominant, preferences are not
effective.

B29 THE INFLUENCE OF CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES
ON COLOUR SELECTION FOR BUILDINGS
T W A WHITFIELD and T

J WILTSHIRE

Building Science Section, School of Architecture , The University,
Newcastle upon Tyne, England
Numerous experiments, using colour chips as the stimulus material,
have been conducted in an attempt to understand response to colour.
These sturlies have examined differences in age, race, and sex, employing a variety of stimulus combinations in examination of a variety of
propositions. The field is characterized by a mass of information
generated in experiments of apparent similarity yet differing in many
important respects. Agreement between experimenters over the first
half of this century has been noticeably small, giving rise to a diversity
of opinion and failing to provide a convincing model of the phenomena.
Many experimenters have found sufficient agreement within their own
sturlies to indicate credible tendencies but few have consistently found
positive correlation with other sturlies (Kreitler and Kreitler 1972).
In contrast to early work, more recent and better-controlled sturlies
have identified factors accounting for much of the early disparitythese include the functional roJe of illumination, surround colour and
the interaction between the colour dimensions of hue, value and chroma
in determining responses (Whitfield and Wiltshire 1976).
The relevance of much of this material to colour selection for buildings is however questionable since the problern of context has not been
fully appreciated.
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Later studies have recognized this Iimitation and have attempted to
study colour responses in a building context (Acking and Kuller 1972,
Sivik 1974). A feature of this work is that certain obtained factors
appear indigenous to building colour; these are a social evaluation and
a spatial factor. Both are prominent when colour is perceived as an
attribute of buildings but not as an attribute of colour chips. While an
evaluation factor is prominent in both building and colour-chip studies,
Sivik has demonstrated that judgments on evaluative variables achieve
extremely low correlations between the two conditions. Judgments on
other variables which, according to Sivik, primarily 'describe the colour
as such' correlated highly between the two conditions. These results
suggest that evaluative variables are more sensitive to context.
Colour in buildings cannot be considered as an isolated variable
since responses to colour are demonstrably sensitive to a number of
contextual variables. These variables however need to be organized
within a framework to enable an appraisal of their relative influence to
be determined.
One approach to this is through the mechanism of 'style'. This may
be clarified by reference to the practice of classifying buildings into
architectural styles. In addition to historical criteria, styles are classified
according to their visual distinguishing characteristics. These include
dimensions such as colour, shape, and complexity, which vary considerably between styles. Differences in these dimensions however do
not appear to reflect on the acceptability of different styles--one that is
colourful and complex is not necessarily accredited with greater merit
than one which is colourless and simple.
This thesis could be extended to show that not only is each
style characterized by a set of appearance values but that these values
tend to be unique to each style. This would suggest that it is an understanding of the mechanisms involved in stylistic organization which is
important and not the unrelated dimensions. This raises the question of
the nature and function of style in design, a question that has received
little previous attention in this field.
In parallel to this theoretical enquiry a series of experimental studies
has been carried out to test some of the ideas generated by this work.
These have supported the hypothesis that both the colour and complexity Ievel considered appropriate to a building interior vary significantly
with the style of the interior. It has been found also that the Ievel of
consistency varies, with individual differences becoming greater with
the less-familiar styles. This suggests that what is considered appropriate is influenced by the experience and expectancy of the observer.
Further studies have been conducted which indicate that the function
of the interior is similarly influential.
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DESIGNING FOR IRIDESCENCE

ALBERT GARRETT
School of Architecture, Polytechnic of North London, London, England
The design experiment is demonstrated in the series of collage multiples
running to date to fifteen separate editions under the title of Poised.
Editionsare limited to a maximum of twenty.
Professor W D W right started my art research along the road to
iridescence when I heard him deliver the first Newton Lecture at
Imperial College in April I963, which was entitled The Rays Are Not
Coloured. At that time I had no notion that his analysis of the colour
changes resulting from a change of viewing angle of the South American
Morpho butterfly wing would Iead me into a means of artistic expression that may not have been used before.
At one viewing angle of the wing, iridescent blue is seen; at other
angles, blue-green, violet and a velvety brown. These colour changes
arise from the sublayer absorption, reflection, refraction, diffraction and
interference of light passing through a very complex three-dimensional
wing structure. In his analysis of the structure, three of Wright's
statements are very pertinent to my theme: (i) 'A low-power microscope objective reveals a series of scales arranged in rows rather like the
wooden shingles that one sees sometimes on country cottages'; (ii) 'A
high-power microscope objective shows that each scale is covered by an
array of fine ribs spaced apart by only one- or two-thousandths of a
millimetre' ; (iii) 'A diffraction phenomenon in which the ribs are
acting as a reflection grating spreading the light out into a band,
corresponding to the variation of the diffraction angle with wave-
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length.' When the angle of viewing the wing is changed, the eye picks
up different portions of the spectrum emitted from the complex threedimensional wing structure. The Wright lecture had given me the
background of structure colours in nature.
Before a creative experiment could begin, a material had to be
found which would !end itself to a system of layering through which a
light beam would pass and be reftected back, where and how necessary
to allow for the art of free drawing or to be completely stopped off at the
back by the absorption of black. I also remernbered the phenomenon
that snow does not appear completely white until a minimum thickness
of it is on a surface. The sensation of the true white of snow is produced
in daylight only when essentially all of the incident light is reftected
from the snow as diffused light to the eye. A minimum thickness is
required to ensure the light does not reach the supporting surface and
reftect from the surface substantially all incident light giving rise to the
sensation of whiteness.
It was the hand-made Japanese paper, which is made from pure fibres,
which had the reftection properties required for a medium of expression. These Japanese papers eventually led to my introduction of multilength fibre types of coloured, semitranslucent and textured papers,
some of which have coloured patterns derived from several overlaid
fibre patterns. Single sheets of most of those papers are made up of two,
three and sometimes four layers or sheets of different fibres producing
various natural patterns. The passage of the light beam through these
paper fibres is random. All of them have a silk-like surface which is on
the way to iridescence. The silk-like surface arises from the purity of
the water used in washing the fibres. Best quality paper has to be made
in very cold, clear water and most paper farmers are found in the
mountains, above the Ievel where the water picks up iron and manganese. The three-dimensional structure of the paper, which is made more
complex by the layering principle, affects the passage of light in a
manner apparently similar to that of the butterfty wing, although in
practice the optical processes are rather different.
A wide range of experiments had to be carried out to determine, by
trial, the best adhesive. It was important that the adhesive did not
interfere with colour effects produced by the superimposed sheets and
was invisible. Many adhesives containing colour matter were not
usable because they stained the papers, and others, while colourless,
were either insufficiently adhesive or did not possess the required
strength, elasticity and permanency. Finally the polyvinyl acetate
adhesive met all the requirements. The layers of adhesive, wrapped
around the fibres like mirrors, acted as reftecting surfaces, changing the
visual effects of a work by reftecting light from the different layers of
paper and surroundings. This effect was exploited to develop a
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The thickness of the adhesive layer varies the hue intensities of the
fibres, and the manner of applying the adhesive by knife, brush, or
fingers produces different effects of both colour and texture. These
qualities turned the glue into an expressive element.
The early experiments with the layered collage technique resulted in
one-off works. As technical skill developed I became aware of paper as a
medium and its essential nature, which is shape only, and the shapes
could be repeated and accurately registered. The technique I have
adopted, where the final work results from the superimposition of
several layers of paper, permits me to develop a work piecemeal by
moving each layer in its plane. These characteristics led me to develop a
multiple work which could be editioned. The editions in the Poised
series give a sequence of studies on the theme of balance. The sheets of
hand-made Japanese paper have a wide natural variation from one
sheet to another, but otherwise are identical in design. This natural
variation enabled individual differences to be incorporated in all the
layers of a single work. Each work in an edition is thereby a unique
work of art.
The iridescent effect experienced by the viewer arises firstly from the
awareness of the fibrous paper texture, which is retained through the
work, secondly the colour appears to be below the surface throughout
the work, and thirdly every layer in the single work contributes directly
to the total effect observed on the surface. Each work in the Poised
series is 6o by 93 centimetres.
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COLOR APPEARANCE II

B31 SYSTEM OF OSA COMMITI'EE ON UNIFORM
COLOR SCALES
D L MAcADAM
Chairman, OSA Committee on Uniform Color Scales, 68 Harnmond
Street, Rochester, New York, USA
The Optical Society of America (OSA) has recently issued a set of over
550 glossy acrylic color cards, by use of which may be assembled
362 different color series, each of which exhibits from 4 to 9 progressively different colors, with equally perceptible color differences
between all of the pairs of successive colors. Those are examples of
uniform color scales determined by the OSA Committee on Uniform
Color Scales, under the chairmanship of Dr Deane B Judd, who
reported progress of the committee in previous meetings of the AIC.
The relative magnitudes of 128 pairs of colored samples were judged
by 76 normal observers. By use of CIE specifications of the observed
samples, the committee defined a Euclidean color space in which the
ratios of the corresponding distances were correlated as closely as
possible with the averaged judgments. The CIE specifications of the
samples, relative values (called scale values) of perceived color differences derived from the averaged judgments, and definitions of the three
Coordinates of the committee's color space have been published (MacAdam 1974). They will not be repeated .
The arrangement, in the committee's color space, of the points that
represent the color cards, and of the various color scales, is the subject
of this paper. The colors will be exhibited in many of the color scales
and in a model that shows their arrangement and manifold inter-relationships.
Unlike most color systems, for which colors were selected according
to polar Coordinates, the OSA colors correspond to a reetangular
coordinate system.
Grays fall on a vertical axis; they are at the origins of reetangular
Coordinates in horizontal planes that contain colors of equallightness, L.
A medium gray that has CIE tristimulus value Y = 30 is assigned
L = o. Lightness L is related to Y according to a cube-root law, modified to correspond to the crispening effect (Semmelroth 1970) of judgment of the colors against a medium gray (L = o, Y = 30) background.
The L values of chromatic colors are adjusted to compensate for the
weil known effect of saturation on perceived lightness (Sanders and
399
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Wyszecki 1958), by which almost all saturated colors appear lighter
than grays that have the same values of Y.
The coordinates in the horizontal planes of constant lightness are g
(positive values for greenness, negative for magenta) and j (positive
values for yellowness, negative for blueness). The scale units on the
vertical L axis are .J2 times as !arge as scale units on the horizontal
axes. Color cards are provided only for points for which L, g, and j are
all even integers, or all odd integers. In accordance with this rule only,
all combinations of values, negative as well as positive, with zero
intermixed with all even integers, are included, as far as available stable
pigments permit. This rule defines a regular, rhombohedral crystal
lattice in the OSA color space. As a consequence, every color that
corresponds to a point not on the edge of the gamut of available pigments is equally different (perceptually) from 12 other colors of the set.
It and each pair of opposite colors of those 12 are members of a color
scale that extends, equally spaced along a straight line in both directions
in the OSA color space, to the opposite Iimits of the gamut. Therefore,
each color is included on six such scales. There are 398 scales that
include from 3 to 9 colors. Only about 50 include a gray. All of the
others exhibit transitions between non-complementary colors. They
are very interesting.
Nickerson (1975) has shown the relations between the committee's
color scales and the Munsell color system. Wyszecki (1975) showed the
arrangements of the colors in the CIE 1964 U*V*W* color space.
Artists and designers have reported that color scales are useful for
making color choices. Color scales suggest new color harmonies and
combinations. The committee believes that the greatly expanded
variety of color scales provided by the OSA system may surprisingly
enlarge the range of choice and may be very useful in all applications
and trials of color.
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B32 MÖGLICHKEITEN ZUR FESTLEGUNG DES
FARBSYSTEMS DIN 6164 FÜR NL D 65
KLAUS WITT
Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Unter den Eichen 87,
Deutschland

1000

Berlin 45,

Die Festlegung des Farbsystems DIN 6164 (DIN 1962) für Normlichtart D 65 ist ohne zusätzliche psychometrische Untersuchungen
nicht eindeutig durchzuführen und von bestimmten Annahmen
abhängig. Es gilt, eine mathematische Transformation zu finden, die
die Eigenschaften des für Normlichtart C aufgestellten Farbsystems
möglichst gut erhält und die Benutzung der Farbmuster der zugehörigen Farbenkarte weiterhin ermöglicht. Daraus folgt als erste Forderung:
der Ursprung der Farbtonstrahlen soll bei der Farbart der beleuchtenden Lichtart liegen, und die Farbtonstrahlen sollen linear verlaufen.
Ihre Richtung und Sättigungsteilung wird jedoch in gewissen Grenzen
wählbar sein. Die zweite Forderung lautet: die Dunkelstufe soll analog
aus dem Optimalfarbkörper für D 65 berechnet werden.
Zwei Vorschläge legen die Farbtonstrahlen für Normlichtart D 65 so,
daß sie den Spektralfarbenzug b::i der gleichen Wellenlänge wie bei
Normlichtart C schneiden (Richter 1974, Bindermann 1975). Sie
unterscheiden sich nur in der Art der Sättigungsteilung. Der Vorschlag
I sieht vor, daß eine Transformation nach dem Strahlensatz die
Sättigungsteilung bei Normlichtart C auf die bei D 65 überführt. Als
Begründung wurden Ergebnisse der Farbmessung an den Mustern der
Farbenkarte herangezogen, die den mittleren Farbabstand der Istwerte
von den Sollwerten nur um ca. 10 % für D 65 gegenüber denen für C
ansteigen ließen (Witt 1973). Das bedeutet keine wesentliche Verschlechterung der Repräsentation des Farbsystems durch die vorliegende
Farbenkarte.
Im Vorschlag II (Sindermann 1975) wurde kritisiert, daß bei dieser
Art der Transformation die Linearität der Sättigungsteilung in der
CIE-UCS-Farbtafel verloren geht, wenn man von einer für D 65
zentrierten Normfarbtafel ausgeht. Diese Schwierigkeit wurde unter
folgender, nicht erwähnter Annahme, umgangen: neben dem Festhalten der farbtongleichen Wellenlänge soll auch die Sättigung des
Spektralfarbenzuges bei der Transformation unverändert bleiben. Die
Sättigungsteilung wird dann linear in der CIE-UCS-Farbtafel durchgeführt, die aus einer für D 65 zentrierten Normfarbtafel hervorge-
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gangen ist. Dieses Vorgehen ermöglicht eine Berechnung der Farbmaßzahlen T:S:D analog zu dem Verfahren bei Normlichtart C, ohne
jedoch sonst auf die Ergebnisse für diese Lichtart zurückgreifen zu
müssen wie bei Vorschlag I. Es zeigte sich, daß die Farbmuster der
DIN-Farbenkarte nach diesem Vorschlag das Farbsystem für D 65
sogar noch etwas besser repräsentieren.
Der Vorschlag II überträgt die primäre Festlegung des Farbsystems
über den Sättigungskreis S = 6 und D = 1 auf den Spektralfarbenzug.
Damit verliert er den unmittelbaren Bezug zum ursprünglichen Aufbau
des Farbsystems bei Beleuchtung mit Normlichtart C über diesen
empfindungsgemäß gleichförmig entwickelten Sättigungskreis (Richter
1952/ 53)·
Man kann in einem Vorschlag Ill versuchen, diesen Sättigungskreis
in seiner zentralen Bedeutung zu erhalten. Zu diesem Zweck wurde er
einer Umstimmungstransformation nach von Kries unterworfen, durch
die die Farbörter für Normlichtart C in die für Normlichtart D 65
unter Erhaltung des Farbeindruckes bei vollständiger Umstimmung
überführt wurden. Die Farbarten der beiden Lichtarten liegen so nahe
beieinander, daß eine vollständige Umstimmung und die hinreichend
gute Berechnung der Farbkonstanz durch die von Kries-Transformation angenommen werden kann. Der so gewonnene Sättigungskreis für
D 6 s wird nun analog zu dem für C Ausgangspunkt für eine neue
Festlegung der Farbtonstrahlen und Sättigungslinien. Die Sättigungsteilung erfolgt also linear in Bezug auf den Sättigungskreis S = 6 in
einer CIE-UCS-Farbtafel, die aus einer für D 65 zentrierten Normfarbtafel berechnet wurde. Das bedeutet im Grunde, daß das gesamte
Farbsystem nach von Kries transformiert wurde und eigentlich die
entsprechend projektiv verzerrte Farbtafel zugrunde zu legen wäre
(Richter 1976). Aus praktischen Gründen soll jedoch weiterhin die
Normfarbtafel benutzt werden. Das führt dann zwangsläufig zu einer
gewissen Änderung der farbtongleichen Wellenlänge der Farbtonstrahlen und der Sättigungswerte des Spektralfarbenzuges.
Zur experimentellen Absicherung dieses Vorschlages wurden bei
einer repräsentativen Zahl von Farbmustern der DI N -Farbenkarte die
Farbarten für C und D 65 in die Normfarbtafel eingetragen und Farbabstände von Ist- zu Sollwerten berechnet. Bei den Farbtönen
T = 17 bis T = 21 wird der Verlauf der Farbarten durch die dort
nahezu parallele Verschiebung der Farbtonstrahlen besser wiedergegeben als in Vorschlag I und II. Bei einem Vergleich der Farbabstände
für C und D 65 ist zu beachten, daß das wesentliche Kriterium nicht die
Größe des Gesamtfarbabstandes gegenüber den Sollwerten sein kann,
sondern die Ähnlichkeit des Farbunterschiedes hinsichtlich Größe und
Richtung im Farbenraum. Der Idealfall wäre dann eine Übereinstimmung der Farbunterschiede auch nach deren Aufspaltung in Kompo-
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nenten. Die Standardabweichung zwischen T bzw. S unter D 6 s und den
Werten unter C ist für 47 Farbmuster bei Vorschlag III nur etwa halb
so groß wie bei Vorschlag li und bei Vorschlag I um 10 bzw. 30%
größer als bei Vorschlag li. Das heißt, Vorschlag Ill kommt den
erwarteten Werten am nächsten.
In Abbildung 1 ist das Farbsystem DIN 6164 nach Vorschlag III
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Abbildung I. Normfarbtafel mit Linien gleichen Farbtons und
gleicher Sättigungsstufe des Farbsystems DIN 6164 für NL
D 6 s. Ausgezogene Linien nach von Kries-Transformation,
gestrichelte Linien nach Sindermann (1975).

(ausgezogene Linien) dem nach Vorschlag II (gestrichelte Linien)
gegenübergestellt. Man erkennt nur geringe Unterschiede von T = 23
bis T = 9 und T = 13 bis T = 14, um T = 20 herum jedoch große
hinsichtlich Lage des Farbtonstrahles als auch der Sättigungsteilung.
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B33 A UNIFIED APPROACH TO APPEARANCE
MEASUREMENT
C S McCAMY
Macbeth Division, KaUmorgen Corporation, Newburgh, New York,
USA
The appearance of materials depends on the distribution of photometric quantities, such as reflectance factor, with respect to wavelength,
a number of angles, spatial coordinates, polarization, time, and other
variables. The measurement of appearance involves the measurement of
these distributions. The usefulness of such measurements depends on
our ability to select appropriate photometric quantities, to select
essential geometric or spectral variables, and either to Iimit measurements to a readily comprehensible amount of data or to find practical
ways of analysing a mass of data to extract useful parameters.
With a unified description of appearance measurements, the attack
on appearance problems becomes more systematic and it becomes
easier to visualize more versatile and powerful instrumentation. The
general concepts, terminology, and notation for the description of such
measurements previously published (McCamy I966) have been generalized and refined. They have been adopted by the American National
Standards Institute ( I974) and are under consideration by the International Organization for Standardization. In the most general terms,
we may considP.r all appearance measurements in terms of measurements of the distribution of propagance factor P (a general term for
any of the measures of transmission or reflection or even combination of
them) with respect to the generalvariable v, which might be wavelength,
an angle, or a displacement.
Colorimetry is the special case in which the essential variable is
wavelength and the distribution of propagance with respect to wave-
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length is analysed by the use of standard weighting functions and
computations to yield chromaticity coordinates and other useful
colorimetric parameters.
The analysis of geometric aspects of appearance has not been approached in the same way as the analysis of color. Each industry has found
ad hoc solutions to its measurement problems (Hunter 1975). A simple
ratio of values at selected measurement angles is often used; for example,
as a measure of gloss. Though simple, these measures are not entirely
adequate. Textured surfaces, goniochromatic materials, and many other
surfaces that are visually interesting because of their goniophotometric
properties require more involved kinds of analysis.
Photometrie distributions with respect to geometric variables may be
used directly in specifications or process control, but rarely are because
of the mass of data and the difficulty of comprehending its practical
significance. Fourier analysis (Blackman and Tukey 1958) and a special
form of it, with which we have had some experience, can be effective
analytical methods. They yield quite readily comprehensible information about samples that have a unidirectional grain or other regularity
associated with 'web' or 'machine' direction. They are also effective in
dealing with goniophotometric distributions with higher ordered angular
periodicities. Weighting-function analysis has been used with some
success in evaluating metallic paints. Principal-component analysis
(Lanczos 1956) (also called characteristic vector analysis or eigenvector
analysis) is a more useful approach when there is no pronounced periodicity in a non-repetitive scan. With this method, one derives the
amounts of principal distribution components that must be combined
with the mean distribution for a population to represent a specific
sample. The kind and amount of variability among samples of a population (like a production run) are usually specified by only a few principal
components. The first principal component accounts for the largest
proportion of variability in the goniophotometric distribution, the second
component the next-largest proportion, etc. The principal components
represent statistically independent types of variation. With controlled
experiments or sufficient empirical data from production runs, one can
transform the set of principal components to a new set which corresponds in magnitude with production variables that cause variations in
appearance.
Because of the stereoscopic nature of binocular human vision, some
aspects of appearance analysis require analysis of the correlation
between pairs of spatial distributions.
As a result of technological advances, methods that would once have
been too complex and tedious to be practical are now commercially
feasible. Modern illumination and sensor technology make very rapid
scanning and on-line operation possible. Microprocessors permit very
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complex analysis of data almost instantaneously. The combination of
these techniques permits the application of powerful tools of analysis to
new measures of appearance. The unified theory offers guidance in
these developments. Experimental results obtained show considerable
promtse.
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B34 INDEXES FOR DESCRIBING THE PERCEPTION OF
MODIFICATION OF SPACE LINKED TO THE
COORDINATES OF THE COLOROID COLOUR SYSTEM
ANTAL NEMCSICS
Technical University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary

x. Introduction
Our colour surrounding exists at any time in a given structural relation
with the people moving in it. This constantly developing relation
becomes increasingly complex and at the same time it is possible to
determine and reveal mutual relations. The practice of colour dynamics
makes it necessary to generalize conclusions drawn from relations
existing between man and colour in conjunction with the space modifying action of colour, and to assign these conclusions to any member of
the three-dimensional population of colour sensations. For this reason
investigations which have been carried out at the Technical University
of Budapest are described in the following sections.
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2.

Experiments concerning the modifying action of colours on
space perception and the description of these colours in the
Coloroid colour space

To start the experiments it was essential to locate the examined colours
at uniform density in a handy colour space with approximately equal
spacings. The Coloroid colour space was chosen for this purpose.
With the Coloroid colour system we aimed to establish a colour
order that approximately corresponds to the colour sensation of
average humans and that connects exactly with the physical characteristics of colour, namely, the colour stimuli. Coloroid is a variant of the
CIE colour system using a transformation into cylindrical coordinates.
The two systems are in a complete and mutually unambiguous relationship. Coloroid indices are directly deduced from the colour components given by instrumental measurements. From these measurements, concepts of hue, saturation and brightness closely approaching
our colour sensation are defined. The Coloroid system uses approximations where this is inherent in the introduced concept and also provides
an exact inter-relationship where this is instrumentally possible.
In the Coloroid system the colours are defined by three indices:
A, T, and V where A is hue, T saturation, and V brightness. Their
explanation is as follows. Colours of the same hue are obtained from an
additive mixture of a boundary colour, white and black in different
proportions. The hue is determined by the dominant wavelength of
this boundary colour. In the CIE diagram the colours of the same hue
are situated on the radius starting from the point C and the hue can be
given by the direction tangent of this radius. There are 48 basic hues in
the Coloroid system with integer indices; the intermediate hues are
marked with fractions and defined as follows.
The integer part of the hue index is the index of the hue with the
next lower integer index and its fraction is the percentage of boundary
colour of hue A, in an additive mixture with boundary colour of hue
A '+,; thus its hue is

e,

In the Coloroid system saturation means the percentage of the boundary colour in the whole mixture. To determine the Coloroid saturation
of any colour from CIE Coordinates, has first to be determined:

e

e = -:-----:-(x-o:-:--x__,o)_S_o_:-:::+ (x-xo)So

From this Yr and s are determined as

Yr = J-I'J{I- L),

s= I-(Y( Yr),

I-S

=

Y( Yr.
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If an amount 0 of a boundary colour is mixed with (I- 0) of the perfect
white, a colour is obtained with chromaticity coordinates x, y. The
luminance factor of this colour should be Yr. With an amount s of
black and I -s of the colour, the final colour will have a luminance
factor Y and chromaticity Coordinates x, y. The Coloroid saturation of
the given colour is
T

=

10oO(I -s)

=

IOoO(Y/Yr).

The brightness in the Coloroid system is determined as one hundred
times the square root of the luminance factor Y in the CIE system:

V= Ioo.JY.
Our experiments concerning the modifying role of colours of space
sensation were carried out with 288 colours. The first group of these
colours consisted of 48 saturated colours, the 48 basic hues of the
Coloroid system situated near the extreme boundary of the colour body
consisting exclusively of pure surface colours. The loci of these colours
in the Coloroid colour space are shown as curve P 0 in figure I .
A further 240 colours used in our experiments were of different
brightness and Saturation taken from inside the Coloroid colour body.
v•

""o

Figure

I.

•l

Coloroid space. The curves of space-sensation modification.
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As the saturation of the most saturated colours in the colour body
changes with hue, the saturation of the five desaturated colours take!l at
each of the 48 basic colours was determined piecewise. Saturation of
two colours per basic colour was taken as two-thirds of the saturation
of the most saturated pigment colour and saturation of three colours as
one-third. In the Coloroid space the loci of the former are on curves
P 4 and P s and the loci of the latter on curves P 1 , P 2 and P 3 •
Test colours were chosen in such a way that their brightness for each
hue section was related to the brightness values of the saturated brightest
and darkest surface colours in such a manner that the test colours were
situated on approximately parallel planes in the Coloroid space.

3· Experiments and experimental method of colours fixed in the
Coloroid space
Colours selected according to the previous section were applied to the
cxperiments in several steps. More than 10 ooo students, aged from 19
to 24, took part in the experiments as observers.
In the first phase, pairs of colours were shown to the students. They
looked at them from a cor.stant distance in a neutral environment. The
quality and quantity of light, as weil as the geometry of illumination
and inspection, were kept constant. After a relatively short inspection
subjects were asked if they feit that the two colours were in the same
plane. If the answer was negative, the relative position of the samples
was allowed to be changed by a suitable installation until it was feittobe
in the same plane. During the experiments, changes produced in the
relative positions of the colours were tabulated.
The first pair of colours shown to a subject could be any two of the
288 colours. Later the pairs of colours were taken from neighbouring
colours on curves Po to P 5 • In a later stage of the experiment the
students had to rank the colours of a given hue, or those sited on a
curve of constant P according to their effect in eliciting a sensation of
advancement or receding. Experiments were performed in maquettes
and in real space as weil.

4· Results
The results of our experiments were plotted in a circular diagram. Each
radius of the diagram symbolizes a hue. The angle between each radius
line and the horizontal is equal to the directional angle of the section
plane containing colours of a certain hue in the Coloroid space. Nurnbcrs on the circumference of the circular diagram each refer to a radius
and they are the codes of the 48 Coloroid base colours.
The curves intersecting the radii of the given hues show the effect of
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space-sensation modification in relative units changing between 1 and
100. The curves F, and Fx, refer to colours on curve P, (i = o,I ... 5),
while curves Fo . .. F, indicate the abduction, and curves Fxo ... Fxs
the adduction.
Among the codes of the Coloroid base colours on the diagram, tens
indicate yellow, twenties orange, thirties red, forties purple, fifties blue,
sixties cold green, and seventies warm-green colours. lt follows from
the inter-relationship between the Coloroid and CIE colour system that
the dominant wavelengths belonging to the colours of a given radius can
be read from the tables with the knowledge of the given direction
tangent.

5· Generalization of experiments. Indexes expressing modification of space sensation
The experimental results were generalized by mathematical methods.
On the basis of our statistically obtained data a space-sensation-modification index was calculated for each colour point by a computer. The
resulting tables indicate modification of space sensation with constant
density everywhere in the range of pigment colours. Numbers are
indexes expressing modification of space-sensation-determining surfaces. The equation of these surfaces was expressed by a second degree
function.
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B35 OUTLINES OF A THEORY OF COLOR
COMBINATION
ANDERS HÄRD and LARS SIVIK
Swedish Color Center, Stockholm, Sweden
and Department of Psychology, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Starting with a short review of the two aspects of color perceptioncontent and cantrast-an analysis of the total color gestalt is made. It
can be divided and described in four steps: (i) the formal line structure
(line pattern); (ii) the oversweeping form gestalt (surface pattern);
(iii) the color character (color content); and (iv) the color gestalt as a
whole.
An analysis of how points (ii) and (iii) will be affected and characterized
by the use of different colorr, is carried out and described in:
The color cantrast which can be characterized with reference to (a)
distinctness (how distinct the cantrast is between two color fields) and
(b) kind (the content structure of the color difference).
The color accord which can be characterized with reference to (a)
complexity (the number of elementary color attributes included), (b)
kind (the two elementary attributes that constitute the difference), and
(c) size (of that specific difference).
The color balance which can be characterized with reference to (a) area
(the proportion between different colors), (b) similarity (such as
constant hue or constant whiteness), and (c) rhythm (the repetition of
certain colors or areas in a pattern).

This research is still only at the preparatory stage, and the paper will
describe the problern area and some ways to study it. Copies of the paper
are available from the authors.
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CHARACTERIZING PRIME-COLOR ILLUMINANTS

W A THORNTON
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Bloomfield, New Jersey 0700J, USA
Prime-color illuminants (Haft and Thornton 1972, Thornton 1971,
1972) are whitish lights composed predominantly of spectral colors (the
prime colors) in the blue-violet, pure green, and orange-red regions of
the visible spectrum. The rest of the output spectrum of these new light
sources is largely empty. One commercial lamp now manufactured in
the United States satisfactorily approximates a prime-color illuminant.
White light thus composed has three remarkable characteristics when
ordinary complex scenes illuminated by it are visually judged: (i) The
perceived brightness of the scene far exceeds what the footcandle meter
indicates. (ii) The visual clarity of the scene makes the normal observer
feel he has the 'eyes of a hawk'. (iii) The coloration of the scene is
considerably more attractive than that under daylight itself, and yet is
so 'natural' that the color-rendering index is 85.
None of these three characteristics is accounted for by the CIE
system.
Labaratory experiences with the new prime-color lamp have already
been described in the Iiterature (Thornton 1973, 1974, 1975). What
follow are reports of results of lighting !arge department stores by
approximately 3000 40 W prime-color ftuorescent Iamps at a color
temperature of about 3000 K. The following assessment is largely that of
store executlves, display managers, sales people and customers:
(i) During relamping of the stores, half the total area may still be
illuminated by the old illuminant (a combination of Cool White de
Juxe ftuorescent and incandescent lamps) and half by prime-color
ftuorescent lamps. To walk from the old into the new is like coming from
the subdued Iighting of a mall into a fully lighted store. Footcandle Ievel
is the same in old and new. (ii) While the store Iighting was half-andhalf, one could stand at a center point and pivot, gazing first into the
area with the old illumination and then into the new. lt was possible to
confine the gaze to women's and children's apparel, extending perhaps
200 feet (70 metres) into either area. lnto the one, the view seemed
relatively hazy and both color and form relatively indistinct. lnto the
other, the similar scene was sharp and clear, as weil as being more
attractively colored, and one had the impression of being able to count
the clothes hooks on the farthest racks. This assessment is, to one who
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has not hirnself made it, incomprehensible and unbelievable. We believe
we are beginning to understand how these remarkable phenomena of
clarity and enhanced perceived brightness come about. A theory of
visual response accounting for them will be proposed. As to credibility,
this store and others like it are of course open to the public. (iii) With
the entire store illuminated by the 3000 prime-color lamps, the effect is
beyond words. Colaration and outline are bright and sharp and attractive. Merchandise is accessible visually inanewand different way. The
atmosphere is warm because of the color temperature of the illuminant,
but unexpectedly bright and sharp. One has the impression that he can
glance soo feet across the store and compare displays there and at hand.
(iv) In another department containing ten-lamp fiuorescent fixtures,
four of the lamps were removed and yet the sales people commented:
'Nice, but too bright.' In the rest of the store, all of the incandescent
lamps were removed, and brightness increased. The saving in power
consumption by removing the now un-needed incandescent lamps was
considerable. (v) The prime-color fiuorescent lamp tends strongly to
preserve color matches achieved in real daylight. For that reason it can
be used, and is being used, to illuminate merchandise of which color
schemes and color matches are crucially important to the homemaker.
The study of visual task performance under the prime-color lamps is
being pursued, with a view to assessing particularly the performance of
office tasks. Both experiments performed and independent, unsolicited
comments collected indicate that reading, studying, typing, and general
vision are clone better under the prime-color lamps, and at consistently
lower values of watts per square metre than under conventional illuminants. The prime-color lamps afford remarkable visual clarity per watt
in both colorful and colorless environments, and such clarity is accompanied by improvement in the appearance of the office workers themselves, because clothes and complexions are rendered so attractively. At
this point it appears certain that color is not a necessary part of the
scene being viewed, in order that these !arge visual effects be noted. The
results strongly indicate that footcandle Ievel is not only totally inadequate as a measure of perceived brightness, but that visual clarity and
footcandle Ievel are only very loosely related.
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VISUAL BASES OF COLOR KNOWLEDGE

WITOLD CHROSCICKI
Light and Color Department, Fine Arts Academy, Warsaw, Poland

1.

Introduction

This paper consists of three major sections, namely, interaction of
color, influence of light on color, and color order and mixing. These
three sections, each of which constitutes a whole, compose tagether the
Elementary Didactic Course. This course is designed for students of
artistic and architectural schools and for people who use color in their
professional work, such as artists, designers, architects, decorators,
scenographers, etc. We hope that this coursewill also be intelligible to
laymen.
At present we observe a division of color knowledge into four main
fields: physiology, psychology, physics, and chemistry. Each of these
fields uses its own definition of color, its own hermetic language, and its
own specific research methods. This is the reason why, in practice, the
physicist does not understand the physiologist and psychologist; and
the architect, artist and designer, who mainly project color in our
environment, do not understand the ehernist and physicist as weil as
the physiologist and psychologist. For this reason they do not use
sufficiently the available results of color research. Wide cooperation
between different fields of color knowledge exists more in theory than in
practice.
Recently we have observed a progressive demand for specialists with
wide interdisciplinary education and a retreat from narrow specialization. Furthermore, the rapid increase of scientific and technical information in the world creates serious didactic problems. Teachers as weil as
students must decide what information should be chosen from available
data and what is true and the most representative at the moment . The
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problern is a very complicated one and it creates the necessity for
adequate preparation of existent data, synthesis of detailed results of
research , and looking for sweeping statements and general rules.
Since most information from the surrounding world reaches man
through his eyes, the visual channel seems to be especially predisposed
to transmit information also concerning color knowledge. Being aware
of this situation, we have attempted to separate the new field of color
knowledge. lt is called 'Visual Bases of Color Knowledge'. lt is partly
founded on the available results of research from the existing four
fields (physiology, psychology, physics and chemistry), and partly on
original investigations.
At present we feel the necessity for formulation, on a scientific basis,
of laws which govern the visual estimation of different color phenomena
which up till now have often been taboo for color knowledge and which
were left to the artists' 'heart' and 'intuition'. As more than 95 per cent
of color estimations is subjective, it seems that a search for the rules
which govern the visual estimation of different color phenomena is
important.
We do not use here the objective methods of color measurementthey seem to be comprehensible. At present we observe !arge divergences between objective and subjective estimations of color. The objective
measurement has its main justification when one compares the indication of one instrument with the indication of another, but it is not
precise enough when one compares the indication of the instrument
with the results of subjective estimation of color.
In the Iiterature (among others, Helson and Lansford 1970) we can
find data which have confirmed that:
(i) The existing objective methods of the measure of color rendering,
CIE color coordinates, and spectral refiectances of surface color, cannot
be used directly for the needs of subjective estimation.
(ii) Under subjective estimation the given color cannot be considered
separately from the surrounding colors and the existing lighting,
especially artificial lighting.
(iii) Up to now we do not know exactly what rules govern the relative
changes of color in the process of subjective estimation.
Being aware of this situation a few years ago, we undertook investigations concerning the problem. The results of several years of study and
research will be presented here in a brief and simple form.
The problern of the relative changes of surface colors, considered
from the point of view of visual aspects, can be reduced to two basic
infiuences. They are called: (i) interaction of color, which analyses the
question of how to change a given color using its dependence on the
other surrounding colors; and (ii) infiuence of light on color, which
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analyses the question of how to change a given color using its dependence
on the spectral character of the light.
In order to explain in the easiest way these two influences, it was also
necessary to elaborate the visual simplified form of color order and
mixing. Below we discuss some selected problems concerning the two
influences mentioned above, and color order and mixing in the three
following sections.
We would like to explain why we have introduced new qualifications
such as 'the influence of the background on the sample' and 'the influence of the sample on the background' instead of using the existing
ones of 'simultaneous contrast' and 'the spreading effect'.
From the point of view of subjective estimation we have here two
visual phenomena: (i) the increase in the difference (in hue, lightness,
saturation, etc) between the background and the sample; andfor
(ii) the decrease in the difference between the background and the
sample (which is sometimes called equalization).
The typical exponent of the first case is simultaneaus contrast. The
typical exponent of the second, according to the data in the literature,
should be the spreading effect. But experiments indicate that the
spreading effect has two aspects. For short viewing distances it gives an
increase in the difference between the background and the sample, but
for long viewing distances it gives a decrease in the difference between
the background and the sample. In other words, for short viewing
distances, simultaneous contrast and the spreading effect give us the
same visual result, that is, the increase in the difference between the
background and the sample. This 'double-dealing' of the spreading
effect was the first reason why we use here the new qualifications: the
influence of the background on the sample, and the influence of the
sample on the background. The second one is that these new qualifications correspond logically to the visual phenomena which we observe,
whereas under the old qualifications simultaneous contrast and the
spreading effect are completely abstract and do not reveal such logical
visual association. The third reason concerns the fact that rules governing the visual phenomena connected with the new qualifications can be
confirmed by a visual experiment, whereas most of the rules concerning
simultaneous contrast and the spreading effect do not have such confirmation and we must believe that they are conclusive.
Knowledge of the rules which govern the relative changes of color in
the effects of interaction of color, as weil as the influence of light on
color, brings us nearer to a situation where we will be able to act
consciously of the visual formation of our environment.
The pleasantness of any given color may be enhanced or diminished
by surrounding colors and good background colors may also be used to
compensate for a poor light source and vice versa. In a way we can make
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the process of visual estimation of color almost objective since the
results of this estimation are reliable, that is, they can be repeated either
by the same man or by other men working under the same conditions.
W e hope that by use of these data colorimetric experts will have the
possibility of introducing the correctional coefficients to the objective
measurements, and in the future the results of these objective measurements will be closer to the results of subjective estimations than at
present.
Of course, we present here only the first step on the long road of
further research, but at least it indicates that the problern may be solved.
2.

Interaction of color

We first considered the three basic phenomena which influence the
subjective estimation of a set of colors: (i) the case when the background
changes the sample; (ii) the case when the sample changes the background; and (iii) the case when the color of the sample is changed by
putting on it an 'after-image picture' of another sample which we
observed previously. This phenomenon is called an 'after-image
contrast'. Then we divided the notation of color into the elementrary
parameters of hue, lightness, saturation, and 'texture', but here texture
has another meaning that we normally use. W e distinguish two types of
texture of the color sample, namely 'brilliancy' and 'mat'. We are
looking for the rules which govern the relative change of the particular
parameters of color.
We verified the results of the investigations in the 'closed cycle', that
is, we used a full 10-step grey scale, a 24-step pure color circle and also
the 'broken' colors-whitish,
and blackish.
We used two types of samples called the point sample, which covers
only part of the surface of the background, andfor the surfa'ce sample,
which covers the whole surface of the background uniformly. We also
distinguish two viewing distances: a short viewing distance, for example,
the normal distance of reading a book, when we can see very weil the
difference between the color of the sample and the color of the backgmund; and/or a long viewing distance when we observe the effect of
spatial mixing of the color of the sample with the color of the background.
As a result we obtained simple generat rules which govern the relative change of color in the process of subjective estimation of the
particular color parameters in the three basic color phenomena: the
influence of the background on the sample; the influence of the sample
on the background; and after-image pictures. It should be emphasized
that the rules elaborated differ a little from the rules which one can
find in the literature.
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Figure 1. On the color circle, the hue of the sample changes in
the opposite direction from the hue of the background (when
'the influence of the background on the sample' is taken into
account) and the hue of the background changes in the opposite
direction from the hue of the sample (when 'the influence of the
sample on the background' is taken into account) .
As an example, we give here the rules which govern the change of one
color parameter, hue (see also figure I). On the color circle, the hue of
the sample changes in the opposite direction from the hue of the
background (when we take into account the influence of the background
on the sample) and the hue of the background changes in the opposite
direction from the hue of the sample (when we take into account the
influence of the sample on the background).
These rules are valid for pure colors as weil as for broken colors and
are independent of the size of the sample in relation to the size of the
background, the form of the sample, the location of the sample on the
surface of the background, etc. Note, however, that these rules are
valid only for sets of colors which belong to the same 'family', that is, the
pure color of the sample and the pure color of the background, the
greyish color of the sample and the greyish color of the background, etc,
and they lose their validity for mixed sets, for example: whitish color
of the sample and blackish color of the background. As a result of our
investigations we have found that the rules governing the effect of
after-image pictures are almost the same as those governing the effect of
interaction of color. This is the reason why we put these two effects
together.

3· lnßuence of light on color
Existing theories and objective methods of color-rendering estimations
are very complex and based on many mathematical assumptions. The
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results of these methods (numerical indications of instruments, effects of
calculations, diagrams, etc) do not give sufficient information about the
visual aspects of the illuminated colors even for the colorimetric specialists, and are completely incomprehensible to architects, designers, etc,
who have to project the conditions of light and color in their work.
If we take into account the practical needs of visual estimation of
illuminated colored surfaces, it appears that natural daylight is that
light which safeguards good color rendering. This feature of daylight is
almost independent of the continuous change of daylight with regard to
its quality and quantity depending on time of day, season, degree of
cloudiness, atmospheric conditions, etc. One requircment, however, has
to be met-a sufficient quantity of daylight.
In connection with daylight the problern of color rendering can be
explained simply as follows . In the artificial light which falls on the
color under examination there must be an equivalent of this color. lf
this equivalent is the same or nearly the same as in daylight we observe
good color rendering, but if this equivalent is greater than in daylight,
then the color illuminated by this light will be neutralized into white. If
this equivalent is smaller than in daylight then the color illuminated by
this light will be neutralized into black. It appears that the basic significance is whether the color of light lies inside or outside the spectrum
produced by spectral analysis of a 'white' light beam.
From the visual point of view the question of interdependence of
light and color can be divided into two general groups. The first one is
the influence of colored light on colored surfaces and the second, the
influence of 'white' light on colored surfaces. For the better presentation of the rules which govern the visual aspects of color rendering, at
first we try to analyse the influence of colored light on illuminated
colored surfaces. In such conditions all the visual effects are more
intense and easily visible.
The whole problern of the influence of a colored light on surface
color considered from the point of view of visual aspect3 can be reduced
to four basic visual phenomena : (i) the neutralization of color into
white ; (ii) the neutralization of color into black; (iii) the change of the
hue of color; and (iv) the 'irradiation' of color.
As a result of our investigations, we obtained simple general rules
which govern the relative change of color in the process of these four
basic visual phenomena. Examples of these rules are illustrated in
figure 2 for the case of yellow filter /light color.
The influence of a 'white' light (generated by common artificiallight
sources) on a surface color can be considered as the influence of colored
light which has a slight saturation of color. Here also the rules are valid
for colored light, but the visual effects are weakened in proportion to the
slight saturation of color of the 'white' light.
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Figure 2. The distribution (on the color circle) of the three
elementary visual effects which appear as a result of the influence
of a colored light on colored surfaces. These three effects (the
neutralization of color into white, the neutralization of color into
black, and the change of the hue of the color) are observed only
for those colors of light which lie within the spectrum of 'white'
light.

4· Color order and mixing
For practical needs it is not only indispensable to know the rules governing the relative change of color in the process of subjective estimation
resulting from the two basic effects (interaction of color and influence of
light on color), but also to know the rules which govern the visual
change of colors resulting from their mixing and order.
Up till now it has been accepted that the rules governing additive and
subtractive mixing give different results, whereas when the color and
white light is mixed on a black and white background, the same results
are obtained as when the color is mixed with black and white paints.
In the Iiterature we can find that the rules governing the mixing of
colors on the spinning wheel are the same as for additive mixing. Our
experiments indicate that these rules are in some cases the same as in
additive mixing, but in other cases are the same as in subtractive
mixing.
As another example, most of the color orders and atlases are based on
the white + black +color scheme of mixing, whereas in practice,
especially for aesthetic needs, artists, architects and designers often
make greyish and blackish colors using the color+color scheme. We
also want to know the rules governing this type of mixing.
By adding black to yellow and orange colors, we displace the result of
mixing in the direction of green. On the other hand, by adding white to
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Figure 3· The directions (on the color circle) of the change of
hue of longwave colors by adding black and white to them.

yellow, orange, red, and purple colors we displace the result of mixing in
the direction of blue (see figure 3).
We can find more examples when the experiment gives different
results than we can deduce from the existing theories.
In the case of color order the situation is almost the same. U p till now
we have always used very old color atlases which do not fulfil the
contemporary requirements. Almost every existing color system is
based on different color primaries and different divisions of color circle
and grey scale. These create many unresolved problems. With regard to
the requirements that a new color system has to meet, Küppers (1973)
came to the following conclusions: (i) the possibility of the practical
realization of the system, for example, in the form of sample charts;
(ii) precisely equal degrees of sensation of all hues in the color space
(regular progression); and (iii) the complete representation of all
visible color manifestations were unacceptable because (a) no color
substances are yet in existence that correspond to the theoretical requirements of optimum subtractive primaries ... and (b) the equal degree of
sensation is not demanded, because here equidistance is always a
matter of personal judgment. It is true that the judgment of the
average observer can be defined, as Munsell has shown, but the reliability of this judgment must, to some extent, be limited.
Point (iii) raises difficulties: it is not yet possible to supply an unequivocal answer to the question as to whether a system built upon the
ideal optimum primary colors can accommodate all the color manifestations imaginable, including, for instimce, luminosity and the saturation of monochromatic colared lights.
Awareness of this situation led to the proposal of a simplified color
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order adapted for the needs of visual estimation of different color
parameters.
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1.

Introduction

Five years ago the CIE recommended (CIE 1971) the adoption of a
metameric index for illuminant changes. 'fhe CIE Index is closely
related to a proposal made a decade earlier (Judd and Wyszecki 1963).
In its strict definition, this index is applicable only if there is a truly
metameric condition, that is, if the color difference ßE equals zero for
the reference illuminant. This condition can be achieved within any
desired degree of approximation by computer formulation, and the
practical application of the concept of degree of metamerism has
accordingly been widely and effectively employed in computer color
formulation.
In the event that 'the two specimens whase metamerism index is to
be evaluated fail to be a precise match with respect to the reference
illuminant', the CIE recommendation states that ' ... a suitable account
should be taken of this failure. For example, where applicable, a change
in colorant formulation should be used to produce an exact match;
otherwise an additive or multiplicative correction could be made.'
Since it is frequently important to quantify the effects of metamerism
under circumstances in which a change in formulation is not feasible,
and since the proposed 'additive or multiplicative correction' is left by
the CIE proposal for action by each user, we propose to explore some
implications of this correction. One obvious way of applying the desired
correction to near-metamers is based on the assumption that any change
in formulation will Iead to the same vector displacement for each
illuminant-observer space. Although this assumption is not strictly
valid, it appears to be amply closely satisfied for the small corrections
required in the case of near-metamers. Although the CIE recommendation relates specifically to illuminant changes, numerous authors have
pointed out the need for a similar consideration of changes in the
observer; some of them have in fact pointed out that the effects of
observer changes may be comparable in magnitude to those of illuminant changes (Billmeyer and Saltzman 1966).
425
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2.

Observations

Computations have been made for about a score of illuminant--observer
systems for two types of samples. One group of samples is the systematic
array of strong metamers of the D & H Color Rule. A second group of
samples includes several dozen near-metamers ranging from moderately to strongly metameric situations. The illuminants used cover the
standard range, including Illuminants A, D 65 , D1s, and several fluorescent lamps. Computations have been made for both the I93 I and I964
Standard Observers. In addition, we have taken the data on observer
variance (Allen I969) on the basis of the observers (Wyszecki and
Stiles I967) used to develop the I964 Observer. Wehave assumed that
the Allen 'standard deviate observer' may be applicable to the I93 I
Observer as weil as to the I964, and have computed the tristimulus
values for both the + 2a and the - 2a observers in relation to the
Standard 2° and I0° Observers.
Computations of the chromaticities of the Color-Rule samples
permit one to interpolate the position of common chromaticity on the
two Color-Rule scales for each of the selected illuminant-observer
pairs. It is notable that not only do the positions of intersection for
essentially black-body illuminants of varying color temperatures fall in
t>b"',-------------------------------------- ,
12

0

10

-1

13
11

t,a*

Figure 1. Chromaticness differences (in a*, b* coordinates) of a
pair of near-metamers for illuminant-observers identified as
follows: 1. I1l D 6 ,, I93I -2a Observer. 2. I1l D 65 , I964 -2a
Observer. 3· I1l Dos, I93I + 2a Observer. 4· I1l D 6 ,, I964 -l- 2a
Observer. S· I1l A, 193I - 2a Observer. 6. Ill A, I964 - 2a
Observer. 7· I1l A, I93I -l- 2a Observer. 8. I1l A, I964 + 2a
Observer. 9· I1l C, I93I Observer. IO. I1l A, I93I Observer.
I I. 111 n.,, I93 I Observer. I2. Cool White Fluorescent, I93 I
Observer. I3. Cool White Deluxe Fluorescent, I93I Observer.
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a straight line in this plot, but also the effects of observer variations fall
on the same line. In this sense one can suggest the possibility of assessing
the magnitude of individual observer variations in terms of the equivalent color-temperature change attributable to the varying observer
differences. (lt is not yet clear whether this is a peculiarity resulting
from the particular spectral differences represented by the Color-Rule
samples or whether it might have more general applicability.) This
method of analysis Ieads to the conclusion that observer variations
(including both angular subtense and individual observer differences)
may commonly Iead to a change in the Color-Rule match-point closely
comparable to the difference perceived when a change is made from
Illuminant A to D6s·
Figure 1 shows the chromaticnesses of a particular pair of samples of
moderate metamerism. (Lightness differences are of lesser importance.)
For observation by the full range of normal human observers (as
defined by the + 2a and - 2a Ievels ), and for illuminants ranging from
Illuminant A to D1s, the total color difference is approximately twice as
great as the degree of metamerism measured by the color mismatch in
Illuminant A of a pair which match in Illuminant D 65 • This pair of
samples is a representative pair of a score which have been examined,
and the foregoing statement is generally applicable to all of them, and is
thus consistent with the conclusion drawn from the Color-Rule samples.

3· Conclusion
In the industrial applications of colorimetry, it is a common practice
to evaluate metamerism on the basis of the mismatch in one or in several
illuminants of samples which are identical in reference daylight. It is not
common practice to consider the use of the alternative standard observer,
Iet alone the use of the full range of non-color-blind human observers.
It is, however, evident from the material presented above that the full
range of normal observers encompasses a diversity of color perception
comparable tothat produced by the change in illuminant from 2854 to
6500 K (G Wyszecki 1975 unpublished results).
It is also common in industrial practice to seek to control production
with a tolerance equal to, or frequently less than, the magnitude of
metamerism which has been accepted in the initial formulation of the
color match, with the degree of metamerism being evaluated sclely on
the basis of illuminant effects, and disregarding observer variations. The
observations summarized above indicate that any money spent on color
control with this tight tolerance will be largely spent in vain when the
metameric pair is exposed to the eye of a random purchaser or other
observer.
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B42 A PRACTICAL LOOK AT ILLUMINANT
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Jersey, USA

1.

Illuminant metamerism

A recent field of colorimetric research has been the determination of the
theoretical Iimits of metamerism (Ohta and Wyszecki 1975, Schmitt
1976). At about the same time, a fluorescent lamp was developed for the
purpose of aiding the visual detection of illuminant metamerism (Thornton 1974). The lamp is based on the assumption that metameric curve
pairs have three crossovers near 450, 540 and 610 nm.
It was of interest to compare practicallimits of metamerism, as they
are obtained with textile dyes on textile substrates, to theoretical Iimits
published, and to investigate with a substantial number of calculated
metameric matches the number of curve crossovers and the related
crossover wavelengths.
Two sets of metameric matches were calculated on an Applied Color
Systems colorant-formulation computer using spectral data from
commercial textile dyes on textile substrates.
In the first set, perfect matches in Illuminant D 65 for the 10° observer
were calculated for a neutral grey of constant reflectance factor o· 10
from 400-700 nm using data from so different commercial dyes from
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five dye classes. Tristimulus values and chromaticity Coordinates were
then calculated for the I0° observer and Illuminant A as well as standardwarm white ftuorescent illuminant (sww) . The 20 nm weights used
for these calculations have been published by Kuehni (1975). The
chromaticity coordinates for a number of these matches, that is, those
with the biggest difference from the standard in various directions, were
plotted in the CIE chromaticity diagram and are illustrated in figure I

y

Figure I. Portion of the CIE chromaticity diagram containing :
A, Iimits of metamerism for Illuminant A of perfect matches
(D 6 s, 10° observer) for grey of reftectance R = o ·1o. X = Standard; B, as A, but for standard warm white ftuorescent illuminant. 0 = standard; C, approximate representation of theoretical Iimits calculated by Ohta and Wyszecki (1975) at Y = 10.

together with the approximate Iimits based on the colorants used. The
Y values of the matches in Illuminant A ranged from 1o·o3 to IO'I4,
while those in the Illuminant sww ranged from 9·61 to u·65. The
position and shape of the boundary of the Illuminant A matches agree
well with those found by other authors (Ohta and Wyszecki 1975,
Schmitt 1976); however, the size is only about one-third to onequarter of the theoretical Iimits. The maximum color difference found
in this set of matcheswas 24·2 FMC-2 units for Illuminant A and 22'2
units for Illuminant sww. In the second set, tobe described, a maximum
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color difference of 26·7 FMC-2 units was found for Illuminant A. This
appears to be approximately the Iimit of metameric mismatch obtainable
with textile dyes.
In the second set, perfect matches were calculated for the I0° observer and Illuminant D6s for reflectance-factor curves representing 25
colors distributed about evenly within the gamut of shades obtainable
with non-fluorescent dyes on textiles. Reflectance data from IS commercial disperse dyes (yellows, oranges, reds, violets, and blues) were
used for the calculation of the matches. From the more than 2000
matches calculated, 6oo were selected with a color difference in Illuminant A or Illuminant sww of at least five FMC-2 units. The number of
crossovers of the curve pairs and the position of the crossovers within a
20 nm interval from 400 to 700 nm were determined. The number of
crossovers in per cent (rounded to the nearest per cent) found is three,
10%; four, 53 % ; five, 4 % ; six, 3I %; seven, I % ; and eight crossovers,
I %. The positions of the crossovers were found tobe relatively randomized, with a distinct valley only between 480 and soo nm. This is
somewhat in contradiction to a set of 3 I 7 metameric curve pairs based
on actual matches investigated by other authors (see Appendix in
Thornton I974). In that set, three relatively sharp peaks of crossover
location were found. Analysis indicates, however, that in that particular
set the majority of the matches, namely 3 I %, have three curve crossovers. If, in both sets, the crossover positions of the three-crossover
matches are plotted separately, distinct peaks near the three wavelengths indicated are obtained, while a plot of the matches with, for
example, five curve crossovers in both sets shows a random distribution
of crossover position.
The conclusion is that with real colorants the number of metameric
matches with three crossovers is quite limited (out of nearly Iooo
matches in both sets, less than one-fifth have three crossovers). The
reason appears to be that, while they are relatively smooth and structureless, the reflectance curves of the commercial textile colorants have
narrower absorption troughs than what is optimal for three-crossover
metameric curve pairs. Three-crossover metameric curve pairs can,
therefore, be regarded as a special case in textile matches. Based on the
knowledge of the most commonly used non-textile dyes and pigments, a
similar result can be expected in those cases. This does not, in the
author's view, detract from the significance for color vision of the three
crossover bands revealed in three-crossover metameric curve pairs.
2.

Color constancy

Color constancy, as the term is used here, is best demonstrated with two
strongly illuminant metameric samples. In daylight they have the same
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color; in tungsten light one may still have approximately the same color
while the second has a distinctly different hue; or both may have a
different hue from that in daylight. This phenomenon, related to adaptation, is of some concern to fashion-conscious people, as the aesthetic
combination in daylight may assume undesirable shades in artificial
light. However, very few textile dye formulations are developed at this
time with color constancy in mind. The so-called 'ftare' of colorants,
that is, the hue shift under the different light sources, is of interest to
the textile dye mateher because of the relationship to metamerism. A
combination dyed with a 'red-ftaring' blue cannot generally be matched
non-metamerically by using a 'green-ftaring' blue. It is, therefore, of
interest to be able to calculate the 'ftare' from the reftectance curve of the
colorant. The ftare is generally determined in industry by estimating
qualitatively and roughly quantitatively the hue shift obtained when
viewing the sample in daylight (with daylight-adapted eyes) and rapidly
switching (e.g. in a Macbeth light booth) to tungsten light. While this
procedure allows a minimum of adaptation time, the results are, nevertheless, repeatable to an extent that several European dye manufacturers
Iist the Abendfarbe of their dyes in their pattern cards. An evaluation of
20 samples by 1o observers has indicated that under identical observation conditions, substantial agreement in the judgements is obtained.
An evaluation of the color constancy in tungsten light of some 300
colorants by the author has revealed a fairly systematic behavior:
greenish yellows ftare redder, neutral and reddish yellows stay on tone,
oranges and reds ftare yellower, purples, violets and reddish blues ftare
much redder, neutral blues remain on tone, greenish blues ftare greener
and green dyes either neutral or yellower. No distinct exceptions were
found, that is, there appear to be no red-ftaring oranges and no blueftaring reds or violets. Colorants with chromaticity in daylight near
dominant wavelengths 485 and s8o nm are nearly color constant in
tungsten light.
Four weil known adaptation formulas for tungsten light (see, for
example, Brackes 1968) were applied to the tungsten-light tristimulus
data of 30 colorants and combinations. While all four formulas produced relatively correct predictions, namely which of two blues ftares
redder, none of them predicted the neutral ftarc of some of the colorants
correctly in all or even most of the cases. Among the reasons may be:
incomplete adaptation; inaccuracy of the adaptation formula; and
discrepancy between the tungsten light used in the visual observations
and that used in determining the adaptation formulas.
In visual evaluations, noticeable differences in results were obtained
in different brands of light booths, apparently due to the differences in
energy distribution of the light sources. Efforts will be made to fit an
'adaptation' formula in accord with results of visual evaluations. Such a
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formula could be used to determine the degree of color constancy of
colorants based on their reflectance curves as obtained under given
visual observation conditions.
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B43 POSSmiLITIES FOR SPECIFYING AN INDEX OF
OBSERVER METAMERISM
D STROCKA
Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany

I.

Introducdon

In 1971 the ClE recommended a special index of metamerism for
change from a reference illuminant to a test illuminant (CIE 1972).
This index is widely used in industrial applications of color measurement. An index of metamerism for observer differences, however, has
neither been recommended by the CIE nor standardized by any
committee.
Nevertheless, there are arguments for the use of such an index. If the
illumination for visual comparison of two metameric samples is specified, low observer metamerism is necessary to obtain good agreement
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between different observers. Even with sample pairs exhibiting low
illuminant metamerism this is frequently true.
How can an index of observer metamerism be established?
The 10 degree color-matehing functions r,oA, g,oA, b,o" of 20
individual observers have been published by Wyszecki and Stiles
(I 967 ). With this representative set of actual observers, 20 different
indices of metamerism may be calculated for any sample pair. The
averaged index of these 20 observers is without doubt a meaningful
measure of observer metamerism, but the calculation with 20 observer
functions is too extensive to be suitable in practice.
Allen (1970) proposed an index for change from the 1964 I0° observer
to a standard deviate observer (soo) which he calculated from the
Standard deviations of the spectral color-matehing functions of the 20
individual observers mentioned above. That is, he replaced 20 observers by the newly defined soo and obtained a practicable method to
compute an index of observer metamerism.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate a different procedure
for reducing the number of 20 observers. How many of the 20 actual
observers and which of them are necessary to form a representative
subset?
2.

Investigations

The analysis was based on the calculation of metamerism indices with
68 metameric sample pairs described elsewhere (Brockes 1970). They
may be regarded as representative a set of metameric samples as any
encountered in practice. The radiance factor curves of these pairs had
been corrected earlier (Berger and Strocka 1973) so that they were
exactly metameric for illuminant
and the 1964 I0° observer.
The color-matehing functions r,o(A), g,o(A), b,o(A) of the 20 observers
were transformed to .X,o(A), ji,o(A), z,o(A) with the transformation
equations used by the CIE ( 1971 ). The samewas done with the averaged
functions r,o(A), g,o(A), o,o(A), and this was taken as the reference
observer in this investigation.
For every one of the 68 metameric sample pairs (subscript k) indices
of metamerism M ,. were calculated for change from the reference
observer to each of the 20 individual observers (subscript i). For this
purpose the CIE 1976 L*a*b* color-difference formula was used. Small
color differences for the reference observer (which is very close to the
1964 I0° observer) were eliminated by a multiplicative correction (DIN
1 973)·
The mean index of the 20 observers
20

M. = L:M,.j2o
l= 1
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is a meaningful measure of observer metamerism for the kth sample
pair. The criterion for any otherwise-defined index of observer metamerism will be a high correlation with the mean indices of the 68
sample pairs.
Cerrelations between the mean indices and the following reduced
figures of metamerism were investigated :
(i) Metamerism indices for change from the reference observer to
each of the 20 observers.
(ii) Averaged indices for all possible combinations of two observers.
(iii) Averaged indices for all possible combinations of three observers.
(iv) Metamerism indices for change from the 1964 I0° observer to
Allen's sno.
(v) Metamerism indices for change from the 1964 10° observer to the
1931 2° observer.
(vi) Metamerism indices for change from illuminant D 65 to illuminant

A.

As a measure of correlation, linear correlation coefficients were calculated as weil as deviation coefficients.

3· Discmsion of results
The correlations between the mean metamerism indices and the indices
of the individual observers are, for the most part, only moderate. One of
the highest possible correlations for a single observer is shown in
figure 1(a). Therefore, the deviation of only one observer from the
reference observer can scarcely be regarded as a representative measure
of observer metamerism.
For many combinations of two observers, considerably better correlations are obtained with the averaged indices. One of the best is
shown in figure 1(b). Asthis is a very high correlation it is concluded that
a subset of two suitably selected observers is sufficient to characterize
observer metamerism.
With certain combinations of three observers it is possible to obtain
slight improvements of the correlation, though this is of no practical
significance.
The correlations for Allen's sno, for the 2° observer and for illuminant A, are similar to those of the single observers but not as high as
that for the selected observer shown in figure 1(a).

4· Conclusions
The frequently expressed op1mon that individual observers vary
mainly in one dimension or even that observer metamerism can be
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Figure I. (a) Correlation between mean metamerism indices
(20 observers) and the indices of one selected observer. (b) Correlation between mean metamerism indices and the averaged
indices of two selected observers.

represented by illuminant metamerism (D 65 to A) proves to be true
only in a rough approximation. On the other hand, more than two
observers deviating in a different way from a standard observer are
not necessary to define a meaningful measure of observer metamerism.
The specification of such an index of observer metamerism is proposed as follows. The deviations of the color-matehing functions of
two suitably selected observers (for instance those of figure 1(b)) and the
reference observer are added to the CIE 1964 I0° observer. For these
two test observers, indices of metamerism are calculated for any
metameric sample pair. The averaged index is an index of observer
metamerism for the respective sample pair.
If a definition of this kind is agreed to, it may also be considered
whether different weights can be specified for the two individual
indices. This offers the possibility of further improving the correlation
with the mean index.
Moredetails will be given in the complete version of this paper.
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B44 A STATISTICAL GENERATION OF METAMERS
F

JM

SCHMITT

Laboratoire Image, Ecole Nationale Superieure des Telecommunications,
Paris, 75013, France

In a previous paper (Schmitt I976) we presented a new method to
generate metamer ensembles for both direct-light and reftectingsurface-color problems.
A given observer being specified, the infinite ensemble of metameric
color stimuli j(J...) that have the same tristimulus values X, Y, Z was
denoted by F(X, Y, Z), and similarly the ensemble of metameric
spectral reftectance r(J...) when illuminated by a given source S(J...) was
denoted by R(X, Y, Z, S(J...)). Aftersplitting the visible spectrum into
any finite nurober of intervals M, we reached interesting properties of
the ensemble F or R; any metameric function is a simple positive
barycentric combination of a finite set of metamers, the so-called simple
elements denoted E 1 (j = I to N) and reciprocally. Thus the ensemble
F or R is a convex hyperpolyhedron in an M-dimensional space with
the N simple elements E 1 as apexes . Therefore the problern of systematic scanning metamer ensembles is reduced to the determination of
the corresponding simple elements, which, being particular solutions,
can be easily systematically computed. The efficiency of the method was
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illustrated by applying it to the problern of the theoretical Iimits of
metamerism (Allen 1969, Ohta and Wyszecki 1975) for which we get
directly the Iimits of the color-mismatch volume at very little computation expense.
Moreover, this method suggests a random process for the generation
of metamers from which one can deduce a statistical description of the
corresponding tristimulus values in the color-mismatch volume.
All the metameric functions within an ensemble F or R do not have
the same probability of appearance in usual Observation conditions. In
particular the simple elements, being very discontinuous and jagged
functions, are unlikely to be encountered compared with smooth
functions, as for example the geometric barycenter g of all the simple
elements:
I

N

g = - LEJ.
NJ=l

A simple method for statistical generation of the metameric function
can be deduced from the existence of the simple elements. Let us
consider an integer n. For n successive and independent times, we pick
out with equal probability one simple element EJ<k> among the set of the
N simple elements. Then we write

f=

IEJ(k)
n k=,

and a similar equation for r. The probability for the metameric function
/, respectively r, is the probabilitytobe reached by the present random
process. We generate by this means a multi-nomial type of probability
distribution function which, for n sufficiently !arge, has the following
properties:
(i) The probability is minimum on the boundaries of the polyhedron,
in particular at the apexes.
(ii) The probability is maximum at the barycenter.
(iii) The variance of the metameric functions is simply related to the
variance of the simple elements:

(iv) For !argen, the probability distribution tends to become a gaussian
distribution centred at the geometric barycenter.
Due to its extreme simplicity, this random-generation process is a
rather powerful tool and can be proposed as an alternative to a previous
method (Stiles and Wyszecki 1962). From the theoretical point of view
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any moment of any linear projection of the metameric functions can be
simply expressed in terms of the moments of the projection of the
simple elements. In particular, the probability distribution for the
tristimulus values in the color-mismatch volume can be related to the
distribution of the simple elements' tristimulus values.
Finally we note the powerful efficiency of the simple-elements
method since it allows us to obtain simultaneously the theoreticallimits
of the color-mismatch volume and the probability distribution of the
metamers within it.
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B4s INDICES OF METAMERISM
S MORADIANt, E COATESt and B RIGGt

t Institute of Textiles, Teheran Polytechnic, Hafez Street, Teheran, Iran

t School of Colour Chemistry and Colour Technology, University of
Bradford, Yorkshire, England

Calculations were carried out for z6oo pa1rs of refiectance curves
representing metameric sample pairsmatehing for Illuminant D6s (or
Illuminant C, in a few cases). The refiectance values were mainly
obtained from match prediction calculations and, while actually
corresponding to hypothetical samples, were intended to simulate real
samples as far as possible.
For each pair various indices of metamerism (Nimeroff and Yurow
1965, Allen 1969, Moradian 1976) were calculated together with ßE
values obtained from the AN4o and Judd-Hunter colour-difference
equations for the following 13 illuminants; C, D6s, A, Warm White
deluxe, standard warm white, white, standard cool white, daylight and
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soft white, the energy distributions of which are given in Wyszecki and
Stiles (1967). In addition, the F1 (3000 K), F2 (4000 K) and F3
(6soo K) illuminants defined by the CIE (1972) were included, together
with the distribution for the Philips TL84 fluorescent tube. The
maximum I:::..E values were generally obtained for the energy distributions corresponding to Philips TL84 fluorescent tube, F1 and occasionally warm white deluxe and standard warm white. The correlation
between the various indices and the maximum I:::..E value obtained for
each pair was examined.
Indices based on the differences between reflectance values performed
weil. Indices based on the I:::..E value for a single illuminant gave poor
correlations but those based on the maximum I:::..E value for combinations of the illuminants mentioned above worked weil. Observer
metamerism appeared to be much smaller than illuminant metamerism.
The conclusions reached above are greatly dependent on the reliability
of the colour-difference equations used to calculate the I:::..E values. It
has been shown many times (Coates et al 1972) that such equations do
not correlate closely with visual assessments, discrepancies of 50% or
more being common. For this reason twenty-one actual metameric
pairs were dyed to check the results of the calculations. A total of 186o
visual assessments was carried out by a panel of observers under sources
D6s, A, Warm White deluxe and Philips TL84. The correlations
between the various indices and the mean visual assessments were
examined.
The results of the visual assessments were generally in very good
agreement with the results of the calculations on hypothetical metameric
pairs. A number of points of comparison are considered below:
(i) In both cases observer metamerism was found to be small compared
to illuminant metamerism, and Allen's (1969) index of observer metamerism gave poor correlations, showing that it could not be used as a
general index of metamerism.
(ii) The calculations showed that I:::..E values for other illuminants could
be much high er than the I:::..E values for Illuminant A (or indeed for any
one chosen illuminant). The visual assessment experiments showed a
similar pattern. In both cases indices based on I:::..E values for single
illuminants gave poor correlations.
(iii) Indices based on the highest I:::..E value selected from several
illuminants (i.e. I:::..Emax) gave much better correlations than those based
on M values for single illuminants. For the calculations this was not
surprising since obviously the inclusion of all the illuminants giving
maximum I:::..E values in the index must have led to a perfect correlation
with I:::..Emax• even if the colour-difference equation used was very poor.
However such indices also correlated weil with maximum visual
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difference (i.e. ß Vmax) under the four illuminants used for the visual
assessment experiments. Indeed this is one of the most surprising (and
useful) conclusions to emerge from this study; the use of ßEmax based
on four illuminants gave errors (::::: 30 %) much lower than those corresponding to errors in the equation used (40 to so%) (Coates et al 1972).
The best simple index of this type was the maximum ßE value for
Illuminants Fr and Philips TL84. Since the good fits with this type of
index are based at least in part on some sort of cancellation of the
errors involved in the colour-difference equation used it is possible that
the use of three or more illuminants might give better results in general.
Further work should concentrate on this point. Better results might be
obtained with a better colour-difference equation. Currently 1976 CIE
L*A*B"' is considered the bestand should be used.
(iv) Indicesbasedon the differences in the refiectance values gave good
correlations in both cases. The correlations were again better than those
normally obtained between ßE values and visual assessments.
· The best index of this type was a modification of one suggested by
Nimeroff and Yurow (1965):

MI= {L[(D .. )(L, .. -L2"W+ LJ(v'..)(L, .. -L2...)]>

+ 2J(W. . )(L, ,., -L>JF }' '>

"

...

where
and
L 2 ;. = zs(R>...)' 13 - 17.
The values of MI obtained are shown plotted against ß V max in figure
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For computer match prediction calculations either MI or ß.Emax
could be used and both would be expected to work weiL In setting
acceptable Iimits for metamerism, using ß.Emax the Iimit could be set
on the basis of D.E values normally found to be acceptable for the
particular colour-difference equation used. Using MI a Iimit of about
two times the corresponding ß.Emax Iimit should be used.
For actual samples the results show that for samples matehing under
daylight, inspection under F1 and Philips TL84 should be satisfactory.
Illuminant A is of course much more widely available than F1 and
since the D.E values under the two illuminants correlate very closely, A
could be used instead of F1. In doubtful cases it should be remernbered
that D.E values under F1 are on average about 1·4 times those under A.
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B46 ULTRAVIOLET ASSESSMENT OF ARTIFICIAL
DAYLIGHT BY USE OF FLUORESCENT METAMERS
Y NAYATANI, K TAKAHAMA and H SOBAGAKI
Electrotechnical Laboratory, Osaka Branch, Osaka, Japan

Following the guidelines for field trials of the proposal for assessing the
performance of artificial daylightt by CIE TC-1.3 (Colorimetry), a

t Appendix of the minutes of London meeting of CIE TC-I .J, Guidelines for field-trials of the proposal for assessing the performance of
artificial daylight, September I 97 5.
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study has been made of the ultraviolet assessment of artificial light
sources by use of fluorescent metamers.
According to Ganz and Eitle ( I970 ), the spectral characteristics of a
fluorescent sample are specified by the spectral radiance factor ß(/..)
without fluorescence, the spectral coefficient of quantum absorption
Q(/..), and the spectral coefficient of the specific fluorescence emission
G(J..). From a consideration of various metameric pairs including
fluorescent samples, we found that the following pair, shown in table I,
was suitable for assessing light sources in the ultraviolet spectral range.
Table I. Spectral characteristics of a fluorescent metameric pair, suitable
for assessing the ultraviolet spectral distribution of artificial daylight,
where ßt(A) = ß2(A) = ß(A), Gt(A) = G2(A) = G(A), and Qt(A)-:/- Q2(A).

Spectral
radiance
factor
Sampie no.
Sampie no.

ß().)
ß().)

1

2

Spectral
coefficient
of quantum
absorption
Q t(A)
Q2().)

Spectral
coefficient of
fiuorescence
emission
G().)
G(A)

Here, Qt(A) and Q 2(/..) are different only in the ultraviolet range,
from 300 to 400 nm, and satisfy the following equation for the spectral
irradiance distribution of a reference illuminant Sr(/..):

LQt(A)Sr(A) = LQ2(J..)Sr(A),
A

(I)

A

where CIE standard illuminant D 65 was used as the reference in the
present study.
In this pair, a color match is found under the reference illuminant
Sr(A). The color match, however, does not holdunder a test illuminant
S,(/..), because
The goodness of fit of the
1 (/..)S,(/..) =F
spectral irradiance distribution of the test illuminant to that of the
reference in the ultraviolet range can be assessed by the failure to
preserve the color match in the metameric pair under the test illuminant.
A white fluorescent sample given by Ganz and Eitle (1970) was used
as sample no. I in table I, whose ß(/..), Qt(A), and G(/..) functions were
already specified. Sampie no. 2 has the same functions of ß(/..) and G(/..)
as sample no. I. Four different functions of Q2(/..) were determined,
each of which satisfied equation (I). Now we have a set of four fluorescent metamers of sample no. 2. These fluorescent metamers were
chosen from nine fluorescent metamers which were studied in advance
for their effectiveness in assessing the ultraviolet spectral range of
artificial daylight. By combining each of the four metamers with sample
no. 1, four kinds of fluorescent metameric pairs were obtained.
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Twenty-six artificial daylight sources (test sources), collected by
CIE TC-1.3 (Colorimetry) (Wyszecki I97o), were tested. Each test
source was assessed by summarizing the failures of color match found
in the four fl.uorescent ICJ.etameric pairs by switching the reference to
the test illuminant. These failures of color match were averaged, and
estimated by the measure 'SEM given by
4

'SEM= t LßE,,

(2)

l= J

where ßE ,, i = I, 2, 3, 4, denotes the color difference in each of four
fl.uorescent metameric pairs under the test illuminant.
The next step is to compare our assessment by use of fl.uorescent
metamers with that by Herger and Strocka (I975). In principle, they
assessed the spectral irradiance distribution of a test illuminant by the
color difference caused by fl.uorescence excited by the illuminant on a
test sample. This color difference was calculated between the tristimulus values with and without fl.uorescence for the test sample.
This color difference was normalized with respect to the reference
color difference of the same sample caused by standard illuminant
D6 s· These relative color differences ßErei, ,, i = I, 2, 3, 4 for
four kinds of fl.uorescent samples have already been summarized in
the study by Berger and Strocka for various test sources. One of their
four fl.uorescent samples was that given by Ganz and Eitle (I97o), and
the other three were designated by I/6, 3/5, and 4/4·
In this method, the value of IOO in ßErei,i gives the best evaluation
to the light sources to be assessed on a test sample i. When the value of
ßE re '·, is !arger or smaller than I oo, the assessment of the light source
to be tested becomes worse. On the other hand the zero value of 'SEM
corresponds to the best evaluation and the assessment becomes worse
by increasing the ßEM value, which is always non-negative. Furthermore, it was already found that the correlation for ßErei,, was pretty
high between any two samples selected from the four test ones (Berger
and Strocka I975). By considering these, the degree of fl.uorescence
excitation (DF) of a test source was defined by the following equation by
summarizing four kinds of 'llErei,, values.
4

DF = t l

L (ßErel,i- IOo)W(ßErel,l)l,

i = 1

where
W(ßErel, ;)

=

W(ßEr. ,,,)

=2

I

and

for ßErei , i > IOO,
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The weighting function W(ßEr.,, ,) is introduced to give a narrower
tolerance Iimit for ßEr.,,,< IOO than for Mr•'·' > IOO by considering
the original study (Berger and Strocka I975)·
The relation between DF and KEM is shown by a scatter diagram in
figure I{a) for the tested light sources, and we find no correlation
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Figure 1. (a) Scatter diagram of D.EM and DF for various
artificial daylight sources. (b) Relative spectral irradiance
distribution of Xe-source Xe6 compared with that of CIE
standard illuminant D 65 • (c) The same figure as in (b) for Xesource Xe9.

between KEM and DF. The dotted and the dot-dash lines in figure I
dassify the test sources tentatively into three categories: the first dass,
the second dass, and the third dass for each of both the methods. The
upper Iimits of the first dass are 34 for DF and o· 5 for KEM, and those
of the second dass are 68 for DF and I·o for MM. Two examples of
assessment are shown in figures 1(b) and (c). Figure I(b) shows the
spectral irradiance distribution of the test source Xe6 (Ganz and Eitle
I970) in the ultraviolet spectral range together with that of D 6 s, and the
assessed data of this source are I9 for DF (the first dass) and I'23 for
MM (the third dass). The similar spectral distribution of the test
source Xe9 is shown in figure I{c), and the corresponding assessed data
are I I for DF (the first dass) and o·4o for MM (the first dass). By
inspecting figure I{a), the assessment by use of ftuorescent metamers
can discriminate the difference between the spectral irradiance distributions of the test sources Xe6 and Xe9. This discrimination is difficult in
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the assessment by use of the degree of fluorescent excitation DF. The
assessment by use of fluorescent metamers, however, has a minor
defect, which is the preservation of color match between the metameric
fluorescent samples under a test source with no energy in the ultraviolet spectral range, for example the hypothetical test source T3* used
by Berger and Strocka. This kind of test source can be rejected by
inspecting its spectral irradiance distribution before the formal assessment is made.
By considering the above, the present authors propose the following
two steps for the assessment. The test sources should be evaluated by
considering the two kinds of assessment DF and ll'EM.
The first step: the spectral irradiance distribution of a test source is
assessed by the degree of fluorescence excitation DF or by the German
proposal (Berger and Strocka 1975). This is effective to see whether the
test source gives a similar amount of fluorescent excitation for fluorescent samples tothat of the reference illuminant D 6 , .
The second step: the same test source is then assessed by use of
fluorescent metamers. This is effective to see whether the test can be
used for color-matehing purposes with fluorescent samples.
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COLORANT FORMULATION,
COLOR REPRODUCTION, AND
COLOR RENDERING

Cn SOME EXPERIMENTS ON COLOUR
REPRODUCTION IN POLAROID PHOTOGRAPHY

AN CHALMERS
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Natal, Durban,
4001, South Africa

1.

Introduction

The work described in this paper had its origin in the Photographie
Seiences Unit of the Polytechnic of Centrat London, where the author
was a Visiting Research Fellow for 5 months during 1974-75. It has
since been continued at the University of Natal with the aid of a research
grant from the South African CSIR, and it now formspart of the working programme of the CIE Technical Committee TC-3.2, for which
purpose it is desired to make a study of the colour-reproduction properties of various light sources (Muench 1976).
The approach which has been adopted throughout has been essentially
experimental, as the author has taken the view that much is to be gained
from a practical evaluation of the colour reproduction obtainable from
the actual media or systems being investigated. lt is recognized that an
important drawback of this approach is its inability to make use of the
preferred CIE D illuminants as reference sources, since these have not
yet been realized as practical light sources (Wyszecki 1973). lt is
argued, however, that this Iimitation should be accepted as a pragmatic
compromtse.
The major part of the present paper is devoted to a report on the
work carried out in Loridon during the initial phase of this project. A
brief outline of the subsequent studies, including work in progress and
proposals for the future, is included at the end of the paper.
2.

Methods adopted

As a first step, it was necessary to determinc the conditions for the
correct exposure of the materials employed, namely, Polaroid SX-7o
(Land 1972) and Pola,color Type ro8 (Crawley 1963) colour print
films. This was clone by making a number of exposures of neutral
samples and grey scales under different conditions of illumination and
with different camera exposure settings. The optical densities measured
on the original grey samples and on the reproductions were plotted in
449

450
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the form of characteristic curves (Horder 1973) for the films employed,
and these were used to determine the most appropriate exposure
methods and conditions.
The exposure geometry decided on was one employing 45° illumination from both sides, using a dual-head electronic ftash unit, with
normal viewing and taking. This meant that specular reftections from
the test samples could be avoided-many of the samples being of a
glossy character.
These same conditions were also employed to make exposures of the
coloured samples on both of the film types under test. Colorimeter
measurements of the test samples and their photographic reproductions
were obtained, and these measurements have been used as the basis of
computations of the colour shifts in each instance. Each exposure of a
colour sample also included a portion of a medium-grey sample as a
control strip to check on exposure and overall colour balance.

3· Coloured samples
The samples chosen for the colour-reproduction assessment were the
nine coloured samples from an NPL-calibrated set of ceramic colour
Standards (Clarke 1973). There were several reasons for this choice:
(i) Convenience, since these tiles were readily available and were also
being used to verify the colorimeter employed in the above-mentioned
measurements.
(ii) In terms of hue, they provide a reasonably spaced series of samples
around the hue circle.
(iii) In terms of saturation, they provide a reasonably fair test of the
photographic materials since none of the samples (with the exception of
the yellow) is particularly vivid.
(iv) These tiles are understood to possess good colour stability with
respect to time, and so it would be quite feasible to use them for future
comparative tests, if required.

4· Colour-difference measurements
The chromaticities of the samples and their reproductions were all
measured under Illuminant C conditions. The taking illuminant (for
the photographic tests) was obtained from an electronic ftash unit with
dual xenon ftash heads. The paper will present colour-difference data,
derived from the above measurements, in terms of colour shifts on the
CIE (u,v) chromaticity diagram, and also in the CIE 1976 (L*a*b*) and
(L*u*v*) colour spaces (Wyszecki 1976). Figure 1 shows the colour
shifts measured in CIE 1976 (L*a*b*) Coordinates, for each of the
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Figure I. Colour-reproduction data in CIE 1976 (L"'a"'b"')
coordinates, Illuminant C. (a) SX-7o, nine coloured samples;
(b) Type 108, nine coloured samples; (c) SX-70, three grey
samples; (d) Type 108, three grey samples. The points surrounded by squares represent the colour coordinates of the original
samples (the tiles), while the points surrounded by circles
represent the reproduced colours. The number adjacent to each
arrow joining two such points represents the !'.L"' value forthat
pair of readings. The reference code for the tile colours is as
follows: DG, dark green; LG, light green; GB, greenish blue;
MB, medium blue; DB, dark blue; PK, pink; MN, maroon;
BN, brown; YW, yellow; LGY, lightgrey; MGY, mediurngrey;
DGY, dark grey.
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media considered, for the nine coloured samples and the three grey
samples forming the NPL-calibrated tile set.
It is suggested that the colour-difference data could be used to derive
a relative figure of merit for the two media evaluated in terms of the
root mean square colour shift in (L"'a"'b"') colour space obtained for the
samples and their reproductions in comparable sets of photographs. On
this basis, it would appear that the SX-7o material is slightly superior
to the Type 108 film; but it should be emphasized that these results
have so far been derived for only one production batch of each of the
film types tested. t

5· Equipment employed
The following is a brief summary of the main equipment used in the
above-mentioned work: (i) Polaroid SX-70 camera; (ii) Polaroid
Model 340 Camera (for the Type 108 prints); (iii) Braun Dual-head
Electronic Flash Gun; (iv) NPL-calibrated Ceramic Colour Standards:
Set No. 3CB74; (v) Macbeth model RD-219 Quantalog Densitometer;
and (vi) Colormaster model V colorimeter.

6. Conclusions and future work
The colorimetry of the coloured samples employed, and their reproductions, has up to the present time been carried out on instruments
embodying CIE illuminants A and C as the reference sources. This is
regarded as a satisfactory approach for the evaluation of the prints,
since these sources are representative of typical viewing illuminants. It
is conceded, though, that the measurements on the original samples may
not fully represent the surface responses (reflectance and fluorescence)
of the relevant samples to illuminants containing significant proportians
of ultraviolet radiation. In the tests described here, however, where one
is comparing the properties of two different film types under identical
test conditions, the latter situation is not considered to pose any major
difficulties.
The continuance of this project at the University of Natal has meant
that a different set of equipment from that mentioned above is now being
employed; in particular the colorimeter being used at present is a
BDH Pattern Lovibond-Schofield Tintometer. The coloured test
samples now in use are selected from a Munsell Color File. This is an
advantage in that it will permit a far more searching evaluation of any

t Since the execution of these tests Polaroid have announced the
marketing of a new colour film, Polacolor 2, compatible with their earlier
camera models (Polaroid (UK) Limited, Press Release, 17 February
1975).
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colour-reproduction medium, although colour-reproduction objectives
(Hunt 1970) and preferences (Hunt et al 1974), and the possible
limitations of Munsell samples with regard to the simulation of certain
common spectral refiectance characteristics (such as human complexions), will have to be borne in mind.
W ork currently in progress is aimed at determining the extent to
which the Type 108 Polaroid material exhibits colour-reproduction
shifts with changes in the taking illuminant. lt is intended to include a
report on this work in the paper to be presented to the Congress.
Some work has also been done on television colour reproduction, and
this too will be reported in the verbal presentation of the paper.
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Cu PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING DIMENSIONED
VALUES FOR THE KUBELKA-MUNK SCATTERING
AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS, K AND S
ROBERT T MARCUS
Research and Development Center, PPG lndustries, lnc,
Street, Springdale, Pennsylvania I 5 I 44, USA

I5I

Colfax

A recent trend in instrumental colorant formulation is to combine
computer color-matehing programs with routines to determine the
hiding, or pigment loading to achieve a given hiding, for a predicted
formula. Dimensioned (absolute) values for the Kubelka-Munk
scattering, S, and absorption, K, coefficients are required for many of the
calculations. Several methods exist for determining these coefficients
for the pigments of interest. Choosing which method to employ from
among those available can often be a perplexing task. By answering some
basic questions (Which method is the easier to execute experimentally?
Which method is more accurate? Which method is more repeatable?
And what are the limitations of each method?) the choice should become less confusing.
With these questions in mind, the two most common procedures for
determining the dimensioned coefficients, K and S, are compared. In
the first procedure direct calculations of the coefficients are obtained
from measurements of films prepared for each pigment at incomplete
hiding both over a black and over a white substrate. A single film at a
single thickness provides sufficient information to perform the calculations. Several films at different thicknesses may be used with an
iterative technique to determine the coefficients. Both variations are
examined.
For the second procedure, only the film for the white pigment need
be at incomplete hiding. All remaining films are prepared at complete
hiding. At least two different films are required for each pigment in this
procedure. One usually contains the pigment of interest plus white,
whereas the second may either be a masstone of the pigment or contain
the pigment plus black. Occasionally all three films are prepared.
Because of the number of possible alternatives, the three-film technique
was chosen.
The pigments used in this study are representative of the range
normally encountered in paint systems. lncluded are: a strong scatterer,
titanium dioxide; a strong absorber, carbon black; a clean, low-hiding
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organic, Hansa yellow; a high-hiding organic, phthalocyanine blue; and
a good-hiding inorganic pigment, yellow iron oxide. All films were
prepared in a water-based high-gloss paint system. At least three
samples of each film were independently made to obtain a measure of
repeatability.
Once the dimensioned K and S coefficients were determined, the
hiding of films of known thickness and composition was predicted.
Hiding is defined for this study in two ways; as a contrast ratio and as a
color difference between the film applied over a white substrate and the
film applied over a black substrate. By comparing the predicted results
with the known hidings, each procedure for determining the dimensioned coefficients is evaluated for accuracy.

C13 EINE NEUE METHODE ZUR INSTRUMENTELLEN
PRÜFUNG VON FARBSTOFFEN
H SPAHNI
Farbphysik, CIBA-GEIGY AG, Basel, Schweiz

1.

Einleitung

Die herkömmliche Prüfung der farbgebenden Eigenschaften von
Farbstoffen erfolgt koloristisch aufgrundstandardisierter Ausfärbungen
(z.B. Stearns 1950).
Bei den farbmetrischen Verfahren wird die koloristische Abmusterung modellmässig nachgebildet (Ganz 1957, Gugerli 1961, Ganz 1963,
Gall 1969a, u.a.). Zentrale Bedeutung kommt dabei der Bestimmung
der Farbstoffkenngrösse 'Stärke' zu. Stärke ist die reziproke, zur
Erreichung einer bestimmten 'Farbtiefe' erforderliche Färbekonzentration. Für die koloristische Empfindungsgrösse Farbtiefe existieren
verschiedene formelmässige Approximationen (Godlove 1954, Rabe
und Koch 1957, Gall 1969b). Die Charakterisierung der Farbart eines
Farbstoffes erfolgt durch die Kenngrösse 'Nuance', aufgeschlüsselt
nach ' Reinheit' und ' Farbton'.
Reproduzierbarer und rationeller als auf textilem Substrat lassen
sich viele Farbstoffe in Lösung prüfen. Empfohlene Kriterien zur
Stärkebestimmung (Kühni et al 1972) sind die spektrale Maximalextinktion und- mit besserem Anschluss an die farbmetrischen Methoden (Brockes 1975)-ein auf den 'komplementären Farbwerten'
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(Reilley et al 1960, Trotter 1962, u.a.) beruhender, gewogener Extinktionsmittelwert. Zur quantitativen Nuancebewertung wurde die Verwendung der komplementären Farbwerte mit empirisch an die Färbung
angepassten Skalen vorgeschlagen (Garland 1973).
Bei der im folgenden dargestellten Methode werden Stärke und
Nuance durch gewogene Extinktionsmittelwerte mit farbstoffspezifischer Gewichtung bestimmt. Die Gewichte werden so festgelegt,
dass die Bewertung der Lösung, bei nicht zu grossem Nuancenunterschied zwischen Probe und Referenz, zum gleichen Resultat führt, wie
die koloristische bzw. farbmetrische Bewertung der Färbung.
2.

Modell der koloristischen Abmusterung

Der zu prüfende Farbstoff P (Probe) sowie der zugehörige Referenzfarbstoff T (Typ) seien in gleicher, standardisierter Konzentration cT
ausgefärbt.
Den empfindungsgernässen Abstand der beiden Färbungen charakterisieren wir durch den Vektor

:lf P und :lf T stellen Ortsvektoren im 'Koloristischen Farbraum', mit
den Koordinaten 'Tiefe' (), 'Reinheit' e und 'Ton' T dar. Durch Änderung der Ausgangskonzentration um den Faktor (1/a) lässt sich eine
Probefärbung finden, für welche gilt:
ß() = 0.

(2)

Dieser Tiefenahgleich wird vom Koloristen anhand einer Konzentrationsreihe vorgenommen.
Die verbleibende Differenz zwischen typtiefer Probe und Typ,

(3)
heisst 'Nuancenabweichung'.
Der Abschwächungsfaktor
a

=

a6=o

ist die 'Relative Stärke' der Probe. Stärke und Nuance sind die zur
koloristischen Bewertung eines Farbstoffs gebräuchlichen Grössen.

3· Koloristische Koordinate einer Lösung
Von Probe und Typ seien in gleicher Konzentration Lösungen herge-
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stellt und deren Extinktionen Ep und ET spektrofotometrisch bei den
Wellenlängen .il,, I= 1, 2, . . . , n gemessen.
Aufgrund der Extinktionsdifferenzen

(S)
soll eine Voraussage über die koloristische Beurteilung der entsprechenden Probefärbung gemacht werden. Dazu entwicklen wir die koloristischen Koordinaten der Färbung nach der Extinktion der zugehörigen
Lösung:

Da, wie hier vorausgesetzt, die Probe farblieh wie spektral nur wenig
vom Typ abweicht, genügt das lineare Glied:
"
"'(}Jf,
ß.Yt, =
oE, ßE,,

i

=

1,3.

(7)

I= 1

Diese Transformation kann interpretiert werden als gewichtete
Mittelung der spektralen Extinktionsdifferenzen mit der 3 x n Gewichtsmatrix o.YtfoE.
Aufgrund des linearen Zusammenhangs von Extinktion und Konzentration (Beer'sches Gesetz) lässt sich das Abgleichskriterium (2)
durch (7) mit (5) wie folgt formulieren.
"
ß()

=

a

·

•) = 0.

(8)

I= 1

Damit ergibt sich für Stärke und Nuance gernäss (4) und (3):

(1o)

4· Eichung der Gewichtsmatrix
Die Gewichtsmatrix, welche für jeden Typ einzeln festgelegt werden
muss, wird bestimmt durch die Farbempfindung des Koloristen und
den Zusammenhang zwischen der Färbung und der Lösung.
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Unter der Voraussetzung, dass der Kolorist Gleichheit zweier
Färbungen gernäss Normalbeobachter CIE beurteilt, lässt sich folgende
Kettenentwicklung ansetzen:
= I,3
l = I,n.

l

{II)

Es bedeuten ;Yf, die drei koloristischen Koordinaten, v 1 die drei
Normfarbwerte, ßk die bei den m Wellenlängen Ak gemessenen Remissionsgrade der Färbung und E, die bei denn Wellenlängen A. , gemessenen Extinktionen der Lösung.
Die 3 X 3 Transformationsmatrix aYf I av zwischen den koloristischen
und den valenzmetrischen Koordinaten kann entweder empirisch, für
jeden Farbstoff einzeln (Alderson et al I96I) oder modellrnässig
festgelegt werden. Geeignete Modelle ergeben sich durch Kombination
einer Farbtiefenformel für () mit Empfindungskoordinaten vom T yp
'Chroma, Hue' für e und •·
Die 3 X m Matrix avjap enthält diemit der Abmusterungsbeleuchtung
(i.a. D 6 ,) gewichteten Normspektralwerte.
Durch die m X n Matrix apjaE wird bestimmt, wie sich eine Änderung des Lösungsspektrums in der Färbung auswirkt. Ein Modell zur
Beschreibung dieses Zusammenhangs lässt sich aufgrund der KubelkaMunk-Gleichungen (Kubelka und Munk I93I, Judd und Wyszecki
I975) wie folgt entwickeln:
Der spektrale Absorptionskoeffizient K(?.) einer Färbung ist gegeben
durch den spektralen Streukoeffizienten S(?.) des Substrates und den
spektralen Reflexionsgrad R 00 (A) der 'unendlich dicken Schicht' :

( I2)
Liesse sich die Streuung der idealisiert als planparallele Platte mit
Dicke X dargestellten Färbung ausschalten, könnte K(?.) aufgrund des
spektralen Reintransmissionsgrades T ,( A) direkt bestimmt werden :
I

K(?.) = -:xlog. T ,(?.).
Zur praktischen Messung von T, wird die nichtstreuende Schicht durch
eine Lösung nachgebildet. Dabei ist zu beachten, dass (I 2) und (I 3)
für ideal diffuse Beleuchtung gelten; der Absorptionskoeffizient für
gerichtete Beleuchtung ist um den Faktur 2 kleiner.
Bei gegebenem SX, genannt Streukraft, lässt sich der Reflexionsgrad
R 00 einer beliebigen, unbekannten Färbung durch Messung des
Reintransmissionsgrades T , aufgrund von (I2) und (I 3) eindt utig
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bestimmen. Die Genauigkeitsanforderungen an die Messung werden
aber im Bereich T ,-..o und T,-+ I extrem gross, wie aus der Abbildung
I ersichtlich ist.
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Abbildung I. (a) Zusammenhang zwischen Transmissionsgrad
und Reflexionsgrad. (b) Empfindlichkeit des Reflexionsgrades auf
Transmissionsänderungen. ;(c) Empfindlichkeit des Reflexionsgrades auf Extinktionsänderungen. (d} Spektren eines idealisierten Farbstoffes.

In Abbildung I(a) ist R 00 gegen T, mit SX als Parameter aufgetragen.
Die Kurven zeigen, dass sich R 00 mit einer bestimmten Schichtdicke X
nur in einem beschränkten Bereich optimal aus T, ermitteln lässt.
Die Empfindlichkeit von R 00 auf Messfehler in T, geht aus Abbildung
I(b) hervor. Abbildung I(c) zeigt den zur Umrechnung von Extinktions-auf Remissionsänderungen gesuchte Faktor dR 00 /dE in Funktion
von R 00 • Durch Bestimmung dieses Faktors für jede einzelne Wellenlänge eines Typspektrums lässt sich die Matrix iJPfiJE eindeutig
festlegen. Das Spektrum des als Parameter eingehenden Streuko-
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effizienten S des Substrates lässt sich aufgrund von (I 2) und (I 3) durch
eine einmalige Eichung ermitteln.
In Abbildung I(d) sind die Spektren R 00 (A.) und T ,(A.) für verschiedene Konzentrationen eines idealisierten Farbstoffes mit gaussförmiger
Absorptionsbande aufgetragen. Zur Berechnung des Reflexionsgrades
wurde eine zusätzlich zur Farbstoffabsorption wirksame Eigenabsorption des Substrates angenommen; für die Streukraft wurde
SX = I gewählt. Die im Vergleich zum Reflexionsgrad starke Kompression der Transmissionsspektren in den Bereichen kleiner und
grosser Transmission ist deutlich erkennbar.
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C14 INFLUENCE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF INK
FILMS ON THE COLOR OF PRINTS
H PAULI and D EITLE
CIBA-GEIGY Ltd, Basle, Switzerland
Several models have been developed which allow a mathematical
treatment of the optical properties of color prints (Allen 1969, Allen and
Hoffenberg 1973, GaU and Unterforsthuber 1974, Hoffmann 1970,
1972, Ohta 1972, Williams and Clapper 1953). As stated by Gall and
Unterforsthuber (1974), these models can be understood as special
cases of a multi-channel theory like that published by Mudgett and
Richards ( 197 I).
Such models treat the ink film as a continuous unbroken layer of
constant thickness. In practice this is rarely the case, as was shown by
Hoffmann (1972). If the ink layer is not a continuous film but is
interrupted so that parts of the printed material are left uncovered, it
is necessary to make allowance in the mathematical treatment for handling an additive color mixture in combination with a subtractive color
mixture.
A mathematical procedure which embodies such allowance was
developed and the color effects produced by different distributions of
ink films on the surface of printed material were studied. The basic
assumptions are that light scattering due to the pigments incorporated
in the ink film may be neglected and that the printed material behaves
like a Lambertian diffuser.
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C15 CONTROL AND OPTIMIZATION OF COLOR
REPRODUCTION IN COLOR TELEVISION
WITH ELECTRONICALLY GENERATED
REFERENCE COLORS
HLANG
Robert Bosch GmbH, Geschäftsbereich Fernsehanlagen, 6100 Darmstadt, West Germany
Despite many investigations of memory colors and 'preferred color
reproduction' in color television (Tv) there exists no practicable alternative to the aim of what DeMarsh and Hunt call 'colorimetric color
reproduction'. This term means reproduction of every surface color
with the same chromaticity and relative luminance as in a reference
state, defined by CIE standard illuminant D6s·
The color reproduction of a color TV chain can be altered by varying
different parameters. It is therefore desirable to find an optimal color
reproduction by varying these parameters and Controlling visually the
differences between reproduced colors and reference colors for several
test colors simultaneously. In practice such a visual control is difficult
because (i) CIE standard illuminant D6 5 is not exactly realizable; and
(ii) the distance betweer. reproduced colors on the receiver screen and
the test colors is too !arge.
Therefore a color-bar generator was built that enables us to display
the tristimulus values of the test colors in a reference state exactly on a
receiver screen. By means of a special-effect mixer, these electronically
generated reference colors can be visually compared with the reproduced
test colors on the same monitor screen. The primary signals are stored
in form of 8-bit-words in PROMs, which can be programmed according
to the test colors in use. Sixteen different color-bar test patterns can
be stored and displayed, each with r6 different color bars.
Advantages of this method of controlling and optimizing are:
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(i) It can be used with live cameras and teleeines as weiL
(ii) The parameters of the receiver do not influence the differences
between reproduced color and reference color.
(iii) It allows one to test the validity of the concept of 'colorimetric
color reproduction' in comparison with other concepts such as
'corresponding' or 'preferred color reproduction' .
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COLORING OF MISCELLANEOUS
MATERIALS

C21 COLOUR AND TRANSLUCENCY AS FOOD
ATI'RIBUTES

J B HUTCHINGS and J J SCOTT
Unilever Research, Colworth Laboratory, Sharnbrook, Bedford, England

1.

Introduction

With many foods the colour is vital to its initial acceptability and using
tristimulus terms it is possible to provide a permanent record for its
characterization and specification (Wright 1969). However, there are
other factors of appearance which have been found to be important in
their own right. A major one is translucency and there has been little
work on its perception or measurement. This paper contains an account
of some preliminary model experiments to determine the nature of the
phenomenon and to find those relationships to consumer-defined
attributes necessary for the guidance of product developers.
Translucency or opacity or turbidity of a substance is caused by the
loss of light intensity and direction as it travels through the substance.
The two mechanisms which cause this loss of light are absorption and
scattering. Little (1973) and others (e.g. Francis and Clydesdale 1975)
have found that the Kubelka-Munk theory (Judd and Wyszecki 1963)
developed for colourant-mixture prediction in the paint industry is of
great value for transparent and translucent foods, in increasing the
precision of colour characterization and specification. This theory
considers the effects on diffuse incident light of the absorbing and
scattering entities within a thin layer of the material, and using the
analysis it is possible to calculate absorption and scattering coefficients,
the reftectivity of an infinite depth, and the internal transmittance of the
material. We believe that the use of the theory may be extended to the
specification of translucency.
z. Model system sturlies

Preliminary investigations have been made on two model systems. The
firstsystemwas designed to study the visual perception and instrumental
measurement phenomenon of translucency per se, and included a study
of interactions between the colouring and light-scattering materials
used. This system could not be perceptually linked with a real food in
the observer's mind; therefore, a second model system of brewed
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white coffee was used. This enabled an investigation to be made in
consumer terms-for example words like 'strength' and 'creaminess'
could be used to describe its attributes.
All physical measurements quoted were made on a Pretema Reflectance Spectrophotometer. Colour was specified in the CIE terms of
dominant wavelength, excitation purity, and luminance. The KubelkaMunk parameters were calculated from two reflectance measurements,
the first with a thin layer of the sample on a white tile, the second with it
on a black tile (Rw and Ra respectively).
System one
The first model food system was based on water-soluble dye and
titanium dioxide (Ti0 2 ) using carboxymethylcellulose as a suspending
agent. Suspensions of different concentrations of the scattering agent
(Ti0 2 ) were used in red and blue dye solutions. Panel magnitude
scaling experiments were made and the Suspensions (depth 2 mm) were
viewed in shallow, opaque, white dishes on the bottom of which a
black letter had been stencilled (see figure 1 inset). Panel members
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were asked which of the samples, presented two at a time, was the more
opaque and to estimate how many times more opaque it was. Thinlayer (2 mm) reflectance measurements were made on the same samples.
It was found that out of all the Kubelka-Munk and tristimulus
parameters calculated only the internal transmittance (Tt), when
calculated at the wavelength of peak reflectance, was related to the
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panel assessment of 'opaqueness' irrespective of the colour (red or
blue). The figure shows this relationship and, from these preliminary
studies, it appears to consist of three parts according to the mode of
perception. The first part includes the transparent or very nearly
transparent suspensions in which the edge of the stencilled Ietter is
completely distinct and in which judgment of opaqueness is made on
the slight whitening or greying of the black Ietter. Judgments of the
opaqueness of the second part, which consists of more opaque samples,
are based on both this cantrast and on the distinctness or blurring of
the boundary between the Ietter and its white background. The third
zone corresponds to opaqueness, which was seen as a very significant
event because often a ratio of infinity was given by panel members.
Under the conditions chosen, the spectrophotometer was rather more
sensitive than the eye, as the visually opaque samples had a T, of
about 10 %.
These model system experiments confirm that the Kubelka-Munk
theory is useful as a physical model in translucency and it can yield at
least one parameter which is valuable in perception terms. However,
more work is necessary to obtain a thorough understanding of the
phenomenon. For example, do panellists really estimate opaqueness at
the wavelength of peak reftectance? what effects do different scattering
and absorbing media have both on measurement and perception? and
will the Kubelka-Munk approach continue tobe adequate?

System two
The second model food system was based on a series of cold, brewed
coffees which contained systematically altered coffee and whitener
Ievels. A series of six coffees, containing two Ievels of coffee and three
Ievels of titanium dioxide whitener, was presented in white normal-size
teacups. The panellists were asked to put the samples in rank order of
'brownness', 'strength' and 'creaminess'. Spectral reftectance measurements were made on each sample at various sample depths from a thin
layer of 1 • 5 mm to an effectively infinite depth of
mm.
The panel rank orders obtained were different for each consumer
attribute and they were compared with the derived tristimulus and
Kubelka-Munk parameters. It was found that the rank order of
'brownness' was the same as that obtained for the luminance of the
deep-layer sample. The panel order of 'strength' was very similar to
that obtained from the deep-layer determination of excitation purity.
The order of 'creaminess', on the other hand, was found tobe the same
asthat ofT, as determined on the 1·5 mm thin-layer samples.
This Ieads us to believe that although 'brownness' and 'strength' of
coffee are colour-dominated attributes, that is, capable of a tristimulus
specification, 'creaminess' depends upon the perception of translucency
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described by the parameter T,. In the latter case the eye may be making
the judgment of 'creaminess' from around the edge of the cup, this being
the site of a thin layer of coffee, but further work would be needed to
confirm this. Hence, we can conclude that in this case both the tristimulus and the Kubelka-Munk analyses are valuable in consumer as weil as
in pure perception terms.

3· Conclusions
The foregoing studies are sufficient to illustrate the complementarity of
colour and translucency as properties of food, and it is thus important
that we gain a deeper understanding of the perception, mechanisms and
measurement of translucency.
We have shown that the use of the Kubelka-Munk theory need not
be limited to pigment-formulation prediction or as being an aid to
obtaining more precise colour measurements. It is valuable as a model
in the physics of translucency, yielding parameters which are of direct
relevance to its perception.
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C22 COLORIMETRY OF WINES
ANGELA C LITTLE
Department of Nutritional Sciences, University of California, Berkeley,
California, USA
In the Proceedings of the znd AIC Congress, Colour 73, I proposed a
dualistic concept of colorimetry based on the essential differences
between the manufacture of objects to specific color requirements and
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the evaluation of the color of biological systems (e.g. foods) as they
exist at a given time in a dynamic continuum (Little 1973).
A model was presented for exploring the inter-relationship of colorimetric parameters, visual color evaluation, and properties of chemical
and physical components of systems. This was based on recognizing
that the factors responsible for the genesis and modification of color are
directly related to physical and chemical state and composition.
Color has long been considered an important quality criterion of
wines, and considerable attention has been focused on developing
methodology for its measurement and specification. Difficulties have
arisen because of problems relating to volume color and to the wide
range in light absorption among wines. In our studies of wines rauging
from the lightest whites to the darkest reds, we have used the concepts
referred to above (loc. cit.): (i) to provide a prccise, reproducible
method of differentiating small color differences among very light
white wines to conform to US Federal Regulations (Little 1971a, b,
Little and Simms 1971); (ii) to develop a method for blending red and
rose wines to predetermined color requirements (Little and Liaw 1974);
(iii) to propose a method for analysing anthocyanin pigments and
brown polymers in red and rose wines (Little 1977a); and (iv) to follow
changes in pigment concentration and composition with time under
controlled storage conditions (Little 1977b ).
In case (i), the officially accepted method for designating white wine
color had proved unreliable in practice and an alternative was sought.
Light scattering by colloidal particles was identified as the major
contributor to measurement unreliability, and the problern was resolved
with the design and fabrication of a colorimeter which eliminated errors
due to subliminal turbidity. In case (ii), using the thin-layer transreflectometric method for measuring colorimetric parameters (Little
1964), we developed blending diagrams from which the composition of
the desired blend could be determined from the transreflectance
values of the blending stocks. The change in specific absorption of
anthocyanins with change in pH was used as the basis for developing
the methodology for case (iii). In addition to providing a quantitative
measure of anthocyanin concentration, the method allows the estimaof products of the browning reaction to the
tion of the
color of the wine. Using the methods developed for measuring the color
and the chemical and physical composition of wines, we then studied
the kinetics of pigment degradation with time. Data obtained in this
study suggested that pH-responsive anthocyanin pigment becomes
incorporated into pH-non-responsive polymeric compounds on aging of
red wines. This results in a retardation of pigment degradation and thus
an increase in color stability.
These studies are reviewed to indicate the power of the integrated
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scheme in studying stimulus characteristics, perceptual attributes, and
chemical and physical properties of complex systems.
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C23 COLOR PROBLEMS IN THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY
T KECHLIBAROVt and B ATANASOVt

t Institute of Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia,
Bulgaria
i Institute of Tobacco and Tobacco Materials, Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Color is the most important visible feature of tobacco on which its
quality gre:.tly depends. The observed color of the tobacco leaves
changes depending on their quality, as determined by sorting, for the
different classes at grading.
For the contemporary machine treatment-transport belt conveyors
and automatic grading machines-the feature of color is an almost
unique sign of quality. The objective evaluation of tobacco color,
which should be in good accordance with visual evaluation, is of great
importance for the tobacco industry.
For Virginia tobaccos one can observe leaves with uniform yellow or
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organge-yellow color on the surface; for Burley, brown; for Oriental,
non-uniform colors at the leaves' surfaces, as well as several different
colors on the same leaf.
This paper deals with the problern of color in the tobacco industry.
Possibilities for objective evaluation of the color by contemporary
colorimetric methods are discussed. Results from investigations on the
classification of Virginia, Burley and Griental tobacco leaves by CIE
methods are presented. Results obtained from experiments with the
CIE I976 L*a*b"' color-difference formula for comparing pairs of
tobacco leaves are also given.

C24 DIAMOND COLOUR GRADING:
A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
R LAKOWSKI
Visual Laboratory, Psychology Department, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

1.

Introduction

The relative merits of human observers and instrumental methods of
diamond grading have been compared in research carried out in the
Psychology Department's Visual Laboratory at the University of
British Columbia. The following is a brief preliminary description of
our findings; a more detailed statistically oriented report will appear
later.
2.

Method

A set of 20 diamonds with an average weight of o·7o carats was graded
under laboratory conditions using CIE source C. Essentially this
source is similar to the GIA illuminant except that the source C has a
higher colour temperature (6soo K instead of s8so K). About 70
oüservers participated in the visual grading experiment. Sixty of these
were inexperienced and from two distinct age populations, a young
group and a relatively older group . Observers of both sexes were tested.
A group of I I professional diamond graders was also tested. The 20
stones were graded against 5 standard or reference stones: S" S 2 , S J,
s4 and
which were separated by equal psychological space (as

s ,,
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derived from the ratio method of fractionation). The diamonds were
also graded instrumentally using the Iabaratory colorimeter-a Zeiss
Automatie Colorimeter RFC-3 with 24 narrow-band interference
filters (Sharpe and Lakowski 1976).
The colour of most of the diamonds was characterized by a dominant
wavelength of Ao 571 nm (a yellow colour), but one was greenish and
two stones were more orange. The most-neutral stone had locus near
the position of Illuminant C, the most-saturated stone's locus was at
x = 0'3394 and y = o·3602.
The diamonds were also measured by Messrs Grassie-Firbanks
(Vancouver) on their spectrophotometer, the Zeiss PMQ instrument,
using the Grassie-Firbanks method of evaluation (Caly et al 1976,
Thorsson and Riesling 1976). Each stone was measured 20 times on two
separate occasions a number of weeks apart and was measured blindly
(i.e. they were coded). The sample of diamonds includes the Gemological Institute of America (GIA) codes from D toS with the majority
of stones falling between codes F to P.

3· Results
The figure summarizes graphically the principal findings of this study
for the diamonds falling between G lA codes H and G. It shows that
human observers tend to grade diamonds in clusters around the
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standards, especially around S4 and to a lesser degree around S 2 and

S ,. It should also be noted that the total spread of grades allotted to
individual diamonds by all observers is !arge, for most diamonds
extending over five G lA grades.
No statistically significant differences were found between young and
older observers, male or female, between inexperienced and professional, or between those with 'good' and those with 'poor' colour
discrimination. From colorimetric measurements it is more or less
possible to place the position of a given diamond on the neutral-yellow
scale, but this instrumental technique is not a reliable method as there
is a !arge overlap of positions with repeated measurements.
Using the Grassie-Firbanks method of grading, dustering of codes is
avoided and clear-cut grades are arrived at from the spectrophotometric
data (see lower part of figure I). The instrumental spread for the
diamonds measured is on the average about one G lA grade, with best
separation for codes F toP.
Retesting using the Grassie-Firbanks (GF) method shows that the
mean values of the 20 measurements for each stone on separate testings
are not significantly different from one session to the other.

4· Discussion
The poor performance of the observers (including professionals) is
rather surprising, and difficult to explain. Partly it may be a function of
the testing situation, in which only five reference stones were used.
Larger numbers of such reference stones would help in the matehing
task. However, our experimental set-up (using the five standard stones)
is optimal when compared with most professional situations, where
either no reference stones or only one or a very few are being used.
There still remains the unexplained fact that the stones with G lA codes
N to S are not being distinguished at all by the human eye.
A partial explanation of the inability of the eye to grade the diamonds
may be due to the fact that even the most yellow of the diamonds used
in this study only read one-fifth or 20% of the total possible saturation
for this dominant wavelength (colour of Äo = 571). This area is
denoted in the Munsell system of colour notation as Chroma/2 indicating that here colours are so desaturated as to be almost called neutral (or
for surfaces 'neutral grey'). Hence the visual task involves colour
resolution almost beyond the best eyes under the best experimental
conditions.

5· Conclusions
The G F system of diamond colour grading, using spectrophotometric
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data only, on present information appears to be a more valid and
reliable system of evaluating diamonds than colorimetric methods of
measurement, or than the existing practice of using human observers.
It separates most diamonds more accurately and more consistently than
a number of observers can do collectively or one individual can do
repeatedly.
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Czs THE ANALYSIS OF DYES IN ANCIENT AMERICAN
TEXTILES
MAX SALTZMAN
Research Associate, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics,
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA
The value of the identification of the materials used in the production
of artifacts of archaeological and ethnographic interest is now widely
accepted. This is especially important in the case of non-literate cultures
where the artifacts provide the major clues to their way of life. Among
the materials which have come down to us are the colorants, the dyes
and the pigments used to color ceramics, painted materials, and textiles.
When the colorants are inorganic, as in most ceramies and painted
materials, long-established analytical methods are used for the identification of the various oxides and other mineral pigments. However, for
organic colorants, while suitable methods exist, the number of Iabarataries which use these techniques and which are available to the
archaeologist or museum curator is quite limited. lndustriallaboratories
do this kind of work every day in connection with their problems, but
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there is very little time available from such facilities for non-industrial
work.
The techniques which are used vary from the classical organic
analytical methods of the 19th century through chemical spot tests,
solution spectrophotometry, infrared and other optical techniques, to
mass spectroscopy. Our laboratory uses the technique of solution
spectrophotometry in the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions for the
identification of organic colorants. The method combines a simple
chemical separation (by the use of several solvents) with the analytical
information from the spectrophotometric curve of the dye or pigment
in solution. The curves are compared with the curves of known materials. In order to facilitate this comparison it is necessary to obtain
curves of constant shape independent of the concentration of dissolved
colorant. This is done by plotting the curve of the logarithm of the
absorbance (log log 1/T) against wavelength.
The key to the use of this method lies in the preparation of a file of
curves of known materials. In the case of the coloring matters of
ancient times, we have on the one hand a simple problern and on the
other hand a very diffi.cult problem. It is simple because the number of
colorants which have survived until the present day is rather small. On
the other hand the natural organic dyes and pigments are of botanical
or animal origin (frequently of unknown chemical composition) and we
may or may not have authentic samples. If we do not have samples of all
the possible dyes we can supply only a negative answer; that is, the
sample is not one with which we are familiar.
For the study of ancient textiles from Peru, we have been fortunate
in obtaining part of the collection of Miss Barbara Mullins of Sussex,
England. She has collected approximately 8o dyeings from native
materials under village conditions. We hope to supplement this collection
with additional material from the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in Lima, Peru. Native Mexican materials dyed with natural
dyes have been obtained from Mrs Irmgard Johnson of Mexico City.
Using these techniques we have been able to identify indigo and
differentiate it from the dibromoindigo from shellfish. The red dyes of
Peru can be distinguished from one another by means of a single
solution in concentrated H 2 S04. While we have been able to get
solution curves of the yellow dyes which can be used to teil them apart,
we have not yet examined enough yellow-dyed material from Peru to
make a positive identification of the dye used.
The paper will offer data from work to date which shows that it may
be possible to develop lists of dyes which are characteristic of specific
regions or time periods of archaeological or ethnographic interest.
The work on which this paper is based was supported, in part, by a
grant from The Munsell Color Foundation, Inc.
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C31 APPEARANCE OF COLOR DIFFERENCE UNDER
VARIOUS VIEWING CONDITIONS
GENRO KAWAKAMI
Japan Color Research Institute, 1-19, Nishiazabu 3-chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 106, Japan
It is weil known that the appearance of color differences changes
according to viewing conditions. Some of the changes in appearance are
due to the size, placement, and texture of the sample.
The Japan Color Research Institute has already developed a colordifference simulator (Kawakami 1977), which can be employed to
assess the perceptible color differences of various colors.
A color sample placed on the small table in the simulator is illuminated uniformly by a bluish reflector lamp which has a correlated color
temperature of about 6ooo K. An additional colored illumination is
given to half of the sample. Consequently a certain amount of color
difference appears on the sample. Then the intensity of the additional
illumination is controlled by the assessor until the color difference
between the two halves of the sample is just eliminated. Though the
visual dividing line cannot be found on the sample, if the reflector lamp
is turned off, the assessor will be able to notice that half of the sample is
illuminated slightly. The illuminance of that half is measured and is
transformed into the just-perceptible color difference mathematically
using the following equation :

X)=
(z

ß Y

.

(x(J.
)) .
y(J.) dA(jp"(J.)y(J.)di.,

·

z(J.)

·

where ßX, ß Y and ßZ are the tristimulus values of the sample, L" is
the illuminance produced on one side of the sample by the additional
illumination only, L is the illuminance on the sample illuminated by the
reflector lamp only, p" is the spectral energy distribution of the additional illuminatiOn tO generate a COlOr difference, [) 1 iS the SpeCtraJ
reflectance of the sample and x, y, and z are the CIE color-matehing
functions. The differences in tristimulus values are given by the
tristimulus values of the sample for additional illumination, and they
can be obtained by measuring only illuminance L" because the spectral
energy distribution p" of the additional illumination, the spectral
reflectance (! 1 of the sample, the illuminance L given by the reflector
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lamp, and the CIE color-matehing functions are all known quantities.
Firstly, the relations between the appearance of the color difference
and the size of the sample were investigated by the color-difference
simulator. Forthat purpose, two masks were prepared. One of them has
a circular window of 1 ·7 cm diameter in the center, for which the
visual angle subtends 2 ° when viewed perpendicularly from a distance
of about 50 cm, while the other mask, of 7 cm diameter, produces a I0°
visual field. When a color difference is assessed, an assessor selects one
of the masks, which covers the surface of the sample, to fix the size of
the visua! field.
Using both masks, the appearance of color differences on nine
painted color plates was investigated. The result is that the sharpness of
assessment using a mask having a I0° visual field is about twice as much
as for a 2 ° field. Such a result has already been obtained by Judd and
Wyszecki (1963), who suggested that the precision may be increased by
a factor of 2 • 5 or more.
The next problern concerns a relationship between the appearance of
the color difference and the spatial proximity of the samples. Many
kinds of black mask having two windows arranged horizontally werc
provided. If a sample is covered by one of them, the assessor can
observe as if there were two samples with some separation. Both windows
controlled by the color-difference simulator indicate some color difference. Under these conditions the appearance of color differences was
observed for angular separations of the windows from zero to ! 0 • The
narrower the width between the windows, the !arger the color difference
appears on the colored samples. In the case of io angular separation, the
ability to discriminate a color difference is reduced to a third, as
compared with that of 0 ° . When a color mateher compares samples, he
generally juxtaposes them in close proximity. This is supposed to be
because any color difference is emphasized. Also, when a painter uses
the samecolor in two separated places, for example, a walland a door,
he can permit a slight color difference because the difference cannot be
as readily perceived. In fact, Traub and Balinkin (1961) have already
made a report concerning the proximity of samples.
Recently, the Japan Color Research Institute was given a commission
to define a color tolerance for the uniforms of policemen. Generally, for
defining the color tolerance of a product, many specimens having the
slightest color differences around a target color are made by trial, and
a suitable color difference for the tolerance is selected from the many
pairs so formed. However, it is not only very uneconomical to provide a
!arge number of specimens, but it is also very difficult to compensate for
the texture of the fabric. The Japan Color Research Institute used the
color-difference simulator to define color tolerance, since it is possible
to generate a color difference only without changing the texture. In
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consequence, they made it clear that the existence of texture influenced
the appearance of the color differences, and concluded that the suitable
color tolerance for the uniform was o·9 units, which was about twice the
value of the usual tolerance for a painted surface color, such as that of
an automobile.
Application of this color-difference simulator should be considered
widely as a tool for color control tasks like these.
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C32 EVALUATION OF COLOR-DIFFERENCE
EQUATIONS: A NEW APPROACH
ROBERT CHARLES ZELLERt and
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I.

Introduction

Very many tests of color-difference formulas have been made and they
have generally been applied to a broad range of samples. These tests
have failed to Iead to unequivocal conclusions regarding the optimum
color-difference formula. Two largely unexplored factors may have
contributed significantly to the difficulty of establishing the correct
formula. First, the perception of color differences by any individual is
not a precise phenomenon. An observer's evaluation of a given situation
may differ significantly on successive judgments. Second, as has
frequently been pointed out, there may be significant differences among
individuals with respect to the basis of their perception and evaluation.
It is a consequence of these two factors that the !arge numbers of
judgments which have been made by numerous observers, and which
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have then been subjected to sophisticated statistical analysis, make it
difficult, if not impossible, to assign a single formula. This will always
remain the case if the difference between formulas is not substantially
!arger than the imperfections of a single observer's observation, or the
variation from one observer to another. Wehave accordingly attempted
to approach the problern of the evaluation of the various color-difference
equations from a different point of view. Wehave directed our attention to specific regions of color space in which there are substantial
anomalies in the predicted differerices as determined by several different
formulas, in orderthat we could seek an answer to the question whether
one or another of these is correct for a given individual.
2.

Observations

Sequences of small color differences are being established at several
selected points in color space. Some of the sequences lie along intersecting lines in the chromaticity plane at constant lightness. Other sequences
are established at different lightness Ievels, but at very nearly constant
chromaticity. Observations by individual observers, by the method of
paired comparison, are then used to establish the metric within these
three axes.
The first work was centred at the location x = o·42, y = o·34,
Y = 27"0 (for Illuminant C, 1931 CIE Observer). This point is of
specific interest to the authors, being typical of a let-down of red iron
oxide. It has the further advantage that the contours of constant
chromaticity difference in the CIELAB and FMC-2 ellipses are
markedly different in ellipticity, the CIELUV contour being of intermediate ellipticity. The differences are so great that they are beyond
the uncertainty of color-difference evaluation normally resulting from
a single observation by a single individual. It is therefore possible, by
making a series of evaluations requiring only about 10 minutes, to
obtain data which permit one to establish whether that observer conforms more closely to any one of these ellipses than to the other. Tests
have shown that subsequent repeat observations by each individual are
in good agreement with his initial observations. This establishes the
conclusion that the anomaly between the different formulas in this
region is !arge compared to the uncertainty of an observer's ability to
make the evaluations.
Sampies are being prepared for evaluation at other locations in color
space, but the experiments in other regions have not yet been completed.

3· Conclusion
For the one region thus far evaluated in detail, a very !arge majority of
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the observers conform distinctly better to the CIELAB formula than to
either of the others. The observations of one observer are best described
by the CIELUV formula. None of them have been best described by
the FMC-2 equation. It must, however, be emphasized that these
results apply only to observations in two directions about a single
point in color space. The authors feel that the unequivocal nature of the
conclusions which can be drawn will make this approach a valuable tool
in the exploration of color differences as it is extended to broader
regions of color space, appropriately selected to exemplify substantial
differences in the various formulas.

C33 CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN COLOR
DIFFERENCES CALCULATED BY THE TWO CIE 1976
COLOR-DIFFERENCE FORMULAE
NOBORU OHTAt
Research Laboratories, Ashigara, Fuji Photo Film Co, Ltd, MinamiAshigara, Kanagawa-ken, Japan 250-01

1.

Introduction

The Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) presently recommends (CIE 1974) two color-difference formulae which are associated
with the uniform color spaces-CIE 1976 (L*u*v*) and CIE 1976
(L*a*b*). In most practical applications, colorimetrists making use of
the CIE recommendation will either use the (L*u*v*) space or the
(L*a*b*) space with its associated color-difference formulae. In some
cases, however, it would be desirable to use both systems or, alternatively, estimate the correspondence between color differences expressed
in terms of the two systems. There is no unique and simple conversion
of a color difference calculated as 11E(L*u*v*) to a color difference
11E(L*a*b*) or vice versa.
Fora given pair of colors the conversion factor may be expressed as
e = M(L*u*v*) /11E(L*a*b*), but the color spaces are intrinsically so
different from one another that we cannot expect the conversion factor
tobe a simple function oftristimulus values (Judd and Wyszecki 1975).

t Work performed while the author was at the Division of Physics,
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada K1A oR6.
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However, we may expect the conversion factor (! to have a lower bound
(f!min) and an upper bound (f!max) such that f!min <e <emax· If the range
(emax-flmin) is reasonably small, we can at least estimate tlE(L"'a"'b"')
from M(L"'u"'v"'), or vice versa, with a certain degree of confidence.
The purpose of this study is to find the range of (! for different
regions of color space.
2.

Calculations

In the calculations which were made for this study, the illuminant is

v*
100

v*
100

L

Figure I. Lines of constant !,Imin and !?max in (u"'v"') plane of
L"' = so. The outer boundary is the locus of optimal colors.
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CIE standard illuminant D6s· The color-matehing functions are those
of the CIE 1964 supplementary standard colorimetric observer.
The calculation of maximum and minimum values of (! and the
preparation of graphs of emax and emin as functions of L"', u•, v"' are
useful only if emax and emin remain essentially independent of the
assumed size of color difference ßE(L*a*b*). Fortunately calculations
for different ßE(L*a*b*) confirm this.
The preparation of graphs of emax and emin as functions of L*, u•, v"'
is readily accomplished by first computing tables of emax and emin for a
number of combinations of u• and v• and at constant values of L"'.
Dense grids of constant values of emax and emin can then be obtained by
a? propriate interpolations in these tables.
Figure I shows, "for example, lines of constant emin and emax in a
plane of L"' = so. The outer boundary is the locus of optimal colors
which is the limiting boundary of object colors.
A typical example of using the graph is the following. Given is a pair
of colors with a difference of ßE(L"'a"'b"') = 1·o with one of the two
colors located at L"' = so, u* = so, v• = 30. From the figure we read
off emin "':J0•70 and emax""' I·76. This means that in (L"'u"'v"') space the
two colors will have a difference ßE(L"'u"'v"') that lies between o·7 and
slightly below 1·8.
Aseries of graphs will be presented for L"' = 20, 30, so, 70, and go.
References
CIE 1974 CIE Colorimetry Committee-Working Program on Color
Differences, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 64 896-7
Juoo D B and WYSZECKI G 1975 Color in Business, Science and Industry
Jrd edn (New York: Wiley) PPJJI--2
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C34 STEP SIZE IN THE MUNSELL COLOR-ORDER
SYSTEM II. PAIR COMPARISONS NEAR z·s YR 6/8
AND z·s PB 5/8
FRED W BILLMEYER JR
Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, USA

1.

Introducdon

In paper I of this series (Marcus and Billmeyer 1973, 1975) pair
comparisons were used to assess the perceptuallinearity of the Munsell
value and chroma scales near 5 Y 7'5/I. This paper extends the study to
hue, value and chroma scales, varied separately and simultaneously, for
color centers near 2· 5 YR 6/8 and 2· 5 PB 5/8.
2.

Sampies

Sampies were prepared from hand coatings of matte lacquers. Approximate formulations were calculated by computer for the eight corner
points of solids in Munsell space centered on 2·5 YR 6/8 and 2'5 PB
5/8, with sides having lengths of 5 hue units, 2 value units, and 4
chroma units. Intermediate samples were prepared by mixing the
corner points with the objective of providing series with hue, value, and
chroma varying alone, in pairs, and simultaneously. In practice, the
series used for visual scaling were selected on the basis of their measured
Munsell coordinates.

3· Measurements
All samples were measured, usually four times, on a Kollmorgen
KCS-40 abridged spectrophotometer, following the procedures
described in paper I. CIE tristimulus values were calculated for Ill C
and the 1931 standard observer, and averaged for all the measurements.
Munsell coordinates were calculated by a computer program adapted
from that of Rheinboldt and Menard (1960).

4· Visual Observations
Sampies approximately 7· 5 cm square were mounted in pairs on card-
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board with the border between them minimized. Observations were
made with approximate 45 °/0° geometry in a booth painted Munsell
N/8 using Macbeth 'Norlite D 6soo' fluorescent lamps, following the
procedures of paper I. Observers, male and female, mostly 20-30 years
old, were recruited from the college community. Each observer viewed
any series no more than eight times. Each series was viewed approximately so times.
5· Treatment of data

Visual scale values were calculated (Torgerson 1958) with both the
assumptions of constant and variable discriminal dispersion. Scale
values were plotted against color differences calculated from differences
in Munsell hue, value and chroma using the Nickerson (1936) Index of
Fading formula (LlEN) and the Balinkin (1941) formula (LlEa):

= o·4VLlH+MV+3LlC
LlEa = [(o·4CflH) 2 + (M V) 2 + (zoflCjn) 2 ] ' ' 2

LlEN

where V is the average chroma of the pair. When only one Munsell
coordinate varied, visual scale values were also plotted against differences in that variable. A straight line was fitted by the method of least
squares and the linear correlation coefficient r was calculated.
Fourteen series of samples were so treated; the data for nine of these
are presented in table I. It was necessary to reject the data for the
remaining five series because of incomplete and discrepant records
maintained by the experimenter.
Table I. Squares of linear correlation coefficients.
R 2 against t::.EN
for discriminal
Scale Coordinates No . of dispersion
stimuli Variable Constant
no. varyzng
PI
H
0"989
0"994
5
c
P3
0"969
0"957
5
c
6
Y3
o·849
6
o·8oo
Y3 c
6
o·848
Y5 H ,C
o·897
H,C
0·71 I
0•762
P5
4
P2
H ,V,C
0"935
0"947
4
Y2 H,V,C
6
o·872
o·899
Y6 H,V,C
o·875
5
6
Y7 H,V,C
0"992
0"957

R 2 against !::.Ea
for discriminal
dispersion
Variable Constant Notes
(i)
0"998
0"994
(ii)
0"991
0"993
(iii)
o·888
(iv)
o·841
o·848
o·865
0·810
o·86o
0"985
0"998
0"961
0"955
(iii)
o·81o
0"907
0"948

Notes. (i) R 2 against t::.H was o·992 for variable discriminal dispersion and
o·998 for constant discriminal dispersion. (ii) t::.H was significant for some
stimuli. (iii) lncomplete matrix. (iv) Reduced matrix.
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Table II. Data for a typical visual scale, P3.
Mean Munsell
coordinates
of sample pair !lH
1·4 PB 3·8/8·9 0'33
J·J PB 3·8/8·4 0"21
o·7 PB 3·8/7·2 0"13
0"01
I ·6 PB 3 ·8/9"3
o·6 PB 3·9/6·9 0"02

!lV
o·oJ
o·oJ
0"02
0"01
0

!lC

llEN

!lEa

0"54
o·52
0"34
o·28
0"07

2·86
2'33
1"51
0"94
o·26

3"64
3"39
2"20
1"78
0"45

Visual scale values for
discriminal dispersion
Variable
Constant
J•89
J•26
0"07
-0"22
-1·82

3

0"99
0"73
0 '03
-0"09
-1"02
oo

0

2
D

0

./

3

t.Ea
2

dl

,0
-I

-2

0
-0 .5
-I

constant
vorio bl e

0
0

d. d.
d . d.

0 .5
I

1.0
2

Figure 1. Correlation of visual scales with constant (circles) and
variable (squares) discriminal dispersion to !lEN and llE8 • The
two-to-one ratio between the two sets of visual scale values is
fortuitous. Since these are interval scales, the location of the zero
point has no significance. Scale P3.
A typical data set is presented in table I I and figure I . As with most of
the series, there is no evidence of significant trends away from straightline relationships.

6. Discussion
As table I shows, values of the square (R 2 ) of the linear correlation
coefficient r were uniformly high, averaging o·9 I overall. The lower
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correlation coefficients for some series resulted from slight reversals in
the order of visual scale values against color differences rather than significant deviations from linearity. Despite high linear correlation coefficients, there were slight evidences of curvature in some series, which may
be due to failure of the color-difference formulas used to weight the
three variables properly in all cases. Values of R 2 calculated for the
Nickerson Index of Fading averaged slightly lower (o·91o) than those
calculated for the Balinkin equation (o·937). This is not surprising since
the Index of Fading was designed for !arger color differences than those
used in this study.
It is feit that the results of this study, together with those of paper I,
confirm the perceptual uniformity of the Munsell color-order system
from !arge color differences down to the Iimit that can be reached by the
pair-comparison technique, which is several times the just-perceptible
difference. Unfortunately they provide no evidence upon the apparent
discrepancy between threshold and large-color-difference perceptions,
which has been pointed out several times in the literature. Further
research using other techniques or combinations of techniques is needed
to resolve this problem.
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CJS DIFFERENTIAL COLOR PERCEPTION
THRESHOLDSt
G DUPONT-HENIUS
Groupe Couleur, Laboratoire de Physique Appliquee, Museum National
d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France
I.

Introduction

A psychophysical method of constant stimulus differences (step by
step ), was applied to 20 persons representing a cross section of a
normal population (age and sex), and to one observer GDH, in order to
determine the chromaticity thresholds on a color TV screen.
The stimuli (background and the reetangular inset) were visualized
by three voltages of video signals, resulting from computation, and
applied to the guns of a CRT set in a normalized room featuring certain
criteria of physiological and psychophysical visual comfort to the
occupants.
The test proceedings used nine colors, of which four plus white are
at different visual luminances, and with different ambient lights, color
temperature near 6soo-2soo K and no ambient light (figure I, see
graphs I to IS)· The other four plus the same white are at constant
luminance and with ambient light, color temperature near 6 soo K
(figure I, see graphs I6 to 25).
2.

Computer processing

The results are presented in the form of a circular target whose center
is the chosen color (background), and around this center are the points
of chromaticity (insets) at chromaticity Coordinates (UCS 64, uio,V Io ).
Thesepoints (insets) carried the vote indication, that is, the number of
observers who have detected the insets during the test display. This
required the establishment of a statistical study of observer responses in
order to determine the mean thresholds (50 % median value ).
The results were obtained by proceeding in the following way. We
divide the target into N equal angular sectors and then cut each sector
N into slices of equal thickness. In each slice we substitute all the points
by only one of gravity equal to the average gravity of them all (p ii)· This
point is situated at a distance equal to the average distance of the
points equivalent to the slice (d ,,).

t Research undertaken by the Video Lab. TeleDiffusion de France (TDF)
formerly ORTF.
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I,

Results of differential color perception thresholds.

Observer G DH: ambient light near 6500-2500 K and no ambient
light
Lv (cd m- 2 )
Test color
Graph no. u!O
Vto
White
1,6,1 I
0'20078
0 '3 1056
48
Red
16
2,7,12
0'31310
0 '32967
Green
o·16089
3,8,13
0'35890
35
Blue
12
O'I7613
0 '21347
4.9,14
Skin color 5,10,15
0'25480
0'34251
17
Observer: 20 persons and GDH
Graph no.
20 persons GDH
Test color
White
16
21
22
Red
17
Green
18
23
Blue
19
24
Skin color 20
25

P•i =

ambient light near 6500 K

u!O
0'20078
o·25 117
o·16282
0 ' 19108
0'24534

Vto

Lv (cd m- 2 )

0'3 I056
0'31913
o·35655
0 '27238
0 '33835

24
24
24
24
24

"iJ

L p ,jk fnij

k= 1

( mean gravity of the only point resulting from one sector of the slide)
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"il

dij =

L dii•fn,,

k=l

(mean distance of the single point obtained).

i is the numbering of the sector, j the numbering of the slice, k the
numbering of the point belanging to the slice, and n the nurober of the
points appertaining to this slice. p ,, is the gravity of each point, and
d,, the distance of the point to the center. From the points obtained,
which are identified by their gravity p,, and their distance d,, in one
sector i, we compute the mostprobable distance d, where a given test is
seen by 50% of the observers.

3· Smoothing
After these analyses, we tried to join all these points by the aid of a
uniform function offering the smallest concavity. lt is the function
that minimized the integral

We examined the compatibility of the plotting with the initial vote
data, in order to show a similarity between them.

4· Results
All the results take the aspect of irregular ovoidal curves and are
asymmetric with respect to the centers of the colors. This cannot be
reconciled with existing concepts of uniform color space (UCS 64),
and it is unusual as a representation of the physiological reality of the
discrimination mechanism of colors and also forbids any attempt to
find a metric.
Wehave to notice the influence of the ambient light's color temperature, upon the discrimination capacity of the observer GDH (figure I,
see graphs I to IS). Wehave also pointed out that the curves obtained
for zo observers are less irregular (figure I, see graphs I6 to zo).

C36 NEW COLOR-DIFFERENCE FORMULA
L F C FRIELE
Manuscript replaced by paper
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SMALL AND MODERATE COLOR DIFFERENCES
EFFECT OF SOME VARIABLES
ON VISUAL SCALING

m.

KRYSTYNA

J DOBROWOLSKAt and FRED W BILLMEYER JR

Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, USA

1.

Introduction

The goal of this experiment was to test the effect of four variables on the
ability of an observer to scale color differences visually: individual
observer performance, scaling technique, sample color, and colordifference equation used in the correlation to measured values.

2.

Sampies of observations

From the Morley samples (Morley et al 1975) (marle by Iithographie
printing on tin-plate, followed by varnishing), sets of five sample pairs
(hereafter, samples) forming a color-difference scale were selected in
five colors: green (centering around Munsell 2·5 GY 6/14), yellow
(5 Y 8·5 /14), red (7'5 R 5/ 16), blue (5 PB 4/12), and purple (5 RP
4'5/ 14). A sixth set consisted of two samples of each of these colors. A
seventh set of six grey samples was prepared from hand coatings of
semi-gloss acrylic Iatex paint. The samples were displayed as a 2°
circular field, with the dividing line between the pair marked with a
black thread. The surrounds were matte and neutral, and had half the
luminance of the samples. Observations were made with approximate
45 °/0° geometry in a booth painted Munsell N/8 using Macbeth
'Norlite D 65oo' fl.uorescent lamps. Ten observers were used, none of
them highly trained in visual scaling.

3· Scaling techniques
The following four scaling techniques were used:
(i) Rank ordering, for each of the seven sets (colors) separately.
t Present address: Verona-Dyestuff Division, Mobay Chemical Corp,
Union, New Jersey, USA.
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(ii) Free scaling, in which the samples of each set were presented one at
a time. The observer assigned a color-difference number by free
choice to the first sample displayed, termed the reference sample, then
assigned to each subsequent sample a number representing its ratio to
the reference.
(iii) Grey-standard scaling. The set of grey samples was always present
as a reference, and each sample from a combination of all the chromatic
sets was assigned a number corresponding to the grey sample nearest to
it in color difference.
(iv) Unit scaling. From additional samples in each color, the observer
selected one as a unit-color-difference sample. He was also given a
zero-color-difference sample in the same color, consisting of a singlecolored surface divided by a black thread . Both samples were present
while numbers were assigned to the samples in the set of that color.

4· Measurements and calculations
All samples were measured twice on a Kollmorgen KCS-40 abridged
spectrophotometer. CIE tristimulus values were calculated for Illuminant D 6 5 and the I 93 I standard observer. Color differences were
calculated by the following weil known equations (see, for example,
Morley et al I975, App. A): ANLAB 40, CIE I964, FMC-I, FMC-2,
Glasser cube root, and NBS. They ranged between o·3 and 24 ANLAB
40 units.
Visual scales, for each color-difference formula, were calculated as
follows. For free scaling, the visual scale value of each sample was the
product of the value assigned to that sample and the color difference of
the first (reference) sample of its set. For grey-standard scaling, the
visual scale value of each sample was the measured color difference for
the grey sample designated as closest to it. For unit scaling, the visual
scale value was the product of the value assigned to that sample and the
measured color difference of the unit sample.
Linear correlation coefficients r were calculated by the method of
least squares for a variety of combinations of the data. Standard errors
of estimate were calculated, and analyses of variance (F tests) were
carried out.

5· Summary of results
(i) The number of observers ranking the samples of a given set correctly
according to a given color-difference equation varied widely, as is
indicated in table I. On the other hand, there was no correlation for a
given observer between errors in ranking and correlation coefficients
obtained in free scaling.
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Table I. Number of observers who ranked all samples in the designated
set in the order predicted by the specified color-difference equation.

Equation
FM C-I
FMC-z
CIE I964
NBS
Glasser
ANLAB 40

Color of set
Green Ydlow
8
3
8
3
0
3
0
2
8
3
0
3

Red
0

Blue

3

0

0
0
I

5
5

4

Purpie Grey
3
3

0
0
0

Mixed
0
0
0
0
0
0

(ii) When the correlation coefficients for all chromatic sets, all
observers, and all equations are averaged, free scaling gave the highest
correlation (r = o·8z), followed by unit scaling (o·77) and grey-standard
scaling (o·76). We do not fed, however, that this implies the superiority
of free scaling, since that experiment would be difficult to improve,
whereas our unit-scaling experiment suffered because most observers
selected a very small color difference as their unit; and our greystandard experiment suffered because the grey-series samples were not
uniformly visually spaced. Further study is required to design optimum
experiments for both these techniques.
(iii) Both the ability and the consistency of observets in scaling
varied markedly. One indication of ability is obtained by examining
how many observers attained a given Ievel of correlation coefficient in a
particular experiment. One example is given in table II.
Table II. Number of observers achieving r > o·95 for the specified colordifference equation in free scaling of the indicated color.

Equation
FM C-I
FMC-z
CIE I964
NBS
Glasser
ANLAB 40

Color
Green
7

6
4
4
7
5

Yellow
3
3
3

4

Red
0

Blue
4

Purpie
0

3

I
0
I
0

5

0
5
5

6

0

Grey
6
6
6
7

6
7

(iv) The data in table II also provide information on the suitability of
different color-difference equations for different colors. lt is clear that
all equations correlate weil with the visual scale for grey samples, but
certain equations fail badly for specific chromatic sets. Since the data
tabulated are only illustrative and fragmentary, we suggest caution in
drawing conclusions at this time, but we noted particularly poor
performance of the CIE I964 and FM C-I equations for the red set and
of the NBS formula for the blue.
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(v) The consistency of observer ability to scale colors appears to
depend not only on color but on technique as weiL Some observers
consistently produced high correlation coefficients in free scaling but
did not do weil in grey-standard scaling; occasionally the opposite was
observed. Furthermore, different observers showed consistently better
performance in achieving high correlations with different specific
color-difference equations.
(vi) The analysis of variance led to a )arge number of conclusions.
Among the most important are those relating to the selection of observers. The effect of the color-difference equation on the correlation
coefficient outweighed that of the observer only for the red and blue
sets, so it would seem reasonable to select observers for visual scaling by
choosing an equation which does not fail catastrophically for these
colors, and then to screen observers for high and consistent correlations
between visual scales and results calculated with the chosen equation.
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C38 WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM SIMULATED
PASS/FAlL EXPERIMENTS?
K JELTSCH
Farbphysik, CIBA-GEIGY Ltd, Basle, Switzerland
1.

Introduction

The usefulness of color-difference formulae for dyeing control purposes
is usually tested by means of pass/fail experiments (e.g. Davidson and
Friede 1953, McLaren 1970a, b, Thurner and Walther 1970, Kuehni
1970, 1971, 1972, Strocka 1971, Coates et a/1972, Jaeckel 1973, 1974,
McDonald 1974). Human observers have to decide by visual assessment
whether or not stated samples should be accepted as commercial
matches for given Standards. The plot of the relative number of passes
per standard/sample pair, called 'acceptance', against their calculated
color difference, however, shows in general the pattern of a cloud of
sample points with only a moderate degree of correlation between
acceptance and color difference.
How this can be explained and what consequences it has will be
demonstrated with the help of simulated pass/fail experiments.
2.

Simulation

The simulation of a passjfail experiment by means of a computer is an
attempt to imitate the experimental conditions, especially the behavior
of a human observer assessing standard/sample pairs. What is required
therefore are reasonable mathematical functions which may be used as a
model for the experiment. Once such functions are defined, the simulated experiment has the advantage over the real experiment in that it
may be carried out with selected conditions in only a few seconds.
In assessing a given standard/sample pair an observer sometimes
perceives a )arger and sometimes a smaller color difference between
standard and sample according to a random distribution about what we
may call the 'true' visual color difference. Preliminary experiments
showed us that in ANLAB space a modified normal distribution f
approximates quite weil the distribution of the perceived color difference (Jeltsch and Fink 1976) :
j(ßEp;fl,a)

=

- + (ßE:-/1)

2] +exp[ -+(ßE:+/1) 2]}·

soo
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This function is controlled by two parameters: p which is set to the
averaged, calculated color difference of a standardfsample pair, and a
which describes the observer's uncertainty in visual assessment. ßEP is
the colorimetric equivalent of the perceived color difference.
In visual assessments samples are passed if the perceived color
difference is less than a tolerance Iimit T inherent in the observer. On
the basis of the above distribution function we are able to calculate the
probability p for a pass in a single assessment, called 'acceptability', for
each p and each set of the parameters a and T.
To allow for various experimental conditions the following effects are
taken into consideration in our simulations .
Finitenumber of assessments
In real experiments the acceptability p can only be estimated by visual
pass/fail assessments. The fraction A = kf N of k passes in N assessments, the acceptance, may be used as an estimate for the unknown
acceptability. Repetitions of such passjfail assessments, however, will
in general yield different values for this estimate. From mathematical
statistics we can predict how the probabilities P for given A are distributed around the acceptability p:

2.I.

P(A; N,p)

=

{(

N). PAN( I-pt<' -A>, for AN: k,
AN
k- o,

o

I, 2,

0

0

.,

N

elsewhere

with
N(N- I) (N-2) .. . (N-NA+ I)
I X2
(AN)
0

0

0

Non-spherical tolerance surface in color space
In color space the tolerance Iimit may depend on the direction of the
sample with respect to the standard. To allow for this anisotropy we
used an ellipsoidal instead of a spherical 'tolerance surface' around the
standard locus. The ellipsoid was characterized by its three principal
axes, lying respectively in the lightness, saturation, and hue directions.

2.2.

2.]. Direction dependence of the uncertainty a in color space
The uncertainty a for visual sensation may also vary with the direction
of the color difference in color space. We took this fact into account by
establishing an ellipsoidal 'uncertainty surface' analogous to the tolerance ellipsoid. The distance from any point of the surface to the standard locus represents the uncertainty a in that direction.
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2.4. Spectrophotometric measurement
The spectrophotometric measurement of the standards and samples
introduces a random fluctuation in the calculated color differences. To
simulate this effect we assumed independent normal distributions of the
corresponding reflectance values.

3· Results
Several results obtained by simulation such as the influence of the
mentioned effects on the pattern of an acceptancefcolor-difference plot
are presented on slides. One result, however, will be given here: the
dependence of the product-moment correlation coefficient on the
number of assessments per sample and the number of samples.
Some authors (McLaren I97oa, b, Kuehni I97I, I972, Jaeckel I973•
I974• McDonald I974) classify the utility of a formula inter alia
according to the product-moment correlation coefficient between
acceptance and color difference. W e demonstrate by simulation how
this value may vary with the experimental conditions even in the case
of an 'ideal' formula. The following conditions were chosen:
spherical tolerance and uncertainty surfaces with a tolerance Iimit
T = 2 !J.E units and an uncertainty a = I !J.E unit;
no errors from measurement;
10, so or Ioo samples uniformly distributed around one standard
within o and 4 !J.E units;
variable number of assessments per sample.
For each combination of number of assessments and number of
samples IO simulations were carried out. Foreach of them the correlation coefficient r was computed. The resulting maximum, minimum and
mean values are plotted in figure I. The following tendencies can be
seen: r is strongly dependent on the number of assessments N for low
N. It increases with increasing number of assessments up to an expectation value of o·990 (see below). For a given N the scatter of r is determined by the number of samples. It decreases with increasing number of
samples.
What cannot be seen from the figure is the dependence of r on the
distribution of the samples around the standard. Due to the fact that
the acceptability curve P(!l) is not a straight line in the acceptance/
color-difference plot, the distribution of the samples greatly affects the
expectation value of r which for usual distributions is always less than I,
even for an 'ideal' formula.
On the basis of these results it can be said that the product-moment
correlation coefficient is not a satisfactory measure for the utility of a
color-difference formula for pass/fail decisions.
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Figure I. Simulated variation of the product-moment correlation coefficient between acceptance and color difference with
number of visual assessments per sample and number of samples.
Maximum, minimum and mean values of 10 simulations for each
combination of number of assessments and number of samples.

4· Conclusion
Simulation is a good means to gain an insight into what happens in an
experiment. lt enables us to study separately the consequences of the
several effects which act in the experiment. The results can be used to
define reasonable conditions for a real experiment. The main difficulty,
however, is to find model functions which correlate closely with
practical conditions.
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C39 THE EXPLOITATION OF LAB SPACE BY UK
DYERS AND DYEMAKERS
KMcLAREN
Instrumental Colour Systems Ltd, 13 Bone Lane, Newbury, Berks,
England

I.

Introduction

In 1970 it appeared probable that the Adams-Nickerson uniform colour
space (ANLAB) was the most reliable for quantifying the acceptability
of dyed textiles. The development of colour-difference meters which
enabled a dyer to obtain a 11E value and a selection of three or more of
its components in ANLAB units was welcomed by several dyehouses
who had long feit the need to replace the traditional subjective method,
and by the end of 1976, twenty-five dyehouses and one large retail
establishment were in the process of changing to objective, instrumental
methods. The country's largest dyemaker, who had actively assisted
many dyehouses to establish instrumental methods, had also found
ANLAB space to be an ideal colour-order system for displaying the
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characteristics of their dyes, both singly andin combination. Following
the developments in the CIE, these organizations are switching to
CIELAB at the time of writing: no difficulties are anticipated. To
avoid confusion, the paperwill therefore refer to CIELAB only, as by
the time it is presented the changeover should be complete and CIELAB
should have become a CIE Recommendation which the author feels
should have been endorsed specifically for surface colours leaving
CIELUV for additive mixtures.
2.

Shade passing

Although CIELAB space has now been shown to be the most reliable of
the established spaces for quantifying the acceptability and perceptibility of colour differences, the simplistic objective of 'single-number
shade passing' was by no means realized (the author believes it to be
unattainable ). Dyehouses therefore assumed right from the start that
passjfail tolerances would vary according to the colour involved and the
nature of the colour difference as weil as the closeness of match required. The establishment of individual values did not prove arduous
even though the range of 11E values representing colour differences of
the same degree of acceptability was I 5: I. One extremely valuable
development which does not seem to have been used with earlier Lab
spaces has been that of metric hue, because in about three-quarters of
colours the passjfail tolerance of 11 hue was significantly less than that
for 11 lightness or 11 chroma. Another was the splitting of 11E into the
dyers variables of 11 hue, 11 brightness and 11 strength, and this method
has been used in the majority of UK dyehouses. Once the individual
tolerances have been established, passjfail decisions can be taken
within 45 seconds and the benefits have been very marked; in most
cases output per machine has been substantially increased because
unnecessary shading additions have been eliminated. The splitting of
11E into its components of 11 hue, 11 brightness and 11 strength also
assists the dyer in correcting off-shade material whereas 11 chroma and
11 lightness values are much less helpful.
3· Shade sorting
Only one dyehouse has introduced instrumental shade sorting, a figure
which is low solely because the methods used by most UK dyehouses
are batchwise rather than continuous. The method used is to position
every sample in CIELAB space and to use the computer to partition the
resultant cloud into reetangular prisms or (better) ellipsoids whose
axes have the three numerical tolerances of 11 hue, 11 lightness and
11 chroma, or 11 hue, 11 brightness and 11 strength.
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4· A colour map for dyers
CIELAB space has alt the virtues of Munselt space as a colour-order
system and has the significant advantage that the Coordinates of any
colour can be readily determined with a precision limited solely by that
governing the XYZ values. The line joining the positions of a series of
dyeings of increasing strength-a 'strength line' -characterizes the
colours obtainable from a single dye; the surface containing the positions of alt two-dye combinations and the corresponding solid for all
three-dye combinations define the alt-important 'colour gamuts' in a
manner not achievable in XYZ space.
Three-dimensional arrays are, however, difficult to visualize and
prohibitively expensive to produce, and attempts have been made to
produce a two-dimensional map of CIELAB space. The first attempt
was to use the conventional ab diagram in which the colours of maximum
realizable brightness at specific points were iltustrated; the Iimitation of
this array is that important shades such as greys, browns and olives are
missing. The next attempt was to use several ab diagrams of constant
lightness but only pastel blues and greens appeared on the same diagram
as fult yeltows. The solution to the problern was found in the series of
dyeings established as ISO Standard Depths. These consisted of
dyeings in r6 different hues plus greys, each member of a set being
visualty equal in 'depth of shade' as judged subjectively. The dyeings of
Half Standard Depth are most typical of the shades dyers are calted
upon to produce, and this depth has the additional advantages that it
represents the maximum chroma achievable by most dyes and dye
mixtures, and thus defines the maximum gamut achievable from any
range of dyes.
Dyeings of the same depth lie on a surface in CIELAB space which
slopes steeply down from yeltow to violet and which is, in addition,
markedly curved; a contour diagram has been produced.
This Colour Map has proved of considerable benefit in displaying the
colour characteristics of alt dyes, two-dye and three-dye mixtures; and
even those to whom the complexities of colour physics are a mystery can
find their way with the Colour Map.
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C310 FARBMETRISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN
NAHEZU SCHWARZEN DRUCKEN
F GLÄSER
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft, 6230 Frankfurt (Main) 8o, Bundesrepublik
Deutschland
Wegen der geringen Remission fast schwarzer Proben wird ihre visuelle
Beurteilung stark durch das Umfeld und durch Oberflächeneffekte
(Glanz) beeinflußt. Auch farbmetrische Untersuchungen stellen je nach
der Aufgabenstellung große Anforderungen an Probevorbereitung,
Meßtechnik und Auswertung.
Für spezielle Probleme wie z.B. Farbdifferenzbewertung, Weißbewertung und auch für Schwarzbewertung wird von der Praxis
häufig eine die Reduzierung der dreidimensionalen Farbcharakterisierung auf eine eindimensionale Skala gewünscht. Für fast schwarze
Proben wurden kürzlich von zwei Skalen vorgeschlagen (Schumacher
I976), die bei Verwendung eines geringfügig von der Originalarbeit
abweichenden Farbsystems folgenden Formeln entsprechen:

M*

=

M': =

IOO (z-log L*)
Ioo [z-log (L*+b*-a*)].

L*, a*, b* werden nach der CIELAB-Formel (CIE I976) berechnet.
Für sehr kleine Normfarbwerte, für die die Formel nicht definiert ist,
wurde die Kubikwurzelbeziehung linear nach Null extrapoliert. M*
berücksichtigt nur die Helligkeit, beiM; wird versucht auch Farbtonabweichungen einzubeziehen.
Um die Anwendbarkeit dieser Formeln auf schwarze Drucke zu
prüfen, wurden zwischen sehr dunklen Proben ( Y < I) und relativ
hellen Proben mit bereits deutlich braunem Ton (
Io) weitere
Proben so eingeordnet, daß zwischen zwei Proben ein visuell gleicher
Schwärzungsunterschied bestand. Die Zahl der Zwischenproben war
konstant. Die Proben der einzelnen Reihen wurden mit 8°/d Geometrie
mit einem modifizierten Spektralphotometer (Hoffmann I973) gemessen, wobei die an der Oberfläche gespiegelte Intensität durch eine
Glanzfalle unterdrückt wurde. L*, M* und M': wurden berechnet und
die Mittelwerte aus den Wiederholungen der Einordnung gebildet.
Abbildung I stellt die Ergebnisse für das Einordnen über weißem und
schwarzem Grund dar. Danach stellen L • wie auch M* und M':
brauchbare Schwarzskalen dar.
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Aus den Daten von Schumacher, die an sehr dunklen Lacken hinter
Glas gemessen wurden, geht hervor, daß in diesem Helligkeitsbereich
jedoch nur M"' und besonders M: gute Schwarzskalen sind, d.h. einen
nahezu linearen Zusammenhang zwischen visuellen und farbmetrischer
Stufung geben, nicht jedoch L"', da bei den helleren Proben Abweichungen auftreten. Eine Berechnung des Zusammenhanges zwischen L"'
und M"' zeigt, daß im Helligkeitsbereich der hier untersuchten Proben,
dieser Zusammenhang durch eine lineare Funktion gut approximiert
werden kann, im Bereich der Helligkeit der von Schumacher benutzten
Proben jedoch nicht. Im hier untersuchten Bereich müssen daher
sowohl L"' als auch M"' lineare Skalen sein wenn eine von ihnen linear
ist, bei den dunklen Proben sindjedoch die von Schumacker gefundenen
Unterschiede zu erwarten.
Insgesamt scheint vorläufig die M'*'-Skala gegenüber L"' die bessere
Schwarzskala zu sein, wenngleich jedoch noch weitere Untersuchungen
besonders der Brauchbarkeitsgrenzen nötig sind.
Die Skala
berücksichtigt zusätzlich den Farbstich einer schwarzen
Probe, wobei berücksichtigt wird, daß ein mit einem rotstichigen Blau
'geschöntes' Schwarz tiefer wirkt. Die Form in der der Farbstrich
berücksichtigt wird, bewirkt aber, daß bei dunklen Proben mit blaurotem Farbstich das Argument des Logarithmus negativ und die Formel
unbrauchbar wird. Solche Fälle wurden bei der Bewertung einiger
Schwarzdrucke festgestellt.
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Diese Schwierigkeiten lassen sich vermeiden, wenn man vom
Versuch eine eindimensionale Schwarzskala zu definieren abgeht und
für jede Probe drei charakteristische Werte angibt. Es wird daher
vorgeschlagen, die Helligkeitsbewertung durch M* durchzuführen und
für die Abweichung vom neutralen Schwarz zusätzlich ein Verfahren zu
übernehmen wie es in der Deutschen Norm (DIN 55 980 bzw. DIN
55 981) zur Charakterisierung des Farbstichs von Weißproben beschrieben ist. Die Größe des Farbstichs ist durch den Chroma-Anteil C* der
Farbdifferenz zwischen Probe und Bezugsschwarz nach der erweiterten
CIELAB-Formel gegeben. Der Farbton wird durch Angabe eines von
acht Farbtonbereichen definiert, in die der Farbkreis geteilt wurde. Die
Zuordnung erfolgt nach dem Wert des Verhältnisses a* jb* unter
Berücksichtigung der Vorzeichen von a* und b*.
Diese Kombination würde in der Helligkeitskennzeichnung in
erster Näherung eine Schwarzskala enthalten, deren Bewertung durch
die Berücksichtigung des explizit angegebenen Farbstichs denjeweiligen
Praxiserfahrungen entsprechend korrigiert werden könnte.
Die oben beschriebenen Anordnungsversuche wurden auf schwarzem
und weißem Untergrund durchgeführt. Wie Abbildung 1 zu entnehmen
ist, treten keine signifikanten Unterschiede auf. Berechnet man dagegen
den Einfluß des Umfeldes nach Judd und Wyszecki (1967) so sind
zwei verschiedene, gekrümmte Skalen zu erwarten. Da bei den Versuchen die Proben gleichzeitig betrachtet und nur Differenzen bewertet
wurden, scheint der Umfeldeinfluß die relative Einstufung nicht so
stark zu beeinflussen, wie den absoluten Farbeindruck. Dagegen ist die
Erkennbarkeit von Differenzen auf schwarzem Grund deutlich besser,
so daß diese Schwarzreihen eine Zwischenstufe mehr enthalten.
Die Untersuchungen zeigten auch deutlich, daß neben einem
ausreichend empfindlichen Meßgerät die Meßgeometrie und die
Berücksichtigung der Oberflächenremission von entscheidender Bedeutung sind. Dabei ist zu beachten, daß die Oberflächenremission nicht
nur von der Ebenheit der Oberfläche und der Art des Bindemittels
beeinflußt wird, sondern auch von Art und Konzentration der Färbemittel (Schmelzer 1976).
Es wurden Vergleichsmessungen mit folgenden Konfigurationen an
den gleichen Drucken durchgeführt: 8°/d mit schwarzer Glanzfalle,
Originalprobe; 8°/d mit schwarzer Glanzfalle, Probe hinter Glas mit
optischen Kontakt zum Glas; 45 °-Geometrie, Original probe. Einige
Ergebnisse sind in Tabelle I zusammengestellt.
Wie aus der Tabelle zu entnehmen ist, bewirkt der Glanzausschluß
eine Erhöhung der Schwarzwerte, wie es zu erwarten ist. Ebenso
nimmt erwartungsgemäß der Farbstich zu und es ändert sich auch der
Farbton. Der Vergleich der Messungen vor und hinter Glas zeigt, daß
die Glanzfalle nicht die gesamte Oberflächenremission der Original-
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Tabelle I. Bewertung von schwarzen Drucken in Abhängigkeit von der
Meßgeometrie.
Farbauflage
willk. Einh.
7,2
9,2
I2,o
I5,2
I7,8

L*
M*
Bo/d Bo/d 45° 8°/d Bo/d
Glas
Glas
23,9 I9,5 17,3 65,3 78,9
I8,4 I I,20 I2,3 76,4 97.5
I4,7 8,75 7,5 86,o I09,o
I2,4 7,7I 5,I 93,2 I I2,7
I2,9 6,85 5,3 9I,5 II8.4

C*
Farbtont
8°/d 8°/d 45° 8°/d Bo/d 45°
Glas
Glas
73,9 3,52 I3,2 6,66 YR YR YR
93,6 I,4I 9,90 4,32 YR YR R
II3,I 0,55 7,67 2,46 R R R
I3o,6 0,94 6,27 o,8o B R R
I29,2 I,33 5,2o o,26 B R BR

45°

t YR, Gelbrot; R, Rot; BR, Blaurot; B, Hlau.

proben erfaßt. Die starken Unterschiede zwischen den Messungen
machen deutlich, daß Meßgeometrie und Probenaufmachung bei
Schwarzmessungen eine entscheidende Rolle spielen und konsequent
der jeweiligen Meßaufgabe anzupassen sind.
Insgesamt gesehen lassen die hier besprochenen Untersuchungen
hoffen, daß bei Einhalten gewisser Verfahrensregeln auch für nahezu
schwarze Proben eine praktisch nutzbare Farbmetrik möglich ist.

Anerkennung
Herrn Dr Schunck danke ich für die Überlassung zahlreicher Drucke.
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C311 MESURE AUTOMATIQUE DES SEUILS
DIFFERENTIELS DE COULEUR

JP

REYFTMANN

Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France
Nous effectuons Ia mesure du seuil differentiel de couleur a luminance
constante, a l'aide d'une version automatisee du Colorimetre de Parra
(1969) permettant d'associer simplicite d'emploi et precision.
Un module d'asservissement permet d'effectuer automatiquement les
reglages avant chaque seance d'observation. Lorsque l'observateur
pen;:oit le seuil, le resultat est enregistre sur une bande perforee.
Le principal souci, lors de la realisation, fut d' eliminer les jeux
mecaniques. De plus, la stabilite des repartitions spectrales est surveilIee a Ia pupille de sortie.
La mesure du seuil s'effectue avec un contröle permanent de Ia
precision sur des observateurs non inities, y compris des enfants.
L'exploitation des resultats par l'ordinateur est immediate. II est
faciJe d'effectuer des meJanges entre diverses Couleurs du diagramme
chromatique, permettant ainsi de preciser Ia forme du seuil en certains
points.
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THE CREATION OF A COLOUR MUSEUM

K McLAREN
Society of Dyers & Colourists, Bradford, Yorkshire, England
The Society of Dyers & Colourists was formed in r884 and has acquired
an extensive collection of records relating to the dyeing and printing
industry. Until recently these archives could not be displayed as the
Society had no permanent headquarters, but in 1970 this situation
changed completely with the purchase of an attractive late-nineteenthcentury stone building standing in an elevated position near the centre
of Bradford. Only part of this building was needed for administrative
purposes andin 1975 it was decided to create a Colour Museum on two
ftoors each covering about r 30 m 2 •
The first ftoor will be devoted to colour in general and will include
exhibits based on the chapter Teaching the Basic Principles of Colour in the
Society's booklet lntroducing Colour published in 1976. A lecture room
seating 4o-5o will be on this ftoor and it is proposed that a regular series
of lectures on colour should be given to schoolchildren throughout term
time and special occasional lectures to adults.
The second ftoor will be mainly concerned with the technology of
coloration, particularly in the textile industry, and will be heavily
weighted in favour of the post-r8s6 period, which has seen the almost
complete replacement of natural by synthetic dyes. Though it will not be
possible to house dyeing machinery, it is hoped that working models may
be acquired to supplement photographs. The first exhibit donated
specifically to the museum is one of the first Davidson & Hemmendinger analog colour-matching computers. This ftoor will also house the
Society's archives and provision will be made for these to be studied.
Selected items dealing with specific topics such as colour fastness will
be displayed for a period, then replaced by others covering another
topic.
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THE NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE COLOUR
EDUCATION
ENID VERITY
The Old House Studio, Mill Lane, Henley-on-Thames, RG9 4HB,
Oxon, England

Two years ago I was invited to give a Postgraduate Workshop on
colour at Iowa University. This was a three-week course under high
pressure with daily talks and discussions combined with practical
studio work. The course was called Discovering Colour, and the students and I together explored many aspects of colour under four
general headings: (i) The Comprehension of Colour; (ii) The History
of Colour; (iii) Colour and Light; and (iv) Colour and Life.
In the Comprehension of Colour we first considered classificationcharacteristically colour is both a tool of classification and is itself
capable of classification. We discussed colour as a unique form of data
display dependent on visual perception, both in qualitative terms
broadly concerned with visual effects and in quantitative terms concerned with the measurement of colour. We studied visual discrimination of colour, how the eye can perceive millians of colours and how the
mind seeks their visual order. We looked at the three-dimensional
classification of colour as an aid to understanding perceptual relationships.
In the History of Colour we studied the creativity and technical
virtuosity that came to triumph over the restricted colour palette of long
ago, tagether with the development of dyes and pigments over hundreds
of years, comparing natural and traditional with synthetic modern
colorants. Under this heading, too, we examined the principal colour
systems designed to satisfy the complex demands of science, industry
and commerce that have gradually evolved since the production of a
two-dimensional colour chart as far back as 1671, up to the sophisticated
solids and atlases of today. We noted the application of science to the
analysis of colour in works of art.
Under the heading of Colour and Light, the electromagnetic wave
spectrum and the visible spectrum, and additive and subtractive light
mixtures, were discussed and illustrated. Unfortunately, Iack of time
and facilities prevented the making of our own spectral reflectance
curves from colorimetric readings, but we were lucky enough to be
given a fascinating demonstration by Professor Lowell Cross at the
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Department of Music. He showed how Iaser beams, passed through
prisms and projected monochromatic light synchronized with single
sound wavelengths and also with music by Mozart and Beethoven,
produce kaleidoscopic patterns-these phenomena being compared
with the effects of light mixtures from conventional light sources.
The final section, Colour and Life, involved plant and animal
chromatology. We saw how tiny deposits of organic pigments combine
with the minutely structured texture of petals to produce the marvellous purity and chromatic range in the colour of flowers; how both
schemachromes and biochromes contribute to colours in animals; and
how colour is used in nature for protection and display. We also discussed the mechanical and physiological function of the eye, and how
information transmitted through the optic nerve to the visual cortex is
interpreted to form meaningful images. Finally, we looked at some of the
worldwide symbolism of colour: religious, secular, military and tribal,
its long and diverse history and its social significance.
Obviously, this was a very ambitious programme to cover in a series
of talks and discussions, as weil as in practical work in the studio. This
studio work itself included such diverse projects as monochromatic
collages, exercises in colour relationships along the lines of Itten and
Albers, experiments in optical mixtures, in the imaginative exploration
of colour related to form and texture, and finally in an interior design
scheme executed in colour and incorporating a display of fabric samples.
Enough work, you might think, for a whole year's course, and yes, this
is what we should have liked.
However, we all flogged ourselves to get through the course in so
short a time, and that the Workshop was apparently so successful and
so popular was due perhaps partly to Parkinson's Law, partly to the
enthusiasm and ability of the students, and partly to the variety and
quality of the educational material that I was able to provide. This
included 20 illustrated charts on the various aspects of colour that I
have mentioned. I had prepared these charts for publication not only
to provide information for just such a course, but for other general
courses on colour. Explanatory texts were available for each of the
charts, and in preparing those of a specifically scientific nature I had the
kind and invaluable help of Professor David Wright. A great many
slides and related visual material were also available.
At most of the conferences on colour that I have attended, the majority of papers presented have been highly specialized and scientific,
particularly those dealing with colour measurement. Indeed, many of
them were too esoteric in content to be understood by any but scientists already weil versed in colour theory. The point I should like to
make here, therefore, is that all this splendid scientific information
needs to be assimilated and diffused into higher education by means of
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such comprehensive courses on colour as I have outlined in this paper.
I believe that the better understanding of colour in every sphere that
such education could engender, would not only enormously stimulate
and benefit those about to ernhark on a career directly connected with
the practice or theory of colour, but would also provide others with
insight into the significance of colour in many occupations and disciplines. One has only to think of work in pure and applied physics,
organic and inorganic chemistry, astronomy, biology and biochemistry,
perception in the medical context, and the vast field of commercial art,
design and fashion, and of media communications, to be aware of how
necessary a wider understanding of colour has become.
Because of this, and because the quality and quantity of information is
so uneven, it is difficult for the student who wants to learn about colour
in a broad way to find, comprehend and collate the specialist information
that exists. Surely in no other field of study are the arts and sciences so
interdependent and yet so divided by Iack of adequate communication.
I should like to develop the points I have made with slides illustrating
areas of colour that might be included in a comprehensive educational
course, and I will indicate some of the educational material that is
available, in the hope that it will encourage a much more general
promotion of colour education than at present exists.

C43 ON THE PERCEPTION OF COLOUR VISION,
TASTE AND SMELL
A POLYDOROU
Unilever Ltd, Gate House, St John's Square, London ECx, England

The aim of this paper is to exemplify my thoughts and present the
results of some recent work to back them pertaining to the similarities
that exist between the senses of colour vision, taste and smell (the
chemical senses). By considering their common attributes, it is possible
to apply proven features and methodologies regarding one of the
senses to the other two. lt is thus quite possible that the colour experts
can learn something from their colleagues working in the fields of
taste and smell. It is certain that the taste and smell researchers can
learn a thing or two from their colour colleagues.
The historical development of colour-vision theory presents an
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excellent example where two opposing views, the physiological and the
psychological, have been combined together to form a logical and
acceptable interpretation of observed phenomena. The vast majority of
workers in the fields of the chemical senses are interlocked in purely
physiological investigations. The only ventures into psychological
aspects have simply dealt with judgments of similarities (as perceived
on a hedonic scale) or with semantic differentials.
A more realistic approach would be to adapt the subjective techniques
of visual matehing colorimetry. Thus instead of asking, (i) How much
do you like tea A? (ii) How does tea A compare with tea B? (iii) Name
which words (probably from a long Iist of flavour qualities) suggest
similarities with the cup of tea A, one should probably be asked to
grade by direct comparison with Standard solutions of various concentrations, the bitterness, sweetness, etc, of tea A.
I have recently tried this approach with very encouraging results.
Furthermore, considering the four ,taste qualities together (sweetness,
bitterness, saltiness, sourness), I have developed a three-dimensional
geometrical model based on the idea of the CIE chromaticity diagram,
which appears to represent adequately and uniquely all tastes tried up
to now. The normal rules of 'the algebra and geometry of colorimetry'
seem to apply without exception.
I am now extending this exciting research to the sense of smell. I
hope that this work will, by the end of the year, establish once and for
all the existence of primaries in the sense of smell. Here, I am provisionally assuming six qualities and using a multi-dimensional vector-space
model.
One of the most fascinating aspects of this work is the links that can
be observed between the 'appearance problems' as defined by the
colour experts, and the various geometrical models designed to specify
similarity judgments as defined by the chemical senses experts. This is
probably one aspect where the colour experts can learn something from
their colleagues. For example some of the saturation-luminosity effects
(such as a yellow beam combined with a red beam giving an apparent
lower luminosity than the red beam on its own), is a very common
occurrence in taste (synergism and antisynergism) .
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LE TETRAEDRE DE LA TETRACHROMIE

PIERRE DEMERS
Departement de Physique de l'Universite de Montreal, PQ et Centre
quebecois de Ia Couleur, Case postale 6rz8, Montreal ror, Canada

1.

Introduction

Depuis plusieurs annees, On parle de Ia tetrachromie a Ia maniere de
Trezona (1974), qui recourt a quatre primaires pour trouver un equilibre invariant par rapport aux changements de luminance. Les valeurs
des quatre primaires ne peuvent evidemment pas se figurer par un
point sur un triangle, de sorte que Ia representation des resultats pose un
interessant problerne d'ordre geometrique. Nous apportons une
Solution a Ce prob[eme.
2.

De quatre

a trois dimensions

Convenons des quatres symboles r, v, b,j; Je problerne est de figurer par
un point un quadruplet (r, v , b, j). Le problerne est insoluble s'il s'agit
de quatre valeurs independantes. Par exemple, en trichromie, un point
sur un plan represente un cloubiet (r, v), de valeurs independantes. Un
point dans l'espace represente un triplet (r, v, V), ou (r, v, b), ou (X, Y,
Z), de valeurs independantes.
Cependant notons qu' en trichromie, un point sur un plan represente
aussi un triplet (r, ·v, b), s'il ne contient que deux valeurs independantes,
Ia troisieme etant donnees par Ia relation

r+v+b =

r.

II suit qu'un point dans l'espace peut fort bien representer un quadruplet (r, v , b, j), si on exige Ia relation

r+v+b+j

=

r.

(Ou d'ailleurs en principe une relation quelconque de Ia forme f(r, v ,
= o.)

b,j)

Du triangle au tetraedre .. .
II nous faut choisir maintenant Ia geometrie. Nous pouvons adopter
trois axes rectangulaires r, v, b; Ia distance du point au plan

2 .I .

r+v+b =

1,
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multipliee par .J3 = 1,732, est egale aj. Ce plan determine une pyramide tetraedrique trirectangulaire (Demers 1975).
Au lieu de cette pyramide, il est nature! de choisir un tetraedre
regulier. A son interieur, la somme des distances aux quatre faces est
constante, r, v, b et j sont chacune de ces distances si la hauteur du
tetraedre est l'unite. 11 y a quatre coordonnees a lire. Certaines coordonnees sont negatives pour un point exterieur.
et du tetraedre au triangle
Un point dans l'espace represente trois valeurs independantes. Mais
l'espace est chose encombrante, ne pourrions-nous pas revenir a la
figuration plane? Oui, en effet, mais il faut deux points, ou un point et
une fleche, a la maniere de certains diagrammes montrant le quadruplet
(x, y, z, Y) par une fleche verticale partant du point x, y, z sur le
triangle de la CIE.
Voici comment faire: partons d'un triangle equilateral RVB de cöte
I, ajustons sa taille pour que le cöte devienne egal a
I. Puis,
sur de point r, v, b correct, erigeons une fleche egale a j.

2.2 • •••

2.J. De Ia couronne aux prismes ...
En ignorant le primaire J, nous trac;ons, dans le plan j = o, la couronne
spectrale habituelle en trichromie. A une valeur non nulle de j, dans le
plan j = constante, la couronne spectrale se repete avec la meme
forme. La repetition de ces couronnes engendre la surface d'un prisme
qui, necessairement, touche les quatre sommets RVBJ.
Cela est vrai a un niveau donne de luminance L •. Si l'on recommence
a un autre niveau de luminance L 2 , dans la mesure ou la tetrachromie
est necessaire, la couronne spectrale avec j = o n' est plus la meme, et la
variation de j donne aussi naissance a la surface d'un prisme. De meme
a L3, L4, etc.
Cependant, dans la mesure ou la tetrachromie est suffisante et permet
de trouver un equilibre invariant par rapport a la luminance, a chaque
longueur d'onde du spectre, tous ces prismes s'appuient sur un contour, c'est-a-dire une intersection ou une ligne unique.
. . . des prismes a la couronne gauehe
Cette intersection forme une ligne continue dont la forme generale peut
s'etablir, a partir de renseignements de Trezona (1973). Cette ligne
determine une surface en seile.
Dans la mesure ou la tetrachromie est necessaire et suffisante, cette
surface en seile est destinee a remplacer la surface plane des diagrammes
de chromaticite CIE, et la couronne gauehe tracee sur cette surface en
seile est destinee a remplacer la couronne plane a laquelle on nous a
2 4·
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habitues, pour representer les chromaticites et correspondre aux
qualites colorees des longueurs d'onde spectrales et des pourpres.

Figure 1. Aspect general de l'espace tetraedrique d'apres Ia
tetrachromie de Trezona. Le tetraedre apparait entoure d'un
prisme coronal a une luminance L 1 • Ce prisme contient !es
couronnes trichromatiques planes RVB, RJB figurees (et
aussi RJV, JVB). II contient aussi Ia couronne gauehe RVBJ.
A une autre luminance L 2 le prisme et !es couronnes planes sont
differents, mais touchent cependant aussi les quatre sommets
RVBJ; de meme a L 3 , L,. . ... La couronne gauehe est cependant commune a tous !es prismes coronaux. Elle renferme Ia
surface gauehe de Ia tetrachromie, sur laquelle apparaissent tous
!es equilibres tetrachromes realisables. On a essaye de montrer
une ellipse de MacAdam tracee sur Ia surface gauehe aux
luminances elevees, et sa deformation progressive quand Ia
luminance decroit. Cette surface est en selle, relevee a s8o et a
400 nm, abaissee a soo et a 7oo nm. L'epaisseur du trait suggere
Ia valeur de J. Cette surface est valable atoutes !es luminances.

3· Ellipses et ellipsoides de MacAdam
Sur la surface en selle, il faudrait maintenant tracer des lignes fermees
representant les seuils de discernement des couleurs, ces lignes seraient
encore des ellipses en premiere approximation, mais de plus en plus
grandes a mesure que la luminance diminue, au point de toucher la
couronne spectrale.
A chaque niveau de luminance, il y a d'ailleurs un ellipsoide de
MacAdam, dans lequel une dimension figure le seuil de variation de
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luminance discernable. (I! y a d'ailleurs des problemes qui se posent: il
faut definir Ia composition spectrale a chaque point de Ia surface,
sinon il y a un metamerisme special.)

4· L'avenir de Ia tetrachromie
Les donnees de l'experience sont trop rares pour permettrede meubler
convenablement l'espace tetraedrique. I! faudrait des mesures beaucoup
plus nombreuses d 'equilibre et de seuils de discernabilite.
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J M W TURNER-A GREAT COLORIST

TERRY WALKER
American Optical Corporation, Buffalo, New York, USA

In this decade we have celebrated the bicentenary of the birth of Turner,
one of England's greatest artists and one of the most original colorists
of all time.
In his life's work can be seen the break-unique in the history of
painting-between the romantic style of the 18th century and that of
the modern period. Almost at the midpoint of his career his extraordinary imagination and invention allowed him to revolutionize his
art, eliminating from it almost entirely linear draftsmanship and
classical composition to create pictures in terms of broad areas of light
and color that reached out into the fringes between the representational
and the abstract.
During this later period his work bears a likeness to the fleeting
visual impressions in color painted by Monet half a century later, and
again, to the more recent works of the abstract expressionists. In their
work, as in Turner's, there are no edged shapes or dramatic color
confrontations, but a slow build-up of color fields that suggest space.
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These affinities with the traditional art of his day and with modern
painters indicate the remarkable scope of Turner's work.
For many years in the early 18oos Turner was Professor of Perspective at the Royal Academy in London. From his notes and lectures it is
apparent he gave continuing thought to the use of color in his paintings
as he sought to unite his own empirical color practices with a theoretical
understanding. For his lectures he drew mostly from the scientific
experience of the Renaissance and of the 18th century. However, he
maintained a close interest in the work of Newton and also in the
discoveries ofthat era in physiological optics, which had a great deal to
say for him about artistic perception and spectator response.
From his lecture notes we read: 'White in prismatic order is the
union of compound light, while the mixtures of our material colours
become the opposite, that is, the destruction of all-or in other words
darkness. Light is therefore colour, and shadow is the privation of it by
the removal of these rays of colour, or subduction of power. These are
to be found throughout nature in the ruling principles of diurnal variations, the grey dawn, the yellow morning sunrise, the red departing
ray, in everlasting combination. These are the pure combinations of
aerial colours.'
Turner had studied the Natural System of Colaurs by Moses Harris
and had modified Harris's color circle for his own use giving yellow the
dominant place over Harris's red. His infatuation with yellow became
famous. For Turner, yellow was the primary warm color and white its
opposite.
In his later years he read Eastlake's interpretation of Goethe's
Theory of Colours. In this work Goethe divided his color circle into two
halves. Yellow, orange and red were in one half and called the plus
colors, and he suggested the feelings they excited were quick, lively and
aspiring. In the other half were the minus colors, blue-green, blue and
purple, producing a restless, susceptible, anxious impression. Turner
remained sceptical about the suggested symbolical implications of color,
but nevertheless Goethe's theory attracted him to paint two pictures
Light and Colour (Goethe's theory)-morning after the deluge in the plus
colors, and Shade and Darkness-the evening of the deluge in the minus
colors.
Turner's art was one of continuity and distinctiveness. After his
apprenticeship at the Royal Academy, Turner was always Turner. His
observations of the old masters, of nature and its forces, his phenomenal visual memory, and his travels in all weathers in England and on the
continent, combined with his poetic temperament, allowed him to
produce unique visual equivalents of what he saw.
After his visits to Italy he made many experimental sketches, creating
Iandscapes entirely from color structures. These remarkable
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and almost abstract designs can today be regarded as paintings in
themselves rather than 'Colour Beginnings' as they were catalogued in
the Tate Gallery and British Museum. Turner used color in these
sketches to create recession without the least amount of chiaroscuro.
Throughout his career he manipulated water colors and oils with
great versatility, carrying them to new stages as his genius unfolded. He
sought out situations where light and fleeting weather effects took
visible form, and he had the courage to drive on against established
contemporary opinion to grasp finally the unity of light and color. He
was the precursor of those artists of the modern era who have used
light and color as their principal means of expression.

C46 MARKING OF COLOURS IN THE COLOROID
COLOUR SYSTEM
ANTAL NEMCSICS, ELEK BERES and RUDOLF POSTASI
Technical University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary
An English-language 16 mm colour sound film Iasting 20 minutes
displays relations between colour sensations in a colour space transformed from the CIE system into a cylindrical coordinate system where
colours are arranged with spacings feit to be about equal.
In the Coloroid colour system demonstrated there is an exact
connection between colour sensation and physical characteristics,
colour stimulus. Colours in Coloroid are defined by the parameters
of hue, saturation, and brightness, and deduced from components
obtained by instrumental measurements approximating our colour
sensations. In the film the three notions are defined by visually demonstrating relations in additive colour mixtures with the help of the public.
In the Coloroid system the mark of a colour is composed of
Coordinates describing these concepts. On the basis of the colour marks,
the colour is easily imaginable and even reproducible by use of a special
installation.
The film was made from an educational viewpoint for students.
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Du MEASUREMENT OF ERRORS OF AN AUTOMATIC
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
ROBERTO DANIEL LOZANO and OSVALDO JUAN NEJAMIS
Division Optica, Departamento de Fisica, INTI, Libertad
Aires 1012, Argentina
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A Zeiss DMC 25 automatic recording spectrophotometer, designed for
use in colorimetry, has been tested to evaluate the errors contributed
by different sources. Various methods have been used for this purpose
(Clarke 1973, Gibson 1949, Mavrodineanu 1973, Mielenz 1973) and
in the present work a combination of them was used. The work is
divided into four parts.
The first part is dedicated to the study of the different sources of
error in the components of the instruments so that the errors arising from
optical or mechanical parts might be analysed. These errors were in
wavelength calibration, bandwidth, slit width, stray light, recording
system, sphere asymmetry and other parts. The recording system,
sphere asymmetry and photometric scale could not be tested directly
within the scope of this experiment.
The second part of this work was the measurement of a didymium
filter which was previously calibrated in the radiometric section of this
Division. The measurement of the filter was made using different bandwidths which can be directly selected in the instrument (2 ·5, 5 and
10 nm) by means of an electromechanical servomechanism operating
the slit of the monochromator. The calibration of the filter was made by
using exactly the same bandwidth asthat in the instrument, also providing an extra set for a smaller bandwidth (1 nm). To test the asymmetry
of the sphere the same measurements were repeated, changing only the
aperture of the illuminating beam (monochromatic) with a previous
recalibrating adjustment. The integrating sphere used has a diameter of
100 mm.
The third part of the experiment was made using a set of ceramic
tiles provided by The Ceramic Tile Council of Great Britain which,
although not previously calibrated at the NPL, is part of a set of 1000
tiles extracted from the same batch, the optical characteristics of which
were maintained within close tolerances (Ciarke and Samways 1968).
This set of 12 tiles was used to verify absolute and relative measurements
of the CIE tristimulus values in the spectrophotometer. The values
were calculated both directly in the instrument by means of a Davidson
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and Hemmendinger automatic integrator, and externally using a desk
calculator. Different parameters were varied during these measurements, namely, photometric scale- four different amplification scales
are available in the DMC 25: I: I; I: 2; I: 4 and I: 10-scanning speed,
and choice of illuminant.
The verification was made in terms of color differences evaluated as
the CIE I976 L*a*b* formula. The standard illuminants chosen were
CIE A, C, and D6s·
The scanning speeds in this instrument can be varied over a wide
range. The whole color spectral range (380-730 nm) can be scanned in
a time varying from approximately 55 seconds to 245 ooo seconds. This
time is the result of selectingvalues for the chart scale (5-Io-20 nm cm - 1 )
and for the chart speed (I /3·5, I /7, I/ I4, I/35, I{7o, I / I40, I/350,
I{7oo, I/ I400 and I/3500 cm s - 1 ). Normally it is unusual to select a
chart speed lower than I/35 cm s- 1 as a compromise. Highspeeds produced significant errors in the wavelength calibration or in the photometric scale while low speeds take too long or give wrong tristimulus
values. In our experiment we chose a scale of IO nm cm - 1 and a chart
speed of I /35 cm s- 1 , which gives a normal time of scanning of about
20 minutes.
In the fourth part of this work the photometric scale was checked
by using a set of filters previously calibrated in the radiometric section,
which were measured independently and all together. Also in this part
a set of neutral filters was used for the same purpose. As the optical
system uses a double-beam geometry, the photometric scale can be
checked absolutely with relative measurements.
From these experiments several general conclusions can be drawn:
(i) For samples with a continuous spectral transmittance or
refiectance factor, the instrument has an error which, in general, is
within the manufacturer's specification.
(ii) The instrument is not suitable for accurate measurement of
sharp absorption bands or peaks (as is the case of the didymium filters).
The error in this type of measurement can be as high as so per cent or
more.
(iii) The errors in the tristimulus-value computation also depend on
the measuring conditions. Normally the differences are smaller than
3 CIE I976 L*a*b* units. For dark colors the errors can be higher.
(iv) Special care must be taken with the selection of the scanning
speed. High speeds show a systematic error which depends on the
damping of the photometric system and on the adjustment of the
mechanical components. This effect was evident when measuring sharp
peaks.
(v) The automatically selected bandwidth shows a systematic error
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which is not significant when measuring a continuous spectrum, but
Ieads to severe errors when a discontinuous spectrum (typically that for
a didymium filter) is measured.
(vi) The aperture of the incident beam in the monochromatic mode
should be controlled as the sphere geometry showed a slight nonuniformity. This is particularly important in the case of small samples.
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Du

FINE COLOR METRIC (FCM)

LUDZ F C FRIELE
Fibre Research Institute TNO, Delft, The Netherlands

Since my analysis (Friele 1965) of color discrimination data, which led
to the FMC formulae (Chickering 1971, Friele 1975), new experimental
data have become available.
Forty-nine optimized discrimination ellipsoids were calculated from
the Davidson and Friede (1953), Metropolitan Section AATCC (1971),
Robinson (1969), Morley et al (1975), and the new VVVR data. The
VVVR experiment covers 1 o Standard colors, each surrounded by
20 variations; visual assessments are based on passjfail judgment and
on paired comparison.
The ellipsoids were analysed in terms of a retinal responsestage with
three primaries R, G and B, followed by zonal processing, leading to a
lightness signal L and the chromatic signals T (tritanopic) and D
(deuteranopic ).
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R

=

o·76o X +o·40I Y -o·I24 Z

G

=
=

-0·484 X +I ·38I Y +o·o79 Z

B
L=

o·847 Z
I8Y 113
for R>G
for G>R.

D has to be calculated by numerical integration:

D

=

J)(o·o85 B 4' 3/ P ' 3) 2 + (o.o55 Y 213) 2] - 112dß.

An approximately uniform color space is defined by the reetangular
coordinate system L,a,b:

a=T-o·3D
chroma = (a 2+ h2) 11 2

b = D-o·3 !Tl
hue-angle = tan- 1 (b fa) .

The a,b coordinate system places the pure hues red, green, yellow and
blue in opposite or perpendicular position.
Small color differences, however, cannot be measured accurately as
a distance in the L,a,b coordinate system:
=

o·o24 R 413/ Y 213 for R>G; t = o·o24 G413/ Y 213 for G>R
[(o·o85 ß4 ' 3/ P ' 3)2 + (o ·o55 Y2!3 )2) "2
6 y-2 ,3/j.y

d
fj.L

=

t/j.T

= o·76o(

=

fj.y)

fj.Y)-o·I24(

dfj.D=
c

a

= tan- 1 (D/T)

I ·6[ I- exp(- o·ooi 5 c 2)] sin

f
fj.E

2a

+ exp(- o·ooi 5 c 2)

2'5
I + o·oi Y

The factor 2·5 was added to yield fj.E values of roughly the same size as
those calculated by the CIE formulae . Parameter l handles the weight
of lightness differences relative to chromatic differences: l = I for the
Robinson, Metropolitan and VVVR data ; and l = o·4 for the DavidsonFriede data .
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The merit of the new formula was compared tothat of the CIELUV
and the CIELAB formulae by correlation of visual assessments and
calculated llE values. Moreover, llE values equivalent to a standard
value on the visual scale were calculated. In this summary, only overall
results can be presented.
Morley-Munn-Billmeyer data. As the psychological scale value is not
linearly related to the llE value, this scale was replaced by the scale
d = t(i- x) in which i is the index of average visual category scaling;
d is linearly related to !lE up to d = 2. The results are indicated in
table I. There is no clear discrimination between the formulae.

Table I. Morley-Munn-Billmeyer data.
Gorrelation coefficient
CIELUV CIELAB FCM
Total
o·69
0'71 Total
Average o·78
o·8o CV %

llE (d = 1)
CIELUV CIELAB FCM
4'4
3'7
4'3
18
25
19

Acceptance rating. The results presented in tab!r; II indicate a better
performance of the new formula . The total respective average correlation
coefficients (FCM) are similar, indicating that the accuracy of pass/fail
judgments in the three investigations is comparable.

Table II. Acceptance rating.
Gorrelation coefficient
CIELUV CIELAB FCM
Robinson
o·82
0'76
0'95
Davidson-Friede
Total
0'76 Total
0'57
0'55
Average o·67
o•67
o·83 CV %
Metropolitan Section AA TCC
o·8x Total
Total
o·67
0'71
o·82 CV %
Average 0'78
0'72
VVVR
Total
o·5o
0'76 Total
0'43
o·8o CV %
o·68
Average o·69

!lE (so%)
CIELUV CIELAB FCM

1'4

0'9

1'1

2'0
32

x·6
33

1'5
24

1'7
28

1'4
30

x·6
12

0'54
42

0'46
49

0'45
15

The accuracy of visual assessments can, however, be enhanced
substantially when other scaling techniques are applied. This is
demonstrated by the VVVR paired comparison experiment (see table

III).
The CIELUV and CIELAB formulae break down completely for
saturated red and blue colors.
The development of a formula giving the same numerical rating to
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Table 111. Paired comparison (VVVR) .

Total
Average

Gorrelation coejjicient
CIELUV
CIELAB
o·61
o·58
o·82
o·8o

FCM
o·88
0'92

visually equal color differences throughout color space is of paramount
importance to industry. Disagreement between total and average
correlation coefficients points towards shortcomings in this respect;
high coefficients of variation for 11E (so %) tell the same story. In view
of the individual spread in passjfail judgment, the performance of the
new formula is such that one and the same number rating for visually
equal tolerances can already be utilized.
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D13 FINAL REPORT ON THE EVALUATION OF
DIFFERENT COLOR-DIFFERENCE FORMULAE BY
MEANS OF AN EXPERIMENT ON COLOR SCALING
ROBERTO DANIEL LOZANO
Division Optica, Departamento de Fisica, INTI, Libertad 1235, Buenos
Aires 1012, Argentina

Eleven color-difference formulae were tested for !arge color differences
in a psychophysical experiment on color scaling. A partial report of this
experiment has already been published (Lozano 1977). This is the
final report in which one more formula was tested, further research was
clone on the existing data, and an exponential and a potential function in
addition to the linear function already used were tested by the least
squares method. Differentobservation conditions were also tested for the
same set of color samples.
In the first part of the experiment 97 colors were used in which
lightness was mainly varied; 96 colors were used in the second part in
which purity was mainly varied. In the third part 3 1 colors selected
from the second group (to which 7 neutral grays were added) were
evaluated for different background and visual angles ( dark against
illuminated, 4 ° and o·7°) which provided four observation conditions.
872 color differences were calculated for each formula used: 192 in the
first part, 270 in the second, and 412 ( 103 for each observation condition)
for the third.
Different linear regression analyses were employed to evaluate the
goodness of fit of each formula: linear, exponential, and potential
functions (the last two were transformed into linear functions by using
logarithms).
The results obtained showed that the four best formulae classified
with respect to their correlation coefficients were the Reilly Cube Root,
Klaus Richter, Adams-Nickerson and CIE L*a*b* (1976). The Klaus
Richter and CIELAB formulae are related to the Reilly Cube Root and
Adams-Nickerson formulae in an approximately direct mode. These
formulae were followed in order by a group of four formed by the
Hunter-Scofield, Saunderson-Milner, FMC-2 and CIE L*u*v* (1976)
formulae. The last three were those identified as Judd-Hunter (NBS),
MacAdam Geodesie Space and FMC-1.
The functions tested with the regression analysis were the following:
(i) linear, S = aE + b; (ii) exponential, InS= In b + aE; and (iii) potential, In S = In b - a In E, where S is the magnitude estimated by the
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observer, E is the color difference calculated by each formula, and a, b
are constants. S really represents the difference between estimations
for each color and not the estimation of the difference itself.
The exponential function is representative of the criteria given by
Fechner and also of the line element of Helmholtz (Stiles 197I). The
potential solution represents the criteria given by Stevens ( I957)·
The results obtained show that values of the F function to evaluate
the validity of the hypothesis are higher for the linear function for the
group I data and for the potential solution for groups II and III. In
both cases the exponential function is the worst approximation for the
data obtained.
The CIELAB color-difference unit is compared with the other units
provided by the different formulae. Once again the Cube Root and
Richter formulae showed a direct relation, giving units of approximately
the same magnitude. The Adams-Nickerson color-difference unit is a
little larger. The others are either smaller (as the MacAdam type) or
!arger (as high as five times in the case of the Saunderson-Milner type).
The mean value of color differences measured for the CIELAB
formula is about 17, with a standard deviation of about I 1. The limits
are o·5 and 55·1 for colored samples and 9 and 68 for grays.
Further mathematical considerations are being made and a critical
analysis of the behavior of the different formulae for different observation
conditions will be examined.
In conclusion, from this experiment which deals with medium and
large color differences on the average, it can be said that the CIELAB
formula is a good recommendation, but it is not better than that
proposed by Richter or the Reilly Cube Root formula.
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D14 SUMMARY OF THE CONGRESS:
THE LAST 'HURRAH' OF COLOR 77
G UNTER WYSZECKI
Division of Physics, National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K1A oR6
Dr lndow has asked me to summarize the scientific aspects of this third
AIC Congress. Color 77 is rapidly coming to a close-another major
happening in the world of color can be recorded and added to the
book of history. It was a good conference and even the mere statistics
can prove it.
There were over 20 countries represented at Color 77, with over 360
participants and accompanying persons-a remarkable number when
one considers that in the last few years the economic situation has put a
rather tight austerity on conference attendance around the world.
The age distribution of the participants at Color 77 was a gratifying
observation to make: according to my own measurements-I won't
disclose how I did it-there were participants ranging in age from under
3 months to over 29 years, a measurement result which clearly
demonstrates that the world of color has nothing to worry about as far
as its population is concerned. Many more conferences of this kind are
virtually guaranteed because the interest in color begins early in life
and never ceases to be with us as long as we live.
Then there were the papers. Over 100 invited and contributed papers
were presented and the preprint-book of these papers and abstracts
proves that there was lots to talk about color.
The subject matters were as diversasever and several new ideas were
presented which no doubt have planted the seeds in many of us and will
stimulate us to carry on with our research and ernhark on new research.
If I were to pick the highlights of the technical events, I think I
would pick the following:
Color appearance must rank first. Color-appearance studies are
moving ahead with an even greater enthusiasm than before. This is a
most gratifying development, because these studies obviously get at the
crux of what color, as we perceive it, is all about and how we might
predict it.
Color appearance is a complex field of color and we discoverednot unexpectedly-that it is important to settle the question of terminology at an early stage to assure good communication of ideas and
results of work.
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Dr Hunt proposed such a set of terminology and many will remernher
the word colorfulness which he has proposed as one of the key terms to
describe color perceptions. The term is still controversial as all new
proposals usually are, and it will take some time for us to associate
colorfulness with color and not with people-white and black included.
I wish to encourage Dr Hunt to pursue his campaign for the new term
with vigor and I am sure Dr Hunt is hirnself a colorful man hardly
needing any encouragement from me or anybody eise to push his idea.
Chromatic adaptation is another problern in color-appearance studies
and I believe Dr Bartleson's report clearly showed the enormous
progress that has been made in chromatic adaptation studies in the last
few years. It appears that we now have the necessary basic understanding to foresee a solution to the problern in the not too distant
future.
Colorimetry and color technology papers always attract a !arge nurober
of contributors and Color 77 was in this respect not different from
previous conferences. It is clear that the demand by industry for more
accurate, more precise, and more rapid measurements is still with us
and probably increasing. This means that studies on metamerism,
color-difference evaluations, and color-measurement instrumentation
are being conducted. The program of Color 77 is definite evidence for
this on-going effort.
Color-difference evaluations are still a hot issue despite the fact that
the CIE has called for a period of truce and a time for reflection. The
house was packed when the papers on color-difference evaluations were
presented and the discussions were-as expected-heated and refreshing. It seems that color differences, however small or !arge they may be,
bring out the 'beast' in man, ready to kill anyone who has a different
opinion on how it should be clone.
I have here a Iist of names-which includes mine-of people who
wish to apologize, particularly to Dr Friele whose work was chewed up
with a vigor bordering on cannibalism. I hope that Dr Friele will take
the criticism in the spirit it should be taken-that is, forgive the wolves
of Color 77 and prepare another tasty meal for Color BI.
Color-measuring instruments have reached near perfection. Color 77
has clearly demonstrated this not only through the papers presented
on color measurement but especially through the remarkably complete
exhibition of instruments.
I was awed to see the display of gadgets and the versatility built into
them. You name your color-measurement problern and before you have
finished listing the data you want, you are handed a computer printout
with all the answers correct to 4 to 6 digits.
The price of color measurement? Believe it or not, it goes down.
Technology, particularly in the computer field, has made tremendous
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strides which have resulted in an actual cost reduction per data point
measured. But don't get me wrong-color measurement is still not free.
My survey of the exhibits revealed that I would require a cool $1 million
to purchase the whole lot exhibited at Color 77· I was tempted,
particularly after one of the exhibitors offered me a black and white
TV set thrown in with the package.
Not everything was shining at Color 77· My distinct feelingwas that
the physiology of color vision was rather meagerly represented and
advanced. Also, I felt, the fine arts and its relation to color could have
been better represented and this would have resulted in a less biased
balance of contributions toward the more scientific and technological
contributions made at Color 77·
However, on the whole, andin the last analysis, Color 77 was a good
conference of high professional caliber. We came here as friends and
leave as even greater friends hoping to meet each other again soon.
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